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FEBRUARY 23, -1983 )
,- '.

: U.S._SENAm
,SELEq. Colman. = col INDIANArFiumi,

, -- 1 . .. Ifashingt gn,* D.C.
The committee met, purst(ant tb notice, at 2 P.m, in room 538,

Dirltsen Senate Office Building, Senator Mark.Atidrews (chairman)
presiding: . . .

Present: Senattrs Andrews, Goldwater, and-Melcher.
Staff present Paul Alexander, staff director and Peter Taylor,

- -.general counsel. _ ,

Senator ANDREWS. Ladies and gentlemen, today the Select Com-
mittee on India Affairs will begin 8 days of hearings on the FegleriN
at budget. our committee will hear from the Assistant Sec&
tary for In airs, Ken, Smith, on the proposed budget for the.
Bureau of Indian airs. .

After Mr. Smith, we will hear from Casey Wichlacz, Director,
Administration for Native Americanst, Department of -Health and
Human Services. ,

Toniorrow, the committee will hear' from the Department of Edit.
cation's Office of Indian Education, the Department, of Housing and
Urban Development, and the Indian Health Service in the Depart-
ment of Health and Hunikn Services. ,..-

On Friday, February 25, the, committee will conelude with- testi-
mony offered from a 'wide range of tribal groups and nhtional
Indian organizations which will address the impact of the budget
On the tribes and Lydian organizations, ,

_ .

Before calling on today's witnesse8, I would like to inquire of my-,
colleagues as to whether' they have any remarks to make at this

If there. are no comments, Mr. Secretary, we welcome you to the
committee and will biglad to hear from you at this time

STATEMENT OF KEN SMITH, ASSISTANT SECRETARi FOR INDIAN
AFFAIRS, BUREAILOF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN FRITZ. DEPUTY ASSISTANT
JOHN FRITZ, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY, CHARLES
HUGJIES, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, TED
KRENZKE, DIRECTOR, INDIAN SERVICES, AND KEN ROBS.
ACTING DIRIVOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Mr. SMITH. First of Chairman, ive'are pleased to be here

this afternoon to discuss the 1984 budget.
I have here with me at the witness table John Fritz, who is

deputy. He is the person who runs the dartoday business at the
(1)

;
so.
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Bureauof India% Affairs. I have also Chuclt Hughes, our Director ,e

. of Financial MinagemOnt: Also, in.our audience, we have several
of our directors, and we may call upon them to answer any ques-

,tions that you may have later on. - - e '
With the committee's permissiml, J. would like to just briefly

recar my written prepared statement that was submitted earlier
today. , .

Senator 140maxvIS. Without objection, that statement; will be
made A part of the record. . .

N .Mr. Sstim...1f/e_are requ:stine, in our 1984 budget authority, $1.4
billion of which $901 million is in Federal appropriations and
$585.2 million is in permanent and trust funds. This zuest is ap-
proximately the same total funding for the operation of radian-pro- 4rik

4graMs that we had. for 1983. The overall- difference of our total * -

budget 1s $53 million. However, the decrease is reflected in two .

major areas: No. 1, a $89million reduction in roads construction
funding, but our request does not reflect the $100 million the
Bureau will be receiving from the Highway TrusyFund: . .

Senator GOLDWATER. Is that.$100 million coming from the 5-cent /
tax? A,k . . ,__ ,-

. .

Mr. &Ant. Yes. Naturally, we are losing $39 million in mil' al); '
propriation and receiving $100 million from the Highway, Trust
Fund. . i -A , .-

No.2, our request also has a,differenfe of $9.4 million in Johnson
O'Malley education assistance flu-Wing, which ;tea a 1983 one -time

_congressional add on for renovating lamer BIschools transferred
to Alaska in their State school system. . .

speaking of schools, one of the major areas "that'we will probably
be addressing in our up and coming budget hearings is this. ,We /
have proposed again to close some of ouy off-teservation boarding
schools at the end of the,19,82-88 school I am,sitre that you I 1,:-,

will' have a lot of discAssion about some of atisisbut through the
years we ha4had a' dicline in enrollment at these. schools. 1

,-, At the beginning of the 1982 who& year, we hid it 70 percent'
occupancy rate iresour 10 operattig reservation boarding schools.,'
By February of this year that occupant rate, declined to .68*

,
N

percent. .- 1

The operation of these off-reieria tion.boarding schools -is 'costing
us about $33.5 million to educate 8,280 stndentk which is our cur-
rent enrollment. So, if you had 10 pf these and only a 68-percent 4r
occupancy rate and if they aresoting you a lot of money, then we
have- to take a good look 'at them and review them. Our Cohcecn,
naturally, is to make sure-that we have options for students_if we
do close a school. I .. A

'1,Nr4 are talking about twesdhools, 'on in Alaska and one in . ..

Utah, that we are planning on phasing out. These are inte,rmoun-
tain and Mt. Edgecumbe. We have no problemmith them in thie

.sense that we can absorb the total'enrollment of those students in
our existing system, so we do not have a prolilem. of placing those _

Students. '' . A
-

. .4
Our social sendees people tentatively, in a repo' t that rhavo re-

, ceivedI might say that, / have not .received the official report
from our Department of Education, but I will be receiving it in a

9 t A
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couple of weeks. Then I will beible to make a final decision,.but I
am now giving you some tentative thoughts and ideathat I <have.

They,tell me that we will not have a phiblem of placing the de-
-. nientary students at Concho, so we will probably be, looking to A

phase out that school. I have not made that final. decision. .
40

The only school that we have tt problem with is Wilhpiton. Of
course, our chairman is -very\ concerned about that school. At his

'`-t,,._ recommendation, I did take a gip up there to look at itl first hand.
-1-talked_to some of the students and to some of the teaqhers and to

the Schookirincipal. I was very impressed with the school. I think
that the scht014 if is not our roblem. It is whether we can place
the students that re going to e schqo "nto their own communi-

.6,4 ties and into other options so the may o Lain quality education. I
_think that is our main ea n. \

Fight-now, we do have a co rrt in.Wahpeton. I have not gath-

,. .r final decision then,
,ceiving final recommendations and all the acts. I will be making a
ared all the facts, but hopefully, in the 4net2 weeks, I will be re-

....- v.
... ...
w. Senator ANDREWS. White you are saying, Mr. Secretary, is that

you have,- in fact, accepted the advice of this committee, which we
gave to yoU laic year w'en we pointed out to you that it seemed to
be quite apparent that your people had not" given you the proper

0 background information,,, and that no study had been made as to. what would happen tothe c ildren, and at what cost these chik
Zen would be educated if th severarand separate schools were
utdown. Your information ust-osimply was not complete. As a

matter of fact, the commit appreciated ,your candoritinusual
fonbureaucratsan. saying th t they'had given you lQusy. Informa-

0 den, if any ikormation atall: N.0. '
What you are now saying that you haVe instituted these stud-

ies and will be able to give eeeommittee, within 1 week or 2, a
.definitive report as to wht* the alternates are to these schools and,
what will happen to the major concern this committee has for
those children,. That is why we have established the'school# Will
you be able to give us a report on that within 1 w'ek or 10 days

Mr. Semi: 111e. Chairman, as I- understand it, I am supposed tct
receive the report in 2 ,weeks and probably it will not take mevery
long because I' have tried to keep up with what is happening out

'..
there with alro5tur consultation and.ourtact gathering. I am sure
that 2 or 8 day fter I have received the report I will be able to
make a final decision,. ,. .

Senator ANDREWS. I am sure that I do not have to impress on
you that one of the key things in maintaining those schools at the v

e high level they are is toliminate the qonfusion and the socalleci ,
sword that has been hanging over the heads of those dedicated em.
pleyees asto whether,they are going to be ruled or not. 0. . .

MALI suggest then, that you make all Maximum speed in for- o -
mulating that decision so that we can resolve this? -,

fir: Sturm We will see if we can speed that process up. We are
concerned about our employees; too. We have to give their ads-
quate notice if we do plan to:phase out some of these schoolst_"

Senator GOLDWATER. How many total, entloyees does the MA
have? _ 50'.

or.,,f .;:. Mr. Setrriclet me confer with my staff. .

. 1 0
A -- \_
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Mr. FRITZ.'AppOximately 15,000.
- Senator 90. ATP. For how many total Indians'are you admin-

. isteringpros? .
Ofr. Tiheservice. population for the Bureau of Indian At-

,fairs.' pproximalely 75000Q0 aethis Point. I

Or. SMITH. These are on ox adjacent to reservations.
6 nator GOLDWATER. Thank you.

.

,, . . iSentttoriAmmws. Your budget-jOifiation, While we ire talk-
in'g about overhead..costs, for the operations, projects an overhead

..,.. cost reduction at $11.4 million .it is My understanding that the pro-
gram",and location distribution. of the Overhead reductions are ten-
tative pending final decision on cturrent initiatives. -' -'

.,

. .

, ,

,in 1983; we will increase that bff,10 percent.andhopeftilly in 1985

. .

s. Mr..-Surryi. No, it has not."#een coiriplet* abluidonea., We are ' (...

thestribes. As I uridt6stana it, in Were .contr4ting about
:As you: know, mbie and more grog ems 'are being contracted "to

laking a look at what we did a yeas ago, and were really trying

structure and -how we flan vovide better services to 'Indian fribes.

that you have, r:consiAl -

eratioit?Does that mean that the reorganizatioh proposal of a year

to determine, that is,look at various arcepti as,to how we can re-

$159 billion. In 1982; We are contracting $235 million? flopeftilly;

t.

-we will increase it subsy.intially! ..
So, more and inbre prokrams arOiling contracted to tribes. We ". ;...,.

prefer i tribal goyernments to take over Bureau. programs. We
should.* reducing our work force and reducing oak manarment
and rlducing.out overheat: Weishould start drawing ;melees tribal
governikents are ready take over the programs: Th 1 is our
thrust'. That is the directio that we want.to.niove.--i.

Seiliatot ANDREWS. Will you consult-With-the tribes ima the Con-
O

1

gres4 belbre these 'atiVes,are'impleminted? ,

Mk. SMITH. Yes., have plans for consulting. not onlyjwith the
Indian people but plans forconsulting with people -we deal with on
thelHill. ; #

. SeliatOr ANDREWS. we went around and around on,that ast year..
Mr. SioiVii. Right. We *ere trying to lay some strategy out as, to

how to do that. Right noilt, we want to'talk about the concept. Once
we discus4the concept4, e do not want to,do echarlical work
at thki particular-Lim( ntil we discuss how we a ing to re-
structure and how we airs ing to Provide te itterseryices to Ind "
ans. ' i '"

6 Then once we mutually ree with the IniliIin ioverninents we
will proceed on where the o ces are -going to be and w at Offices\ .wet are going to pull back fro , and so forth. But I thin we have
to ditcass the concepts first. ' . ..

Se9otor ANDREWS. A year ag , youwere giving consid cable em'
phasts to converting 638 contr cts .to grants, It appeal* that you
have now had second thoughts s to the wisdom of converting to a
grant process.

Mr. Shits. Yes. .

45enator ANDREWS. What ishe current status ofthat?4.. Mr. Swill. The current state is this. I think our solicitors are...taking a look at the legal opirtio that was handed down to us that

.4. .
t . V i .-r
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indicated that we had to comply: with the' 24 legislation that set
up the granting mechanism and he cooperative est-waren:. media-

' nism. Of course, 638 indicates that we should beusing coritrccts.
We have consulted and dealt With Indian-tribes, and we have re:tcowed well over 100 responses. Most of those responses said that

they do not prefer the grants and the cooperative agreeMents,but
that they prefer to continue with the 638 contraots.
I After reviewing that feedback, we reviewed our position, and we

have asked our solicitors to review their legal opinion, dopefully,
We can continue contracting with tribes:

I thirik4t is the ty;ra or agreement that we want to go Into with
;tribes-. Whether you call it a- contract, a grant, or a cooperagve.
t agreementis immaterial for me. -- - "V. '

_.., ' I think the main plir-plise-khow best do we turn over programs
to tribes, and what type of a document wduld they want to see.

` They are sayifig that they Want tolinter into contracts rather than
grants-'So, that is the direction, that. eare Moving.

J1 Senator ANDREWS: Has there beeiiaiignlficant increase in 638
--- contractir by the tribes aver the-pa st:year? - r'1 _ Mr.-Stikra. Yes, therChas been. .**; . . .

Seriafar ' DREW& Have you been. able. to id ly any savings in
_rthis type ofq "ritractimtbrthe tribes?

Mr, StirrHN. etl, n right now. I think the are going tosir' vingi
I k be longterm. l'skaturall it costs probably a fe* more dollars at the

beginning:When youe :ter, ,into a contract - e you have to pay
contract overhead on these .contracts. Con act overhead varies
from 5 percent to soine which go quite a w s tip. I think an -aver--
age is in the 20-percent range. So, We hay to_add on 20 percent to
our programmatic contract.

Senator Auncewsgn our hearings last year, there were com-
plaints from tribal vdtnesses about the shortfall in Federal funding
to pay indirect costs incurred in administering programs contracts
ed ,froz:e. the Bureau. Witnesses from the Bureau, assured the com-
mittee that steps were being taken to address this problem.

Wli
you have

Mr lear

ogress have you made in-resolVing. this problem and do
p ision in the budget to address-this problem?
Y .

Senator REINS. Or, have you made o much 'progress that you
do not need to make more? .

-Mr. SMITH. I used' to be onthe other side of the fence 2 or 3 years
age. Now I am on this side of the fence, so I\guess I have,to defend
it.

I have Ted Krenzke at the table here. Be in charge of Iiclian
Services.

Senatfr "ANnitzws. Can you quantify' the 'have
made? 4' . \

Mr. KRENZKE. Basically we had afi-oversight laring. You will
probably recall last summer, when we reported' th4t we had in our
hands a recommendation to address what was felt kt.o be the major
problem in this contract support difficulty which was tying the al-
location of contract suaort funds to the indirect-cost rates estab-
lished by the Inspe5tor General's Office.

Since that time, Mr. Smith has made a decision to accept the rec-
ommendation of that report and to move toward tying the distribu

rogress you

#1J......

1

1--
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tion of contract support funds .to the relative overhead costs that
the Burt .tu would incur, had it been operating the program.

We are in the process of implementing that at the present time.
It is going to be a fairly complex procedure to develop essentially a
formula that Telates to this. We have had requests for proposals for
a contract to assist us in making this determination advertised,
and that particular request, for a proposal closes this Friday. We
expect to he able to implem nTthisin pant in- fisc.a1-1984-and-in
accord with the conference report of the appropriations committees
last December. %Ye expect then that this will be reflected in the
budget'for fiscal Year 1985.

I think that there are a couple of other thinks that are pertinent
to this situation in relatiorithip to the specific shortfall of fiscal

iyear 1982 which you mentioned in your opening question. We were
.able to achieve some overall savings within the Bureau through re-
lorograming, which essentially, probably reached 97 to 98 percent of
the total need for contract suppott in fiscal year 1982.

Also another identified difficulty has to do with the so-called
theoretical over recovery, under recovery problem that the tribes
have had. I think that considerable progress in that respect has
been made, particularly by some good cooperation that we have re-
ceived from the Interior Department's Inspector General's- Office.
They have been able to work with some of the tribes that havesex-'
perienced difficulty in this respect in using the different cost appli-
cation theory in terms of what they call a "Lump-sum" arrange-
ment.

So, it is a tremendously complex issue, but I thinkores, progreis
has been made. We have specific steps, outlined to continue to ad-
dress the problem. I think we will be pretty well on top of it ley the
end of this fiscal year and going into fiscal year 19$4.

Senator ANDREWS. it is a, matter of considerable nteres to us, so
if you can please keep us updated on it. It is the commit s inten-
tion to have oversight hearings in this erase we cab as ertain the
real facts. 7

Mr. Smith? c

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I might add that our bikdget for 1984
shows about a 10-percent increase in contract `supports funds, about
a P.2 million increase.

Senator ANDREWS. We are midging you in the right airection.
Mr. SMITH. Right.
Senator ANDREWS. The Senator from Arizona mentioned how

many more you had at the BIA than you had on the reservations.
That got us off on this tangent, so if you have more of your tests-
mony to give please go right ahead.

Mr. SMITH. Yes. I think we got a little sidetracked. I pannot re-
member exactly where I was,. but I do want to talk a little bit
about the philosophy that we used. L think I already Mentioned
some of our philosophy and the direction that we are moving.

About year Ago when I was confirmed, talked a little bit
about my philosophy. Right now, I have that same general philos-
ophy, and I think it has been adopted i the new policy we have in
the administration. Vresident Rea nnounced a new policy in

- _ January, which really dealt with a gove ment-to-government rela-
tionship. We will support thagovernments-,.and we will strengthen

).;
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tlse governments. The announcement also dealt with the econom-
ic development and how we can increase the economies on reserva-
tions. I think those are the two-key items that the policy addresses.

If you look through our budget, I think you will find that we
have emphasized thote two particular areas. If you look at our self-
determination grEintt, you will find that we have programed $60.2
million for self - determination services, which is an increase of $7.3
million over 1983. apptopriations. We are requesting $65.5 milli&

* in economic development in employment programs, an increase of
$6.2 Million over our 1983 request

So, you can see that we ar giving those a lot of attention be-
cause I think those are the eys. You have to build on a founda-
tion, and that foundation "s tribal government, not more Federal
Government. It should "bal government.

The other one is, h do we improve the economies on reserva-
tions and how do w assist tribes to be able to imprbve their econo-
mies.

So, those are o keylireas that we are working on.
Senator G WATER [acting chairman]. One of the key areas!is to

create an moephere on reservations that will attract businesses
to come ndiake advantage of the labor that is there. The biggest
'proble I think that the Indians have is unemployment. It is not
n arily unemployment that can be attributed to lack of educe-
tio but it is just a laEk in the ability of the tribal governments in
be g able to get any type of businesbes-to'come to the reservations.

n this respect, does your experience show that tribal govern-
ents are looking more on their own without the .constant com-

menting of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and that they can do a
better gm b than he Federal Government?

Mr. arg. hink a lot of our tribal governments out in Indian
country ardgood. We have good leadership in Indian country. It is
getting more sophisticated. -I think I could name quite a few tribes
that lirobably could do a lot better job than the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

There are tribes out there that eneed our support and assistance.
We have a variety of tribes. But, I think there are tribes which can
do a lot ?setter job than what we are.doing for them.

.Senator GOLDWATER. I am thinking about the tribes that have re-
tained their own tribal identity, their own languages, their own re-
ligion, their "own culture. They have resisted the attempts made by
many Indiansto become white people. They want to be Indian.

I would like to think that the Federal Government would under-
stand that it is not a very easy matter for the tribal government to
go off on their own. For example, I am thinking of the relationship
of the Navajo to the BIA. I think many tribes in this country colild
'operate in that manner with a, minimum of interference by the
BIA. Would you agree?

Mr. SMITH. You spoke, Senator, of the Navajo. It is under new
leadership, and there is a new chairman there. We want to work
with him. We are hoping that he can.take over more of the Bureau
prograjns as he gets on his feet and decides, realty, what he.wants
to do.

I can see Navajo no different tha another State in the union. I
think they are large enough. They pave enough land.

. -
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Senator GOLDWATER. Maybe I picked the wrong tribe. The great
majority of all are Navajo. It is the biggegt reservation and the big- , -

' gest tribe. I do not want-to be the parochial, but I am thinking of
the Colorado River Tribe which is well governed. I see no reason
that the BIA has to continue to add their superficiality to what
they are able to do by themselves.

Mr. Smrrx. ator, I agree with you. We have those .tribes.` Of
course, it is a d cision of the local government. We would prefer
they would go th t way. We prefer that they contract more of their
programs.

I would rather eliminate Federal employees o reservations and
let tribal governments take over. Ot course, we waild still have the
respodsibility of protecting the land and the resources.

Senator GOLDWATER. I think we would be better off it we left it
to the Indians' nd let the BIA stay here in Washington. -

Mr. Sbirrn: I agree with you, Senator. I think that is the direc-
tion that we want to move. ..

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you
Mr. Small. We keep on going off on tangents, but I think we

have had some fruitful discussion here.
Senator ANDREWS [reassumes _chair)._ Of course, we have your

total statement in the record, and we have already inserted it. But
now we can have. at you with questions.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, i think I have covered most of the
things that our discussion was to cover initially. We talked about

_ter -our Tealinement. As yo4now, in our 1983 appropriation we had
an $8million overhead and management reduction to be achieved
in one-half a year. Our 1984 request estimates $17.4 million savings
for a full year. So, this is where the $8 million comes in, whielrLwas-
mar dated and of course, last year We asked for $16-million reduc-
tiontion.__

i . ____.-----
.__ ---- -.=.- __--z---- /

Congress wive us $8 million back and took away $8 milli6n,', but
it is based upon pretty much a half a year basis. If you annualize
that, it amounts to almost $17.4 m" on for a full year. This means
that we are going to have to take a good look at our organization to
see where we can pull back and reduce and still do a good job out
there. .

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that our 1984 request shows that
funding for tribal-agency operation is '$277 million, increasing by $7
million over our 1983 appropriation and by $39 million over our
1982 appropriation. These are the programs which are subject to
tribal priorities. So, again we are trying to increase the local base
and decrease the central office and the area offices. Thai has been
our thrust. -

With that, Mr. Chairman, I think I could respond to any ques-
1 tions you may Wave.

Senator ANDREWS. Mr. Secretary, the American Indian and Alas-
. kan; Native populations are the fastest growing population seg-

=Nits of the United States with a 2.3-percent annual' increase. In
light of this fact, how do you justify, in your budget request, a re-
duced student average daily membership?

'Mr. SMITH. This is in Alaska?
Senator ANDREWS. Yes.
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Mr. Salm. As you know, we have had a ppliy in Alaska of
moving toward--

Senator ANDREWS. You must realize that in this Congress you
will probably hear more about Alaska.

Mr. &Arr.. Right.
Senator ANDREWS. Not just Arizona and N8rth Dakota.
Mr. Sturm Tho State and the Bureau made an agreement sever-

al years ago' that we would milted to a one-school system: The
State was starting to build the schools in the rural areas. W'e did
not have the money. And, this is the direction we were moving.
Through the years we have converted a. number of schools. Last
year in our budget we converted 17 schools that we' transferred
over to_thi-Sgie
.We still have 20 day schools in Alaska still operated by the

Bureau, `and one or two of those may be contract schools. I am not
sure.

But we have 20 school facilities that we still fund. As you know,
we are planning to phase out Mount Edgecumbe. So, their enroll-
ment.is declining for the budget justification that we are giving
you because,we are operatinrless and less facilities.

Senator ANDREWS. Eat:lief on,-Mr. Secretary,we talked about.the
schools that have been recommended for closure and the fact that
you had, indeed, been reexamining those schools atid, ,fin fact, had

jmade some personal visits to those schools to ascertain just what
the situation was with respect to the students in those schools

If it is decided that one or more of these schools shall remain
open, where are you going to get the funds?

Mr. SWIM. Well, at this point we would have to absorb those
particular schools. If we are going to have to come up with $2 mil-
lion, then we are going to have to go through our budget and find
out where we can take away $2 million and add to it, which may
mean that we will have o come back for reprograming or what-
ever.

Senator ANDREWS. You might even come back for reprograming
or be involved in a supplemental later on?

Mr. Smmt. Yes.
Senator ANDREWS. Are you reply to do that?
Mr. SMITH. At this point, I think we have to stand by the bottom

line. My first recommendation would be to absorb the coat and ask
for an amendment

Senator ANDREWS. Now, how does the loss of title N programs
so far A, B, and C,.--at the Department of Education affect the edu-
cational programs at BIA?

Mr. SMITH. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think we have our Acting Di-
rector of Education, and I think he can better respond to that par-
ticular question. He is Ken Ross.

Mr. Ross. Mr Chairman and Senator Goldwater, in looking at the
direct impact on the Bureau of Indian Affairs, we have not pro.
gramed 'for the total elimination of the title N program within the
Department °Ole Interior, butovithin the Office of Indian Educa-
tion programsnhe impacts that will be felt, based on the proposal
to eliminate all of title IV in the Office of Education, are that `for
those public schools educating 10 or more Indian children, primar-
ily the majority of those will be located off of Indian reservations:
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The children affected are primarily urban Indian childroi, of
which a portion of those are children which the Bureau services
through the Johnson O'Malley program. That is in the part A
section of title IV.

Also, in part A of title IV, there will be 20 schools which are
tribal contract schools which are eligible to receive part A grant
assistance Or discretionary assistance. In those 20 schools there are
presently 22 programs being,funded at $8,519,070 or approximately
an average of $1,091 perietudent in _those contract schools who will
be impacted.

Additionally, in part B the teacher training technical assistance
centers, of which there are presently five, if I am not mistaken,
will be eliminated. Pilot and demonstration projects, primarily th
the area of cultural enrichment and curriculum development, will
be reduced.

Additionally, part B includes fellowships for graduate study in
the specific areas of law, medicine, health, engineering, business
administration, education, and natural resources. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs has a comparable program in the Special, Higher
Education Section of the Bureau's budget, that coven; those same
areas. But there will be approximately 143 fellowships that are cur-
rently being funded out of that $1.3 million that will either have to
be absorbed 4n competition with the other available scholinship as-
sistance programs through 'OE and through the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

Under part C, the impact will be felt in adult education, approxi-
mately to $3,365 000.

Senator AN_ EWS, Is Johnson O'Malley duplicathig title IV, part
V A recent GAO report indicated that it did not. Do you agree
with that report?

Mr. Ross. I would agree with the report that came from the Gen-
eral Accounting Office. In general, title IV Is not duplicating the
kinds of services that are being provided by the Johnson O'Malley
program. There are some exceptions to that pneral rule that have
been pointed out in that GAO report, and we have attempted to
work with the Office of Education in assuring them that that dupli-
cation is minimal.

Senator ANDREWs. Brit you think you can lay.that old dog to
rest? .

Mr. Ross. I believe so, yes.
Senator ANDREWS. The Indian Health Care Improvement Act

provided scholarships for Indian students entering the health-relat-
ed fields. This program is also scheduled for termination. Will ' he
BIA seek supplemental funding to underwrite this program or a
program similar to it? ,.

Mr. Ross We have the authority to fund health-related postgrad-
v uate work. / i ,

Senator ANDREWS- I know you have the authority. That is why I
asked whether you would use it.

Mr. Ross. Yes.
Senator ANDREWS. Do you iptend to use it? ,..-
Mr. Ross? In 'terms of those individualst who would apply desiring

health post-graduate assistance, yes. r
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Senator AliDREWS. In other words, we are going to expect that
BIA will find resources, techniques, and tactics, sothat the young
Indian who wants to pursue a course. in education, in medicine, or
a health-related field will be able,to do so.

Mr. Sham. Mr.- Chairman, I think we would , have to operate
within existing resources which we do have.. Again, we would have
to take a look it some of our other programs

Senator ANDREWS.- Do pot hesitate. He gave the right answer in
the first place. .

I am getthig sick and tired of thise guys down at OMB who
know nothing from-nothing, saying -that this -kind ,,or health care
training is-not important. I cannot think of anythinIbetter than to
get the educationally qualified young Indian into a type of program
like this, whirs he can graduate as a doctor or a paramedic and go
badk and serve his own people on or near the reservation. 4 think it
is fantastic. I think it is idiotic that they are pitting it out. That is
why I /diked. the -question -, ,

I know that you have the authority. I would hope that you would
use that authority. He gave the right answer, so do not-louse it up.
We will be interested in watching down the line to see /what you
can do-to get around that one. . . : .

Is it not a fact that in the paii, the BIA has placed 44th-related
education in-low priority because of the health manpower program
in the Italian Health Servich? 1

Mr. SMITH.- I am not aware of that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. And, it this program is terminatedthat is,

the Indian Health Servicethen how will that affect your Orogram.
at, he BIA? ...

The, problem on this committee ie Aat we look at why you are
changing these programs, qad sometimes we think you are backing
away from them because you think that they are covered over
here. Then when they remove your clothes over here, we do not
want you to get your itail pulled in the original position. So, we are
trying -to find out if Pre of the-decision on this health-related edu-
cation questionls because you felt it.was being handled under the
Indian Health Service. And, if so, you did not have to handle it
under your regular BIA situation.

Now that that has been cut back, would that indicate that you
have to pick it up in a normal BIA education program? - 6

ME. SMITH. Well, that would NI a possibility, Mr. Chairman. Of
course, we would have to evaluate again with what resources we
have.

Senator ANDRRWS. Have you evaluated?
Mr. SMITH. Not at this point, no. We can look at our alternatives

° and at what our options are:
Senator ANDREWS.. Does the BIA and the Department of Educa-

tion and the Indian Health Service, coordinate efforts in providing /
' educational assistance to Indian students? -.

Mr, SMITH. We should be coordinating our programs a lot better.
Senator ANDREWs..The expression on your face shows the *answer

I will get -- ._ -.

Are you making efforts in your capacity to try to get some better
coordination?

RZ*741 0 *, 93 *
i 1v
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Mr. Sumi..Yes. We are meeting more regularly with some of the
other agencies, and we can better coo_ ..mate our operations so that
we are not stepping over each other and not duplicating some of
our progiams. .

St:28tOrl ANDREWS. Last yew° the BIA budget lbstification antici.
pa the transfer of the title IV programs to BIA. The fiscal 1984
budgets for\ the BIA and the Department of Education do not re-
flect_this._.What are your current plans in this area? .

Mg. Sum' Qur current plans are just to provide programs that
we have .bee providing. We have no plans this yearat least in
our 1984 pro about accepting any new responsibilities of the
DiPartment- o Education: .

,-,

. Senator AND s. Last year you were going to abiorb that.
Mr. SMITH. . It was-in our budget last-year.
Senator AND ws. But it is not now. -.
Mr. Stern. e look, to the Department of Education to justify

that transfer rather than our trying to justify the transit*
Senator ANDREWS. The only trouble is that they have cut it out

over there, and you have not accepted it. Where does the foundihig
go? t. , i

As runderstand. it, they, have cut it out again, and you have not

Mr. SMITH. As I-understand it, they are getting' out of business in
the Department of Education. la k

Senator ANDREWS. The impression that the chairman gets,.
backed up by staff-,frI am not out on a limb by myselfis that last
year They' copped off title IV and yottabscirbecl it and you got

" some restored .baek to the Department' of Education., Now they
have chopped that off again, but'you are not picking it up.

Mr. SMITH. Lt year they were going to transfer, as I under-
stand it, the to program to the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Then
they. added an amount into our budget and 'depleted it over at the
Department of Education.

Senator AND ewe. But the transfer was never officially brought
up.

Mr. SMITH. 1o. No it was not. I think it died.
Senator ANDREWS. I am afraid the whole concept may die. If

ts /
nobody is going to catch That ball, then it is going to fall all by
ielf. . i --- ..

Mr. SMITH. I think last year they were looking at disassembling
the Department. of Education, and that did not fly 'so this went
back, into the Department of Education. - -

Mr. Ross. It is my understanding that there is an appreciable in-
. crease in Federal impact aid under 81-874. Those funds will be re-

leased to those super-impact districts in the public school area
where the majority of public schoolchildren are now being Served:
With that increase, some of the services t at at were being provided

.by title could be absorbed under the 874 rOgram, provided that
the' policies that were developed by the °cat school boards on
active consultation with tribes and parents i terms of the delivery
and the expenditure of those impact aid mon s are adhered to.

Senator ANDREWS. The projected unit cost or general assistance
for fiscal 1984 is $74.28 per person, pet month. That is under gener-

written it in to your budget.
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al assistance. This is less than the ceat ofAscal 1981 and substai-
tially less than the fiscal 1982.unit cost of W9.28.

You seem to berunning the inflationary factor backwards, which
is totally different than any other Government agency. I do not
know whether you have some different kind of justification or not, t
but your justification for the projection ie.& $4 million savings by

'adhering to State practices of reducing general assistance to less
than the needs set by Sate law. Mid, again looks like kind of a
magic piece of phraseology that intrigued this committee.

Could you supply ua with the brea.kdown of the anticipated say-
ings from each of the States .;served bithe BIA general assistance
program? I-would like that breakdown to show No. 1, the-number
of persons in'each State who will beeerved; NO, g, the standard of .
need established by the State, pursuant to the Social Security Act;
and No. 8, the,actual level of payment by the State. ,

We will leave the record open to receive that information:
jSubsequent to the heating the following information was re-

ceived for the record:1
--

Question. In the category of General-Assistance, 1 would note that the budget hie.
tificiation.projects a very light increase in the caseload for fiscal year. 194fro
6802 persons per month to 64,969. Tbla projection seems to be somewhat optimisti
in light of the express concern of unemployed Indians returning to their reserva-
tion. Are you confident of these figures? Please explain. . -

Answer. Yes,-we feel reasonably comfortable with the estimated 1.041 increase in
caseload. This is based on the substantial increase of 8,840 in fiscal year 1982 over
fiscal year 1981, a period in which we believe the =dm= potential caseload de-
veloped because of the reductions in -other rperuns and the econothic conditions.

The projected cat of fiscal year 1984 is 4.23 per person per month. This is lees
Question. 1 would also note that the p unit cost per person is disturbing.

than the cast of fiscal year 1981 and substantially libel that the fiscal year .1982 unit
cost of $79.23. The justification for this pmfection is a $4 million saving to be
achieved by adhering to state practices of rucing general assistance to less than
the needs set by state- law` Could you supply this committee with a breakdown of
the anticipated salving; front each of the states served by the BIA general assistance
prograln? I would like this breakdownto sh6w: (1) the number of persons from each
stet...that will be served: (2) the standard of need established by the State pursuant
to the Social Security Act; and (3) the actual level of payment b3r the State-.

Answer: Please see *tacked Analysis and Issue Paper regarding the issue of the
ratable reduction. However, of special note since both this anaylsis and thtt bsdget
justification were prepared, the State of Arizona which accounts for an estimated
22.6 million of the savings has increased their payment vel to 100 percent of need,
therefore offsetting the estimated savings. When the Congress billowed this require-
ment on the Bureau (Conference Committee Report-No, 97416) another variable
was created in the estimating of General Assistance funding. Thome ratable reduc-
tions in state payment levels are simply not predictable with any degree of Tenabil-
ity. 'therefore, we have no absolute means of predicting that during fiscal year 1984
there will be such savings. ..

.4.
DIVISION OP SOCIAL SINVICES

Analysis and issue piper
1. General Assistancerateable reduction in paymentsSix (6) of the fifteen (16)

states where BIA prceides general assistance impose a rateable reduction on their
' public assistance (AnC) standard. They are (for a family of three):

ate
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get need eal beefit Pace a
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StateCorbssed . ,

thise..........__ .................................. 415 p310.09 72.5
iliaissippl . 220 96.00 43.6
liereda.,-.. .,.........,..........................,....w:.........t...............- 285 241.00 84.6
lad Caorso....--.....--.....................-- 384 192.00 50

1/ A

Based upori the above standards, BIA could have saved an estimated 0,484,895 in
fiscal year 1981 general assistance expo ndittirestad it imposed similiir rateable re-
ductions instead of paying a. full standard assistance in each of these steals. This
is summarized as follows:l i .

.,

RCA EAR 1981 t
WNW cost -

seam'got
r
Ottti. Woad vole

."*oacai. .- -

State - 1 . ...,.. ,

' Wwwwwww '$10,344,56.9.....

- ..........7, 367A36
, Make v "

415,179-1

$15,98,091 $2,442.477
20Z090-' .163,346

.344,506' 130,614

'
.

/ Pfssissiert. w.p.m. V.,
953,347 415J46 531400-

lkth Can ins................... pa uwqmooso.1: 123,103 61,551.. 41,552

fta1.-...--.,.---..../....-..-...--...-.--.. 21,242,707 17,757,810 i 3,484,895

6.59 mot (4 WI ra wan id $72,0019,
.

I
Please note that in imposing rateable reductions, the states have a variety of op-

tions which they may exercise at any given time. This in turn makes if almost fus-
poseible to predict what savings BIA mighereally incur if it attempted a straight
forward implementation of various state rateable reductions at face value. For in-.
stance, many states apply rateable reductions more heavily during the latter part of
a given fiscal year kk order to control expenditures.-The first- kart of the fiscal year,
they waylay flail or near full standard. Also, the Omnibus Budt_Reconciliation
Act of 1981 reduced the Federal matching provition for state AFDC expenditures
made after September 30,1981. The basic purpose was to redude benefits and feder-'
al expenditures., Howeverilieveral states already had their state appropriations for
their share in costs for the AFDC program, and found-a "loophole" -in Ole Act's pro-
' visions whfreby they could increase their state standards utilizing the anticipated
federal savings to cover the additional costs-under the percentage matching fermi
without incurring any increased stateispending. Therefore, a number of states have
increased their state stx.--dards the past few months laid employed the percentage
rateable reduction method to the actual payment level. However, when Congress
clans this -loophole" and state legislatures consider future state appro_priations to
Omer state shares, we expectato see more full standard of need payment levels.

Before implementing a rateable reduction as per state program, the BIA would be
required. to publish this as a proposed action in the Federal Register and subse-
quently M publish it as. final rulemaking. . .../

Senator ANDREWS. Your.an understand why those comments are
made and-why those figures intrigue us.

also note that the general assistance" caseload .jumped from
55,642 in fiscal 1981 to 62,482 in fiscal 1982 with ilirther slight in-
creases estimated for 1983 and 1984.

In, light of the statement that Indians who have lost jobs are re-
turning to the reservations, do you consider this caseload projection
to be realistic?

If these figures are accurate: No, 1:Indians are not moving back
to the reservations; and, No. 2, you are a very small island in an
overall country of growing unemployment and other problems be-

liESTAITMARAfi'. _
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cause yourligures do not aein to be allowing it on the reserva-
tions. That is something unusual, too. You must have.some justifi-
cation for that-----.

Mr..KazNzxz. In terms of your first question, we will provide
that information for the record, Senator. . .

In connection with that, I woad just like to make a couple of
comments. Between 1981 and fiscal year 1984, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs' general assistance program has been eliminated in Alaska
=which was a ferny high-cost State so that was one of the factqrs.

The other factor is the rate of reduction which you mentioned:
We will provide-that information for the record. . -

Senator ANiiazws. The caseload showed a little bit better than 10
percent jump between fiscal 1981-082 .and then it plateaued out'in
1983 and 1984: If ygu dm Alaska off if we can .find out Viet
'those tipm are

Mr. KasNzsz."In terms of some of the numbers, the, Alaska
factor is stile factor in there, and we-anticipate 'that the larger
increase would be, that is, it was from 1981 to ,19$2 and 1982 to
1983 with a leveling off from 1988 to 1984. All of it has been tem-
pered by-the fact that we no longer operate in Alaska..

Senator ANDREWS, Under the social services budget; you are pro-
jecting a decrease in funding for this activity In fiscal 1984 over .
1983. You propose to decrease the funding for Indian children, that
ip, for Indian Child Welfare grants by $2 million from $9.7 million
to $7.7 million which is close to a 23- or 24-percent cut.

This savings is to be achieved by. eliminating funding for all off-
. rest "vation programs, It is my understanding that studies of these

off-reservation programs have concluded that many of these pro-
grams are providing valuable services to families and children, who
are members of federally recognized tribes, by providing counseling
and serving as liaison betiffeen _State and local authorities and
tribal courts and so on, .

One-who conducted-one of these studies concluded that these off-
reservation programs provide a valuable service for tribal govern-
nients as well as to affect families. 0:4

I have a letter from Tom Clary who came to this conclUsion, and
I will place that in the record at this.point.
.(The letter follows)

42)
THE CLARY INSTITUTE,

October ,tg, .1982.
MY. Pain TAYLOR,
U.S. Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs.
Washington, D.0 20310

DEAR Pars: Thank you for speaking at the National American Indian Court
Judges Assn. Training session on "Working Together for Indian Children and Fami-
lies.'lies." I enjoyed the opportunity to havp lunch with you and discuss some aspects of
the implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

As you know over the'past two years the Bureau or Indian Affairs has contracted
*with us to evaluate the monitoring of the ICWA grants and to assemble a register of
model IOWA grant programs funded under Title II of Publib Law 96-608.

In this latter project we surveyed grantees both on and off reservations. Our find,
lags changed some of my, previous attitudes. I have long been a supporter of tribal
goyernments and have viewed urban Indian centers as organizations whieh only di:
minish funding which should rightfully go to tribal governments.

However, during our survey of urban Indian centers in connection with the ad.
ministration of the Indian Child Welfare Act, I found them to be of A great assist
ance to the tribes. Many tribal children run away to urban areas. These urban

it
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areas ice also the places where the courts are usually located as well as the state
social services personnel. As a result, we found the urban centers acting for the
tribes in many instances. The center social worker coordinated actions with the
tribal social worker and became an "on-theepot" representative for the tribe. This
often saved the tribal wird worker money and time, as this saved traveling to the
urban area for proceedings. The same is true in those cases where the urban center
had attorneys AA° acted in the interest of the tribe.

As a result of this type of savings, I' feel the urban Indian centers, where they
provide direct assistance to the tribes, should continue to be funded by BIA under
the Indian Child Welfare Act. It would be-ideal if tribes.would form a consortium to
fund these urban centers, el they could control them. However, I am practical
enough Jo know that there are so many tribal needs that 1,1 would be politically
unwise for a tribal leader to take money from tribal funds to fund these centers. For
this reason,7 believe that it is wise that BIA continue to fund urban Indian centers
when they show that they will provide this special service to the tribal government
and the children and families whose residence is on reservations or Indian lauds. I
refer to those tribal governments which are federally recognized.. .

Id& I hope this explanation of my position-is helpfid.
Sincerely.

TiiptstAs C. WAY, Oh. D.,
Presiden4

Senator ArMazws. In light of these findings and particularly in
light of the stated objective of this administration and of yotr,
Secretary, that one of the overall goals of BIA policy in this coun-
try should be to move the native Americans into the overall social
economic 'structure of the country, then why .do we move toward
removing what Ifriportant structures they have that might encour-
age them Co continue progress off reservation?"That is, for those'
who are inclined to do that? _

That is. just one more obstacle, you might say, that we arekoing
to put back up in their face. This flies in the face of whatI thought
was the objective of thisMininistration and, you.

Mr. Smrrft. Well, let me try to respond to a part of that and
'maybe Mr. Krenzke can end it up with further thoughts about
that. '

First of all, our policy tind most of our programs deal with Indian
reservations. With Aiur new thrust' and our new policy, we deal
with local governments..We would prefer to continue, if at all pos-
sible, to deal with local governments.

If local governments want to give up part of their funding to pro-
vide these. types of services, thgn we think it should 13, their deci-
sion rather -than our decision. Also, with a very lean budget, we
have to lay some priorities' and d decide what to pull back on
and what tolutid. Right now, we are leaning more to funding tribal

.governments rather than providing services in the rural areas.
`:So, generally that is where we are coming from. -It was a tough

decision: I thir k it is a worthwhile project, but with a lean budget I
think we have to set some priorities.

Senator ANDREWS. If you Are trying to service Indians Where
they are and if you are trying to encourage them to move into the
society:as_a whole and if 3.ou pull that service away, then do you

heck do not encourage them to stay off and-Fofttinue to -make_that
not almost forcellfelft-tcrgo -back to.the_reservationl? You sure as

break.
I ran into one of those decisions 20-some-odd years ago. I was a

very young Member of Congress. I was just learning about the bu-
. reaucracy. I happened to be on the Indian Affairs Subcommittea

%, . ..1 I
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over .i *Aber body. A delightfUl individual by the name of Jimn
Bailey was my chairman. Jiin probably had a heart ai big es all. . /out of doors. He really cared deeply.-- .... -......_

He emrie out to North Dakota and went with me to four - or five
reset vations: The two of us were appalled at :eneveservation where
we interviewed, a. young man who was 80 'years Old and' had five
children and was on welfine. He had beenveducated by one of the
BIA programs as a welder. ;.1 fact, they found 4,jOb for him out in
California.He-liad-been Out there working for ,a few leers and
doing a good job. *

.

. Thekhe had a couple of kids, and they wiii-iii school very-
body was making a food adjustment. His mother died and.he.came.
back to the reservation for the funeral. _You know the condition .
better than I do. -.- -- .

1 'i',..

What. he had was gone by the tune -the ceremony ',and all of the
rest was over. There he was, a week after his mother was buried,
with his wife and his tine children and no money for a bus ticket to
get back ti-the job in California. s' _

Htwas told by the BIA: ' . . .
.

Tough. We aireasiyasettled you out there once; we aren't going to :Tattle you out
there again. 1 -

( -

Four years and three-children later, he was still on the reserve-*
don being -paid- monthly benefits not nearly as good as the salary
he-would have gotten if lihad gone back to California,

This was my first example of the tender-loving care of the BIA
operating under the roles that they had. It was self-defeating ds far
as saving taxpayers' money, and it is the seine kind of thing that if
an Indian needs help in making the break off the reservation and
if he is still ii-bona'fide member of the tribe, then what is wrong
with providing some of the service piere so you do not fprce him to,
as they -say,- "go_ back to,tliekleliket."

-Why. can't we Ilse some our good judgmet4 and help create
this halfway house, if that is w is? e

Mr. Sun*. I thinkMolt is a . point, Senator. I cannot argue
with your rationale and the pint at you made.

I think what we are trying to is that we would p 'fer local
governments to make that decision rather than the Federal .Gov-

. ernment, .
Senator ANDREW. The last thing in the world that the local gov-

ernment of Minneapolis, Minn, hi going, to be budaeting funds for,
are,Ahepeople whq might move troin t e reservation to Wisconsin
o'r North Dakota or northern Minneso and come down into Min-
neapolis and have some news there.T ey could care less.

The easiest thing for that big-city g vernment to do is to portion.
funds somewhere else and tell the In ian people 'to go back .to the
reservation, and not. to look to them .r solutions That is not right
That is not a good investment. It d not make sense from an indi-
vidual humanitarian sense.

Mr. SMITH. Whetilin -government, I was referring to,'
,

of these. Rinds could be used for is educatibn.
Senator ANDREWS. let us say e Indian. has movted away. Some

N ti, .c* '24
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%Mr. Smrrii..I guess what we are saying is that there are still
some members of feservations vhd still elect local politicians and
Still provide services foriheir constituencies. , .

0. We are saying* that that.may be a responsibility of local rivern-
ment. That is the trust we have. We want local governments to
make -Ha of decisions.

Sena ANDREWS. In that census for that tribe Will you Include'
. .'

in the co ,t all of the Indians or, or off the reservations for any
appertiornnoolf of hinds? You knave what I am driving at.

Senator ANDREWS. Ten percent 'are o e reservation, and the, .
Mr:. Sbarn. Yes. The allecatiori .of

other 90 percent are on. And, you only ticate on the 90-percent
figure...It is then, said, "Why tqice care of our brotheq if he wanted
to be taken dire of, then he ought to be on the reserya ion."

Bat, if you counthirri in the tribe, tlieg you make t allocation
to the tribe. Then, ire&You_have "ajustiflcation to- expect he tribal
government to take care of ,them because they are coun on the
census -for which they receive funds. But, as I understand it, they
are not. Is that right or wrong? , . ,_

Mr. Smtm. Let me consult>with my colleagues. . \ . ...
Mr. Kamm& Mr. Chairman, I think it4is difficult for us\ to

refute the arguments that.you are making, and I guess I can onech6. -

Senator ANDREWS. I on understand that because they are brif.
liant arguments, [Laughter.1 \

Mr. liazwzrarqconttnuing141' can cnly echo the response of Mr. .
iSmith to the effect that n times of budget constraints with A limit- -

ed Amount of resources we try tq do the, most amount of good that
we can, and our priorities,are to ere peiPle on the reservations and
the ;tribal governments that -are locatedthere: Some of tor; died- iisions are rather agonizing in that respect. '. .

Senator Aronmws.:That is right. What I am trying to do is to
sorts through all of this Multituderof progr,ams. When yoti-bring out
the lfact that the allocation is being made to a unit of government
in a block grant, then it is one thing if that person who la now A
thei reservation is inclu'ded hr the Ina under which the money is
allgcated and, therefore, the off-reservation people get &ore money.
for.ithem, but it is totally another thing if they are' not. I suspect
that they are not. That is where the rub tomes.

I i also have a difficult time thinking of a city like Minneapolis,
Minnkand I ant not trying *knock inneapolisor any other
city that is 150 to 200 miles rerrioved -tromseveral reservations thit
might serve as an attractive spot fur employment opportunities.

trouble,But if those Indians get into ouble that cityis not gomg to set up
s al Indian health programs and they cannot be expected ta..clo
SO0 -0------ .--

__J....you-are-getting-if neither from tribal goternment not from
-theictty government /I which theyare temporarily residing.

What happens? They
interested

forced to go back, and that is counter
prodqctive. We will be Interested to see the information that you
arelgoing to provide us. ,. .

With thd BIA aid to tribal. courts- and law enforcement programs,
your budget proposal reflects &slight decrease in, the funding level
for )11scal 1983. The request is for $7.5 million, and the fniding

i
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level sought is actually Slightly lower than that appropriated'
fiscal 1982. Date supplied in your. justification indicates ihft) case: -

lora of these courts has incre foalfroni 132,000 cases in al 1982'
with an anticipated caseload. of1.61,000 cases in I934:', ,-

In light of this added burden of these courts, how cartyou justify
a reduction in funding below the fiscal 1982 level when they had *
percent fewer cars than you project they areiping"to have now?
Were they totally underealployed in fiscal 198 Wirere.thery sitting
these twittling Their thumbs 'or . have you found some ,paralegal
types who will work for-less,money? . . ., .-- : --

Mr. KRENZKE. Mr.tliairman, in response to that let Me say this. .'
If you will look at some of the detailed material relating totribal
courts, you will obserie that the money that is actualbegointout- ',
to the :tribes and to the agencies in fiscal ye4F19geis proposed for -.

an increase of $144,000. Althoughlbere is sortie reduction- in the, `; -.

overall funding for the program, that reduction of taking piece at 1 -'
the Washington level and at the area office level and 'not out there
Wheni the- courts are operating. - _ ,_ -...,

,
N..

Senator ANDREWS. That is the best. nevus I have hqard illcht long .:. . 3

time. Can you provide -for the tecord information that will give 'us - '',4-,.:-.---'.

-' a body count, that will give us the concrete feeling that put whete :0-,..,,i
the caseload is the body count is up? And that up here where the -.1;,--

bureaucracy hangs out that the numbers -are Iowa? That is tome- ,' ='
thing that ought to be emulated. lb congratulations to you, Mr. -t ,.'. ''-'=

Secretary, for doing a fantastic job. ' : :' ; .

We will leave the record open at this Point to receive' that infor- , 9
'nation. '

[Subsequent to the heiring the following information was re- ...!,
ceived for the record:] ' _

.:_.
:. .

t.
- pcs-cvnvz SUMMARY

'.

These rts received from
fifty (50) laden courts out of 85 which have submitted suc hr reports.

(1) The overall caseload for Indian courts has increased by 41 percent.
(a) Criminal caseload (pritharily over Indians in traffic offenseg) has increaged by

apercant. # . ..-

(u) Civitcaseload has increased by 16 percent. V
(2) Asset-Von of jurisdiction is down over non-Indiane in criminal cases (primarily

because of 011phent). , . s- ,
(3).Jurisdiction over fishing and game matters has increased over both Indians

and non-indlans(primirily because of the Northwest fishing cases and as a rgault of
certain cases being classified as civil in nature).

(4) Overall court persopuel has increased by 101 ifercenL
(a) Of the court personnel, court clerks have increased the meat-(from 43 in 1917
89 hill time in 1981).
(6) Other court' personnel such as bailiff, advocates, de.fendera, probation officers,

and oche;court support staff have also increased in number. "b
... (5) The turnover rate for Indiaii court personnel is extraordinarily high (within

the preceding five (5) year period). The turnout rate iif chief judges was L9$ tines,
associate 1.64 times, juvenile judges 1,33 times, and clerks L26 times.

(6) It appears that direct political intervention is not thg m)or cause "fin alurtp
pbrsonnel turnover. The single =Or cause may be low pay.. This fact couplecrwit/i
short terra appointments are the major "reasons for the lodges' high turnover rate.

17) The chief judge's average salary is now approximately 311,745, the associate's
'averageosaia* is approximately $12,464, and the clerk's average salary is approxi-
mately 88,241. A possible reason for the higher salary of associate judges is that "as-
sociate 3 gen is a term which often includes appeals judges and trial judges from
other jor ctions who come to the reservation to *pie conflict of interest. cases.

'Ilt .
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Often these judges are lawyers and their fees are higher. Al- their contract in-
# eludes lagers and per diem expenses, which will increase thei net salary. .

(8) The courtsls report that the courtroom, clerk's office, and judge's chambers are
Onerally good. Whereas-they indicate that the jury room aria law libiary are genes
ally poor. i

(9) Tribal and Bureau jail facilities are generally rated as poor, and city facilit5-
are rated between fair and good. Most tribes do not have separate juvenile facilit
Juvenile facilities, whether separate or not, are rated poor.; ,

. . t .
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Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chaiiman, let me make one 'statement. As you
will no+ce when you get into Indian services, there are some de-
creases in law and order and the courts. But one thing that we
have to remember is that this is not the total funding for providing
these types of services. A lot of the tribes now are starting to'gen-.
erate local revenue, so they are starting to pick up some of these
programs on their own.

Of course, we are encouraging that and assisting thorn in devel-. oping their local revenues.
Senator ANDREWS. You have been looking at budgets, and I have

been looking at them for 20 years. Nothing is worse or less reveal-
ing than the stark face of a budget. That is why I have staff pre.
pare a number of questions,-so that g can get a better feeling for
what those figures actually ,represent/. I have a number of questions' to ask for the xecord, and I will
submit them to you for the record. But I have two other ques-
tionsone having to do with Alaska and one of interest to Senator
Goldwater.

Assuming that all 20 day schools are transferred to the State of
Alaska next year, could the money that would otherivise hive been
used to operate the remaining ten schools instead be used to oper-
ate Mount Edgecumbe, pending arrangements with the State of
Alaska to rim the schools?

1,1

Mr. %arm No. Ido not think we would go along with that
Senator ANDREWS. How much does it cost annually to operate

--/Mt-Edgecumbe2---
/ Mr. Ssimi. Let me see.'

Senator ANDREWS. You may supply that for the record.
(Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record!)
The estimated annual operating costs for Mt. EdgecImbe are as follows:

BIA education (1SEF) funds .. ... 12,009,284
Facilities management funds 3,200,000
Chapter I inn& .... 93,436
Exceptiefial education funds 21,001

Total x 6,823,721

Senator ,ANDREWS. How much does it cost to operate the last 10
transfer schools? .

Mr. &dm. We can provide that for the record.
(Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]
The estimated operating costs for ten day schools included in the FY 1984 budget

for the 1983-84 school year are as follows:
BIA education (ISEP) funds $1,897,493
Facilities management ft,inds 1,802,000 '
Chapter 1 !lands 268,890.
Excepticnal education funds V 123,695

v
Total 4,092,078

'Senator ANDREWS. Of particular concern to Senator Goldwater:is-
this. The deletion of the interim formula implementation fund,
striking $1,128,000, discontinues Bureau education program fund-

I

A A 4:
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ing for theyrekindergarten. The conference "report on fiscal 1983
appropriatioits states:

The "irteeesers'asreft that .this activity should either be terminated after kcal
1983 or funded through the social services.

The Bureau chose to terminate the program. Is not this program
equivalent to the Department of Health and Human Services Head
Start program, an education program which is considered by them
to be a necessary program? If the prekindergarten is equivalent to
the Head Start program, would not the proposed elimination only
serve to place an additional disadvantage on the Indian child as he
enters elementary school?

Mt Satrpir. Mr. Ross will re,pondlo that, Mr. Chairman. t .

Mr. Ross. In looking at the interim funding formula, we have six-
teen prekindergarten programs, of which 14 are contracted out to
the tribes. In that regard, there are also several other avenues. It is
our understanding that there is an increase in the President's pro;
posal for Head Start.

But under the Bureau of Indian Affairs there are three other
sources that could impact Qn the continuation of those programs,
those being the Johnson O'Malley program, chapter I for economi-
cally disadvantaged, and 94-142, the handicapped program.

Those, vie have some semblance of control over in terms of our
office:- The 'Other programs that we do not directly control in the
Bureau of Indian. Affairs' Office of Education are the Head Start
program, title XX, seciitl seicesand those are gra.nts. primarily ---
to States-7and title IL

Senator ANDREWS. Finally, Mr. Secretary, you are familiar, of
course, with the budget proposal to transfer the administration of
Administration for Native Americans programs to the BIA.

What does that mean, in your opinion? What is BIA going to be
doing, and what will ANA be doing after this transfer?

Mr. Salm. We havinot worked out all the details. Dorcas Hardy
, and I, with our staffs, met a couple of weeks ago to discuss the

transfer. leis a plan that the administration wants to move on, but
we have hot discussed exactly the details of what functions ANA
would perform and what fqnctions we would perform. We are in
the process of discussing that transfer.

Senator ANDREWS. Well, the transfer is slated for April.
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator ANDHEWS. If, you have not been doing much discussing

until now then you are going to go right into a marriage without.
the benefit of courtship; are you not?

Mr. SMITH. No. We have had a pretty good relationship between
ANA and the BIA. We have always had a good relationship, so this
is not to saY$hat we are just starting out fresh. We have personnel
we think can accomplish the task that they are doing now

Senator ANDREWS. How are you going to be reimbursed for your
work and services that you will be providing.to ANA under this
transfer?

Mr. SMITH. Well, those are the details.that we are going to have
to work out. That is, whether we are going to have an FTE to do it
with, how much manpower it is going to take, and so on. It is going
to be an extra function that we are going to have to perform. Those
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things we are trying to pull out and say what are the problems of
making that transfer. ,-

Seitato ANDREWS:Are you going, to make use of the people in
ANA who have expertise?

Mr. Shim. We do not know at this Articular time.
Senator ANDREWS. Are you just going to cast them out and then

try to retrain them? Or will you get others?
MY.,Sittut. I am sure we would not do that Depending on the

Indian preference and so on, we .might be able to absorb some of
them: _

Senator.ANDanws. But, so far you have not come uti with any de-
finitive plan?

Mr. Sairru. NO.
Senator ANDREWS. That is interesting.ting.
WI Secretary, we appreciate your coming up. We appreciate

your candor.
I imagine flat befoie too many weeks go by we will both -figure

this budget out better than we know about it right now.
-Mr. &arra Thank you; Mr: Chairman.
[The prepared-statement follows:) .

--

PREPARE) STATZKENT OP ICaterane I,. Sams, AbONTANT Eacairmar or ma brustioa
roe INDIAN AFFAIRS, Derarinnum or rim Derision

Mr. ChairMan and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to appear beano you
today to discuss the fiscal year 1984 budget for the Bureau of Indian Affairs pro-
grams.

11w1994-appropriathm-rsquidt
total funding for the operation of Indian that we have fOr 1988. Funding

Ifor the operation of Indian programs for 98 ip $848.5 million; in 1984 the request
is for $841.5 million, A comparison of our fiscal year 1984 request with our 1988
eppopriations is-attached as Attachment 1.

The 1984 budget shows a substantial reduction in construction Amding, but it dose
not reflect the ;100 million in contract autWity the Bureau will be receiving from
the Highway Trust Fund for the construction of roads on the reservations under the
Highway Improvement Act of 1982.

This additional $100 million for roads constructionover and above. the'figures in
our budget requestwill help us meet a basic infrastructure need of the reserve-
dons and will also help with the pressing problem of unemployment on the reserve-
tions. My staff has advised me that the ro4de construction program will ge_nerafe
about 5,000 jobs for Indians in 1988 and 1984.

Our request elso reflects a difference of $9.4 million in Joimson-dlidalley_Bduce-
don 4ssistance funding. Our focal year 1983 appropriations included the $9.4 mil-
lion as a onetime Congressional add-on for Alaska school transferee That amount is
not included in our fiscal year 1984 request, hence the difference.

For the operation of Indian programs, the budget calls for $249 million for Indian
education; ;242 million for Indian services; $66 million for economic development
and employraent.programs; $89 million for natural resources -development _f44
lion for trust responsibilities; $89 million for facilities management and $62 million
kr_general administration.
F This is a lean budge It will challenge us to use funds efficiently to meet program
needs on the reservation, to begin implementing the President's recently promulgat-
ed"Indian policy statement, and to achieve the management objectives we have set
for the Bureau of Indian -Affairs for 1984. -

While the anti* Federal government is under severe budget Constrain% it has
been with 'the strong support of Interior Secretary James Watt that we have been
able to hold our own in Indian Affairs. Our Indian Affairs budget request for 1i,84
shows only a $&8 million decrease from fiscal 1983. And that is more than
made up by the $100 million we are assured in hway construction funds.

I want to discuss our objectives for 1984 and what we hope to accomplish with the
resources provided us in 1984. To set the stage: I am going to take a few moments to
talk briefly about some of the things we have done aril are doing.
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Two years ago when I testified before the Senate Select Committee pn Indian Af-
fairs for my confirmation hearings, I spoke about my philosophy and beliefs about
Indian people. I stressed thenbased on my 22 years of working in tribal govern-
mentthe need for strengthening tribal government* and lessening the dependence
on the Federal government. I said then that I thought any genuine economic devel-
opment required strong, stab self-government. And I expressed my faith in the
abilit' of Indian people to mee the challenge of assuming real governmental re-
sponsibilitiea. ......

I have not changed in my philoao hy or liellefs. I know now much more about the
difficulties of making changes and"thtoixiii Federal government agencies. I am
also more aware of the variety and complexity of problems encountered on Indian
reservations. The solutions are not quick /did ready. I remain convinced, however,
that tribal governments, rather than the federal bureaucracy, must be the fourida
tion on which reservation progress and achievement will be built. To inform tribes .
that we are serious about using our resources wisely I have initiated an manage-
ment by objective (MBO) plan for resource management and development. We pro
pose that this plan will be developed by at least two tribes this year. The elan calls
for an assessment of their economic resources and the development potential which
will enable the tribes to plan for future development of theieatural .resources
based on economic modeling. As a result the needs for this development and man-

°agement are identified and targeted to coincide with the planned development
rather than an ad hoc basis. The Federal government has an important assistance
rolebut it must be auxiliary to that of the tribal government. ,

THE PREIKIENT'S POLICY EATEMEAT

The philosophy I talked about two years ago has now been formally adopted and
enhanced by President Reagan and established as the basic Indian policy of the
United States.

In the first major Presidential Indian pqlicy issued in more than a decade. the
President reaffirmed the governmenkagovernment relationship between the feder-
al establishme t and, the Indian.tribes.

ts po cy-statement emphasizes the administration's commitment to encourage
and strengthen tribal goverikmentand- make the policy of self-determination ii resit
ty. It calls for the removal Of obstacles to self government and the creation of a
more favorable environment for development of healthy reservation economies.

The policy reiterates that the Federal government will continue to fulfill its tradi-
tional responsibility for the physical and financial resources held.in trust for the
tribes and their members. o

Polity elements through which-tibia governments will be strengthened include
the following: . ..."----

Signing of H.R. 5470;the Indian Tribal Governmental Tax Statu:s Act. This legis-
lation provides tribes with essentially the same status and treatment under Federal
tax laws as tipplies to otht r governments with regard to revenue raising and saving
mechanisms.

Encouragement for tribes to assume
.
responsil;ilitier for services such as the en

forcement of tribal laws, developing and managing tribal resources, providing
Q health and social services, and education. -

- Designation of the White House'Office of Intergovernmental Affairs as liaison for
tribes. By moving this function from the White House Office of Public Liaison, the
President recognizes that tribal organizations are governments rather thlin public
irtterest groups such as veterans, businessmen and' reheous leaders.

A request that Congress expanll the authorized membership of the Advisory Co
missioh on Intergovernmental Relations to include a representative of Indian tisbali
governments. . ,

Request that Congress repudiate House Concurrent Resolution 108 of the 83rd
Congress which called for termination of the Federakribai relationship. The Ad-
mimstration wants this lingering threat of terminatioh withdrawn and replaced by
a resolution expressing its support of a government-tagovernment relationship.

Support for direct funding to Indian tribes udder Title XX social services block
grants to States,' In keeping with the ,government-to-governrnent relationship,
Indian tribes are defined by law as eligible entities and receive direct landing, if
they wish, in five block grant programs administered by the Department of Health
and Human Services. These and other blacks to 'the States consolidated dozens of
categorical Federal domestic assistance programs to reduce fragmentation and over-
lap, eliminate excessive Federal regulation, and provide for more local control. Title,
XX has the largest appropriation and the greatest flexibility in service delivery.
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Grants for social services would be made directly to the tribal governments, t the
option of the tribe, and would not be channeled through the States.

To attempt to better the economic conditions on reservations, the policy calls for:
Establishment of -a Presidential Advise ry Commission on Indian Reservation

Economies. This commission, to consist of knowledgeable Indian and non-Indian
business people, will identify obstacles to economic growth on reservations; mom-
mend changes in fedcrdl, tribal, state and local governments to rectify problems;
and will recommend ways for the private sector, both Indian and nonIndian; to par-
ticipate in the development and growth of reservation economies. It will advise the
President on actiops needed to improve these economies. i

Working with tilbes to expeditiously implement the recently passed Indian Hiner-
4 ale Development Act of 1982 to allow tribes to enter into joint venture contracts and

other non-lease agreements for the development of reservation resources. This law
will provide beneficial opportunities for creative agreements for minerals develop-
ment

Funding of a new economic development initiative, beginning in 1983, to provide
coed money to tribes to attract private funding for economic development ventures
on reservations. . -

Providing $375 million over a four year period for building new roads on Indian
reservations under the Highway Improvements Act of 1982.

A policy statement, of itself does not effect changes in the day - today life on res-
ervations. But it sets a direction and gives impetus to actions that do bring change.
Ideas have consequences in that humans usually manage to achieve whatever they
can conceive as possible.

The Presidents policy statement .is, I believe, a powerful force in:the movement
toward self-government and self-sufficiency for Indian tribes.

-
.0THEE aenvrruts .tNn ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The policy statement is the major achievement of this Administration in Indian
Affairs. 1 think there are other accomplishments of significance.

We have initiated-in 1983 a ogre to help EntAlLtribse_agbjeie bask managerial
capabilitiesto enable them to e ectively manage ana account for the use of funds.
Draft regulations were prepared and submitted for review and comment by the
tribes and we are now in the process of accepting and processing applications which
will implement this initiative.
:Anothei new program being initiated in 1983 is to provide seed money for eco-
nomic development projects on the reservations. We are now accepting applications,
for these grants and anticipate' the approval of the first ones by the first of May.

Initiated a system for evaluating administrative programs in the 12 area offices of
the BIA. This system permits the area director to carry out a continuing evaluation
of area office activities and to determine strengths and weaknesses. It also includes
a system for validating. these evaluations by a team of central office specialists. We

cexpect the system to bring continued administtative improvements.
In an effort to assure program accountability.of funds, we conducted on site-year-

end fiscal reviews of ,11. of our 12 area offices.
Established a formal process to encourage negotiated settlements of Indian water

rights.clainis. The Papago Indian Tribe's claim was the first to be negotiated and
was settled in September 1982. The Papago settlement reduced the cost to the Feder-
al government from $112 million (proposed in a bill vetoed by the President) less
than 440 million and pro.vided for a contribution of over $5.25 million by local
beneficiaries.

Instituted forest invontory and planning progiams to assist tribes in the cutting of
timber on a sustained-yield basis. Eleven full progr and 20 to 30 abbreviated
plans for smaller reservations were operational by t end of 1982.

Initiated a wiles of regional, persontopern.workshops to discuss programming,
and budgetary matters with tribal leaders. This additional consultation improves
atvernment-to-govemment relationships, fosters deeper understanding of the tribes
and management problems, and increases appreciation of Indian self-determination,

Undertook a comprehensive review of all off-reservation boarding schools to deter-
dine the feasibility of continued operetions as well as alternatives availably for edu-
eating students closer to their homes.

Transferred 17 Bureau of Indian Affairs day schools to the State of Alaska;
achieving a savings to the federal governMent of $5.9 million.

Dedicated the first. Indianowned hydroelectric dam on a reservation. Financed
with $10 million in tribal funds, $16 million raised by a *tate bond issue and a $6
milli3federal loan, the Pollan Dm* on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation in

15*
------- -----
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Oregon will generate approximately $4 million annually to the ConfederaYid Tribes
IStarted construction in fiscal year 1082 on nine new, small irrigation ?rejects

foes. in Arizona, four in the Dakotas and one in Iowawhich will be comPleted by
the end of fiscal year 1083 and will provide quick economic returns to the tribes.

Provided $4.6 million in funding to the keverBrule Sioux Tribe for the second
phase of the Grass Rope Irrigation Unit. This irili permit the tribe to irrigate 3,500
acres, in addition to the 1,500 acres now undqr irrigation, generating ff potential
income of $1.2 million. .

Settled the controversy about Indian gill.net fishing in the Great Lake; area. The
plan, which will limit Indian gilleietters to tut area generally north of/ Little Tra-
verse Bay in Northern Michigan, was accepted in concept by Indian reproentatives,
sport fishermen and the Michigan DepartmeR of Natural Resources. e compre-
hensive settlement will protect the fishery 1 urces, protect Wchiga a sport-fish-
ing, and protect Indian treaty rights. \

Instituted a model hydrocarbon monitoring 'system in the Anadar 0, Oklahoma,
area that enables tribes to determine royalties at the exact momen ;they are due,
thereby obviating the customary 30day delay in royalty payment.

,, Settled the land claims of the Chugach Natives in Alaska. The/settlementre-
solved . outstanding for li y .

Developed a training course entitled "Dealing with Tribal Govern eats," to assist
. various federal and State agencies and others affected by tribal ¢vernmental ac-

tions.

through the sale of power to northwest utilities.

.
1984 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES j . /

The Burzetu's 1984 budged request reflects an emphasis on thee major areas of
responsibility. They are: I

(1) To recognize and preserle the rights of tribal and to strength-
en tribal capacity to govern; .. /

(2) To fulfill the federal government's trust responsibility r0 American Indian
tribes; and _ ___ ___________.--

MI To rfriifttion Bles ability to serve Indian people by roving management.
We are committed to reducing administrative costs of the Bureau particularly at

the central office and area office levelsso we can maximize the funds available at
the reservation level. We plan to maintain full communications with Congressional
personnel and Indian leaders on all proposals and plans fa/ achieving savings and
increased management efficiency.

I
INDIAN imucterioN ,i

In fiscal year 1984, 3249.1 million is requested for Indian education under the Op-
oration of Indian Programs appropriation. This consists of $175.0 million for school

' operations; $26.0 milliOn for Johnson O'Malley programs for students in public
schools; and $48.1 million in continuing education, including scholarship grants
(027.71:adult education. (P.7), tribally controlled comrunity colleges ($10.3): and
post-secondary schools ($6.4). .

The Bureau of Indian Affairs provides {lands for i Felerally supported school
system presently comprised of 183 schools and 15 do stories for Indian students.
The decrease in number of students served (from 42,321 in 1913 to 41,540 in 1984) Is
due to the proposed transfer of 10 Bureau day schools to the State of Alaska, the
closure of Mt. Edgecumbe boarding school in Alaska, the proposed closure (based on
tentative decisions) of three other off reservation boarding schools at the end of the
1982-83 school year, and declining enrollment. The Alaska day school transfers will
be negotiated with the State and are consistent With the State's Constitution to es-
tablish a single school system in Alaska. The majority of the schools in the Bureau's
system are operated by the Bureau; however, nn increasing number (62) are con-
trolled, operated and managed by Indian groups under contractual arrangements
with the Bureau. .

,
o

INDIAN SERTICES
.

A proposed Moil year 1984 program'of $98.6 millibn in social services programs
includes $71 million for Indian Child Welfare Act "reqbirements and $73 million for
welfare grants, including assistance and payments for the care of de-,
pendent,Ineglected, handles or delinquent children.

Tribal governments will a o benefit In fiscal year 1984 from funding for govern-
ment functions such as law enforcement, courts and general government operations.

.
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The budget includes $34.5 million for law enforcement and $23.5 million for tribal
government services-including tribal *Arta

The-$60.2 million fiscal year 1984 self-determination services program includes
$34.8 million to cover tribal overhead,costa associated with Public Law 93-638 con.
tracts, $19.3 million for pints to tribal governments, and $5.0 million for grants to
small tribes to acquire and maintain needed core-management capability. Consistent
with our emphasis on self determination and strong tribal governments this is an
Increase of $1:3 million, oriabout 1415.

scomaisic rever.oiaturr AND EMPLOYMENT PS001tAjl
, .

The fiscal year 1984 request of $65.5 million for economic development and era-
pIoyment programs includes approximately $27.6 million for direct employine.at and
vocational training. Also included is $10 million for a continuing economic. develop-
went- initiative which provides grants to Indian tribes lbr the purposes of (I) initiate
ibg business development of natural resource.; (2) encouraging private sector invest-
ment; and (3) promoting sound business principles. We expect this $10 million to
'generate total funding of $40 million for economic development projects.

Credit and financing technical staff resources which operate the Bureau's various
loan progr are 1..nded at $4.6 million. Direct hens from the revolving ban are
projected at$13.1 million for fiscal year 1984. These loans will be financed-Troia
available fund balances. Guaranteed and insured loans amounting to $19 million
will be made in fiscal year 1984 from available fund balances._

1

Nartiam.nisotntens nevetcalierr
The request of $89.3 million for natural ref ources development in fiscal year 1984

. -

supports programs in energy and minerals, forestry, agriculture, range, irrigation
and power project operation and maintenance, water resources, wildlife, parks and
fisheries management, and other multi-disciplinary natural resource efforts.

TROStRINPONSIBILITIES

Strengthening of the trust responsibility role continues to be a prime goal of the
Bureau. The fiscal year 1984 request of $44 million is for programs to can out the
Federal trust responsibilities including real estate and financial trust services,
righta protection, and environmental quality services. Of this amount, $1.4 million
is requested to provide funds for the continued implementation of the Alaska Ha-
ilorial interest Lands Conservation Act

mums MANAGEMENT

In fiscal year 1984, $88.9 million is requested for facf....es management. The pro-
gram includes rental cost for facilities, operation and ii...!tenance of all facilities
(including those used for Ifkian contracted rograms), and facilities operation and
maintenance staff at all levels of the Bureau.

GENERAL Azemilsramioil

In fiscill year 1984, $61.8 million is requested for general administration which in
dudes executive direction; EEO, and administrative services for levels of the
Bureau; ADP services; eddy management; reimhureements to, the Department of
Labor for employee compensation and unemployment compensation payments to
former Bureau employees; and program management at the central office level or
the construction, road construction and education programs. .

We have included $680,000 to establish an oversight and evaluation capability of
the Bureaus Public Law 93-638 contract and grant administration function to
assure contract/grant fund accountability, proper delivery of services and improved

-management control. ,
e

CONSTRUCTION MELDING AND UTILITIXD

The fiscal year 1984 Budget request for construction of buildings
the

utilities let
$50.6 million, which includes $14.6 million for construction of Hopi linior/
Senior High School in the State of Arizona.

The proviso] also includes $36 :natio% for facilities improvement and repairs.
Funding requested will be used to correct ulnae conditions, to improve waste dis
pout facilities, initiate high priority energy conservation projects, to correct fury

=
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tier& deficiencies in existing Bureau facilities, and for preparation of plans, engi.
neering supervision and surveys. ;

IRRIONION CONSTRUCTION

The proposed fisca l year 1984 irrigation construction program will provide a total
of 45.8 million. This amount includes $1 million for the Fallon Project In Nevada.
Funding is being requested in the amount .1'41.2 million for continuation of a major
effort for assuring rim safety which was initiated In &cid year 1982

The request- also includes $2.1 minion for supervision and engineering for irriga-
tion construction and rehabilitation work on Indian irrigation projects and $1 mil-
lion for surveys and, design for repairs and rehabilitation of existing irrigation proj=
eds.

ROAD CONSTRUCTON

New ilea yiar 1984 budget authority of $4 million is proposed to provide pro-
'gram supervision and technical services at area and agency offices for the Bureau to 4.

centime- the development of a transportatio$ network upon which economic and
social advancement may be achieved. Construction project costa will be. met with
funds provided through contract authority allocated from the Highviay Trust Fund
as part of the Federal; Lands fliftway Prograllof the Department of Transporta-
lien. A total of-$100 million in contract authority will be available in Him year
1984.

"4":1" CONCLUSION

The 7984 budget helps to implement the President kin Policy. It will double
the $2.5 million available in 1983 for assisting mud in developing a core
management capability and will provide $10 milliontwice the 1988 amountfor
the economic development initiative to provide seed money for thq tribes.

We will continue to encourage tribes to assume greater responsibility for their
own reservation programs such as einforcement of tribal laws, ddeevveeloping and man-
aging rebources, providing social services and other progrtns. Contracting by tribes
to operate these programs now totals rpoYe than $230 million. We are endeavbring
to increefe this by 10 percent in fiscal Year 1988, with a Anther substantial increase
in fiscal year 1984. Toaupport this contracting we have requested increases of $3.5
millionfor a total of $34.8 million in 1984to cover tribal administrative coati

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my -prepared remarks. My staff and I will be
pleased i6 answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.

I r
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Senator ANDREWS. Neit, we are going to hear from Casey Wich-
lacz, Director, Administration for Native Americans.

We welcome yeuland you may proceed. A

STATEMENT-OF CASIMER R. WICHLACZ, ACTING COMMISSIONER,
ADMINISTRA ON FOR NATIVE AMERICANS, OFFICE OF
HUMAN, pEyE OPMEIT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN, VICES

; WICHDACZ. 'hank you for the opportunity to present an over
'view of the

-
fiscal year 1984 budget for the Administration foe.

Native Ameticans.
' Senator ANDREWS. May I say thiii most of the North Dakota

tithes and orgapizations want to keep you the way you are. They
do not want to move you into the BIA.

, just- wanted you to know tRrretiart from that point of view.
Mr. WICHLACZ. The _Administration for Native Americans pro-

motes, social and _econothic 'self-sufficiency for American Indians,
Alaikan Natives, and Native Hawaiians throughout the United
States, thi\ough the support ;if locaIly atIterminecl strategies for
long-term social and econorgic deveirpmeirt.

The program operates on't*o fundamental principles: No. I, that
the local community is respon4ble far determining its own needs `
and prioritieq and for planningiiti implementing programs; and,
No. 2,.that economic and social development are interrelated and
that.botai must be,balanced if NetiVe Amblicans are to achieve self-
sufficiency._ ".

The Administration for- Native Americans' fundifig policy is to
assist Indian tribes and Native American organikations to plan and
implemenk their own long-teem strategies for social and economic

development. This funding approach moves the focus from increas-
e dependency on social services to increasing productivity of both

individuals and c unities.
I n fiscal yea 082 Administratiba for Native Americans im

plemehted a meetitive review proms for awarding grants for
social and econ mic development p iects. Applications which weae
complete and co f need to the req iremento specified in the pro-
gram announcement were reviewed ainst the publis41 ev
tion criteria. .

Panels composed of outside ewers and Program office staff
viewed applications and m e recommendations concerning social
and econonaic development projects that are expected to make a
significant contribution in moving the local Native American com.,,
munity toward selfatifficiency.

. This approach moves for-013-.0m t previous program empha-
sis on funding core administration n service gaps. The. new
phase is a long-term developmental processa community-base4
strategy for resolving the underlying problems in the community
that result in unmet human needs, in unemplpxment, and in poor ./
education.

To achieve its legislated -mission of promoting self - sufficiency
within the framework of locally determined social arid economic de-
velopment strategies, the Administration for Native Americins has
three primary goals.

40
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No. 1, to diielbp or 'i"'Wheirtribal--goVeniments-andiNative
American institutions and Native American leidership;

No. 2, to foster the development of stable, diversified local econo-
mies and/or economic activities which provide jobs, promote eco-
nomic Well-being and reduce dependency on social services; and

*No. 3,; to support local access to and coordination of progrAtrns
and services which safeguard the health and well-being of people,
and which are essential to a thriving and self-sufficient conimuni-

The. fiscal year 1982 evaluation by the Assisthnt Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation in the Department of Health and Human
Services,found that with the Administration for Native Americans'
financial assistance grants, tribal and community grantees have
become snore results oriented and have identified,. with consider-
able specificity, events and mil stones critical to their futures.

The evaluation also noted some of the successes already realized
by Native Ameikon grantees including establishment of commer-
cial enterprises and financial institutions, and improved manage-
ment and profitability of natural resource development.

The Native American programs' approach has helped tribes and
Indian communities put people to worlc. in nonsubsidized employ-
ment. It has encouraged private sector participation in the reserva-
tions and-with urbal Indian communities as well.

The policy or funding social and economic development strategies
allows maximum local flexibility for self-determination and pro-
vides for marshaling and directing Federal, State, local, tribal or
organizational resources toward local objectives while avoiding du-
plidation in funding and programs.*

A new initiative is planned to begin in fiscal year 1983 and con-
tinue in fiscal year 1984. Beginning in April 1983, the Administra-
tion for Native Americans' financial assistance grants to federally
recognized Indian tribes will be handled through* the Bureau of
Indian Affairs under the authority of the Economy Act (31 U.S.C.
686).

In. addition, the Native American Programs Act also gives the
Sectetary of Health and Human Services the authority to delegate
the functions of the act to other agencies. The irritative supports
the improved coordinations of Indian activities at the Federal level
and directly promotes Indian self-determination.

This,progiam coordination is expected to yield positive results
with res&ct to extending the impact of successfUl social and eco-
homic deVelopmentstrategies of Iadian tribes and by serving as a

----model for other Bur offingianAffairs activities.Ilves-lid program administration and operation by tribal
personnel ra,tEer than the direct delivery of services by Federal em-
ployees. It is a catalyst for encouraging tribal self-government and
reducing redbraf domination over Federal Indian programs.

On the *hole, there is expected to be a greater efficiency in the
Federal management of financial assistance to Indian tribes
through the resultant program integration and cooperation. This
initiative reflects the commitment by the Federal Government to
encourage tribal self-government as articulated in the President's
Indian Policy Statement dated January 24, 1983.
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Funding,for_finanrig arsistance-grants-fer-fedeimilrrecupited-
tribes will remain constant in. fiscal year 1984. In additibn, it is ex-
pected that .in fiscal year 1984 Indian tribes will receive direct
funding for the first time for child welfare services under title W-
B of the Social Security Act. .

The Administration will also be sending to the Congress a legis-
lative proposal that would make Indian tribes eligible for direct .
funding under the social services block grant. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development is also prOpoping a new Indian
housing program.

In addition, we have reexamined our assistance to nonfederally
recognized Native American groups. This assistance is expected to
accomplish results that are lasting and do not require ongoing Fed-
eral support..

The communities involved in these projects are under the juris-
diction of the States and do not have the government-togovern-
ment relationship that exists, with federally recognized Indian
tribes and the Federal Government.

Therefore, financial assistance from the Administration for
Native Americans for nonfederally recognized groups will be
phased out over a 8-year period beginning in fiscal year 1984.

Funding for training, echnical assistance, research, and demon-
stratiOn is not requested for fiscal year 1984. We believe it is un-
necessary to have separate national funding for these activities.
Specialized training and technical assistance support may be ob-
tained directly by Native American groups from the financial as-
sistance grants provided to them.

Indian tribes and local Native American organizations are in the
best position to identify their own training and technical assistance
nevus and Can generally purchase such specialized assistance more
economically at the local level.

The focus for research, demonstration, and evaluation will shift
to identifying and disseminating information un exemplary projects
and transferable results that are funded under the financial assist-
ance grants. The reductions hi research and training are part of a
department-wide policy of targeting limited Federal resources to
those activities that provide direct services or promote economic
development..

It is important to that although the budget eliminates funds for
evaluation activities, other authorities and resources within the de-
partment will be used to evaluate the Native American programs.
The evaluation conducted by the Assistant Secretary for Planning
eg.ad Evaluation as mentioned previously is such an example. An-
other evaluation is expected in fiscal year 1988 to be carried out by
the same office.

I appreciate the oppertunity to appear before the committee. I
will be happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.

Senator ANDREWS. Mr. Wichlacz, the Administration is proposing .
to transfer the administration of ANA programs to the BIA. What
does this mean? How is this going to work? What is ANA going to
do. and what is BIA going to do?

Mr. W1CHLACZ. The details for the arrangement have not been
worked out yet, We are in the process of working those details out.
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that you really have not done any detailed negotiating yet; is that
' qiiiitior_Andretvg,I understand from what Mr. Smith just told us

Mr. Widlitao;. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. There have been
some meetings, and we have additional meetings scheduled. We are
working on it, but we have not c e to closure on any of the specif-
ics. . ,

Senator ANDREWS. As ,1 understand it, the transfer of the admin.
' istration of the ANA programs is taking place according..to their
Midget justification under the authority of the Economy Act of
1982, as amended. This act, as w read if authorizes the executive
branch agencies to place orltaks.With or requisition materials, sup-
plies, equipment and so on, fro& another executive branch agePsy.

Is the Department of Health and Human Services confident that
this statute authorizes the de facto transfer of the entire program
created by Act of Congress from one agency to another?

. Mr. Wtomacz. Mr. Chairman, our considerat n of that has not
been limited to that authority done. "thin the b__..tory authority
of the Native American Programs A , tam Secretary has authority
to delegate to other departments Pi ctions of the program that are
authorized under the act.. .

Senator ANDREWS. Let ine point out that it is our understanding
that in 1974 when Congress passed the Community Services Act
and established the Native American program, which is noV ANA,
that in the committee report on that act the House Education and.
Labor Committee wrote:

Because of the relationship of programs fu Jr under the native American pro.
gram with oder human service programs un...r the Department of HEW, it is the
committee's intent that NAP remain within HEW and not be delegated to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Would at appear that the administration's recommendation to
'transfer the operation of the ANA .program to the BIA is consistent
with its stated purpose in the committee report at the time of the
enactment of the' legislation?

Mr. WICRIACE. Mr. Chairman, the details have not been worked
out yet,-and as far as, delegation of authority or any transfer, that
has not 'been an issue that has reached closure at this time.

Senator ANDREWS. Do you have attorneys in your shop who hayg
been looking at the legal standing of this, or is anybody lookitig aZ
it?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have had the benefit of
informal discussion as well as some formal looks at this. The Econ-
omy Act is an authority that has been used in some of the inter-
agency agreements with the Bureau of Indian /Wai on various
projects that we had mcommon interest in.

.Until we reach a decision on what specifically will be involved in
this interagency effortour legal counsel advises that they will
need to see what we are going to do first before they render a
formal opinion.

Senator ANDREW4 I think one of the first things to find out is
whether you are going to do it at all, before you find out what you
are going to do.

We are not supposed to give you an legal advice up here. Neither
of the two of us here on the committee are attorneys. There is a
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will not keep you out Of jai

But looking at it, I am
into the legal standing of t

Let us say, though, that
the HHS budget they hay
the moneys that are desi
to the program and not t
with BIA..

3?

d a fairly competent farmer, but hat

u rprised that somebody has no looked
transfer.

the transfer proceeds as sta Under
salaries and expenses as a lame aid all
tell as program dollars wi in ANA go
salaries land expenses. at. is not true

So, how do ANA and B propose to make su that in the ad-
ministration of the ANA rogranis, after this arriage is consu-
mated, that all the money in the ANA conti e to go to the,pro-

,gram and not to more ana more bureaucracy?-
Mr. W1CHLACZ. As I a" , we have not wor out the d etails,-but

that will certainly be a issue that we will al with.
It is correct that al of the ANA funds o directly to tribes or to

other Native Americ groups.
Senator ANDRE Is there any lightbulb or sign or something

that is going to sa , "No, nor? That , if this guaranty is not in-
cluded in the new ackage that you t together sometime between
now and April 1 hen I guess you I ave on your honeymoon.

Mr. WICHLA I am sorry; Mr/Chairman, I am not sure i)/hat
- the question ist ,

Senator ANDRkW/L My question is that right now, under your
shop, there is a guaranty tha the program dollars go to programs
which directly benefit the ple we are talking abut.

There is no such guars y at BIA. Those dollars can go to the
bureaucracy, and then d of get through to the Native Americans
about whom we are tal g, and are concerned.

To me, that is one w ale of a difference in application of funding.
It is something that ,eve ought to be concerned about, if we think
these programs have validity.

So, in the transfer, what I am asking is this. Is there some fail-
safe signal that goes off if this very important ground rule is violat-
ed in the package yet to be worked out?

Mr. WICHLACE. Me. Chairman, that will certainly be of concern
to us, that there is no attenuation of resources.

Senator ANDREWS. But there is no way of guaranteeing. that
before you go ahead with this marriage. .

Mr. WicstAcz. We anticipate laving an interagSncy agreement
that wduld be agreeable to both department. It is of interest to the
Department of Health and Human Services, the Administration for
Naftcre Americans, and the Office of Human Development Services
that the-funds and .programs remain intact and remain in the
budget for the Administration for Native Americans throughout
the out years. We look forward to maintaining and' further develop-
ing, that is, making additional progress in the area of promoting
self-sufficiency for Native Americans. We do not see that there
will, in any way, be a loss because of overhead costs in operating
the program. We anticipate that there will be an overall net gain
in terms of greater coordination at the Federal level and in moving
programs toward' targeting social and economic self-sufficiency for
'Nan&

4 "4.4,
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Senator ANDREIA. ANA, as I understand it, is prohibited in its
enabling act from thiplicating their Federal programs. She admin.
istrationls urging the transfer to BIA. on the basis that it will im-
prove the coordination of Federal Indian activities to eliminate
those programs that do not involve the direct delivery of services.

Since providingA was established without any expectation of pviding
direct servt , it has in fact deliberately, stayed away from the pro.
vision of direct services. Is this portion of the administration's ra-
tionalelfconsistent with the whole purpose of ANA?

Mr. WICHLACZ. It is our position that the greater coordination
and integration of the programs at the Federal level will have the

4 effect of promoting tribal management of their own programs, and
that is the net effect that we expect to accomplish out of this effort.

Senator ANDREWS. Do you think that can be better accomplished
if you are absorbed by BIA than the way you are now?

Mr. WicimAcz. Mr. Chairman, we do not anticipate this being an
absorption by the Bureau of-Indian Affairs.

Senator ANDREWS. Well, if they take over your administration
if it looks like a duck and walks like a duck and quacks like a
duck, then chances are it might be a duck. If they take over your
administration, how are you going to maintain your independence
and your ability to function, given a couple of the differences. I
have pointed out between the way the BIA traditionally does
things and the way, you have been set up? What can you say that
will calm down my sensitivities that have been aroused in this
whole matter?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Mr. Chairman, it is ou expectation that thilini-
tiative will assist the Bureau to move ore in the direction that
ANA has been operating under. We ex ect that it will result in
more resources rather than less.

Senator AZIDRZWS. In other words, you think they can do a better
job in the overall area by your.being absorbed than if you stay as a
free-standing operat'un as you now are?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Your statement that the program is going to be
absorbed is not something that we are supporting. It remains
within the ANA budget. It remains within the Office of Human De-
velopment Services. And, we are looking for specific ways that we
can expand the impact rather than ain:uniSh it.

SenAtOt ANDAEWS. Well, if this absorption goes through, I will be
interested in listening to your commentsa year or two from now as
to whether or not you have been digested by that other group.

.- But I am glad that you have such a rosy feeling about it.
I have a series of questions that I will ask you to respond to for

the record. The record will remain open to receive those responses.
(Subsequent to the hearing the following questions and Answers

were received for the record;]
DEPAR174ENT Or HeAUTIS AND HUMAN .

Washington, D. MI
Hon. MARE ANDREWS.
Select Committee on Indian Affairs.
U.S., Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ANDREWS, Secretary Heckler has asked me OS respind to your
recent letter relating to fiscal year 11W4 budget proposals for the Administration for
Native Americans (ANA). The following information responds to each question
raised in your letter:
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(1) In fiscal year 1881, the Administration for Native Americans (ANA) had 55
fulltime equivalent (FIT) positions. With the reduction of the ANA budget, this
PIS figure was reduced to 45. If the reductions in the proposed budget for fiscal
year 1984 are adopted, how many PrEpositions will ANA retain?

Answer. At this time, while reductions in the overall staff level for HDS have
been proposed no specific program levels have been developed for ANA or other
units within 141)S.

(2) In year 1981, ANA served about 200 grantees and, according to the
former Commissioner of ANA, David Lester, ANA served about 180 grantees under
its Fiscal Year 1982 budget. If the reductions in the proposed budget are adopted,
how many grantees will ANA be able to serve?

Answer. At the 522,466,000 level of the fiscal year 1984 President's Budget, ANA
will be able to fund approximately 1367inancial Assistance Grants.

(3) The phase-out of Federal assistance grants programs to groups that are not
federally recognized tribes is scheduled-to take place over a three year period. Does
ANA administer any grants to grantees who are scheduled for elimination that,
under the terms of the grants extend beyond this three year period?

(a) If so, please identify the grant, the grantee, the purpose of the grant, and the
amount of the grant.

(b) Please advise the Committee as to how the remaining years of these grants
will be administered. if at all. -

Answer. The commitment under all grants administered by the Administration
for Native Americans is on a one year basis. Since fiscal year 1982, ANA has can-
peted all continuation and new awards against criteria published in the Federal
Register on the following dates: May 26,1981, November 12, 1981, May 11, 1982 and

24, 1982. All ANA grants will continue to be awarded on a competitive basis
within the limits of funds allocated to such purposes. Consequently, there are no
current ANA grants that have a project commitment beyond the three year phase.
out period.

(4) In testimony before the Labor, HHS, and Education Appropriations Subcom
mittee, former Commissioner Lester referred to a project on the island of Molokai in
the Hawaiian Islands. Native Hawaiian farmers had formed a farmers cooperative
to return their lands to other productive uses following the departure of the weep-
* industry. Mr. Lester said of this project, "If the homesteaders don't succeed in
heir farming, their lands will be returned to the State: Is this project now self-

supporting or is further assistance from ANA. required? Please describe the nature
of the assistance both in terms of costs and years, if it is required.

Answer. The project referred to on the island of Molokai is the Bikiola Goopera
live. This project completed the third year of operations with ANA financial assist-
ance on January 31, 1983. This economic development project established a farm co-
operative that is now operated by Native Hawaiians and is self sustainirig. ANA as-
sistance has enabled the farm cooperative's products to be marketed competitively
with improved management, effective inventory control .and adequate equipment
servicing.

(5) The ANA budget justification contemplates the elimination of those Indian
tribes that have not received recognition from the Federal government. Indian
tribes who assert that they are entitled to Federal recognition but who have been
unable to demonstrate that now they are entitled to it have used ANA grants to
fund the gathering pr the necessary historical, cultural, and anthropological data to
prove their case.-Will ANA continue to fund these projects? If not, does this not
place these tribes in the paradoxical position of asserting that they are entitled to
Federal recognition but of being denied the resources necessary to prove their cash"?

Answer. ANA expects to continue firridipg status clarification projects In fiscal
years 1984 and 1985. This effort, initiated in fiscal year 1981, has resulted in two
tribes completing the Federal acknowledgement process. One received Federal rec.
ognitibn and the other is completing additional research efforts is Teems') to an
initial denial. There are 10 other non-federally recognized groups that were awarded
grants in fiscal years 1981 and 1982 that will be completing their research or
strengthening their documentation for application for Federal recognition. These
projects expire July 31, 1983. In addition, ANA is currently providing financial as-
sistance to ethirteen 5Iher groups who have just begun initial research and data col-
lection activities which expire on January31, 1984. Furthermore, the National
Indian Lutheran Board's (NILE) Tribal Status Clarification Resource Mobilization
Project, with ANA funds, has been providing technical assistance to tribal groups in
prepqration of petitions for Federal acknowledgment, NILB has compiled a geo-
graphical resource listing to match professional historians with tribes and has con-
ducted seminars on status recognition for members of non-federally recognized



groups. NILE has recently established the Americannndian Research and Resource
Institute through Gettysburg College to provide on-going research and technical as-
sistance with unrecognized tribal groups. Gettysburg College has made a three year
coramitmcnt to be the host institute and will identify two tribes per year far direct
assistance. Other future commitments are also being pursued by MIS to continue
this effort. without ANA funding. in fiscal year 1986, ANA will not provide financial
assistance grants for status clarification prqiects or any other activities for nonfed-
orally recognized groups.'

(8) The ANA budget proposal recommends The elimination of the 'training and
'technical assistance' program as a separate line item. This propel is justified on
the grounds that training and technic's' assistance can be provided under the finan-
cial r isistance grants program.

Al tough it is true that training, and technical assistance can be, and is, obtained
by ative American groups through the financial assistance grants program, the as-
sist nce that ANA provides is usually related to the specific program that is the
sui act of the financial assistance grant. ANA does, however, operate interagency
training programithat involve the cooperation of other Federal agencies.

(a) What interagency training programs are operated under this line item?
Answer. Currently two interagency training and technical assistance efforts are

operated under this line item:
Personnel and Organizational Management Assistance with the Office dl' Perim-

nel Management to develop merit employment personnel systems with Indian
tribes.

Development of Indian Energy Resources in cooperation with the Department of
. Energy to provide highly specialized technical assistance for energy development on

Indian reservations through the Council of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT).
(6) Will those interagency programs be- funded under the financial assistance

grants program if thiillne item is eliminated? .

Answer. The interagency project with the Mice of Personnel Management to de-
velop merit employment personnel system. with Indian tribes will not be funded in
fiscal year 1984 out of the financial assistance budget line item. The interagency
project with the Department of Energy for trigal energy development will not be
funded in fiscal year 1984 out of the financial assistance line Item. Opportunities to
build solid personnel management system; have been provided for those tribes who
have received assistance through the interagency agreement with the Office of Per-
sonnel Management. These gains are long lasting and do not necessarily require on-
going support. Thu interagency agreement va h the Department of Energy is a con
tract with the Cour.cil of Energy Resource les (CE/41). CERT is a membership
organization of tribes that own energy resou It is expected that CERT will con-
tinue to provide energy development assistant without ANA ilinds and that tribes
will generally obtain this assistance through rect purchase contracts.

(c) In tlih particular case of the intergency training program that is operated by
ANA in conjunction with the Office of Pesponnel Management, is thig training pro-
gram going to continue if the training and technical *instance line item is elimi-
nated?

Answer. the interagency agreement with OPM whi/ch provides a range of person-
nel and management services to Native American tribal organizations will not be
renewed in fiscal year 1984. This interagency agreement effort has been successful
in assisting many Indian trams to develop merit employment personnel systems.
The fccomplishments to date, with specific tribes, are lasting and do not necessarily-
require ongoing assistance from ANA. For many tribes, the foundation 'for a more
efficient and effective personnel system has been established. This is expected to
have a positive impact with respect to tribal management, human services and
other government functions.

(d) The Department of-HIIS'is conducting an evaluation of the ANA-OPM pro.
gram. When is the evaluation due? Can Ion at this time advise the Committee of
the conclusions of evaluation?

Answer. ANA funded an evaluation of the training and technical assistance pro-
gram from fiscal year 1979-82. The evaluation, completed in March of 1982 conclud
ed with the following major recommendations:

Continue support for delivery of assistance to tribes for improved merit employ-
ment systems iii cooperation with OPM

Emphisize the importance of linking T/TA requirements to specific project abler.
lives in grant applications

Target energy development T/TA to tribal such that the assistance is tailored to
local needs and conditions

Discontinue the use of sectional contracts

4 II
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By the time the evaluation was completed, ANA already had undertaken actions
with respect to all of those recommendation&

ated programs
(7) The ANA budget recommends that research and demonstrative

and evaluation be elimi as a line item. Research and demonstration
are authorized under th alive \American Programs Act. The rationale for the
elimination of this program is that the focus of research and demonstration pro-
grams is to be changed to the dissemination of information on successful research
and demonstration programs and that this function cast be assumed in the financial

..assistance grants program. . , .

(a) Doth the elimination of the research and demonstration line item mean that
there will be no more research and demonstration prgects?

Answer. Yes. there will be no more research and demonstration projects funded
by ANA HOwever, ANA. will attempt to identify and disseminate information on
exemplary projects and transferrable results of developmental efforts fUnded under
the on-going financial assistance grants program:

(6) If so, will any on -going programs be tervisnated? If the answer IPA, please
specify which programs, the grantee, the amount of the grant, and time remaining
before the project was to be completed. ...

Answer. No. The projects funded through FY 1983 will not require further ANA
support, . .

(j Evaluation which is a part of the research. demonstration, and evaluation line. its is also recommended for elimination, is authorized under a separate settion of
the Native American Programs Act. The pertinent section of the Native American
Programs Act requires that the Secretary conduct the evaluation of these programs
and prohibits pirsons directly involved in the adrainistrati of the programs that
are being.aluated from participating in the evaluatio The rationale for the
elimination of the evaluation program is that HIS can "other authorities and
resources" for the evaluaeon of ANA programs.

(a) How does ANA currently evaluate its programs? How often, what resources
within NHS does it use, what sources outside ANA does it use, howinuch do the
evaluations cost. (Note: These questions do not concern the evaluations that are con. - -...
ducted on a programby.program basis and that are funded through the financial
assistance grants program). .

Answer. Evaluations of the Administration for Native Americans' programs are. P AL -.

conducted through contracts. Two such earracts have been completed and two are
currently underway.

An evaluation of the Training and Technical Assistance (T/TA) program was coin.
*fed during Fiical Year 1982. The evaluation contract was funded by ANA at a
total cost of $387,000.

..

"A Preliminary Short-Term Evaluation of the Basic Grants Program of the Ad.
ministration for Native Americans" was conducted by the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) at a cost of $09,975. This was conducted by the. De-
partment without any ANA° fund&

A second evaluation by ASPE was initiated in FY 1983. Tir44valtiation entitled,
"A Short-term Evaluation of the Initial Implementation of the Wel and Economic
Development Strategy of the Administration for Native Americans," is expected to
be completed by the end of June 983 at an expected cost of $99,000. The project will
provide

projects funded by ANA. is project also is being conducted by the Depart-
anent without any ANA funds.

The-fourth contract initiated by ANA in March 1983 for $73,000 should be corn.
;Dieted by the end of this fucal_year. Entitled "Defining Payoff of Social and Eco.
nomic Development Strategy (SEDS) Projects," it will examine the achieved and/or

iexpected benefit of the ANA investment in Native American projects.
(6) The conducting of evaluations under the Native American Programa Act is not

discretionary, it is required by that Act. Will the intent of the evalutian section of
the Native American Programs Act be satisfied by evaluations under the "other au
thorieles and resmirces" cited in the ANA budget justification?

Answer. Yes. It is our opinion that these evaulatlona will fully satisfy the require-
ments of the statute.

(c) Will the "other authorities and resources" cited by the ANA budget justifica-
tion permit evaluations conducted by examiners outside the Department of MIS? If
so how often and how expensive ill such evaluations be?

Answer. Yea. ,As cited in the examples above, the "other authorities and re-
sources" involve tho use of outside specialists. The two ASPE evaluationsone in
fiscal year 1982, and the second initiated in .fucal year 1983were performed by
outside contractors hhed by ASPE to perform specified types of short range evaCtia-

_
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tio These evaluations are conducted to answer specific questions and the costs
vary pending on the scope of the specific study.

fallow often will ANA be evaluated by EMS evaluators if the evaluetion line
item is not funded? How will such evaluations be paid for?

Answer: The Department already has supported two evaluations of the ANA pro-
gramone completed, and one underwaywithout requiring ANA funds. The fre-
quency with which the ANA program will be evaluated will depend non the ques-
tions that the Department has regarding the impact and effectiveness of ,the ANA
program, after consideration of the results o the two 'evaluations that are currently
underway. -.

(e) If ANA receives an appropriation at th same level of its Fiscal Year 1983 ap-
propriation or ih excess of that amount, will the Research. "Demonstration and
Evaluation line item be fully funded? Will Pe Training and Technical Assistance
line item be fully funded?

Answer. ANA is not requesting funding for the IUD & E and T/TA activities. We
'would prefer to target available resources on direct assistance to Indian tribes and
Native American" groups:,

I hope that this information is helpful to you and is responsive to your concerns
about the future direction of ANA.

Sincerely, .
- DORCAS R. HARRY,

Assistant Secivtary for Human Development Services.

Senator ANDREWS. SenatoeMekher? '
Senator MELCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chaiiman.
Mr. Wichlacz, how long have you had this appointment?
Mr. WICHLACZ. I am in an acting 13osition as acting commission-/ er. I have been-acting since the latter part of November 1982. I was

previously with ANA for approximately a year prior 'to that as the
deputy to the commi*ioner.

Senator MELCHER. So, you-bate been with ANA for 3.Y2 years?
Mr. WICHLACZ. Prior to that, -I had 2 years on appointment in a

planning policy position within, the ANA. I left for less than 1 year,
and then I came back as deputy.

Senator MELCHER. You have been in this position with ANA as
deputy or acting director for 11/2 years? .

Mr. WICHLACZ. No. I have been acting just for a lew months-2'1/2
months or so. .

Senator MELcHza. Prior to that time Were you deputy?
\Mr. WICHLACZ. For a. year I was deputy. .
Senator MELCHER. The deputy of ANA?

\ Mr. Wiciirdwz. Yes; Deputy Commissioner.
Senator MELCHER. So, for 11/2 years, you have been either one or

' th other. Where were you before that?
WICHLACZ. Before that, I was. working wit h the Children's

Bure u in the Adininistration for, Children, Youth, and Families
Aiithin he Office of Human Development Services.

Sena MELCHER. For how long?
Mr..Wi LACZ. It, was less than a year. ,

Senator HER. And before that, were you with ANA?
Mr. WICH cz. Yes, for 2 years.
Senator ME ER. We have this 4-year period that you have been

with ANA. It w interrupted, admittedly. To your knowledge, ihas
this been asked for and by whom? I am talking about this proposal.

,Mr. WICHLACZ. This proposal came through the normal budget
process.

Senator MELCHER, Let us shorten it up. Did Stockman want it?
Mr. WICHLACZ. I do not know if Mr. Stockman
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Senator IVIELCHER. Does OMB want it. Did they recommend it, or
what? Where did it originate? Where w = = it hatched? .

Mr. WICHLACZ. OMB wants it. -

Senator MELCIIER. Wile it hatched in 0
Mr. WICHLACZ. T131 idea came from OMB the Iiudget rocess,

and is part of the President's fiscal year 198 a dget.
Senator-Mgenia, What year was it-first 9

Mr. WICHLACZ. The issue of ANA being se = to as a program,
independent of the Bureau of Indian. Affairs, has n an issue that
I had heard/discussed with OMB_ for Several years, nator.

SenatorMzwinn.--Four years back;- anyww?'
Mr.- WICHLACt'As far badk as I have had any

memory of the Administration for Native Americana.
ZeiitorMittamm. Well, it holder then--4 years?
Mr. Wicniacz. At least thatIong.

/ Senator MELCHER. During that- 4 years, to Your knowl has it
ever been discussed -with -any Merebers of Congress?

Mr, WICHLACZ. I do not have specific recall: It seems to m that
we, at various times, responded to questiOns -from the Can on
the differences between the Administration for Natiye Americans
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in terms of programs.

Senator.hiELCHFil. Discussing the differences is not like discuss-
ing this proposal. I am just asking if was discussed
with airy Members of Congress during that period.-

Mr. Wicinotcz..It is inT understanding that. his fiscal year 1984
rgoposalls a unique, original, new proposal. - e

Senator Mszcimadah, it is? Where? When?. Who?
Mr: WICHLACC The- budget development process was done inter

nally Within .the administration., It is currently being discussed-
with tribal representatives.

Seaator Mswviza..Was it discussed with.Indian tribeS?'
Mr: WILIIIACZ. It is a public issue. We have ongoing consulta-

tions with national
bas

Indian organiiations, with Indian tribal lead-
ers, on a regular_

Senator MELCHEIL Waira minute. Let us take them one at a
time. National organikations: when? WI LO organizations, to begin
with? Hr

Mr. WICHLACZ. One organization that Lam familiar with and
with whom I, have ha soma Specific contaat*the National Con-
gress of American Indians.

Senator McLain. Tien was this plan discussed with the Na-
tional Congress of American Indians?

Mr; WICHLACZ. In the past week
Senator MELonsit. Was it discussed at a meeting, and, if so, who

attended the meeting? I am just trying to catch up on this
WICHLACZ. I am sorry. I did not, mean to inlay more than I

wanted to say. The proposition is clearly known in Indian country
and among Indian tribal leaders and,arnong national Indian orga-
nizations. They are aware of the administration's proposal:

Senator MEI4OHER. I am asking: Now theyare aware 9f it, when
was it discussed, and what was their imput? First of all, I am not
aware it was discussed with them, and you say it wag distussed
with the National Congress of American Indians.

,
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Mr. WICELAM. In personal telephone calls thr.t I ,Ilave had: and in
'personal meetings I have had over the past number of weeks

Senator MkLCHER. A lot could happen in the past few weeks. Let
us say 6 weeks. Is that about right?

Mr. WICHLAOZ. That:sounds approximately right. -
Senator-Mumma Have you had direct contact. with a ,tribal

chairman, or has anyone ,had direct contact 'with tribal leaders and
said, "TMs' is what we want, id do and what do you think of it?" ".

-Mr. WICHLACZ. No.
Senator Iducmat. To your knovfleclge, has anyone froth the

Indian community asked for it?
-Mr. Wrairdicz. Not to my knowledge.
Senator' Maxima., I do not know why we are plagued with Iris

la& of discussion about something like this. It is just thrown at us
as if we -are Just to appropriate money to satisfy .1: me sort of an
idea that OMB has. r

I do not know' ow much tiine to waste on It.°I wonder hot" 4t
would happen. First of all, it may not be legal, and'secondly, if it
not cleared by Congress, then it will just be written into the appro
pnations and the money will be spen the way it has been spent.
ThSt will be it. $

Unless you have some input from Som body who wants-this, like
Congress itself,-wanting it for some masa , or the tribes asking for'
it, then I wonder why we are even bothering to listen to it.'

Is there anything in your experience that would indicate that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs would enhance the program fOr dose
communities?

Mr. -WicimAcz. In my experience and from the testimpny that
was recently given, I think there are enormods remit ces within
the Bureau of.Indian Affairs. We feel that the accomplishment in
promoting social and economic self-sufficiency and self-determina-
tion by the ANA, with some coordination efforts at the Federal
level, can provide greater success.

Senator MELCHER. Who wourcrbe giving; out the grants?
Mr. WICIACZ. That detail has not been decided on at this time.
Senator -MELCIIER. What do you do besides evaluate the applica-

tions and give but the grants?
Mr. WICELACZ. I am sorry, I did not Quite hear you
Senator MELCHER. What do you do down there at the, ANA -be-

sides evaluate the applications and give out the grants?
Mr. WICELAOZ. Within the Administration for Native Americans

we have the IntraDepartmental Council on Indian Affairs which is
a staff unit to the Department and which is organizationally within
the Administration for Native Americans. The Commissioners
chairs that departinent-wide council. That takes several staff
people. -r

Senator MELCIIER. What do you do for,Indians, other than look at
these applications and deci I who gets the grants?

Mr. Wzmit.scx. We are e focal point 'within the Office of
Human Development Beryl for issues related to American Indi-
ans and Native Americans. We participate in other discretionary
torogram activities hi an effort to insure. that Indian interests and
concerns ire considered,

-
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Senator MELchrit. When you say within the department, you
mean within the Department of Health and Human Services?

Mr. WICHLACZ. Within the Office of Human Development Serv-
ices and within the Department at large. -

Senator Arizikusa:. Has it something 'to do with concerns on
c health?

- Mr. WICHLACZ. Not specifically.
Senator Miucmoi:Witheducation?
Mr.Wiciii.Ac:a. Education to the Nadia Americans?
Senator MEwhia. Job training, career opportunity?
Mr; WICtiLka. Those are not specific activities we deal with. Our

approach is to promote economic' and social ,dovelopment that will
-.create jobs-

Senator Mi./ME And provide some trainingand education.
. . _

But really the function that you are performing for the tribes
and for the 'urban Indian is the question of econoznic.opportunity in

g general; is it not? -_ . , .

-Mr. WICHIAM-That is correct

. tunity?- .- 1
Senator Mme. Do you allow for that economic °prior:

Mr. WOLACZ..Yr's. ,
Senator MEIER. That is your main function; is -it not? -'
Mr. WICHIACL I would say so, yes. A majority of the funding and

a majority of our activities relate to that .

Senadr MEiciir.R. What .is the* about the Bureau of Indign Af-
fairs that is going to be better able to deal with the evaluation and
the avarding of grants? .`

' Mr. -WICIILACZ. We expect that the coordination with them will
further the activities we already have with them on mutuaLprok
eds. that we leel we can move together ob.'We can have a greater
overall impact in moving together on the economic developMent ac-

- tivities. ,. I _

We think-tat we do the job that we do, well. We hope to do it
better in cooperation with the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Senator MEiCHER. What is the change in moner- .

Mr. Wicimicz. The details in terms of that have not been
worked out at' this time.

_

. i- Senator MELcasit. As I listen to and read this testimony, it talks
about block grants' and States being able to work something out
and the President's; Indian Policy Statement and whatever this ini-
tiative is. But, unless this initiative means money and means some.
body handling the money, then I do not think you are ,talking

. about what the ANA does. - .

I get the impression that this -is what we are leading up to
- heretalking about the money and how it is going to be given out

Is that not right? Are you drawing some conclusions here?
Mr. Wicimitiox. I am not sure I clearly understand your question.
Senator Meteuxii. Well, let me repeat -it then.

- You are talking about a program coordination with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. All the details have not been worked out You
refer to the President's Indian Policy'Statement. You say that the
administration will be sending to Congtess a proposal that will
make Indian tribes eligible for direct binding under social services
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block grants. You talk about this arrangement being more efficient
- .

It seems to me that what you are leading up to is a prort6sP1 that
the BIA should .pretty much handle the Native Apiericans Act.
Since your main function is the evaluation %and the Warding of
grants, then it seems to. me that you are saying that he BIA will
be doing thet. You are inferring that perhaps or somehow this will
lead to block grants to the tribes. Am I drawing the ,wrong conclu-
sions?

Mr. WICHLACZ. That was not intended. I would like to clarify the
relationships.

Senator MELCHER. Was any Of what L described' intended? When
you say that was not intended, do you metin block grants are not
intended?

Mr. WICHLACZ. There'is no hidden message in that statement. I
think if the description of what we propel% suff ers from anything,
it may suffer from several people writing. It karts out with a
single pen and several people add sections.

Senator Mtwara. Well, only the blocic grants are not intended?
Mr. WICHLACZ. The point that we were toying to make there, is

that the Department has strongly supported the government.to-
government relationship with Indian tribes with the authority pio,
vided under the five block grants that currently .exist within the
Department. The Secretary was given,the authority but not the re-
quirement to fund Indian' tribes. He was given the authority to
hind them where he dee_rqed appropriate.

The Secretary of the Dapartment decided that in all cases, where
ani Indian tribe wished to operate such$a program, that they may.
That is the way the rules were written.

There is the policy decision of the Department in support of the
governmentttli-government relationship with Indian tribes. There'
are also tvip ol'her major direct-funding pieces that would put
Indian tribeS on 'a routine institutionalized basis of government-to-
government r lationships with the Federal Governmentone is the
social service block grant and the other is the child welfare pro
gram in title I -B.

The'only intent there, Senator, is to draw together the "various
pieces and acts sties within the Department'to reflect a policy deci-
gone juid a policy position that is strongly supportive of the Presi-
dent's Policy Statement.- Our Assistant Secretary was,,a member of
the subcabinet work .group assisted in the development a the-
President's policy statement. That is Assistant Secretary Dorcas ft.
Hardy. That is clearly the only intent of those various statements.

Senator Mieoar.a. I have listened to so much of this in the last 2
years: So many programs have been proposed because somehow
they are going to save some money. This does not sound like it is
going to save any money.

So, I wonder if there has been any real thought given to the al-
ternative: spend the same amount of money- but get more 'mileage,
which would be desirable. I do not see anything here on that.

I wonder why,khe proposals are made. I have never found the
OMB to be very good about and I do not say this from a political or
partisan viewpoint. I have just never noticed that the Office of

and effective!
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Management arid Budget seemed to know ,about Indian tribes or
Indian people or their programs.

We have constantly had,, regardless as to whether the Republi- .
cans or the Democrats were is power, to put up with the qffice of
Management and*Budget. Whatever their reconuatridations have
been, they have seemed to be ill founded and poorly timed-and not
worth reviewing.

It seems to me-that that is whet this proposal is. I do not know
why we have to have these things proposed to us in the nature of a
change in programing which 'would mean that we would have to
evaluate how much money we wanted to appropriate for it. We

, would have to evaluate whether it is legal, to begin with a's Siena-
for Andrews has remarked. It probably is not in terms of the lees-
lativt intent of the controlling act. I think we are wasting a tot of

\ tithe. ..
From-Jour:testimonfl do not see anything here that is coaciu- '

sive in the decision making process. I take it that is the case. It is
something that is being discussed at &level within the Department
and has a recommendation from OMB and is now being discussed
for the past 5 or 6 weeks with the Indian organizations and tribal
leaders, at least the tribal chairmen, with some discussion with the
BIA during that same period of time. Is that about correct? I

Mr. Wictiume, Senator, it represents a debision on the part of
the Departmint and, on the part of the administration to move in
this direction.

Senator MELCHER. 'Well, moving in the directionI am curious
about' that. I do not know exactly what is being moved. The testi-
mony is to the effect of starting a proposal at somebody's request
which turns out to be OMBto attempt to make a transfer of the
responsibility of ANA fe the BIA. That is what I think it is. Is that
correct?

Mr. WICHLAM. The details have not been worked out. .
.

Senator MEW HER. There is a movement in that direction; is--
there not? .

'Mr. Wictimoz.,It is a movement at the Federal level toward
greater program coordination and integration.

Senator Mucus& Who-would be in c). cage of ANA?
Mr. WioexAcz. I am in ci... --. of ANA at this time. I

Senator WILMER.- If the principal functions are transferred to
. the BIA, v 's going to be in charge of it? Are No going to move

*over to th IA, or what? .

Mr..WicerAcz; Thi initiative has net been discussed in terms of
any staff transfers ng involved. . #

.

Senator MELCHER. s the movement toward that? ,
'Mr. WICHLACZ. There is nothing specifically indicating that that

-- is the case; that is, that therefis any involvement of staff in this
action.

Senator MELCHER. Is it conceivable that you are going to be head
of ANA and` make the decisions that the BIA has the authority to
decide who gets the grants; or how manrgrants-are going to be
given?: -t r -

-.Mr. WICHLACZ. The decision has not been made in terms of dele
gating any specific functions to any other agency at this time --

asimmostilips_
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Senator MELCHER. Then what are you talking about? You are
talking about movement in that direction; are you not?

Mr. WICHIACZ. We are talking in terms of movement
'Senator MELCHER. Well, see.ng how it works out, with the BIA

giving out the grants or advising on how the grants would be givenout
Mr. WICHLACZ. It is an initiative that should draw the Bureauof

Indian Affairs and the Administration for Native Americans closer
in cooperation ineareas of joint concern and joint program interest.
I hope this will ,be for a greater gain: without any intent to dir fin-
ish the impact of the Native American Programs Act.

Senator MELCHER. Well I hope we are well aware of what' you do
intend to do and what the consequences might be, and whether
there would be any changes in how we view ANA actions right
now and whether there would be any changes as might affect res-
ervation Indians or urt;an Indians,oeither one.

Otherwise, I Ime a feeling shat we may have toebe very careful
how the appropriations bills are done.,We would like to know ex-
actly what the.implications are before the appropriations process is
over with.

We will male recommendations on the appropriations. We will
make recommendations on the budget when they are ready. I am
advised that theyare not yet ready. We&will have chat by March 1.
We will have suggestions for the appropriations process. We would
like to know exactly what we are appropriating.

I know of no reazon to make any significant changes. I certainly
know of no request by anybody to move a function of ANA into the
BIA. Maybe we are missing something in o oversight responPibil-
ity in making sure there is not an overlap ate that there is a com-
plementary relationship and not duplication Of the two agencies. 0f
course, should there be a lack of communication, we can correct-.
that '-

But, unless we know what is going on I am apprehensive that
we will miss the point and will be having' to make some corrections
through the appropriations process to make sure that the money is
go: .g to be spent the way we intended it to be. I do not think that
is necessary,but your testimony leads me to belieVe that there are
some changes being made here that have not been.r st,ed by
Congress or by the Indian community.

If it is just some idea of the OMB, I think we wotild wa t to look
at it very carefully before Ai ty changes of any signifi ante are
made. -No agency has any problem telling us that they ack some
coordination with one of the other agencies. There can e overlap-
pin

Bug.t I am not aware of that overlapping in terms of the function
that you perform. If there were I would want to consider it very'
seriously. But I am not aware of it here. I am not aware of any-
thing like this in the 13IA either.

It is just a question of each side knqwing what the other is doing.
I have no objection to that but I do not know that I want to shift
any responsibility one way or the other.

Is there some way you can alert us? Maybe we had better put on
a reminder to request from you directly what hs changed since this
hearing. This would be 2 or 3 months from now before we get into
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the appropriations process. So, you would feel free to advise us in
response to our direct inquiry. I will make that suggestion to
Chairman Andrews. Maybe we can keep on top of the develop-
ments, if any. with this proposal. We would like to know that
before we get into the appropriations process.

Has there been any date, short of 90 days, where there_ has been
a proposal for transfer of responsibility?

Mr. Wiciibicz. The target date has been established as the first
of April.

Senator MELCHER. I was not aware of that. I did not notice that
in your testimony:

Mr. WLCHLACZ. I believe that is clearly stated in the budget justi-
fication to the Congress.

Senator MELCHER. What is happening in 90 days might be too
late. There...might have been wasted money or a lot of things may
have been changed down there.

If you have a target date of April 1, how can you have testimony
at the end of February that does not seem to know exactly what is
being proposed? Is that your fault or that of someone, else?

Mr.' WICHLACZ. The target date for beginning the initiative is rea-
sonable. I think it is. We need to work out the specifics-- -

Senator MELCHER. I am not going t441agree With that. But, I do
not want to prolong this hearing.1 do not agree with that at all. I
do not like these things that are hatched piecemeal.

First of all, if it originated at OMB, then I would have an initial
reluctance to give it much credibility. Admitting that that is a bias,
I would still look at it and see whether or not I was being unfair.
But since you have sone beyond that and are tinkering around
with what you are trying to do, then I do notant to;..start one of
these things and the watch. it untold' over the..ijoto Tmonths or -18-
months and learn Mt it was allItizig-iniatakelo begin with.

Drawing the plans :**11r a houis sometimes might work, but ordi-
narily it does not. That is about what this kind of a proposaVis
when you have a target date d want to initiate some ac and
then you feel your way alone after you have initiated the action.

That being the case, the target date is antiquated. I will just dis-
.iss this with Chairman Andrews. I suspect that he has already de-

cided that he wants to recommend that it not be implemented until
you know what you are trying to accomplish and what the possi-
bilities are and to.see if there is any merit to it.

If it conies up again, I think we are going to have sonic coopera-
tion lt WA 6 e r e so that we can really understand what you are
doing. rhe target date will be put back, I think, and then maybe
we can address this again. -

If there is some reluctance on the part of the Department to ini-
tiate it, then perhaps we can have an inquiry so that you can give
us all the details and bring us up to date.

I hope -this does not inconvenience you or anybody else at the
ANA, but I suspect that this committee would not want you to
have a target date of April 1. We would want to look at it very
carefully, knowing what it is, before it is implemented.

I want to thank you vet much for your testimony today. We
will work with you. I am sure other members of the committee
would like to work with you, but I do not th... k we are going to

. .
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50. /want as much shifted as you have indicated without knowing ex- -
actly what that shift would entail.

Mr. WICHIACZ. I thank you for the opportunity to be here.
Senator MELCHER. Thank you.
At this time we will adjourn the hearing.
[Wher.mpon, at 4:10 p.m., the hearing, was adjourned ii recon-

vene the following day at 2:3% p.m. iii room 342, Dirksen Senate
Office Building.)
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FISCAL, YEAR 1984 BUDGET.

I
FEBRUARY 24, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITFEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D. L1
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:45 p.m., in room 342,

. Dirkien. Senate Office Building, Senator Mark Andrews (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Andrews, Murkowski: and Melcher.
Staff present Paul Alexander, staff director; and Peter Taylor,

general counsel.
Senator ANDREWS. The hearing will come to order. °
Today we will .continue our hearings on the Pueblo Indian

budget Yesterday we heard from the Bureau of Indian Affairs in
the Deparkruent of the Interior and the Administration for Native
Americans in pie Department of Health ana Human Services.

Today testimony will be offered by the Department of Education;'
the Departnient of Housing and Urban Development, and the
Indian Health Service in the'Department of Health and- Human
Services /We are also going to hear from several tribal witnesses.

Before beginning today's hearing, I would like to inquire of Sena
tor Melcher if he has any remarks he would like to make at this

Senator Ms =Ea. No. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I

some
just plc that the hearings are underway. I vhope we have

some pretty co else and direct testimony this afternoon.
Senator AND ws. The first witness will be Gary Bauer, Deputy

Under. Secre for Plann'aig, Budget, and Evaluation of the De-
partment of ucation. , ,

Welcome. We are glad to have you here, Mr. Bauer. Let me
assure you that your total statement, of course, will be included as .
if you gave it in full. You may summarize it any. way you prefer, so
we can get down to the questions.

STATEMENT OF GARY BAUER, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR
PLANNING, BUDGET, AND EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. LAWRENCE DAVENPORT, AS-
SISTANT SECRETARY FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION, AND LAWRENCE BROWN, AGING DIRECTOR,
DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION ANALYSIS, OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET

8

Mr. BAUER. Thank you very much, Senator.
It is a pleasure to be here. I have a very brief statement, 'Ibut

before I summarize it, I would like to introduce Dr. Lawrencektr- _
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enport, Assistant Secretary for Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion, who is, sitting on my right; and Lonny Brown, of my staff, in
the Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation in the Department
of Education,.

As I said,I it is our pleasure to be here today before the commit.
tee to discuss the budget pioposals for the Indian Education Act
and impact aid programs for fiscal year 1984.

In concert with the administration's overall policy regarding sep-
arate funding for Indians not on reservations, we are proposing to
terminate assistance under the Indian Education Act in fiscal year
1984. These programs will be. phased down through a proposed re-
scission in 1983 and only minimal administrative support is re-
quested in 1984 to allow for an orderly closeout of prior year
awards.

Under section 3 of the impact, aid program, payments to Weal
education agencies which serve children residing on'Indian lands
are projected to be at an alltime high of $182.8 million in 1984. In
addition to these funds, our 1984 budget includes a $10 million re-
quest for funds for school construction grants to LEA's which serve
children residing on Indian lands$1.5 million more than the 1984
appropriation for this activity.

For fiscal year 1984; $1,243,000 is requested to cover administra-
tive costs of the Indian Education Program office and to support
the National Advisory Council on Indian' Education. Funds will be
used to close ow, prior year grants and for other tasks related to
conclusion of program operations. Limited administrative funding
for the National Advisory Council will support the preparation of a
final report and a final meeting.

The administration's 1984 request distinguishes between sUpportx
for Indians. living on or near reservations and nonreservationlhased
Indians. For a number of historical and legal reasons, Indians,
living on or near reservations enjoy a special relationship with the
Federal Governmenta relationship recently reaffirmed by the
President in his January 24, 1983, statement on Indian policy.

This special relationship is Manifested programmatically in the
eligibility of this group for a variety of special services provided by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, including a number of educational
support programs that parallel those available under the Indian
Education Aft.

Many of the BIA programs are bolstered by trausfefs of funds
fipm other agencies. In education, for example, a transfer of over
as million of chapter 1 funds for compensatory education is antici-
pated in 1984.,,Our budg0 is based on the proposition that it is not
necessary for similar educational activities, like the Indian, Educa-
tion Act programs, to be carried out'by differetit Federal agencies...

Indians not living on or near reservations should be treated just
the same as other Americans in terms of Federal program design
and operation, They should be- --,and areeligible for the same Fed-
eral, State,,and local services provided to other citizens.

Thus, any Indian student who is educationally disadvantaged is
eligible for special services under education programsesuch as chap-
ter 1. In a,.k.iition, Indian students, like their non-Indian peers, are
eligible for services under othdr education programs such as chap-

.,
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ter 2, vocational and adult education, impact aid, bilingual educa-
tion, and all pestsecondary student aid programs.

We estimate that, at a minimum, all of these programs combined
will result in over $350 million of support directly or indirectly
benefitihg Indian students and adults in 1984.

Under impact aid, the 1984 budget request for section 3 proposee
to make pliyments at 100 percent of entitlement to districts whose\
"a" children, a category which includes all Indian , children,
amount to at least 2to percent ,of their total average daily attend-
ance.

Of the approximately 330 districts in this category, about 245
'nearly three-quartersserve Indian children. Districts which do
not meet this 20-percent level will receive payments prorated from
full entitlement. We currently estimate that this will be at the
level of at least 50 percent of entitlement. -

The 1984 impact aid budget also includes a request for $10 mil-
lion for construction of school facilities in districts which serve chil-
dren residing on Indian lands. This is the only construction activity
Tor whch funds are requested by this agency in 1984. We expect to
be able to fund three projects with these funds.

That is our opening statement. As I said we would be happy to
answer any questions that you or the committee might have.

Senator ANDREWS. Thank You very much.
I would like to know one thing before we go into the questions,

anc that has to do with the requested rescission for the Indifil*
Bin:cation Act program:

I am aware of the Department's requests. I am *ire you are
aware of our attitude toward that request for a rescission. I am 4.-
tively opposing this request, and I do .riot intend to take up any
time on it today because today's hearing is to look at the' fiscal
year 1984 budget. But I do not want anybody in this room to be
under any kind of impression that we are not actively opposing
that rescission; in fact, we filed the proper letters and all of the
rest on behalf of the committee.

In the justification foi appropriations for fiscal year 1984, your
primary justification for closing out the title IV program is, and I
quote:

it is neither necessary nor appropriate to provide these services either to Indians
living on or near reservations or to other Indians. The former group should be, and
is, served primarily by au programs. The latter group should be served by pro-
gtams fbr which they are, eligible on the same basis as other disadvantaged Mneri.
fans. In neither case is an additional, special program required.

Now, what is the basis for this statement? Bear in Tind that
there has been no request by the BIA nor by the Department of
Education for increases in education programs to which you refer.

Mr. BAUER. Will, Senator, as we said in the statement, there is a
special Federal relatio,Iship with certain Indians, those living on or
near reservations. The Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department
of the Interior is the agency which has been given the special re-
sponsibility to fulfill that historical relationship.

In the case of the Department of Education, we obviously have
concerns about the education of Indians. But in reviewing the pro-
grams that we have, including programs such as chapter 1, aid to
disadvantaged children, we feel we were adequately able to cover

St.)
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the needs of those Indians not living on or near reservations
through those programs such as chapter 1, and that because of the
coVerage of those programs, there was no need to have a special
additional program for Indians as a specifc group.

Senator ANDREWS. Well, the BIA witnesses yesterday stated Ciot
they could not pick up the title W progratti services. We have had
lengthy testimony on this. It appears that the Department of the
Interior does not agree with the Department of Education's deci-
sion to close out title IV.

But who falls through the cracks, the Indian children? One
agency of this Government is saying, "No way can we do it it
ought to be handled someplace else." The someplace else says, "We
cannot do it it ought to be handled where it has been handled."

I have been in Congress ever since this program was established.
The Department has never made these statements before. We
cannot help but.wonder why you are saying this now, when you
have consistently fought for and defended this program in past
years.

Mr. BAUER. Well, two things, Senator. First, I would call your at-
tention to the additional $50 million that we are providing in 1984
in impact aid for those school-districts which are serving large
numbers of Indian children.

Second of all the reason that we are coming forward with this
proposal this year is that the administration has reviewed Indian
programs goverrmnit-wide and obviously the proposals of the De-
partment reflect the review that has been made overall by the ad-
ministration as it looked at various programs addressing Indian
needs.

We do not believe that there is going to be any falling through
the cracks of Indian children. If we are dealing, for example, with
an Indian child who is educationally disadvantaged and is not on
or near a reservation so that he cannot be served by BIA programs,
we fully expect that that child wilfreceive the necessary assistance
through the Department's regular chapter 1 program, not because
he is an Indian but because he is an educationally disadvantaged
student.who needs. that assistance.

Senator ANDREWS. But the point i§, if we transfer them, hand
them off from one program to the other, we are not really saving
any money to the overall taxpayer. Ass matter of fact, we are get-
ting them outside of the programs that they are used to, that are
functioning quite well, and that your predecessors have defended
on a totally bipartisan basis over all the years of the past.

You are not saying it is going to cost any less to educate them
outside of these title IV programs, are you?

Mr. BAUER. I think it remains to be seen what the bottom line
impact of the changes will be, but I think, purely from a mancge-
ment and efficiency standpoint, it does not make sense to duplicate
special programs aimed at Indian populations other than the pro-
grams that ase currently in the BIA.

Senator Ardtzws. The thing that bothersnie is looks_ as
if you rimy possibly have been told to cut the overall Departmnt-
budget, and then you took out a big chunk on this particular pro-

em because you could get it all out and then hopefully transfer it
to some ocirslse and let them count it in their budget.
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That is where the problem comes, because there is not that ex-
pansiveness in the BIA budget. .

Mr. BAIJER. Well, Senator, I understand your concerns.
Senator ANDitsws.Vell, if you could provide for the record some

additional information on specifically. where these students are
going to go and who is going to fund them and why the other De-
partment that is picking up the funding has got some wonderful
hope chest that they can pull out this money from that you do not
seem to have in your Department, we would appreciate it.

It is kind of like the old game of musical chairs, you know. The
music plays, one chair is removed, and everybody rushes for what
is left.

Mr. BAUER. Senator, I would like to reiterate that to the extent
that we are talking about Indians who do not live on or near reser-
vations, we are not suggesting that the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
ping to pick up those Indians in their programs. We are suggest-
ing that the other programs that the Department of Education
runs, including chapter 1 and bilingual educations and the numer-
ous other programs that we have, will be able to address the needs
of those Indian children not on or near reservations, to the extent
that they are educationally disadvantaged, or to the extent that
they meet the eligibility criteria of other programs within the De-
partment.

For example, in the higher education area, to the extent that an
Indian student wants to avail himself of an opportunity to attend
an institution of higher education, this Department has sent to
Capitol Hill, or will be sending to Capitol Hill in the next couple of
weeks, proposals which more strongly target such aid to families
with adjusted gross income below $12,000.

We believe this is another example where policy changes we are
recommending within the Department will enable us to serve the
Indian population, along with others in the population who qualify
for those programs, not on the basis of their being Indians but on
the basis of their being needy students.

We would be happy to provide any additional information that
you feel that ydu have not received for'the committee records.

Senator ANDREWS. The information we would like to have is
where thae educational costs are going to be absorbed, which pot
we are going to take them from, because certainly the educational
need of the child is not wiped off just because one group says,
"Hey, we're going to stop funding because it can be taken care of
over there."

It would be interesting to see where those flow lines might go. It
could help the 'committee in its jurisdiction if you could provide
that material, or any other data along that line that you could for

_ - _the record.
(Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]
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Senator AN Rawl. In your budget justification, when discussing
part 4, you refer to the BIA's Johnson-O'Malley program, statibg
that the BIA program is virtually identical to those authorized by
part A. Are you aware that the BIA requesting no increase for
Johnson-O'Malley for fiscal year 1984, or was allowed to request no
increase for Johnson-O'Malley?

Mr. BAYER. Yes, tarn.
Senator ANDREWS. With, no increase for Johnson-O'Malley, how

can they absorb these anew children being moved into them?
Mr. BAYER. We are not suggesting, again Senator, that the chic

dren who will no longeij have available to them the Indian educe-
. .
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tiort program in the Department of Education will have to be
piokedi up by the, BIA in the Johnsen-O'Malley program. We are
suggesting that other programs irr this Department, including the
sizable increase of 150 million we are recommending for 1984 in
impact aid, will help meet the change that we are recommending
in the Indian education program..

Senator ANDREWS. Well, as I recall, looking at impact aid, that
has been cut sharply as well. -

NIL BAUER. No, it has not, Senator.
Senator ANDREWS. How many students currently served by part

A are also currently participating in the Johnson-O'Malley pro-
gram? .

Mr. BAUER, Let me see if can get my colleagues to help me out
on this, Senator.

Mr. BROWN. About 160,000 to 170,000.
Senator,ANDiEWS. Will the closeout of part A increase the John-

son-O'Malley service population?
Mr; BAUER. No it would not have any 'impact on, the Johnson-

O'Malley population.
Senator ANDREWS. Are you aware that the GAO did an investiga-

tive report in June of 1981 which stated, that, *era, due to local
coordination of the programs, and that any duplia'ation or potential
duplication of services could be prevented by requirJ local coordi-
nation?

Mr. BAUER. I am nqt familiarwith all the details of that report,
but again, Senator, rwould like to emphasize that, the budget pro-

-,posals are not particularly based- on an assumption that there is
great duplication, but only again on the philosophy that the Feder-
al Government's responsibility to Iridians is specifically centered on
those Indiani who are on or near reservations, and that, to the
extent that we are not talking about that portion of the native
American population, we can address the needs of those Indians
through the normal programs offered by the Department of Educa-
tion and other departments in the Government, depending on the
extent to which those Indians have unmet needs.

Senator ANDREWS, Except for the fact that Congress passed the
Indian Education Act ana specifically inpluded urban and non-fed-
erally recognized Indians for t a service population of title IV.

Mr. BAUER. We eke expressing the philosophy that the adminis
tration embraces, Senator,

Senatcir ANDREWS. Well, actually, what you are doing Is that you
are asking for head -to -head confrontation of the philosophy of the
administration versus the philosophy.of Congress. Since Congress
writes the laws, the administration is expected to conform with
those laws and have their budget submissions in line with the laws
that have been passed by Congress in its bipartisan wisdom, or lack
of wisdom, whichever it might be.

Nonetheless, it is the law of the land, and it is accepted as such
by the Indians and nonIndians alike. That is why it is a little sur-
prising to see the budget submissions that,you come with..

As to the part B resource and evaluation centers, the committee
is hearing from some of them that they are being disfunded now;
as of the 25th of this month, the contracts will not be renewed.
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How many centers are presently fund by the Office of Indian
Education? I

Mr. BAUER. Dr. Davenpolt can prom e you with those statistics.
Dr. DAVENPORT. I db not knoir whic ones you are talking about,

Senator. We have three technical ass" Ce centers that are'in op-
eration. It is our anticipation that th will be three in operation
later on-this year. .

Senator ANDREWS. These are the pa B resource And evaluation
centers? _ .

Dr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. And there are thr of them that are present-

ly. funded -by the Office of Indian Educ, ion?
Dr. DAVENPORT. YeS,.sir.
Senator ANDREWS. How many are heduled to close on the 5th?
Dr. DAVENPORT. Ndne.that I know f, sir.
Senator Anrumws Good. Are the beneficiaries of this proof=

limited to title IV_ propams, or do e centers also serve Ipdian
education_ programs such as triball Contracted schools that are
funded through EtA?

. Dr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir, they prnlarily serve" Indian Education
Act program granteea.

Senator ANDREWS, As to part C, Indian adult education, yet, note
that the educational needs of Indian adults are still great and that
there has -been substantial improvement in the numbers of Indian
adults completing high whoa .

Would you say that title IV was responsible for thii improve-
ment? - _

WI BAUER. Well, Senator, as you know, that program has never
been funded.at a large level, I certainly.would not say that the pro-
gram is responsible for all the improvement: It certainly h con-
tributed to it, however.

Senator ANDREWS. What perceatige of Indian adults receiving.
training are members of federally recognized Indian tribes or Alan
kan native communities? I

Mr. BROWN. It is about half, Senator. ,, I

Dr. DAVENPORT. It IS abbut 60 percent, Senator, but we -*ill get
the exact figures and provide them to you later.

1 ,

.. [Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-
ceived for the record:) . i

INDIAN ADULT EDUCATION
;

Approximately 65 percent or 8,252 of the 12,695 adults participating in thi forty -
nine prefects operating in the 1982-83 are members of Federall tribes.
Thirty -six of the forty -sine grants were awarded to Federally t ibex or
organizations atilliated with same. The iernairdag thirteen projects (4,443 partici.
pants) are either operated by urban 'centers and serve a mixed target group Or serve
nonFederally recognized Indians only. I/ . : .

Senator Anil EWS. How many of these programs are located in
urban areas an how many of,these programs are contracted to
non-Federally rei gnized,tribes or Indian entities? I

Mr. BAUER. in 19'92, 94 of the awards were in urban areas and 19
were to non-Federalbk recognized Indian groups or organizations. '

Senator ANDREWS. rniight point dut that the Indian Definitional
Study that was sent up , by the Department of Education did not

' ..
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call for any change in the service population folir title N. The
budget for the impact aid's operation and maintenance programs
does not include moneys in fiscal year 1984 for section 8(Wchil-
dren. If Congress reauthorizes payments for "b" children, bow
would this increase in eligible school districts affect the proposed
budget?

Mr. BROWN. It would have the effect of decreasing funds availa-
ble lor 3(a) children, the category which includes children residing
on Indian lands..

Senator ANDREWS. Yes. The reason for the question is, I under-
stand Senators Stafford and Hach are going to introduce legisla-
tion to put the "b" children back in again.

Mr. BROWN. Senator, in 1983 -ewe are only projecting aboUt $58
million for "b" students. We can only guess at how much of an
impact including those students would have on the total overall
budget in 1984. We do not know who will apply. It could change
our proposal radically.

For example, last year the Congreis required that we not make
payments to districts with lower than $5,000 payments. This year,
our proposal inejudes payments for districtsthat would receive less
than $5,000 in impact aid payments.

I would suspect that we would reconsider that policy. The reason
we made that.particular change in policy was because we could not
see any reason to penalize a district on the basis of a small number
of l'a" children. If you addea."b" children we would have to re-
think out policy.

Senator ANDREWS. I cer tainly support your proposal for funding
"super a" districts at 4.00 percent df their entitlement. However, I
am sure that the non- "super a" districtsand it would seem, too,
the "b" districtsare going to object. Almost every one of us has
more in the "b" category and the non-"super a" category than we
have in the "super II" category.

If your proposal is not approved hy Congress, what will the fun d
ing formula for the "super a" and "a" districts be? Arc you going
to split it and leave it at, what was it, 80, 85, 90 percent?

Mr. BROWN. No. The current proposal is to pay 100 percent of
entitlement for All "a" children in "super a" districts. The proposal
includes, then, proration of the remainder for "a" Children in non-
"super je: districts. We are estimating that those payments would
be soThewhere around 50 to 52 percent of full entitlement.

That differs- from last year's approPriations, where we paid 95
percent of the 1981 payment for "super a's." In entitlement terms,
that iai considerably less than what we are proposing to provide
now.

Senator ANDREWS. How many of the school districts with Indian
'students are "super a"?

Mr. BROWN. It is about 245.
Senator ANDREWS. How many are no "super a"?
Mr. BROWN. Let me get my notes and numbers. ,'
Senator METZNER. What was that number?
Mr. Mom/. 245.
Senator Mspcileit. "Super a" that have non-Indian children or

Indian children?
16°Mr. BROWN. That have Indian children.
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Senator MELicintn. How many school districts are "super a"?
Mr. BROWN. There are 245 "super a" districts that have Indian

children.
Senator Mamma. OA, I thought your number was how, many in-

dividual students there were.
Senator ANDREWS. Oh, no.
Mr, BROWN. No. I can give you teat, thottgh.
Senator ANDRNWS. How many districts?
Mr. BROWN. About 400, sir..
Senator ANDREWS. There are 400 districts that are non- "super

a" districtiwith Indian children in them?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Senator ANDREWS. All right. I also like your proposal to, allow

newly eligible schools in the program.
What is your estimate of the number of Indian children being

served by local public schols net currently entitled to receive,874
monde? .

Mr. BROWN. We would really have no way to know that. If they
do not apply, we doliot know.

Senator 'ANDRVVS. Do you have any estimate .of how many will
apply if the proposal goes through for 874 moneys?

Mr. BROWN. No; I do not.
Senator ANDREWS. Should you not have looked at that before you

made the proposal to allow these districts to become newly eligible
for 874, or did yun just toss that one out and think you would wait ,

and see what kind of response you get back?
Mr. BROWN: Could you restate your question?
Senator 'ANDREWS. Well, rpointed out that I like the proposal

you have made to allow newly eligible schools into the program.
Then 1 asked what was your estimate of the number of Indian chil-
dren being served by local public schools that are not entitled to
receive 874 moneys, and you said you did not know. Then I asked
how many school districts did you estimate will apply if your pro -

psal
goes through for these 874 moneys, and you said you had no

idza.
Mr. BROWN. I do not
Senator ANDREWS. So you are floating the proposal that could be

accepted by a number of districts out there
,

but you have no idea
how many districts might accept it. Or am 'wrong?

Dr.. DAVENPORT. Again, Senator, diat you are talking about is
the proper Federal -role. We believe this initiative reflects the
proper Federal role.nere was no way that we could have calculat-
ed in advance the number of districts that would apply. That does
not mean that it is not a solid proposal. We are simply recognizing
that the Federal Government should be involved in this initiative.

Senator ANDREWS. Well, I think it is a very solid proposal. I told
you I favor it. The only thing is, I was wondering if anybodS, had
taken a look at the- budget- impact if this proposal. is followed ,
through, because one of the first questions you are goirig to be
asked is how much it is going to cost if we do this, because it
sounds like it is something we ought to do.

I agree with you. We ought to do it it make's sense. If they are
eligible, they ought to be eligible. You ought to let new ones come

/
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in if the piogram is worth while: But I am appalled that you have
no idea.how many might want to come in under the tent.

Mr. BROWN. It is unlikely that there are many. It is much more
likely that they are included already,

Senator ANDREW& 'As to the construction component of the
impact aid program, the $15 moneys, you state that there is cur-
rently a need of at least $241 million to fund the 97 applications
currently submitted. That is a monetary figure that you state is an
underestimate; yet you request only $10 million for funding f up
to three projects on Indian lands. .

Mr. BROWN.. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. How come you have asked for so little money

if the need is sogreat by-your own figures?
MroSitowN. Well, actually, to put that in perspective, it is about

$1.5 'million over what it was last year, and, in addition, we are
limited tb $10 Willa for sections 14 (a) and (b) by the Reconcili-
ation Act.

Senator ANDREWS. The trouble that we are faced with, and I am
sure ,you know it because I hope you have been out on some of
these school districts, is that many of the public schools that serve
Indian children, due to the lack of available tax base out there, are
in deplorable condition.

Mr. BROWp. Yes, sir, we are aware.of that.\ Senator ANDREWS. They are totally unsafe for the children. Is
your estimate of the ,amount necessary to bring these schools up to
standard that figure of 200-and-sornodd thillion dollars, or do you
estimate it to be _far higher?

Dr. DAVENioRT. Mr. Chairman, that get to be very difficult. In
t he application process, the moment the school applies, they get a
tentative priority number and go On a list. They are never removed
fro% that list until funding becomes available, even though some of

"might. have been on that list 10 or more years.
Me of the e-needs which are on that list and included in the

$243 million may not be real needs today, so it becomes very diffi-
cult to theorize on what the real needs would be. After havi ap-
plied and waited several years, a school district, may have gone
ahead abd provided some minor renovation; that school ma not
even be in use today, or there may have been other changes uch
as mergers with other school districts in ,that time,- But, they are-

'still carried on that waiting list as much as 15 years after,theyoap-
plied for Federal Rinds.

Senator AND4ws. Well, I would certainly think those lists ought
to be updated so we know where we are. But, the thing that ap-
Rails me is the fact thatnic not have to tell you; I am sure you
know-100 years ago, when they were determining *here the
Indian tribes should be pushed on theirretervations, fir some
strange reason, they picked some of the poorest land, Some of the
lowest yielding land. Now, when we are trying to educate thos.,
children on or neat the reservations in a public school, the public
school happens to be near the reservation, glue of the poorest' land
is suppOrtingthat school. The capital base to fund the buildings is
almost nonexistent.

If we are interested in this partnership of education of Indian
children in a public school district, we have to addrgis ourselves to
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the availability ofefqnds to construct or reconstruct the buildings.

It is a deplorable condition out there. It is one of the great needs

that we h:
Again ,t ttit.:4 fall through the cracks. If it is on the reservation if

it is a BIA school, we have some flinds for that. If it is a public

school, becabse we are pulling out capital funds under impactaid,

there is just nothing there. Yet, everybody says we are better off

having the public school, the joint education opportunity and all of

the rest. We fail to address it when we do not make adequate provi-

sions for the capital costs of the buildings. *-

Dr. DAVENPORT. Senator, the point here is that these are firlils

that are calculated for school districts located off the reservation.

As you said before in your discussion, BIA provides for those

schools on the reservation. We are talking about those 'that are not

on reservation lands. It is not just Indian students we are talking

about.
Senator MELCHER. Will the Senator yield?

Senator ANDREWS. I.will be gad to yield:
Senator MELCHER. How does the BIA provide funds for these

schools on ,the reservations that are public schools, for construc-

tion?
Dr. DAVENPORT. They do not, sir.
SenatorANDREWS. They do not, for public schools.

Senator MEliCHER. Well, I am asking for public schools.

Dr. DAVENPORT. Not the public schools.
Senator MELCHER. What did you just say? That these funds 'ate

for schools off the reservation. For those on the reservation, the

BIA, provides construction costs.
Dr. DAVENPORT. I misspoke it that is what I said, Senator. I did .

not mean to-say that.
.

Senator MELCHER. Well, you certainly do not think that, do you?

Dr. DAVENPORT.No, sir.
Nnator MELCHER. If they do, I would like to know what hap-

pened to our reservations that are not getting any BIA money for ,

public schools on reservations.
Are you in favor of public schools on reservations?

Dr. DAVENPORT. I am in favor of public schools everywhere in

America, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Fine. Then you must also be in favor of an-

struction.
Senator ANDREWS. Let us run back once more and I will let my

colleague continue with his questions or whatever he wants. I have

a number of questions for the record.
But again, your statement, not mine, gays that there is current4

a need of at least $241 million Pe this kind of construction. You go

on to say in yotir statement that this is clearly an underestimate.

My concern is that after saying that the need if $241 million

and that IS" an underestimate --that you ask for $10 million. I have

been pn,those reservations. I know what state many of those public

schools are in, and I know the lack of tax base-to furicLconstruction

or reconstruction of those Schools out on the local economy. That is

why I am concerned about it.
Mr. BROWN. N^4- qil the projects on this list are schools on reser-

vations, and I 41 is what Dr. Davenport was referring to.

, !
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Senator ANDREWS. They are schools on or near reservations.
M. BROWN. That is correct. And again, the regulations and the

statute specify the priority order in which we are to address those
different, projects.

I do notbhappen to know whether some of the applications are for
schools on reservations. Window Rock, which is No. 8 on the
section 14 (a) and (b) waiting list; is that a school on a reservation?
I believe it is.

Senator ANDREWS. It is Navajo, yes.
Mr. BROWN. But some of these are not. We take them in priority

order. The point is that for many of these districts that are not lo-
cated on Indian reservations, there are other funds. I'mean, there
are local revenues available.

Senator ANDREWS. Sure, there are local revenues but
Mr. BROWN. And there is some responsibility on the part of the

State.
Senator ANDREWS. Again, r tried toy make the point diet in my

State of North Dakota, we have roughly three classes of land. We
have the Red River Valley land and we have our prairies and then
we have por.:e hind that is a lot less suitable than that..

'or some strange retionI suspect you and I know what the
reason wasthere are not any I3i.: tlian reservations down on the
Red River Valley land, which is w h three or four times as much
and provides a good tax base to support schOols and all the rest.

I do not care whether the school as on or off the reservation. If it
is a public school, the resources have' to be the land that supports
it. The land on or near Indian reservations in my State, and I
would suspect in Montana and a number of other States, is not the
highly productive land; it 's land that is just damn tough to get an

'adequate tax bass. .

We have been looking at the problem. We have been saying: Yes,
there is a problem. Then we have been hiding our heads in the
sand, thinking it is going to go away. As a result, those buildings
get older and older and the educational opportunities get poorer
and poorer, and it is just very tough, not only to educate children,
but to attract teachers to come and teach in those schools. So the
education suffers many different W'IS.

Dr. DAVENPORT. Senator, we should separate this into *three
parts. What we are proposing here is the Federal Government's
role. I think you would agree there is a local role, and there is also
a State role. All three should do their part.

When you start to separate them; you most ask, What is the Fed-
eral Government doing here, and what is the local government
doing, then the State. All three share part of the responsibility for
the need that arises for construction costs.

Senator ANDREWS. And in our State, our State supports $1,400
per student, which is pretty high for the State base. The rest is
supplied by the local base.

Now; the Indian student comes from living on a reservation. He
is probably ;lot employed in a tax-paying business in the town.
That is a double whamny to support that school from one of the
lowest tax bases ever.'

The tax base that supports the schools in the District of Colum-
bia is four times to five times as high per student than any tax
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base that we have out in North Dakota. Yet they say theFederai
fund needs are much higher than the amount of Federal fund
needs that we are putting into those joint schools, that support the '

Indian children in a State like North Dakota.
I think the problem is such. that we cannot ignore it much

longer. I would hope that we do not have too many more state-
ments coming up saying there is a need for $240 Million; that
figure we underestimateit is really more than that,but we are
only going to address it by doing $10 million worth.

That is the thing that set me off today. I could go on my own
fine. I am just taking your Awes, running them back by you, and
saying that 1 agree with you,"but you made the case and then you
refused to respond to it.

Mr. BAYER. Senator, there are a lot of priorities that the Depart-
ment of Education has to address in 'its budget. You are probably
aware of the fact that last year we projected a budget for 1984 for
the entire Department of $9 billion. Instead, we have come forward
with a budget for 1984 of $13.2 billion, and in that budget we had
the interests of quite a few groups to consider, including education-
ally disadvantaged children, the handicapped, children served by
bilingual education programs, and all the programs we have that
serve students attempting to attend institutions of higher leaining,
which takes about 44 percent ir budget.

We had to make some decisions within the confines of
that .$18.2 billion, and we think we have made decisions which are
justifiable, and we stand by that budget.

We are the first to admit that that means we were not always
able to provide all of the funds that everybody, perhaps, on Capitol
Hill would like us to have given to every program that we have in
the Department's budget. We think that we have made some very
difficult decisions and made them well, and we stand by them.

Senator ANDREWS. Senator IvIelcher?
Senator MELCHER. Mr. Bauer, after that speech, let me ask yi. .

series of questions to figure out what you do stand by.
Do you recognize the difference between providing educational

opportunities for Indian students as being different from non-Indi-
ans or not?

Mr: BAUER. The administration's policy is that the Feder& Gov-
ernment has a special relationship and responsibility to Indians
living on or near reservations.

Senator MELCHER. Which is a trust responsibility. I do not want
to add words to your thinking or to whatever the administration's
policy is, but just want to see if' it tracks that far. Is it a trust
responsibility?

Mr. BAYER. I would prefer not to use those specific words but
rather to say that we recognize that we have a special responsibili-
ty, and that is why we have the programs in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to address those responsibilities.

Senator MELCHER. Is a special responsibility any different than a
trust responsibility? I want to find out what the program is nowa-
days. Is it trust responsibility or not?

Mr. BAYER I cannot speak for the entire administration and the
concept, other than to'say we recognize a stecirl responsibility.
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Senator MELCHER. Well,; how long have you dealt with Indian
education?.

Mr. BAUER. I have been et the Department of Education for 5
months.

Senator 'MELoniztt. For 5 months. In your past background, did
yqu deal with Indian education anywhere? .

Mr. BAUER. No, I did not.
Senator MELCHER. Well, there are a lot of people, through the

course of the last 100 years or so, who have tried to develop what
this trust responsibility is, and I use the word trust delibeotely.
Part of that trust responsibility to the Indian tribes has been edu-
cation. That has bee one of the cornerstones of it.

Now, I am not goibg to hold you to the fire here as to whether
what you term special responsibility is really a continuation of the
trust responsibility, if you have only been at the Department ,5
months and have not had any previous experience with it. But
most of us .feel that there is a trust responsibility and that part of
that is education of Indian children. It is a very mica's one So we
view it rather differently that we do a lot of.other things.

We do not do much on the Federal level for education. I hope
you agree with that. Almost all of the educational costs for elemen-
tart' and secondary education are borne by either the local taxpay-
ers or States.. But when we get to Indian children, this trust re-
sponsiblity takes over.

Now, how many students are going to be under *hat you are
calling "sups)r a" and regular "a"? Now many students total, not.
just Indian children, are going to be on impact aid lists this year?

Mr. BAUr.R. While the staff is getting that figure, Senator, first of
all, I would certainly agree with you that the Federal contribution
to education is not large overall, because this administration be-
lievesand I think that it has been a belief shared by most in Con-
gressthat education is essentially a State and local responsibility.

Senator MELCHER. Let us separate that out, though.
Mr. BAUER. Yes, I am talking about the overall Federal contribu-

tion. When we are talking only about Indians, this administration
recognizes a special responsiblity to Indians on or near reserva-
tions.

We do not believe that an Indian child, for examii(e,,,,,iiiiycIng in
Pliiliadelphia, whose father may be an attorney and "ng as
m ch as you or I, has some special efaim on the limited resources
o the Federal Government to provide educational services for that
c ild, unless that child is in some way educ.ationdlly disadvantaged
or qualifies for one of the other 'programs that the Department
offers to help State and local governments meet the needs of chil-
dren. 1 .

Senator MELChER.'I am not going to worry about Philadelphia,
believe me. We will make more headway on these if we do not go
cuff on those tangents. Now, we i.re going to be talking about the
same thing, believe me, Mr, Bauer. But we are going to have to
start on whether or not this special zesponsibility for Indian educa-
tion for elementary and secondary students on a reservation is a
whole responsibility.

I know of no State that feels that it is their responsibility. It is
new thinking if you think that a few of the States. feel that it is
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their responsibility to pay for the edtication of children on a Indian
reservation, or of Indian children on a reservation. I do not think
you think that, do you?

,Mr. Baum. No, sir. I do not beleive I have said that, either.
Senator MEIRfiEa. Well, that is where we are getting with the

trust responsibility, and that is why it is important to know what
we are, talking about. Special responsibility may meanwell, we
have got to give special amountsnot meaning that we are not

'going to be the 'respongible part of Government that has to provide
education for Indian children on a reservation.

Now, what do you mean, on or near? I know what on a reserva-
tion is, but' I want to know the Department is thinking when.
they say near a reservation.

Mr. Batrsa. Well, I was only using the phrase, Senator, that I un-
derstand has been used in the legislation and the programs, that
differentiates between Indians on or near the reservations and In-
dians vIdlich do not fit into thatetegory.

Senator Mumma. Well, ifyou mean what has been done before,
we know where we 'are., But it whlit has been done before is going
to be followed, I want-tn understand,that from you. What does it
mean do you know?

Mr. BA'ua. The phrase on orlitear.the reservation, in my under-
standing, refers to the differentiation that is currently made for a
variety of Indian programs.

Senator METZNER. Are Indfdn children at Great Falls still eligi-
ble?

Mr. BAUES. 'Where is Great Falls?,
Senator METZNER. It is in Montana. Not Great Falls out here.

Great Falls, Mont. Is it eligible?
Dr. .DAVENPORT. It depends on which program they and being

served under, Senator.
Senator MELCHER. That is what I want to understand, becaudb

now you are talking about "super a" and "a."
Dr. DAVENPORT. On impact aid, that definition would-=
kenator METZNER. I an talking about impact aid.
1111r. BROWN. All Indian children are "a" children, sir.
Senator 1V:stottEit. Pardon me?
Mr. BROWN, All Indian children are, by definitiun, "a" children.
Senator MELCHER. "Super a" or not?
Mr. BROWN. That depends on how many of them there are in the

district.
Senator METZNER. They are all "a," but "super a" will be where

there is 20 percent or more of the enrollment within a district is
Indian.

Mr. &tom?. That is correct, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Now, what is the difference as it affected

Indian children last year? Let us use Great Falls, Mont:,`as an ex-
ample.

Mr. BROWN. You want tg, know how much more they may get
this year?

Senator MELCHER. No; I want to kno w whether they are still in
the same category, and we are just going to bount law many are in
the school district4
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Mr. -BROW-N. I honest* do not know whe- ther the Great Falls ,

school district is a "super a" district or not. If it was last year
Sdnator MELCHER. Well, do you even have the authority, or

would you even have the authority, under the Constitution, to treat
an Indian child differently at let us say, Box Elder, where 20 per-
cent of the enrollment is going to be Indian Children, from an
Indian child in Great Falls, 60 miles away, where the enrollment
would not be 20 percent; that the amount for that Indian child's
education is going to be drastically lower?

Mr. BROWN. That distinction is currently made in. the program
statute.

Senator MELCHER. Are you going to change it? Are you going to
havte same distinction as you had last year?

Dr. DAVENPORT. An Indian child Senator, will be served the
same in 1984 as he will be in 1983.

chip,
distinction is in how many.

"a's" are in a district; that is what Makes the difference we are
proposing, which consistent with

Senator MELCHER. Well, in the "super a" districts, those children
will get the full amount.

Mr. BROWN. That is correct.
Senator MELCHER. That is the way I understand your testimony.
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator 11,1motta. And in the non-"super e districts, those

Indian children will perhaps get N percent, if I understand your
testimony correctly.

Dr. DAVENPORT. Main, you are saying the Indian child, blit the
district will receive funds based on the number and a certafn pro-
portion of children as they did under impact aid this year.

Senator MELCHER. Pardon Me?
Dr. DAVENPORT. You are tracing it to the child, and I think you

should trace it to the district: The district has a student population
that determines whether the districtls a "super e or a regular
"a" district.

Senator MELCHER. Well, it may make some difference to the
Indian child whether that child is allowed to enroll hi school or
not, based on who is going to pay the bill.

Now iI am asking you s, are you changing it from last year? .
Mr. BROWN. No.
Senator MELCHER. If last year the school district got a propor-

tionate amount per child that was proportionate
Mr. BROWN. Its 1981 payment, sir.
Senator MELCHER. But, will they get the same this year? .
Mr. BROWN. They willget more this year.
Senator MELCHER. On the "a" districts, not the "super a"?
Mr. BROWN. The non-"super a's"?
Senator MELCHER. Yes; the non-"super a's."
Mr. BROWN. Some will get more, an some will get a little less.
Senator MELCHER, Why?
Mr. BROWN. Now, there are not many "super .a' districts, About

15 percent of the "super a" districts have a siz.ible proportion of
Indian studenth in them. I think it is safe to say that, under our
proposal this year, by and large, most Indian school districts are
going to be receiving more funds. 1 could give you some figures, at
least some estimates.
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Senator Mii.cfmt. If they are going to do a lotietter, then it ap-
pears to me that in those school districts where the Indian enroll-
ment may be less than 20 percent, they are going to do a lot worse,
because you are talking about the same amount of money, as far as'
I can tell.

Mr. BROWN. You are also talking about a lower amount of
burden, too.

Senator MELCHER. Pardon me?
Mr. BROWN. I said, you are' also talking about less burden. After

all, we had to prioritize on some basis.
Senator MELCHER. What doyou mean, less burden?
'Mr, BAUER. In a school district with fewer Indian children, there

is presumably less of a financial burden on the school district than
one in which over 20 percent of the attendance can be accounted
for by Indian cildren. .

Senator MELCHER. Is that what you are ttying to tell me?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.You would not want us to give the same prior-

ity, I would not imagine, to
Senator TdELCHER. How do you think this money is divided up? It

is divided up by number of students. It is the simplest entitlement
program in the educational field. There are so many students and
they get so much money.

Mr. BROWN. No, sir,
Senator MELCHER. It is based on the student,
Mr. BROWN. No, sir, that is not true. In fact, Indian studentget

greater weight. iq the payment calculations than other students. It
is not that simple.

Senator MELCHER. I am talking about Indian students.
Dr. DAVENPORT. &litter, I think the--- 1`
Senator MELCHER. You are saying that the school,clistricts that

tire classified "super a" are going to get more money than they got
last year.

Mr. BROWN. Yes; I am.
'Senator MELCHEIt. Then you are saying those that are not "super

a,", dividing up about the same amount of dollars, are naturally
going to get a lot less, .

Mr. BROWN. No, sir, what I said was that we would pay '59.,per-
cent of entitlement this year. Last year s paid a proportion of the
second preceding year's payment received by the district. That
works out to a lot more. Fifty percent,a entitlementikin 1984 comes
to somewhere around 65 to 70 percent of the second preceding
years entitlement.-

Senator MELCHER. The appropriation, I am informed, fpr this cur
rent fiscal yeat is $445 million for all impact aid.

Mr. BROWN. It is $435 million for section 3, and it is $480 million
overall. .

Senator MEUNIER:For this year?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. understand yoUr testioinony correctly,

$455 million is what you are requesting for fiscal year 1984.
Mr. BAUER. But all of that, Senator, would be for section 3(a)

children, There would be no 3(b) children served under the propos-
al, so it represents an increase of $58 million from 1983 to 1984 on
money availablfor 3(a) children.

N
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Senator ANDREWS. Would the Senator yield for. a moment?
SenaWr MELONER. Yes; I would be delighted to yield.
Senator ANDREWS. Let me point out something. The 1983 esti-

mate was $435 million. The 1984 estimate is $455 million. Under
the proposal to treat "super a" the way they are treating it, might
I share with the Senator from Montana, since there are not too
many other senators in the room, that the funding for the State of

, Montana, in which I know he holds a deep and abiding interest,
will go from $11,144,000 in 1983 to $15,527,000 in 1984."

Might I also, because there is one other Senator in the room,
point out that the ftmding for No Dakota will go from
$6,524,000 to $9,383,000, which is not b

t
This is because we have

.a high Indian population and we have un e airbases and a bunch
of things. .. ..

s..
Senator MELCHER. I assume you are speaking about all of the

impact aid. .

Senator ANDREWS. I am talking about the total impact aid.
Senator MELCHER. And it is going to be prorated, so mud per

student, based on the category in which they happen to fall. That
is not going to charge. What I am trying to ascertain is whether or
not those Indian children in a school district will less than 20 per-
cent of the enrollment being Indian are going to find a substantial
fallout in what ;s available per student. That is what I am trying
to find out. . .

Dr. DAVENPORT. "That is where-We get into a aefinition problem,
Senator, because these funds go into the general purpose fund ,of
the school district. Then the local school board, working, with its
superintendent, decides how they are going to spend it.

When you asked if it is going to mean a fallout for a local stu-
dent, it was impossible for us to tell you that before, and it is im-
possible for us to tell you in the future.

Senator MELCHER. There are really a lot of people you have in
that Department that can tell you, almost down to within $5. Now,
how are you going to answer this? , .

Mr. BROWN. The answer is no; per student, that is not the case.
That is, per Indian student, the entitlement will be the same.

Senator MELCHER. The entitlement will be the same?
Mr. BROWN: The entitlement per category Fill be the same. We

are -going to have tq prorate the total amount for the district. In
that sense, yes, when you divide the number of kids into the total
number of dollars, there will be fewer dollars per child, for Indians
and non-Indians.

Senatcir MELCHOR. I think I am beginning to understand that
what you are saying is, because they are class "a" students, indi-
vidually, as much will be credited to that school district per stu-
dent as is they were in the "super a." Is that what you are telling
me 7. - _ .._

Mr. Baowm. Yes, we will calculate 100 percent of entitlement but
then 'we will have to prorate back to whatever proportion of enti-
tlement we have enough money for cot of this budget.

Senator MELCHOR, I am not so sure of that at all. Let me come at it
from the other direction. Are you telling me that other students that
have had an entitlement under impact aid that are non-Indians are
.-'

t.
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going to suffer a great deal, but the Indians are going to be left
alone?

Mr. Bums/. No, Senator, I am not telling you, that. I ain,telling
you it is a fact that there will be fewer dollars available because of
the high priority we would place on the "super a" districts, the dis-
tricts with 20 percent or more "a" children. There will be a lesser
amount of money overall for all students, all "a" students, in dis-
tricts where there are fewer thanthat number.

Senator Mumma, Let us get at it this way. What was the
amount for 'ia" sttedents last year?

Mr. BROWN. For 1982?
Senator MELCHER. No, use this year, fiscal year 1988. Those are

the amounts appropriated last year, right?
Mr. BROWN. For 1983; it is $877 million.
Senator Macumt.(Total?
Mr. BROWN. Oh, you want to IA" per student?
Senator MELCHER. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. That is a bit difficult to answer because it
Senator MELciige. Let me ask this for the record, then.
Mr...13Rovvri. Yew,. I would like to answer- it for the record.
Senator MELCHER. Sir, you have all those figures in that Depart-

ment. We have always been able to get them if we wanted to be
persistent. I want to be-persistent today just by lodging this ques-
tion and then looking for you, to develop the answer.

Mr. BROWN. Let me explain to you why the answer you may get
may not satisfy you. The moneys that are distributed to districts
for impact aid are spread among all Children sin the district. So I
don't know whatfnumber you want. Do you want an average? Do
you want me to divide the number of children into the number of
dollars? Should I divide for you the number of impact aid children
into the number of dollars? <

Senator MELCHER. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. You want that? .
Senator MELCHEit. Yes, absolutely, because that is the way' yqu

award the money. You count how many students there are that are'
counted in the impact aid, and,, of course, they are mixed in with
other students. There is hardly any of this 'that goes directly to a
school district where every child warrants (die eligible for impact
aid.

You may have some *Maly bases somewhere where every Btu-
dent is a child from a military family.

Mr. BROWN., The point .I am trying to make is that thi dollars
will be dilutedI mean, the per -pupil amount, if I do at for all chill
dren, will be diluted, be lower and in fact more 'realistic

Sender MELCHER. You have your "a" and "b" students. I do not
care. You have your "a" and "b" student/3 and our "b -3's," and
you know how much money.th awarded there. That is the way it
flows out.

Mr. BAUER. We will provide you with the numbers you. are
ahking Ter, Senator.

, [Subsequent to the hearing the following, information was re-
ceived for the record:)
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IMPACT AID PAYMENTS FOR INDIAN CHILDREN

Our cerrent estimates for average payments for Indian children in "Super a" di?.-
tracts under Section 3 of the Impact Aid program in 1983 and 1984 are $1.507 and
$2,209, respectively, an increase of over 46 percent from 1983' to 1984. For non.
"Super a" districts these payments are estimated at $1,169 in 1983 and $939 in 1984,
a decrease of 19.7 percent from 1983 to 1984. Differences in payments between years
must be considered on a district.by.district basis beam% a district's payment for one
category of child may increase while that for a child to another category may de-:

crease, but there may be little or no change iii the total payrilent to the district.
Since Imbed Aid funds are added to the budget.of the schofil district totrve all
children, it is the total amount.pf the payment that is significant.

Senator MELCHER. There has been some talk here about not
being on or near a reservation. By the way, I want a clear under-
standing, by school districts, in Montana, which are going to be eli-
gible under any change you might he made. You have inferred
there will be .no change, and that is fine with me, then. We hav,e
'where we were last year and the year before, which school districts
were eligible and which classes of studerits were eligible if they
were in the school districts.

Now, there has been some inference here that if they are not on
or near a reservation, there are other Federal programs that would
pick up tomt of the cost. All of those Federal programs are so lim-
ited that they do not pick up any of the general costs of education
at all. They have not been changed, as far as I know. They do not

. dole out the money directly to the school district and say, Well, we
have a little bonus here for you.

It is the same as it was before: If you are eligible for any title
or now we call it Chapter 1, I guessRinds, it is on the basis of a
category, and that is it. Those are for remedial readilig, for speech
therapy, for handicapped. I guess that is not under-title 1, but it is
for the educationally disadvantaged child, and they do not provide
any of the nuts and b4lts to pay the school district's costs, to pay
all those bills the school board has to approve, to pay the teachers'
salaries, unless there is special category for remediaiireading or
something like that. -

So there 'is absolutely no basis for your testimony, Mr. Bauer,
that somehow, if Indian children are not .taken care of under this
system, whatevei changes you are makingdon't want toe too
critical because- I am not too sure what your changes are. Maybe
there are not significant changes. There is certainly no additional '
money available for these children if somehow they art not taken
care of under impact aid. They cannot pick that up under chapter
1. That does not go for the same purpose at all.

Impact aid- is to pay the nuts and bolts of the cost of the school,
of the operation of that school, paying the heat bills, the light bills,'
buying the desks if they have to, making repairs, and paying the
teachers. That is what impact aid does.

Chapter 1 simply does not pay those same bills at all. If there are
going tia be Indian children who are going to, end up with not
having the same amount of money last year available for them as
Indian children, we need to know it. I think your testimony and
Your response to my and Senator Andrews' questions is that there
is not going .to be any less money per Indian child. But, your testi-
mony is. confusing because it would indicate that when you go from
"super a" down to what you call "a" school districts, there is going

76
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to beam money available b more of it was used for "super
a." I guess that IS not the case, hat right?

The same amount of money per, child will be available to the.,
school district, is that right? .

Mr. BAUER. Well, Senator, again, if we are talking about "super
a" districts, we are providing additional funds.

Senator ME1QHEL More. All right. /-
Mr. BAUER. $50 million more.
Senator MELCHER. But the same minimum amount will be availa.

ble, for the chraren in the non "super a" school districts as there
wit last year? 4

Senator BAUER/ Alt I indicated to the specific queition you posed
a few moments ago, we will go back to the Department arid provide
the figures to you to help clarify the situation.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-
ceived for the record:]

1983 AND 1984 AVERAGC IMPACT AID PAYMNIS

Average eats per child for all "a" children in non "Super a" tistriets are
estimated at 872 in 1983 and $767 in 1984, a 12 percent decrease. For all 4a" chil-
dren in "Super a" districts, average payments are estimated at $1,286 in 1983 and
$1,900 in 1984, a 47.'7 percent increase.

Senator MELCHER. The answer that I have been getting, and that
Senator Andrews ha_ s been getting, is that the answer to that is,
yes.

Mr. BAUER. W;ll, the overall statement we have made, arld .that
we stick by"," is that we believe there are numerous other programs

in the Department that will meet the needs of Indian students, to
the extent that they have educational needs. We can do that with-
out the fundingin the Indian 424.fucation program.

Senator MELCHER. Was the answer yes or no?
Mr. BAUER. believe I answered it as clearly as I can. Yei, we

believe that we can provide any aid that an Indian student needs.
If he is educationally disadvantaged, if he has a financial prob-
lem---- 4i

Senator MELCHER. No, I do not want that term. I am asking the
question, in the non "super a" school districts, will the allotment
per Indian child be as great as it was during this current fiscal
year?

Mr. BROWN. Sena.tor,i'cannot give it to you for Indians separat-
ed out by degree of impact of a district. I can.tell you this, that the
answer to your question, in terms of districts who are not "super
a" districts, whether or not they get more or less than they got last
year varies depending upon their percentage of Federal children.

For example, we are currently estimating that in 1984 we will
distribute about $15 million to districts with between 15 and 19.9
percent federally connected "a" students. In 1983, that number was
about $12.8 million.

When you get down lower in terms of the percentage of stu-
dentsand I doubt very much whether you are going to get into
very many Indian districts as you get down the degree of impact
listyou do have losses.

Senator MELCHER. Do not treat this as something off the wall, be-
came the school district in Great Falls is edating a great deal

a
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larger number of Indian children than is a Smaller school district,
say, in Box Elder. But the percentage of the Wien children in
Great Falls, Mont:, in that school district, is going to be far less
than 20 percent, actually, of the entire enrollment.

So The question for the school district is, after all, everybody, his
State, my State, and I think almost every State, looks at the.costof
educating children in elementary and secondary schools on how
much it costs per student. And impact' aid has always peen that
way. It is awarded.

Mr. BROWN. A large city, or essentially a metropolitan area,
;which Great Falls represents in this instance, relative to other
areas in th, State, is, as you said, likely to have large absolute

Inumber sfstuderfts who are Indian, but in terms of its relative pro-
portion .0 the total populatfon, it is likely to be quite small.

I understand their problem. Bnt the problem musts in Chicago;
and the pioblem probably exists in New York as well. We tried to
!hake some cuts arid, specify some priorities here, and do the best
we could for this population, for the most heavily impacted school
districts.
, Senator MELCHER.- I do n ot think it is the same at all, because I
do not think school districts in Chicago are treated as on or near
an Indian reservation, and.I doubt whether New York is

, Mr. BROWN. I do not knowNwhat the- Indian population,' Senator MELCHER [continuing]. If you mean New York City. So I
think we are only talking about those school districts which have
significant numbers of Indian children and have had impact aid
money and need impact aid. money to continue that education for
those children.

Mr. BAUER. Senator, I just nquild like to reiterate something that
your coil gue has already mentioned: That Montana will receive,
i 84, ov r $15 million in section 3 impact aid, and that compares
wi a figu e of $11.1 million in 198.i anda figure in 1982 of $10.1
million. '

Senator MELCHER. Mr. Secretary; i assume the tamer is that
these scho districts with less than 20 percent are going to get the
same anount, then, if we are just talking about Indian children,
The same amount. That is all j am asking you and I guess the
answer is yes, but I will look to your figures to try to verify that.

Senator ANDREwS. I would hope, Mr. Secretary, you would pro-
vide further detail for Senator Melcher for the record.

Mr. BAUER. Certainly.
Senator ANRREws. We appreciate your coming up here.
Mr. Bauen: It was our pleasure.
Senator Anninws. We will look forward to you r answers. There

may be other members of the committee who might also have clues
dons to submit for the record.

Mr. BAUER. Senator, I would like to reiterate that we had some
tough decisions to make in the budget. I know we cannot satisfy
everyone, but we are looking forward to working with you bnd
your colleagues on this committee on these programs and on some
very difficult choices that we have had to make.

Senator ANDREwg. Let me assure you, Mr. Secretary, that in my
other life in the Senate I am a member of the Budget Committee as

44-
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14V well asi a member of the ippropriations Committee, and 11 have
...

those same nightmares. , . ..
..

Mr. Baum. Thank you.
Q Senator ANDREWS. There is no easy way. The trouble 0, some of

these programs are investments in the future of tiiis country, and
that is why, we, do not want to shortchaige them. When you are
talking about investments in the edircation of Indian children, you
are talking about ways of avoiding.downline costs that could be 10
to 15 20 times as much as spending the money up front, That is
why we want to make sure that we .know where we ar'e, and I
w d hope that you' will provide the answers to the further ques-
tio for the record so we will know how to advise our colleagues
on the other committees. --* -h. . . .:_Thank you very much.

Mr. BAUER. Thanks-again for.the- opportunity; sir.
rare prepared statement follows:]

..

PREPARED STATEMENT OP GARY BAUER, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY PLANNING, :
Btrur, AND EWJAIATION, DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: We appear loefore yo r Coinmittee
to discuss the budget proposals for the,Inditin Education Act and Ira et Aid pro-
grams for fiscal year 1984. In concert with the Adminiefration's ov all policy re-
garding separate funding for Indians not on reservations, we are vro ing to ternii-

ti nate assistance undor the Indian Education Act in Real year 1984. Viese prog'rams
will be phased down through a proposed rescission in 1983and only Minimal admin-
istrative suppoM, in 1984 to Ai! for an orderly close-out of prior year awards.
Under SectionWof the Impac4Aid program..payments to local educational agencies
(LEA& which serve children residing on Indian lands are projected to be at an all-
time high of $182.8 million in 1984. In addition to these funds, our 1984 budget in-
cludes a $10 million request for funds for school construction grants to LEAS which
serve children residing on Indian lands, $L5 million more than the q83_aPProPri-
ation for this attivity. ,,

1.

INDIAN EDUCATION

For fiscal year 1984, $1,243,000 zs requested to, cover administrative costs of the
Indian Education Program office and to support the National Advisory Council on
Indian Education. Funds, will be used to focus on closeout of prior year grants and
for other teillts related to conclusion of program opbrations. Limited administrative
funding for the National Advisory Council will support the preparation of rfinal
report and a final rpeeting. .

The Admirestration'a 1984 request distinguishes between support for Indians
hying on or near reservations and non reservation based Indians. For a number of
historical and legal reasons, Indians living on or near reservations enjoy a special
relationship with the Federal Governmenta relationship recently reaffirmed by
the President in his January 25, 1983 statement on Indian policy. Thin special rela-
tionship is manifested programmatically in tire eligibility of this group for a variety
of special services provided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, including a number of
educational support programs that parallel those available under the Indian Educa-
tion Act. Many of the BM programs are bolstered by transfers of funds from -other
agencies. In education, for example, a transfer of over $18 million of Chapter 1
funds for compensatory education is anticipated in 1984. Our budget is based on the
proposition that it is not necessary for similar educational activities, like. the Indian
Education Act programs, to be carried out by different Federal agencies.

Indians not ljviug on or near reservations should be treated just the same as
other Americans in terms of Federal program design and operation. They should
heand are -- eligible tor the same Fears!, State, and local services provided to

...,.other citizens. Thus, any Indian student who is educationally disadvantaged is eligi
TwbIe for special services wider education programs such as Chapter' 1. in addition,

IrMian etudebts, like their nonIndian peers, are eligible for services under other
education programs such as Chapter 2* Vocational and Adalt Education, Impact
Aid, Bilingual Education, and all postoctondary student aid programs. We estimate

I,
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that, at a minimum, all of these programs combined will result m atout $300 nul
lion of support directly or indirectly benefiting Indian studentsand adults.

IMPACT AID

The 198d budget' tiquert for Section 3 orthe impact Aid program
7
proposes to

make paywents at 100 percent of entitlement to districts whose "a" children, a,eate-
gory which includes all Indian children,-,amount to at least 20 percent of their tole!
average daily, Attendance. Of the approximately 330 districts in this category, about

"245nearly threequartersserve Indian children. Districts which do not meet this
-20 percent level will receive payments prorated from full entitlement, currently es-
timated to

1984
at least 50 percent of entitlement.

The 1184 Impact Aid budget alsp includes a request for $10 million for construe-
tion of school facilities in districts which serve children residing on Indian lands.
This it the only construction activity for which funds are requested by this agency
in 1984. We expect to be able to Bad three projects with these funds.

. We will be glad to answer any questions you may have.

Senaor AkonEws. Our next, witness is Mr. Philip Abrams, the
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the Department of Housing and
Urb n Developfnent, Washington, D.C.

elcome, Mr. Abrades. We have your statement. You can consid-
er it read as though you presented" it in ,MI. We would be more

n happy to have you summarize it in any way you like so we
y get on with the questiohs and try to the time impact

Ion you and your colleague, Mr. Bollinger, who will be our next wit,
fiess following your testimony.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP ABRAMS, ASSISTANT.SECRETARY FOR
HOUSING, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOP-,
MENT

Mr. ABRAMS, Than k you, Mr. Chairman.
I will summarize but read some of the more pertinent sections of

the statement.
Senator ANDREWS. Great.
Mr. ABRAMS. We have tried to keep the statement brief, but

there are a lot of issues that we have covered. I will try to go over
them quickly, and then my colleague, Assistant Secretary Bol-
linger, will comment on the community development block grant
aspects of the proposal.

Senator ANDREWS. Good.
Mr. ABRAMS. The administration proposal for 1984 presents two

new approaches to' meet HUD's obligation to provide housing on
Indian reservations. The budget authority is for a total of $151 mil-
lion. It, is intended to fund new homes, the water and sewer for the
homes, aod community development activities, and assumes that
the tribe would administer the program ori could delegate its re-
sponsibilities to the Indian Housing Authority for the housing seg-
ment of the program.

Both approaches are departures and reflect .considerably less
budget authority than the current program, which involves a fund-
ing level of $62;000 in loan authority per house and $140,000 in
budget authority per house.

We assume that the Housing program would be able to accommo-
date approximately 60 tribes and that the block grant program
would accommodate 100 tribes.

In addition to that, all tribes would be able to partkipate in the
pert of the program that involves unsubsidized PHA insurance and

23-741 0 - 83
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the FHA title 1 home improvement n program, since those pro-
grams do nOt involve any budget ority limitations.
1 In those programs, on all of t e trust lands, the homeownership
opportunities tor middle-income Indians who do not presently have
access to private financing would become possible.

In the Indian housing program propose), there would be a combi-
nation of grants to write down the mortgage costs to a level where
they are affordable by the flimily and to fund water and sewer
facili4.-- ar well as modifications to the FHA insurance program so
that it will work on trust lands, and provisicns for subsidies for

low- income, very low-income, Indian families. I .,
There would be 4.16 million in budget authority that we estimate

could provide for .1(500 homes under that program in additidn to
whatever hales are provided without subsidy by making FHA in-
surance available.

Of the $76 million, $38 million would be for housing write -town'
grants, and $38 million for deep subsidy in the corm of certificates.

The program would bring private investment o reservationi.ityVe
have done surveys and are con:it-lent that there are enough private
lenders in all areas of the country interested in participating in the
program so that it will work.

We have also °talked, in addition to mortgage bankers, to banks
throughout the.Indian parts of the country that,. with the imple-
mentation of our new direct endorsement procedures and accept-
ance of the doeuments that they normally use, are interested in
psitticipating in the program?.

The grant funds would be used to pay for all water and sewer
acilities and could write up to 70 percent of the reasonable devel
opment costs.down to $15,000 per house.

The FHA mortgage insurance, which would require a statutory
amendment, would provide for the use of that program on trust
lands without any limitations relating to marketability of title.
Thib assure., everyone involved that in no case will the trust status
of the Indian lands be jeopardized.

The tribe would have the flexibility, in running the program, of
determining the ownership status of the house. -Either_pe trihe
could own the house and lease it. or the tribe and the Indian
family could ,be.comortgagors. For the families that received the
deep sasidy.for the certificite, then the tribe would be the owner
of the home and would lease it to the assisted family.

A cornerstone of the program is flexibility. We will require the
tribe to pledge income from tribal resources or current or future
Federal grants in ,.ace defaults occur to make the program actuari-

Ially sounAl.
I Tfl prupused ce rt,i;,ite for deep subsidy will be of 15Eyear dura-
bort and would be attached to the house it is assigned. to, and it
would support the differende between all of the housing costs and
the contrtbution by the family, which would be 30 percent of ad-:, justed income.-

As far as the building standards, we would expect to rely on na-
trenal model codes or similar codes adopted by the tribe for local
ube, we would allow waivers to allow kr remote locations and spe-
cial cultural and geogra' hic conditions....
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We are also proposing cha es to the community development
block grant program, which\ istant Secretary Bollinger will talk
about. One of the important parts of that program is, as it it cur-
rently operated, the amount of rehabilitation that goes on.

We are impressed by the large number of substandard houses (.41
reservations. The additional funds proposed could be used to bring
these up to standard conditions. For example, there are 13,000
houss that tire substandard due to a lack of complete plumbing.
For a relatively small amount of money, those 13,000 units could be
brought up to standard housing.

The combined production of both the housing model and the com-
munity development block grant iodel could provide at least 2,500
Liew homes, depending upon how the tribes utilize the flexibility

inovided. They could produce 'up to-4,000 safe and decent units per
year depending upon local decisions.

One of the foundations in the decisions that have led to devellop-
ment of this new approach to providing housing was a feeling, land
a substantiation in fact; that there was a misjudgment to bring the
big-city type public housing model to ..ndian reservations and that
that program was inappropriate. it brought overregulation and a
great deal of red tape.

This program that is being proposed will be a replacement for
the housing program as it is currently run. For the current year
we will be allocating shortly funds for 2,000 units as appropriated
by Congresi for this fiscal year. We have a pipeline of over 14,000
units that are under development, at various daps. We are work-
ing on thatprogram to reduce the cost per unit. In fact, last year
,kwe were Able to mcrepse the number of units produced for the
money appropriated by Congress substantially so that we could
more fully meet the neclt. -s Indian reservations.

We are making a Spec.td effort to discard unnecessary proce-
* cures and red tape, and we are providing funds in fiscal year 1983,
as we did in 1982, to provide water and sewer facilities for those
units that will be completed within the year.

We are working to improve the management of the 47,000 units
that are already built and occupied, and we will be working to ex-
pedite the pipeline of projects so that we can bring those 14,000
units than are currently in the pipeline to construction more quick-

. ly this, fiscal year and next fiscal .year, so that we can produce
actual :lousing units for families to live in from the, paper figure of
reservations.

That summarizes my testimony.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Secretary Abrams.
The full text of your written testimony will be inserted in the

;word at this pilint.
(The in ...pexed Statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or PHILIP ABRAMS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HOUSING,
DEPARTMSNT OP HOUSING AND URUAN DEYSLOPMENT

Mr Chairman and members of the conimittee. It is a pleasure to appear before
your commiittee to discuss HUD's Indian housing proposals and current operations.
During my tenure at HUD I have spent considerable time on Indian housingto
determine the best and most cost effective way to develop' new homes needed in
Indian areas, Our aim is to maintain the Federal commitment to produce the maxi.
mum number of new homes annually without excessive budget autl-:-.:.ty; to bring
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private sector involvement to the reservation, to assure this new housing produced
-......... is affordable to ;..Jen the lowest income Indian family, and to provide tribes with

greater flexibility to administer theft housing priigrams without unnecessa7 Feder-
al controls.

The administration's fiscal year 1984 budget submitted to Congress a few weeks
ago contained two approaches proposed by HUD for delivering Indian housing The
initiative is fur a total budget authority of $151 million and is Intended to fund new
humeri, the water and sewer facilities for these homes, and community development
activities. These proposed new approaches assume that the tribe would administer
the program and could, if it iiesirecl, delegate its responsibilities. to the Indian Hous
ing Authority IIHAl. Both approaches are a departure from the current HUD
Indian housing program which requires a substantial commi«nent of budget author-
ity fur 23 or 30 years. Our funding level assumes that 75 to 100 tribes could partici-
pate in each proposed program for a total of 150-200 tribes participating per year
This is about the same number of tribes participating annually ,in HUD's current
housing and community development programs.

Let me describe some of the details, of the HUD proposals which will be officially
submitted to you tomorrow morning as a part of }IUD's legislative package

First, HUD is, proposing the Indian housing program whickwould involve a com-
bination of grants to write down mortgage costs and to fund water and sewer facili-
ties, modified FHA mortgage insurance and fbr very low-income Indian (amities, the
housing payments certificate program tied to the new units for a 15 ear term A
total 4 $i6 million in budget authority would be authority to facilitate the construc-
tion iff I,300 homes for families needing housing assistance in Indian areas e$38 mil-
lion would be wed for housing grants, including related infrastructure and $38 mil-
lion for tile certificates). The program has the following features:

Grit of prelate sr:vestment, generally ensured under NIA. for every newly construct
ed unit in ardor to leverage the use of tweeted Federal funds.We have conducted an
informed survey of national and regiontil mortgage Bankers who service geographic
areas in which Indian tribes are located. The mortgage bankers do a large portion of
their business with FHA and VA. All mortgage banking firms contacted have ex-
pressed a positive ipterest in participating in this proposed Indian housing program

Parisian of Federal assistance for a "write down of mortgage coos and infra-
, structure su rt as well as certificates to make housing affordable for low and

moderate ne families,in Indian areas.
Aduptton the FHA and certificate programs, housing tools which were previous-

ly unavailable in Indian areas.
LetNine point out some other features of this program which is discussed iti our

legislative proposal.
Eligible tribes would develop their own program taking into account reasonable

developmeitt costs fur the area as well as. family income The following limits would
apply. Grant funds could be used to pay 100 percent of all water and sewer facilities
costs and could write down up to 70 percent of the reasonable development costs or
write-down to $1.1.000. The Indian tribe and family, if applicable, would have the
responsibility for financing the remainder FHA insured mortgages, family, Wt. I or
other resources could be used.

Chu FHA mortgage insurance program would be amended to insure mortgages in
Indian areas,without regard to limitations relating to mnrketability of title FHA
insurance would be available for mortgages as well as construction loa.4 In no case
will the department jeopardize the trust status of the Indian land

The tribe would have the flexibility to determine the ownership status of the
housing The tribe could own the home and establish a lease purchase agreement
with tamily istmilar to the current mutual help program) or the tribe and Indian
family cuuld be coanortgagurs. Fur very low income families who also receive certifi-
cate subsidy, the tribe cuuld own and then lease the units to the family If a family
without section S assistance had a drop in income, the tribe could make available
certificate assistance In this case, the family would lose its home buyer status

A cornerstone el the program is that the tribe has the flexibility to implement the
program. AC) will only require them to pledge incoine from tribal resources or Fed-
eral grants fir use in case income from tribal resources or Federal grants for use in
case defaults uccurred. Wv will nut consider attaching the trust funds of the Indian
people or the tribe as in the case of S. 2817, the Indian 'basing Act of 1982 Trust
land status will never be jeopardized by this program.

The proposed certificate subsidy would be attached to the newly constructed units
for a 151-ear...term and would support the difference between all housing costs ftlitt
is. cost of the iirincipal and interest on the FHA insured mortgage, insurance main
tenance. and utilities and project tax if applicable) and 13 percent of the gross or 30

.
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percent of the family's adjusted income This familyi contribution stanoard is the
same as in all low-income rental programs, including 1the current Indian rental pro.
gram It results in a lower and often more equitable; payment than in the current
HUD mutual help program where a minimum administration fee is required.

Basic health, safety. and durability standards (such as these established by nation
al model codes or codes adopted by the tribe for local i would apply. HUD would
consider waivers, where appropriate, to respond to retl ote locations and special cut
tural and geographic conditions. -

HUD is also proposing legislation to expand the community development block
grant program to make new construction an eligible aVtivit3r for all eligible recipi
eats, incinding Indian tribes. Mr Steve Bollinger, Assistant Secretary for Cemmuni
ty Development, will describe this program in greater diiail. .,

In designing thes&new delivery mechanisms we hale maintained many of the de-
sirable features of the current HUD programs. For ins ace, there is no authorize
tion limit on the pwposed Indian homing program, the i dian block grant program
has a 3-year authorization and cr-i be e-aected to be reauthorized as was the Indian
community development pro'tran. Fu..0 for both programs will be distributed to
the Indian field offices on a needs hare and then distributed to tribe in a competr
tive martneras is currently dom. I. HUD's housing and community development
programs The proposed Indian housing .program would use occupancy policies now
in effect for Indian and other assisted ho ming rental programs. For the block grant
program the tribe would have the flexibility.to determine if and how a family con
tribution request was established Both programs would be administered through
our six Indian fidld offices They will mitirtue to provide technical assistance in im
plementing these new initiatives. .

While the Department is proposing to terminate funding for new housing under
the current Indian housing program after fiscal year 1981. We are not abandoning
our commitment to allocate the 2,000 units appropriated in feet) year 1983 by Con-
gress. nor are we abandoning our commitment to complete units in the pipeline. As
of October 1. 1982, there were over 14,000 units under ;development. We have asked
our Indian field offices to work with housing authority and tribal leaders to initiate
savings so that funds saved can be used for needed unite. In fiscal year 1982 addi
tional units were available as a result of such initiatives and we expect even greater
results in fiscal year 1983. .

Also, HUD is setting aside fiscal year 1983 funds for water and sewer facilities
construction to assure no HUD units are completed without the necessary infra;
structure. A .

Finally, we will continue to work lu iniproviris the management of the riiproxi
mately 47.000 HUD assisted Indian housing units. Last year we funded a private
firm to provide intensive technical assistance to the Crow Indian Housing Authori
ty We expect this model to be a prototype for imieroving housing operations in
other tribal settings.

The Department is committed to Indian housing and will work with congressional
committees and tribal leaders to improve our delivery systems. As a followup, at
the request of tribal leaders, we will hold a working session as soon as possible to
solicit Indian input into HUD's housing activities including our fiscal year 1984 pro-
pwals Secretary Pierce, Mr Bollinger and I will personally attend this session to
hear Indian recommendations.

This concludes my prepared testimony. I'd be happy to answer any questions you
may have

i Senator ANDREWS. Our next witness today is Stephen Bollinger,
Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and Development,
Department of.Housing and Urban Development.

Secretary Bollinger, if you would like to summarize your state-
ment, let 'me assure you first that every word of it will be in the
record as rf you uttered every word. We will have questions for
both ou and Secretaey Abrams at the conclusion of your te*tirno-
ny. " A
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN J. HOLLINGER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR COMIVNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, DEPART.
MENT OF HOt'SING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Bot.LiNtektt, Thank you, Senator Andrews. ,

8:/
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I will spare you and myself, Senator, the pleasure of hearing me
read my prepared text.

SeiCator ANDREWS. It is beautiful. We spent all evening reading it
and reviewing it.

Mr. BOLLINGER. I appreciate that.
Let me just be brief and try to point out a 'couple of things, Mr.

Chairman, that I do Think are important. First is the fact that
within the Secretary's discretionary fund, the Department has had
a history, since 1978, of dealing with the Indian tribes separately
on a competitiye basis. In the course of the last couple of years, we
have tried to implement some steps to try to silnplify the process.
and to eiiminat4 some of the administrati'e burden that the tribes
had encountered in trying to compete for the approximately, in
1983, $31 million that we have in that particular program.

At the same time, we have been hive n- -using 1982 as an exam-
ple year, as I pointed out in the testimonyan opportunity tb kook
at approxirnately,302 applications, of which 112 were funded. We
have gained a lot of experience in seeing how the tribes are actual.
ly utilizing those,block grant funds.

So, as I, pointed out in the testimony, history shows us that ap-
proximately 30 percent, which is consistent with 1982 and previous
years, is used for housing rehabilitation.

In addition to trying to increase the capacity of the tribes to com-
pete for these funds, we have dem a great deal of work and in fact
have started in the last year and a half to put money aside under
the Secretary's discretionary fund for technical assistance to in.
crew tribal capacity for other areas of eligible block grant use,
such as economic development.

We have had, iii the past year and a half, a contract with the
NEit;onal Urban Indian Council. We currently have in our pipeline
an exten. n of that contract. We have worked, in our urban devel
op-lent action grant program, to increase the capacity of the tribes
to compete successfully and in fact, in the last couple .of years, we
have had two successful UDAG's awarded to tribes, one in Arizona
and one in Mississipgr

We continue to work with organizations like the Great Lakes' In.
tertribal Council for training tribes in economic development areas
and implementing economic development projects.

We have, in our legislation, recommended that, as we have in
our entire block grant program, housing new construction be an
eligible activity under the blockarant program. For tribes and for
4:dies in general, in sorting out their community development, we
see that the exclusion of new construction might be in contradic-
tion to the fact that they need that kind of flexibility to implement
a development strategy that they might have.

Oftentimek, within cities and certainly within tribes,, it is not eco-
nemically practical to undertake rehabilitation activities, or it is
not addresoing what the needs arenew construction. We feel that
adding, to the amount that we have previously provided under the
Secretary's discretionary fund, a total of $44 minion, to r '3e that
figure to a level of $75 million, we wil' e able to provid to the
tribes the opportunity to work in Land with the program that
Mr. Abr.ons has described and to sort out, their options much more
in tPliigepcly.
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We think it represents an opportunity for the tribes to make in-
telligent decisions as to where the best use of those funds might be.
Certainly all-the historic uses of the block grant program would
still remain in effect as eligible activities, but this would add one
additional source of financing for any new construction needs that
they might have.

I am aware of a couple ,of concerns that tri have. Some of the
legislation is proposing 5-year appropriations. ur particular pro-
gram, the block grant program, as you wel ow, comes up for
reauthorization this year. The history of our gram is for a 3-
year authorization and nott5 yefirsoand that is e only reasonwhy
it is put in for 3 years.

The specific earmarking of funds is also something that we think
addresses another of the concerns of tribes because, historkally,
the amount of funds for tribes under the Secretary's discretionary
fund ha's sort of evolved after conferences with staff on the Hill,
negotiations within the Department, whatever the vehicle has been
historically.

It is rather difficult .for me to explain why,,, in 1983, you have
within the Secretary's discretionary fund $31 million for Indian
tribei as opposed to maybe $32 million. History has dictated a cer-
tain funding level, and I think that the tribes, justifiably; may have
a concernand I think we are addressing it in our legislationor
actually putting it in as a line item to separate it out of any negoti-
ation that might take place within the Secretary's discretionary
fund, competing against items such as technical assistance or other
eligibel activities under the Secretary's discretionary fund./

' Let me just stop there, Senator, and allow you to ask questions.
Senator ANDRINVS. Thank you Mr. Secretary. The full text of

your written testimony will be included in the record at this point.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN J. BOLLINGER. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR COMMU
Nay PLANNING ALI/ DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN Dcvw
OPMENT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM FOR INDIANmato AND ALASKAN
NATIVE VILLAGES s

The 1977 amendments to the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974
transferred the funding of Indian tribes and Alaskan Native Villages from section 1
106, where they competed with small cities, to section 107, the Secretary's discre-
tionary fund. This shift was made in order to have a program which was more re-
sponsive to the needs and circumstances of Indians. As one of four programs, in the
Secretary's fund, the Indian Community Development Block Grant program has the
same eligible activities as the rest of the block grunt program and the same objec
five:

"To assist in the development of viable communities, by providing decent housing,
a suitable living environment, and by expanding ee aornic opportunities, principally
for persons of low and moderate4ncome."

In 1981, a field reorganization took place to improve both housing and community
development program deliwry to Indian tribes. Stx HUD field alines now have the
responsibility for managing HUD's Indian programs. These offices are located in
Chicago, Oklahoma City, Denver, San Francisco, Seattle, and Anchorage.

The Indian community development block grant program is competitive. Within
each field office, applicaOons are considered only if the applicants have met certain
thresholds such as adequate previous performance and admiitistrative capacity. if
threshblds are met, projects ore rated on the basis of need, benefit and impact, and
solected for ftinding if they rank highly when compared to other such projects.

0. a 4u .
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In total year 1983 several chaTes were made to improve'the program and the
project selection process.

First, the two-step preapplkation:full application requirement was reduced to one
application. The information requested In this application is only what is required
to make threshold and rating determinations.

Secondly, the threshold requirements were revised to clearly relate projects pro-
posed to tribal needs to insure appropriateness, and to clearly define tribal capacity
to undertake the project, including prior performance.

Thirdly, the rating criteria used to determine which projects will be funded have
been simplified to four essential factors. (1) ReNitive need of applicant; (2) project
benefit to low. and moderate-income persons, (3) project impact on need expressed;
and (4) quality of project pro 1.

In fiscal year 1982. 302 of the eligible tribes submitted preapplications for fund-
ing. Only 112 could be funded with the $30.0 million available. The average grant
size funded for all ypes of activities was $235,754. Housing rehabilitation projects
continue to receive most of the funds, 30 percent. A close second and third in fund-
ing are infrastructure improvements (this is water and sewer) and community facil-
ities receiving 26 percent and 24 percent, respectively. Economic development proj-
ects received 17 percent of the funds.

Tribal needs continue to be spread across the full range of community develop-
ment concerns with housing a primary concern. However, Indian tribes have been
expressing increased interest in economic development activities in rem( years
Two tribes, YavapaiPrescott Tribe of Arizona and Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indi-
ans, have recently been awarded urban development action grants, the first ever
awarded to Indian tribes. Technical assistance funding hds been provided to the
Great Lakes Intertribal Council, Inc. for training tribes in developing and imple-
menting economic development projects. The intent of this project is to devalp
national model for economic development training that can be used to provide tech-
nical assistance to tribes across the country. Economic development is an important
factor in building tribal self- sufficiency, and in the futurewill reduce tribal depend-
ence on outside resources.

HUD is proposing legislation to expand the community development block grant'
program by.making new construction an eligible activity for all eligible recipients,
including Indian tribes. For some tribes, new construction may be more cost effect ,
tive than rehabilitation in,respotiding to tribal housing needs. This proposal would
permit tribes to tailor the subsidy to each project, thereby, avoiding rigid program

imodels and unwarranted Federal intervention. Tribes that choose to use their block
grant funds for new construction would no longer hive to meet cumbersome admin
istrative requirements in order to domply with the restrictions do new construction
which exist ander the current law. Under the revised program. we are proposing
r5 million a year for three years, from fiscal year 1984 through fiscal year 1986, for
Indian tribes. This represents a $44 million increase over fiscal year 1983 funding
For Indian tribes, this will represent a second mode for obtaining new housing as
swarm since new housing initiative& are also being proposed for HUD's Office of

'Housing which will be described by Assistant Secretary Abrams.
The Indian community development block grant funds will continue to be award-

ed as they have in the past. Tribes will haye the option of electing to undertake new
housing and to establish policies for carding out such housing _programs Given
these new initiative*, tribes, will now have n full range of options for dealing with
their housing and community development concerns.

This comludes my prepared testimony I would be happy to answer any queittions
you may have.

Senator ANDREWS. If a proposed program relies on grants plus a
rental subsidy, bow is it going to be less Costly to the Government?

Mr. ABRAMS. Under the current prograrn, it costs approximately
$02,000 per .house ,to build. That is all Fede 1 money that involves
$140,000 worth of/budget authority which aecikues interest o'er the
average 28 years that the mortgage is paid off.

Under the proposed program, by using the ve cle of FHA insur
ante, you bring private capital to invest on th6 nervation. Using
the FHA insurance, you would supplement ttie Federal funds with
priNate funds to.pick sorpe of the slack and a grat deal of the
capital investment in the housing. '
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Senator ANbitEws Between fiscal years 1981 and 1983, Congress
appronriated a total of 7,560 units. How many of these units has
HUD committed ofthese allocations?

Mr. ABRAMS _HUD has committed all of the units aepropriated
except for the 2,000 this year, which should'go out within the next
several weeks.

Senator ANDtzws. So all 7,660 units have been committed.
Now, what provisions have you made (pi water and sewer con-

struction for these units?
Mr. ABRAMS. At the end of last year, because the issue was not

resolved, Secietary Pierce took the initiative to provide funds out
of moneys already- appropriated. Wt. signed a memorandum of
agreement with the Indian Health Seavice and have been providing
funds to amend the contracts that were already made on the hous-
ing projects to provide funds so that, either through the Indian
Health Service or directly through the Indian Housing Authority,
sewer and water could be provided to all the units that were com-
pleted last year. We are doing the same thing againthis year, pro-
viding funds for sewer and water.

Senator ANDREWS. In other words, you are not going to have any
units completed that lack water and sanitation hookups?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am told that there is one project wheie we had a
snafu in Alatka, bilt other than that, we have provided sewer and
water funds'for every project that was completed last year and that
will be completed this year.

Senator ANDREWS. In the budget domment, HUD infers that this
proposal eliminates the need for coordination between the agencies.
Can you explain this? How is HUD, for examikle,,going to negotiate
land leases on an Indian reservation without coordinating with
BIA?

Mr. ABRAMS. We still fully intend to negotiate those with BIA
and for BIA tobe involved, ith the land leases on the reservations.

Senator ANDREWS. How many FHA-insured mortgages have been
made successfully on Indian reservations?
- Mr. ABRAMS. We liana done some FHA-insured mortgages to date
on Navajo lands and in Oklahoma.

Mr. ABRAMS. Can you say how many?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, I do not know exactly how pany.
Senator ANDREWS. Could you state that for the record?
Mr. ABRAMS. I will investigate that and get it for the record.

. Senator ANDREWS. Fine.' [Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-
ceived for the record:i

The Department has done seven FHAinsured mortgages on Ind:an .1tenie in Okla-
homa (e melt. Cherokee. and ChoetaWk three section 2.36's, two section 202's:' one
section 221(dX:11; one section 8 iFmHAI.

Stnator ANDREWS. If your proposed FliA. insurance program is
amended to include mortgages on Indian reservations, what would
happen in the case of a defauLiorii an FHA-insured mortgage?

I The land hasp remained ett trust status on these mortgages only The Department has done
approsirnately 112 FHA-Insufed mortgages on Navajo lands According to the information that
could be obtained by the 1IL'D field office, all Navajo kinds to this area that were FHA ensured
were leased: the land rernainedAt trust status

JJ
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Mr. ABRAMS. In the case of a default, then either the income
from tribal assets or future Federal grants would be used to reim-
burse the FHA insurance fund for any losses caused by a default,

Senator ANDREWS. When you use the tribe in. that way, as a
mortgagor or comortgagor; when FHA is guaranteeing the mort-
gage, how are the tribes going fa do this? What funds are they
going to use?

Mr. ABRAMS. The tribe, as the owner or the coowner of the prop-
erty, does slat have to put up any funds unless there is a default,
unless the default leads to a foreclosure. If the family stops making
payments, then the tribe has the option of bringing a new family
into that house. If the family loses income and cannot afford to
make the payments that were originally projected for if, the tribe
has the option of giving them the certificate so that they could go
into the status of being-assisted. In addition there is the option of a
block grant writedown of the capital cost of the house.

Senator ANDREWS. But you have the family involved. They are
making the monthly payments on the house. They are eventually
going to own the house, as I understand it.

Mr. lAtts. At the discretion of the tribe. The tribe can make
whatever arrangement they want. They can either go to an owner
ship for the family basis, or the tribe can elect to continue to own
the houtfe.

Senator ANDREWS. Well, with the tribe as,a comortgagor, are you
going to accept the tribe Just by having them sign in against future
payments they may get foi: sonic program in the neighborhood of
housiisg in the future, or are you going to insist that the tribe
corpmit certain trust funds, or are you going to insist that the 0.

family, an individual family, will have to relinquish its trust turlds
to the tribe for the privilege of living in this house? How are 9rou
going to do this?,

Mr. Ant:ANIS. Well, we are going to look at the income from
either tribal assets or future Federal grants such as community de-
veloprpent block grants to reimburse the FHA fund for any losses

Senator ArinnEws. But you have not ,been trying to nail down
third and fourth and fifth assets.

t Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Senator ANDREWS. There.are indications that HUD and OMB are

proposing to eliminate Oklahoma and Alaska as areas eligible for
Indian housing. Have you heard about these proposals?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, we are aware of the proposals. The proposals
are to limit those tribes w:io are eligible to those where there is a
goverment-to-government relationship, as in the case of trust
lands, and to counteract the unique problems that develop because
of the status of trust lands.

In those Alaskan villagesand" there are other places in the
lower 48-- where the Indian communities do not live on trust lands,
then they have available ,traditional 'FHA insurance programs and
corrimunity development block grant fords under the small cities
program. In those situations the tribes currently administer the
certificate program to ,assist lowincome families as the situation
exists today. a0
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We have had very little participation from that type of communi -,
ty off the trust lards. I do not believe we Rad any projects funded .
last year. I

Senator ANDREWS. Can you.provide this cOmmittee with informa-
tion that will lead to assuring us that Indians and Alaska natives
that are in need of housing in these States will be adequately
served as you back away?

Mr. Amutis. We rill be glad to provide you with the resources
available to them.

Senator ANDREWS. I am not asking about the resources available.
In many cases, that iszilch. What I am asking for is the assurance
that Indians and Alaskan natives "in these two States are going to
have the ability to gain adequate housing if you abandon that area.

Mr. AER.AmseWell, there is no way that we can make that assur-
ance, any more than we can fOr the general population in the coun-
try.

Senator ANDREWS. No, but the point is, you are backing away
from thar area, so you must understand or feel that is OK.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, from the housing side, we have funded only
one projectI think it. was in 1981that fits into that category of
being built off the trust lands.

We have a total of nine housing authorities in that category that
have received units, but I do not believe there were any funded in
either 1980 or 1982, and there was one funded in 1981.

Senator AN Provide whatever justification you might have
for the _ :cord, so that our record acill be a little bit more complete,
about the unique situation that you are throwing these two States
into ant! why and what recourse the Indians in those States and
Alaska natives will have.

Pubsectuent to the hearing the following information was re-
ceived for the record:]

All tribes in Oklahoma would I* eligible to participate in the proposed HUD
Indian housing prpgram. The only tribe in Oklahoma which did not have tribal
trust land. the Kaw Tribe has recently purchased land which the Bureau of Indian
Affairs is placing 14..tribal trust status.

In Alaska. several entities having tribal or village trust land would be eligible to
participate in the proposed HUD Indian housinf program. These-entities are the
Metlakatta Indian community and the native villages of Hake. Angoon, Klawock
and Hydaburg All other Alaska Native villages would have recourse to HUD block
grants for small cities Individual Alaska Natives in Villages not eligible.for the pro.
posed HUD Indian housing program will have recourse to.HUris FHA and section 8
existi ng programs.

Senator ANDREWS. At present, new construction under a commu-
nity development block gtant is not an eligible activity. Under
your proposed program, legislation'would be required to change the
block grant law-to include new 6onstruction as an eligible activity
for everyone, not just Indians. Most major interest groups, includ-
ing the League of Cities and the National Governors Association,
oppose this legislation. .

What do you propose for the Indian housing program if this leg-
islatioa is not authorized?

Mr BOLLINO8n. Mr. Chairman,* if in fact that came about, then
we would pursue continuing the eligibility of new construction, at
least for the Indian program, under the Secretary's discretionary
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fund. We would advocate strongly that ability, at a minimum, for
the Indian program.

Senator ANDREWS. Senator Melcher?
Senator MELCHER. Mr. Abrams, the thought of having the hous-

ing program in HUD for Indians was to take care of some needs
that were not met generally, because there are needs of financial
distress, even in the question of whether or not a $42,000 home is
much of i home. Your proposal indicates that this is a program
that is due to the fact that the Indians do not have very, Much
money and they need some help.

Now, what you are Proposing here in this proposal, if it were
adopted, wbuld be pledging assets in order to give some basis for
FFIA or VA .to enter in to provide the money for the housing.
Really, it is a question of whethr or not there are some tribal
assets.

Mr. ABRAMS. May I answer that part of the question, sir?
Senator MELCHER. Surely.
Mr. ABRAMS. We recognize thd fact that there are tribes that do

not have assets with an income stream from them, but all of those
tribes are eligible for community development block grant funds.'

Senator MELCHER. That, $31 million?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it is now $16 million.
Mr. BQLLINGER. $75 -million.
Mr. ABRAMS. $75 million. I gave them an extra Million. .

Selator MELCHER. Well, you have a lot of pent-up demand for
housing, need fdr housingI guess we should describe it more as a
need than a demand --- demand indicates willingness to buy and
having the money to buy. In this case, the need is gere, but gener-
ally the money is not there; ,So the Indian houMg program has
been devised to assist people -Without much of an income to get a
house because they need it very badly.

I assume that it varies greatly per tribe. There has riot been any
Indian housing for the Marengo or the Aquacalente at all,,has
there?

Mr. ABRAMS. r am sorry, sir. I did not understand the queston.
Senator MELCHER. Has there been any Indian housing for the

Marengo tribe or thb Aquatalente tribe?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am advised by my staff that they do not ilave an

Indian housirri authority, so they cannot participate in the current'
'program.

Senator MELCHER. No, they would not have an. 'Minn housing
authority. They do riot need an Indian housing authority. But they
have a lot Of assets, so they could fit into a new program very
easily.

Mr. ABRAMS. But there is no requirement that the .tribe have
assets in Qrder to participate in the program.

Senator MELCHER. Yes, but they are the ones who would really
fit into this program becw.ise their assets would work. They could
pledge their assets, their income.

Mri, ABRAMS. I understand, but the progra.n is not set up to dis-
criminate between' those who have assets and those who do not
have assets. It is set up to distribute the money on the basis of the
greatest need, and if the tribe does not have any asset, then we

7
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would look to future. community developutent block grants or other
Federal grant money to pay any defaults:

Senator MELCHER. Well, here we have a basic Indian housing
program, and we are going to substitute a basic Indian housing pro-
gram with community block grants, which are $75 million, which

. are going to be split up among urbang development block grants,
- tribal block grants, all sorts ofblck grants, al er the country.

We are getting away from housing, where t real need is. I used
the two tribes; which own Palm Sprihgs and s e surroundingreal
estate' which is tretnendo9sly valuable, d, course, their income
Is great. ,

To contrast that, the Ricky Boy tribe in Montana, which has a
very difficult tine keeping updwith their payhtenti for the Indian

-housing they got years ago, still are in need of Indian housing, but
they do not have any assets. ' e

Mr. ABRAMS. But that is what is ateractive about this program.
In the case of the tribe that does have high income but *cannot
build, housing on the trust lands because they cannot grk a mort,"
gage to build a house like most Americans can, they ale in a posi-
tion to now get an FHA-insured mortgage which -does not require
any budget authority or any subsidy from the Federal Government,
but simply allows middle - income Indians to pirticipate_in home
ownership like all other Americans do.

The $78 million worth of budgt authority woul(be targeted to-
wards exactly those.tribes that db not have assets and that do not,
have middle-income families that can afford housing.

Senator WA/MIER. You'hove twopoints there. The first orle is to
get around this regal barrier of being,abletto sell these mat/ages
well, FHA and VA and[ other people beinfable to, first of all, write
the mortgage, and somebody to able to, first of all, write the more -
gage, and somebody to I pick up the paper, thinking it is good
enough to pick it up. stow, that can be done with or withoutta new
program. - ,

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct, and we proposed that Iasi year add.
are reproposingit this year.

informed sury
Senator IVIELc . in'your testimony you co_ nducteil an

Mr. Asaams. Inforinal. We have a revised stateinent.
Senator MELCHER. All right, an informal survey of national and

regional mortgage bankers. If yOu can answer, me now, rine. But
did you sUrvey anthing in Montana!) ahSrbody that might be willing
to deal on some of these mortgages m Montana?

Mr. Ase'emb, We did survey in region 8. The consensus of those
we surveyed was favorable. They thought we' needed access to sec-
ondary Markets, which we have. We will have Ginnie Mae pools for
these mortgages. They thought that we need additional servicing
fees, which we are providing for, so that they can get to remote k..1-
cations. They need more expense money for cofistruction inspec-
tions, which we are providing for.

Senator MELCHER. Colild you provide me with some of the names.
of those lenders? I would like 'to deal with them directly and see
how much it is going to cost for this extra sex vice and what they
think of the risk. I can understand when they say they want some

t?
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extra fees. I want to know how much, and on that basis, whether it
is even a viable thing.

Now, if it is a viable thing, fine. That is one point, and that is a
legal point, and it is a legal correction that is probably needed. But
I do not know how "attractive this paper is going to be to these
mortgage dealers.

Mr. ABRAMS- Senator, if it has FHA insurance, Ginnie Mae as-
sures us they will include it in their regular pools, and it will be as
attractive as any other FHA-insured loan, because FHA takes all
the risks. Therefore, there are no risks in the secondary market.

The mortgage bankers we talked to in the Denver regional office
who service that part of-the country were ,Knutson, Bankshares,
and Lomas and Nettleton.

Senator MELCHER. Enutson, Bankshares; and what?
Mr. ABRAMS- Lomas and Nettleton. We will be happy totprovide

your staff with information on whorn we spoke with.
Senator Mzucapa. MI right.
(Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]
Follo'iVing is a list of private lenders contacted by HUD staff who expressed -Sri

interest in participating in the proposed HUD Indian housing program:-
Bankshares. serving the Denver area;
Cameron & Brown, serving the North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina,

Florida, Virginia and Mississippi areas
(3, Commonwealth Mortgage Co., with headqUarters in Boston. strv(ng Is six

state area;
Continental Mortgage, serving tribal areas in Oregon and Washington;

1.5i First Interstate Bank, serving the Oregon and Washington areas;
.16, Gulf Coast. serving Texas. New Mexico, Louisiana, California, Georgia. and

Florida;
17sKnutson, serving the Denver area;
is, Lomas & Nettleton, with approximately 105 tranehes and serving the

Denver area;
a 1i Rainier Mortgage, serving the Oregon and Washington areas;
(101 Schumacher. serving Tennessee, Minnesota and Michigan;
MI Security Pachk, serving Washington, Texas, California, Minnesota and

Oregon:
i121 Shearson Ame.ican Express. serving Louisiana, Arizona, Oklahoma,

Texas, Utah, Georgia. Tennessee, Idaho. and Washington;
l30 Stockton, Whatley. Davin & Co., serving the -Florida and Georgia areas;

014i Union. Mortgage, serving Arkansas, Alabama. Tixas, Georgia, Oklahoma,
New-Mexico. Ohio. South Carolina, Illinois, Kansas, Tennessee. Virginia, Iowa,
Missouri, Mississippi and Indiana.

Senator MELCHER- Now, as to the tribe that does not have any
assets, does not have any income, and I will use the. Rocky Boy's as
an example, they are agreeing to do something that is going to be
contingent upon a.block grant already ih hand or assuredit had
better be in hhnd because assured is not going to mean much.

Mr. BOLLINGER. Rut only if they have no capacity to put another
family into a foreclosed property. The necessity to have a block
grant amount of money set aside on a foreclosure is going to lfe
very remote because we would anticipate that the tirbes would
have the ability, in case of a default, to move a new family into
that particular unit, never having to deal with the Block grant
amount of money.

We think the chances of having to liave, in effect, an e row ac-
counttset aside by the tribe to take care of a foreclosure tion is
quite remote. .

sq..
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, Senator MELCHER. Well, the,, Rocky Boy's have $42,000_ total in
trusts. They cannot find a1ny Income off the, reservations in any

....given year. . .. ` I
Mr. ABRAMS. We understand that,. but thiS program is dated

to specifically work in that type of operation.. . -.-

Senator MELCHER. It 'would require, then, cblock gradt teing / '
available; 'Jot ilia assured. T.

Mr. Atiamdp. No, it would not. It °could call upon future -block -,-*

grants: .' '-) r) . ,,

Senator MELCHER. That is right.
Mr. ABRAMS. But the way the program isset up, particularlyifor

the poorer tribes, is to facilitate the use by very low-income/fami-
lies to allow for the substitution ora new Bundy if the fa y that .
is there does not make payments. .

. In the case of the very low-income family that has a rtificate,
the payment on a certificate, which is enough to coy the cost of
the mortgage' payments, could be made directly the mortgage
lender, or to the tribe if the tribe solchooses, SO t the stream of
payments for the very low insome families is red by the certifi-
cate that.* attached to the house. .

Senator MELCHER. if-there is:no need for e tribe to. have any
money, I guess, it is academic, nywhay,. you are only going to
have 1,500 milts. Is 'that right? , .

.L., Mr. ABRAMS. Well, yes. That is not eadernic, but the program
/ this year, the appropriation this yea is for 2,000 units. We have

two different models.. Under the how ng model that conbines FHA
' insurance and the certificate, the 7 , million would provide for
, 1,590 families. In addition to the i59 ,,you could have anywhere

from 1,209 to 4,000 provided u dere the iidditional 'hock grant
ftinds, depending uponewhether he tribee decides to address the
nee& of the 13000 housingun throughout the country on reser-
vations that do not have adequ to plumbing. For a small amount of
money, for $2,500 or $3,000, you could put 13,000 units into stand-
ard, safeund decent housing conditions'

In addition to that and not counted; in the totals, you have the
facility for gime tribes where they do-have middle- income families .
that can afford to pay for their own house but cannot get a mort-
gage because of the trust status of the land: That,.as we under-
stand it, is ')out 20 percent of the populations on trust lands.
ThoPe fami yes, in addition to those 4,000 units; would be able to
hay.: the same opportunity Or home ownership that all other .

1 'Americans have, by being ble to get a mortgage with a small
downpayment under the P A programs and be able to buy their
own residence, borrowiri money from the private sector.

Senator MELCHER. The iattee point you made is entirely separate,
but it is ,sa good points I am net being critical of it. It is removing

. the legal barrier. That seine family is not going to be looking for a
2,000 house, probably, anyway. It is going to probably be looking

pr somethirg a lot better thin that, and this would-permit them to
do so.

Mr. Awiasts, Absolutely, depending upon their income and the
same qualifications 9V'
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Senator' MEWHER. But you are also assuming that the trite has
provided a mechanism for assuming any less that might have to be
assumed.

ea

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir. .,
./

Senator MELCHER. And tliat.becomes now a catch 22 also for that
Indian family. that you are describing' being able to, by removing
the legal barrier, get gr VA or an FHA lean on their own merit and
make thepayments, just like anybody else.

But the 'catch 22 is still whether the tribe wants to take over
that responsibility, in cose of default. That is a catch 22 because .
the tribes are going to be very reluctant to assume that responsibil- *
ity.

Mr. ABRAMS. I think our premise is that if the tribes are interest,
ed, as we believe they are, in providing housing opportunities for
people" on the reservations, then they will be willing to take that

J responsibility. But we have a backup mechanism so that iran un-
subsidized. family has a home and defaults, the tribe could then
wri ' dotvn the cost of that home to the certificate level and substi-- ,
tuts low-income family with a certificate in that house. ."--Se ator MELCHER. Would the certificate come from the block

.... grantor where? . . 8

. Mr. ABRAMS. We have the certificate. In the program, the $ 76 '
million is divided; $38 million for certificate subsidy and $38 mil-
lion for write-downs of sewer and water and capital costs of the
house. 7

, t
Senator MELCHER. I understand that you have had an agreement

with IHS t., transfer $18 million of fiscal year 1982 money that you
have for water and sewer?' Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, and Sewer.

Senator MELCHER. Was this agreethent signed?
. Mr: ABRAMS. Yes, We have a memorandum of understanding
with MG, and'it is being implemented!

Senator MELC 'ER. It is sing implemented and the money is
being transferred?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir. i
Senator MELCHER. Thank you very muc Mr. Abrams.
senator AnnnEws. Senator Murkowsld? .
Senator Murtxowsxr. Thank you very Ca, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for not having been here ea lief to hear the questions

pertaining particularly to bhe State of 'Al ka and the position that
'4 HUD is taking toward Indian housi prpgrams in our State,

which I Understand is that HUD intends to terminate its participa-
tion in Alaska Indian housing. Is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. The proposal is only provide it on trust lands , ,.

in Alaska or in the lower 48. -
Senator Murtxowsm. What is a ust land in Alaska, if I may

ask? Could you give me a definition of trust land?
Mr. ABRAMS. I cannot give you a legal definition of what a trust

,land is. .
SenatorMunKowsw. Can any of your staff do that for us?
Mr ABRAMS. I am advised by my staff th;q it is land held in

trust for the individual or.the tribe. '
Senator MAKOWSKI. In regard to land that would be selected by

a regional, corporation or a village corporation that has not been
, t %.,
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transferred from the Federal Government, would you say tha Fed-
erarGovernment was holding that in trust?

Mr. Anaams. I,ain advised that most of those would not qualif3f,.
but I can check and get You an answer for the record.

Senator Muaxowsia. if they would not qualify as being held in
trust, what qualification would they be under? .They are not a res-
ervation: ,

Mr. ABRAMS. I am unable to answer your question, Senator.
Senator Mtiskowsm. I assume the record will be open. I would

appreciate it.
Senator ANDEREWS: The record will be open to allow the Senator

to ask whatever 'questions he would like. We have a series of ques-
tions. You can coordinate it with the questions that we have A-

- ready asked, so t.kat we get a complete record. -
Senator MAKOWSKI. Thank you. I would appreciate some clarifi-

cation on that because I think it is pertinent.
[Subsequent to the blearing the following question and answer

was received for the record:)
Qs 'slim. If the land would not qualify as being had in trust, what qualification

would they be under?
Ansvier. It is our undenatanding that, other than previously restricted individual

Allotments, land selected by an Alaskan Regional Corporation or A village corpora.
tion, when hilly transferred from the Federal Government, will be patented in fee
simple with few restrictions on alienation. Therefore, such lands could conceivably
bo used as the kind of collateral required by private lending instituti Jai.

'Senator MAKOWSKI. Do you have any idea what HUD's program
for Alaska is as far as its being applicable to your particular defini-
tion of what trust land-is in Alaska? How much are we tioldnat

.in the availability of HUD?
Mr. BOLLINGER. With respect to the block grant program that

falls under the Secretary's discretionary program, Senator, we
would, have approximately 15 tribes that would fall under, I be-
lieve, the definition of a tribe with trust lands.

The amount of funding that would be available through the
block grant program would be dictatedand I do not have a break-
down at this point but can provide it for the record by our loca-
tion formu.a. Our particular program operates out of six regional
offices, and the distribution of the funds udder the Secretary's dis-
cretionary Ifund is based upon the eligible Indian population con-
tained within those regions.

Senator Milaxowsm. What is thee eligible Indian populatign?
Mr. HOLLINGER. Under the Interior definition of eligible Indian

tribe that we would utilize and would be utilizing fcrr the adminis-
tration of both the housing program and the community develop-

, ment block grant program, it is the population of all eligible tribes.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Yob will provide for the record what the al-

location might be for Alaska, then, is that right?
Mr. BOLLINGER. Yes, sir.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record
In addition to the Motiskatla Indian community of the Annette Island Reserve,

the followiirg Alaska native villages have land in varying degrees of gust status and
would thereby be eligible to participate under the proposed HUD Indian Housing
program !Cake, Angoon, Klawock, and Hydaburg.
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The current CDBG Indian allocat.on level for Alaskan Indians is $2,856,000. The
five Tribes would get an allocationoof approximately $149,000. The State of Alaska
would gain $990,000 in small cities CDBG funds while the Indian assistance for
Alaska would be reduced by $2,707.000. The net loss for Alaska from CDBG would
be $1,717,000, based on 1983 data

Mr. BOLLINGER. Again, that is competitive, and Itcannot tell you
exactly, under our program, Senator, how much specifically would

ibe earmarked for Alaska, because it is a-Pendent on the eligibility
of the tribes for Indiin program and small cities CDBG assistahce.

There is no seaside Senator, in effectto get to a bittom line
for Alaska Indian tribes under the community development block
grant program. . _

Senator Murixowsia. Let me make sure I 'underitand you. It Is
my understanding that HUD had beerrspending about $20 million
annually in Alaska to build some 200 to new units each year.
Are you suggesting;that that will not be maintained? ,

Alt Auwds. Yes; we are suggesting that would not be main-
tained, except onI am advised that there is one reservation that
is trust lands, plus there are numerous' ndividual trust properties
throughout the State. We will get you ivlist,of which lands qualify.

Senator Munxowpiu. Are you under the impression that mort-
gage financing is available in the 'traditional bush Alaska area
where the villages are?

Mr. ABRAMS. No; but we understand that it is not only a problem
in Alaska but in other rural parts of the country, and we are com-
mitted to make--

Senator Mtnixosisia. So you are eliminating Alaska from a pro-
gram that previously it participated jn, and I am. trying to get at
the reason why Alaska's bush comtpunities, the villages namely,
are being eliminated from this program. On ,what basis was the de:
csion made?

Mr. Abrams. We are committeeto, making tie rogram
work in the rurai'areas of Alaska as well as the lo 4 tes.
We currently are using, on nontrust lands in Alaska, th tion 8
existing certificate, which we will continue to use on those lands in
Alaska.

Senator MAKOWSKI. Well, I an not sure that the FHA programs,
as we conventionally understand them, will be applicable of S these
remote areas where there have not been surveys taken. The title is
still vested in one Federal agency or another.4In many cases, it is
in the process of transferring. The success of the program in
Alaska has been substantial. I feel very, strongly that to suggest
that there are existing programs 'available to pick up the slack is
unrealistic.

I would like to see the HUD program include Alaska for those
areas in which conventional financing is not available. We can get
conventional financing in Anchorage and Fairbanks and our major

A cities. But it is not in existence, nor is it available, in the small
areas of less population or the bush, as we refer to dt, or traditional
Alaska villages.

I think, too, that there is some justification to look back at com-
mitments that have been made in the past. It is myunderstanding
that the Bartlett housing program originally provided housing for
Alaska's native community, up ni the HUD program; and again

N
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in the earlier 1970's. We had been assured that HUD would contin-
ue to cover Alaska in their Indian housing proposals, and, based on
that representation, we acquiesced and allowed the Bartlett pro-
grani to expire.

guess my quesptin is now, why are you ignoring what we took
to be a priiiiise that Alaska would, continue in the HUD program
as far as Itidian housing was concerned?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, my only answer for you, Senator, is that in
reappraising the needs among Indians, we have lobked particularly
at the problems With housing on trust lands because they sate
unique.to Indian tribes, and we are depending upon tradititinal pro-
grams, whether it is community development block grant funds for
small cities or the traditional HUD programs for income supple-
ments to take careof nontrust land Indian communities in the
same way that we respond to the housing needs of all other Ameri-
cans.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, we have not, as a fact1 I think
my colleagues would sharedone a very good job with the _Ameri-
can Indian community.in providing housing: There are a lot of rea-
sons for it, but obviously, the one I am concerned about is, when
our State is eliminated from the program, it affects the native
people because those are the areas where the conventional financ-
ingis not available. Thetis my point.

Mr. BOLLINGER. Senator, I. think much 6f yourIconcernand cer-
tainly the Indian proposals tem the variety of departments and
agencies that are being reviewed are a part of an overall adminis-
tration packageI think, with respect to many-of these rural areas
that you allude to-in Alaska will*be, we feel, addressed and ad-
dressed adequately thrdugh theltrural housing blocktrant program
that the administration will lie senditig forward to the Congress.

We also have Farmers Horne Administration housing programs
in addition to th6 ability of the Indian tris to compete, and we
certainly think the state of Alaska, especially with respect to the
block grant program, will find these Indian tribes eligible for their
State-administered block grant program, because thejr program
dollars are based upon need and population and will it rease sig-
r '`"lantly the-amount of money that Alaska would receive under

State-administered small cities bloik grant program, again
adding to the amount of dollars available for the tribes.

Certainly, the tribes can make a very legitimate claim with the
State officials. If they are going to count them as part of the now
eligible population for the block grant program, certainly they can
.make legitimate claims on having access to those funds.

Senator MURKOWSKI. T would agree. We have a couple of `if's" in
it,.thoughjf it passes, and if there are appropriations. Then, of
course, we are eligible in a marketplace whgre we are going to
have to compete, where now we are part of a program.

. We did not address my concern over the commitments that were
made previously .with regard to the Bartlett housing program. That
is something that, had we Known we were going to be thrown out
of HUD, t question whetheralthotigh I was not involved, but my
colleague, the senior Senator, Senator Stevens, wasthey would
have acquiesced in allowing that program to die.
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To suggest, in any type of rationale, that Alaska natives should
be excluded from these programs, I can cite specifically the other
Federal agencies that have indicated a specific published list of en-
tities which provide eligibility for BIA services, which are included
and extended to 180 Alaska villages.' So there is a consistency
there. It is in the Federal R.:lister of November 24,1982.

I think, Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, my initial questi
as to what the classification a this land is that Alaska natives noWli
enjoyneither is it conveyed, neither is ".t reservation, neither does
it qualify for HUDit appears to be something that is just totally
left out, and I cannot emphasize strongly, enough the inability of
the conventional money to go out in the bush areas where there is ,

no title, no surveys, and provide any type of assistance for housing
that is needed in, obviously, a vPty harsh climatic area where these
peopte are in need of this assistance.

One only has to go back to the program and find that the cooper-
ation between HUD and the BIA has resulted in a very worthwhile
application of a very acute problem in Alaska. Mr. Chairman, I
would encourage continuation of the progriim.

Senator ANDREWS. I think my colleagues will findlhat we have
asked them to supply for. the record, when they get back to their
shop and check into the reasons, not just on Alaska but also on
Oklahoma and the rest.

Senator MURKOWSK1. I would join with Oklahoma:
Senator ANDREWS. I assure my colkague and good friend from

Alaska that I share his concerns.
. Senator MuRxowsKI. Thank you, Mr. Ch n:
. Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. ttity. We appreciate

your coming up. We will look forward to your answers to the sever-
al questions that we are submitting. 4

Senator ANDREWS. The next witnesses are witnesses representing
the Department of 'Health and Human Services at4I the Indian

-Health Service.
Are will hear today from John Kelso, the deputy administrator;

Dr. Everett Rhoades, .the director of the Indian Health Service;
Howard Roach, the associate director for administration of the
Indian Health Service; John Mahoney, budget officer for the Public
Health Service, and Dr. Lois Steele, the director of INMED from
the University of North Dakota, Gra,nd Forks, N. Dak

Let me point out that the, committee has requested tht Dr. Lois
Steele, director of the Indians Into Medicine program at our Uni-
versity of North Dakota, be here today, and I would like to thank
Dr. Steele very mch for making herself available to the committee.

I would also like the record to reflect that all questions directed
to ,Dr. Steele concern het first-hand experience and obsevations.

, Obviously, we understand thq ground rules: no questions regarding
policies of the Department of Health and &lumen Services will be
'addressed to Dr. Steele. You are lucky. You can' tell us how it
Works out in the field, but not on policy. 8

Personally,. I would like to welcome you here, Lois. It has been
some time since I have seen you, and I know full well you are sub-
ject to -,the Department's general prohibition on IHS employees
and other employees, for that mattervisiting the Hill. The De-
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pertinent uses the term "lobbying." It seems to be OK in the De-
fense Department, but they frown on it in other places.

. I hope that, in the fiare, you will be able to stop by and say
hello on a more frequent basis, and I assure the department that I
will not let you lobby. So, thanks for coming. It is good to see you.

As I understand, Mr. Administrator, you are kind of the lead-on
person. My apologies for these hearings having gone on and on into
the afternoon and approaching early evening, but let me assure
you that every word -you' have in your prepared statement, which
we studied diligently all evening, will appear in the record as
though you uttered every last word, and you may proceed to sum-

. marize in whatever way you deem best, and we can then'get to the
questions in order to make a more complete record.

STATEMENT OF JOHN KELSO, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR OF'
HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, DE-
PA)TMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED

BY DR. EVERETT RHOADES, DIRECTOR, INDIAN HEALTH SERV-
ICE, DHHS; HOWARD ROACH, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR AD-
MINISTRATION, INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE; JOHN MAHONEY,
BUDGET OFFICER, PUELIC HEALTH SERVICE; AND DR LOIS
STEELE, DIRECTOR OF INMED, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
DAKOTA

, Mr. KELSO. Thank your Mr. Chairman.
We, too, are glad to have Dr. Steele here joining us at the table.
I would like to read my statement into the record. It is rather

brief in the first place, and I think I can just cover it quickly. .

I am John Kelso, deputy administrator of the' Health Resources'
and Services Administration. With me are Dr. EvereEt Rho des, di-
rector of the Indian Health Service; Mr. Howard Roach, atsoctate
director for administration, Indian 'Health Service; and Mr. John

I am pleased to be here today to discuss with you and' youtTI)M1
Mahoney, budget officer for the Public Health Service.

mittee the fiscal year 1984 budget ,aquest for Indian health pro-
grams.
. Thb Indian Health Serivce, as a health delivery system, is in-

tegral part of the Department o( Health and Human Services. Or-
ganizationally, the Indian Health Servicelis one.of four bureaus in
the Health Resources and Services Administration, an agency of
the Public Health Serivce.

The IHS, as the primary Federal health, resource for approxi-
mately' 608,00 American Indians and Alaska Natives-64 percent
of the tota' Indian population in the United Statescarries out
this mission through a comprehensive health delivery system. This
comprehensive system provides high quality preventive, curative,
rehabilitative, and environmental health services through prof
grams managed and operated by both theIHS and various tribes
utilizing both direct and contrast health services.

These services are provided to the Indian population located pri-
marily on or near Federal Indian reservations and in traditional
Indian communities.

Since fiscal year 1974, the Federal Government, through the
Indian Health Service, 'has spent over $5 billion on health care for
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Indians. The system includes 48 hospitals, 90 health .centers, and
more than 300 smaller health stations and satellite clinics operated
by the IHS arid four hospitals brad 252 health clinics operated by
tribes under contract with IRS.

In addition, a Variety of health serykiss, ranging from outreach
and referral activities to comprehensive ambulatory care, are pro- '
vided to Indians in urban settings through 37 urban health projr

or fiscal year 1984, the admiiistratimt,;1 requesting a budget
for the IHS of $720.3 million 'for services.

Coupled with the IHS reimbursement reforms proposed for fiscal
year 1984the President's budget request will continue to maintain
the traditional Federal role in deliveringlealth care to the Indian
people. The pfayision of basic inpatient and outpatient medical
services will continue as the highest IHS priority. O.

The President's fiscal year 1984 budget includes a major initia-
tive to increase collections for services" from ii trance and other
sources to supplement the appropriatiqn request. Currently, the .
IHS collects $200 million from medicare sind medicaid. The propos-
al in th e President's budget would result in expandin& medicare
and mellicaid collections to $40 million as well as $30 million from
insurers who cover Indians and their families, for example, the
Federal employees health benefits. program.

In additioh to fig) annual appropriations request, increased col-
lections from reimburtementsovill result in increased IHS flexibil-
ity to maintain existing health services levels - despite the inciEas-
ing cost of medical care. SUch additional support will strengthen ef-
fotts to improve the health statusof the Indian people, while assur-
ing that thirdparty payers reimburse fcir covered health services.

,d111 addition, to maintaining high priority health services, the
year 1984 request for the Equity Health Otia.Fund contains

` an increase of $9.9 million for a total request of $32.4 million. the
. equity fund, originally established through the fiscal year 1981 Ap-

propriations Act, is intended to ensure that,those tribes with the
greatest resource deficiency receive priority funding.

This 1984 funding level will permit the IHS to raise the level of
health care for tribes in levels IV and V of the IBS Health Services
Priority System.

The provision and maintenance of high quality health care re-
quires that the standards and criteria set forth by the Joint Com-
mission on Accreditation of Havitals, JCAH, and thq Health Care
Financing Administration be achieved and maintained.

Currently, 38 of the 48 hospitals operated by the IHS and all four
hospitals operated by the tribes are accredited by the JCAH and

.1 therefore are eligible for participation in the medicare-medicaid
prograitt The remaining 10 non-accredited hospitals are, however,
certified by the Health Care ,Financing Administration for partici-
pation in the medicare program, as are all free-etanding health
centers.

96

Indians living in u\rbariareas will continue tobe eligible for serv-
ices funded by block grants to States and other State and local
health services delivery prograMs4

With regard to Indian health manpower, the fiscal year 1984
budget includes support of 70 new nursing students and will also

it
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provide for the continuation of scholarships funded infiscal year
.

1983 through the cqmpletion of the degree that the student is pres-
entlrpursuing: P .,

.
Out the past' several yeirs, the increase In the level of services,'

the atenkfication of self-determination efforts, and overall pro-
gram groVith have elaced an extreme demand on the management
capacity of the Indian Health Services. The KIS will continue to
examine altetnatives for more effitient raanagemeitlpractices.

With regard to %Indian self - determination, let me assure you that
the XES will corithiue to assist the tribes to assume the responsibil-
ities for healthts'en ices through the Public Law 93-638 authority.

This concludes my openidg statement. We Will be glad to answer
any questions you may have. ft .4

Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Kelso. -
In previous years, you submitted a chart 'series to the appropri-

. i ations comrdittees which has been very helpful in understanding
_./ the unique role that Indian Health gervice plays within the depart-

"meat.
Can you submit this chart series to the committee for inclusion

in the .record, so we will have a complete record? i ',...
1 Mr. KELso. Yes, sir. / %.

(The charts follow. Testimony resumes on fi. 164.]
b
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* Aberdeen
Alaska
Albuquerque
Bemidji P.O.
Billings
California P.O. ,
Navajo .
Oklahoma
Phoenix
pbrtleed I
Tucson P.Of
UnitedSouth and
Eastern Tribes P.O.

Facilities as of October 1,1982. \
Workload for FY 1982. '
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Number of-Faai lities Operated 'by 117IS
, and Tribes as of Oct° 6er 1, 19821,,

)-

J s

0

A

I.
/TYPE OF FACILITY INS , TRIBES --.

Hospitals 48 4

. Number of Clinici 172

}

Health Centers 76

School Health Centers 14 252

Health Stations 82

0._ a1

1,
1



TIT
IHS Tribal 'Ilia Ith

Contract And Grant 'Obligations
- .

Millions of Dollars

17.4

Grants
Contracts

-121 .9

.
57.9

32,6

142.8 141.1
.2: 12.1 immi 14.6

01.

130.7 126.5

1975. '76 77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82
Fiscal Years
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TTY

IHS Tribal Health Contract and GrOnt
Obligations by Tribal Activitiy, 'FY 1'982

98.7 ' Millions of Dollars

e. _l_i7
8.2

14.6

4.9 1.9
0111,......

Health _ndirect , -Health Grants Other Training
Services Costs. (All Dept:. Contracts

. DeliverVeActivifies) Mgt. .:,.
......----
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INDIAN OPERATED

. URBAN
. PROJECTS

(37) '

Facilities as of October 1, 1982.
Workload for FY 1982.

HEALTH
CLINICS

(24)

25045
MEDICAL .
& DENTAL

- 112 1

OUTREACH &
REFERRAL
FACILITIES
(13)
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Services Provided by
Urban Indian Health Programs FY 1982

Total Number 582,567

Outreach & Referral I 142,233

Medical 185,562

Dental' 65,043

Other 1.89,789

113
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Number of Indian and Alaska ilatiir ,

Hospital Admissions .,
Thousands

- 120
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Average ijaily, Hospital Patjent Load

Number
4,500

1,500

% .

.:::...:...:............/..............

,...1.,.

1955 i '60 , '65 '70 '',75 '80 '82
Fiscal Years

Total
Contract

IHS

Tribal
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. Leading Caurses of Hospitalization
. Frtig

Complications of Pregnancy,
Childbirth,'& Puerperium_

Accidents, Poisonings, & Violence,

1

21
33

t
Diseases of Djoeitive System 121:11:1!

.s. 44..lory System gun:Diseases of Respiratory
.

Symptoms & HI- Defined Conditions 1.1111gl111tt

Supplementary Conditiovis .

..i. . ..

Diseases of Genitourinary System, IlMilii

, . I HS
Hospitals.

Contract
Geher.alMental Disorders

Diseates of Circulatory System !Milli Hospitals-
Dis. of Nervous Syst. & Sense Organ,s

I I -I i

4°

0 5 . 10 15 20'
Percent of Total Discharges
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Ntimbei of Indian and Alaska Native
/ Oytplatient Visit

4.

Millions .
,
4

. . .
4

Total

3 --. f--- IHS Field Clinics,
ti

IHS 'Hospitals' ....4 . A2 -I , . -, . 4 .
':::zi

112,7//,
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Percent of Required Dental Services
Provided OHS and Tribal)

All Ages
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PouIaflOn by :Age, 1980

a

Percent of Total .
12 Indians and Alaska.

Natives (Reservation States)10

8

4

2

0

Age

All Fracas
444* MIS Mlle MOM

14*,

i i i
5 10 29 3 40 50 0, 70. 80 85+

1 1- I 1 1 1 1

.

,I .s
14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84
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Percent Distribution.Of Deiths by Age.

INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVES-1955 ,

Under 1, Year 25.0%

.. r

1 to 4 Years 6.9%

5 to 24 Years 8,4%

25 to 44 Years 15.2%

45 to 64 Yea;.a 17.2% .

.-,
65 Years and Over 27.0%.
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Percent Distribution of peaths by 'Age

Under 1 Year

1 to 4 Years °

5 to 24 Years,

25 to 44 Years

45 to 64 Years
..0

00
..

0/

v
--0 24.



65 Years and Over 66.4%

4Under 1 Year 2.4

1 to 4 Years 7 0.4%

5 to 24 Years 3.1%

25 to 44 Years 5.5%...

45 to 64 Years 22.1%
1r:'..1
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AgetSpeCific Death Rates
Ratio of Indian & Alaska Natives 07-'79) to U.S. All Races ( 7 )

Under 1 14:: *:::::

1-4
5.14

15.24
25.34 ,

::::::.
35.44
45-54"

4 55,64
65;74 s
75-84
85 +

*0

::::*

'::1 W./W.k.g.L&a,..._...
( 0 1 2 3

Ratio

- 1 26;
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Selected Age-Adjusted Death Rates
Ratio of Indians & Alaska Natives to U.S. All Races (CY '79)

Malignant Neoplasms
Chronic Obstr. Pulmonary Diseases

and Allied Conditions
. Diseases'Of the Heart
CerebrovascularDiseases

Atherosclerosis
Hypertension

Suicide
Pneumonia and influenza

Diabetes Mellitus
H'omic'ide
Accidents

Chronic Liver Disease and Cirrhosis
Tuberculosis, AU Forms

Ratio
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,ercent of Deaths for leading Causes
\ 0

Diseases of the 'Heart
.. .: : :.:. z

.Accidertts

Malignant Neoplasms . :.:
Chronic Liver Disease & Cirrhosis 0---- Indians and

II\
Cerebtovascular Diseases Alaska. Natives

Pneumonia & Influenza
::ri
:di . U.S. Ail Races

Homicide.
:

Suicide . .

Diabetes Mellitus if
Certain Conditions.Originating iiin the Perinatal Period

0 10 20 .30 40
Percent,
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\Ipfant-Mortality Rates by Age

'Indians and
Alaska: Natives

-1965-1967
-1977-1979

.1 .

,
U.S. All Races

1066
F1978

A

Under 1-6Age:__.1,Day Days
.

7-27 28 Days- Under
Days 11 Moss 1. Day

7-27 28 Days-
Days 11 Mo's

o
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Percent Change in Infant Mortality
Rates by Age, 1967-1969 to 1977-1979"

1

AGE AT INDIANS U.S.
DEATH AND ALASKA ALL RACES

NATIVES

Under 1 Day 50 46
. 1-6 Days 44 43

7-27 Days
. 35 No Change

28 Days-
11 Months 52

a



O i
Leading Causes of Neonatal* Deaths

(Y 1979)
II

If

. Congenital Anomalies

/
Respiratory Distress Syndrome

Disorders Relating to Short
Gestation and Low Birthweight

13

* Indians and
Alaska Natives

U.S. All Races
Newborn Affected by Maternal

Complications of Pregnancy* =

Intrauterine Hypoxia
and Birth Asphyxia/

Birth Trauma,

*Under 28 Days..

50 100 150
Per 100,000 Live Births

132

200

-1.13
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Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome (SIDS)

Congenital Anomalies

iftqltr

Pneumonia

AccidOnts and
Adverse Effects

Ai* I
Mentngitis,

Gastritis, Duqdenitis, and'
Noninfective Enteritis

and Colitis

C.

1..3.22......tIM:i

MM.
MO _

1

--- Indians and
Alaska Natives

U.S. All Races

'a

*28 Days to Under Pi Year ,

: .

50
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1 1 I
100 , -150 200 '250
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Maternal Death Rates
Per 100,000 Live Births
125 . U.S. Other than

t
75

White...% . ... Indians. and Alaska
...

Natives -,
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1

...
- I U.S. All Races
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Per 100,000 Population

4010

300

Indians and Alaska
Natives (1977-79)

U.S. All Races
(1978)

.

/
200

00 101°'
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Age-Specific Mcident Death Rates
Ratio of Indian & Alaska Natives (47:19) to US. All Races ('78)

Age:
Under 1

1-4

5-14
15-24
25-34.
35-44
45-5\4

55-64
65-74
46-84

854.

1

Ratio
3 4 5



_IHS Injury Trend
'Number of First Visits Direct Care
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Direct Outpatient Injuries
by Place of injury, (FY 1982) .

, (

31% In and Around Home

O .

Recreation

Industrial Premise

School

Farm /Ranch

Highway and Street

Other Place or
Not Specified

0

..
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keel OutpOie
External Cau

. .1

injuries/
e (FY.192)

28%
-

39%

Fails

Cutting & Piercing Objects

Fires & Fla es

Animal Bite , Insect Stings

EnviroAmenital Factors

Motor Vehiles
1

Accidental foisonings
injury Infli4ted by
Other People
Other Causs & Cause
Not Specified
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Homicide Death-Rates by Age,
Per 100,000 Population
80

20

0
<1

Age

66
410

I 66
il

100 .°1. 1.1.I. 1.11111°

Indians and Alaska
Natives (1977-79)

U.S. Other than
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. U.S. All Races.
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Age Adjusted Suicide Death Rates

30 Kir 100,000 Population

'Indians and Alaska Natives

U.S All Rates

; 2 .U.S.Other than Whit
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Age Adjusted Alcoholism
Death Rates
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Age Adjustedir
Diabetes Mellitus Death Rates

40 Per 100,000 Population InClia*s and Alaska Natives

U.S. Other than White
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Age Adjusted
Gastrointestinal Disease Death Rates .

_
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20 Per 100 000 Populationt
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, . i Number of Discharges
from 11-IS & Contract Hospitals
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.Dischirge Fates, fOr Mental. Disorders
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. Leading Notifiable Diseases
'HS Notifiable Disease Reporting Area (CV '81)

,

k
-Acute Otitis Media

Gast roenteritis, 'Diarrhea

, StrepThroat
'npetigo

Pneumonia

Influenza

'Conococcal Infections
Chickenpox

' Baal* Dysentery
Stables
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Incidence Rates for Tuberculosis

2,066

1,500

1,000

500

Q
1955

,,INIMI ....11111.11116
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Age-Specific 'Tuberculosis Death Rates
Ratio of Indian & Alaska Natives (77-79) to U.S. All Races (78)

Age:

Lindell 5

15-24

25-34

"35-44

.45-54

55.64

65-74

75-84

85 +

15t
40

1 12 "0



'Incidence Rates for Gonorhea.

Per 100000 Population
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Incidence Rates for
Syphilis, All,Forriis

.Pec100,000 Population

N::00
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incidence Rates for Trachoma
Per 100,000 Population
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Pharmacy Workload Units
1HS Hospital and Health Center Pharmacies

Millions 1982 Percentage Distribution

Station Issues 2%
Issues to other
facilities 2% ,

Prepackaging 3%

4 Other
functions 36%

Bulk Compounding 3%

Prescriptions
54%

2
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Sanitation Facilities Serving Indians
-- and Alaska Natives (1982) v

. 1,387 Sanitatjon`fatilities {Water Supply'and
Waste Disposal Systems) Serving 113,595 Homes

1417 Commilnity Water Systerni .

Serving 84,211 Homes

. 141 Central Facilities Serving 5,658 Homes

* Individual Water Systems Serving 23,726 Homes

643 Community Sevierage Systems

505 Solid Waste Management Systems
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= Sanitation Facilitiei Serving Indian and.
Alaska Native. Homes (1982)

x.

. Water Supply
Adequately
Served or in

o 49% Process 67%*
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Contributions to HIS
Sanitatipn Facilities Projects ,

1 By Source for FY 1982
Total$7,240,000

41% Indian Houlsing
Authorities'

i

.

3% Indivjduals, Businesses,
. Non-Profit Org., Etb.

22% Local. & State
Governments

34% Indian Tribes
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bisbursement of IHS Funds- for the
ProvisiOn of Sanitation F.abilities (FY '82)

$24.8 Million (62%)
Administered by Indian
Tribes and Firms Through
MOA's, 638, and "Buy
Indian" Contracts
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Reliability of Sanitation Facilities
Served by Community Water and Sewerage Systems (1982)

do

WATER
e

95.4% of the time systems operational and
provided water Of acceptable bacteriological quality
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. Death Rates Versus
Lack of Sanitation Facilities (1982)

100 egi . %of Homes Which Have
Not Received Sanitation
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Program ,Accomplishments
Since 11-IS Established (1955)

% Decrease in Mortality thru 1979
Infants 7t

Under 28 Days. . 66
.28 Days -11 Months , 81

Maternal '.87
Influenza and Pneumonia 71
Certain Diseases Originating in the perinatal Period 75
Tuberculosis;All Forms 92
Congenital Malformations , 46

% Decrease in Morbidity thru 198:1
New Active Tuberculosis Cases 79
Traci- -. 98

% Increase in Services Provided thru 1982
Hospital Admissions 113
Outpatient Visits 816
Dental Services 826

g
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11-IS Community
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Accreditation 'Status of
Indian Health Service Hospitals
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Senator ANDREWS. In addition to the ?chart series, I would like to
request that you provide the committee with a chart that ,shows
the history of the fiscal year 1984' budget.

Mr. KEISO. I am sorry, sin I dia not hear yoti.
Senkor ANDREWS. I would like to get a chart that shows the his-

tory of the fiscal year 1984 budget.
Mr. KELSO. Yes, sir; we will be glad to supply it.1
Senator ANDREWS. I 'understand the restrictions you are under,

but we would like to find out where it came to grief along the line.
Recently, Indian Health Service issued orders to all of its health

care facilities and service centers to discontinue service to non-
Indian spouses of Indian people serv3d by the Indian Health Serv-
ice. What is the cost savings you expect to realize from this action?

Dr. RHOADES. Mr. Andrews, it is too early to tell at this moment,
since that was only placed in effect about January 12.

Our anticiffation is that we will not see a dollar accumulation.
The effect of that will be to diminish the load that is present in the
clinics.

Our estimates are that it will have an effect somewhere between
5 aad 10 percent in decreasing the ambulatory care load and some-
where over 2 percent in decreasing the load for inpatient care.

Senator ANDREWS. What indications of hardship to Indian fami-
lies resulting from this action have you received?

Dr. RHOADES. There are two kinds of hardships that have come to
our attention: The obvious hardship of an individual who perhaps
had received care from Indian He5ilth Service fora number of
years now no lodger haying thaf 'source of care available to him
when that has been his life pattern. I have been told that it has
caused some family friction and divisive influence within families,
but I do not have direct information about that.
:The other possible deleterious effect, of course, is that, thinking

In general terms in the delivery of medical care, one frequently
does not wish to administer care only to a single individual, and
that often the most ,appropriate medical care that can be given is
to be given to the family, just as it is often to a community. There
has been some diminishment in our ability to care for the entire
family.

Senator ANDREWS. Do ybli believe that the moneys that you have
requested for contract health care are adequate to meet the identi-
fied need?

Dr. RHOADES. We know that there continues to be, as there has
been for some years now, considerable unmet need for complicated
care not readily available in our own facilities that we have not
been able to completely diminish because of a chronic situation of
shortage of contract dollars that, in the last 2 or 3 years, has per-
mitted us only to provide care that, in the judgment of the physi-
cian caring for the individual,. if they did not have, would place
that individual that is the patientat some direct threat to,their
life or the loss of limb.

Stated another way, we are providing, through the contract
mechanism, for emergency services at the present time.

' Reunned IR COMMItieD
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Mr. Kits°. Mr. Chairman, it should be noted that there is an $8
million increase in contract care for 1984. There are also some
management improvements which we hope ,o have in effect in
1984, which would hopefully stretch that contract dollar further
thari it has in the past.

We are looking at medical priorities. We are looking at luthori-
zation fund control mechanisms. We are looking at how we collect
the money, and I think with that $8 million plus the management
improvements, we will be able to provide adequate care.

Senator ANDREWS. Would you provide for. the record a chart or,
given inflation rates, the estimated buying power in percentage
termsof the funds you are going to request this year in comparison
with previous years, sa we will have a bar graph or chart so we can
compare that?

Mr. KELSO. Yes, I understand. Yes, sir, we will do that.
[The graph follows:]

17.
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Senator ANDREWS. What you stated a minute ago leads me to my
next question. When, if ever, do you anticipate having sufficient
funds to allow the Indian Health Service contract care p.ogram to
provide other than priority I level of services?

Mr. KELso. Well, sir, this budget, as I indicated in my opening
statement, is premised on the fact that we want to provide basic
health cart in oqr facilities and through contract care. We will

. have to look at that in 19851 depending on what the budget prior-
ities are. I do not think we can answer that right now.

Senator AnnaEws. What are you doing in the meantime to ad-
dresi patient needs that do not come within priority I levels?

Dr. RHPADES. There are two 'mechanisms that we ordinarily
employ wilere feasible. We do have'a few facilities in Indian Health
Service such as the Phoenix Indian Medical Center that can pro-
vide more complicated care than is available in many of the other
48, hospitals. We sometimes are able to place a patient there for
care.

Our physicians tend to be fairly resourceful locally and often are
able to negotiate, work out informal arrangements wish the refer-
ring hospital in which the hospital that the patient is referred to
understands that we cannot pay for the cost of that individual.

Senator ANDREWS. Has your department evaluated, and would
y9u relate to this committee the result§ of any evaluation your de-
partment has conducted to ascertain the impact that the elimina-
tion of the community health representative program will .have on

- the health status of American Indians and Alaska Natives?
Dr. RHOADES. We have not done such an evaluation as yet, Mr.

Andrews.
Senator ANDREWS. Do you intend to?
Dr. RHOADES. We do not have any immediate plans.to do so.
Senator ANDREWS_ I am certainly no medical expert, I am no

doctor, but when we handle appropriations and funding at the
congressionallevel, there are all" different kin& of funding, but as I
understand this community health representative program, this is
sort of up- front' preventative care that, if you invest a buck in, you
might save $15 to $20 in later medical emergency costs that the
Federal Government or those Who, are taking care of the needs of
the Indian people or Alaska Native people are going to come up
with. .

Of all the idiotic places to cut! This is sort of like Stockman
coming up and saying that we are going to cut the funds for the
nutrition of pregnant women. You save $400 maybe for feeding the
pregnant woman and you spend $40,000 on the medical needs of
the sick or disabled child. It is a lousy way to save a dollar.

Mr KEtso. Mr. Chairman, we had to make a decision up front
when we constructed this budget,.and we made the decision, as I
said in my opening statement, to put priority on basic health serv-
ices in hospitals and clinics. We had to make a cut somewhere.
This is no reflection on the adequacy of the program, but we just

It hid to make some cuts to preserve the dollars that go into hospi-
. tals and clinics. It was a budget priority.

Senator ANDREWS. Last year, as I understand it, 300 medical
practitioners who are actually out in the field dealing with the
Indian patient population on a daily basis signed a petition protest-

'
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ing the elimination of this program, based on their belief that the
termination of the program would have a serious negative impact
on the health status of Indian people. 4

Do you have any information thdt could lead you to a contrary
conclusion, or are you ju eying that you had to cut the dollars
and, by golly, the cut jus

r
eemed to fall here?

Mr. KELSO. That is e t.
Senator ANDREWS. You are not disagreeing with this conclusion?
Mr. KELSO. I am not saying that therd is anything wrong with

the community health representative program. I an saying that,
on the basis of budget priorities,. we felt that direct basic care in
hospitals and clinics was top priority. I am sie that if we had cut
those services in hospitals, you might have gotten a petition from
the hospital-based physicians.

Senator ANDF.EWS. Have you made any evaluation of the avail-
ability of alternate sources of health care to native people residing
in urban centers?

Dr. RHOADES. Indian Health gervice has not done so directly
since the initial establishment of most 'of the urban clinics. I am
confident that every urban program has that kind of data, al-
though, in general terms, the acquisition of information about the
alternate resources that every person has is very difficult to obtain.

The urban programs have been very resourceful in capturing
those other resouicee that are available in the community through
their own efforts. .

Senator ANDREWS. Well, given the fact that the urban healtti
program was initiated because, existing State and community
health facilities simaly were not serving, or refused to serve,
Indian patients, do yoL now have new information indicating that
Indians can gain access 4:: alternativi sources of health care that
have been refused to them in the past?

Mr. KELSO. Hera again, Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to put
it in the same category with community health representatives. It
is a little bit different in that we had a choice, and if the choice
was between the Indian who lived on a. reservation. who did not
seem to have any alternative arrangement for care, versus an
urban Indian who at least would have some access to community
health centers, some of the other preventive programs, and State
and local activities, we felt that the cut ought to come in the urban
health program and save the basic health care in the IHS hospi-
tals.

Mr. MAHONEY. 1 might add, Senator, that in terms of the block
grant which Mr. Kelso referred to, there are four block grants in
the Public Health Service. The latest one is the primary care block
grant which will makq available primary care services.

The total sum of those block grants is $1.4 billion. Under certain
circumstances, tribes will be able to apply separately for block
grant funds.

Senator ANDREWs. Well, those block grant funds always go out
there, and everybody says they are going to get through to the In.
dians, as the other minority groups, but they never do. Block
grants are a wonderful way of getting them out there and letting
somebody locally, who 16 afraid to raise his own money for the pro-
grams he needs, have a little bit of extra m0,,ey to spend, but there

171L
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is no direction, no guidelines, to assure that minority groups are
going to receive adequate care. That is why we set up these special
Indian health programs in the first pace, because they were not
being served by the people out there in areas.

Dr. Rhoades, You "have served Indian patients at urban Indian
clinics. What is your personal, professional opinion with respect to
the value of these programs to Indians residing in urban areas, and
are the programs cost efficient?

Dr. RHOADES. Do you want my individual response?
Senator ANDREWS. I want your personal, professional opinion.

Take off your title and all of that sort of stuff. We are trying to
find out, and I am sure you know this, and I have been serving on
appropriations committees and the rest for some 20-odd years. We
ave 6 take the information we put together to the floor and at.

t ampt to convince "our colleagues of what we jointly, as members of
this committee, feel are important ways to go.

The more information we have in the record, the stronger our
case can be. So what we are looking for is straightforward, honest
information Irom the field that may be of help to us on the' floor
when we finally come to the debate as to how this thing is going to
be handled. So I am asking for your professional, personal opinion.

Dr. RHOADES. I served as a volunteer physician in Oklahoma City
in 1970 at the very instigation of the urban programs which began,

guess, first with the Minneapolis program in 1969. I was intimate-
y associated with that urban program; that is, the Oklahoma City
program as a volunteer physician and then as a board ember for
some years. I believe I was chairman of the board of di tors when
I left to take my present job.

I guess I would reiterate the point that Mr. Kelso had made
about the CHR's. Threre is no question of the value of the urban
programs. My experience, up until a year ago, indicated that
Indian people in the urban -areas indeed had no other source of
care than the urban pro'grams,

Senator ANDREWS. And if they did not have that urban prorarn
available to them, two things happened: No. L their health suf-
fered, meaning that greater cost was going to have to be absorbed
later on, plus a lot of individuals suffering; or, No. 2and, ulti-
mately, two would probably come about, alsoit was another

gclf means of forcing them back to the reservation where they would
add to the cost, and you wOnld get totally away from the idea of
allowing the Indian people who wanted to be assimilated into the
society as a whole.

So. it is a self-defeating action,_ I would think, if yOu do look at
the possibility of allowing Native Americans to take their place
across this country

What impact will the elimthation of new scholarships have.on
the availability of Indian physicians?

"Mr. KELSO. As you know, most of the IHS physician s are in the
National Health Service Corps. That has been the source for the
past few yeah.

We will continue to use the National Health Service Corps. The
Indian Health Service is top priority

went
referrals from the Corps.

When we looked we/At budget, we ent back to primary care in
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hospitals and basic health services, and we felt that we could not
g afford any new starts this year, with the exception of 70snurses.

There is a nursing shortage problem within the Indian Healthr .

, Service:, and.we put a priority on that, and we will start 70 new
L nurses.

Senatur.AynaEws. Do you have any evidence that the ninnber of
Indiart physicians and nurses represents propdrtionate parity with
the number of non-Indian physicians and nurses?

Mr. K.Eiscit I do not know.
Senator ANDREWS, Approximately what percentage of doctors

and nurses trained with the support of this program have returned
to serve in Indian communities'?

Dr..RMOADES. About 90 percent, Senautit.eArl revs.
C1

-
,

Senator ANDREWS. Two years P,, I an amendment to the
Interior Appropriations Act for fiscal._ year 1982 that allowed
moneys obligated for a scholarship to a particular student to be
reohligated to another student thciiild the original scholarship
grantee not continue in the program, rather than have those,
moneye returned to the general treasury.

Dr. Rhoades, how many more students have you been able %o
fund because of this change?

Dr. Ritomprs. We have not been able to flint an additional
number of students, obviously, because we

#

Senator: ANDREWS. How many would you have lost?
Dr. RHOADES. OK, yes. We were only able to instity,te this since

1982. cl" guess that would- coincide with your amWdment. The
numbdr is between 80 and 100. That is students that have been--

Senator ANDREWS. So you have had between 80 and 100 addition-
al students. admitted into the prograth as a result of the amend-
ment? f

Dr. RHOADES. Or, I would say, students that would not have oth-
erwise been lost. Yes, sir. #

Senator ANDREWS. Dr. Steele, did this amendment help out itny
students in INMED program at UND, deryou know?

Dr. qrxEtz: I am not sure. We have 52 students on INMED IHS
funds. We thought we had SO, but we were given 52. There are four
other students who have IHS funding wl#4 are not out of our par-
ticular moneys. But I do not know if that is out of the other
moneys. , .

Senator ANDR WS. I see that we have not requested Any moneys
for the INMED rogram at our University of North Dakota, either.

In two hearh gs before this.committee last year, IHS witnesses
praised the INMED program, 3ustified it as being cost saving, get-
ting students into health careers and keeping them in school with
few dropouts. It is important, therefore, for two reasons: No 1, pro-
vidingAhp .health professional that the Indian people need; and,
No. 2, offing unique training. in a profession where there is
demand for "the Indian young men and women.

Now I see you are requesting that the program be eliminated.
Wire

Mr. KELSO. Here again, Mr. Chairman, we were confronted with
difficult decisions, on where to allocate money in this budget, and
that was part of our decision on Vie whole manpower program. We
felt that money should be spent it basic health care.

/
.10/ ....
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Senator ANDREWS. What will happen to the Students currently
served by the program? .

Mr. Km-co.-The students that are currently in the program, as I
said in my opening statement,will continpe until they obtain their
degree&

Senator ANDREWS. Do you know what goes on in the'ummer
program, for instance?

Mi. &Ls°. The extern program?
Senator ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. KELSO. Yes, sir. Students work with the Indian Health Serv-,

ice throughout the United States.
Senator ANDREWS. I am talking about the summer youth pro-

gram. ,
Dr. RHOADES. You are talking specifically about the INMED

;simmer program? ,
/ Senator ANDREWS. Yes. Dr. Steele knows about this. Could you
explain briefly --

Mr. KE.so. Let Dr. Steele address that. I thought you meant the
extern program. . , -

Senator ANDREWS. I am talking about the summer program and
what it entails,

Mr. KELSO. Let Dr. Steele speak to that. .
Dr. STEELE. We h e 30 students in the junior high program.

This is all paid for by dian Health Service. That is part of our
$200,000 that we get direr to the prografn.

We also have 30 senior high students, but this is paid for by
HCOP, as arethe five to ten students paid for by the med prep pro-
gram, which is to get students ready to go into medical school.

The IHS summer program only, where *e take-students that are
at higher risk that we cannot lock into the 103 and 104 programs,
are put into our summer program to try to prove themselves. We
take approximately 10 in that. That is IHS ftinded.

Then the regular IHS academic students that have makeup work
or that can go in the summer, we have between 15 and 20 of them.
So we have approximately 100 students on campus every summer.
. Senator ANDREWS. In other words, this is the program to give the
Indian students the "catchup," so to speak, during We summers, so
that they can..be competitive and they can be admitted eventually
to the science curricula and on into medical school where they
could not go, otherwise.
Dr. STEELE. Yes, sir.

Senator ANDREWS. Is it part of the INMED funding and INMED
program? .

Dr. STEELE. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. If this is eliminated then, under the normal

edteational grant systems that we have for Indians, their opportu-
nity to use those programs in the absence of INMED will be much
lower because they will not have had that extra training along the
way, so that when they come to the time in their educational
career of being able to apply for medical school, they simply will
not have the background. So, we lose two ways on this, do we not?

Dr. STEELE. Yes, sir, we do. We have less than a 5-percent drop-
out rate in INMED. The national average for Indian students in

23- 41 , - t41 - 1":
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, medical ,schools that is 12 percent. We are taking
kids from reservati-ns and trying to get them through.

Senator ANDREWS. $0, even though there area opportunities in
other. educational programs for Indians, tlie absence of the INMED
summer training program that getsi them when they are in high
school and before pregrgiduate.euiricuium time would, in effect,
crei -e a good defil of problem for the potential student in a health
care oisciPline.

Dr. STEELE. Yes, sir, it could,
Senator ANDLZAVS. This is probably a hard question for you, Dr.

Steele, but what do you think about cutting gut the finding for
IN11IE111 . -

Dr. ST, ELE. Weg, I would like to say that, 10 years ago, there'
was only one student at UND taking science and math. We have N
funded, by IHS right now on. the campus taking science aild math,
preparing in premed or health careers. I

So when we have made th.st much of a dent, I sure h+ to see it
go..We also have. graduated s3 students. Twenty -nine e these-are
physicians. Seventy -three percent of these have gone back to the
reservations. Of the 73 percent, the majority of those students that
did graduate and go back to reservations or have worked with
Indian Health peopleI mean, this is our Indian communities
most of these students were not on payback scholarships as the stu-
dents now on IHS will be because they were paid for by 0E0
funds. .-

Senator ANDREWS. Dr. Steele, you have heard the witnesses here
today discuss the number of Indian physicians and health special
ists available. Tell me, in your opinion, and from your personal ob-
servation and experience, are there enough doctors out there?

Dr. STEELE. Well, I know only the-Aberdeen area completely.
Right now, we are ,pretty short. We do not have and permanent
physicians at Eagle Butte, S. Dak., Cheyenne River Reserva.ion.
That is the worst. We should ha.,e four doctors.

At Fort Yates, we have five slots available. Only one is a perMa.
vent physician. At Rosebud, there are seven slots. 'We have four va-
cancies there. I could go on. We nave 27 nursing vacancies That is
just in the Aberdeen area. In the Billings area, by July 1, I was
told a month ago we would be 30 percent down on doctors, and in
the Aberdeen area, 50 percent. Now, Dr. Rhoades can correct me if
I an wrong, bu+ this is what I was told at a recruitment meeting a
month ago

Senator ANIAVWS Could one of you provide a more detailed list
for the record. so 1;lat we have the cemplete siousidesirable of being
filled but unfilled out in the field?

Dr RHOADES. Certainly. t .A
A[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was sup-

plied for the record:)

INDIAN I IKALTII SSilY1rE JULY 1983 VACANCY LISTING

ABER9EEK AREA

North Dakota
Hospital Ft Yates 3. Camiiy practice/010; I. pediatrician or internist
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Health centers Ft Totten 2, family practice/GMO. Newtown. 2, family practice/
GMO.

Nebraska
Hospital.Winnebago: !, family practice/GMO.

South Dakota
Hospitals Eagle Butte 3, family practice/GMO; 1, pediatrician. Pine Ridge. 2,

family practice/GMO Rosebud 2,. family practice/GMO, 1, OB/GYN. Wag.ier: 1,
family practice or 1, internist to de general medicine. Sisseton. 1, family practice/
GMO or pediatrician willing to do adult medicine.

Health Centers.Ft Thompson 1, family practice/GMO. McLaughlin. 1, family
practice/GMO.

user

Mississippi
Hospital.Philadelphia: 1, family practice/GMO.

BEMIDJI A.L.A

Minnesota
Hasp:tel.Cam Lake: 1, family practice /GMO.

Wisconsin

I

j46*-441\Health centers Oneida 1, family practice /GMO, Lac du Flambeau. 1, family
practice/GMO.

BILLINGS AREA

Montana
Hospitals Crow Lodge crass 2, GMO/family practice GMO with surgery inter-

tat% Harlem: 2, family prect4e/AMO.
Health centers 1..krne Dei 1, family practice/GMO, Poplar. 2, leanly practice/

GMO.

W.oming
Health Centers. Ft. Washakie: 1, family practice/GM°.

Senator ANDREWS. Dr, Steele, how many Indian physicians are
you aware of, that are serving the Indian people in the health
corps?

Dr. STEEI.E. I was told 20. Is this correct? I do not know.
Senator ANDREWS. How many Indian physicians are serving ,the

Indian people in the health corps?
Dr, Rtin ADE^. Serving Indian people in the commission corps or

in the Indiati Health Service?
Senator ANDREWS. Right.
Dr. RrIOADES. I am sorry, I have to give yon a guess. I would\eyi

12 at thii moment.
Senator ANDr.EWS. You could provide that for the record and also

fill in the information on the reservations that do not have enough
or any doctors on a full-time basis.

Dr. RHOADES. Sure:
[Subsequent to the hearing the following inform /On was sup-

plied for the record:1
There are 20 Indian physicians serving in the Inclnin Health Service.

Senator ANDREWS Also, Dr 'Steele, have you ever 4-.7, ne to a res-
ervation to fill hi for a doctor?

Dr. STEELE. Yes, sir.
18o
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Senator ANDREWS. When you get there, are there traiiied staff to
assist you: lab technicians, nurses, pharmacists?.

Dr. STEELE. Yes, but sometimesfor instance, at Fort Yates
some of the lab techs are on every other night, on call, and that
gets to be a long day.

Senator ANDREWS. Have you ever attended recruitment confer
ences or medical school conferences?

Dr. STEELE. Yes, I have.
Senator ANDREWS. What effOrts have been mane to encourage

either Indian cr nonIndian medical students to commit themselves
to going onto a reservation for a few years to practice as part of a
health corps?

Dr. STEELE. We Put a lot of effort into that. That is one of the
main things with INMED.

Up until this year, we were sponsoring' a workshop, physicians'
seminar, where we brought our students back on campus and once
again talked to them about going into the Indian Health Service

iWe also had CME credits in diabetes, tuberculosis, alcoholism
things that are particular health problems to Indian people.

So,' until this year we were doing that, also, as part of INMED.
At the recruitment conferences, the tribes are encouraged to come
in and help the Indian Health Service to recruit these people.

Senator ANDREWS. One final question, Dr. Steele.
I mentioned a while ago the importance of oreventive medicine,

encouraging a person to come in to be seen so that whatever condi
tioNthey might have does not get worse and cost far more later. In
your opinion, is it easier for Indian people, particulart, elderly
Indian people, to come in and see an Indian doctor as opposed to a
non-Indian doctor?

Dr. STEELE. I sure is, and, hopefully, the Indian doctor can get a
better history. I have run into situations when I have gone out
where the Indian patient did not understand the questions the
doctor was asking, nor did the nonIndian doctor Understand the
answers, and we had a mismatch and some problems with health
care because of it. I can be more specific.

Senator ANDREWS. Senator Melcher?
Senator MELCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mahoney, when you were speaking of block graits. were you

talking about some specific types of block grants that would go di-
rectly to an Indian reservation or an Indian tribe?

Mr. MAHONEY. Well, let me explain, sir. There are four block
grants within the Public Health Service. Three of them are now
operational. They are for alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health
services, for preventive health care, and also for maternal and
child health.

There is also a primary care block grant, to which the adminis-
t"ration is proposing revisions in 1984.

Three of thos2. block grantsthe primary care block grant, the
alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health, and the preventive block
grant hare a provision it them that the tribe, if it so desires, can
apply directly to the Secretary rather then have the State apply
andlhen the tribe in turn apply to the State. That was the point I
was trying to make

Senator MEL/CHER. How many tribes have applied?

18.L
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Mr. MAHONEY. Well, the primaryl care block grant is not oper-
ational yet, so I cannot give you any data on that, but I do have
some data on the other two.

Mr. KELSO. Senator Melcher, I might say that the primary care
block grant is the one that contains the community health centers
program. There are community health centers throughout the
United States, and Indians in urban situations fire eligible to go to
these community health centers.

Mr. MAIIONEY. Sir, for the preventr block grant in 1982, there
were two tribes that were awarded ants. For the alcohol, drug
abuse, an mental hea!tii, thole were siif.

Senator MELCHER. So. SO tar, they are not tremendously mean.
ingful then, in terms of

mean-
ti of health care to the tribes. The

ones you are speaking of a to (Al on reservations, are they not, Mr.
Mahoney?

Mr.' MAHONEY. 1 do not know whether 'they are located exactly
on reservations or not, but I can certainly supply that informa on
for the l'ecord.

Senator MELCHER. But they were applied for to the Secretary by
tribes.

Mr. MAHONEY. By tribes. Yes, Sir.
Senator MELCHER. Mr. Kelso, on the other type of block grant

that you are speaking of for
Mr. KELSO. The community health centers?
Senator MELCHER. YeS, community health centers. That would

not be directly to any Indian group, or would it?
Mr. KELSO. Indian groups can apply for community health center

grants. Most grantees are nonprofit organizations. Sometimes they
are State health departments or local community groups. But the
point I was making is that the services of community health cen-
ters are available to Indians.

Senator MELCHER. How many of them are there?
Mr. KELSO. Community health centers?
Senator MELCHER. Grants.
Mr. KELSO. There are approximately 600 community health cen-

ters throughout the United States.
Senator MELCHER. No, I mean, how many grants.
Mr. KELSO. Each one of those is an individual grant. They are i4

both urban and rural areas.
Senator,MELCHER. Well, they might become a meaningful health

care delivery system for urban Indians, but it does not seem to me,
at this time, that they provide much directly to urban Indians. I
am being negative on the idea. I think the community health cen-
ters' are a very great proposal. I am just trying to evaluate how
meaningful they are for urban Indians at this time.

There is the question of the person indicted, the IRS official In
Albuquerque who was indicted. I guess he was sentenced after he
pled guilty to awarding his wife's consulting firm INS contracts.

What is being done to prevent the recurrence of that?
Mr. "Kozo. You are referring to Rufus Bell, who pled guilty to

conflict of interest charges?
Senator MELCHER. Yes.
Mr Kam). The authority that he exercised was in'Headquarters

West in -Albuquerque. We have taken coptrecting authority away

i18,
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from that organization, and they are now being served by the area
office in Albuquerque. They do not have contracting authority.

Senator MELCHER. Well, if he were in Washington, D.C., maybe'
he would have done the same thin?. My question is how do you
handle prevention of recurrence of such an abuse of authority?

Mr. KELSO. Well, the authority he exercised was delegated
thro,ugh the Department to Albuquerque Headquarters West. As I
say, we have taken thatauthority away from that organization,
and they are now being serviced by the area office in Albuquerque.

The only way we can preventtit is through constant training and
surveillance. When this happens, we take corrective action. In the
instant case, where the individual involved should have known
better, due to positions he has held, we can only uncover such
breaches of the standards of conduct 'through supervision, surveil-
lance, and hot-line reports.

Senator MELCHEIL I guess more pertinent to that might be this
$10,000 minimum. For contracts of less than $10,000, the scrutiny
is not the same. I guess I should be more specifie in my question.

Is that or is that not a good point to give more scrutiny to Now
these contracts are awarded?

Dr. RHOADES. Senator Melcher, let me be more specific, also.
Indeed, we have instituted, put in place, a training program specifi-
cally designed for all our employees relating to conflict of interest,
utilizing audiovisual material and televised curriculUm, and so
forth.

Senator MELCHER. Well, that does the $10,000 have to do with it?
I mean, there is obviously more scrutiny when the contract is
ab, ve $10,000. Is that some basicstatute?

Mr. KELSO. I am sorry, I did not hear you.
Senator MELCHER. If the contract is more than $10,000, the prac-

tice. the rule, maybe it is a basic statute; I do not know, but what-
ever it is, jtthe contract is above $10,000, you are going to do some-
thing more to it. Well, in fact you are going to review it right here
in Washington.

Mr. Kelso. Requirements in excess of $10,000 must be covered by
contracts, while those under $10,000 are subject to the use of small
purchase procedures such as are described'in regulations.

Senator MELCHER. Well, I think oftentimes a dollar figure is
there as an invitation to think, wen, something less than that
stated amount will not receive the same scrutiny.

Mr. KELSO. No that is not true.
Senator MELCHER. That is not true?
Mr. KELSO. Small purchase procedures ari designed to reduce ad-

ministrative costs and eliminate costly and time consuming paper
processes, However, small purchases and contracts below $10,000
are reviewed by headquarters elements on a sample basis through
scheduled surveillence visits. The large number Cr actions in this
categoryover 171,000 in fiscal 2 1982preclud any other ap-
proach. However, these smaller purchases are monitored at
the area office level,' while headquarters IHS reviews contracts in
excess of $100,0 and those of $30,000 or more must be reviewed
and approved by HRSA prior to award.

, 4,1 8 .
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nal I was reminded of by the staff is that, every year, all con-
tracting officers are reminded of the standards of conduct and the
code of ethics.

Senator MELCHER. Well, it is a pretty serious thing in his life and
that of his family. I hope the example is not repeated. I understand
in just reading the article that it was a patsy deal. There is no wily
of getting around it. Did the patsy deal perform good services

Mr. KELSO. Well, whether or-not the organization that he gave
tilt contract to performed pod, bad, or indifferent services is not
the point. It was a conflict Of interest.

Senator -Mf.r..cmit. Yes, that is right.
Mr. KELSO. I understand that his Wife" was a member of that

firm. It is also my understanding that up until that particular in-
stance he had _a creditable record as a Federal employee. As a
matter of fact, I am told that he was within 6 months of being eli-
gible to retire.

He had a creditable record, and he just made a grave error in
judgment. And he pled guilty to it, as a matter of fact.

Senator MELCHER. On a somewhat different matter, the appropri-
ations bill for this fiscal year contained an eligibility provision for
IHS services. It prohibits the WS services to nonenrolled depend-
ents of Indians except for prenatal care and ublic health emergen-
cies. Does this create any practical problems.

Mr. KELSO. Dr. Rhoades spoke to that previously.
Dr. RHOADES. Yes, we answered that earlier, but I can summa-

rize. -
SenatosoMELcnEr. Oh, I am sorry.
Dr. RHOADES. There have been some inconveniences. There have

been some problems with it.
Senator MELCHER. Is it creating a problem with children that are

beyond prenatal care?
Dr RHOADES. I am not aware that it has created a problem for

children What has coma to ply attention, almost exclusively, has
been non- Indian women married to Indiananen who have been re-
ceiving care from Indian Health Service for many years, actually.
becoming dependent upon that source of care. I am not aware of.a
problem with younger people.

Senator MELCHER. I have been concerned for the last couple of
years, the last 2 or 3 years, about what might happen on competi-
tive bidding on these small hospitals, on whether or not they are
going to be the ones that are eligible for IHS payments. Are you
going to try to implement some sort of competitive bidding for hos-
pital service, and if so, what are the parameters of it?

Mr. KELSO. Yes You and I have corresponded on this several
times We did delay implementation of the competitive procure-
ment program in hospitals. We postponed it about a year. We have
not implemented it. We implemented it on January 25.
,elhe Federal Procurement Regulations require that competition
Whall prevail when practical and feasible. We have built competi-
tion into this program, but we think we have also provided the
flexibility for IHS health professionals to make determinations
that cornpetigon is not the appropriate way to go, given the facts of
a particular medical sittration.
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But we do hav4 to look at the competitive side of it in the inter-
est of saving resources.

Senator MELCHER. Well, let's see how this flexibility works. I will
give you a "for instance." If they are off the reservation at Cut-
bank and Shelby, both communities off the reservation, would you
expect the system to _be built up to where you would ask for com-
petitive bids among these hb.spitals in that area, or would at least
the hospitals in those two communities be expected to bid on, say,
outpatient care, the usual run of outpatient care?

Mr. KELSO. I do not know that specific situation. We would have
to look a'. it on an individual basis. However, our procurement pro-
cedures do provide for geographical considerations and stipulate
that awards should be made with proper deference to patient acces-

. sibility.
Further, in regard to the specific hospitals about which we com-

municated on February 9, we said that we had, throtigh extension
of contracts and various things, continued our piograms in those
hospitals, and should that change, we would let yoh know. '

Senator MELCHER. Could there he a group of hospitals that are
all eligible for outpatient care, for instance?

Mr. KELSO. Yes. in fact our official procedures encourage the use
of multiple awards. But we do have to look at the individual case.
Further, pricq is not the thing thatlirives all of this. Our procure-
ment rules .stress technical rather than price competition and em-
phasize the need fui _applying medical judgment in selbcting the
best available source, or in the alternative, in determining the ed.
visability of entering into multiple awards. Accordingly, we are
most concerned acquiring the best service that we can, price
and other factors considered.

Senator MELCHER. Has this cleared through the Solicitor's office
with an opinion that says it is going to work under the Administra-.
tive Procedures Act?

Mr. KELSO. I cannot answer that:
Senator MELCHER. Well, that act says that you are going to have

umpetitise bidding. That is considered to be a promulgation of a
rule, and the statutory requirements for notice and time and for
comments must be observed before the rules are effective.

Mr. linso. I have to assume that the staff followed the appropri-
ate procedures in carrying this oat. We have been at it now for
quite a-while.

Senator MELCHER. I would like to know if it is rulemaking. I
think it robs.you of a lot of flexibility. . -

Mr. KEWO. Could I provide you a statement for the record on
that?

Senator MaCHER. Yes, I wish you would on that point, because it
could be/ a sticky one.

Mr. Misc.. All right.'
(Subsequent to the hearing the following information was sup-

plied for the record:I
11 (TR Chopter I Subpart 1--I 301-1 establihaes policy that All purcheses and

untra.t shall be made un a {,umpetitivu basis tAthe maximum extent practica-
ble fherbbire. the arts.% Pruturement Operating fristructiun furmulatea no new
policy but :amply pro. ided prvi.edures w implement the comPetiti%e policy cited
above to the procurement of medical serviles

c .
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In summary, the policy in 41 CFR which is cited above is one of long-standing and

i. thing contrary t* that policy had been published in. Federal or HHS Procurement
Regulations As applicable to medical services. Consequently, there is no need for
ruismakinrand comments under the Administrative Procedures Act.

Senator MELCHER. Now, one last`question, one last subject here.
We cannot get 'enough money for these hospitals, for hospital con-
struction. They seem to be slipping all the time. There was Cole-
man MacCarthy's article recently on the Rosebud Reservation hos-
pi/al as a point. Closer to Montana, or part of Montana, what is the
situation going to be for the hospital at Browning this year?

KELSO. We have proposed that $6.7 million be changed from
one appropriation to another to permit us to use that to pffget part
of the pay raise for the Indian/ Health Service.

I-guess 1 have to reply again in the context of the priorities that
we used for the development of this budget. There is not construc-
tion money in it for 1984, bift here again, we put our resources on
direct patient care in the hospitals and clinics..

Senator MELCHER: Weil, this money was appropriated.
Mr. KEISO. That is correct.
Senator MELCHER. Is there a rescission or a deferral request?
Mr. KEISO. In this budget, we are asking that the $6.7 million be

used to offset part of the pay raise.
Sonator MELCHER. So you are going through the regular proce-

dure of requesting a rescission or a deferral?
Mr. KELSO. Yes, sir.
Senator MEunot. Have you submitted that to the Appropri-

ations Committee?
Mr. Kittso. It came up with the budget.
Mr. MAHONEY. Yes, it was submitted With the budget.
Senator MELCHER. Has therebeen any action so far by the com-

mittees?
Mr. KEtso. 'No.
Senator MELCHER. Thank you.
Senator ANDREWS. I have a series of questions that 1 will submit

for the record for your response. We would like a detailed response.
We appreciate.very much your participation this afternoon. It will
be most helpful. sv

Mr. KRISO. Thank you, very much. e

(Subsequent to the hearing the foll6wing questions and answers
were received for the record:]

DoARINENT nF i AND HUMAN SERVICES.
°Friel: fH? THE SECRETARY,

Washengton. , August .41, 198.1
Mr Perk 11rviii
:V10( COM MOO t .in 1 fulgon Affirm,

S Senate. itisshtnoton. 1:),(
Dfmt Mu RIVET FY Enclosed per the eequest e,l S'nator Andrews' letter of March

is :ire answers to verderal question% forwarded n. the Department following the
oveiNighr Inwrwigs em February 24 The responses to the first

eleven questams .tro enclosed The remaining twelve questions which involve santta.
!Kph corpourt on and oilier 1)epartmeta of Housing and Urban Develop.
meat - related itips life still in the review, end clearance process at the
()rice of Management and Budget owl HUD These ft-ix-wes will be forwarded as
sons they become a4..iilable

N. recap:44.a lipt. 4,f yrintang
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We are sorry for the delay. In the meantime. if we can be of further assistance.
please let us know.

Sincerely.
Cvirrilla BOOT.

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation (Health,.
Enclosure

rAt'lLITIPS CONSTRUCTION

Question 1. In fiscal year 1982. Congress appropriated funds for the planning and
design of two Indian hospitalsone at Rosebud. South Dakota serving the Indian
communities in the surrounding area, and the Sacaton Indian Hospital, serving the
Ulla River Indian Community. It is our understanding that the monies appropriated
have not been released for the activities Congress authorized. Why have these funds
not been released?

Thp Rosebud Indian Commttnity is seeking to conduct the ,planning and design
phases of the hcIsPital under a Public Law 93-638 contract, Why has the contract
not been funded'

The Sacaton Hospital is not going through the 6.118 process Why has funding for
that hospital been held up'

Answer Release of Department of Health and Human Services funds for both
hospitals is contingent upon approval of the Program Information Document 1111Di
The PID is the major planning document which allows the Department to review

need for and potential effectiveness of the propotkd health facility
the case of Rosebud, the PID is still under review In the case of Sacaton, sever

at outstanding issues have now been resolved, including the maximal use of nearby
community hospitals The Sacaton PID has been approved in concept, and it is ex-
pected that a design contract will be awarded within the next few months

CONTRACT HEALTII (*ARE

Question 1 Given milation, rates. what is the estimated buying power in percent-
age terms of the funds you ar/ retaa..-aiog thi. izar ibr contract health care in corn.
panson to previous year'

Answer The fiscal year 1ns4 request for contract care funds includes an increase
of .$$.7 million, or 63 percent above the fiscal year 1983 level. The increase in the
medical CPI from fiscal year 19/.3 to 1984 was 5.5 percent.

Services 'HS. Program will redirect funds from lower medical priority services to
As indrted in the fiscal year OM IRS Budget Justification, the eontraet Health

ro
general medical and surgical hospitalization This shift in resources to higher prior
Ity inpatient care wail allow the HIS to purchase the same level of inpatient CHS
care in fiscal year 1984 as in fiscal year 1983 In addition, management improve-
ments within the ti-IS program and the IHS in general will increase the effective
and efficient use of CilS resources

Question .1 What pertentage of the patient population of the Indian Health Serv-
ice is not rece:Wing treatment because 44 the restrictions requiring Indian Health-
fatilitart to serve only patients cia,s.sified as needing priority one level of services'

Answer Indian Health Service facilities. whether direct or tribally operated, pro-
vide any service available at that facility to any and all eligible Indians who request
care Only contract health services are limited to priority I, or "emergency only-
care We are not await. of any eligible Indian not receiving needed health care The
HIS estimate that the backlog of non-emergency operations which can only be met
through CI IS funds is /Meat 2,100

'inestion 4 Sage Memorial !hospital is the unly non-profit Indian-owned and man-
aged health care facility in the nation Ibis Indian Health Service been funding
Sage at a level that ls commensurate 'with the expenses the hospital incursfor the
full volume of Set vi<e% that the hospital provides to Indian patients" Will the Indian
Health service be signing contracts with the Sage Memorial Hospital for fiscal
years Isis:', and 19S19

A(18Wer Sage Memorial Hospital, owned and operated by the Navajo Nation
Health Authority, is one of four 1.6th/in-owned a id managed hospitals in the nation _

The reseal year Appropriations Act Conference Report directed the HIS to fund
Sage M- monal Hospital In fiscal year 1982. the IIIS has contracted with the hospi-
tal for on additional $51.1,110n bringing the tutul reimbursements to $22 million
which we believe commensurate with hospital expenses The amount of funding
available for Sege Memorial in fiscal year 1984 has not yet been determined

t
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COMMUNITY.HEALTIS RRPRLSENTATIVL1t
Que51101 Please provide this Commiteee with any 'dote. statistical or otherwise.

why]; would indicate that rather then being primarily budgetdriven, the decision
to eliminate the Community Health Representative program is based upon findings
of an actual reduction hi need for the proani.

Answer The 1118' primary mission is to maintain inpatient and outpatient medi-
cal care services A means of accomplishing these objectives within the Indian coin.
munity is through the use of public health nurses for coiir..oinity outreach and
health promotion and disease prevention education programs which teach the
Ipdian community about the availnbility and use of heplth services.

. URBAN INDIAN PROGRAM

Question 6 The proposed ejimination of the urban health projects is premised
upon the availability of alternative health resources for urban Indian patients.
What evidence does the Department have that state and community-based health
organizations will be able to absorb the Indian population that will no longer be
served by Indian licalthsService urban projects?

Answer Urban projects were designed to serve the Indian population living out-
side the reservation community by developing a link or point of access to the urban
health and social service resources Existing state and community based health or-
ganizations currently absorb the workload of the urban centers. which act principal-
ly as referral sites In addition. Department data indicates that the urban irojests
are now able to generate reimbursement from other revenue sources such as third-
party payments, cash payments for services provided, grants from the private sector
and church groups, in addition to private donations and volunteer services by physt-
cians and dentists Reduction of direct Federal support will not change the ability to
provide necessary' health care to urbpn Indian patients bechuse of the linkages that
have been established by the Urban Indian projects and the funds being generated
from other sources by these projects.

Question What factors have changed since the inception of the Urban Indian
1- slth program that would'make the need for urbon licnith projects any less?

Arswer Xs discussed above.communitji based programs have become sensitized
to "le needs of Indian people through the Urban Indian program's linkages, and are
now currently serving them

mien PARTY REIMUUMEMeNTS

Question 7 What is the Indian Health Services present system for identifying pa.
tients who are eligible kr and receive Medicaid or Medicare coverage?

Atswer The present system for identifying patients with Medicare coverage
begins with a review of the charts maintained at each hospital If the patient es over
el, the heal Social Security Administration district office will provide information
on whether the patient is eligible for itrledieare and if the patient has Part 13 cover.
age Once this has been determined, a patient release form is sigaed by the patient
and this form is maintained in the patient's record.

The procedure for ideritifization of Medicaid eligibles is different. Medicaid eligi-
bility can vary from month to month Patients are asked by HIS personnel each
time that they come to an IIIS facility for serve:ea Over the years a data base has
been built that includes the names of those individuals who have had Medicaid coy-
eruge This listing includes only those thnt are known to HIS. but does not include
the total number that niay be eligible.

In three States whsre IIIS functions as a final intermediary as well as a service
provider. IIIS has aces to State eligibility rolls. bo that Medicaid coverage cnn be
verified In the other States, access to State Medicaid eligibility fists is barred by
Medicaid statutory requirernents. xr thht eligib.lay can only be verified by II-IS re-
questing each patient'e eligiBility status

Questson Is State Medicare and Medicaid data collected by the Health tare Fe
flawing Administration made available to the Indian Health Iirvice9 If such date
is not available to Indian Heilith Sereice. why es the claw not made aailable vo
Indian I leak h aerie

Answer Specifically. lIC'FA data are genemily available to the 1115, but HCPA
does not play a principal role in thltotiations between IIIS and the States The Med.
icnidManagemrnt Information System IMM1Si data collected by IICFA'are availa-
ble to HIS. General Medicare data are al-4o available to itiS As .stated above, epecif
se data such as State eligibility rolls for Medicaid are not furnished II-IS by States

t18;)
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except in Montana, Alaska and Arizona where the IHS functions as a fiscal inter-
mediary.

Question .9. Upon what data does the Department base its projections for an in
crease of $A01/0,000 in potential collections from third party insurers, Medicaid and
Medicare? Please provide the Committee with data which substantiate yo' projec-
tions.

Answer. The projected $30 million in collections for private insurance was based
on calculations made by the Office of the Inspector General, DHHS These projec-
tions were partially based on the number of Federally employed Indians. with Fed-
eral Employee Health Denefits,isho utiliied the Indian Health Service as the pri-
mary provider of care. Wing potential savings from reimbursement from this
source, additional calculations were made, using employment 'figures and estimates
of pi wale insurance enrollment for the entire IHS eligible population The projected
$40 million in collections from the Medicare and Medicaid programs were based on
extrapolation from the growth rate in the reimbursements collkted since fiscal year
1978

Question 10. What obstacles exist to the collection of non - Medicaid and non-Medi-
care iasurers?

Answer The major barrier is that most insurers have included exclusionary
clauses which state payment will not be provided for services which would other-
wise be "free" for the policy beneficiary. This problem does not apply to contract
health services tCFIS, suite CHS providers already can bill third party payors and
$,:1 1S regulations require that CHS providers bill third parties before they bill IHS

Questsok Row does the Department plan to address removing such obstacles'
Answer The Department has agreed to maximize third party collections on behalf

of Indians eligible for care by the IHS. PHS is currently exploring the options avail-
able to facilitate reimbursement for those Indians whose health insurance policies
now excludq reimbursement to MS facilities.

Question. What impact. if any, will such plans have on the legal relationship be-
tween Indian tribes and the Federal government?

Answer. There will be no effect on the relationship between the Federal govern-
ment and the Indian tribes. Insurers are already billed when services are provided
through contract care and %ye would be seeking to extend the same type of reim-
bursement capacity under the direct care portion of the MS 'progratn In addition,
any additional resources available to supplement appropriated funds will allow MS
to provide better health care to Indian people. k

. .
Equal( IlEALT11 CARS MVOS

Question 11 How does the Department plan to fund the courtmandated equity
health care fund if the projected collections are not forthcoming in the amounts you
estimate! Please provide this Committee with alternative plans for funding the
equity health care fund.

Answer }MS anticipates no problems in achieving collections estimated in the
President's Budget for fiscal year 1981. If there is it shortfall. and the MS does not
collect the projected amount from reimbursements, the II-IS will consider afterna-
lives for Wading the equity health care fundAncluding the reallocation of base pro-
gram funds At this time the alternatives affnot sufficiently developed to provide
the Cimmittee with detailed plans,

SE pjlat At" ANDREWS. We now have some outside witnesses. The
first of these is-Li7 Demaray from the INMED program, the assist-
ant director of INMED in Grand Forks, N. Dak.
- Our apologies for being so late.

Liz, I would like to welcome you here today. We have heard only
praise for the INMED program, praise from Governor Olson; the
president of the University, Tom Clifford; the dean of the medical
school, Tom Johnson. My staff, who has been out to review the pro-
gram, both during the youth summer term and the regtd4ir school
term, has been very impressed by both your staff and thelst udents.
Having a daughter who is, a student at the medical school as well, I
get up there occasionally, so I know first-hand of the work yo' tu-p
doing.

x.118,.
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1 would just likeo say, Keep up the good yak. As you know,
the committee has already quegtioned Dr. Steele on the program,
but we would like to hear your paint of view, also.

If you have a prepared statement, the entire statement will
appear in the record. You may proceed to highlight it if you wish.

t .

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH YELLOW BIRD DEMARAY, ASSIST-
ANT DIRECTOR, AMERICAN INDIANS INTO MEDICINE PROGRAM
(INJVIED). ACCOMPANIED BY DOROTHY WEBSTER, INMED,,
yLATHEAD TRIBAL COUNCIL, RONAN; AND DONOVAN ARCHAM
HAUT, INMED ADVISORY BOARD, FORT BELKNAP INDIAN
RESERVATION

Ms. DEMARAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What I would like to do is bighlight"some of my prepared state-ment.
Senator ANDREWS. That will be fine.
Ms. DEMARAY. I would like, to introduce Dorothy Webster, who is

a member of our INMED advisory board. She i from the Flathead
Iridian Reservation. Also with me is Donovan Archambault from
the Fort Belknap, Mont., reservation.

To highlight, we are requesting a total of $800,000;. $200,000 for
the regular program and the summer program that was mentioned
and $550,000 for 62 scholarships.

We are now, as you Icriow, at zerb appropriation level. We ask o
remain as a separate line item of title 1, and we c.sk tke immed to
enactment of OW 1P3 scholarships.

In the statement, the material that was pre7sented to you, I '
would like you to please note that we have only 2 years. We were
told it was. only for 2 years.

We have prpven to be a successful program, ad Dr. Steele stated.
We have 33 Health care workers,. 29 of whom are physicians. We
are a success because.our students are a successt. But, as.you know,
the pool of applicants is decreasing.

As Was also stated, there is going to be a large shortage, 50 A-
cent in the Aberdeen area and 30 percent in the Billings area. And
yet we have heard that we are're at a 5 percent parity.

We need 'nurses, also The need for nurses 'is acute. There is a
-constant turnoiPer of physicians, thereby increasing their responsi-
bilityto provide the continuity of care on the reservations.

We have proven to be successfully, but each year most of our
time and effort is spent on working on this budget. We have come
back a number of times. We appreciate the' help that you have
given teus, Mr. Archambault has soi comments to make, also.

Senator ANDREWS. Before Mr. Archambault makes his com:
ments, we want to put your ,entire testimony in the record at this
point, Ms. Demaray.

(The statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 204.]
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!NNE'S
The Univeriity of North Dakota

401c a3
otoro 304X$ 34202

,MOVE 277104/

United States Senate
Select Cormxttee on Indian Affairs
mashinaton,b.C. 20510

American Indians into Medicine/Program (INNID)
School of ',dictate
Unswerssty of Berth oaxota
Grand forte, th) 56202

REARING DATE. February 25, ISO

HITHESS. Slatetech Tallow bird tonarlty. Assistant Director
American Indians into,Hodteine FrograM (Insert)

Dos l73-Bnivetsany Station
Grand Forks, ND 50202

Donovan Arcbanbault
Tribal Health Director, Ft. Belknap
Ft. Belknap, NT
1NhEO Advisory Beard Member

Dorothy Webster
Flathead Tribal Council, /moan
Ronan. MT

No are hero an behalf of IMAM and its trIball. app....anted Advisory Hoard
repre.tntang 100.000 Indaans from the 5.tato area of North Dakota, south
Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, and Nontana to request continuation of MAD and
the 'watt. Manpower Scholarabip Program as a line Item within the Indian
Health Serrace budget for Faelal year 1984. Our request is for $800.000 to
Isc110., regular program and 'enrol' proems* ...upport at $2$0,000 and 8850,000
for 42 ecbolart,tn.ps. Deff. as requesting to remain as a viable means by
which the %rectal goverment-togOveramoilt relationship and the trust re-
tpot.abalatlea of the Fuders1 Government to provide adequate health care to
the Indian ostsso:. can be fulfilled.

t
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Thank you for this opportunity to appear lei y name is tlitabeth
TellowDred Cemaray, the As.istant Director of 1e Ind1, ss Into Medicine Program.
ffintED) at the dittversit) of $orth Dakota. I at anted by Donovan atchael
hauls'. Tribal Health Ortectot or rt. Belknap tren Resetvation and reaper of the
'NNW Advisory Heard. borvthy Webttet Tribal Council and lintEir Board member
from FlatheM irtT) Pcsorvatron, end other tribal representatives. we are hero
in behalf of /SHED and its tribally appointed Advisory Board (ropctsenting
L60.6c,o x6ctiasts tram the five Statoeh of trorth Dakota. South Dakota. Ire1 's4ska,
Montana and *maul/ to requelt continuation of INKED and the hellitiemaiporrer
sea/At nip pro -ran as a lrre 'treat sttiltn the Indust Health Servrer budget for
festal year 2984. Our fewest is for $800,000 to include rcqular program and
4,41Aser ptoIrtuis Suppers at 525.T.000 ane 8550.000 for 62 scholatshrpe. During
F.Y. t32 224Sb had 52 -toll:tits on Lir S .icholarshrpsi and 25 students.tecervarrq
alternative sources of !orating. These numbers do, not reflect Sumter lnititute
Nteents..

41e hashe eaintatned the IN...4Fb atraniattaticas and 6071'iez .progran btklet ar
re Paced lvml i,f :400,:..10 :or the pAst three f rscal years. Du: ing thVi tine
the student rerker; have rtsreased by one-thrd and demands for student support
service; t4V,11 laGte %sc.! ac...cordin7 ty. Fringe bcnef it Z. Salary it cps'ases. matn-
tenanso alretents ind other such costs outside the control of the frogram have
also increased. The trers is could control ouches travel, core leans, and
homer of petionnel have best adjusted to allow asto remora,' they the S2u0.004
lieut. Pedo,:trcn; viii further :oxtail needed student sere' es. Additionally.
servrcea to ttrte.1 csntinee to be decreased. Stud". a base also started
to Incur debt., at agner testis as tile Program is enahleto help them with
rntetvie. trartel and acre t.et, that a;ed to be allOgay enieU.CD through the
ltre-fr budlet.

,/
we 4.414,4 1411:,,, to t'esivan .4. a separate line ate rot all iestront, of title I

that ft:thI.,:, 'tarot ;totar z-shoert and 4 fit e ott.SCient cant secountrnertr a.at s art d, he at, 114.0 attempt an, o sc -ore print-outs frets :115
un all :14,1:::` sf &I viol :Ants :or addt al follow-up and cost control.

Mitt* he. itovr that it 44, toil 1041 41401 redicat school landsdatea
Twenty -two. fhp.s =an r.Jst« radortui tr; OW/h the ,r01150tOhlp 01 ,thttrOy fifteen
1ave int .1-o4 hc 44,1 -,e prat. GO) 1:411C1110. All but four of the..e

t -Nat., have 4.C.Ihr4 nz are ..orirrri islt ireitan people. Two fote residents
I tf t 111.AL...4 !hi, ,t4:4-4L Lave signed ..tp with lisitan Health St rViee

ilr .nrnt ti.r> ;wit f It / Seven rest* phys.teian graduates are
ctn. ,f 3. ..tr tf , 1 as six more ntsdeirts have been aorrttcrl
tst : si 1 148 $ he preontlylhave twenty -ore in am lazal
that s art, t tt %Wirt. t .0 tra f 04t rece.red prtparativis at ItatID that were
aditsis.1 it ...rote fh aloittson..o rht irirary Malin care provider -., two
nag 4 4"a -r.at^t, ..r/ ntr t art one master's or eUt.41,. Health
bast ,t's ; kir. :1'h 15111 All live 4 ths-e 41.9vate., are of

.r Lat. slit. Tt 47 a's. Ito,enty, Chi; t,ttnss: the total to
hsrt,-!t:. s:t's hatc tsadeats l trantreh tr.i; relrar, As-
or at tst CA/0, , e.r.e.t1441.1 01 I115 rer ie Karl

ji 44. 4: .tl..
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The faith and help from Congress each year has enabled the University and
twenty-two reservations represented by IRMO to work at solving the continued ..
shortage of Indian Health Manpower. The continued commitment by the um
Medical School to offer five positions anomaly to catering freshmen students
has been instrupental lh INmED's success. Ible shortage will become more
acute with the Tick of alternate sources Of financial aid for all medical
studehts, especially Indian students coming from low income families. Title
IV of the Indian blucatim Act has been helpful to students. particularly those I 4
with a larger number of dependents. There is ho dependency allowance en the
Indian realth Card improvement Act Scholarship. However, this funding source
may not be available in the Eeturi. The health Carvers Opportunity Program
IRC0P) helped finance the rgcrultment activities cf,IMMED. eurrehtlyin its second
year of a three-year cycle of program funding. 1

t

$ f
There has been discussion of.!patitroinumbersof health personnel to mee(
Indian'hoalsh care ncedseinditatemonts that IDS is within St of acheAving
parity with othps health care providers available for service to the general
populations. This s hard to understand at Standing Sock Reservation where
Over 200 physicians are in and out during the past two years. There axe
no pervment physicians at Cheyenne.River in a four doctor station, and only
one at Standing Rock in a five doctor station. Port Berthold has only one
physlcfan who is leaving soon with no replacements in sight 'n thiktwo'phy.
sicianistation. A SO percent shortage of positions in the Aberdeen
area, and a 30 percent shortage in the Billings area by auly 1, 1983, to
entMicated; These positions do not reflect the numbers needed to receive ..,

aptly:pitchy*. only the numbers allocated per sotvice area.

N'`..
IS= 's s current graduates are signing up for INS, but aeny are going to
Oklah and Alaska. We are just starting to produce for Aberdeen and bil-
lings. This is partly due to the hecossity to break barriers in INS to
allow physicians to return to thole own asses and partly duo to the need for
a 'etitical mess' of physicians in a place before it becomes easier to recruit
co !Ilium:age/es. the problem of training Students from this area has been
met only with the summer programs Oat start these students in junior high
and high &Chad. We have two third-year inodical students in this category
who will return to Aberdeen area eventually to practice because that is
where theit hone is. This Spring we will graduate the first...Indian Physical
Therapist from 0110 who wishes to temain in 'South Dakota.

.

The .aid for nurses is as acute. the lack of tcendssioa Corps nurses will
cause a setious shortage at the higher leve14 of training. At the present
tine an acute health manpower shortage problem still exists in the Aberdeen
Indian smith Serv.ce area, which is part of tha IMMD Program, s4rvico area.
Eighteen physicians and 27 nursing vacancies ate being reported at this thee
by the Area director. The constant physician turnover has placed increased
responsibility on the nurses to provide continuity of care.

With cutback in contract care monies, the IRS Service Units have had to meet
an Increased itmand for serv.ses with less persona 1 and Meiotic. Poverty
levels in the reservations in our are are the hie st in the nation. Poverty
bleeds more sickness and need for health th services, t most help is being re-
duced not increased. When we attempt long range goo to provide Indian health
manpower, via MED and the ischolerships, short sightednoss abounds in the
higher levels of the beaurecracy as well bs retaliating tot a Cob well done.
Parity of Indians serving Indians in health takes tics. We aro slowly !Maim'
ing the numbers but im takes ton to twelve years ro gotta person ready to
practice medicine. $ / -

'

1
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./ 16 Freshman vine (V) not receiving INS etholarships

8 Sophomores 'three (I) not receiving fen schoalrships

2 Juniors - none not icceiving INS scholarships

12 Seniors - ont (1) :cot receiving INS scholarship

187

TOTAL. MAWR Of PARTICIPANTS
IS888 19824981

a

12 Spezia) graduates « three (2)

5 First year medical esculents

8 Second year *Oita students

4 Third year mmdical sindeits

6 Foo. Jr year medical students

14 Residents

not receiving INS stbolarehips

none not receiving INS scholarships

- three (3) not receiving INS scholarships

Transferred to other schools from UND
none not rot/doing INS scholarships

- Transferred to other schools from UND
three (3) not receiving 114 scholarsjdpe.

NDt's who have finished residency ( 11 outworking or have worked with
Indian Health Service or a plata
with on INS contract)

5 Graduated - hilted Health professions

Financial hills;

-

!SHED received fifty-two (SI) I.R.S. scholarships for Py.02.
Supplesontel funding for eligible I.N.S. funded students and
total funding for all other students tame frOm.vitle IV, Pall \

Crusts, 8.1dr. Tribe) scholarships, Loans, Workstudy, end other \
uisealleneous sources,

Prepared byr Nermy Hartman
Counsaler/fresoerch Analyst

Dater 2/15/03
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The Indians into Modietno Program (MUD) serves approximately 100,000 native
Amoricans of twenty-two resorvatiens in the five-state area of Morth Dakota,
South Dakota, Motraska, nomirm a I (tentena. An all-Indian Advisory Boart
appointed by the Tribal Council from each reservation of the Program sort' co
area providos direction to IMMED, whose operationalrtase is the Univarsiti
of north Dahota.Selioof ofHodleine at Grand Forks, 1,,

MED le an Indian molten). education program whose goal IS to prepare well
qualified Indian health professionals who will provide health care accept-
able ro the Indian people. To data, INHED has graduated "29 Doctors of Mad-
Lein*, boa Dontist, one Masters of Public Health and two pogistetad Nurses
(1.A. degree), The Program has atso assistod On additional twenty students
In their placoment to other madical/professional schools throughout the

.

fifty states. ($ha Tab Ay I
r . ellig

Funding for the IHreD Prgram has ease from a variety of sources. In its
beginning to 1913, XEMED partiallyPoperatod through a grant from the national
Institute of Health (HEM). Educatipmal and supportive serVites for cloned*.
ary,"secondary, college andrmedieal students were provided for through-this

funding. The Federal Office of Imomanic OpportunItleg.-(020)providadrthe'
remainder of ItIiIP funding. These monies providod.studont-financial aid and
supportive and administrative servicoo for the Program.

- -
In Docember 1974, the Aberdeen Area Waco of the Indian Health Service (16S)
became the contracting office to administer the remaining two yearsof IAIIE(4
grads monies from OCO. The olemontary/secoadary programs (no loiger funded
by tarn were oxpanded to be Included in this contract. Later, in Catobor
1078, the provisions for administrativpand student financial support for
01tV1,ororo Contracted with the terrine o. -"

1
Indidn Affairsothrough special a;:-

ptopiations from Cangrgss.

The ala uontanued ednintatratiag IMASD's yearly Congressional appropriails
until October 1978. At that time the Bureau felt Indian Health Manpower'
Dtwolorment would not to test served rhro9gh that agency. .Agaln INWED was
without an administrativo authority to manago its Legislative appropriation.
if7.00wer, with the onactment of the Indian Malta Care Improvement Act
(Pt. 94 -437), the Doll Program twhtch served as a prototype for Title I,
Section 102 -1051 was qualified to' -fit" wething the Act's logislative psrvieu.
MED has operated through the aunpi4oe of Pt. 04-417 and its administrative
authority. the Indian Health Sergio,, since thgeti .

in 's strugglo for existanco has icon an annual oc wawa. Since 1976,
=MAD has boon able tO COntinne as n successful, self - contained educational
aurport lyslem only by.the strong support and faith Congrossias had in
Program. In 1000, fot the first time in its aniatanco, it1 nC0 was includ
in the INS budget for that operating year (PY 01). Wc'woro also a lane

is tho IBS 77 02 budget tuat a such reduced sum for administrativ4 ctat.
. .

'(See Tab Al various dotes on charts attachod.
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Addltionaliy, the scholetthips monies are eat longer controlled by the Fro
gram but rather approved in the Scholarship Office of US. Asa result of
the shift in control, Mars 142 prole% oqlee allowed us only four new
srodnots for fall 1921 emtry under the ri sir budget. Although We requested
six times that many students starts. IUXED could have handIed the additional
nesters with exist:hag staff and program re:ousel-should they have received

4Seholarihips. ifeo Tab Al Fall 1922 was better and wo received stholar-
shipedom 14 nee students. The program, through its successful tesok record,
finally varrunted'keeoning/incorporated within the purpose and structure of
an agency whose reason for existing coincides vie I4424. Although that
agony states it support for 144E0, each year se arc again not requested in
the budget.

Future budget planning COT federal agencies is now being considered: The
Administration is looking again at governmenr spending. and Indian health
beripower nevolopmest is again being'serurinined. The Indian health Care
lOprOVe0ORt Act i2 up for reantherlsetien. Wo have been told that the
scholarship would be phases cut is would 14244 by 1985. Congress. in its
wisdom provided now seholatshipl,for 1983.

IN= now asks the coniinueeksupport of Congress GO enable the continuation
of one of the very few avenues by which Indian health CAM delivery can be
s' successfully impacted. lixED has proved to be successful and cost -bone-
facial in its attcepts to sear goals and the needs of the Indian people.'
administratively. 715 has kept its Program tests bolder 30 percent of the
total riOWA budget.* The remaining 70 percentage of the budget is pro-
grammed foe ?*motions orientated toward slitter services for the students of
xey,rx. ier.ree,Cost for educating one phy.inifin is volt gmlow the national
evarage cost of $100,000 as est:mated by various medical schools and =Meal
organizations. The Frodeam.s annual student retention rate has been nein,*
tanned at ea percent or batter and as previeualy montionod, thirty -three
Wilt: professionals have thus far graduated thrnugh the direct support of
Im4s0. Fourteen of these students ate still in residenty--all but four of
the cost age too:hang for'or have worked for.projoOts funded by Malan Health
Savior. Toros are directly employed now by Indian health Servicas. Five
ethers are doifwieontract work with lCI. In addition, thirty -seven students
1.1;0 were once with the FfOgfad continued to pursue health related fields,
hoperully us a result of 142tweengouragemont and support. (sea Tab A)

The read Lot programc such de INED aMSIA$ to bC\as critical alit did in
1970 sten the nee:et:Baty lor.olnerity health profPosienala kaeaoe apparent.
The Aberdeen Area of IRS is more onderstaff+1 now than in was fast yearehen
it was 27 percent below the number of doctors needed to adequately provide
servio... In coo year sons smallor reaerVelonsrhave experienced a turnover
of over 200 phy3teian.. standing rook, Seth a good hospital, has had 8p diff-
erent physicians in the tact two years, and some veto so bAthey had to to
raIc4 ad. The toeson for goeephyrietans tancellang their e sigomonts ranged

ry 81a -The program year runt administratively from Parch 1 to February TO,
thus we are on Py 02 monies until nateh 1 when we stave on ry 03 monies.
Tao student scholarship.: cycle goes Croft Aug. 1 to July 31, and are ear%
rently on ry 83rfunds. (See Tab 2)

program budgetTitle 1, Section 102 of FL 94.417 (Soo Tate dl
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from "someone haeied ray dog" to the lack of undetatandang Of Indian eultero.
anotner reason was the frightonang reaiiry of being the only 'Doc" in an
Isolated modioal setting with lattle.or no ausa:Iosy .tiff and adequate Or OM-.
dated factiatiOr and equipment to provide the; .0ACOrit health Caro Mutt all
poopio deserve that Indians have been querantoon by theiespeclal. treaty
status. Tho Ghana Report, which predicts thero may lig en over supply of
physiepins for the general,population by the year 2004, else reports that
rosetvations and rural and -ionet City 4r049 will Continue to emperialico
dcetOr shorts es. ' (See Tab. r*

The special rolationship o501:19 between thy federal govoroment and Indian
tribes, and the "tract" rosionsibilitiOs that Congrods has pledged, provides
Sot health saresceY to the Native American rookies. HUM in a vohic;* ly
UtilCh this rospon..ibility to provide hoe/eh sonpowon can be fulfilled. (See

Tab C) The alt rnativot nay inclodl 1. Special approptiatlon to be added
as a Lion7itom re the budget of Ina. .2. the inoluelon Of.INAEL. wsthih the
regular badget of INS as part Of their regular program issplemintationo old/
Or 3. "Sleek Groot*" to the twenty-two tritea rvprcCantcd by MCI% via the
Universiry or North Latvia. This direct opproprletson is necessary In order
to protect the rive first-yuat positions for Medical School offered annually
ro iLMtle students by the Unaversity fl North Dakota School of Modiclnoi
4. appreaehing private funding stereos tO supplement educational cost.
Ucsever, a.,xstane,frcz th.s teeter has been s.eg3t hod is only .:rented.
rt'r one year, usually. We have coda budget cuts as noted In rah 0) 110wever,

st u nit coat-eitectivo to eliminate ccopiotoly a program serving the needs
for %nigh it was da..ligned, especially when those floods stall exists S. 44p.
plemental scholarship da4via state 441/ and DIA is Doing applied for but
the present economic situation has stifies the aitOrgit. Thle provides fund
mg for pothers a pow stadents pot year; 6. Well* a'big narketing Cato-%
sign to eoli InmED publ.catv.os Which would be turned baek'into the PrograM

budgot federal regulations have been discuased on thfs,lattos point ante
there are stair etele peoples. =wining The °townie situatien nationally
ay ,do than risky .it the vosent two.

Wits. the eormitint and support displayed by Congress, thcrialversity and
the Indian moo., woo, attic-V:0.y wilt be the beneficiaries, IN= Is enft-

iadent that Congre,s will help find alternatives to aosi/A Inelzo aid its

continued effort's to pro.ido the caliber of health earn tiudfis acceptable
ro the Indian people.

A
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TAB A

INSTITUTIONS %MPS PROFESSIONAL DEGREES WERE
EARNED Dr 17aiED.PHOPESS10NALS (1973-1982)

gOw

Medic ii Schools Dumber of-Sradunres
...

University of Allergia .

University of Arizoaa
university of California (Davis)
University of Colorado

st
.

t,

.

4

1

1

5

University of north Dakota . A. 2

fhiversitrof Chiapas& . , . 3
Harvard University .... 1

Univerokfty of Kansas . 1

XidicalICollego of Wisconsin - mils/auks. 1

Mount Sinai 1

Univors.ny.of Nov York (Buffalo) 1

UniverSitY-oi-Texas--Southmasrern (Dallas). 1r_ .

Tufts Utiversity .1
universzty of ((tab 1

University of itsshington 1

Weshington University -(Sr. Louis) i

Oral Hobart* University '. 1

Geotgellashington UnivOrSitY 1.
John Hopkins School di sodicine 1

Sub Total 17

Dental school

. Creighton Unlverszq 4, 1

Masters in Public Health

Sub 'Dotal, 1

UniCcrsity of California - Derkeley
s Sub Total

1

rursinu 01.5.3 .
College.of Nursing, Unzvcrsity of ,Worth Dakota 2 0

Subtotal 2

TOTAL 33

1=7"

I

Updated; December 30. 1982
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INMCD PROGRAM
Acadmilc Program Participants

1973 1982
.

One hundred and sixty-eiae colleie undergraduate students have
Enrolled at the University of worth Dakota as participants, of

INKED. PollowIng a breakdown of student accominishaents
- __and the "spin-off" effect DOM has had on students who left

4

the iroiiiifor personal. academic. or financial reasons.
. .

CATEGORY OP PARTICIPANTS 'PARTICIPANT WAGERS

Students Who Were Continued
As Participants of IMMO

Direct Ind, Total

1. Students presently pursuing undergraduate degrees/
pre-medical school requirements.

2. Students presently pursuing a health profesaional
degree (KOCNOPP).

3. Students who have completed a health professions
degrees

'v Totals
Doctors of Medicine (M. q.)' i9.
Kagters,fn.Public Pealth(V8.0) 1

Doctor of Dental Surgery(D.D.S.)
Registered Nuree(8.3.8.) s 2

Students Who wore Dismissed/withdrew
As Participants of 1NME0

32 6 38

22 6 28

33 33

87 12 99

4, Students presently peeving an undergradlate prehealth le

or math/Science degree.'

5. Students who have completed a health or math/science 4
degree. ,

."

6. Students who are presently working in the health/health-17
related field but did not ample" the degree they wore
pursuing with INMCD.

4 ' 7. Students who are presently pursuing ahonhealth degree. 5

. e 8. Students who have completed a non-health degree. 3

9. Students who aro*presontly working in a non-health/ 14

health-related field but did not complete a degree.

10. student, presently seeking employment bed lac not
compacted a degree.

11. Students unable to be tracked at the present time. 0
Total 169

V

S

0

199
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ihiolaumber and pereenlege of partici/no/tarot/oh/we
been tracked that arelgssociatedowith a heattb or
mathYseience slated area/ either as students or
OS working personnel.(1+20+444*T)

t '

the =bar and percentage of participants who have
been tracked that are associated with.a non - heath
'carter/ either as students or lis working personnel.

)17t8+8410)

138

23

Percentage

82%

17t

the number and percentage of participants who are not
associated wtth e_ecalth, or other, oaretr/ either.
as students or as working peeeetne1a10 8 dlt

160 100.0
'Participant nue rs reflect enrollment of the regular
academic pregrams,only, and 413cl/idea Sum* Institutft
and porticoes, participanis.

-Kerry Mardian/Counselor- Research
December 10, 1002
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TAB -8

OCET CATEGORY
Scevon 101 - 11211th Prot. Reorairaa

(a) Personnel
' fringe hnatits

(c)

. (41 Equipment

(11, 2401'104
( Othello'

la Cautaltonts
2. ImIpphone
3. -Paicaga
4. lean:0-3 Resource Center

-------$. Publxcatione 4,Printing
6' 11188, Tits

7. Reelth Prof. Seminar
18. PrOgYAM Advocates Inn.
49. Summer 1nst..College prof
10. S./. Jr. Righ Sch. Pro

(g) Direct Charges Totals
.(h) Indirect %area Totals

. TOTALS
Seotioa 103 - Utaith Prof. Prep, Sch.
Station 104 - Nealth Prof. ScholotO
Saerfoe 103 - tater:whips

.

(0 Roark Profrasions Stalest
Divert Chimps Tote%
lodhear Charge* Total

(b) Prmgram Advocates Training
1 (Arcot Chem* Torsi

Indirect Charges Tore):
(0 Summer Inst. College Progr

Direct Margot Total.
' Mirror Charge* total '

(41 Extera*blp Proven@
Direct Merges ?Oral'
Indirect Cbargea Total

(c1 Student
GRAND 50TALS

Sebolorehipl, t

f_dunel ardor other *cottons of ha

obtrell.iftle I budget for TY 198

.

.

i4040 L

Sections
LOW

"Tirli 94t437), Sectlofts 102,
;

103; 104, 105 ie
DODOEp D8EA100181

4 1ST. 1002- _

Line
. 'tea

'

$118;361.00
21092.00
10,000.00

-0f
5;470.00

29,7.50.710

:

.

183,183.00
la a

_change froa
TT t.1-4--

Coat_

,

*

.

, s

4,3.800.00
6,000.00
2,000.00
2,0)5:112

11,500.00
2,500.00
15,000.00
34,000.00'
9,00000 'I

. Ie. .00
; .

/

.

,

981
inertssr/0atre 6,-

(+1 _

I Sub-
Cost

Lice .

T _____oct,
4130,137,00

21,3(400
15,150.00
29,390.00
14,000,00

103.075.011

4
ra

4
319,25A.00'

. 11.014.00

.Sub

A, //4(-)
d,

/

(-) 1,000.00
() 300.00
( +) 1;250.00

(-) 2,325.00

(..) 8000.00

(-) 2.300.00
-(-)15,000.00

itt3::::::::
() 2,75800

'

i '

f .

- w

'

.

11,774.,
(4) 298.,

(-) 13,15D\
(- 29,590.
,(-) 4,530.

(-1.73.325.

. . 4

72.
.

'.
,

(4)134,0i1..
6 299 .

r

.4
'

.

4 2,000.00
5.500.00
5(250.00

750.00
3,000,00
00
-0-
-0-

. A-

. 13.200.00

,

19;010
2 '

017.100.00
1 368.0

N

35.740.00
2,860,0

22,7 .00.

1,11 9:00

.600.00
2,048.00 $

.

.

000,0

,428.00

)8,400.00

21047.00
4

2/.648.00

il 737

16340,273.0e,

le"
, -03

0-

10.000.00

418 6

4( . 7, ,.

%

40 .,) 18.460:

(4) 38,600.0,

(4) 24 547
0,

- -.
#

(+) 17,6411.

0 8
20.000.00 68, 9 »1 48.8 ..
0"

%

/ v)-1.
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INDIAN HEALTH CARE AMENDIIIENTS/OP 1980

Dreisteat 1,1980,kmietes1 to be primed

,Iefe. UDALL, from Old committee luvonferenFe,
submitted the.followig g. t

PENCE REPORT
91-

I. [To neeolipairS.2128), ,,
The iommittts of conference on the disagreeing loot of the two

Houses an the amendments of the House to the bill IS. 27210 to
...intend the Indian Health Care Improvement Act' and the Public

'Health service Act with respect to Indian call!' ease, and for
other purposes, having met,. after hill and rue conferenCe, have
agreed to recommend and do' recommend tq eir respective Houses

. -as follows: -

That theSenate recede from its d' moment to the amendment
'of the House to th text,of the bill 1 J agree to the same with an t
amenddleat as foil vex

In lieu of the alter proposiod to be inserted by the House
amendment insert he following:
That (a) this Act n ay be lid as the Hcattlt Cartimend
Meats of 1980'.

ibEteept as oth provided, whenever in this Act
an enurnent or 1-is expressed in terms.) an amendment to
or re al of. a sat or other provision, the re trace shall be 01
Word to be made to a section or other provision of the ite
Health Care zvvement Act (90 Stat. 1.40at

.
-

sostranoNs
409= (a) Suction gird is amended by griv.. 0! secArey of t

Health, Education.. and _Welfare" and tasertiag sti
g

a thereof Teo.
Mary of Health and Human Services':

tr.eoe O

3

4

I

2
'I.

0
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.

f lion 4(h) is ameitkiVstriking out "coinposed of urban In

\
ns t and inserting in free thereof 'governed by an Indica con
lleibboard eV:directors",

(a)Sectlinlets amended by adding the following new subsections
at 'Accra thereof:

'(I) 'Rural Indian' means any individual who resides in a rural
communttyas defined in subsection (4 who is an Indian within the

%-nteining of subsection te). and who is not otherwise eligible to re.
e 4 settle health services from the service.

"GrHiiral community means any community that
. "0) is not located on a Federal Indian reservation or trust

area; ,
'(2) is not an Aliakan Nntive village;

'40) is not-an urban &nice: and -
4 "al has et, sufficient ,rust Indian population with u nmet

, -health needs, as determined by the Secretary, to tamer assist.
mice under title V of this Act.

1k) 'Rural Indian organization' means a nonprofit corp.:look body
governed by a board of directors .controlled kr astral _Indians and
providing for the maximum participotionof all intbrested Indian
ronixs and individuals, which body ts capabWof kghlly caporal.
mg with-othei r 'ape and private entliws for the purpose of per.
(orating the arturittes described in section Ma)."

tiebtAieitzuxii stlerowur -

Stc.$ et (a) *hen 102(e) is,omonded lw striking out the last se
tenet and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 'There are author.
iced to be oppropnated to carry out this section $2,d012000 for the
fiscal year ending September$0 1951. 91,50(4000 for the fiscal year
ending September JO; I9,92 $.7.649,410a (Or (he fiscal year ending Sep.
'amber J0. MS, and $4564000 for the fiseld, year c4ding September
JO, OI': It OWSection 104b) is amended to read as follows: :. tl ito

Scholarship grants made pursuant to this section she'll be for
i the Ifillowln g purposes; .- ,

1

lenscmPaaraiarY PreProfesSional education of any grantee
sue scholarship not to exceed he-to-gars.

r 'tl Pregmduate education of ony-grnithp leading-In a bacca
' latireatedemee in an appromdprenterlecinA predentstry. preas,4. .

I
teopathgeptenterinare. medicine, preoptonteily, or ptypodian,

t . 0 Sedion lalid) is amended by stnki oht the last ,Tentano ha
. curriculum. such-171Tdtursistp not W four Years.... i

I insetting in hen thereof the following: " herd are authorised to be

ending Septentber JO.' MI. $4.000.001) for the fiscal year ending Se
appropriated to cony oul this Section er.141a000 for the fiscal yea'
ending
tember etia 1953. $4.0.4poo for the fiscal year ending September O.

'Mg and $5,40.000 for he fiscal vcar ending September JO, 194.7.
' (c) Section 104:di ts a:wetted 6y striking out the last semen&

*.er thereof and inserting in lieu Thereof the fvlintiing: "There are dri-
thortzed to be appropriated to carry out this seta-on &MOW for the

* - fiscal year main, September 30 117$1. S1.146t1h10 for the fiscal rat
endingSeptender.10, 195). 4410.000 for the fiscal year Oahu,: set
wilier JO 118.1,4and $1.510.000 for the fiscal year ending September
JO 1$1. 1 'I .. , I. r

(.)
0

A.

WAD The first sentence of section 757(a) of the Public Health
iService Act is anien.led by striking alit "and for each of the succeed.

ing four fiscal years such sums as may be specifically authorized by
, an Act enacted after the date of enactment of this section" and in.

serting in lieu thereof 19,004000 for the fiscal year endingScptem
her $10,800,000 for the fiscal year ending September JO.

forte fiscal Soar ending September JO, 1981,
$14910,0170 for the fAvQrar ending September 4'1984".

(2) Section AM-Wu amenykd
(A) by striking out "his and in,weling in lieu three( "gie pp.

pikable". and
B) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu thereof "the

Secritaty". 04% .

I

1

to.
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i Section iii46-(2). .
.

e . e'. ,.-
. 0 -- _. ,..

.
14 (2) Prograduato sadcaticc. of any graptee loadaeg to an approved pre-

: 5
r,

.1
i

i medicine, predentistrm, pre odteo ly, pre veterIniry medici5c, pro op.

1 tometry, or:pro podiatry curriculum, sue sdhotarship not to exceed 4 yars.

.4

, r
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Recommend changes to intro:as:ULM effectiveness Of ?Age Z. making' the

effectiveness of Title I, malting Atla comprehensive Health Manpower ilevefep-

-
nodt mechanism:

Soction,uoder scrutiny:1(Section numbers discussed htro refer to the in

_1

7'4 Indian-1his:61th Care'fiiindments of ilSt"

.
.

PrepoScd changes:

Add pro - nursing, and prehy:heal therapy.

Rationale: % cl
.

)
1. Mottos and Physical 'ft:craptits are intri ate pacts of comptehen-' '

4 . . 4

$ :
sive heaulth care delivery system, both are in emend An Indian Health

:;Service. 1 , ..?4 .r0,.
- ,i, '

4

, 6

4V
,Justification: ..

. . 1 .

1) Health care systems sexving Indian people on/near reservations 2 ... *...

are currdAtIy averely understaffed in the Nursing and Physical Therapy

Departments. Hur$es and Physical TRerapists uTti continue to be desperately

needed in the forseiable future.

N
fr

N, 0

tP

a
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AdditiOnal Connentsi
.

Th4- entire segment (2) of Seaton 103. and the 4 year portion of the

In scholarship that is authorized by it web utilized La FY '82 and '83

as mandated by Congress but Is not being implemented dozing the 1903/84

school year doe to lack of regulating policies being drafted. (See attached

copy of initial draft of regulations for SO. iO3 (b) The loss of the ,

"Pregraduate" pertiyet the acholarsh.p is extremely detrimental to the

.

_

overall scholarship program. Title t was initially desangod and letur

implemented to offer studetAS a complete long-term dependable, source of

financial and academic support. Removal of this portion loaves a signi.-

ficant gap lathe 1115 financia! aid schelarahips.

Section under selmtlay

See. 10f (2) Any tndividual . . period of the year" '

Proposed changes

"Amend bare "section l04""

Add "Section 103 and section 104"

Par4ontile

Students in Sec. 103 also caserve access to this work expetience pro-

gram. Such expericace as nececeaty foredMittanCe to spool sodical schools

and sins cost effeCtavo.

2uStifiCatien:

Pre-professacnal students can better prepare for eventual car4rs when

academe coursowork can be coupled with clinical experioacas. This bnables
l

the pre - professional to make better. ooze informed choices of personil

sttengthe regarding career selection and preferences.

rS.t 201

BEST DOPY
ateesi.)
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SPECIFICATION FOR REGULATIONS FOR
INDIAN HEWN CARE AKENDMENTS OF 1980

(AmENDHENT.-Prcgraduate education of any grantee leading to a baccal-
aurcato degree iri,an approved prenedicine, predentistry, preosteopathy,
procsteopathy, Oeveterinary medicine, prooptometry, or propodiatry
curriculum,- such scholarship not to :mooed four years) !

1'14:graduate Education Scholarship Program

/
scholarships may be awarded for the period (not to exceed four academig years)

notessary to couplet° a recipient's Prograduate education to enable the re-
cipient to qualify fot enrollment 4s a gta4mate education prOgram in medicine,
dentistry, osteopathy, wetetinatinedicine, optometry and podiatry. Examples
of individuals oligable for such grants are the individuals who: (a) Has com-
pleted high school and need "Inc:graduate education to enroll in a school of

;calcine: dentistry, cite thy, veterinary medicine, optometry and podiatry:
(b) Has a baccalaurea degree and needs additional progtaguAte,edmco ion
to qualify for enrol nt in the graduate, schools listed.above.

EZigxbility
.

To be *lig o for a prograduate education grant an applicant must:

(a) Be Indians
-(b) vo sUoccssfulty completod high school education or high school

quivalency:

(c) Have demonstrated to tho satisfaction of the Director, Indian Health

Service the dosiro and capability to successfully complete courses of
study in a progradate education prdgran:

d) De accepted for oarolinent in or be entailed in any accredited pregrad-
vat* oducation course ot curticulum: and

(e) Se a diction of the united Statcs.

Application and Selection

An'application for a pregraduato scholarship grant shall be submitted in such
form and at such time as the Director, Indian Hos9.th Sorvicc shall determine.
An applicant must inditate:

(1) The pregraduato education program the applicant wishes to ontot, (2) the

graduate education program the applicant wishes to enter upon completion
of the progrooloato education program, and (3) whether the applicant
intends to provide health services to Indians upon completion of
p.ograduatocdocation of training by serving as described in aeciton
36.333 of FocieralPegistet Vol. 42, No. 223, Friday, November 18, 1977.

Retyped from original draft received from MIS by Lois Eteo.e. H.0./Director/
INKED Program, and dean Brandt in early Novembor, 1981. Final regulations

'new received as of Fabraury 1903.

206
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Within the lssits by funds available fOr"tho purpose, the Director, Indian
Health Service, Shall made pregraduato scholarship grant awards for a period
not to exceed four academic years of an individuals. pregraduata education to
eligible applicants taking Arc consideration:

(1) Academic performance:

(2) Faculty or employer racommor2dations:

(3) stated reasons for asking for the aeholIrshipt and

(4) the relative needs of the Service and Indian health organizations for
persons in specific health professions.

tcholarshir>and Tuition
.

(a) Scholarship grant awards tinder this subdivision shall consist of:

(1) A stipend of $400 par month adjusted in accordance with paragraph
(c) .of this section:

(2) An amount determined by the Secretary for transportation, 9tuitior
fees, books, laboratorf expanses and other necessary educational

expenses.

(b) The portion of the scholarship for the costs of tuition and foes as
indicated in the grant award will be paid directily to the school
upon receipt of an invoice from the-schooi. The stipend and remainder
of the scholarship grant award will be paid monthly to the grantee under
the conditions specified in the grant award.

(c) The amount of the monthly stipend specified in paragraph (a) (1) of this
section shall bo increased by the socretary for oacb academic year end-

__big in, a fiscal year beginning after September 30, 1970, by an amount
(rounded to the next highost multiplq of SI) equal to'tho amount of such
otipend mu1tiplioe by the overall percentage (as sat forth in the report
transmitted the Congie:,.. undar section 5303 of Title 5, United States:

, ado) of the adjustment (if such adjustment is an increase) in t!sa_ratss -
of pay undar the General Schedule made effective in the fiscal-fear in
which-such academic year ones. ---

Publication of a list Of recipients

The Secretary, acting through the service, will publish annually in the
Federal Rogistor a list of recipients cholorship grants under this sub-

division, ineintUng the name of each re. pions, tribal affiliation and
school.

MI

A

.20 M.
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HEALTHtROFESSIONS SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR NEM APPLICANTS

Three health professions scholarship programs operated by the Departmprit.of
Health and Human Services' Indian'llealth Service (INS) under theiuthority
of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (P.L.94-437) and the Public Health
Service Act are now available in the Igez SCHOLARSHIP CYCLE to applicants.

The HEALTH PROFESSIONS PREPARATORY SCHOLARSHIP Program for Indians (Section
103) providis scholarship support to Indian people for up to Lyears of com-
pensatory preprofessiona' education which, upon completion, will enable the
student to qualify for en.oilment or re-enrollment in a health professions

, school. I

The PREGRADUATE EDUCATIO4 SclistARsUIP Program for Indians (Section 103. as
amended by P.L.96437) provides scholarship support to India people for up
to 4 years of pregraduate education leading to a baccalaureate degree in an
approved.premedicine, Preantiscry, and preoptometry curriculum which upon
completion, will allow the student to qualify for enrollment in a health
professions school, i.e., Medicial School, Dental School, Optometry School.

The HEALTH PROFESSIONS SCUKAPSHIR Program (Section 104) provides scholar-
ship support for students enri1led, or accepted for enrollment, in a hellth
professions school.

Programs which HILL BE considered for the 1982 Scholarship Cvcle:

Many health professions are eligible for consideration in the scholarship
program, but final decisions on scholarship awards depend upon the health -1

manpower needs of the Indian Health Service and Indian people. Thus, con-
sideration for the 1982 Scholarship Cycle will be given to qualified appli-
cants in the following health professions:

Nursing
--BSN
--ADM

4 --LPN
Medical Technology
Medical Records Science
Health Education

Speech Patholooy/Audiology
Optometry
Radiology Technology
Vedicine
Dentistry
Masters in Hospital

Administration

COMPLETE APPLICATIONS NECESSARY

Only those persons submitting COAPLETE and ELIGI1LE applications will be con-
sidered for competition for ProgvWdrds. COMILETF and ELIGIBLE
applications must include each of the following:

1. Official grade transcript (Most recent). "Official" means the institu-
tional SEAL and/or ORIGINAL SIGNATURE of the registrar MUSTbe present.
Copies will not be accepted.

2. Witten evidence of acceptance from school for which scholarship is re-
quested. .
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3. For Section 103 Preparatory applicants, vertification from a school
official that the courses are required to meet educatiqp1 deficiency
and that the program represents a full load.. : v.

'41. For Section 103 Pregraduate applicants. vertfiicztion from a school
official that the currciulum leads to a baccalaureate degree in an
approved premeditine. predenttstry, preoptometry program.

S. Documentation of Indian eligibility. (DIA
Recognized Tribes Certification)

6. Two faculty recommendations (letter of
Evaltation Forms which are included in. he

Certification or State...

"1.
dation or Faculty

a ication kit).

7. Brief explanation of your reas'ns for requesting scholarship (Mini -
mat one-half page),

so

Interested applicants should begin NOW to collect these documents while wait-
ing for the Scholarship Appricatioarts

COIIPLETEO APPLICATIONS must be received by the Grants Management Office at
the applicant's DIS Are/Program Office on or before the close of horsiness
APRIL9_LiM
EffroMI U.

' Applicants will be informed of actions taken on their appli-
T 30. 19E.:.

Competition for Section 103 and 104 scholar;hips is higibecause of the strong
interest of American Indians ane Alaskan fttive people In health profgssions
training. Therefore, awards are made on the basis of the applicant, best qual-
ified according to the criteria listed in the Final Rules and Regulations for

to request an

P.L.94-437..

For more information about these scholarship programs, or
cation kit, contact:

Darlene B: Marcellay
e Scholarship Coordinator

Portland Area Indian Health Service
1220 S.W. Third Ave., Rm. 476
Portland. Oregon 97204
Telephone: (503)221.2019

20
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ey, DEPARTMENT OF 1MAIXII la NUMMI SERVICES

'le C., .

11.7::1 .

o ictin

Mac Studeact

Mae *nth Smuno

neee, nascence, and -
- Stream goteasuaCoo

Roche. MD 30857

Enclosed is your continuation *talon KeaIth Serolea (Ills) Sebelarab4p
Applicaciea Kit for academie year 1982-190. The Kit inability rha
applioation materials to he used for the Section 103 Nelda, Profession
Prepacacory Settelarahiypeogran or tea Sectior, 30% Reath trofeadiona
Scholarship progeao.'

7
4.

Piton emplace And sign all documents end iuti/ 8o th0 IRS Ares/Proven
°flit, to xhich you otiolnally applied, MTN, Cranes Haaantmeoe /flee,
on or before Ruch 11, 1983,

Your application fur coneinuatioa must include an official mg, of youe
tonne keel cronocripc through Pan 1982. As 4 atedent funded by :be
TIN Scholarship previa, you ace coquired re maintain a 2.0 COdetoint
Avecage and ba enrolled In 13. credit hours for the next aestotee/gsartrr
to be eligible rot cencituacion. -

You Grill be notified by your Scholarship Coordioacor of eh. 'tato of
your application for tonelnuatioa by dent 1, 1983.

Should you need additional information, please co ttttt your lodlan Seelth
Sergio itroaittonton Settelacthip Cooedilustoe.

a

,
Si ly yours,

her
4,A, It. Wades. N.D.

Mai leant Surgeon Geneva 4
DC10.C.C. Indian tioattb Service

210
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STATEMENT OF DONOVAN ARCHAMBAULT

Mr. ARCHAMBAULT. Thank you, Mr. Chairmmi and Mr. Melcher.
I Naiad like to speak specifically to the overall budget of IHS in

Zeroing out the INMED program and al§e zeroing out the CHR pro-
gram, two very good programs in prevehtion.

In the INMED program, they have been more successful in devel-
oping health career people, than I feel the recruitment efforts of
the Indian Health Service itself have been. Why don't we tak that

Indian ealth Service recruitment money and put it ba into
INMED and let them do the recruiting and developing of physi-
ciaps an health service individuals? -

In rega d to the CHR program, I cannot understand, for the life
of me, h w we can ignore preventive medicine and pour dollar
upon doll r into an area where we have to come and really do a
band-aid ect on the health needs of Indian people on a reserva-
tion.

The program, for the dollar that is investet, the return IS
immeasurable. We have not done a survey as to its effectiveness,
just as the Indian Health Service has not done a justification for
eliminating it. We feel strongly that this program should be includ-
ed in the 1984 budget, along with the manpower programs that
have been referred to today in earlier testimony.

In 1985, the physician replacement fol.: Indian Health Service
hospitals is going to be zelo from the scholarship program, and now
they are talking about going out and contracting. I submitted the
GAOL report .that was done on the closure of nine facilities to which
Dr. Rh6ades ,referred. I believe he-mentioned that there were 48
facilities. They are talking about closing nine of them. One is Fort
Belknap hospital in Montana. They justified that closure by saying
that there isere two other facilities that were within .50 miles of
the Fort B, lknap facility. One facility, we do not even refer pa-
tient. In flict, we take their patients. They have one physician; we
have four physicians. The list goes on. I believe they have four
services gvailable; Fort Belknap has nine services. The list just
goes on abd on.

I do nbt know how they justified some of the content of that
report, either, but I would hke.to have somebodyhopefully, you
gentlemen-1°6k into the GAO report and address some of the
things that are in there.

Senator ANDAWS. Thank you very much. YoUr statement will be
.a big help to us as we try to remedy these strange actions. We ap-
preciate your coming down and sharing them with the committee.

Ms. ARCHAMBAULT. Thank you.
Senator ANDREWS. Our next witness is Melvin White Eagle, ac-

companied by David Gipp from the United Tribes Educational
Technical Center. -

It is a pleasure to see you again. UT C enjoys a fine reputation.
I understand that you received full ace ditation. The BIA director,
Ted Krenzky, who visited UTETC a fe weeks ago, was very im-
pressed with your school, as I am sure y u know.

I welcome yqu here today, and I am 1 king forward to hearing
your comment, on the proposed budget for fiscal year 1984.

4;11 * 21.1_ .
. -
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... ...

Let me again point out to you that your full statement
.
will ...

appear in th,e record, as well as the letter that you have from Mr.
Manning telling of your accreditation, so that we will have them.

I understand you have Richard LaFromboise with you, so t ou are
really doubling in all kinds of power, . 1

' STATEMENT OF MELVIN WHITE 'EWE, mot) TRIBES MCA-
TIONALTECHNICAL CENTER, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID GIPP,
UTETC :e

Mr. WjirrE Eiui.x. Think you very muck, Mr. 'Chairman, for this
opportunity to present testimony.

It his been a long day, and I will just hit the highlights of my
presentation. .

Senator ANpazws. We can as§ule you that every word that ybu
have written 'down there will appear just as though you spokeat, so
if you are anxious to goput and relax, we can understand w,hy.

Mr. WHITE BASLE. First' of all, we have a problem and a 'solution
that we are requesting of the committee: The problem is that the
United Tribes, which operates under the auspices of Public Law
98-688, has a contract which is negotiated with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs via the e'mployme'nt assistance% adult vocational
training budget activity.

Under this system, the BIA has the authority to rectice'indlor
eliminate our funding internally, which makes United Tribes vul-
nerable at the area BIA or Washington, D.C., BIA offices with little
or no consultation or ability to plan. BIA, since fiscal year 1981,
has cut UMTC some 42 percent.

Mr. Chairman, because of our vuliferability under the present
system, we are requesting that United Tribes be provided as a so-
arate line iternwithin the Bureau of Indian Affairs budget.

However, fundi need to be earmarked or .-trovided as a specific
item in the BIA budget. This adtion would provide for greater insti-
tutional stability,'which is lacking under the present system.

Mr. Chairman, our request and need for fiscal year 1984 is some
$2.2 million for all basic and support operations of Ale United
Tribes Educational Technical Center.

At this time Mr. Chairman, I wouk. like to have Mr. LaFrom-
boise make a comment or two. .

Senator ANDREWS. Good. Before he does, let us be sure that your
full statement and the letter of accreditation to which I referred
are entered into the record in their entirety.

(The prepared statement and letter follows;]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP THE UNITEDMIES EDUCATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER>
BISMARCK, N. DAILY SUDM BY MELVIN WIIITZ EAGLE

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the_opportunity to submit this testimony for the
record regardins the United Tribes Educational Technical Center's prime contract
allocation for Fiscal Year 1984.

INTRODUCTION AHD BACICOROUND

The United Tribes Educational Technical Center (UTETC) Is a unique intcrtribal
vocationaechnical school. Located on a 105 acre campus three miles,south of Bis-
marck, North Dakota. the institution is a state chartered nonprofit corporation
owned and operated by the five reservations located in whole of part of North
Dakota. These reservations include: Three Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthold, DieviLl
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Lake Sioux, Standing Rock 'Sioux. Turtle Mountairspand of Chippewa, and Sisseton.
Walmeten Sioux of the Lake Traverse Reservation. Control orthe Center is vested
in a 10 member Board of Directors comprist4 of the tribal chairman and one select-
ed tribal official from each reservatioh's Tribal Council.

Originally established in 1969. UTETC has been in continuous operation for
nearly fourteen (14) years. As the first tribally controlled' residential vocational
school in the nation, UTETC is committed ;to file economic, social and cultural ad.'
vancement of Indian people. It is UTETC's philosoyliy to provide an environment , .
where students and staff can preserve and transmit their knowledge, values, and
wisdom to ensure the survival of Indian ppople now and hi the future, Wale increas-
ing individual opportunities to imprpve the quality of life. The Center.seeics to initi-
ate and sustain educational and economic erograms aimed at the self- sufficiency
and realization of self-determination of American Indians.

UTETC is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools at
the certificate granting level. United Tribes offers students twelvt412) vocational
skill areas from which to choose. The annual enrollment at UTETC from '79 to '82
averaged 270 students from as many as 39 different tribes and 13 states. A majority
of our students have never spent more than ode year away from the reservations
and have histories of chronic, unemployment due to severe lack of jobs and educe.
tional deficits which are well below the national average. One-third have completed

, high school and many have other Manifestations of difficulty in coping with non-,
Indian society, generational poverty and hardship. United Tri. therefdie, has Oro,.
vided an educational and cultural environment designed to fit theneeds of a diverse
tribal clientele. As such, the Center represents the first tangible thence for success-
ful education and for moist of its students.

The United Trifles Educational Technical Caller is the only Indian or tribal tech-
nical postsecondary ins itution specifically designed to meet the needs of the Ameri-

Aon Indian family This is evidenced by a waiting, list that consistently numbers
%ler 250 each quarter. Clearly, United Tribes serves Indihrr people who are either

poorly served et not served at all.
Accordingly, the Llni&d Tribes philosophy is thpt the Indian family is the key to

any success, now and in the future. While the Center serves the single student, it
continues to emphasize and direct its services to married couples-and single parent
families. Thus, Ole Center provides training an.l services relevant to its clientele,
including: an elementary school, a dispensary, a child development center, and a
nursery. As such, United Tribes exists as an Indian family community with a total
poitulation in the vicinity of 300.

'The United Tribes Educational Technical.Center provides thpse institutional ac-
tivities which are fUndamental to the delivery of vocational education via the Cen-
ter's philosophy. These include: a 'are of vocational programs which have been on
going and updated throughout some 14 years; supplies and, equipment for the vow
.tions; adult education for students who wish to enter vocations %Ouch require GED's
or high ,School diplomas; a modest offering of and recreational activities
that necessarily supplement the program.% of any credible educational Institutions;
counseling and pincement services for United Tribes students; support services such
as the cafeteria, housing, maintenance, student campus transportation, administra.
tioneend fixed costa.

el

'

PROBLEM

UTETC operates under the auspicta of Public Law 92-638, the Indian Self.Deter-
Mination and Education Assistance Act. The United Tribes prime contract is_negoti-
ated with the Bureau of Indian Affairs via the Employment Assistance AduR Voca-
tional Training budget activity. Under this system the BIA has the authority to
reduce and/or eliminate than funding internally. which makes UTETC vulnerableot
the Area BIA or Washington, D.C. BIA offices with little or no consultation or abili-
ty to plan. Since fiscal year 1981, BIA has cut UTETC some 12 percent.

SOLUTION

Mr. Chairman. because of our vulnerability under the preIent system we are re
questing that UTETC is provided as a separate line item within the Bureau of
Indian Affairs budget. However, funds need to be earmarked or provided as a specif-
ic item in the B,',A budget. This action would provide for greater institutional stabil-
ity which is lacking under the present system. Mr. Chairman, ourrequest and need
for fiscal year i984 is some $2.2 million fer all basic and support operations of the
United Tribes Educational Technical Center. We can provide additional detailed jus-
tification statistics and analyses substantiating this request:

. 215
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Mr. 'Chairman, this concHilles our testimony. If further information is desired in
regard to United Tribes, we would be happy to provide the same upon request.

i4ORTII CENTRAL Assocwrion or &WOES AND SCH0013,
COMMISSION on Insmultons OF HIGHER EDUCATION,

Chicago, M., October * 1982
Mr. DAVID GM,
Executive Director, United 751bes Educational Technical Center, Bismarck, N.Dak.

DEAR MR. GirtnThis letter is formal notification of the action taken ,concerning;
United Tribes Educational Technical Center by the Executive Board of the Commis-
sion on Institutions of Higher Education. At its meeting on October 26, I982. the
Board voted 'That the United Tribes Educational Technical Center be granted ac=
creditation at the Certificate granting level; that the next comprehensive evaluation

i'f* scheduled in three years, 1984-85?'
The action of the Board was based on the materials provided by your, institution.

the report and TeCornrnefidation of the visiting team, and tht recommendation(s) of
'the Review Cernm;ttee.

On behalf of the Commission, I want to thank you and. your colleagues once again
for yeti. cooperation during the evaluation process. If you have any questions about
this action or about Commission policies and procedures, please wilte or call Dr.
Steven D. Cray, Assistant Director, whoois the staff person responsible for continue
ing to provide assistance to United Tribes EdrreationarTechnical Center,

Sincerely yours,
Tritraaron E. MANNING',

Director of the Consausqion
on institutions of Higher Education.

STATEMENT OP RICHARD LaPROMBOISE, CHAIRMAN, TURTLE
MOUNTAIN RESERVATION, N. DAR. -

Mr. tAFRobillOISE. Mr. Chairman and committee members,
coming from North Dakota, it is always good to see some familiar
faces here. I also want to put my greetings to Senator Meleher. I
have 560 allotments out in your State which' I have to look after at
times.

Senator MELCHER. Come often.
Mr. LAFaotesoiss..At the present time, the purpose of the testi-

mony is, or course, to give endorsement to United 'tribes Educe
donut Technical Center in the State of Notth Dakota. I also haa
the opportunity of representing them before the North Central Ac-
creditation Systeln in Chicago, where we received favorable ac.

To - ccredited as a university that gives credits to students,
they niti be able to provide some stability fbr an education. The
tribes in North Dakotathat is, the Turtle Mountain Tribe, the
Fort Totten Tribe, Fort Berthold Tribe, Standing Rock Tribe, and
the Sissetpn Indian Tribehave come together with their assets,
which are in real estate, and that is the old fort there which is in
the actual assessment of $13 million. We have to try to protect
that.

But I think the real interest which we are trying to protect is the
education of our youth. It is the only Indian school or center in the
United States that deals with the total family needs;,that is; from
the children until they graduate from some type of training that
puts them into the job market.

It also has a unique feature to it that when the individual leaves
the reservation to go to the capital city of North Dakota, they go to
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an urban area where they learn a lifestyle during a period of 2
years, and, at the same time, receive a marketable education.

That gives them a greater chance than the old failure of the
Bureau of Indian -Affairs and how they tried to take our Indian

. people from the reservation, and take then to San Francisco or
Denver or somewhere else, and they did not even know hOw to live
there. They may have known how to work there, but they never
knew how to live there.

We also have to take a look at the people that are trained there
at the educational center 'in North Dakota, and that is, 52 percent
of those people are graduates of hardcore reservation unemploy-
ment people. Of their graduittes, this year, in a depressed economy,
77 percent of those graduates were placed. In previous years, they
have had up to, and on an. average, between 85 and 90 percent
placement.

I think, as a tribal leader, I look dor the future of the United
Tribes Educational Cenfer to be a continued success, and I am very
proud to be one of the organizing members and working members
of that board and the people that are associated with it.

Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much, Mr-Chairman.
We hope that shortly we will have good news for the continued

success of UTETC out there. As you know, the Fiscal Year 1983
Appropriations Act had my amendment in the conference language
to insure that 95 Rercent of the dollars in the line item did go to
UTETC, and I hope we can continue that. .

David, do you have anything to add, other than your support for
what these fellows have talked about? .

Mr. GIPP. Well Mr. Chairman, thank you. Certainly, if there are
any additional data or information, our offices would be certainly
willing to providd that.

We appreciate the committee's concern and your support. of
United Tribes during our past 14 years. We intend to continue to
provide the best quality education to Our students and our clien-
tele.

I would like to add, however, Mr. Chairman, in addition, as a
separate part of the remarks, that we are concerned about some of
the other matters that were brought ap today, One of them, the
Indian Education Act, the title 4 issue, is very critical and impor
tant, 1 think to all of our people throughout the United States. I
know that it is Critical to our own tribes. We feel that it is very
important that the proper amount of appropriations are provided
and th it the act is interpreted as it should be in terms of its origi-
nal design.

The other additional thing that I would like to 'add is that the
INMED program is not. only Just a favorite program, but it is one
that I have personally worked with since its inception as a charter
advisory member to the INMED program at the university, and we
strongly support the continuance of that _program -anti, again, the
appropriations that are necessary to operate that, program e'ffecz
tively.

Thank you.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much. It is easy to support

programs that are as well handled out in the field as yours.

,
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We appreciate .your ?coming, and your statement wilist a great'
help to us.

Mr.' WHITE EAGLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chaarman and
Senator 1VIelcher.

Senatik MELCHER. Thank you:
Senator ANDREWS. We will now have, Mr. Tim Williams, vice

chairman of the National Indian Health'Board from Denver, Colo.
We assure_you that your statement will appear in the record as

if read in its entirety.

STATEMENT OF TIM. WILLIAMS ;VICE CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
INDIAN HEALTH BOARD, DENVER, COLA

Mr. WILUAMS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to also haveyou note
that the testimony that we are 'giving is not only in behalf of the
National Indian Health Board but also in behalf of the National
Congress. of American Indians and the National Tribal Chairments
Association, with their health divisionof those organizations._

It is an honor, of course, for me to appear before you. This is my'
fitat appearance before the Senate Select Committee, although I
havebeen on the National Indian Health Board for 9 years..

I would like to bring your attention to the administration's pro-
posal, where we are conderned with their budget 'proposal as it was
presented and as we read it.

One of our deepest concerns right now is in regard for the $70
million that they are talking about coming., from medicare and
medicaid and siiiktituting funds in that to implement into, some-
how, the use of their prkrams. d

Right nQw, we would like this committee to understand that, at
this late date, Indian Health Service is only, at this point, able to
obtain $20 million, maybe a little better than $20 million, Of third-
party m6neys. We are saying that if they are. reaching the satura-
tion point of getting that money, then how can they really expand
that in this next year to a $50 million budget on top of that, 4ind to
say, that they are going to use those funds for that particular pur-
pose?

I think this is going to be a very serious matter reflecting upon
the Indian commu.nities and the Indian clinics and the Indian hos-
pitals out therei if they are going to have to go after that, and it is
already being saturated.

We have talked about the CHR program and what it means. We
feel that the clift program in fact, all three organizations feel
that the CHft program is really t e backbone of our health care
services out there.-To jtst openly d blatantly say that we had to
make a budgetary decision and e are going to eut it off, that
would be like, to me, a non-In Ian community going 'out and
saying:,"We are not going to give doctors any more."

A lot of our CIIR's have been ained, not only to deliver preven-
tive health care medicine but, i some instances, by radio commu-
nication, they actually deliver abies and da.alot of other things in
the rural-communitier-where eop e cannot even get in to doctors.
To take that CHR program Sow and to say that we just are going _

to whack it off or cut it off, and that .it is not going to fulfill the
purpose for which it was intended, I think is terrible.

4
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In regard to the Asnpower situation and dealing with doctors
. 0 1.

and medicine; we have talked many, ilriany years-about. this. It is
more than just putting an Indian doctor op an Indian reservation .

to deal- with Indians. The idea of the wliole thing is that, when we
have gone to white doctors, the white doctors dos not relate to our
families- like the Indian doctors do. They do not Understand the . .- --

protocol in Indian families in dealing with medicines and dealing
with doctors. They do not understand the family ties.

The white man, -for instance, in his hospital, sends his patient to
the hospital. He puts his patient out there and says that iaolation$
is the best method to completing the cure. What I have experienced
in Indian communities is that the family ties are -closer together
during that time of stress and they feel the the cure is more
prominent when somebpdy cares and that pati t sees that some- .

body actually in the faMily carol whether they liv or die. ; .

And so we are saying that whn wego to white cl tors, they just
do not 'understand 'what we are talking about at all when, we say:

Look, we hrive tote suirounded,by our families to getmell. We can't-get well if .

yott isolate us and all we see is non- Indian people every day who are,punching us
with needleg and sticking tubes in our arms, and we ) not even undeand-what
they are doing to us. _ . do .

So, we say that the Indian physician is really needed in of man-
...

, power area. - .

In regard to the urban Indian cause, a m, people do not u der-. ,
stand. When we go into urban areas as n tan people, we go there ,

. ana we' sit out and we go trewhat they call block grimt situation.
Well, the Indians are thh last to participate 'n a block grant in the
State. They are the last to participate when those block grants are
handed out to counties. And. so, when .they go to what -is supposeti
to be a justifiable remedy to these budget nuts out there, we are 1
the last ones. When we get there, we are told:

There is no money left for you guys. There was not enough"money to cover the ,
other needs of the other people, and there is just no money foryou.

1And so the block grant system, while it sounds feasible ,for .the
rest of th ie Nation, is not Teasible in the Indian community.

Second, in the urban areas, we have found that when you go into
the welfare offices, if you `lira placed on the welfare role, you are
the last because the welfare department says there is no money es-

: tablished for Indians at this _level. They.say: .
You Indians' are taken care -of by the Indian programs or the Indian ICalth Serv-

ice or the BIA; Wky 'drn't you go back home? . , ,
.

..
Thep you sit; and yot are the last to be entertained by a doctor.

They tellyou, "I'm sorry, we did not have time for you today.;_you ______
can come back tomorrow or next week."-Or -they will-niiiiiimother

1 appointment_ for you;13y- that time, the person becomes so frus-
trated -Wit he just,does not go any more. So, they just go without
the medical care in the urban areas. So, we are in support of
taking care of these people in, urban areas. . -

All thy life as an Indian, I have experienced'working in a sham-
ble of a building as an Indian, and I !say sis an Indian, how can I

:-- iever take pride in being in Indian in this country that has so t
much to offer/everybody in the World? I sit theft and I.go, in; and it
is hard not to be emotional when you are an Indian, and it is hard - '
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to stress and talk about situations that we deal with every day, and
it coma before this Senate Select Committee or whomever we have

- Vo. cpme to and feel like beggars in our own country. to ask for
mbifey to help, ..

I know that you-may have heard this testimony many times. But.
' it is lard to not sound as if you are chalked off as being bitter. You

are this way Oh you-are thal way, and that is the way they write
you off. > / . t' . ,

NI have beet 16 years as the chairmen, and 11 of those 16 years in
Califopiapas the chairman of the board of directors for region 12
in what they call Indian Health Services. Indian HealthService di- t"
vides up in'12 regions, and theyhave an area tepresentative film '
all 12 which formulates the National Indian Health Bard.

I have been involved in this thing for 10Wiii: I blow what is .
plaguing my people out there. To seethe distgesa Of the Indign
people at home mot then come here and hear people who have-7I ,
hegrd .a *Ian say how long he was in Indian education or in the 1
education field. He has been ins5 months, and he is laying down-a .

.1ftbudget for the rest of the Nation.,,He has been ith' the-office for 5 I

months.I have been 16 years oth there looking at the deplorable il-

- conditions of the health of our Indian people, .

I would hate to go back Jaime and not take 'anything back from ..,
what.was called or referred to as the Great White Father and to go .
Wick home and tell those Indianq, I am, sorry; there is no more
help. They have done all they can do for is We are going to havb
to master it some other how." Maybe that is how the Indians got .

the word "how" applied to them. Instead of saying :`hello," it is
"how." How we do anything?

We cannot work without construction money. I remember, just t.
going into an office, there was neverany-mat.ched furniture in any.
office I ever went to. Some o1 the office buildings that our Indians
had to, work out of had paper cardboard stuck in the window, and
you were lucky to have a phone. They sat on boxes and what have
you. . , '', 4.

I have the Indian Health Service tell ine'that, now, beciuse we
are givihg some. kind of adequate serifiCes,,to our. Indian people, .
they claim that we are getting Cadillac services now. I ask what-- G

Cadillac services are. I never heard of that description before. *
What is a Cadillac service? Do you mean to tell me that there are-
Roll's Royce services that we have not touched yet, 'Maybe? What
weare getting, Volkswagen services?

They say contract health care money is.going out. I would like to
have Indian Health Service define, contract health care service

'money when they say contract health care service money and what
it means. My understanding of contract' health care service is when

0 an Indian,bas a toothache, they pull the-tooth. They do not replace
it. If an Indianhad'29 toothaches, he would loose 20 tee% and he
would be gumming his food the restof his life. .-,

Now; if thafis Cadillac service, by providing him dentures, then
what are we talking about when we are talking about nutrition ;,
lied we knowtthat dental work is one of the most important things '--
you can have in affording nutrition to the body. \
-*They-deltorkithirihTat it means fol. a Mate sfoitise wlio is carry-
ing an Indian baby, whether it has any effect on the Indian baby.

. .:., N. ..t,
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All they are concerned about is the mother. Well, we are concerned
about uur Indian children that have white mothers, and we are
concerned about our Indian children who have white fathers. We
are concerned about the whole family routiStAf an Indian family.

I know it is late, and you have been good enough to give 1.4i this
time to express our concerns. We just do not see how thi. .1 are
going to work when the administration has whacked into these
budgets, just blatantly whacked into them. It was a learning proc-
ess for me to sit and hear you guys question them today and havet, them say, Well, we had to cut someplace, so we just cut that off;
and weed to make a cut some other place, so we just cut that off.
It sounds like, pretty soon, they are just going to cut off everything.

I just io not know where to go from here on without you support
and your iinderttanding. I was pleased to hear the questions
Coming from bothlMr. Andrews and Mr. Melcher, Senators. Both of
you express'ed a lot of the questions that I would have liked to ask
those guys, myself. .

What else can I say? Do you have an questions for me?
Senatv MELCHER acting chairman). Yes, do, Mr. Williams.
You have had 'quite a bit of experianc16 years is not to be

sneezed atin dealing with the problems of Indian health on a
high level of pplicymaking.

The community health representatives p rograma has been an out-
standing sumess story for Indian health in Montana and, I suspect,
in other parts of the country.

During a rather long ,era When Indian Health Service has not
seemed to actually progress as it should in delivery of health care
to the people themselvv, , the CHR program has just stood out all
by itself. It has been exceedingly successful.

I am always astounded when.I do not hear it praised by the ad-
ministration, regardleds of which administration it is or which' par-
ties are involved. But I have been dumfounded in the last couple of
years to see it zero-budgeted in the Prebident's budget.

Has it not been cost effective? Has it not cut down'the require-
ments of Indian patients going to the hospital? Has it not really
paid off big?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I think it has paid off twofold and more. The
Indian CHR's are really trained to depict things that go on out
there, and they cut oTf a lot of unnecessary travel; they cut off a lot
of unnecessary displagement of your medical forces because they
have already referred it to its proper channels.

They also go into the homes and relate preventive medicine care
to the Indian families. They are almost a family member of the
families that they are associated with so that they are able to sit
down with those families and talk about preventive health care
procedures in the home that prevent diseases starting in the very
first place.,

I does not do any good, to me, to rush an Indian off to a hospital
and take care of the disease if he is going to return homy and the
next week be down with the same disease that he- just came away
from.

And so the CHR's are able to go to the homes and start that im-
plementation of that correctiveness,there in the house, there with
the particular family, or there on the Indian reservation, wherever
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the disease may be cropping up. They are really, sometimes, the
first contact with the medical patient. .

Senator Mr.f.cnisa. The aspect of preyentive health, which should
be our most important aspect with anybody in any type 'of health
care service, seems to me to be best implemented through CHR's. I
have always been at a loss to understand why it has not assumed ,

its proper rote in IHS. Has it not been, in your experience, an out-
standing success in preventive health?

Mr. WILLIAM& It has been, and it is still ,growing. I belieire that it
has the possibility of growirq into 'a real service to the Indian
people that will delete a lot of .\e expense at a higher level.

I heard Dr. Rhoades say today, something about stepping up into
higher care for Indians. Well, if we took care of the Indians in the

'very beginning, just as I explained with the denture prohleth, if we
took care of their teeth when they are children and gave them
good teeth, we might not have a nutrition problem with that

0
member later on in life, when taking care of him is going to be
more costly to everybody. That &quid have been corrected right at
the beginning. The CHR's are alteady implementing ,that type of
preventiveness in the homes.' ; . .

Senator MELCHER. ',feel very confident that in that action by
Congress on the appropriation bill the CHR's' will be a line item
and will be funded, at least to the level of last year, which is this
current fiscal year that we are in, $25 million. .

But I prefer not to have to argue this every year. Perhaps there
can be a demonstration through statistics of the success of CHR's.
We often forget-how valuable our communicable disease center has
been iii Atlanta, through many mechanisms. One of the outstand-
ing mechanisms they have in their success in disease control has
been the keeping * statistics. I am going to ask Them to provide
me with what- statistics they have available that would indicate
that CHR's, where they have.been operating over the past several
years, if enougludata have' been accumulated to demonstrate that
in preventive health it is better taken care of where there are
CHR's than where they are not, and where they have not been as
active as they have been in other areas and other reservations.

So, perhaps 'through statistics, we can prove a point with IHS,
and? instead of having to fie confronted with a President's budget
that has them zero-budgeted, we will be presented= with a Presi-
dent's budget that recognizes their importance, and we can contin-
ually build on that, because it is a point of building for Indian
health, and perhaps, the most significant point that we have seen
over, the last half-dozen years. Their success, I think, has been very
great. , '

Mr. WILLIAMS. I have a concern about Indian Health Service
$ right now, because 's attempt Is another way of cutting things

and cutting expenses. t I have observed, in the last year or so,
is tharthe Indian Heal h Service also intends to eliminate funding
of the National Indian Health Board, because that is where the Nor
tional rndian Health Board gets it sou. .1 funding,

My question to Indian Health Service, then. at that point is, how
on Earth are they going to get any imput from the Indians in the
area, because they' do not get that from their area directors who
are Indian Health Service employees. employee is going tooemea .
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there and say that they are not doing the best kind -of service in
their community. There is no way to get a malfunction,. that is oc-
curring in your area, back to the headquarters without going
through the area boards and then going to the National Board to
get it heard at the national level, so something can be done about
it. So, it is like eliminating the voice from the Indians out there to
put any pressure on that service to the Indian people to do their
job.

So, I would hope that Dr. Rhoades would reconsider that as an
avenue to hear from the grassroots people at his level, to deter-
mine what kind of service that branch is giving to the Indian
people, whether it is HHS or HSA or whatever.- they call them-
selves now, who is his boss, in determining under the administra-
tion that the administration would look for the avenue of serving
our Indian people.

While they are talking about giving tribes the right to run their
own bpsiness, that might be well and good. But, at the same time;

"-they are cutting the Indians off from the only avenue which they
have to report to 'the higher-ups when there is a malfunction, and
there are malfunctions.

Senator MELCHER. Well, I think the committee is indebted to you
for raising that point. We have never been advised that there was
any proposal of not funding the board and not utilizing tht board's
input. . think your point is very well made. It is one of the things
that we depend upon here. in Congress as a measuring stick as to
how we improve the job for IHS, and we do not want to lose that
measuring stick. We want the board to continue and we want it
funded by IHS. I am glad you raised that. We will check into it.

Plr. WILLI/1ms. One last thing before I leave. I feel that if the Na-
tional Indian Health Board is going to be cut off, the next to be ctit
off will be the area boards and then it will siphon down to the
local boards, to the hospitals, and to the dlinics, and pretty soon
there is no Indian imput into any of these things, and that was
what the law was all about in, the first, place. I1 was to get Indian
input in directing their health care services.

Senator Mtwara. Absolutely.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We will be right back to zero once again, starting

all-over, trying to find out how we get to tell our Great White
Father how,to deal with our Indians and how to comp us.

I thank you for your time. Unless you hitve mote questions for
me, I really appreciate your staying over and hearing our plea.

Senator MELCIIER. I appreciate your comments very much, Mr.
, Williams, and thank you very much.

[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 219.J

PREPARED TESTIMONY OP THE NATIONAL INDIAN HEALTH BOARD> THE NATIONAL CON-
GRESS OP AMERICAN INDIANS. THE NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S ASSOCIAT/ON, SUB.
MISTED BY TIM WILLIAMS, VICE CHAMMAN, NATIONAL. INDIAN HEALIII BOARD

On behalf of the membership of the National Indian Health Board, the National
Congress of Anierican Indians, and the National Tribal Chairmen's Associatiat I
wish to express my appreciation to the Committee for this opportunity to present

ce' our concerns on the Administration's proposed fiscal year 1984 budget for the
Indian Health Service.

Our testimony, will address what we feel are several ii'didamontal weaknesses
with the Administration's proposal. First, however, we wish to express our concern
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with the overall trend of health care for Indian people in recent years. Although
there have been slight increases in the IHS baiget in the last 3 years, the agency's
capability to deliver quality health care has declined substantially. Last year, for
example, IBS estimated that its capacity to deliver services was reduced by more
than $50 million from the 1981 level, and in the last few weeks of the fiscal year
HIS hospitals and clinics were nearly forced to shut down duel.° inddequate funds.
Medical inflationary costs have cut the purchasing power of contract care by more
than 30 percent in recent years. In addition, as reductions are, made in other state
and federal health programs, more and more Indian people are turning to HIS for
their health care, placing increasing pressure on medical staff and other resources
that have already been pushed to the breaking point.

As a result of these basic budgetary problems, Indian tribes are being asked to
consider mecor policy changessuch as the Institution of new eligibility criteria and
the elimination of certain health serviced --that could drastically alter the way
health care is delivered to our people. As Interior Secretary James Watt so ironical
ly pointed out in his January 18 statement, the health care status of Indian people
is the poorest hi the United States, and we simply cannot afford the cuts that -would
occur by reducing the service population or by eliminating specific cervices. We urge
the Committee to continue its efforts to address the tremendous unmet health care
needs of Indian people and to fulfill the intent of the Indian Health Care Improve.
ment Act by providing the resources.necessery to deliver quality care to all Native
Americans..

The recent pressure on IHS resources has }ecome a Ilia joi obstacle for tribei at-
tempting to contract foe their health programs under Public Law 93 -$38, the Indian
Self Betermination and.Education Assistance Act. We ask that this Committee give
particularatteation to tribal contracting needs by assuring the availability of funds
for indirect-costs-and for cost-oflivieg increases-for-employeesunder tribal-contract.

Further, we request that the Committee continue its efforts to improve the exist-
ing IHS management structure and to insure that health services are delivered to
Indian people in the most cost-effective and beneficial manner possible. We under.
stand, for example, that a recent f AO study on the INS contract care program hullo
sated that administrative changes in that program could result in a savings of $10-
20 million, We also ask that ,the Committee address the need for increased tribal
and consumer involvement in the Indian health care delivery system by allocating a
special line item for the operation .of area Indian health boards and the National
Indian Health Board. Through such organizations, wbich represent the concerns of
their conatitutent tribes, IHS administritors can obtain the community-based advice
and counsel needed to prof/1de the highest quality health care to our people.

We now wish to turn our attention to several specific items within the Adminis-
tration's fiscal year 1984 budget request for the Indian Health Service.

THIAMPARTY MUMMA/32MM

A highly unsettling aspect of the President's budget is that it clients upon some
$70 million in Medicare, Medicaid, and other third party reimbursements. We un
derstand that at best IHS expects to collect $20430 million in third party refire
bursernents in fiscal year 1983, not $37 million as the Administration estimates-in
its justification. Expectations that this amount could be increased by $40-50 million
next year are clearly unrealistic. Until now, IIIS has pursued collections only from
Medicare and Medicaid. Medicare collections are not expected tp increase as IHS
estimates that it is fully accessing current potential Medicnre reimbursements. The
polio of not seeking reimbursements from other third party, payers haseen tied to
a fundamental tenet of Indian health services policy: that health care is offered to
Indian people as part of the Federal government's trust responsibilities. It would re-
quire major legislation to change the traditional arrangement of service availability
to all eligible Indians.

For example, in order to initiate reimbursement by private insurers of -IHS
beneficiaries, customary clauses in private health insurance policies excluding reim-
bursenient to Federal facilities may require modification by Federal statute. And,
according to the Administration, all Indian beneficiaries, not merely those with
health insurance, would have to be billed. This is an administratively complex ar-
rangement and likely a costly one to put in lilacs. Increasing Medicaid reimburse-
menta would require cooperation from the states and soniechanges is Federal regu-.
lation. Also, it seethe to be a poor time to look to increased collection, when, due to
shrinking resources, states are applying Medicaid eligibility criteria very strictly
and others are reducing the scope and level of services offered.
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Aside from these issues, such a proposal to offset appropriations with Medicare ,
and Medicaid reimbursements reflects a misunderstanding of the original intent of
these funds. As specified in the authorization for these collections (Me Indian
Health Care Improvement Act), these reimbursements are dedicated to maintaining
the quality of IHS facilities and services at accreditable levels. If the proposed offset
were implemented, an immediate reduction in service would result. Consequently,
facilities accreditation, and thus eh° future receipt of these funds, would be jeopard-
ized.

CLINCIAL SERVICES

We are gravely concerned with the heavy dependence of the Administration's
clinical services budget on projected third party reimbursements. Over $62 million
of the $70 million projected reimbursement total b assumed for use in the hospitals
and clinics line item alone. Based oit an inadequate overall IHS budget request and
the inaccurate assumptions pertaining to reimbursements described above, we be- ,
lire there would be significant reductions in health services to Indian people under
this request. -

Recent funding levels have already had a severe negative impact on the IHS and
tribal health care delivery systems. Because of decreased staff unpurchased and/or
unavailable equipment, and dangerously low supply leek; IHS' professional staff
have indicated that they we no longer able to provide the level and quality of health
care which meets basic personal and professional standards. In addition, to limita-
tion of Indian contract health services funds (br only "urgent" and "life-threaten-
:lig" conditions means that patients requiring care must wait until their condition
become!, life threateding. This not only represents a denial of services but increases
morbidity, thus unnecessarily adding to the risk of life threatening medical condi-
tions.

In a number of areas. IHS has been_forced_to2close_ot_eut back the number of
hours its filed clinics are In operation. Elsewhere, hospital wings have been closed
er the number of beds reduced because the staff to service them were either un-
available or not affordable. Staffing at most IHS facilities is at a critical level with
little or no reserves. This reduction of stall and the inability to recruit, caused by

rybudgeta constraints, have shifted the burden of the workload to remaining staff
with a devastating effect on morale. The increased workload, longer waiting times
for patients, and the postponement of care result in medical problems which may
become er :wicks or irreparable conditions. These factors also cause severe prob-
lems in the recruitment and retention of physicians, nurses, medical technologists,
and all other health professionals. IHS currently has at least one hospital with a
permanent physician staffing Jevel of zero and other hospitals that see staffed at
less than 50 percent of the authorized-staffinclevel.

Over the last several years, INS has experienced a loss of three to four permit
annually in the,mandatory rate of increase necessary to offer services of the same
quality to the samepopulation. Next .year, according to IHS estimates (even assum-
ing a health care inflation rate as conservative as 5 percent), its ability to provide or
purchase clinical services will be reduced by $35 million from this year after the
Administration's projected increases have been realistically accounted for. The pro-
posed fiscal year 1984 funding level and likely shortfall would drastically reduce the
total range of services provided by the IHS and tribal health delivery systems as
well as escalate the crisis in IHS' ability to retain its health professionals. We find
this completely unacceptable.

COMMUNITY HEALTH REPREBENTAIVE PROGRAM

The Community Health Represertatives continue to be an integral part of the
tribal health care delivery system. The administration is: for the second ear, in a t
row, seeking elimination of the program, characterizing it as an activity 'not cen-
tral to providing medical services on reservations." However, the real nature of the
CHR program is better stated by the Indian Health Service National Council' of
Clinical Directors. Close to 300 individual members of this group (composed of all
IHS physiciaas) have made a plea to the director of IHS that "closure of the Com-
munity Health Representative l'rogram would fiave a severe negative impact on our
ability to.provide a comprehensive health program for the Indian people."

They cite the following ways In which the CHRs' work complements the Indian
Health service Program: CHIts work at the home level withAndian people and pro-
vide direct health ca_ ire. CHRs provide culturally-oriented health education and
strongly supplement IHS preventive health programs; CHRs assist health protiders
in gaining access to patients in remote locations and facilitate accessibility of Indian

_
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Health Service facilities to the Indian patient; and Physicians in the Indian Health
Service are.esponsible for the health program at each service unit; surveys have
recently identified the lack of support services as a major frustration in achieving
the level of care each physician desires; the CHB program is a strong serviceot the
local level; andili absence of this program would dimly affect the ability of phy-
sicians to achieve a successful health program.

In appropriating funds for the CHR program in fiscal year 1983, the conference
committee demanded a more clearly defined program. From what we have observed,
Indian Health Service working in conjunction with the tribes, is responding to the
Committee's directives. Earlier this year a national task force comprised of repre-
sentatives from several national Indian organizations as well as senior clinical and
administrative staff of 1119, worked together to establish clear guidelines and goals
suitable for the program as it exists tWay.

The group cited the previous method of CITA resource allocation based solely on
population as inadequate and recommended that future allocation be based on three
major parameters: individual program compliance With "scope" criteria; individual
program compliance with "effectiveness" standards; and' the relative unmet commu
nity health needs among tribal communities. Further, the task force recommended
that no more than 15 percent of the CHR program resources be expended ibr admin.
strative management, supervisory training, or other non direct service support. In
other words, 85 percent or more of CHR resources should be expended to provide
patient or commuity health services. The task force thought that to date individual
CHR programs have complied with the broad, national directives that have been in
existence to guide CHR program activities. However, they recommended that con.
tinued funding of CHR p will be contingent on compliance with contract
specified performance criteria the relative unmet community health needs of
tribes.

To address past criticism that the CHR program has not been fully accountable,
the task form recommended development of a uniform mandatory reporting system
for II programs. Reportedly, since completion of the task force's work, HIS has de.

a plan of action for design and implementation of specific management s.yik.
aducling development of an evalution methodology and resource allocation

We sIl the Committee to bear in mind that the pHR pragr m is operating with
total appropriations of $29 million for fiscal year 1983. million was included
within the program's line item and an additional $4 million, which finances the
Emergency Medical Services portion of CHR activities, was directed from IHS' hos-
pital and clinics budget. The Administration is seeking elimination of the entire

iCHR appropriation including the $4 million specified this fiscal year for Emergency
Medical Services. We can only assume that the conference committee chose to prom
vide separately for CHR EMS activities in order to assure continuity of this clearly
vital activity. (Since CHR's provide more than 50 percent of the ambulance and first
responder staff now working on reservations its loss would virtually eliminate these
services.)

We urge continued funding of the CHR program for at least the current $29 mil.
lion level and indeed encourage .the Committee to consider the National:CHR Asso-
ciation's request of an increase to 06.3 million which would allow a modest cost of
living increase for these dedicated community health workers for the firststime in
four years. Continuation of these health care services pad essential preventative
health activities are critical to the health of Indian people. Additionally, in line
with a recommendation of die CHR national task force, we suggest that IHS be di.
reeled to shift the CHR budget line item from the "Preventive Health" category to
the "Clinical Services" category, and that its line item status be maintained.

INDIAN HEALTH MANPOWER

IHS continues to suffer from a critical shortage of health professionals, and we
therefore opposed the Administration's prop reduction in the Indian Health
Manpower program. In fiscal year 1983, we estimate that the Aberdeen area will be
50 percent deficient in the number of doctors needed to provide adeqilate health
care; the,Billings area will be 30 percent below need and Oklahoma will have a 20.
percent deficiency. The shortage of nurses is even more severe. HIS' sources for
these and other health professionals are rapidly diminishing due to the overall re-
ductions in education and other health professional programs. Indian students have
relatively little outside health ad *weep assistance available to them. We estimate
that if current trends continue IHS will have virtually no health professional re-
sources to draw upon by 1987.
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Under the Indian Health Manpower scholarship program, we have seen signifi-
tale improvements in the number of Indian health professionals serving our people.
We believe this program is the most reliable source of Allure Indian health profes-
sionals and the bat way to protect against manpower shortages in the years to
come. We therefore ask this Committee to restore the $1.5 million in funding the
Administration has prgposed to eliminate in fiscal year 1984 so that new scholar-
ships will be available for Indian students under sections 103 and 104 of Title I of
the Indian Health Care Improvement Act. We also urge the Committee to continue
the section 102 recruitment programs at their 1982 levels, particularly the Indians
Into Medicine program and the Master of Public Health programs.

URBAN INMAN REALM PROGRAM

As reflected by the 1980 Census, approximately 50 perceiit of the American Indian
population resides in off-reservation areas. The ,U.S. government played a key role
in achieving this result through its pursuit of relocation in the 1950's and 1960's.
But the government's ideas about Indian assimilation failed to materialize and
urban Indian people remain a distinct population group with distinct problems. In
establishing Title V of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, Congress recog-
nized that urban Indians experience a disproportionate problem of access to health
services and their health needs were not being met hy other resources. The 37 pro-
grams now funded under the urban Indian health activity are engaged in a variety
of health care ilinctions, ranging from the provision of outreach and referral serv-
ices to deliveryof comprehensive ambulatory health services.

The fiscal year 1984 budget request proposes eliminationof the urban health pro-
gram under the assumptiop that nonreservation Indians will be eligible for services
funded with alternative resources, such as block grants to states and other state and
local tlinding for health services. However, this has not been the case; state and
local resources for health and social services have been rapidly diminishing, and
there is no reason to expect the situation to change in fiscal year 1984. The urban
health projects are finding that community health clinic funding, National Health
Service Corps assignments, and Medicaid eligibility are all shrinking while at the
same time block grant'hindi to Indians is limited to tribes and/or prior recipients.

The urban health use of its $8.2 million appropriation (along with what
other resources they have secured) to serve an estimated 300,000 population makes
it one of the most cost-effective health care delivery mechanisms within IHS. We
support the urban Indian health projects In their request for $9 million to,allow pro-
gram continuationlat its presenblevel.

iNSTRUMION

Once again the Administration has failed to request funds needed for the plan-
ning and construction of Indian health facilities, despite the clearly documented
need for new and replacement hospitals and health clinics on. Indian reservations.
Many of the existing IHS facilities ,such as the half - condemned hospital the
Rosebud Sioux Reservation, are antiquated and require major renovation or re ce-
ment. Despite such conditions the Administration continues to ignore this for
facility planning, construction, and maintenance. indeed, the 'Administration clearly
demonstrated its disregard for Indian health facility construction last year with its
requests to "reprogram' fiscal year 1983 hospital construction ilinde to help pay the

, cost of salary increases mandated by the federal pay act. We are dismayed to learn
that the Administration has proposed a similar transfer ($6.7 million for first phase
construction of the hospital at Browning, Montana) to help cover the 1983 pay in:
crease for IHS employees. `

We commend this Committee for its pot support of IHS construction activities
and for its efforts to insure that the planning and construction of Indian health
facilities is cried out in a 'rationale, systematic man er. Under the direction of
Congress, !HS has in recent years built health facilities on a construction pri-
ority system where the facilities are ranked according to unmet health needs er
the Indian and Alaska Native population. We urge the co mittee to continue this
systematic approach by allocating funds in fiscal year 1984 the following'

1. Hospitals In recent years planning and, design hinds h ve been appropriated
for hospitals at Crownpoint, N.M.; Kanakanak, Alaska: Sacaton, Arizona, and Rose-
buci, S.D. We are disturbed at the Administration's continued efforts to hold up
these funds, which have resulted in unnecessary and potentially costly delays in the
planning and construction of these facilities. We ask that the Committee allocate
first phase construction funds for these projects, as well as funds to begin construc-
tion of personnel quarters in order to assure adequate housing for medical staff

L
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when these facilities are completed. Further. we osk.thit the Committee provide
planning and design monies in accordance with the hospital priority ranking list for
hospitals at Anchorage, Alaska; Waner, S.D., and Pine Ridge, S.D.

2. Outpatient FacilitiesWe requ6st, thnt the Committee provide planning and
design monies for outpatient clinics at kyle, S.D.; Fort Thompson, S.D., and Wolf

' Point, Montana. These 1\\e the three top.ranked facilities on the outpatient clinic
priority construction list.

8. Modernization and RepairWearree the Committer to reject the AdministLa--
tion's request to reprogram the $6.7 million in construction fur.ds fur Browning,
Montana in 1983 and that an additional $4.6 million be appropriated in 1984 to corn
plete construction of this hospital. We also ask that the committee allocate $1.1 mil-
lion for modernization of the facility at Mt. Edgecumbe, Alaska.

SANITATION iacurnzs

Finally,-we are concerned about the Administration's failure to request` funding
for sanitation facilities in fiscal year 1984. The IHS sanitation program provides es-
sential water and sewage facilities fur Indian homes and communities in order to
maintain environmental standards and, impr' .e the quality of health for Native

o Americans. These sanitation facilitieswhich are a 'major part of IHS' preventive
health efibrtshave contributed significantly to the reduction of infant mortality,
gastroenteritis, and other environmental health hazards. Despite the success of this
program, the Administration has seen fit not to request sanitation, fluids for 1984.
We estimate that the total amount required for HIS to construct watcr and senile-
tionfacilities for HUD and nonHUD homes that will be initiated and/or completed
in 1983-1984 is $47 million and we' urge the Committee to address this important
need.

This completes the testimony submitted by the National Indian Health Board, the
Natibnal Congress of American Indians, and the National Tribal Chairmen's Associ-
ation We greatly appreciate this opportunity and we stand ready to assist this Com!
mittee in any way possible in implementing the recommendations made in otar testi-
mony.

Sehator ..MaLciisa. Thai concludes our hearing this afternoon.
The hearing is recessed. , . .

..

[Whereupon, at 6:20 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene .

the following day at 9:80 a.m,, in room 628, Dirksen Senate. Office
Building.] .

..
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FISCAL YEAR 1984'BUDGETl.
FEBRUARY 25, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice at 9:30 a.m., in room 628,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Barry Goldwater (acting
chairman) presiding.

Present; Senators Goldwater, Murkowski, and Melchet,
Staff present: Paul Alexander, staff director; Timothy Woodcock,

former staff director;,and Peter Taylor, general connsel.
Senator GothwATErtfacting chairman]. The hour of 9:30 has ar-

rived, and ''we will come to order.
Our first panel this morning is Mr. Iyan SidneyTchairrnan of the

Ho Indian 'Tribe; Mr. Edward Begay, vide chairman of the Navajo
rbe; and- Mr. Benny, Cohoe, executive director of the Ramah

Navajo' School. Board We will have you come to tfie.witness table
to begin our hearing.

We want to hear testimony on your general needs, partidularly
irelated to education. Please begin in any order that you like:

STATEMENT OF EDWARD T. BEGAY, VICE CHAIRMAN: NAVAJO
TRIBE, WINDOW ROCK, ARIZ., ACCOMPANIED BY FRANKLIN R.
FREELAND, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NAVAJO DIVISION OF EDU-
C41TIOk t

Mr. BEGAY. Thank ycni, Mr. Chairman. ity name is Edward T.
.Begay., vice-ohairman of the Navajo Tribal Council. With me this
morning is Dr Franklin Freeland, assistant director of the Navajo
Division of Education.

Members of the select committee, we appreciate this opportunity
to appear befOre you to express the concerns of the Navajo Nation
about the proposed budget for Indian education for fiscal year 1984
and the bibiget proposal for other programs.affecting Indian educa
tion.

Education has been and remains a critical concern of the Navajo
people. The right to education for our children was included in the
Treaty of 1868, and it has always been understood by our people as
an essential element of Federal Government trust responsibility.

Untbrtunately, the budget recommendations for Indian education
do not live up to this assurance. The'budget ignores or failsto take

. into account the fact that Indian education is a Federal respnsibil.
ity. It has been It Federal responsibility since the time of' our trea-
ties.

_
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The Federal responsibility for Indian education is founded upon JP,
treaties, upon the trust relationship, upon Federal law 'and upon
total impossibility of funding it any other way. ^1;

The proposed Federal budget for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
school operation continues the recent trend of squeezing more and
more functions into fewer and fewer dollars. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs budget for school operatiod is down. Last year more than
17,000 Navajo, students were enrolled in Bureau of Indian Affairs
funded schools. This includes 52 BIA operated schools,,1.1 communi-
ty controlled contract schools. Erirpilment was ove 500 students
from the previous year according' fo the BIA figUres.

The Indian student equalization formula, the basic fund for oper-
ating BIA funded schools, has had no significant *crease in per
funding for some time now. Transportation costs, computed under
a separate line item, also have declined..

BIA school operation has in the past provided funds for BIA
school board training. The funds in recent years have not met the
minimum set in the regulations. Now they are phposed for a cut
tb $25,000, the estimated cost of a training manujil. Any additional
training is supposed to be paid for out of ISEr. 11

Community coa.trolled contract schools funded through BIA
school operations also _have special concerns in the proposed
budget. These schools very much need an enhinced and rational.
ized process of funding overhead costs. ,f

.
What is troublesome about the impact aid ,appropiiation is that

the administration appeals to think that the
programs

for impact did
is so adequate that it can absorb additional pirogrami such as those
funded in title IV.
. We have checked with the public schools on and near the Navajo
reservation. They are unanimous in stating that this its not true.

Impact 'aid construction funds at least appear in this year's
budget. However, the sum of $10 million does not meet the critical
construction needs of reservation public schools.

The administration budget is particularly harsh on supplemental
programs. There seems to be some notioit that supplemental means
unnecessary. ,This 4s not true: Suppleinental. programs exist be-
cause there are supplemental needs ,which must be met if our chil-
dren are to receive-an adequate education.

The title IV program, targeted for, elimination, is a critical pro-
gram for our Navajo children. It serves over 37,000 Navajo children
in public schools and contract schools on the reservation. It serves
an undetermined number' of Navajo children in urban public
schools whose parents have been forced to move away from the-res. _

ervation in search of employments
The Johnson O'Malley program is not scheduled for any signifi-

. cant increase in funds despite the proposed elimination of title IV
and the proposed transfer of the Alaska schools. On the Navajo res.
.ervation, Johnson O'Malley funds are already stretched to the
limits. The program cannot pick up existing title IV activities.

Title VII is targeted for recision of.some funds and for a substan-
tial reduction in funds for next year. Already, title WI serves only
a minority of eligible Indian students because of its small size. Pro-
gram restrictions further limit its availability. We encourage you

$
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to continue it at at least the current level or, hopefully, to increase
a

its funding. -

Chapter I funding proposals have us frankly confused. Chapter I
. funding' to lo;1 education agencies is targeted for a big recision

this year and modest increase next year. We hope that chapter I
will be funde4 at an enhanced level so that it can more adequately
meet its own programmatic needs.

Chapter II funding has been a bit of a disappointment.- BIA
Funded schools have been found ineligible for it. The problem with
chapter II highlights a general concern with tile blocking funding
'of education programs to States.

If no provision is made for setting aside some part of block funds
for BIA and contract schools, either through the BIA or through
direct tribal contracts, these schools may lose out on programs
which they need and from which they now benefit.

Public Law 94-142 may undergo some regulatory revision this:
year in addition to budget chants. We encourage Congress to ap-
prove enhanced funding for this program and to encourage by leg-
islation by regula proceduresovhere by Public Ligw 94-142
funds could be contracted directly to Indian tribes for BIA funded
schools within the reservation;

A stronger. commitment is needed. to postsecondary education.
Funding for tribally controlled community colleges, another avenue
to higher education, is targeted for only a slight increase from last
year. Navajo Community College is to be funded at precisely last
year's level.

The 'administration's eommitrnent to vocational education tor
Indian student appears weak ,at best, Once again, the administra-
tion fails to seek a match for the I pekent set-aside of vocational
education and funds by the Department of Education,

Thb Navajo Nation has a vocational rehabilitation program run
by the Navajo Division of Education. We ask that the Navajo voca-
tional rehabilitation program be (uncle.: at. an adequate level to do
the :ub,, with funding restored to the pry...duction level.

Indian education is an ongoing Federal responsibility. ILO a.
trust responsibility. In the long run, it is the worst false economy
to keep squeezing these programs tighter and tighter. We hope that
this conimittee will use its oversight powers to protect the funds
going to Indian schools and students and reverse the trend toward
more and more inadequate education. ,

Thank you very Much.
Senator GoLDwATza..Thank you. ,
Mr. FREELAND. Mr. Chairman my ntme_isDrEreeland, and-I-

airrntbmpa.nying the viTeaairman of the Navajo Tribe.
I would like to indicate that we did attach a title IV statement

that we submitted before the House Approeriations 'Committee,
and we would like to make that a part of this testimony. It is in
more detail, and we will notgo into that.

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you very much. Without objection, a
copy of Mr. Segay's prepared testimony and a copy of the title IV
statement will be inserted In the record at this point.

(The material fqllows. Testimohy resumes on p. 238.1
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INDIAN CCUCATION FUNDING FOR SURVIVAL
TEST IOW OF NAVAJO NATION TO
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 011'141AN AFFAIRS

e 'Prepared by Nevado Olviiion of:Education
February 22. 1983

4

Mashers of the Senate Select Cousitfee. ,we appreciate this opportunity
, to appear before you to express the concerns of the Navajo Nation about the

proposed budget for Indian education for Fis41 Year )984 and budget orpoosals
for other programadefectim Indian education , dueatiotwhas been and
remain a critical concern of the Navajo People. The right ,t0 education for
our children was iggluded in tht Treaty of 1868 It has always been under
stood by our people as an essential eigoent of the Federal government's trust
responsibility. ye recognise that *rod Mutation is essential to our survival
and development. Thus we believe that our future is threatened by continued
Acmin'stratson efforts to cut.deeper intg.the budget for Indian Mutation
with each new budget recommendation .

a

EDWARD T. SWAY
vatow.www. wft* thwi cognac
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FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR INOIA8 CDUCATIWIS OIFFERENT11104
RESPONSIBILITY FOR STATE AR, LOCAL EDOCAIMIN

The proposed fiscal year 1984 budget and recisslons proposed in the
FY '83 budget contaia large reductions in the federarecamitoveng weeny
education programs. In narratives jettifyloo these recommendations. the
Reagan administration states Its desire to return responsibility for education
to states, localities mid families. The President states in his budget

mtst6St th!t he intends to aid State and localgovernments.In earryiefo
out their appropriate public responsibilities." but-be stresses:

"This does not mean that appropriate Federal responsibilities
art bbing abandoned, neglected or inadequately supported.

Instead:" -nays are being, found to streamline Federal ackivittes,
to limit it to those'areas and responsibilities that are
truly Federal in nature; to asspre that these appropriate
Fedefal responsibilities are performed in the most cost'.

effective and efficient manner; ... "

Unfortunately, the budget recomendations for Indian education do mot
live up to the President's assurances The budget ignores on fails to take
account of the fact that Indian education is a Federal responsibility, it

has,been t Federal responsibility .since the time of our treaties. The
Federal responsibility for Indian kdocatIon fs founded upon treaty upon the
trostoeletionship. upon Federal lam, and upon the total impossibility of

funding it any other way.
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Indian reservation land cannot be, taxed by, local state sebool districts.
Even if Would, tWe economic facts of life On Indian reservitioasmake
them totally inadequate as a tat bite for education. States are not interested
in expanding their school systems into the more isolated -arts of tNe
WaVajo Reservation for any other reservation) whIre-the need is greatest.
They are not prepared.* increase their levels of support. In feet, in Artzona
and hew Mexico, thotwo states with the largest wiper-of Navajo-students
in 'white schools, the state legislatures are currently attempting to
reduce the extent or amount Ofwstettcompensation to the poorer school:Os-tried%

the Navajo Tribe -cod other tribes simply do not have on economic base
to support the educational needs of their people. Ail misguided attempt to
fund Indian education out of tribal revenues would only destroy the possibility
of economic development on the reservation absorbing development moneys,
without providing the needed revenues for education.

Because this comoiftee has generaleversight ofinstian affairs. we
would like biresent to you our full range of concerns obout,peledposed.e
;budget for Indian education, tocludEpg funding within the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the Department of Education. programs 'greeted only it Indians,
and more general progrOvs from which our cnildren benefit. ko +ills- deal
separately withftach program and funding source, identifying what we see as
the" Strengths add weaknesses of the tundiog proposed for each.. add areas of

r. special concern.,

BASIC SlepORT LEVELS FOR Wit SCHOOL OPERATIONS AREJNADEQOATE

'The proposed federal budget for OM school operations continues the
recent trend of soueeting more and more functions into fewir and fewer
dollars. The B1A budget for school operitions is dim. /hit is suppoied
to be because of the trans(enrotAlaska schools to the state and the closure
of off;reservacion boarding schools. It is'not clear, however, that these-
transfers and closures will or should take place. NoP.is it clear that
all boarding school students from the schools -in question will'eoter the
Ohne school system. On the Navajo Reservation, it.oppears that enrollment
in MA funded schools is up. lase year, more than 17,000 Navajo students
were enrolled lolS1A funded schools (this includes 52 DIA4oserated schools
and 11 community controlled contract schools)....Eurollnent web uP ofir
500 students (rpm the-previoos vear, according to ISIA figures. Wt have been
pnable,tolobtaib final figures for this year, but reports from more than
one Agency Education Office Indicate that enrollments-this year are even
higher titan last. .

The'Indian Student ftua litation FormulaJthe basic fund for'operating
BIA.feaded schools. has had no signficaat increase In per student funding
for some time now: Indeed, the weighted student unit base amount received
by schools on the Navajct reservation ass attuallyletlined. It is impossible
to keep pace with rising education costs when the revenues generated by
each student decline. Transportation costs, computed uoler a separate, line

item, hake also declined. these funds are set for an actual reduction this
year. Obemnents submitted by the BIA to the office of management mud
budget suggest tient the rate per stuoent wile may decline. These funds
ire already terribly inadequate. Some day schools have had to curtail
busigotes. Others hale ha .do dio into academic moneys to cover additional
transportatiOn costsc. Some hoarding schools have Halted trips tool for
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their students below acceptable limits.

The tight budget for ISIF and transportation is made the worse in
SIA operated schools by the B1A's persOnnel system which locks many schools
into unreasonably high salaries for such personoel as coolis bid drivers. etc.
Woe scales for these employees can dwarf't cher salaries: They can literally
break the budget of a'small sChmON

it is impossible not to notice that 01A itself does not share in
the reductidni ishicn negation programs fagdeMITA technical assistance at
0he area and aoency office is scheduled foll;a4.eductios. General administration
pf the BIA Is scheduled for an increase. Again ' Administrative costs associated
wits the Secretaty of Interior's office are scheduled for increases. Again.
This past year, some of our schools encountered a- sudden rise 14 rent for
staff quarters /hen the 01A decided to make rentals consistent with the rise
irr the consumer'brite index. Rentals went up 26%. (set and transportation

Itrad not go goat all. For our contract schools this was a real problem, since
%too did not have the money to give staff raises to cover the increased cost.
leis situation gives lie to the administration's premise that it will cut
administrative costs for the sake of preserving program costs. When will
this promise be met for Indian education?

OIA school eperations has in the past provided funds.for BIA school board
training. The funds in recent year have not met the 141410.1M set in regulation,
hew they are pr000sed for a cut to 525.000.00. the estimated cost of
a eraloing.manual. Any additional tracing is supposed to be paid for out
.'f iSCF. This is not possible. 15CF cannot be stretched that far. It is

so obestionable'polity to, in.effpct. amend the vegetations implementing
Pb., 95.561.through the budget process rather thin through the rulemaking
p tesS. it tbe CIA wants to abandon its eggegment to school board
training, it, should undertake an amendment ofatneregulatidns that Call for
at least 55000 per board per year. With all the righti to notice, comment,
etc. that are'part of the rulemaking pros re, -Only then should such
adiminished budget request be made to MoMress, School board miming
is ainecessaly on -going process which helps our local commusity people-
to participate effectively in the education of theft children. It is

necessaLry to their assumption of their role within the school system.
It should be funded at the level provided in fakeer regulation, without
dhniniyhitig the other school operations iter., .

A similar argument needs to be made ih regard to preschools funded out
of the Interim Formula implementation of OfA school operations. There are
admittedly few of these programs. however they are vital to the families
and commshities that rely on them. this program should not be arbitrarily
terminated through the funding process. If this program is to be eliminated,
it should first be remvett.from the P.t, 95-561 regulations.through reiterating
with appropriate opportunities for comment. Only then should such a budget
recommendation be made, lie urge you to preserve these programs since they
do meet an important need in the toorainities served.

,

OnmsoitY-controlled contract schools fuodelthrough B1A school
operatiOns also have special concerns in the proposed budget. These schools ' -

very much need an enhanced and rationalited.process of funding overhead
costs. Currently contract support funds pay for start-mrecosts, the incremental
costs of contracting and vegular overhebd (often misnamti "indirect costs").
these three stems should appear seoarately in the budget and should be
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adequately funded. It is particularly important to fund new starts. A
Navajo tconunity group has been trying for a year to get BIA approval of
a eo aaaaa t high school for school dropouti and troubled youths. Despite the
full and active support of the Navajo Tribal Government for this project.
the PIA has turned it down for tack of funds and has; as far as we tad tell,
failed to seek any funds ft it.

. The BIA is seeking additional funding for .oversight and monitoring
of '638' contracts. At the same time it is reducing funding for BIA technical
assistance and has indicated in one budget document that '63B' grants, a
source of start-op and planning money for new contracts, may be utilized
for BIA technical assistance to contracting. We look at these proposals

with concern. No one questions the need and right of the BIA to monitor.
However. we trust that Congress will assure that funds that could be
applied to helping contractors do the job right will not be siphoned off
Into projects that monitor the effects of failing to fund assistance and
planning.

IMPACT AID MEd AT Tilt PROPOSED LEVEL CANNOT ABSORB NEW PROGRAM

The proposed budget for impact Aid offers same hOpe of increased
levels of funding for Indian students attending public schools, although
it is impossible to tett if tne a; rent increase will be totally absorbed

...-.------bf-the-.144144.60-thentiasta-scliedt57-11WIT$Eflar.ftwever. is not oreat.
especially given administration projections of increased Indian student
enrollment in public schools. it will not even return the Impact Aid
program to the fiscal 1981 level. What is troublesome about the Impact
Aid appropriation is that the Administration appears to think that ton'

, budget for impact aid is so adequate that it can absorb. additional
Programs, such as those funded by Title IV. We have checked with
pent schools on and near the Havalereservation.. They are unanimous
in stating that this is hot true. They ore stret-ehed to the limit.

Any additional Impact Aid money will co to recoup losses in basic programs.

One erOblerwith Impact Aid funding. aside from the inadequate level.
Is that in sore states it is subject to equalization and expenditure
limits which defeat the.purpose of Congress to provide additional impact
.funds for Indian students. In Now Mexico. the 25% additional funding
received for Indian students is included in toe IS% of Impact Ald'funds
that are abSOrbal Into the state's equalization system. As Asa result

. districts with few or no Indians benefit (even if slightly) from the
fact that other districts have Indian students. The Indian districts

do not receive thadditional funding level anticipated by Congress. .1n
Arizona a revenue control limit restricts the ability of Indian school

. districts to spend Impact Aid dollars even when they have them and even
when the school is going broke. The state now seeks equalization of
Impact Aid an equa'tzation plan which is totally inadequate for
operation of rural and reservation schools. Given this situation. Congress
should consider, either in the Impact Aid law Or in the Impact Atd appropriation,
providing that at least some impact Aid revenues . cerSainly the 2S% received
above the basic allocation for Indian students and the additional funds received
for handicapped students. are protected from state revenue ',Wits and cannot
be create* as 'local revenues' for equalization purposes,

. Impact Aid construction funds at least appear in this year's budget.

'Oa
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lawever, iii. Sus 0(810400,000 does not stet the Critical construction
n eeds of reservatieolpublic schools. Once again Congress is encouraged to
mandate a building and reconstruecion plao.for reservation public schools
(a similar plan Is needed for NIA schools), and levels of funding adequate
to meet the critical shied for safe, samitary.edutacionally adequate
facilities.

ALL EXISTING SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAMS ARE NEEDED ANO REQUIRE ADEQUATE FUNNING

The administration Oudot is particularly harsh on supplemental programs.
There seems to be some notion that 'supplemental* means "unnecessary. This
is NOT true. Supplemental programs exist because there are suppieeentaT needs
which must. be met if our children are to receive an adequate education. Our
children need financial assistance to participate in vocational, athlet4c and
e xtracurricular programs. They need prop's* to encourtge parental involvement
to overcome the hundred year history of using education to estrange Indian
children from their parents. they need bilingual/bicultural programs: They
need sUpplmentatprograos to loorevc their achievement levels in basic
subjects. This is true both in the BfA system and the public stIMUR system,
in bath of which our Navajo students are performing below national achievement
levels, below the potential which they should be realizing: Our children MO
supplemental Programs in order to benefit from basic programs.

/Br

1. Title IV
The Title ill Progrmo, targeted for elimination, is a critical program

for our Navajo children. it serves over 37.000 Navajo children in public
schools and contract schools on the reservation. It serves an.undetermined
number of Navajo children in urban public schools, whose parents have been
forted to move away iron the reservation in search of employment. (senate
the claims of the AdministrationOt dots not duplicate other programs.
This fact has been attested to by educators involved in the program and
by our ono Johnson O'Malley coordinator who deals with these Schools and
has observed the utilization of Title IV.

We have checked with sehOols across the Navajo Nation. They are
unanimous in stating that the loss of Title IF will seriously compromise
the academic achievement of our children, tht developing ties between;
the Indian community and the schools, and the ability of the children to

'Participate in the 1:1fe of the schools. None of the other supplemental
Programs with their current or proposed funding levels or program restrictions
will be able ro compensate for the loss of Title IV. We urge you most stren-
uously to protect this program from recission, reduction or elimination.
This applies to parts A, B and C of Title IV. We include as an addition to
this testimony, testimony prepared for a hearing of the House Educatibn and
door Committee regarding the Title 1V program, which expresses more fully
our concerns with reiaill to the elimination of the Title IV program.

2. Johnson O'Malley Program

The Johnson O'Malley Program is not scheduled for any significant
increase in funds despite the proposed elimination of Title :V and the
Proposed transfer of the Alaska schools. On the Navajo Reseriation,
Johnson O'Kelley funds are already stretched to the limits. The proof.*
cannot pick up existing Title IV activities. lie have had certain dlffieulties
with the Johnson O'Malley program in recent years which this commiEtee
should be aware of. and hopefully can help renediate. One of Abele problems

- . _
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is ehe perpetual late arrival of the funds (this Is also a problem with
ISIS funds. 11A transportation funds and Impact Aid funds). funds are not
appropriated until the Male of the school yeSr. They are not alloted
until spring!' This makes a mess of planning. [specially in years of shrinking
budgets, schools are reluctant to make programatic commitment Oen they
do not know how much money they will have.

(HA administration of the aohnsonflNalley program is often inconsistent.
Late year we were inforned'that it was possible to use JON funds for preschools
tonducted In conjunction with contract schools, as long as the scdeols were
the prime tontractor. This year we were told it was all but impOssible,
with requirements of separate parent comdttees, separate buildings, etc.
This on-again.off.again direction has left our schools confused. The
decision of Congress to deny JON funding for'contract schools has hurt the
programs In these schools. Some of our schools, which had utilized Ail.
funds for audiovisual equipment ( a valuable part of their bilingual
Program) are now faced with confiscation of that equipment. lie would hope
that Congress will restore JON eligluility to these :chools or at least
Protect them from the loss of equipment porChased with JON funds.

One proposal for the Jan:non O'Malley Program partiCularly affetts the

Naval* Reservation. This is the PrOPosed elimination of funds for tuition
Payments for attendance at out -Of.state public schools. Most out-of-state
tuition payments under the Johnson O'Malley program are paid for students
living an the liavajo reservation. Our reservation Covers thre1 states.
IN some of our outlying areas, it is more reasonable to attest 'hoot across
a state line than to attend a less convenient school In the sas. e. The
largesuounbte of our students using 4th for out.of -state tuition
attend the Sevier school district in Utah (145 Navajo students). They do
very well there. Their achievexest stcees are very high compared to other
scoots on or near the reservation, it would be a terrible mistake to deny
these students tee opportunity tp pertieipote in this schools' program
when the results have been so positive.

3. Other Supplemental Programs

Navajo students in public, 8IA and contract schools benefit from
other supplemental Overeats as well. Some of these programs are projected
for retissitos and reductions. Others will stay the same or see only
modest increases. Some have brought so little reveaue to our schools
that it is hard to see how simplification of their funding structure has
benefitted us at all.

Thlt,Vil is targeted for recissioe of some funds omit for a substantial
reduction Wfuods for next year. These reductions may eliminate the
impact of Title VII on Indian education. Already Title VII serves only a .

-minority of eligible Indian students because of its small size. Program
restrictions further lipit its availability (indeed Title IV funds a

" moth more extensive effort in bilingual education for Indian students).
Nonetheless, we have seen valuable Innovative programs forNavajo children
fowled thrOugh this program. lie encourage you to tontinue it at at least
the current funding level, or hopefully, to increase its funding; We further
encourage you to resist any change in funding structure which would make local
school districts mere subject to state goernmeAts to formulating programs.
he arc very Concerned that structural changes jn this orograminey make it
less available to Indian schools. both public and contract and more
restrictive in '4" Sends of Indian propene% it can fund.
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..bapter 1 funding proposals have s frankly confused. Chapter 1 funding
to fecal Educational Agencies is targe ee for a higreeiSsion this.year and
Modest increase nett. This is nerd o understand. Chapter 1 is a valuable

program for our Indian children. many item need Chapter, i remedial geogv,:
t to bring their academic nerflarmante u to grade level. Despite claims of
the Administration. Chapter 1 cannot sensate for he loss of Title IV.
Mc hope' that Chanter 1 will be funded t an enhanced level so that it can
more adequately meet its own program me needs. lie are concerned that Chapter
1 funds should be available to 81 and contract schools through the SIR
or directly through tribal contracts. e hope there will be clarification of
feferences to a voucher system for th proorms.

Chapter II funding has been a bi of a disappointment. SIA.fundrd
Schools have been found ineligible f0 it. Reservation public schools
have found the dollars it generates 3 sienificart, especially when ccepa
to the programs it absorbed. lie hope that this program wilt be more a guately
funded and that certain valuable prop ems such as Project Follow th h will

to retained. We would like to see $ mechanism for making this pr ram
available to 41A and contract school

the problems with Chapter II h hlights a general concern wi h the
bleek funding of education progra $ to ,rates. if no provisfo is made
for settintaide some Part of ct funds for SIA and contra schools.
either-tnrough ;hi Ink OF th gh direct tribal contracts, ese schools
may lose ou: on proofing whi they need and from which eh now benefit.
We trust tnit this coimitte will enereise its oversight unction In the
case of.everi proposal to oci furo an education prone to assure teat
Indian Schools ands na.in trident .tea provided for so clfically

Public taw 94lee y undergo soar regulatory 0$104 this year,
in addition to badge: anoet. We encourage Conqr ss to approve enhanced
funding for :pis erne ^ and to encouraoc, by 1 station or regulation, '

Procedures thereby P. , 94442 funds could be e ntracted directly to
Indian trloes for A.fuoded schools within the reservation,

We have recetved information that Conoics$ is considering a title in
the act SuoPertino library construction wpith would rage.lsbrary funds
directly aysilable to Indian tribes. unfortunately. the AdniniStration
cocks no funding for library eonstracfltn. We hope Congress will full
this program, with the additional titie for Ind)ati libraries,

A STROUP COMITACRI IS NCEOLD 10 MYSTSCCONDAni INDIAN COIICATIOI

The proteeed FY Si' budgat/Contstuct to rake postiecondory and adult
education a reduced Plante., Reduced funding is sought for Maher education
student vests and special (wants for Indian students, Pell grants are
targeted for ehaiaation. This comes at a tine when the defend for Move
education by Indian young - people is greater than ever*. Only ten years ago.
virwilly every eligible applicant fora DIA-funded scholarship through
the Wavily* Tribe could be funded, tois oast year almost three forths
of the eligible applicants had to be turned away. Given the economic
situation of the Davao Reservation (and ether reservations), there is
often no Other lource to which thtte StudentS can turn.

fvndlnd tor trioslir controlled timunity col ages, anotherovenuc

to htl°0 education, fampeed for Orly a coigne increase frog lost
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year. Navajo Cmcmunicy College Is to be funded as precisely last year's level.
No-srovislon is made in the budget to meet the critical needs of Navel*
Cormunity College and other tribally controlled community colleges fa.*
renovation of their facilities. Despite the statemeatt of the Presidtnt,
we do feel that postsecondary education is within the trust responsibility
of the federil goverment. Education for survival requires education
beyond'high school in these tines.

The administration comnitmeht to vocational education for Indian
seusents appears weak at best. The proposals for Mfrs funding may well
spell the economic demise of that institution if thdY are accepted by
ConDress. Once again, the administration fails to seek a *etch for the
it Sbc aside of vocational cducetion funds by the Department of Education.
We art very concerned about proposals to block fund vocational education.
It inessential that the It set aside be preserved and made directly
available I* trjbes. Since the administration is reluctant to match int
with BIA funds, as provided by law, we would recanted that it be increased
to a 2% set aside and end the annual frustration cf Indian educators when
once apain the 8IA fails to advocate for critical postsecondary educational
feels.

Reduction in funding for adult education is a cruel 'Mow to the
already deprive.) -- those adult Indians -oho did not receive adequate
education in their youth because of the unavailability of appropriate
or geographically accessible programs. Unit is needed in adult education
is a more agressive program to reach these adults where they live and wort.
not a reduction of the alrea4y,illadequate effort.

THE NAVAJO VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM NEEDS A IRE ANOMIE
fUNDING CASE. i

The Navajo Nation has a vocational rehabilitation program run by the
Ilavajo Division of Education. The program serves about SOO handicapped
Navajo. it does for our Now peopte what state vocational rehabilitation
Programs do for handicapped people In the states. it does not duplicate
state programs. Its clients are not served by state vocational rebabilitatin
programs. Each year the program must qualify for a special project grant.
This year the program has fewer dollars than last to serve the scam number
or more clients. The Vocational Rehabilitation Act is up for reauthorization
this year. We ask that the Navajo Vocational Rehabilitation Prooram be
funded at an adequate level to do the job, witN'fundleg restored to the
pre-reduction level lie also ask that provision be made in the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act qfp treat tribal programs such as ours the same as programs
in states and crust territories to assure adequate. reliable funding for
the basic grant.

THERE NEEDS 10 BE A NEW COMNITNENT TO iNDIAN EDUCATION

The Reagan. Administration has stated that it is committed to
improving the economies of Indian reservations. This goal can only be
reached through the direlopment of an educated population On the
Indian reservations. Right now the state of our schools and educational
programs is sad. Both public end 1101 schools are housed4in old, inadequate

facilities._ They rely too much upon *temporary classrooms" which become
depressingly permanent as funds for mew construction fail to raterialite.

fa
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School adelnistratorilltempt to hang onto programs and trained staff In
a climate of frozen or reduced budgets and escalatio0 fixed costs. It is as
if a home owner put off year after year the maintenance needed on his house.
because paint is lacking. wood decays. Little oreblemS, left unattended.
will bring down'the house. This is what appears to be happening with

Indian education. Indian education is an ongoing Federal responsibility.

It is a trust responsibility. In the long run it is the rst reise

ti

economy to keep squeezing these prooreem tighter and tigh Unrepaired

buildings are going to require replacceent or reconstruc on. Inadequately
educated Indian young people are going to reouire retrain ng and additional
education to become self sufficient, We hope that this Committee will use
its oversight powers to protect the funds going to Indian schools and
students and reverse the trend toward mere and more inadequate education.

IRCCOMMENDATIONS

As a way of summarizing the above testimony. we do have soee specific
recommendations which we would like to leave with this committee regarding

speCifIc item in the Indian education budget. Re Rope they will be helpful.

I. Include in the budget some provision for contingency funding so that
AdministratiOn,plard to close off-reservation boarding schools and Alaska

1 6IA schools will not create finantial hardships either if they are acco
plisned or if they do not occur.

Z. Make provision within BIA school °petitions for a significant 1
increase in the Weighted Student Veit base and the transportation cost per
student mile base to comensete these programs for a reel loss in Wending
power they have suffered in recent years.

3. Restore funding within school operations for school board training
and for preschool programs. Resist administration efforts to use the budget
as a substitute for rulemaking under the AM.

4. Provide for BIA technical assistance to schools without counting
on ISEF funds, contract support funds or *638 print funds to atsorb the
cost.

S. Provide separately and adequately for contract support funds for
incremental costs. for !indirect costs" and for new start costs in the

budget. Encourage funding for new school starts. A separate line item
for this should be established.

6. Do not permit increases in administrative costs for the IlIA.
including those concealed within the budget of the Secretary of interior,

--WI when programs are receiving reduced or frozen funding. Take the Adminis-

tration at its word that pregeans will be cut last. This should include
0638 monitoring funds, which basically constitute another addition to the

administration budget.
7. Provide increased funding for Impact Aid. Rohe provision so that

Indian,scheal districts can use the ZS% additional funds ChOY receive for
Indian students and the addition they receive for handicapped students without
subjecting such funds to state egualltation or revenue control Units.

8. Do not expect I ct Aid to absorb Title IV programs.

9. Make provision der Impact Aid construction for a program of
rennevation and consul' tion for reservation public schools. ---

10.Contipue epee% n of Title Iti program without recission of

FY '843 funds and with signific lecreases in tie FY '84 funds. This
Applies to Parts A. B. and C of the proven. Consider supplemental Title 'IV
funding for FY '83.
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11. Maintain the existing per student rate withinlite JobiSon O'Malley
Program. Retain the Johnsonlrhalley ontof-state.tuition program.

U. Provide-adequate funding 'Or Chapter i, Chanter II. and-other
supplemental education programs . in all block funded supplemental
programs tike Provssion far a set aside directly available to1114.funded
schools. including contract schools. Mete provision for fundt#g of these
programs through tribes.

13. Increaseease. for Indian scholarships. graduate scholarships.
and special graduate programs. Continue to fund the,Pell grant program.

14. Make a real finapcialicommitment to Indian vocational educatiOn.
including funding to match the 1% set aside fp the 00C vocational education
budget. or doubling the set aside to 2%1 end putting SIP1 on a stand
funding basis. if vocational education is block funded. make certain the
set aside for Indian Programs is protected from suite control or absorbtioe.

IS. Increase funding for adult education and mandate program designs
to reach the people most in need of this program. sr

16. Rake adequate provisidh for the navajo Vocational Rehabilitation
Program. Include Provision in the reauthorization of the bill to treat.this
program like a state or trust territory for its base funding.

a
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TNT NEED FOR TITLE IV -- COPOMITY £041Cailiki THAT WORKS
ustinow OF MEMO NATION TO HOUSE EDUCATION An0 LABOR CCAMITICE

Prepared by -- Navajo Division of Education
February 22. 1983

Members of the Gormittee, we appreciate the special opportunity which
you are giving us to appear before you in support of the Title IV program.
This important program is threatened with extinction under current policies
of the Reagan Administration. it is hard to understand why this should be

so, because the prograh accomplishes so many things which the Presidegt has
identified as important in educationbrogrms. It has met part of the
'appropriate Federal responsibility"for Indian education. It has fostered
16cal control of education planning. It has involved Indian families in
education decisions affecting their children. It has worked., Elimination
of the program will set back many of the gains being made fa the education
of Indian children and leave the academic and employment future of these chil-
dren even fore uncertain than it is now.

1NE RATIONALE FOR ELIMINATION OF TITLE IV RESTS ON FAULTY ASSUMPTIONS

The Administration in its official justifieation of the elimination of
Title IV makes several faulty assumptions. These include the assumption
that the trust responsibility of the Federal government (to the extent the
administration is willing to admit there is a trust responsibility) which gives ,

rise to federal responsibility for Indian education, resides only in the Bureau',
of Indian Affairs and not in any other part of the federal government: the
assumption that other supplemental programs or basic programs (such as Impact
Aid) can pick up any needed Title IV programs; and the assumption that Title IV
has done its job and is no longer needed, none of these assumptions stands
the test of analysis.

Indian Vocation is the Responsibility of the United States Government

It is legally, historically and practically unsound to contend that the
entire responsibility for meeting Federal obligations to Indian people rests
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, In 11168, when the Navajo people made theiC

treaty with the United States, there was no Bureau of Indian Affairs. That
treaty was rade with representativeglof the U.S. Army. Yet no one at this point
seriously expeets the U.S. Annytoeffeceuate U.S. obligations under the treaty.
Impact Aid, identified in one goverment study as the best expression of the
Federal trust rembnsibility for Indian students in public schools, is adminis-
tered through the Department of Education. The same is true of Title VIT, which

has funded some programs directed particularly at Indian students. We did not
make a treaty with an agfncy. We made a treaty with a govcrnment, lie look to
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that goverment, not to any one agency within it, for the realization of the
promises contained in that treaty. including thtopromise that our children would
be educated. 4

2. Other Programs Cannot Compensate for the toss of Title IV

The administration asserts that other programs can pick up any necessary
Title IV functions. it is difficult to understood the basks for this rontentioo.
Tho. Administration has been,very lean in Its funding of education programs.
All supplemental public school programs have been cut back, frozen. or increased
minimally at much less than the rate o inflation. At the sans, time. state

1.144governments, faced with their own 0 t deficits, have been similarly tightening
state support levels for education. A 4 result, every educational program in
the schools serving our children is cut to the bone, stretched to the limit.
The Navajo Division of Education contacted every public school district on or
near the Navajo Reservation serving Navajo children andteSked if existing programs
in the school could pick up Title IV activities. Our question was universally
greeted with scorn apd disbelief. School administrators were unanimous in
stating that all their programs are underfunded. There is no bane within army
other supplemental programs or in the basic maintenance and operation budget
for the Title IV projects. Indeed, hard tines have caused a pooling of resources
among programs (such as several programs picking up part of a secretary's salary;
or one program providing the teacher and another providing the materials costs).

' This means that the loss of one programs such as Title IV can reZult in the
impairment of the remaining supplemental programs.

. Quite aside from the financial considerations, Title IV is a very flexible
program. It allows a school to operate programs and provide services which do
not fit within the stricter requirements of such programs as Chapter 1, Title
VII and the like. Title IV is forward funded. it is money schools can plan
on. This puts it head and shoulders above the Johnson Oliallev Program, quite
apart from the eligibility and other limi)ations of the J04 program. Title IV
mew is aocally programmed money. Elected committees of Indian parents meet
with school officials to plan for the use of this money There really is no
substitute for this program.

3. The Title IV program is still needed.

Title IV has hid some outstandihg successes. it has improved achievement.
It has had An Impact on the drop out rate. It has locreaste parental involvement.
This does not mere that the need for TWA IV has disappeared it would make
as much sense to say that because a good foundation has been laid, a house does
not need walls or a roof. Because a situation is improved does not mean it is
resolved. for example, Title IV program hate had success in raising
achievement storm of participatingastvdeots. however, achieve-sent storm of
our students are still significantly below the national average. Better is not
the same thing as good enough. Title IV programs have hem successful In
IMPIn9 some children in school. However the drop Out rate for,our children
is still unacceptably high. A review of attendance data for the last school
year showed a senior year enrollment for Navajo students that was aopremleately
35 % below the freshman dnroljment. This figure does not even catch7the
smilers who have dropped out before the freshman year. Title IV programs are
belying us deal with this problem. We still need theaf.

in has been very effective JO involvina Indian parents in the
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education of their children. Parental involvement 's so:sealing that is almost

taken for granted In piddle Class white school dist icts in this Country. Of

course parents are involved. The elect school . They pass on the '

school levy. They connote depends a. their Children e having problems. For

Indian parents the situation is very ifferent,

for many Indian parents their fiia.experjenee witi motion was being
forcibly taken from their parents' tome &qd placed in a ,oa ing school where

they would be hysically punished for speaking their hoe la 'Age. For these
Parents to sloe school as a place where they Can share in crea inq a future for
their children requires a tremendous process of tcust building and reorientation.
it does not came easily. Newly cases, Indian parents are a m rity of voters
and cannot select theft' school board. in highly hopotted school fstricts,

the basic school budget is often outside their power to Influence.

Title IV has provided en extremely effective means for Indian
become a part of their children's education. In our survey of Title V progr
affecting Navajo Children, we were told time and time again that Abe p rent
committees are active. Involved vital. Many parent committees meet a least

once a.month. 'belt meetings are often attended by 35, 40 or ;mire pare ts,
They ask questions about their children's education. They participate in rasing
solutions for problems. The diversity of programs funded by Title'iV re ects
the diversity of volutions which Indian parents are exploring to improve LA

education of their children,

fide IV has been used to fund a diversity of programs, reflecting the
varieties of needs in the different school districts within the Navajo Nation.
One thing we have noticed is that the poorer the district, the more critical
is the Title IV program. Thus elimination of the Title IV program will hit
hardest at the districts which have the greatest needs and fewest resources,
Title IV funds have been used'in our schools to fund remedial programs. bilis.
9001/bicultural programs, bilingual Counsellors., home-school laison programs,
tutorjal programs, programs for gifted Indian students, sinner programs,
hilingual,classr046 aides, student retention programs (aimed at potential
drop-outs). The programs funded by Title IV are as dive e as the problems
of Indian students and the ingenuity of Indian parents educators in
solving these problems. What will become of these of it Title IV Is

eliminated.

ELIMINATION OF4ifitE IV IS OCCURRING WNW PLANNING OR CONSULTATION

One of the frustrating things about the proposed elimination of Title IV
is that it is occurring wisbout educational planning and without consultation
with Indian tribes, parents or educators. It is an idea that has come out of
the blue, or rather out of deliberations conducted in Washington without
input from educators Or Indiana. Is is a plan cooked up while the Office of

Indian Programs in the Department of Education Was without a director, and
after many of she most knowledgeable staff within that office had been
rifted. Perhaps that is why the justifications given by the Administration
for its recomnendation are so factually erroneous and programatically unsound.

The impact of Title Plain the education of Navajo children is profound.
Over 37.000 of our children benefit from the.prooram on or near the Navajo
Reservation. This includes not only public school students, but students
in our clerenity controlled contract schools. In addition, an untold number
of Navajo studentt whole parents have been roma to move away from the

11 '11
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reservation to find work have benefitted from this pmigrem feurban settings.
With such a stake in the.fvture of this program. no find it hard to understand
how the program could have hien targeted for elimination without our involsement.
We cannot understand why the move was made in the dark.' without consultation.
The enDire process raises serious questions about what this Administration

understands by the 'government-to-government" relationship. tot there be oo'
misunderstanding this government. the Navajo government, does not ogree that
title IT is expendable or unnecessary:

Quite aside from tho lack of tonsultation, what strikes one mosforceably'
about the proposed elimination of Title IV is the lack of planolog. The Navajo
Division of Education has made only the briefest review of Title it orograms on
and near the Navajo Reservation We immediately discovered that maw schools
use 'title IV funds in conjunct' s with other fund; to, expand the supplemental
program; available to students. For example. one school uses funds from three
supplemental programs and the basic operational budget to pay for a secretary
who performs secretarial functions for all three programs. Elimination of Title
IV will affect the two remaining programs as well. Another school uses Title
IV to pay for instructors And aides for a reeedlai program and uses Johnson
O'Malley roads tolpay for parental costs sae instructional materials associated
with the effort. Eitminatioo of title IT will limit the effectiveness of
Johnson O'Hailey funds as well. Jt is doubtful that the Administration MS
.any idea of the impact of the elimination of Title IV foods on other programs
such as Chapter I or Johnson O'Malley to schools such as these. These schools
should not be penalized for working so hard to stretch them dollars. It smell)

be irresponsible of Congress to permit the elimination of this program
without demanding that the Administration undertake a thorough evaluation of
the ceoSegoOnCeS of Moving thiS program and these funds from the resources
available to our schools,

ALL PARIS OPINE 111LE IV PROGRAM ARE tiEthEbf

Se far, our testimony has dealt with Part A of title IV. This does
not moan that Parts B and C are unimportant. Welgtress Part A because SO.001Y
children and somas? programs are involved, ParfS 8 and C are also important:
fart B is gedlittieg research, back up and specialized programs that are
increasing our ability to create innovetivc programs for Indian children
In the Navajo Tribe. Part B funds are premitting us to evatuate,the education ,)

needs of our children within both state and federal school system and actress
spree states. Part C funds are aimed at the needs of Indian Adults. The
program is small. But it is necessary. There are many Indian adults who were
essentially missed brill schbol systems when they were children. Edvcational
prog_eus aimed at these adults should be an essential part of any proiam of
*commit development for Indian reservations:

CONGRESS HAS A AESPONS181111T TO ACT RESPONSIBLY

the planned elimination of Title 1V is now nothing more than a proposal,
Olt Congress has the power td'turn it into a reality. We would urge Congress
to act siiiftly and responsjbly to reject the proposed recission of Title IV
foods so that existing programs can proceed and rejEct appeals to eliminate
the program for the next budget year. '

MI
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Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Cohoe?

STATEMENT OF BENNIE COHOE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RAMAH
NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD,..INC.

Mr. COHOE. Senator, my name is Bennie Cohoe.I am from
Ramah, I am the executive director fOr the Ramah Navajo
School Board, Incorporated, at Pine Hill, N. Mex.

I am here today to "express three areas of concern about the
Navajo people in my community. I am concerned about the present
information that we are receiving in regard to the administration's
planning and also the administration's requesting the committees
to rescind some dollars from the current allocated moneys for fiscal
year 1983. These moneys are in the amount of $16,128,000 pertain:
ing to the Indian education. program under title IV.

We would like to request that those moneys be retained within
the appropriation for 1983. Also, there is a request for recision of
the budget in the administration for 1984. We are asking the com-
mittee to take a hard look at that line item because, as the vice-
chairman for the Navajo Nation just stated, the State which I am
.from, the State of New Mexico, at this time is not ready to pick up
the slack if those mone s are withdrawn for these Indian students
on the reservation.

I doubt if there is an communication between the current ad-
ministration and our State government' as to how these transitions

_will take place. Sp I feel that it is very important that we retain
inose moneys in the fiscal year 1983 program as well as the contin-
ued funding in the 1984 budget.

Some df the concerns that I have communicated to the rest of the
Congressional offices are that we are requesting. support for ap-
proval of a supplemental budget for title IV, Indian education,
sponsored by Congressman Pat Williams of Montana for fiscal year
1983.

The other support that We are asking for is support for H.R. 11
sponsored by Congressman Carl Perkins reauthorizing title IV,
Indian Education Program Through W89. Also, we are requesting
that the reduction request submitted by the administration be de-
feated.

We are also asking for reestablishment of a BIA line item for
preschool education at not less than the previous fiscal year 1980
level, and for compliance with the regulation asking for consulta
tion with Indian organizations and Indian tribes in regard to the
Indian student equalization program formula. -

We are asking for immediate establishment of school standards
for Bureau of Indian Affairs and contract schools in consultation
with educational leaders -within the Indian nation.

We are also asking that there be an allocation increase for stu-
dents under the ISEP formula. We have done research where the
current national average is higher than what the Bureau is allocat-
ing for the Indian children;

We are asking for it readjustment in the education formula for
ISEP in regard to student transportation. We are concerned about
the way the present criteria has been established for the economic



..
grants We would like to see the eligibility in regard-A° Indians put-
ting up 75 percent from the private sector be reduced.

At this time, the community that I am from' is an isolated area.
We are a satellite community of the Navajo Nation. There is no
way w§ can get the private sector to come on tp4ur reservation to
assist us with any type of economic developmlifit. That is why I
have concern in that area. -

We are asking to increase funding for economic development in
the upcoming budget.

Those, basically, are my concerns. Additionally, we have con-
cerns in the area of housing development and the Indian hogsing
programs.

Currently, there are some problems. I.was listening to the.testi-
mony that was presented by the HUD staff yesterday They are
saying that they are taking a hard look as to how the Indian con-
struction costs can be redubed on thendian reservations.

However, after reading their statement, they failed to acknowl-
edge that. they would observe the tribal regulations that are devek
oped whfch' encourages its own private bector to seek technical as-
sistance from the outsiders to establish their own construction com-
pany. That is being ignored.

The tribal regulation that is established in regards to Indian
preference and so forth Is being ignore by HUD at this point. I sug-
gest that we be given som& time to submit our comments to really
have HUD understaild. what we are trying to do in regard to
Indian construction on Indian reservations.

Housing is needed. There is a backlog of about 20,000 houses at
the present time on Indian reservations. There are now some units
going up- on the reservation without any utilities. There is no
plumbing in some of the units that are currently being constructed
because indan Health Service has Rot been allowed to put con-
struction'mohey into their budget which previously helped Indian
tribes. ,

There is\ri standing tri-agreement between HUD, IHS, ar
Bureau of Indian Affairs to provide safe, decent, and sanitary nous-
ing: ti

These are our Concerns, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Senator GOLDWATER. I do -not think you used your whole state-

ment, so we will make it a part of the record at this time.
[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 260.)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF TI RAMAII NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, iNC!

PRESEATED BY atNsie,copoR. EXEC:IT/DIRECTOR

Senator Mark -Andrews. Committee Ambers. my name is Beanie

Ogre. I em the Executive Director of the Noah Navajo School Board. Wa

are a contract school in rural Sewlhotice serving the Ramah Sand of Navajos

with education, health, social and other services.

Our organization is happy to be able to talk with you *bout ths-buditot-

cry needs pi Indian people, Secretary Watt, Secretary Cell and other

administration officials have shown us In the recent pest that they are

not responsive to the needs of Indian people as mandated by treaty and law.

Tribal coasultqlen has become a farce. his were told that all Amerleants
.1

would share equally in the misery that budget cuts would bring.' That was

net true last year and it continues to ba untrue., .

asst! Sec. Ken Smith admitted that the majority of funding for Indians

-does, not coma from SIA and INS. When program areas outside of 04se agencies

were cut, ell;dnared, and block-granted co the' states, we lost a major portion

of funds for which we have been eligible.. Then BIA and 1161servIces were

cut. New the administration Is recomecnding that wholo service areas be

eliminated. We cannot survive such catastrophic withdrawal of support. The

uneinloweent rate for the country:which seems so catastrophic to all of you

and to the country at large would be a blessing on any reservation in the

country. '

Indian people have bean told that economic development on the reserv-

ation it,the gnawer to our problems. I am hero today to tall you that we

can not provide jots without a literate, English-speaking labor force.'

That means education programs. Vet you heap before you requests to cut or

eliminate almost every major education progrti through which we receive

Services.

tack of adequate medical sem/outs is another hInderance to the autonomy

of our sameaunity. people do not get sick or well 04 remand. We cannot

A
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. centre' direct patient care costs. We received 4 51$ cut for fiscal year

1982. Rigid adherence to the policy dictating that the., contract shall ..

it exceed the 182 amoc. insures that we will losean additional 52 to 102

ld'iefilitIon and mandated salary increases. hoe con wo refuse to treat
Ce

property tribal goobers

4
who aro ill or injured/ .

Whcn CongAress enacted Public tow 95-561.byou wrote into the legiblation

that Our appropriations for VIA and Con Schools would be based on the

amount needed to nett tho standards which the 9IA was to establish 10 con

sultetiommith us. Three years have passed. Therc bre DO tutdards. Con-

sultation with as has not begun. Why is 01A allowed to ignore toe laws

passed by Congress/. You areNagain asked to appropriate money for Indian

schools without any yardstick by whiph to iocaSUr0 thu quality of education

which you are ppvidlog fo our childeeiC--Thur children's schools have to

enact standards. Outs don't. Your ra..dren are 4 Of a miniania e'eality.

Ours Ire not. I t P formai* ather than eque1121.49 has created gross

inequities. The base anount of the 1SCP'formele Is far billow the national

average spent for elementerY and secondary students.

You were told by Adnini ton officials 14 the spring budget 'marinas

that the Title IV. Part C funds Pre not needed for adult education: At the

same tine. 16c. Bell and Other officials are holding without release the first

comprehensive natiostl research e. the necds\of Indian adults and the Par; thee

Title IV. Part C plays. that study shows that an overage of 952 of the bu4gets

of existing Indian adult education onerous are derived from Title 1114 The
t

-\studf clearly shows that much. much alora not less -- mercy is necd$d.

''XyaThe giA has Spent large sums of money th independent assessments

v
and intgrnal assessments of the effects of preschool programing. The repo is

all agree. The programming shoulti be provided. The provision for doing so

41 .rittcn Into Kee regulations. SIA was to consult with vs and to Integrate

Preschool into the formula in 1982. Again. wo have not been conaulledt nor has

the programming been added to 1St?. Now the BM has subverted their own ra

24,
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Sulatioos and policies by unilaterally terminating Its Pre -kioderlerten programs

for fiscol year Iggit.

Vs will not mislead you as administration officials have done. It costs

more to educate Indian children and Adults than it does to educate other childreo

'and adults. We are reoeiving less. V. ore isolated. Much of our population

does not speak English. Ve have only one paved road running through the re-

lion. We most ute four wheel drive vehicles in the winter to bring children

out to waiting school busses on the paved road. Often we Cannot Oct children to

school at all. We oust remind you. however. that it will cost you far more not

o arlOvide programming sufficient to meet the needs. The children and adults

whooro served by our Preschool. elementary. secondary and adult literacy program

can became productive self -supportimg individuals. Or. they can rennin on federal

subsifte Co for many years to came at a price which is astronemiealty highor than

the ce you pay for education programs.

We are also confused by the paradoxical messages some us by tho Reagan

/Main; ion. V. are told that ec000mic development on the reservation is the

top priority. All of tht sources with *bleb to develop our cconemY have teen

withdrawn. In their place is a token sedrOdriOtiOn which would net serve to cover.

the developeeot needs of even one miservatlon much less all tribes and reservation

cemounities. The majority of Indian cemmonitles do not have vast stores of

minerals which can be exPloited. Our primary resource is people. ghlte the ad. -

inistretion teaks about economic develoPment. they do not offer any advice on how

sou are to achieve the economic Independence which they Idea. There is no definitive

policy. We recommend to Congress that the !sad in developing such policy in con-

cert with tribes be taken bs Congress in .Imr of the void of leadership in the

&Maim lone officials and agencies.

UM also request your os sssss nee In meeting construction needs of Indian

communities. Our °Octavio is a woefulty inadequate home economies room Welt

was converted. Repeated 'Mitre to Obtain BIA Priority for our middle school
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.construction has left children attending el in dilapidatod, unsafe portabios

which have no restroems. no fire exits and no handicapped accommodations.

the massage to its from the administration is clear. They do not want us

to succeed, to learn, and to become o part of the labor force. No hope your

Passage will be different. The RAmah Navajo SchoolO:sard asks your support for

the Following:

tj Approval of the budget suppliant for Title IV, Indian Education
sponsored by Congressman Pet Ilillisms of Montana for FY.113.

2) Support for OR-11 sponsored by Coigressean Carl Perkins roauthor -
Sting Title $V Indian Education and other programs until i989.

3) Defeat of the administration's recession vermests for Title IV,
indirl Education.

l) Reestablishment of the filA line for preschool education At not less
than the FY82 level and compliance with cegulations on consult-
ation and inclusion into the 'SEP formula.

5) hemediage establishment of school standards for OIA and Contract
Schools In consultation with tribes and school boards as mandated
by law dad regulation.

6) An increase in the basic altotoent per Indian student in the 1SEP
formula to 52,800 per student. and the flexibility to transfer
moles among need areas to account for the divergent needs of
different communities until the problems inherent he the formula
can be resolved and standards published.

7) Adjust the transportation formula allotment for !SEP back to 90c a
mile for those rural schools,like ours which have exceptional
transportation problems. °'

8) establish a Reservation Economic Recovery Task Force to formulates
policy and the necessary funding to build a stable economic base
in reservation cOnomitles.

9) increase the OiA line for reservation economic development to forty
million dollars and provide for eligibility of any economically -
depressed reservation community irrespective of the slit of the tribe.

10) Mandate that for the hospitals and clinics line 411°CatIVIS be based
on demonstrated program peed and not consist of merely a percentage
decrease from the pricy fiscal year.

il) C contingency fund in IRS which clinics and hospitals nay draw
upon as needed %once% direct patient eacovgaviees.

it) Provide for the inclusion of funds tor 111S sufficent to insure at
tease minimal mental health and alcohol and drug treatment progcma.

24
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FACT MST I 1 : THE INMAN SCHOOL SQUALiChTlOts MUNN

1. ISEP Regulations were adopted on 12/10/70 1:1 DIA.

2. Peblac Law 95-541 darected the 01A to outablish tehool standards
in concert, oath tribes and school boards upon which appropriations
would be based.

3. .foui years after the introduction of 1SES, no standards ha b on
devised: nor have tribes and school boards been consulted
respect to such formulation.

4. A standard transportataon allotment figured on a per alio basis 4
has been plied without regard to the divergent conditions which
make transportation much more expensive for tome schools than
others. (e Ramah must use both standard school buses and four
wheel drat. vehaeles. The buses stop at each connecting non-paved
road and a waiting four wheel drive vohicle is taken ea the dirt
reads to trancport children Ott to the highway in the winter.)

S. The regulations sta.AP: "Administrators and school boards should be
assured that tnere is money in their allocataca, under the ISCP,
for'every legitimite educational program need they have." yet
schools have demonstrated in 'man that that, statement is false.
There aro schools wicth no music programs, no sumer school programs,
schools who tan not match salary schedules of local distracts, school:
who can not offer a bilingual program.

6. The Indaan Self-Determination Act and polleits assures tribes that
there will be the same amount available for services which arc
contracted as wore available when directly operated by ofederal
agency. Consistently, tribes are denied indirect cost rates which
have boon logally estoblashed. Tribes and Indian organizations arc
toll that thoy must take away from program services in order to
receivu their full indirect rates. This in contrary to law and
policy.

1. The cut off for small school factor in Ism, as arbitrary, capricious
and results in inequities.

S. The flexibility needed to moor dave..se needs of students has not
been allowed. ver, minor purchainl require approvals from an
Area Office which is 155 males dastaat. local school officials
do not have the flexibility to trantter among lines to moot

.needs as they develops and,,thus can not make the most efficient
use of funds available.

9. The .2 add on weight factor for bilingual does not oven generate
enough money to provade one bilingual aide per grade level for
the RNS0 school.

a
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PAcc &nem t 27 nesgan Adminiutration 1equost to Tornin.to Titlo IV,
Indian Education.

1. Titlo 2v, Indian Education monies were appropriated to addrows
418crote educational needs of Indian childron and adults.

2. Th4 administration indicates that those needs are already sorvod
through Chapter 1, Bilingual Education bescrotioudiry Groat Program,
Impact Aid, Vocational Education lt set astdo for Inchon Tribes and
Organisations and other unspocifiod grant programs.

I. hi:lingual education in the VS bept.of education food:. vuty few
Indian projects. Funding under this act has gone primarily to
hispanic troops. The funding level dots not allow for any but
the most minute 'oaken of Indian projects to receive funding.
In soma roars, no Indian projects may be fundod. As competitive
grant funds, tho money goes to those organisations who have the
most sophisticated grant writers.

4. Contract Schools are not eUgiblo for Impact Aid: nor arc 81A
Schools. Impact hid is to make op the tax base difforence for
base costs of a school not to provide services for spcoial
needs of students an does Part A of Title IV, and Part K.

S.
1

The Vocational education set aside funds only 26 projects in
all of Indian Country. These projects are preeiscly as stated- -
vocational training for adults. The Vocational :papacy is not
available for adult litoracy programs and high school complctson
as addressed by the Federal Adult Vocation Act. There is no
sot aside in the Pcderal Adult Education Act Car. Indians. Only
Title IV, Part C is available for these literacy needs.

6. Only Title IV had available monies for establishoent of Alternative
Schools and New Tribal Schools.

7. Part 8 and C.nonios from Title IV are the only fonds availablo to
many tribes through which they may address the educational needs
of tictr populations by directly operating service's.

S. Nora rathor than loss loads arc needed for Title 1V, Indian Education.
The educational sorvices provided under this department ean.only
erratically fill program needs presently. because of the compotitivo

rnature of Pert:, h and C. studentt may issue for a ohort
period of time and then be left out entirely as other projects
compel° more uucestfully for funds.
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PACT SHEET 11: DISCONTINUATION OP PRE-SCROOS FUNDING

1.
f
The BIA has decided unilaterally to terminate its pre-kindergart4n
Programs in fiscal year 1984.

2. The 1sRP regulations state that: the Director, in consultation
with tribes and school bo-cds, shall detecuiac appropriate weight
factorn heeded to include pre -k1T1Z7gartan programa in the
Indian School Equalization Permute in fiScal year 1982. Eased
On a needs SW:mount, to be completed by January 1, 1980,
pre-kindergarten programs schll be included LA the Bureau's
Education request

3. The abusultation mandated by 4 2 above has not taken place. Much
time and noney has been spent by the OM on external and internal
needs assessments. The DAnk Street Assessment as well as the Bill's

,own assesament have shown that pre-kindergarten programing should
be provided.

4. The Bin Federal School Oporaeions ;Omuta (62-4 mail) states:
establish procedures to facilitate planning

and implementation of the Early Childhood Education as a pact
of the Bureau's education system Schools operated directly
by the Oureau of Indian Affairs or under tribal contract shall
include the Early Childhood Education Programs.'

S. The Federal Administrative Procedures Act (25 CFR 31.a.4(a) states.
that: 'ln carrying out its Education mission, the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs through the Director sahll...assuT
that no new policy shall be established nor any existing.poliey
Changed or modified without consultation with affected Tribes...."

6. iy defunding pre - kindergarten programs in order to terminate them
the Bureau is in cleat violation of.the Federal Administrative
Procoedures Act and its own regulations.

7. The need for pre-school programing has been established by
the DIA.; inEhrnal and independent external sources.

8. The promise to tribes that such funding will be made available
has been written into regulation.

9. It is neither legal nor conseiencionable to abruptly terminate
services for those children who are presently receiving them.

10. Such an abrupt termination does not provide parents, teachers,
and eel:amen:lies the time to identify alternative resources which
which night partially fill crucial needs and prevent family
chaos.

II. It has been suggested that pre - school might better be placed under
Social Services. This is a poor suggestion in that the major
goal of ne4A, sr not all Indian pto.tin4ergorton programa is the
development of English language skills and of cognition au: motor
skills. mess are education concerns, not seeial service concerns,
and can best be accomplished through an educational structure.

_
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FACT SUET t 4: The Elimination of Adult Education under Title 1V, Part C

I. In Awing budget hearings. Administration officials indicated to
Congress that adult education needs of Lichens are setved through
a set aside in the federal Adult Education Act.

'2. There is no such set aside in the federal Adult Education Act.
Monies under this act aro block granted to the States. The States._
except in rare instancose-do-not-Tand-rnalan projcats,-,5r servo
Indian students.

3. The administration's budget request for education indicates that
adult education needs for Indians can be taken care of through
the It set aside for Vocational Education.

4. The It act aside for Vocational Education is not for literacy,
and high school eguivileney programing. Twenty-six Ineaan
vocational projects are presently funding under the It set weld*
for job training. Literacy and English language Feeds must be
mat before the vocational programing can be provided. It appears
at this point that oven the vocational training will be unavailable
to those few fortunate organizations and tribes who havo received
it as the reauthorization of Vocational Education does not provide
for an Indian set aside. The monies under the new act would be
block granted to States.

5. Administration officials indicated in spring budget hearing that
Indian adult education needs are .at by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

6. The SIA does have a line for adu t education in their budget.
Uuwevor, not all tribe. are able to receive this funding. and
not all of those who do receive it are able to use the funds
for adult literaghand high school completion or English as
a second langvage'inrtruction. 'Ms atailos are not handled in
the same va, Lint steondary and elmentery funds are diabutsed
under 1St ?. Thome tribes who have not rateived adult education
monies can not do so without eliminating social services or other
Ilia sustaining serviecs as the total amounts available to tribes
either remain the &AMC or are less than have been received. Under
the old hand owaly..... sytea.of budgeting. tribes eauld place the
money they were to receive in any category thoymished. That is
still true, but the opportunity a adding adult education is
prohibited by the necessity of eliminating other programs in order
to provide for adult education. addttionally, shone tribes and
organizations which receive adult education tonics, 05 in the ease

Al of ROSR. are not able to use the funds en literacy classes as the
nealms have long been progtaamed for other critical services.
eorexample, ROSS expends adult education funds for alcoholism
Programing bocaut.e IRS has not had funds available to provide
this program for us --although it is atandardly provided for
many other Indpan eemmanities.

t.

T. The Adraniscration tells us that we mast develop the reservation
economy. ltd can not de so without a literate, English speaking pop-
ulation.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fact Shoot 4 S: Clinics and Hospitals Operated under PL 93-638

I. Indian Ilellth Service officaffunder direcrion from thcAdminist
tration have arbitrarily established operating budgets without
regard for medical service needs in Indian oummunitica. Blanket
cuts in fy '82 and staunch adherence to the same amount in fy°83
irrespective of the ebb and flow of disease, ac2tdents and
natural disasters is irresponsible. The infant mortality and
mcemAity rate* for Indian populations are the highe..t in the
nation. The expenditures fOr health care de not reflect the
spacial health needs of Indian people which areLcoOaed.ip part__
by the grim living conditions on reservations.

2. The provisions for mental health Caro and prevention on leservatione
is sparse at best: and non-existent in some communities. The
history of poor living conditions, unemployment, unfulfilled
government obligations, attempts at cultural genocide, poor
preparation to cope with the increasing contact with 4 sophisticated,
technological society and hopelessness have greeted overwhelming
needs in rho area of mental health. Suicide attempts are astro-
nomical., high; and, for the most pert undocumented.

3. Lack of English language skills, isolation, illiteracy, and lack
of exposure to modern technology mako it imperative that health
education and community health services be available if tribal '
members are to take fullest advantage of whet health care is
available, and if adequate prevention is to be plied.

4.) Poor diets which are nutritionally deficient. high sires* living
conditions, hard manual labor in harsp environments, all contribute
to low inmunity resulting in much higher rates of communicable
diseases, accidents, trauma and metabolic discasetlhan aro
found in the general population.

S.) The urvillittgriOSE of the gov.rnmCnt to fond at a ,041Knable
level coanunity health servieea, and mental healtb proaraming,
inures higher and higher incidence of disease and accidents and
increased expenditures for direct health care.

6.) Rises in unemployment on reservations to fifty, sixty, seventy
percent and higher has increased demands on IHS hospitals and
clinics as health needs covered by health inulance from employers

arc terminated with tha employment requiring more rather than less
operational funds.

1.) The ability to contract 0t. a provider for Comttaet Health
Service Lands independent of its status as a Public Law 93-638
Morley is needed to enable eost Indian AOeneies to maintain
self determination over the use of In-patient care funds. AT
the present time, the IllS priorities for the use of COS funds often
over -ride the needs ,04 the Indian community for the dee of care
funds as seen by tho Indian Organisations providing the services.

%,
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FACT SHEET fd: FACT SHEET FOR SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION KOS

h. lackoromma

Since 1952, Raman Navajo Community 'taught through the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to hove a day school tonsteucted so that Reach Navajo
children would.no longer have to be separated From their raillfes to
receive an education. In 1970, the coorcuolty successfully negotiated

CO with the II of Indian Alf,pcs to provide educational
services to amok Navajo children. This event served as a model for
President Himon's speech introducing the fodcrailfolicY ef.self
determination. Themestablfshment of the school gave Ilse to a commit -
mene by 01A In early 1911 to provide planning funde\for construction
of a community school. lo October of 1071, Cho edoeheienal '
cations for the new school were completed, and 01A School Facilities
staff assured the community chat design funds for fiscal year 1973
would be ocquested on hamah's behalf. for reasons never emplolned.
the Bureau failed to request fiscal year I973 construction foods for
Ranch. The Raman Navajo School Board travel-0d to unShiencoh. O.C.
In an effort tchelear up the confusion, and Commissioner Louis Oruce
signed a hotter stating the project has the 0 ' highest pelority.
Recogniting the community's plight, Congress supplemented the 014's
request for Construction funds In order to provide Haven with feeds
he fiscal year 1913. The Program of Requirements was completed and
the Initial cost esti:tote for construction was 515.000,000. In
November of 1973, Itarvin Franklin, Executive Asst to the Com-
missiOneo. Premised that the Bureau *mold extend its "best efforts"
to secure funding for the school. Since that the Congress has funded
phases I, II. and III of the school's construction program.

Buildings completed are the high school, elementary school, '

Ormoasium, kindergarten, bus maintenance shop, Library, eland the

educational radio studio presently under construction. in 1970, the

orbgrao was interrupted by the Bureau's lostirotion of a revised
orocrduce for raskicg the priorities fcr school construction fonds.
and when applied to Ramoh, the community's needs were ranked so low
as to deny any reasonable expectation of completing the campus. There
ere no classrooms for the middle school. the home economics room cur-
rently serves as the cafeteria. no dormitory, no business offices, no
staff housing and Incomplete facilities for supportive Services.

0ASO's school construction application has never been ranked Maher than
10th place. Our application was not even considered for fritli new
construction ranking.

No. of itiolmum Square footage
Isl. 'WA Alnhmmm Space standards Students Needed

Oiniog Areas

th square feet per scat 402 (Grades K -ill 6748
V Kitchen Area:

4315 square feet per Program 4375

-of Requirements.
Nide'. School Classrooms:
30 oqiiereofect per student 70 (Grades 7.1) E100

25.)
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Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Belay and Mr. Cohoe, what is the rela-
tionship between the Ramah'School Board and the general Navajo
educational system?

Mr. BEGAY. Mr. Chairman, the relationship between the Navajo
Nation and Ramah Navajos is that -the Nasajo Nation issued a
charter to. the Navtdo Ramah School Board, Me., under which they
operate schools and some of the community improvements that
they seek funds for from Congress and also from States if it is
available under those funding agencies.

Senator GOLDWATER. When you ask for money as a tribe, do you
include the Ramah budget also or do they come in separately?

Mr. BEGAY. In some parts yes and in some parts no.
Mr. COHOE. The Ramah Navajo dollar which comes from the Fed-

eral Goverment comes through the Albuquerque area BIA office.
The Navajo area office is based in Window Rock, serving the larger
Navajo Reservation. That is where the difference occurs.

It is the same with the Indian Health. Service dollars. There are
three satellite Navajo communities. They are away from the larger
Navajo Reservation.

Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Begay, you have schools at Kayenta,
Tuba City, Caned°, Fort Defiance, and Window Rock. What other
schools are there that I have left out?

Mr. FREELAND. Mr. Chairman, the schoolsNhat you have men-
tioned are State public schools.

Senator GOLDWATER. But the Navajo schools come under Navajo
control.

Mr. FREELAND. I am Aorry-,1 did not he'ir the question.
Senator GOLDWATER. I want to know how many schools you are

representing in this request?
Mr. BEGAY. The Bureau schools; there are 52 in' all on the reser-

vation.-
Senator GOLDWATER. You said that you bad 17,000 children en

rolled last year. Is that right?
Mr. BEGAY. Yes, sir.
Senator GOLDW ATER. How many children do you think should be

enrolled?
Mr. FREELAND. The figures that we have are from the Bureau of

Indian Affairs. They have indicated to us that there are 17,000 stu-
dents who are .enrolled in BIA funded schools. They anticipate an
additional 500 students.

The number of children who are not in school is a figure that we
do not have at hand, but we. certainly can research this for you.

I say this because the Bureau's figures would also have to be tied
in with the public school figure so that we can give you a more ac-
curate celculation.

SenatorGOLDWATER. I wish you would do that because I think it
is very important that we know how many young people, Navajos
that is, there are who would lilte to go to school but who are not
going to school. IF you could supply that for the record, we would
appreciate it.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-
ceived for the record:)

2 e- 0
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THE NAVAJO NATION
...MeownOot NAVAJO MAW. SOOStOOW

Alegi 07. t903
sKr

EDWARD; BEGAY
r4tousaase,wevaso Isar. tOt..ht,

Senator Bats? Goldwater
Select Comeittee on Indian :

Mears,
IVatted State! SohAs0 C.Weighill9tea, D.C. 20510

1Dear Sammie COldwater;

In reviewing Out Statistical-data regarding the adobe* or ArniU) students
earetled On the ensue of ledian Affairs school and Contraci, schaats. the EaValia
01.vision of Education., data infoosatlea indicates that a total of 51,000
students were enrolled during &ghee' goat 196,42. 01 Ulm total, 1,0,4o: van.
(wawa In Public acheolss and 17,106 were enrolled in ittitedot of rad'an 'moire
stSau. Sep the attathetat.

In addition, the 100 Census shove that those Savoie between the ages of
1-17 years of age total 16,066. which Is 14.94: less than the acboot ago students
reported to us at the Natal() 0114alas of Education,

What to have to do-is call each school dlettict and each 11A Agency and
insult., about the estimated gimlet of stndants who ate 01 echoed ago and arc not
in school to get ao estimate. This procedure is being carried out.

attachment

23-741 0 - 03 - 17

Shicetelr,

,14,; Crtd. e.e.
0 . rsaklia A. Proeland

/
hestetabe 01rectot
MOVOIO civilian of Education

a
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Senator GOLDWATER. You have 17,000 enrolled. How many of
these are in high school? Do you know?

Mr. FREELAND: Of the 17,000 students, I would say that approxi-
mately 19 percent13;790are in high school.

Senator GorawATER. How would that compare with Pine Hill?
Mr. COHOE. Pine Hill Elementary has 160 in the elementary, and

when we get into the middle school and high school, we have 220.
There are other students who are not from Ramah, and these erg.
community members. Our total enrollment in Pine Hill currently
is at 490 for school year 1982-83. -

.Senator GOLDWATER. How many Navajos do you have in ,college?
Do you have that f` re?

Mr: FREELAND. We currently hgve under the tribal sch.larship
progrimp approximately 2,227 studertts.

Senator GOLDWATER. Are most of those at State universities like
Arizona State or Northern Arizona? .

Mr. FREELAND. Most of the students are enrolled in accredited
colleges throughout the country. The majority, Mr. Chairman, are
in Arizona and also New Mexico.

Senator GOLDWATER. How many was that?
Mr. FREELAND. The majority or the Navajo students who are re-

cipients of the Navdjo scholarships are enrolled in either' Arizona
or New Jg.txicoNAU, Tempe, Tucson, as well as UNM, New
Mexico State-in the two States.

Senator GOLDWATER. Have 'you come s.c, any guess or idea as to
how much money the total Navajo education would really require?
You have }Seen going along for years without adequate funds. The
administration is honestand I think they areabout wanting to
do something for Indians. I cannot think of a better way to start
than in taking care.of the younger people's education.

What are we looking at in the way -of .money? Have you made
any decisions on that?

Mr. CbH0E. Senator, in Ramah we did an analysis and research,
and we were looking at the national average. Tqradequately edu-
cate an Indian child in our area, which is isoled and rural, and
when it comes to the ISEP formula, the figure,should be raised to
$2,800 for students. That would meet the education need.

In regard to the transportation, we would like to raise that to
about 90 cents per mile because we have only one paved road going
through our reservation, and 90 percent of it is dirt road. The high
maintenance costs and the vehicle repair costs have put us in a
deficit situation in the transportation area, so we would like to see
that formula raised to 90,cents a mile as well.

Senator GOLDWATER. That is aproblem.across the\whole zeserva-
tion, not just Pine Hill, right? My memory. goes balk a long way.
Children were walking and riding horses to school and not even
being able to go to school because it was too far.

I remember the trading post was 90 'miles from Tuba City.. at
was the nearest high school. That is a hell of a long way to walk to
go to high school. ,

If you do not have it T think it would be a good project to have
the whole tribe get together and figure an overall plan that you
would like to see and then let us know what you are talking about
in.the way of money.

261)
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We are not getting enough money in Indian education any place.

If SecretaryeWatt and President Reagan mean what they say, then
Icannot think of a better place to start In fact today Mr. Watt
glade a big speech about Indians. I happen to agree with him
exc.., for his choice of words. I called him and I said:

l'am all with you if you want to start by 3 o'clock this afternoon, I have 12 prop
ects already in my mina, and No. 1 is education.

So, if you do that I think that it would be helpful.
Do you have any schools now that do nothing but vocational edu-

cation?
Mr. FREELAND. We do have the Navajo Skills Center, Iva. Chair-

man, tt Crownpoint, N. Mex. that is operated by the tribe. Oper-
ational funds are from the. Department of Labor, using CET*
funds. Because of the cuts in CETA, )he program is looking at seek-
ing vocational educational finds. '

That is why, as the vice Miairman indicated, we are very inter-
ested in the 1-percent set -aside in vocational education for our
Indian people, so that- we could help the educational system at
Crownpcint, N. Mex. The Navajo Skills Center is the only vocation-
al center at this time.

Senator GOLDWATER. Do you hot think that is a very impo
part of your educational system? You want to allow a young pers
to choose a vocational education instead of the standard elemen-
tal), education. --

Mr. FREELAND. Definitely; the vocational education program is
becoming very important to the people because of the proposed in:
dustries in the future, the economic developmeht for employment
purposes. In order for us to have a functional vocational program,
we would almost have to assess the industries coming onto our res-
ervation to determine their job needs and in turn train for realistic
jobs. That.is basicallewhat we are looking ...;., Senator.

Senator GOLDWATER. I think the biggest attraction that you can
offer to industry is an abundance of skilled labor. I an not talking
about any specific skill, but young Indian men and women trained
in skills that they had no exposure to in the normal life around the
family or at cther gatherings.

I can see many indttstries coming to your reservation and all res-
ervations if we can show industry, that we have people skilled. I
know that you know what I am talking about.

Yesterday, the Department of Education'Witnesses testified that
BIA education program, such as Johnson-0 Malley, will be able to

' pick up these services now offered by ale IV. Do you all agree on
that? . ,, ".

Mr. FREELAND. No, sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. I did not think you did.
Mr. Cotioi. No, we do not agree.'
Senator GOIDWATER. Is there any reason, or is it the fact that

JohnsonO'Mallay is going down hill, or what?
Mr. FREELAND. Mr. Chairman, if I may. The criteiWfor Johnson

O'Malley is stricter than the title IV program. The,Aitle IV pro-
gram is more flexible. It is also forward funded money. It also very
much involves Indian parents in the development of their chil-
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dren's curriculum. It has helped parents become more involved,
particularly in public schools:-

Mr. Chairman, the Navajo word for public school translated
refers to: "Where the little white children 'go to school." It is a
translation that is not possessive. It is more like theirs.

Because of the translation concept there was less parents' in-
yob, qment. However,,title IV has involved a lot of Navajo parents,
which is observable.

The achievement level in the nasic skills areareading, math,
Englishhas also gone up; not tremendously, but it is beginning to
show that title IV is working.

Johnson - O'Mailey, as I indicated, Mr. Chairman, is more strin-
gent in its eligibility. A child has to show that he is an enrolled
tribal member by certification. Title IV is, as I said,zore flexible.
A chid indicates that he is Indian.

Also, title IV extends into the urban areas. A lot of our Indian
people are moving from reservations into the urban areas because
of employment reasons. Title IV helps those children within the
urban areas, whereas Johnson-O'Malley may not.

Senator GO.- DWATER. I would agree with you on that.
I have no other questions for this panel. I hope that we are able

this year to begin a real pickup in the whole general area of Indian
education. I cannot think of anythi4 that is more important to
any tribe than the proper education of their children, not just the
education along the lines that non Indians thick but as the Indians
themselves think.

So, I will thank you.
Our next panel will be Enna Mundy, Gloria Keliiaa, and Jim

Feliz.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES R. LOVE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
INDIAN HEAL,TH CARE ASSOCIATION

Mr. LOVE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Charles Love.
I am president of the American Indian Health Care Association
which is an organization made up of the member programs around
the country, the 37 urban programs.

I want to thank you this mornin for the opportunity to provide
expert testimony on the issue of urban Indian health centers
around the corntiy.

I would like to make the introductions. We have a couple of
changes on the panel. To my left is Erma Mundy, she is the execu-
tive director of the Phoenix Urban Indian*Health Board. Next to
her is Jo Ann Barr. She is the assistant director of the Minneapolis
Health Board. Next is Jo Ann Kauffman. She is executive director
of the Seattle Indian Health Board. We halo? Jim Feltz. He is the
executive director of the American Indian Cuancil of Central Cali.
fornia. We also have Gloria Keliiaa, executive director of the Cali-.
fornia Urban Indian Health Council.

Mr. Chairman, our current situation is that the urban-ipecific
health plan called for a funding level of approximately $28 millior
annually for fiscal year 19:11 through 1984. We have never received
the actual appropriations , that time. They have never been but
about a third of the authorized level.

262
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We are facing a situation currently for fiscal yeailk1984 when the
- authorizations were $28.5 million, but we actually have nothing in

the President's budget. We are zeroed out Again this year for 1984.
We respectfully request this committee to authorize or appropri-

ate $10 million for fiscal year 134, and we are also requesting that
this committee support the reenactment of the Indian Health Care
Improvement Act, as amended, for another 7-year period.

I will defer now to the program directors for their testimony and
then after brief statements, of course, I will be able to answer ques-
tions.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ERMA MUNDY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PHOENIX
URBAN INDIAN HEALTH CARE PROJECT

Ms. MUNDY. Thank you, Mr, Chairman, for the opportunity to be
here and to tell you about our program in Phoenix, the Urban
Indian Health Board.

We have two aspects of our program in Phoenix. One is commu-
nity health nursing and home health care which provides services
to people in their own homesskilled nursing services. We do a lot
of preventive services such as immunizations, maternal and child
health, and diabetes care. .

We also provide hot- health care, which I think is very cost
beneficial. As you k hospitalization is very expensive these
days. With skilled nursing care available, patients can be dis-
charged earlier and receive skilled nursing service in their own
home,

The latest figures I have from the Phoenix Indian Medical
Center, the cost per day for hospitalization there is $311. One of
our nursing services costs $20.41. So, for every day of hospitaliza-
tion that can be saved, the cost-benefit is $290. That is a great sav-
ings for the State.

The other aspect of our program is advocacy. You -1-1 that
urban Indians are not eligible for many of the services at xlenix
Indian Medical Center. It contracts out a lot of services such as
care of premature infants, serious heart conditions, a lot of the
testing that is done and is necessary for modern diagnoses.

So, people who have been off their reservation for 189 days are
not eligible for that service, and that is 'our job, to help them get
enrolled in other facilities such as the Arizona State access pro-
gram. That is Arizona's new health care system. A is experimental,
and it is a new program. It is having a hard time getting off the
ground. However, we are getting people enrolled, and we are get-
ting them to other health care when they are not eligible for
Indian Health Service.

I think that if we were not there people would not get a lot of
the preventive health services. The Indian Health Service in Phoe-
nix does' not offer home health care to urban Indians. It is offered
on a very limited basis by the State.

So, I think those people just would not get that service at all.
Tilt ones who are hospitalized would be in the hospital longer. For
other services, people would just put them off and not get them
until perhaps they had to go to the emergency room. So I think

. it)26 t')
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that it would in actuality cost more money in the longrun in terms
of d9llars and certainly in terms of:human suffering.

We are asking that Public Law 94-487 and title V be reenacted
so that we can continue to stay in business

Senator GOLDWATER. Let me ask .a question. Does the Phoenix
Ind Hospital do much good?

. MUNDY. What is that?
Senator GOLDWATER. The Phoenix Indian Hospital on Indian

School Road.
Ms. MUNDY. It is471--)Ith Street, just north of Indian School

Road, yes.
a

Senator GOLDWATER. Do they help you much?
Ms. MUNDY. Yes. We do work very closely with them. Also, the

patients we serve do receive services there. We get a lot of referrals
from them for our home health care program and for various kinds
of followup.

Senator GOLDWATER.Are they full most of the time?
Ms. MUNDY. Yes, they are.
Senator GOLDWATER. I had an interesting experience of years

ago. I introduced a bill that was known as "What Is an Indian Bill"
because the town people in the hospital was one thirty-sixth
Indian. I do not exactly call that ah Indian.

They were filling up the hospital with non - Indian people. I have
a hunch that still goes on. I wondered if they really were of help to
you. It is a good hospital.

Ms. MUNDY. Yes, it is.
Senator GOLDWATER. I know they work like the devil, but I just

do not know whether they have enough room for Indians or people
who walked across the reservation once.

Ms. MUNDY. I think that those people picibably have tribal en-
rollment, and that is how they attain eligibility. The tribes do set
their own enrollment, and I believe each have different blood quan-
tum eligibility requirements. I do hear a lot of complaint about
that at the hospital.

Senator GotovvwrEa. Well, we will have to work that out.
, Ms. MUNDY. Yes. Thank you.

Senator GOLDWATER. Without objection, a copy of your prepared
statement will be inserted in the record at this point.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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Senator GOLDWATEit. We will now hear from Jo Anne Barr.

STATEMENT OF JO ANNE BARR, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, INDIAN
IIEALTII BOARD OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC.

Ms. BARR. Senator, I am Jo Anne Bari-, the assistant director of
the Indian. ealth Board of Minneapolis.

I would like to emphasize some of the accomplishments that
have been made by the urban Indian health programs .since they
began over 10 years ago. As you may be aware, there are 37 pro-
grams across the country that are currently serving urban Indian
populations. BIA estimates say that this figure exceeds 500,000 In-
dians.

These 37 programs alone have 'documented Indian populations
that exceed those. figures. According to 1982 figures that have been
released from Indian Health Service on the *amount of productivity
or direct health care and allied health care services that have been
provided 1.,y these programs, that figure has been 582,567 health
encounters for those 37 programs. .

When we look at the actual money that has been distributed for
Indian health programs from IHS and through the appropriations
process, it has cost Indian Health Service $14 for each one of those
encounters.

If we were not open and not providing those health Scare services,
based on current outpatient dataand this is only outpatient sta:
tistics that we are using; we are not looking at anything to do with
inpatient care or hospitalizationit would cost over $43,000,692 to
provide those same services. This is looking at outpatient visits,
and if people went to emergency rooms, this figure would escalate.

As.' said; there have been some important documentation in the
statistical evidence in the change of the health care status of Indi-
ans in urban areas. This is despite the fact that we have never re-
alizbd the authorization levels by the com)nittee.

We have been able to doburneat that the life expectancy has im-
proved by 6 years, that the infant mortality rate has dropped sig-
nificantly in some of the major urban centers. One 0:ample is in
Minneapolis. In 1970'and 1972, the infant mortality rate was 25.8
deaths per thousand live births. As of 1978 that figure has dropped
to 14.6. That is a dramatic decrease. It is not at the same level as
the general population, which is around; 11 or 12 deaths per thou-
sand> but it is dropping significantly, and this can be attributed to
the type of care that is being provided by these clinics in the urban
areas,

We haie also seen.a dramatit increase in the prenatal care cov-
erage that is taking place in these urbEin clinics. From 1967 to
1970, prenatal care in the first trimester was running about 29 per-
cent. In 1981 it went up to 44 percent, and that definitely has an
impact on the health care status of infants, mothers, and their
families.

I would like to emphasize the work that is done on behalf of all
of these programs because these programs range from providing re-
ferral services to direct health care service on a full-time basis. The
impact that can be shown and demonstrated among that level of
care is attributable to these health care statistics.
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I would like to defer any questions that you have until everyone
else has testified. Jo Ann Kauffman will tell you some of the prob-
lems that are encountering the urban health clinics as far rs
sources that are available. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JO ANN KAUFFMAN. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SEATTLE INDIAN HEALTH BOARD

Ms. KAUFFMAN. Good morning, Sfeator. My name is Jo Ann
Kauffman, and I am from the Seattle Indian Health Board. I ap-
preciate your chairing.this hearing this morning. There are a lot of
very important issues, and this is definitely one of them.

The urban Indian health program is scheduled to be zeroed out
in the President's budget. One of the charges that is targeted in
our 'direction is that our services are duplicative, and I would like
to say that that is totally in error and without any base.

The urban Indian, programs are in fact vital links within the
delicate local community health system. In Seattle, for example,
both Indian and non-Indian resources that have been available in
the fist are being targeted for reduction or eliminated totally.

The community health center legislation was originally designed
to provide primary health care to medically indigent people. In Se-
attle in ,t981, there was $4.3 million available for community
health clinics. In 1982 there was only $1 million, with a reduction
from five clinics to two clinics in 1982.

The National Health Service Corps, which has been providing
physician and dental manpower in shortage areas such as in urban
Indian clinics, has retargeted its placement priorities and no longer
places physicians in automatically designilted Indian populations_

The Seattle-King County Health Department has experienced a
$1,2 million cut. Medicaid eligibility requirements have been tight-
ened. It is more difficult for people to enroll on medicaid than it
has been in the past. With the increasing unemplowent problem,
an increase in the number of .people who require row cost or no
cost medical care is aQ occurring. That goes for Indian people and
the general public as well.

This is resulting in a doubleimpact on the urban Indian popula-
tions. The assumption that urban Indians can rely on the resources
in the local area in place of title V funding is erroneous. The re-
sources are simply not there. -

In Seattle we have a registered patient population of 16,000. The
Bureau of Census has estimated the Indian population below that,
yet we have 75 percent of our patients who are American Indian or
Alaskan natives. That means that we are the primary health care
resource for that population. If we eliminate this resource, there is
not a system available in the local area ta pick up that number of
patients and to provide the type of care that is needed to impact
their health status.

I think that the fiscal year 1984 appropridtions needs to go in at
$1.0 million in light of the cuts that are experienced in other areas.
The urban programs iii the past have been very, very effective in
maximizing other resources. As a matter of fact, it has been about
a 50.50 ratio of Indian health and non-Indian health match'
moneys to provide 'services in these areas.
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That is a very significant point. I think that the ur n I Ian
health program has been one of the more cost-effective ms
within the Indian Health Service.

The second point is that the reauthorization of the Indian Health
Care Improvement Act is coming up this year, and your committee
represents the authorizing committee for that legislation. I appreci-
ate your support. Thank you.

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you. It is pretty much agreed among
all of you that $19 will do this job?

Ms. BARR 'Senator, the authorization level is at $28 million. It iso our understanding that the purpose of the act was to elevate the
health care status of Indian people to the Aighegt possible level. In
interpreting the highest possible level, I am assuming that is where
the general population is with their health.care status.

Twenty-eight million would make a very good dent in serving the
health care needs of the urban Indian population, but, as was men-
tioned, where we are in authorization levels and where we are in
appropriation levels, there is a very huge difference. We have been
able to close that difference, as Jo Anne said, by maximizing alter-
nate resources, but even with those alternate resources at the $28
million level, we are still falling $12 million short. We are not even
getting $12 million from Congress at this point, but we are still
falling short. $10 million definitely does not address the need;
$28 million is more realistic.

Senator GOLDWATER. How many Indians are we talking about
now?

Ms. BARR. We vre talking about' over half a million.
Senator GOLDWATER. Are there half a million in the program

now? "
Ms BARR These programs can document Indian populations that

can exceed what' the BIA has said that are living in the urbin
areas Seattle, for example, says that they have 16,000. Minneapo-
lis. the city of Minneapolis, has 17,000. The. programs in California
have as high as 48,000 Indians in some of. heir localities.

I would like to mention on top of that that these programs have
been able to document that they are serving over 149 different
tribal members that are utilizing those resources. As you know, the
relocation process is the prime cause of the influx of Indians into
the urban area at one time.

Economic factors are also driving the Indians off the reservations
into the urban areas, looking for employment opportunities. How-
ever, when you are faced with a 50-percent unemployment rate,
those are very positive alternatives that you are looking at.

Senator GOLDWATER. Go right ahead, Mr. Feliz.

STATEMENT OF JIM FELIZ, AMERICAN INDIAt4 COUNCIL BA-
KERSFIELD, CALIF.; AMERICAN INDIAN HEALTH CARE ASSOCI-
ATION, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr FELTZ Senator, good morning and thank you for the opportu-
nity to bring to your attention some of the Indian health problems
in the off-reservation areas of the United States.
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My name is Jim Fe liz. I am executive director of the American
Vndian Council of central California. We are atuated in Kern
County, which is the third largest county in the State of California.

I would like to point out to you that, when looking for alternate
resources, the county population is approximately 450,000. In that
population area we have one public health general medical center,
and that is all, besides the services that we are able to bring to our
Indian population.

To follow on the question that you asked a few minutes ago, Sen-
' ator, on the cost to bring the Indian Health status of our people

. throughout the country to parity with the majority population, we
are fu'.y well aware that since the act was enacted we have only
had al out one-thiid, at the very most $9 million in 1 year, to help
combat this problem.

For that reason, I would like to move into the presentation. I
would like to point out a few of the unique characteristics of the
Indian population in California, which in many ways we consider
to be the last reservation in the United States because we have
gone as far west as we can possibly go with the exception...of
Hawaii.

Also at the same time, so as not to leaie the pail half full, we
would like to present a unique perspective that I think would be
hoove Health and Human Services and the Department of the Inte-
rior to assist in solving the problem.

In California we had a problem with the ratification of Indian
treaties, as you are probe* well aware. By that time, the.sophisti-
cation of dealing with Indian tribes was fairly well developed, so
we get caught at the lower end of the totem pole. However, because
of that, we have many Indian people wandering in the urban areas
who are in a kind of no man's land 9s far as Indian health care is
concerned.

You are also aware that California at o ne time asked the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, and the Indian Health Service particularly, to
leave,the State and to stop giving health care to American Indians
in the State and likhen asked them to come back when they found
out that it was a biller job the they thought it was.

The main question that we would like to present to the commit.
tee is one of cost-effectiveness and the question of why, in terms of
dwindling resources and the tightness with which we are faced fi-
nancially as a Nation, the idea would even be considered that the
Nation would eliminate what we consider a SWAT team for public
health.

As you-know, the Indian population is plagued with some very
epidemic proportions of illness that could very well affect even the
general population. You are probably aware that the Indian popu
Ltion has four to six times the tuberculosis and diabetes rate of
the generill populatiorf.'

You are painfully aware, I am sure, of the fact that the Indian
population has 2" times the infant mortality rate of the general
population. You .may not be aware of the fact that the Indian popu-
lation also has approximately three to four times th'e average rate
on hypertensive illness and liver problems.

1.
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However, with that condition being a known factor to the Public
Health Service, we are questioning the idea of why the of

Indian programs would even be considered to be eliminated.
Vi'e think we have become very effective partners in the, public

health delivery system in the United States, and even if we solved
only those- few problems I am sure that the Nation in the longrun
would rateful and would be well served by the services that are
being n by these centers with which we are dealing.

In ifornia, because of the unique situation, we have approxi-
mately 15 percent of our population living in urban centers. Ap-
proximately 50 percent of those people were relocated sometime .

during the 1950% and the relocation period when Ave were asked to
move off the reservations 4anfl come to the city areas and become
assimilated. _

Those people who did leave and relieve the the overcrowding on
reservations had a money effect on the amount of dollars that the
governpent had to spend on reservations after that. So I think
there is .a quid pro quo as far as the exchange is concerned here.

These are the people that we are dealing with now. One, of the
problems in California is that, although we serve half the Indian
population, which total 202,000 and somewhat Indians, and al-
though we serve 50 percent of those from other nations and other
tribes throughout the country,,that very seldom de health dollars
follow them into the area. We are faced with the problem of pro,
viding ical care with'out the financial support.

That ins rightfully so. We understand that the reservation econo-
mies are under pressure right now, and they have no more finan-
cial wherewithal to pay for these services than we have. However,
it should he pointed out that that ik the case.

Now if a guments are needed to continue the funding for Public
Law 96-43 , we think another good argument is the fact that de-,,_
spite last y ar when we were here to _talk against the administra-r
Lion's prop( al to eliminate off-reservatt6n funding, we pointed out
that in ter s ofthe medical care costs being made on the general
population he Indian population. which is six-tenths of the Na-
tion's popul Lion, was being asked to absorbe 2V2 percent ofthe re-
duction in medical care delivery in the United States. '

If that is not unfair enough, should the off-reservation programs
be cut from the he 1th budget, we .are asking again another cut,
that five-tenths of Lie Indian population be asked to take 1.3 per-
cent of the Indian Health Service eats.

We know that our populations off-reservation probably follow the
same pattern as wbat we found in our area by conducting a year-
long study. Forty percent of our populations in 1978 were on pover-
ty level or lower existence, and this was before the great financial
crisis hit our country. So you can imagine what those figures must
be now when we are facing 11 to 18 percent unemployment in some
parts of California.

On the positive side, we would like to point out the fact that the
off-reservation programs on the average have realized at least $1.65
foi every dollar that the Federal Government has invested in their
health delivery system. We think that is pretty good public health
cost.

SO
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So, what we are asking, Sen tot, is that instead .of considering*
putting us.mo_tbeshopping bl k t health delivery system off -res-
ervation be used as a model: e have a small statistically homoge-
neous population which can contribute a good deal to the research
on public health programs. I think we can contribute a good deal in
that manner.

In cloSing I would to quote from the report of the original
committee from the Houie, Mr. Yates' committee, and their opin-
ion about off-reservation programs.

The av,erwhelmang majority of Indians an this country continue to be tribal mem-
bop regardless of -where they live and regardless of whether of not their tribe is
recognized by the Federal Government.

a-,
They go on to say that
No court. no general act of the Congress, eertatnly no zonstitution 1 provision

states that the Government's special responsibility to the Indian people tops at tha
,observation gate.

441tI am sure, as a friend of Indians throughout the Ration and as
/ an expert in law, that you will agree with us, that to say that bene-

fits accorded to the Indian people as a nation should stop at the
reservation gate is no more plausible an argument that to say than..

" if a person from Alabama moves to California then they shoud lose
their right to vote in the ederal election.

We drankkyou ry uch, and we appreciate the opportunity.

STATEMEN F GLORIA KELIIAA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CALI
FORNIA RBAN INDIAN HEALTH COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED
JULIE FREESTONE. DEPUTY DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA, URBAN
INDIAN HEALTH COUNCIL .0'

Ms. KELIIAA. Good morning. Joining me in the presentation, Sew
atqr, is Julie Freestone who is the deputy director of the California
Urban Indian Health Council. I am Gloria Keliiaa, the executive
director.

The California Urban Indian Health Council is a a cosponsor of
urban Indian health clinics located in various cities in the State of
California. The State of California has eight urban Indian health
programs, and the consortium s office is the ninth funded program
within the State. t7

We would like to add to the presentations this morning by show-
ing you some examples of products that have been produced by the
council as a demonstration of training and technical assistance and
advocacy, the ads acy portion of the money that you have pro-
vided.

Our programs, as has been stated previously, have *dainty
emaximized other resources, and while IHS fundingthe federal

nding constitutes about 50 percent of the funding available to
the urban Indian health clinics in California, our cities have been
able to use the money effectively and to maximize additional rc-,
sources.

On chart 1 we have shown you that between 1980 and 1982, Cali-
fornia's Indian visit rate ificreased. During that same period of
time despite the closing of one of the larger urban lndian.health
clinics in California located in Huntington Park, medical visits re-
mained steady.

r.
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While services were increasing an our In, Health service
funding was decreasi r clini increased t..ei; total revenue
through the use of sl ing fee-'scales, other grants taking and
through State funding. We want to_show you what else you have
been buying and wait the.clinics have been getting and what you
have enabled us to leverage.

We produce six publications for administrators, boards of direc-
tors, and their staffs. Legal.Notes ate produced and -written for
boards of directors. We have been providing services and meeting
scrr_ of the health needs of our Indian communities and our clinics
have also become very business minded, have shown accountability,
and are extremely interested in meet;ng their corporate obliga-
tions. .

The Indian Alcohol Times is produced for the Indian alcohol pro-
grams We .have a publication for community health workers. The
Clinicians Letter is written for providers of direct services. our doc-
tors, our dealtsts. our nurses. . -

The council's newsletter is written to address areas and topics of
gPnerel interest w the entire community population, and Manage-
ment Memo is a management memo to executive directors and ad-
ministrators dealing witlynanagenwat issues.

Our privately funded fetal alcohol syndrome prevention prograrh
has trained 1,400 health professionals and community membeis
and produced this education kit to increase awareness of the risks
of drinking during pregnancy. The kit itself is being marketed na-
tionwide and has 13 components_

Our State funded healthy pregnancy program provides training
t,) increase the effectiveness of community health workers out-
reach activities in both urban and rural reservationsrural areas
in California, reviews prenatal care protocols and raises the aware-
ness of mainstream providers to the needs of Indian women.

Our ongoing training pros ides sessions in corporate management
to community-elected rural an urban health boards of directors
and staff and is funded partially by th..? State of California.

Our alcohol training and technical assistance program funded ay
the State assists IIIS-funded Indian alcohol program in improving
their operations The program has , pioneered county alcohol
networking and is linking alcohol services to Indian health pro-
grams .

We have some other tangible products, and they include this
policy and procedure manual that has been written for use in out-
reach programs.

Californi... Indian inaternal and child health plans, which was
funded by the St- to of California and documents maternal and
child health n.t-fl., Lis been distributed nationwide and in Canada,
and has been m. .., d well by heaps professionals as well as clinic
workers

We produced the Model Policy and Procedure Manual' for boards
al directors and for clinic administrations. We have produced and
praided training in budgeting and decisionmaking for community
based organizations using zero based budgeting p.inciples. We have
de% eloped a corporation .go%ernance manual for boards of directors.e.

Senator GOLDWATRK. What does that do? %

Ms. KELIIAA. Pardon me?

)
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Senator GOLDWATER. Corporate governance?
Ms. KELIIAA. Corporate governance for boards of director's.
Senator GOLDWATER. What does it do?
Ms. KELIIAA. It assists them in holding to the principles of corpo-

rate management as explained and required under the corporate
code of California. It outlines their responsibilities as board mem-
bers of a corporation and explains the responsibilities.

So, the clinics' direct services .-ontinue te, address those critically
needed areas identified repeatedly by private and public agencies.
Because you have already receixed much of the information, I will
not repeat them. We cannot stop our efforts until the health status
of Indian people in the entire country is brought to parity with
that of the general population.

I thank you.
Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you. That wa.; In excellent presenta-

tion.
In California, do you get many Indians from other States?
Ms. KELIIAA. Yes, sit, we 4o. We have a little over 201,0 0 Indi-

ans. The Los Angeles area alone s the highest concentration of
Indian people in one location of anywhere in the country. As the
Nai,ajo Tribe testified to you this morning, we have many people
who come to urban areas. The Navajo Tribe alone, within the Los
Angeles area, has a very high percentage of that Indian population.
In the IA)s Angeles area there are about 48,00G American Indians.
The majority of the. Indian people in California are in fact from
other States but have chosen to make California, as have many
other people who are not Indian, their home.

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you, Ms. Keliiaa.
Your prepared stutement, will be entered in the record at this

point.
(The statement folk ..s:1

l'ItLeARLOSTATIQLENT OF T}W CALIFORNIA UGRAN INDIAN IlEALTII COLNCII., INC ,
EUIMITTED BY GLORIA KELUAA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

nit CalautIO4 Urban Indian Health Council is submitting this testimony both to
dee,. ale progress made by our ,Lori and also to outline continuing health needs of
our populatoon Counctl 4s a consortium of urban Lidnin health climes in Cali
forma and 4s .harked by them with providing training. technical assistance and ad-
vocacy to improve the health status of Indian people.

We v ant to debtor un a promise we made to Congress two years ago In previous
trs testimony. we said we wanted a chance to be avcountable This year we ward
describe what we done with the urban healtit funds Congress and the De-

orum& of liellth and Human Services gave to Califorrin
thotivec,. 1)$U 19sZ, California's Indian clinic dental visit <te increased from

19.763 to 21.0147
During that same period. medial %vats held steady at 10,000 despite the closing

pithy Huntington Park Clinic In Los Angeles County
While service~ were increasing, 11IS funding decreased from 31,$22,165 tv

, but clinics increased thrir funding through hhdittg fees, other grantseek
mg and state funding

We want to describe what else Congress has been buying, what the clinics have
been getting and what federal hinds have enabled us to "leverage

The Cuunctl produces s x publications for adintaistrators, Boards of threctors,
Community Health Workers and health and alcohol providers

Management Memo t., administrators has dealt with fundraising, financial and
personnel management

Legal Notes for Boards of Directors has dealt with leasing, hiring and firing. ;cor-
porate code. conflict of interest, and contract responsibility
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C/IW Newsletter for Community Health Workers for health promotion has dealt
with heart disease. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, prenatal care, CPR and health educa-
tion.

Clinician's Letter for health providers has dealt with child abuse and neglect, de-
velopmental disabilities, appropriateness of care, otitis media, diabetes and tobacco
smoking. '

Indian Alcohol Times for nil providers of services to Indian. Has dealt with pre
venuon resources, block grants, FAS'andileohol use among youth.

CUIHC Newsletter deals with lwalth issues.
A Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Awareness pt. gram tprivately funded) that has trained

1,500 health professionals in rural and urban California aod across the country and
paid for a community education kit that includes 13 items to increase'hwarenesa of
the risks of drinking daring pregnancy.

Our state funded Heavily Pregnancy Progreaa provtdes training to increase the
effectiveness of the Community Health Workers' outreach activities in rural and
urban areas, review prenatal care protocolaz and raises the awareness of main-

, stream providers to Indian women's needs.
Our ongoing training provides sessions in corporate management to community

elected rural and urban Boards of Directors and staff. It is funded partially by the
stare of Carkfarrita_and cover these topics Legal and Financial Responsibilities; Per-
sonnel sad Corporate Management, Planning and Budgeting using Zero Base Budg-
eting Principles; and SupectAsory Training.

Our Alcohol Traiiiing and Technical Assistance Program, funded by the state, as-
oats IHS funded alcohol programs in improving operntions. The program has pio-
neered county alcol1ol network and is linking alcohol services to Indian health pro.
grams. -

Our other tArigibiti products include.
I Model OutreachtManual.
A definiti.e statement of Indian material and child health needs that has been

distributed nationwide and in Canada to private and public sector health profession-
als The state of Calitorma paid for the development of the Plan and is funding serv-
ices to address some f the needs identified by the plan The March of Dimes and a
Private foundation pa d for marketing the Plan

A governing mare for Boards of Directors of non-profit corporations-
is guide for ltonimum y organizations tc do program planning and budgetr.g 'paid

for by the state)
A handbook on the-role of corporate Board members.
Thtclimc's direct services continue to address those critically needed areas identi-

fied repeatedly by private and public agencies. The Department ta: Health and
Hume'', Services in its oven Report on the Health Status of Minority and Low
income Groups said the tigradjus%d death rate of Indian people in 1971 was 33 per-
cent highee than the total population

Twelve percent of Indian women in California receive either no or late prenatal
carethe highest of any ethnic group in the state The figure needs to be considered
with the information that while the California Indian birth rate for all race., be-
tiv,een 1970-77 declined 4 percent, the California Indian birth rate increased 18 per-
cent And in urban areas, the increase was 7.5 times that of rural areas. This is not
surprising. mice the age group most concentrated in urban areas is the 20-24 age
group In rural areas, it is a-7 years.

Alcoholism continues to plague our populationwith the rate of alcoholisni
among belians at five times that of the general population and the mortality rate
front alcohol related causes at 22 times higher.

Births to CaPforma Indian women under 19 years old increased 66 percent be-
tween 1970-77 while all the races rate for the period decreased 11 percent. This is
particularly important when you consider that 65 percent of this population moved
at least once during the five year period 106 -70 making continuity of care a prob-
lem.

'The National Plan for Indian Health submitted to Congress in 1980 estimated a
dollar amount of unmet health need for 19X4 of $27 Millionwell above the $8.9
million that was available in 19E0 That dollar amount of course doesn't consider
inflation nor does it include those areas not served by existing programsareas
such as Orange County California that has nn all urban Indian population of
14.000, no health programs and no county hospitaL The Plan's recommended au-
thorization level to continue current services and address unmet needs for 1984 wast
$100 million_

If it is necessary to reduce funding in general for provision of health services to
American Indiana. we urge that Indian Health Service he required to absorb the re-
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through dbsesblitcrit JIM elinunatiun of nun ha filth dgAiLO 20bitiulb held by
MS personnel.

We Limnos step our efforts until Indian health is brought to parity with that of
the rest of the population. We ask you to recommend reena..ti-nent of Title V of the
Indian Health Cant Improvement rkt aril to support our current loirel of funding
for 1984.

Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Love, do you want to add anything to
what these people have said?

Mr. LOVE. Mr. Chairman, I do not think we have anything to
add. Again, we want to thank you for this time, and agNin we urge
that this com%ittee give its strongest consideration to the two
issues, the reantherization of the actual' law and also the refund-
ing.

I think your question. of .,.10 million was well taken this morning.
We are attempting, iv a time of tight budgets and budget re-
straints, to be realistic our budget and attempt to operate on
again a very saiall amour'. of money. However, if we can at least
receive $10 million, we feel that we can carry on the work.

Senator GOLDWATER. We 110.0 you know, they have a big, fat zeyo,
and I can promise you that is not going to prevail. I would lik4 to
see us get all the money that we need. This is a major problem
across the country. Over 100,000 of our Indians are there, and
many of them are not 45 closely related to tribes as we in Arizona
find our Indians area

It creates a problem. They are looking for Jobs, and they aie basi-
%ally without education. I can promise you that we will do all we
can and hope that we can get you enough.

We have a sery strange concept back here about money and
where it should go. I can think of many groups in our country who
receive more than adequate, who do not have the background of a
lifetime association which you all'have.

I will base to excuse myself now and turn the Chair over to Sen-
ator Murkowski. He will be acting hairmari. I have to go to the
Armed Services Committee.

I want to thank you very much for your testimony.
Senator MURKOW SKI [acting chairman]. Good morning. I am Sen

ator Murkowski from the State of Alaska, and I welcome you to
this committee. 1 apologize for any inconvenience that you may
lime emountered as a result of changing hearing rooms and so on.

With the construction of the new Hart Building, I am told that
this committee will now have a permanent hearing room, and I am
sure you will welcome that as much as we will

We are going to temporarily set aside panel 3 and take panel 1
whiFh is set fur a timeframe of 10.30 to 11. I apologize for the in-
convenience of those waiting to testify on panel 3.

With the permission of panel 3, and hearing no objection, I re-
quekt then that panel 1 come forward. We appreciate your attend-
ance, and.it is a pleasure to see a group that has traveled as you
have. We are looking forward to your testimony. I know how diffi-
cult the trip is. I have a ti:ndency, to make it about every other
month, and it has never taken me less than 11.'Az hours.

I am looking forward, as are the other members of the select
Lonimittee, to your testimony. 1 intend, of course, to,shate with my

.1111111
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colleag.e, Senator Stevens, and Don Young as well, the statements
and comments that you are going to make today.

I would ask that, for the record, you identify yourselves individ-
ually.

Mr. Hots Mr. Chairman, I am John Hope. I am president of the
Central Council, Techanaw Indians of Alaska, and chairman of the
Alaska Federation of Natives Human Resources Board.

Senator MURKOWSKI. John, it is nice to have you with us.
MS- MANKILLER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Wilma Mankiller. I

am the director of Community and Travel Development for the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma. .

i
Ms. HARJO. I am Suzanne Harjo, and I am legislative liaison for

the Native American Rights Fund here in Washington, D.C.
Mr. TETPON. I am John Tetpon. I am chairman of the board of

directors of Norton Sound Health Corp., Nome, Alaska.
Ms. MICHELS I am Carolyn Michels. I am acting executive direc-

tor, Norton wound Health Corp., Nome.
Ms. MARIS. I am Patricia Marks, the vice president of Karl

Funke and Associates, a consulting firm ere in D.C..that repre-
sents four tribes and three Indian organize ions.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. We ver much appreciate those
introductions, and we will proceed with he prepared testimony
which you have I might add that anything ou would care to have
entered into the record in its entirety, if y u will please so state;
we will put it in the record at that time. 1

John, are you going to start off?

STATEMENT OF JOHN HOPE. PRESIDENT, CENTRAL COUNCIL,
TECIIANAW INDIANS OF ALASKA AND CHAIRMAN. ALASKA

4* FEDERATION OF NATIVES HUMAN RESOURCES BOARD

M HOPE. Mr Chairman", I did not realize I was part of a pzinel,
and I am willing to start off.

Senator Murtsowsiti. Fair enough, John. Go ahead.
Mr HOPE Mr -Chairman, I just have a few comments to make co

the various budgets. I do not have a prepared statement at this
time, but I will present one to the committee at a later time.

Mr Chairman, I am very pleased to see you serving on this com-
mittee that affects our people in Alaska and to know we have a
relationship and understanding with one another. I am very com-
forted by your presence.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. .
.

Mr HOPE Mr, Chairman, I just want to comment on the educa-
tion aspect of die budget for the Bureau and title IV. We Have been
told, and we have heard testimony from the Bureau saying that
education is not a trust responsibility of the Federal Government.
Indeed. in the latest testimony it is not even a Federal responsibili-
ty, let alone a trust.

Mr Chairman, we feel this is sort of unusual when for at least
i'Vl years Congress has been appropriating money for education for
the American Indian. and we feel 0-4 they did not d it without
some sense of responsibility. We ma lave misused the word trust,
but we think it is very close to that word. We feel that education is
the forefront nf the American Indian needs
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To sort of zero in on the Mount Edgecumbe Boarding School we
know that the administration was successful in having Congress
delete it from the budget beginning the next fiscal year.

I mid like for some reconsideration of that decision. I think,
Senator, you realize that you can pick any Native leader in the
State of Alaska, and he, either graduated from Mount Edgecumbe

School or Sheldon Jackson High SchoOl. Those are both
boarding schools, and they have contributed to the leadership of
the Alaska community for a number of years.

I can think of only two individuals in the Native community who
were parochial or public school products, Willy. Hensley being one
of them, Sam Kilo being the other, Sam being from Petersburg
High School. ,

' ount Edgecumbe Boarding School has contributed very well to
not only the Native community but to the State of Alaska. We

,think that when you close these kinds of opportunities, sometimes
it is the only opportunity available for our people, then you better
think about appropriating more money for welfare and those types
of things because: people who are not prepared to cope educational
ly and compete educationally have no other choice.

There are two other disturbing Areas, at least from my perspec-
the title IV and the Indian Child Welfare Act and HUD's decision.
We think that the agencies that administer Government programs
do not have the authority to take the prerogative of Congress.

When Congress created the Indian Child Welfare Act, they de-
scribed who an Indian was and who the beneficiaries were to be.
You even described the Indian tribes. We think that BIA or any

_other ageng, cannot limit the funding when Congress itself has set
the perimete:rs. We do not think that that is statutorily legal, and I
think HUD is also guilty of that crime when they have an-
nounced I'm not sure how public it isthat Alaska and Oklaho-
ma will be written out of the 1984 budget.

We th:rik that when Congress describes a limit of the beaefici.
cries, nobody has the authority to change those things thai. Con-
gress took a long hard look at and came up with definitions for the
beneficiaries. When an agency takes that prerogative we think it is
illegal and probably subject to legal challenge.

Yesterday, I listened to testimony in which the Secretary men-
tioned the reasons for closure of certain schools. In Alaska there
are 20 day schools and, of course, the Mount Edgecumbe School, a
buarding school. I was somewhat appalled to hear one of the rea
awls being declining enrollment. They themselves caused that de-
cline, when they announced, at least at Mount Edgecumbe, that
they would nut accept freshmen this year because of the impending
closure.

When parents get a little edgy of sending their children to a
school that may nut be in existence very long, they contribute to
that decline, and it is almost dirty pool to use that as u, reason for
closing They did kind of emphasize the declining enrollment. They
Even used stati4tivs to support their contention of declining enroll-
ment. .

I reedy feel very strongly that the closure of the educational
facilities impacts us for years and years. We have been for years
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trying to improve the quality of education, and all of a sudden, uni-
laterally, the decision was made.

As you know, they cite an arrangementI think they call it the
1964 agreement with the State of Alaskawhereby the State of
Alaska would assume the responsibility for day school operations,
but they fail to mention that it was a tripartite arrangement, that
it was not an arrangement only with the State and with the BIA.
It also involved the Native villages. They had to request the chant.
ing from the Federal BIA to the States before the action was initi-
ated.

Mr Chairman, I am pleased to make these brief statements. The
Sitka Community Association also_gtive me their feelings on the
Sitka Community Association as a Federal tribe, an IRA tribe, and
I will leave their comments with the committee.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much.
As you are aware, I, too, feel very strongly about the contribu-

tion that Mount Edgecumbe made to the education of Alaska's
Native youth for a long, long time. It Wes through the intervention
of myself and the other members of the delegation that we were
able to persuade the Department of the Interior to operate Mount
Edgecumbe this current year.

It was a decision made last year that they would not accept a
freshman class this current year. So at the present time, Mount
Edgecumbe is operating' wit'.1 sophomore, jilnior and senior classes
only.

T have had an Opportunity-to request of Mr. Smith, head of th e
BIA, a question with regard to availability of funds concerning the
continued operation of ?aunt Edgecumbe.

The question spetificilly was, that if the 20 existing day schools
that are proposed for transfer to the State of Alaska in 2 years, if
those operational funds could be made available through a transfer
authorization, would he support continuation of Mount Edgecumbe
f or at least anpther year?

His answer was, "No." He would not support transfer of those
funds, which leads me to perhaps go into a little review of the poli-
cies that have been made. At the present time, I believe, there are
eight BIA boarding schools that will operate next year in various
locations throughout the United States.

Alaskan students will have the availability of those schools on, I
assume, a space-available basis of some kind.

I still feel very strongly that Mount Edgecumbe should be contin-
ued I also am aware, as you are, of the 'significant expansion pro-
gram of schools the State of.Alaska instituted some years ago as a
result of the Molly Hooch decision where they provicleci,scheols in
virtually all of the villages that are under consideration here.

So; as a consequence, we find ourselves In some cases with many
villages having two schools, a BIA school an a State school. It has
been the contentlion of the Department of Interior that the respon-
sibility for education in the State of Alaska should be an obligation
of the State rather than the BIA.

The State has indicated its willingness under a certain time-
frame to accept that responsibility. My qUestion tv..you is, what is
your opinion in the event that we could expedite the State's take-
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over of the existing 20 day schdols and use that money to extend
`he operationiof Mount Edgecumbe?

Mr Lovg..Mr Chairman, I realize the constraints of the budget,
and I realize that if you win one here you lose one somewhere else
because the pot is only so large.

I think the State, Senator, is not as wealthy as we thought we
were going to be when the OPEC cartel- fell apart, and all of the
money that we were budgeting apparently will not materialize be-
cause the wealth of Alaska is with the oil. Even before the latest
price reductions in oil, Alaska was saying it would have to take a
second look at almost everything.

I do not feel. Mr. Chairman, that I am in a position to trade off
hiything I realize it is something that has to be done,ut I do not
have duthority to trade off anybody's--

Senator MURKOWSK1. Well, I assure you that I do not either. I
was simply coking for an opirlion as to whether or not I, or the
other members of the delegation, should go down and try and per-
suade the Department of Interior and the State of Alaska. That, is
an area where we, as a delegation, have no authority either. The
State is going to make up its mind on what they want to do inde-
pendently.

However, when I addressed the State legislature a few weeks
ago, a!portion of my address was that I felt very badly that Mount
Edgecumbe was about to close, and I hoped the State mould address
the problerri'because in reality we are losing a very, very valuable
tool that has done a line job in providing an alternative education-
al opportunity for some Native children, particularly from the
very, very small villages. I think that-is going to be a long-range
loss to Alaska.

'Now, I am going to make another observation that you might not
agree with, but I think it is a fair one. I had ho-Ped that more of
the Native Alaskan leaders would stand up on the Mount Edge-
cumbe issue, I am disappointed that they have not.

I recognize the problem, and I think I realize the reasons why.
Many of them, you pointed out, have graduated from there, but
unfortunately. btkause of policy decision made in the Department
of the Interior that I think refleeted tin the administration, the
mater of educas1on in Alaska, as far Elt Alaskan Native children
are concerned, is going to be a responsibility or the State.

I can continue to urge that the blA slow down the transfer. Basi-
cally we have gotten 2 more years. I doubt if .we are going to get
any more on those day schools, those 20 day schools.

Originally, they were all going to go this nor, but we have the
funds in there fur the operation of those schools and we have the
funds in there for the upgrading of those schools to State stand-
ards.

I hate to say that it is on either or, but to suggest to you that
there is even a remote likelihood of generating a special appropri-
awn or di bupp line n Lit for Mount Edgecumbe alone and have the
day schools operate for the next 2 years. I would say would be im-
possible. It would not be done. It would not be supported by the De-
partment of the Interidr. It would not be supported by the Office of
Management and Budget. It just would not go anywhere.
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The only other alternative I can see for.Mount Edgecumbeand
this would be extremely remote and very difficult, toowould be
some kind of an acceleration of the State's wanting and that
would have to be a policy matter by the Stateto take over the
operation of those day schools on an accelerated basis.

We would try then and persuade the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
move that money over for the continued operation of Mount Ede -
cumbe. In reality I think the State of Alaska is going to have to
face up to the contribution that Mount Edgecumbe has made and
the void that is going to be left if it is not filled somehow.

Mr. LOVE. Mr. Chairman, you were asking for my personal opin-
ion I thin1 I would do what is necessary to keep Mount Edge-
cumbe operating. . ,

Senator Mumoirixi. You would do what is necessary. That is
your personal o pi nio,n..

Mr. LOVE. Yes. .

Senator MURKOWSKI. I appreciate that, and I thank you. Please
.go ahead-with any other remark.

Mr. LOVE. I have one other comment. I think It is a very sad day
when the SecretaryI am very disappointed in the Secretary's re-
spor,..: to your question. In a very early Supreme Court decision,
Justice John Marshall said, in the case of Indian tribes and the
State and Federal Governments, be6ause he could not think of a
better analogy, the relationship is like a ward to his guardian. You
would feel that a guardian would not answer in the negative in the
kind of questions you posed.

Senator MURKOWSKI. 1 snare that concern. I have been here for
only a couple of years, and I have been asking what the trust re- t,

sponsibility is to Alaska's Native community. I cannot get from the
Department of the Interior and I cannot get from Alaska's Native
Community, juit what it means as a consequence of the settlement
of the AlaskaaNative land claims.

It was reflected yesterday in the discussions we had on the HUD.
budget They said, as you pointed out, that both Oklahoma and
Alaska would be eliminated but would be partially funded under
the block grant concept. However, when we try and go back and
relite to the juStifloation for closing Alaska out,of the HUD pro
gram where we have had, I think 250 homes built last year, very
frankly you get an unsatisfactory answer.

They say they are going to relate only to those trust lands. Is
that the termirology that they use? Then when you ask them for
an explanation of the trust tends that applies to Alaska it becomes
very foggy! As we all know, the reservation of Annette Island is
distinct. It is far and apart from the status of the rest of Alaska's
Native land.
'So we have a lot of cleaning up to do on that language, and

nobody has defined what the trust responsibility is.
Mr. Lon. Mr. Chairman, the way I kind of explain that to

myself, about the need, is every State in the Nation has all the
land that we have, and they have taxing powers. They have all the
land that we used to have, and they have all the taxing powers,
and they still cannot meet the needs. We do not have either.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, let us keep hanging in there.

)1,1
, V *4
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I am going to be skipping around here because I am told that I
can do it. I am going to ask John T8tpon to "address the committee
ne:,.t. John, it is a pleasure to welcome you here today_ I am. inter-
ested in your testimony, particularly in view of the recent publicity
by the media on the Norton Sound lease sale and the impact that
is anticipated to have in your area.

As you and I both know, there has been a sod deal of communi-
cation back and forth between our new Governur and our Secre-
tary of the Interior as to the merits of that sale. So I will be very
interested in hearing your testimony.

STATEMENT OF JOHN TETPON, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, NORTON SOUND HEALTH CORP.

Mr. Trr Pox. Thank, you, Mr. Chairman. I am going-to speak spe-
cifically to the Norton Sound Health Corp. and Regional Hospital. I
am the chairman of the board, and I would like to take this oppor
tunity to apprise you of some of the issues that we are facing re-
garding Indian Health Service funding, et cetera.

As some background, Norton Sound Health Corp. is a c.surrier
,eontrolled, nonprofit Alaskan Native organization. We are located
in Nome, Alaska. We service other villages in addition to the
city of. Nome. We are one of the few" tribal orpnizations in the
Nation that contracts both hospital and community health services_

While the bulk of our operating expenses are funded through a
contract with Indian Ilea Ith Service, our demand for Federal dol
lars is less -than other prpgrams because of our ability to charge
first and third party payers for services that we provide.

For the past several years, the Norton Sound Health Corp. has
been required to respond to Federal funding decreases by reducing

the administrative and noncritical care areas. The results have
been that we are now an efficient but bare-bones organization
which is aware of every dollar that is spent.

While we retain a modest number of health promotion and com-
munity health services, our primary goal or priority is primary
care, more pronounced now because of funding decreases.

There are five issues that we request be addressed by the U.S
Congress. The first of these :s our 638 contract which is divided
into two categories. No. I, insufficient funding and nonavailability
of final budget information.

Although some cutbacks are in order for all Government pro-
grams, we feel that priorities have been misplaced. We believe that
there should be a mandate on Indian Health Service to cut admin
istrative costs in-Indian Health Service in order to retain the maxi-
mum delivery of prima* care. We have already implemented that
policy at Norton Sound Health Corp.

Any further across-the-board cuts will require us to select among
direct service programs to be phased out. We believe that if IHS
were to reprioritize cuts to reduce administratioh and disfunctionaj
programs, this would free up dollars to continue to pi ovide essen-
tial primary care services.

The second element Of the 08 contract iosue is the frustration
we experience in operating with severely limited fundi without

-knowing our final. contract bottom line amount. We are nbw 5

2
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months into the fiscal year and cannot yet determine the extent of
services which we will be able to provide.

We remind you that our primary goal is to save lives and to
maintain the health status of the people we serve. We urge you to
take every possible step to insure that we get timely notice of our
funding level and that such funding level be adequate to reach our
goal. ,

The second issue is community health representatives known as
CHR's. Nationally, CHR's .are utilized as outreach workers. They

"identify potential patients and provide liaison with medical profes-
sionals. ,/

Like other areas, we recruit for our CHR supported positions
from among the target populations to be served, thus providing sta-
bility in a field of high medical staff turnover.

Becduse of the funding cuts we have sustained and in line with
our policy or primary care as our first priority, we have expanded
the scope of CHR duties to include many primary care functions.
Because of our involved method of CHR utilization, we reiest a
transfer km the funding category under the mandatory CHR defi-
nition to a, more stable funding category such as contract health
care or hospitals and clinics.

These categories more realistically reflect the nature of the posi-
tions involved and the scope of services provided.

Our next area of concern is OCS development impact. Todate, no
realistic locally relevant evaluation of potential impact has been
initiated to assess human service. delivery needs for the future.

While we have conducted infortrial assessments and made projec-
tions based on impact data from other regions, accurate data collec-
tions for our area and long-range planning is of fundamental im-
portance at this time.

Further, we believe that a decision must be made quickly to dele-
gate financial responsibility for the costs of the impact and that
once that delegation is made immediate funding must be provided
tc begin the necessary planning.

We recommend that either the Federal Government. or the oil
companies whb bid on the lease sales of Norton Sound prbmide at
this time a per capita *fending bake increase to enable us to begin
that rudimentary planning. "

Thereafter, successful industry bidders must be mandated to sus-
., thin suppcht of the health and social services programs, and we

suggest that this be a percentage of gross -revenues to eliminate
loose interpretation of the, extent of social Impact, thereby guaran-
teeing that our current financially threatened primary care serv-
ices will not be further diluted.

The fourth issue is village sanitation problems,.
Although we are almost in the 21st century, most of our village

residents haul ice for drinking water and uae small pots known as
honey buckets for human waste disposal. The health and safety of
these villages is endangered allay by inadequate sanitation and
water facilities. Past community work nroje..ts were poorly &-
signed and constructed. Many of these are nonfunctional or impos-
sible to operate and maintain..

We request that Congress recognize the sanitation needs of our
rural communities in Alaska and provide the needed funding to es-
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tablish viable water and waste acilities so that the living condi-
tions of the Alaskan Natives are raised to parity with the rest of
the Nation's citizens. ..

Movpover, we recommend that Congress take whatever measures
are necessary to mandate that local communities who must live
and work with the results of al constructed facility be granted the-
right to provide input to and give final of all phases of the
project prior to actual construction.

The, fifth issue is health aide allocations. We currently employ
ansi train 20 primary health aides. To our knowledge, there has
never been a review of the original 1968 health aide allocation of
one health aide per 300 population which has no provision for pop-
ulation of need change& .

As an example, one of, ur cc..istal villages, has been experiencings rapidly or relatively rapid population growth. This has resulted in
the need for an additional health aide position which we are
unable to provide because of the allocation system.,*

° Therefore, we propose that Congress direct ttiat a review be con-
ducted to see if the system needs to be updated:At the very least it
appears that shifts should be made to reallocate in rediCed popula-
tion areas to accommodate areas that have experienced an in-
crease. , -

We also suggest that such a review determine if overall popula-
tion increases have presented, a need for additional health aide al-
locations.

The final issue that ..we would like to speak to you about- ay
involves.the Equity Health Care Fund. The Norton Sound H Ith
Corp. was premised $686,000 in fiscal year 1982 as a result of the
Indian Health Service equity funding system by the former IHS di)
rector, Dr. Emory Johnson. .,

The Indian .Health Service then changed the ranking system so
that Norton sound was moved from level four to level three and
did not receive any equity dollars. .

We are now in the proce,ss of studying the tquity system. Our
preliminary findings suggest that certain improvements need to be
made to 'insure fairness.. These improvements are described in a
letter to Dr., Rhoades, dated February 22, 1983, from our attorneys,
Hobbs, Straus, Dean, and Wilder, which we are filing for hiclusion
in the record We have urged that the Indian Health Service take
ttiese'steps immediately: .

Senator Mulutowski. Thank you very much.
. First the good news. it seems to be the general concensus of the

committee and those members on the Budget Committee that the
present CHR community health services will be maintained at or
near their present level.

I believe for Alatka that runs about' $1.7 to $1.8 million, and
about $27 million, foe the balance of the United States.

It is my understanding that on some of the 638 contracts the IHS
w ithholds a good deal of that money or a significant portion of that
money until late in their fiscal year and then basically makes it
available or dumps it back to the contractors. ..

They do. that so they do not have anything to turn bacli,,but it
makes an unrealistic situation for you to try and plan because you
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are not aware during your year that that is going to come in. It
makes it very awkward.

You cited among your five problems that you were having a
problem, and I wonder if specifically that is one we could address
and try and resolve.

Mr. TerpoN. That iS what we are facing right now. We are 5.
months into our contract year and have yet to know exactly what
our funding' evel will be.

Senator Muattowski.. We have addressed a letter to the appropri-
ate official, Dr. Rhoades, and others asking them if they can not
rectify that because obviously the CHR is not doing a very good job
if they. are not budgeting for a 12-month period.

They are basically making available to the various. Indian Health
Service agencies, because to withhold that and give it tri you in the
last quarter is a poor way to run a r Woad, I think.

Tell me a little bit about your anticipated impact associated with
these OCS sales in Norton Sound. Have you followed or are you fa-
miliar with the OCS legislation that was introduced last year relat-
ing to the impact on the communities and what relief they caild
expect in the form of contributions coming from a portion of the
lease sale to the State, and the State would direct it 'down to the
community to offset some of the impact?

Mr. Tereotl. No. We have not been made aware of that. ,

Senator MURKOWSKI. I will make sure that we send yOu, or you
may pick up at our office at your convenience, the drafts of the
new legislation or at least copies of the legislation that was intro-
duced in the last Congress. It was an effort, a genuine effort, to try
and be responsive to the concerns which you have indicated. Of
course, it goes beyond just the educational or the health service as-
pects. It goes into other related areas of economic training, jobs in
the community, water and sewer availability and sufficiency, and
many other areas.

I think there has been considerable progress made in trying to be
responsive to the npact that might occur. I emphasize might, be-
cause we can only look back to the actual sales that occurred in
the Gulf of Alaska. You will recall the impact that we,anticipated
would occur in Yakutat and Seward, but those did not occur, be-
cause they did not find any commercial quantities of oil.

Let me ask you another question, if I may, and it is a question
that I asked John Hope. I think.it is relative inasmuch as you rep-
resent substantially different geographical areas of Alaska. Do you
have any opinion on the continued operation of Mount Edgecumbe,
and do you have-any opinion on whether or not, as a personal opin-
ion, you would or would be inclined to support the accelerated
transfer of the day schools to the State 4nd attempt to try and lat-
erally' transfer that money over for continued operation of.Mount
Edgectunb

Mr. Treft14. I am not going to speak for the board of directors of
Norton Sound, but I will speak for myself. I think that 'Mount Ed-
gecumbe school should continue to stay open. I think it is an insti-
tution that has been long recognized as an educational stitution
that Alaskan Natives are proud of. There are many of leaders
who ',have graduated from Mount Edgecumbe. It wou... be like
taking away a legend, if you will.
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However, as far as I am concerned, Mount Edgecumbe should
continue to stay open if the State of Alaska can afford to take it
over. I want to make one point here also. The State of Alaska is
looked upon wrongly; I think, as being filthy rich. As Ispoke about
earlier today, our villages still use honey buckets, 'lave no water
and sewer systems, et cetera.

I personally feel that Mount Edgecumbe should remain open.
Senator MURKOWSK1. If it. were an either or case, would you have
personal opinion? When I say either or, I am saying either accel-

eirdtV the transfer of the 20 remaining day schools over to the State
aivl use that money to run-Mount Edgecumbe for ano her. year, or
if that could not be available, close Mount Edgecu be and keep
the day schools open for g years until the State es them over.

Mr. TETP0/4. If I understand the question corr 11,y, if we were to
decide between keeping the day schools open Or 2 years and clos-
ing Mount Edgecumbe, I think that if at all ossible Mount Edge-
cumbe should remain open. I cannot think a good answer to that
question. It is a difficult one to answer.
. Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. I ht say for your edification
and for the record besause I think is ill be significant, hopefully,
once the OCS legislation passesre is a mandatory 40 percent
of the total block grant that mu oe returned to the local gdvern-
ment that is impacted in this ) gislation, which I think would be
substantial in offsetting the impact associated with any OCS devel-
opment,

Carolyn Michels, do you ave a presentation before the commit-
tee? /

Ms. MICHEa. No, sir. I, as just here to answer questions.
Senator Mtputowsiti. Piave no further questions.
I have two letters ddressed to Senator Stevens, which I will

enter in the record at his point.
(The letters follow:)

26
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aiornvl eotals
HEALTH CORPORATION

febAter, 6, 1983

The Honorable Ted Stevens
United States See to
260 Pus$011 Guilt sg
Hashingto. D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Stevens; . .

I (mid this to be an unexpected pleasure to be able to, once again, reacquaint
invskr with you and your staff. As you may recall. 1 tees fortunate to have
had the experience as a Senate Intern In your office In 197s, along with
Ms. Johnatto Fuller from Home. 1 Witham to report that ny (entity remem.
heoed'experienees in Hashington, D.C., have been most helpful as I have

IMoved along in , career.

PO a.
ALASLA Vil)e2

I 'WI 41S

iI have recently been appointed Acting Executive Director Tor the Horton
Sound Wealth Corporation, after having served in the tapacityof Comiunity
Health Servlas Director at WPC for approximately on and one-half years.
mr. Clinton Gray. former Executive Director, has resigned in Order tO
Seek employment elsewhere in the cconnalty.

As a resident of the Have area, I have observed and been proud of the
'Any advenoes that our native.runSgreithforporation has made in the
Ortyltion of health tare services (Or the people of the Regfen. However,
after having been wipe the Corporation for the past year and one-half.
I have been disturbed at the backward slides we seem to be makfivoi cspecially
unfortunate at a period when Indian seiroecenninetioo ss now.snst starting
to be realited, not only in the health field, but also in the regional
ititfes that provide long overdue development for natives of our Renton.

these batkvard slides that 1 en referring to ore directly related to the
follow suttacks we are experiencing in the health field. both on the
federal and state levels, In direct reference to heron Sound Health
Corporation, these funding cutbacks make it de4ly difficult for the

,Corearatfon to nttntnin Its role as a leader and yodel in the area of
' India', Self.Deteraimation 63$ contracting for Native Health Services.

To Peergp) Mir cursory, as 1 know you deal with an understated hurdreds
of issues oer day. Norton Sound Health Corporation is one of the very
few netts ten corporations a the Nation that contracts both hospital
As well at comunnY heelin services fron,Indlan Pea th Services. We
are eoverned by a Board of Directorsi,that have repres Witten from
every IRA Council la the Region, as 0.11 as Oe City horn. Norton
Scard. under the careful guidance of this Beard of liir tars. has been

23 -741 0 - 83 - 19
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recognited ai a leader in the development in our Health Aide Village
PardpnvIessionais as del as a model for Our entire egime health
sydtee. Our edel has been u ed as an °tenet for. mot only the other
regions within the State of Alaska, but also the object.of study by
Egyptian Health Officials. .0

As an Indian Health Service 631 Contractor our Board has had the
latitude to be able eq prioritise services within the region based
on needs reflected froh the people Within our regional service,area.
What we are experiencing at this st.ge of the lam. havever. IS that
as budgets decrease. our flexibility in the area of determining servite
priorities to the Region is rapidly diminishing. for example. in our.
contracts with the Wien Health Services, we are restricted to funding
catenate in which INS interprets for us %hat teryice functions we
oust Ned for the money allotted within that category. This apilhoach

has worked when enough money was available to adequately fund the
programg which we feel arc essential to this Region. The cceplicatiee
cases in though, when we are forted intbta position of having to choose
between program when fending is pot available to maintain a minimum
level of service In all programs.

lie fact that; Our wird takes its Job seriously in establishing Horton
Sound Health Corporation'es an efficiently operated health entity has
worked against in when unilateral percentage cuts have been made
-throughout the Indian Health Service Systems. A unilateral Si cut
places a harder strain on an efficiently run organitation as apposed
to an emganizaticmeth sane 'fat' in operations where a St cut does
not affect direct services. the:paint I am trying to mike is that
there is no provision within the bureaucracy of Indian Health Services
000etermino whether one area can sufficiently handle a percentage
cut without it affecting direct services versus another area thtt
can't. the key phrase in this case. is hem funding set& affect direct
services.

As you earknow, the former Director of Horton Sound Health Corporation
has worked with the Regional Health Directors of all Alaska in masking
reccemendations to the Area Office as to where cuts could be made in
the bureaucracy of Indian Heath Services which would relieve the
strain on the direct services provided by the Regional Entities.
The% remboeedationt have been brushed off by the Area Office for
whatever reason, the results being that the regions have had to
suffer tremecdous cuts in direct service areas. : am attaching
copies of the correspondence relating to this, for your information.
It wouldpeem that the tnitative should be placed on Indian Health
Servicc.iri the legislature. to Amide° areas in their bureaucracy
which, cantle cut without hanging the sere of the whole system which
is the direct services provided by the Regions to the native beneficiaries.
This may seem to be a horrendous task that may be viewed as 'figAttpg
city hall' or in this case fighting a federal bureaucracy. however4s1
feel that this would not be a totally lebOSsibletask with the right
Iapetus. Reducing direct services for the sake of saving adninistrative
functions in the long Ale can destroy the IHS systmai without direct

. f
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service program, aw can nee Justify the ikkninistrativoceste? The
ultimate goal would be to provide for the maximisketfienty within the
the Indian Health Service Sureadcracy as well as la the Contractors
who are defog the field work. I will allays believe that the people
who are best able to detemelne this are the people affected by cuts
in service --- the native tribal groups.

$6 as pot to inundate You with Stapes of issues. that I feel can be
addressed. at this tier, let e0 reter.you to the enclosed packet
which we have developed in preparation for our trip tm Washington,
O.C. this month. 1, alonglnith members of Our Soamiofilirectors,
look forward to meeting with you to discuss these era's of mutual
concern. Let me Just stress how emichwe appreciate the tire and
attention you continde to spend towards working on behalf of the
HteltiCorporations in the State of Alaska.

Sincerely. 0"
NORIO4 SOUND HEALTH CORPORATION

QatalocA tV.C.t46

Carolyn -41101.1s

Acting Executive Director
f
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12 January 1983
.

Senator Tod Stevens
%Ufa States Senate
127 Russell Office Building
deShIngton, D.O. 20510

Honorable Sonetoc,Stevens:

During our November meting in washtagton, two specific Issues lore raised that
needed to be addressed torthor.

*.0 first Istue concerned questions that 1, as an INS 638 contractor, sett needed
be asked to INS °Motets at Headquarter's level, since ve have never re -

reload satisfactory respobsesda an Area level.

Sane of the basic questions I have ores

I, Stow doet INS develop a CNA budget each year ff they have *ever Identified
a specific entry level for CHAs based on skills and education:it background.
Without knowing a basic entry level and standard pay rote (i.e. GS 4 or 5, etc),
how can they A.) compute a yearly budget andl...1 evaluate contract pro -
easels?

St

2, I.H.S. routinely releases 44111104$ of dgllars approoloutoly 2 to 4 weeks
11119prior to the end of the fiscal year. They then modify this money 6

their 638 contracts so that It will not be tyrned back. The 638 contractors.
who hove been operating most of thayear on a Barely subsistence level.
suddenly eel up with terve carryover amounts that tree the lopresslon
that N have ae more money than they know whist to do wItn. This feeds to
3 questions:

b. Where (loanable money soma from?

D. Why is it not made available if a time vibe* contractors Can
atifiae it In a planned manner for needed services.

C. ConisIderlpg the desperate mod contractors have for these,
dollars so that they can provide cost effective, PrePlanned
programs, what kind at budget process does I.R.S. follow that
weds to.thfs large &mat of unseen, Veer end dollars.

1
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3. 1,N.S. maintains a Reseerch.andOevolopwent ;more* is Tucson, *rheas.
What is ttl budget? what services does it provide? it 630 contractors.
who provide direct services, ere having Choir service programs threatodpd,
tan afford iho luxury of this typo 00 progront Does the cost
justify the output? What is tho output?

4. levers, Pay Age funds usually distributed only to federal eoiloyofs thus
Canalising 638 contract eoployers, 1R,Ye whey' Pay Act =MeV are allowed ,

to be distributed to contractors. dO these !undo ewe down as men- recurring
thus allowing no progropplenning to be done with thee

The Wood issue raised soncePed the possibility of %lag RIF to plan a reasoned cat
Dank of Area office admielsOattve stall and using this froeo up funds to direct ser-
vices at either S.H.S. field hospitals or in aryls° programs operatedaty the tripes.
this Issue hes bdem aderlessed by the Association of Regional Health Directors as far
Rack as Chiseler, IFS'.

We_now operatic In a id/lotion in 'filch there are as giant people adoinIsteringour
contract out of urea office as there are people working In the contract to provide
service.

Attechod yOu will find a tits drawn up at Our 12/81 saeotino that we feel is still
relevant as a working tool.

The piggest issue here is the eaiosnl of I.H.S. porsonnel lepecting a 838 contractor.
Mature progress especially, should not have to answer to five or six separate groups/

only to a contract officer.

scold be stressed that the Riots 4;proach this issue of cutbacks IS area adoini'
stretive staffs with 2 specific qualifiers in mind.

I. The trood up dollars stay in the state and aroused to enh ance dlroct

Orvices.

4 2. A Pretence is nolotained in the stela that would allow for tieely and
efficient contracping. This could bo achieved with a vastly roduce
adolniatrailve structure, especially in view of the latest area circular
that would allow the hospital Service Unit Director to perform most of
the loSkS.

Ihank you for your tiro. attootiOs and aSsiStall4e. l hope we floor safe positive
results.

S1rcarei yOUri,

/7 w.

tos`o Sarauf PotiuOtOK
Director. North Slope Borough
Wealth 4 Social Servicos Rooney.

Wao
ctiw,

TWO
ESP:hlijr,
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SPECIfrC RECOMMENDATIONS went'

I. Area constructioe and MaintenaecAranch Eliminate =tire 10
branch, decentralize responsibility for functions to Sorvice
Units - provide Service units vith.funds.to contract for pro-

' (=atonal asslataneo.

Rotate blorpedical enginooring capabilities, relocate to Wyk°
Unit perhaps AMC.

2. Area *financial Management Branch Dolegite primary budgetary
responsibility to Servico units an4 stodv OMB for additional
areas of reduction.

4

3. Area F'rsonnoi - eliminate complotely - delegate responsibility
to Service Units with uPgreded positions.

4. Area Cont6et :loeith Servo= Stanch - decentralize to Service.
Units.

3. Area General Cx_tilco_Oronnh....-Revieu cost benefit of centralized
ogsbars mg wits gOei to decentralize and 11E41 scope as such as
possible.

6. Area. Program Standards 4 Evsluctien Branch - fIlmtuato Ar0
Health Education, Dowel, Nutrition, Social Mork, Phtermacy,
Die:silt, Health Records, and horsing positions. 00i090to to-
spOasibillty for maintaining vanderds to SUO's and Clinical
Directors.

7. Program formulation ranch Haidtain date collection section
oliminato remainder Of branch.

8. SEACO - filminess* 444 Purchase4,of =Wirth 'services on
service conrrpct.

9. EEO - Climlnato position.

10. Ei.mtnoto Area *alai Health and tronsior fowls to Sorvico Units.

II. BilvIRONMENTALNEALTM ORANCIll 4
A) Eila-inle 3 of 4 ArOa Sanitarians - maintaining institutional

standards specialists.
B) Decentralizing onginooring expertise to Satiric* Units or

=Won.
C) Maiataia field spottarians at =pens* oSArea design engineers.

(Supportive apacheents are retained in Committee files,)
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Senator Municowski. I am going to have to apologize to the other
participants. They will be heard. Tim Woodcock will be chairing
the committee: This is part of the musical chairs that is played
arotind here. I apologize that I have to leave now, but this is the
schedule we work on.

If it looks like I have shown favoritism to my Alaskan constitu- 4

ents, I will say that thave.
Mr, WOODCOCK (acting chairman). Let me depart from the order

we' are in right now and ask the panc:icAs to step aside for a
moment. .

We will call up Purnell Swett and Joseph Webb. Good morning,
gentlemenvIt is an unusual but not unheard procedure for a staff,
member to chair a hearing briefly while we await the arrival of an-
other Senator. Senator Melcher should be here shortly.

In \he meantime, let me offer you this consoling thought. The
purpose of this hearing is, first. to create a record. on the Federal
Indian budget proposals. The second putpose is to take that infor-
mation and prepare ,our budget report to the Budget Committee.
That it due by March I. . .

Tkorefore, I can assure you that your statements will be included
in the record, that they will be reviewed by the committee staff in
the preparation of our budget report and ultimately reviewed by
the Senators when they review that budget' report.

So, with that word; let me invite you to proceed.

STATEMENT OF PURNELL SWk1T, eUPERINTENDENT, _ROBESOlg
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION, ROBESON COUNTY, N.C.

Mr. Swrrr. Thank you, Mr. Woodcock..I am Purnell Swett, su- .
perintendent, Robeson County school system located in North Caro-
lina. ...
' I would like to yield the first Rortion of this hearing to Mr.

- Joseph Webb who is special assistant to the State's superintendent.
. Mr. Webb. s

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH B. WEBB, SPECIAL ASSISTANT, NORTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF P.UBLIC INSTRUCTION

Mr. WEBB. Thank you, Purnell. It is a pleasure and an honor for
me to be here today to speak in support of,title IV of the.Indian
Education Act.

There are 65,000 Itfdians in North Carolina, the largest Indian
population in any State east of the Mississippi River. There are
eight Indian tribes, one recognized' by the Federal Government
being the Cherokee, and seven recognized by the State which are
nonreservation Indians.

Of our Indian population, there are 16,789 attending the public
schools in North Carolina, and there are 1,700 Cherokee Indian stu
dents'attending the BIA school.

Most of our nonreservation Indians have keen served by .title
IN4a) since 1973. There. are 25 local education agency projects,
amounting to about $2 million per year. -

These funds are expended on services that are to meet the spe'
vial needs of Indian children in the public schools. They go for such
thinfs as counseling, remedial instruction, cultural enrichment, tu-
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290 .
torial programs, home school coordination, youth activities,`Cre-
ative arts, and medical and dental services. 4

In North Carplina-the droitout rate and high, absentee rates have
been problems among our Indian students. However, we feel strides
are being made through the use of title IV(a) funds and more pa-
rental involvement getting those parents in the schools, therefore
children seeing their parents there. Through the youth clubs,
through youth opportunities activities, we are trying to foster a
feeling of belonging among the Indian students.

Another problem that-our Indian students have faced have been
one of underachieveme itt. We hitve made dramatic gains in the
Indian popvlatiork. Since 1978, on our competency te§ting program
for high school gradual ion, we have increased Indian student pas-
sage of the reading test from '79 percent in $978 to 87.5 percent in
1982.

In math those papsing rates have jumped from 72 percent to 83.1
percent. We are excited about these programs, but we are con-
cerned that funds may not be available to continue the successful
pingrams in the future.

Looking at the President's budget in which he proposes a $13
million recision in 1983 funds from a level that was airqadf46.5
million below 1982, and looking at his total recomrqended'elithina-
tion of the program ity 1984, we will lose 100 posit ions in the
schools working directly with over 16,000 public school Indian stu-
dents.

While the admi nistration has recommended thgt we use John.
spnO'Malley.funds, impact aid, chapter I of ECIA and vocational
education, 'I would like to point out that the public schools in
North Carolina have never received Johnson-O'Malley funds; that
impact aid is being cut by two-thirds; that we will lose $7 'million in
chapter I funds in the upcoming year, and additional $10 million
the following year, that vocational education; according to the
President's budget, would be cut by '12 percent. How then do we
pick up Indian education programp with other funds that are not
there?

We are facing sane of the same kinds of problems in State and
local budget cuts. Our local school systems have been asked to de-
crease their, expenditures this year by 2 percent. The outlook for
next year from State fluids is not much better.

County commissioners are instructing school, boards to hold the
line on all spending for education, prrams. With this kind of in-
formation we reel that our only hope to continue the successful
Indian education programs is through title IV of the Indian,Educa-
tion Act.

We urge the Congress to reject the President's requested recision
in 1983 lands and that adequate funds be appropriated for 1984 co
continue the successful programs that are in operation.

Mr. Wooncodx. Thank you.,Withoui objection a copy of your pre-
pared statement will be inserted in the record at this point.

[The prepared statement follows;J

(.!
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A
PREPARED ST0TEMEITII.OF! JOSEPH B.Vt.Bil, NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT'OP PUBLIC), isesraucnott °

O

Assistant for Federal Programs, North Carolina Depnrtinefit of Public Ins on.
Mir Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Joleph B. Webb, Special

It is a pleasure .and an honor for me"to appear before you'ioday in eupport of Title
1V of the IndianiEducation Act.

Accoiaingrtp the 1980 census, there are 65,000 Inters living in North Carelina;.
this is the 1,47gest Indian population in any state cast o_f the Mississippi 'River. The
Northgenrotina Indians are members of eight tribes. Catawba. Cherokee. Coharle,
Hnliwa Baponi, tactibee, Merrihnn, Person County. and Waccamaw Siounn. Only
the Cherokee are.federaII- recognized; the other seven tribes, which are state recog-
nitednioreresereatioq 'Indians, are unable to apply for services or funds through the
Bureau of Indian Affairs There are 16,789 American Indian students attending 113
public schools in North Carolina while 1,700 Cherokee students attend the plAFed
eral School. r

Since 1973 most of oir North Carolina Indian students have been served throne('
Title-IV-A of the Indian Education Act. Projects are operated ily 25 local-education
agInicies through federal grants totaling almost $2 million. Proposals are developed
by (ht. school districts and Indian parents. Funds are paid directly to local education
agencies from the U.S Department of Education. Title IV-A provides the only
money that public schools receive specifically for serVees,to Indian students. State
funds are available in the same per pupil amounts for Indian. students as the& are
fbr nonIndian children. 6

North 'Carolina's Indian thildren have special needs that are currently being meP
4 only through the use of Title IV-A allocations. Cultural differences and 'barriers dic

tnte that unique services be provided for these students. Various activities are ear.
vied out depending upon the nerds of the students. The programs including counsel- ,

ing, remedial, instruction. cultuial enrichment, tutoring, homc-school coordinatipn:
youth activilies. creqtjve arts, career exploration, student transportation, medical ,

and dental services/Indian Education funds are used, for supportive services only
when other resources are unavailable.

High absentee and dropout rates' as well as under-achlevement have historically
been problems among Indian students. A feeling of belonging is being' fosteted
through parental involvement, student clubs, and youth opportunitibs activities.
Consequently, dropout rates and absenteeism are beginning to decline. At the same
time, remedial, tutorial. and enrichment programs are helping to raise achievement
scores On the North Carolina Competency 'rest for high school graduation, Indian
students have made dramatic gains. In /078, 79 percent of the Indian students
passed the reading test and '7.2 percent passed the math test. In 1982, 87.5 percent
passed the Beading test and 83.1 percentlassed the math test. Annual test scores in
read ng and inathelnatics show the similileproeress at each grade level tested.

4, tale we are excited abnut the magress being made by our Indian studed#, we
are concerned tha funds might hot be available to continue these successtilaate.
grams President Reagan hat proposed a 37 percent rescission in Title IV-A in 1983
from an appropriation that was already $6 5`16illion below the previous year's level.
In addition he has requested total elfmination of funding for the program in 1984. If
Congress were to approve this proposal, the public schools of North Carolina would
lose 100 parttime and full-time staff members working solely With 16,432 Indian
students. f .

The Administration has indicated that Johnson O'Malley, impact aid, ECIA Chap-
ter .1, and vocational education hinds could be used to continue Title IV programs.
This proposed solution had ,little practical value in North Carolina, The' State's
public schools have never received Johnson O'Malley allocations. Impact Aid funds
to the State are being reduced by' two-thircli., and mliny local education agencies

Chapter
high Indian enrollments do, not qtralify for impact aid funds. North Carolina's

Chapter I allocation will be reduced by $7 million in fiscal year 1983 and nn addi-
tional $10 million in fiscal year 1984. The President has proposed a 42 percent re-
duction in vocational education funds. flow do we continue the Indian programs
with other federal funds when we are'facod with such drastic reductions in those

$ programs?
The picture at the State level is not much brighter. Even though the state has

made a commitment to Indian children and the Departineht of Public Inptruction
has esti.blished a Division of Indian Education, revenuelei not available to start new
progrhms or continue those dropped by the federal _government. The Governor has
testructedocal education agencies to reduce their State expenditures by 2 percent
during the current year, and the outlook for 1983434 is not Any better. At. the local
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level, many Boards of County.Commissipners are instructing Boards ofEducation to
hold the line on their budget requests.

This information is provided to indicate that our ctnly hope for continuing special
programs fot Indian students in the North Carolina public schools is continued
Raiding of Title IV-A of the Indian Education Act. We urgently request that you
reject the President's proposed rescission in fiscal year 1983 funds and that you ap-
propriate adequate funds to continue these programs in fiscal year 19$1:

'Mr. WOODCOCK. Mr. Swett, go right ahead.
Mr. Swerr. Thank you. I come with a background oiohaving had

experience on the national, level because I was involved in the
earlieitOlishment of the Office of Indian Education in the former
U.S. Office' of-Education which was in the Department of Health,
Education: and -Welfare..Consequently, I have had experience on
the national, State, and local' levels.

Mr. Woodcock, with -ylogr permissidn, I would like to submit for
the record' a prospectus -of the Robeson County School System

. which has been pregkred by my. staff. That information has been
forwarded to your office.

Mr. WOODCOCK. It will Ve inclu ed fn.the record.
Mr. Swerr. In the interest of dime, I will not attempt to give any

specific inform tiers because Mr. Webb has given a good overview
of the State. 'Since we have over half of those 16,000 Indian stu-
dents in our school system, I think his statistics would be very re-
flective of ours.

However, for the reqord I
the informatioh I have sub

"drop-out rate table, is incorr
percentage of those, 300 ,stu
systeni in 1981-82, however,

We halie hadmany involv
have a 40- member parent

ould like to clarify one item that is in
Meg to you which indicates that the
ct..The percentage in that table is 'a
ents who dropped out of our school
ur annual dropout rate ifs 9.5 percent.
ments with our parent committee. We
committee. Out of that' 40-member

parent committee we have. eeti fortunate to have 4 of those mem-
bers either serve on OE bciard of education or currently serve on
our board of education. ?think that speaks to the impact of'getting
parents involved, in leadership roles. That is not only true in our
situation, but you will find the game thing is true in others. 4here;
fqre, parental involvement is a vehicle to develop adership.

We are pleased with the progress. We are mainly, cone fined
about the staggering problems in low academic achivements *nd
rurpl social p cultural isolation, the tax base for the support of
public educat and indreaing rale of unemploYment which will
continue to co ribute to social, ecthiornic, Arid political deprivation
in our community.

Our progress and programmatic impact are evident. The fact re-
mains that Indian students continOto 'incur high rates of sOool
dropouts, pill to attend school regularly, and comprise the majority
of whoa) suspensions and dismissals.

They are showing improvement in academic performance but at
a slower rite and much less than their 'white counterparts. They
continua to suffer from racial stereotyping, economic, social; and
cultural deprivation.

Our'school system had ,14,500 students, and 61 percent of that
student'populatioii is Indian students.

In the past year I recommend to the board, and they `approved,
the rforganization of the Federal education programs into the Divt-
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sion of Compensatory Education. with an assistant superintendent
for compensatory. education. -

This dinsfon includes. chanter I low-income progsJms, title IV
Indian edncation, and migraht.education. The purpose of this- Ivor-
gani tfort, was to develop an appropriate administrative structure

ganize for maximum utilization of all available resources and
fundS, to avoid excessive administrative structures and costs, and
to develop a system for coordinating and integrathig all Federal
support programs for improved programs and. services to the larg- -

est number of stu
supplanting occu

We realize.that w
the integrity o

Recently, th
out of InWatt &ducat'

ents while insuring that neither duplication nor

thNeorganization we still must maintain
the separate programs.

ome discussion advocating the phasing
rams because Indians can access other

programs and services. The advocates of this
administration confess tb an ignorance of cul-
rs which must be considered in any effective

am in addition to an ignorance of the fact
ulticultural education exists in theory, not in

Federal educationa-0 , theory of education
0' turally relevan fact

Indian educatj
that plurali
practice.

. In response to ose who advodati that title IV as increased
A Indian parental in vement in educational decisioi making and

g- thatIndian students have accessed schools and school activities,to
the fullest, we cannot accept their rationale.

It is true that Indian students,are 'eligible and do, in f t, partici-
pate in other Federal educational programs; but it is al true that

'the special educational and -culturally related progran, and sere-
ice specifically designe for and by Indians do not exiat, nor does
th mechanisaf exist tio, provide for the special fbcus provided for
and'mandated in the title IV: Indian Education,Act. '

too often program administratots are. inept to bec 'me creative
and innovative in utilizing the 'flexibility 'in planning developing,

3- and administering Federal program*Consequentlyor en their in-
Otness is enhanced by lack of semi rui ty, racial discrimination,

Programs are used for political expedient
n d historical and traditional stereotyp g, Federal educational

and too en reinforce
'attitudes and traditional approaches as opposed to developing a ,

'commitment to and a philosophy of change for impo4ment of in-
' Oruction. . 1 '

These same tradit'onal attitudes ofte restrict acc6s2,to other
programs and services;by Indians beairse traditionally, the Bureau
of.Indian Affairs 'within the Department of Interior ig viewed as
the agency for delivery of services to Indiahs, and such services are
not accessible to all Indians and Alaskan Natives.

I

.

To these advocates who say that Indian educatioraprograms are A:
no longer needed, we would ask Congress to clarif3c the legislative
intent in all Federal programs and services which will insure acces-

.11411ity by all Indians in these other programs. .
Such acce.ssibility has been insured' in the title IV: 'when Ed

Act by a clarification of legislative intent to provide program
awi,services to all Indians through a policy of inclus" ness in de-
fining criteria for eligibility which recognizes the 1iveraity of
American Indians and Alaskan Natives and by provid g for an ef-

, . .:
t,
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festive and effifient deliiieq system and program administration
by Federal, direction, local level .discretion, and, maximum 'local A.

i : input Ttfr localizing programs ,Infl services to meet identified needs
' 4;d the local service area. , " 4l, g.

,
Na other Federal educational program-avrilable to American In;

dians and Alaskan Nativei, insures this flexibility and at the same
1%

time manciates that they will be served% - -

The fact that Indians 'have not had full:access to these other Pro
grams is evidenced in the fact that no Indian programs hale been
included in the national diffusion network of model and exemplary
.educational' projects.

Should the _U.S. Congress approve't1reabroposal to phase oat the
title IV Indian education project, American Indians and kan
Nateives,)vill not gain access, rather.they will regress to the me

. level of priority in educational circles of the perjod prior to 'act- Aatio
silent of the title IV:: Indian Eduelon Act.

i In closing, again I would like to ekpress our appreciation, to yo
Mr. Chairman, and to the members of this committee foryour con-
timing interest and high level OfanpAlfor educationcil programs_
and_services to American Indians and Al kan Natives. -

tt Indeed, you have been, patient, tolerant,ndetstanding, arid in-.
dulgent while,we have been plagued with miny,problems and dill=
gently sought the most appropriate method for improving the edu-
cation of American ndians and Alaskan Natives.%

We believe that we are well on the way toy realizing improvement
4'1`s and positiv,project impact, and we seek /1four continued '4upport

and ask for' Aur assistance in opposing, erther any proposals for
rescision.of funds or phasing out the ti tie IV Indian education pro-
grams, and certainly we-seek your strong advocacy and support for
reauthorization of this unique Federal initiative which rea,ches all

, American Indians and Alaskan Natives.
We look fohvard to sharing many more exciting and beneficial

accoMpliehmenti in Indian education in the future.
Thimk.you, Mr. Chiirman:
Senator MELCHER [acting chairMan]. Mr. Swett and Mr. Webb,

we had teatimony from the Department of Education yesterday.
They seemed to have come down pretty heavily In their belief that

:frr general education programs that ark federally' funded would be
able to help any nonfederally.secognized urbaq Indian service pop.
ulations.

Do these programs work? Have you \ised them in the past for
Indian children? \

Mr. Swett. Senator, let me address that question. pkor to your
coming in, ii indicated that my background includes having had ex-

. perience on the national level because I wasp involved as one of the
first Ones to help establish the Office of India Education in the old
HEW.

I think that if. you jo back and check the record you will 'find
that in Congress's wisdom for the creation of title IV, the accessi-
bility to the then title I, which was' perceived as kbasrcally Black
program, was the issue because communities across this country
did not have access to title Itprograms and services.

4
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With the creation of title IV, you have been able to provide a ve-
hicle which is one mandating the involvement of the parents in a
stronger role than you find in advocacy in other roles.

From that, the parents feel like they have been a part of the es-
tablishinent of the programs that are administered in the local
school systems, and with their support, when you have the school
system and the parent working hand in hand, then you 'begin to
see positive results. ; . ' .

My concern is that if you phase out title IV then you eliminate
that vehicle. You know the tremendous amount of energy i1 takes
to move a boxcar and get that boxcar going. I feel as though now in
Indian education the energy has been generated, the boxcar is
Moving, we are beginning to see a lot of positive results. If we ter-
minate it now I feel as though we will again create. some of the
same problems that have occurred in the past.

When things begin to move and the funds are cutoff, where do
we go?

Another thing that bothers me is that we have a tendency to
. have bleeding hearts for many of the persons who have problems,

the Cuban refugees, or the Haitians, or others who come into this
country. We pour millions of dollars into those causes.

Yet here we are talking about a population that was here. They
have a history. For some reason this country has neglected those
needs and is not attempting to put the adequate dollars there to
provide the leadership and the types of programs necessary.

I would be strongly in opposition to seeing title IV phased out. I
feel Bice those in the Office of Eddcation need to read some of the

; earlier portions of the 1969 studies and research which created this
legiSlation. .

Senator MELCHER. How would it affect the Department of Public
Instruction in North Carolina, Mr. Webb, if it were phased out?

Mr. WEBB. If it is phased out, the Department of Public Instruc-
tion would view it as a great loss in that we were concerned not
only about the fact that this program is designed to meet special,
unique needs of our Indain children, but we are concerned too that

4 other funds are not available to pick up those programs.
iAs I indicated earlier, the cuts are so deep in chapter I, vocation-

al education, impact aid, what the President and the administra-
tion have proposed we use to pick up these programs, we do not
know how that would be possible.

The Department of Public Instruction in North Carolina has a
commitment to Indian education in o r schools. We have a division
of Indian education and have had for everal years.

Howev , the chances of obtainin additional moneys through*
the Nort Carolina General Assem ly, when they are alrady
saying we have to cut, is going to be Ty difficult. .

The Department of Public Instruc on would view any decrease.
especially the elimination of Indian education programs frum the
Federal level, as a tremendous loss in the State of North Carolina.

Senator MELCHER Mr. Swett seems to have indicated in his testi-
mony that title IV was not burdened with too much redtape and
paperwork, Did you find that to be true in the Office of Public In-
struction, Mr. Webb?

1,.
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Mr. WEBB. Since title IV is a program. that bypasses the State
level and funding is made directly to the lc;ial level, of course, this
has not been a paperwork burden on the Department.

There are programs operated by the Federal Government where
paperwork is extremely heavy. This is not one that causes a lot of
paperwork for us.

Senator MELCHER. Well, I imagine you have about as much to do
with it as you do with impact aid.

Mr. WEBB. It is about the same kind of program.
Senator MELCHER. Because of that they are model programs in

government efficiency, and they are very unique.
Mr. WEBB. They are that.
Senator MELCHER. I }wish we had more like it where the Federal

Government knew
just

what they wanted to do with the n mey.
Mr. Swett, ust is riot going to be.any money for the educa-

tion of these *Wren if it is not provided. Is that not true?
Mr. Sw You pinpointed a question, and your perception of it

is correct.
Sena MELCHER. We have been hearing, and I have heard it

often ough that I can almost quote the dateI think January 24
F ent Reagan was supposed to announce his polidy, is that the
11

re
t date by any chance?

SwErr. Yes;'or the 25th. / .
'Senator MELCHER. Well, it was about then. Late in January he

announced the program for this administration. If part of that pro-
gram is not to educate Indian children, I would not have an-
nounced it to begin with. I would have forgotten about it.

I do nut know what is going on here, but as far as this 'budget
proposal is concerned, I think it is our job in Congress to make sure
that we do not provide any less for education or for health or for
any of the vital needs for Indian people than we did last year.

Now, we heard a lot of things yesterdayand I am still a little
confused from *hat we heard that supposedly some Indian chil-
dren w...) are in the super A school districts are going to get more
_money. I am delighted to hear that.

However, if it means more money for super A students and less
money for those who are not in those super A school districts, then
I think we have some correction to make, and we must make it.
There was not any extra money to go around last year or the year
before or the year before that. Just to show I am nonpartisan on
that, it was the year before that and the year before that and the
year before that: all through the Carter administration.

There was not any extra money to go around then either. It
barely. lept the programs alive. We can do no less this year. I trust
that this committee can have some strong input into the appropri-
ation process and that we will use' great wisdom and caution in
that process.

I,am very proud of the memhership of this committee on both
sides, Republican and Democratic; I believe that we do have some
influence in the final outcome of the appropriations for these pro-
grams. So, as of right now I wiU knock on wood, but I believe we
well be all right after the dust settles here.

8
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Mr, SwErr. Thank you, Senator, I appreciate the support that
has been given in the past by the bipartisan efforts to maintain
that commitment that was started several years ago.

Senator MELCHER. I thank both of you very much.
[The prepared statement and prospectus follows. Testimony re-

sumes on p. 302.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP PURNELL SWEPT, SUPERINTENDENT. ROBWON COUNTY
BOARD OP EDUCATION. LUMBERTON, N.C.

Chairman Andrews and other distinguished members of this committee, I am Pur-
nell Swett, superintendent of the Robeson County Board of Education which serves
the largest number of Indian students enrolled in public schools east of the Miss's.
sippi and representative of the largest tribal population of nonreservation Indians
in the Nation Our school district has appropriately certified and has on file a total
of 8,747 OE 506 Indian student certification forms, and since,1977, the Robeson
County compensatory Indian education project funded by the Title IV, Part A,
Indian Education Act has averaged providing direct educational and cultural enrich.
ment programs and services annually to 60 percent of the certified Indian students
enrolled in our 28 schools. Our school district also has the privilege of having re.
ceived the second largest grant award for any Part A Inchon education project in
the Nation.

Our school district has been privileged to have had the opportunity to ptesent tes
timony in support of Title IV Indian education Act programs in the past, and cer-
tainly we consider it an honor and `privilege to have this opportunity today.

From 1973 until 1975, I served as the Senior Executive Officer for the Office of
Indian Education in the former U S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Consequently, I have had an opportunity to observe Indian education programs at
work on the national, state and local levels. I am aware of the complexity of design.
ing Federal administrative rules and regulations for programs to meet a diversity of
special needs and special problems At the same time, I. am well experienced in the
many tasks in effectively integrating and coordinating Federal educational pro-
grams with other local educational programs while mandating full assurances and
compliance with Federal rules and regulations. -

With your permission, I am submitting for the record a prospectus of the Robeson
County Indian education project which has been prepared by our project staff. Upon
cliise review of this information, I believe that you will agree that contrary to the
many problefns of the past. Indian education programs are being appropriately ad-
ministered and that the public schoqls are appropriate vehicles for beneficial and .

effective delivery of special academ:c and cultqrally related programs for Indian
students I would also ask your afire lit to the fact that given appropriate gold-
once flexibility and adequate funding. eublic school districts can develop data based
systems which can be examined for measuring program impact and also have appli
cability for replication as well as generalization foratither educational programs and
services for special needs populations.

In addressing the programmatic impact of Indian education programa according
to acceptable standard educational resetych and measurement practices, our statis-
tics indicate positive programmatic impact in

Ili Reducing the daily absentee rate from 110 percent in 1973 to 482 percent in
1982;

(2; Reducing the rate of Indian school drop outs from 69 75 percent in 1973 to 60
percent in 1982;

13i increasing the number of Indian students identified as lifted and talented
from 38 in 1973 to annual services for 1Q0 Indian students;

14i Increasing academic performance as measured by standardized test of first
graders from 37 2 percent scoring at or above grade level m 1977 to 62.9 percent
scoring at or above grade level in 1962;

51 Reducing the number of Indian students entering directly into the work force
from 46 percent in 1973 to 27 percent by encouraging Indian students to pursue
postsecondary training and higher education.

Beyond these statistics, we would cite other positive accomplishments of the Robe-
son County project:

(1) An active 40-member title IV Indian education, parent committee which has
received and participated in a variety of leadership development activities and
which participates to the fullest in educational decisairsmaking regarding title 11/

education programs and services, and one which h,4 yielded a total of four
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members who hate or who currently serve on the Robeson Coun(Board of Edfica-
don;

t2) A series of activities involving planning, piloting and demonstration of a cul-
turally relevant multi media Indian studies curriculum designed within.the scope
and sequence

d&he
North Carolina State course of study for social studies, which

has been broad"' disseminated to all regional educational center within the State
for replication in all public schools with a high incidence of Indian student enroll-
ment. and which is currently being submitted for review for inclusion in the nation-
al diffusion network of exemplary educatioaal programs;

i3) The informal development of a technical assistance team of experienced ,staff
which participates in a statewide consortium on Indian education to assist other
title W grantees and public school districts in local consultation regarding the
project application process, innovative and creative approaches fo administering
title l' Indian education projects, and sharing and exchange of curricular materials
and resoutces,-and the co-sponsorship of annual meetings and confereeces to title
IV parent cummittees and project staff to develop a statewide and unified effort for
the improvement of the education of Indian students enrolled,in public schools in
North Carolina.

While we are pleased with the progress thus far, we remain coucerned about the
staggering problems of low academic achievement, rural, social and cultural isola-
tiun, the eroding tax base for the support of public education, and increasing rates
of unemployment acid underemployment which will continue to contribute to social,
economic and political deprivation in our community. While pr /grew and program-
matic impact are evident, the fact remains that Indian students con untie to incur
high rates of school drop outs, faij, to attend school regularly, comprise the majority
of school suspensions and dismissals, are showing improvement in acadeinic per
formance but at a slower rote and much less than their white counterparts, conlin-
ut to suffer from racial stereotyping and economic, social and cultural deprivation.
These problems are common to Robesun County while Indian students comprise f
percent of the total student enrollment, Indian professionals comprise 18 percent of
the total professional staff, and Indians hold the majority of school board seats on
the Robeson County Board of Education.

Within the past year, I recommended to the board and the board approved, the
reurganuation of Federal educational programs into the division of compensatory
education %cab an assistant superintendent for compensatory education. This dive
sem includes chapter I lea income programs, title IV Indian education, and migrant
education. The purpose of this reorganization was to develop an appropriate admin-
istrative structure to organize for maximum utilization o. all available resources
and fur.dsi to avoid excessive administrative structures and costs, and to develop a
s, stem for ouordinating and integrating all Federal support programs for improved
programs and services to the largest number of students while ensuring that net
thcr duplication nor supplanting occurred. With this reorganization, the demon
atrated success of effective programs and service together with the expertise of
project staff have contributed to more effective assessment. Flannirie, coordination
and improved delivery of services. While each Federal program e:aintains its sepa
rate identity and legialiitive mandate, this organization for program administration
provides for several options for support programs ba.,ed o.o individuni needs. inter
ests and abilities, and also allows fur more flexibility in program planning and de
veluptrbont fur maxunizat,un of .i11 resources. The reorganization has enhanced effec
tine administration while placing Indian education at the same level of priority as
all other educational programs and services Placing an ..i.essistant superintendent
and this divwiun within the total administrative team for all educational planning
ensures that Federal support programs will be effectively intcgrated into the total
educational program. As a matter of fact, a recent evaluation of the fiscal year 1981
Indian education project indicates that the title IV project has been so successfully
integrated into the total educational program that students and parents are fully
aware of the special programs and services but are unclear of their .,.carte of fund
ing and adniaubtratwn. Ab a public school superintendent, I believe this fact speaks
cleat ly to our commitment and our philosophy of maximizing all availtilt resources
bar the fuilest impact on educational needs and improved program and services.

Recently, there has been some dace/anon in advocacy of phasing out Indian educa
twit programs because Indians can access other Federal talucationul programs and
eiaaices. The advticetes of this theory of educational administratiot confess to an
ignorance of culturally relevunt faders which must be considered in any effective
Indian educenun program in addition to an ignorance of the fact th. t pluralism and
multi- cultural education exists in theory, not in pmct.ce. in response to those who
advocate that title IV has increased Indian parental involvement in educational 4
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cision-making and that Indian students have accessed schools and school activities
to the fullest, we clinnot accept their rationale. It A true that Indian students are
eligible and do, in fact, participate in other Federal educational programs, but is it
also true that the special educational and culturally related programs and services
specifically designed for and by Indians do uot exist, nor does the mechanism exist.
to provide fbr the special focus provided for and mandated in the title IV Indian
Education Act Too often program administrators are inept to become creative and
innovative in utilizing the flexibility in planning, developing and administering Fed.
eral programs. Consequently, when their ineptness is enhanced by lack of sensitiv-
ity, racial discrimination and historical and traditional stereotyping, Federal educe.
tional programs are used fpr political expediency and to often reinforce attitudes
and traditional approaches as opposed, to developing a commitment to and a philos-
ophy of change for improvement of instruction. These same traditional attitudes
often restrict access to other programs and services bye Indians because traditionally
the Bureau of Indian Affairs within . e Department of Interior is viewed a the
agency for delivery of services to Indians and such services are not accessible all
Indians andAlaskan Natives. To these advocates who say that Indian edu ion
programs are no longer needed, we would ask for clarification of legislative intent
in all Federal programs and services which will ensure accessibility by all Indians
in these "other" programs. Such accessibility has been insured in the title IV Indian
Education Act by a clarification of ligislative intent to provide programs and serve
ices to all Indians, through a policy of inclusiveness in defining criteria (Cr eligibil-
ity which recognizes the diversity of American Indians and Alaskan Natives, and by
providing for an effective and efficient delivery systems and program administration
by Federal direction, local level discretion and maximum local saput for localizing
programs and services to meet identified npeds of the local service area. No other
Federal educational program available to American Indians and Alaskan Natives
ensures this flexibility and at the same time mandates that they will be served. The
fact that Indians have not had full access to these "other" programs is evidenced in
the-fact that no Indian programs have been included in the national diffusion net-
work of model and exemplary educational projects, and should the United States
Congress approve the proposal to phase out the title IV Indian education project,
American Indians and Alaskan Natives will rel$gain access, rather they will regress
to Ott-tame level of priority in educational citeles of the period prior to enactment
of the title IV ' en Educatlpa Act.

In closing, again I would like to express our appreciation to you. Mr. Chairman,
and 0 ^ the members of this subcommittee, for your continuing interest and high
level of support for educational programs and services to American Indians and
Alaskan Natives. Indeed you have been patient, tolerant, understanding and indul-
gent while we have been plagued with many problems and diligently sought the
most appropriate method for improving the education of American Indians and
'Alaskan Natives We believe that we are well on ..its way to realizing improvement
and positive project impact, and we seek your continued support and ask fly your
assistance in opposing either any proposals for rescession of funds or phasing out of
title i'V Indian education programs, and certainly we.seek your strong advocacy and
support for reauthorization of this unique Federal initiative which reaches all
American Indians and Alaskan Natives.

Peoseems OP THE Rollimosi COVNTY COMPENSATORY INDIAN EDWATION P110.1EVT

While we recognize the responsibility of states to provide for the education of the
people, it is important to state that ofttn repented unsuccessful attempts and negoti-
ations to obtain federal educationul programs and services,for Indians in Rel-,ebon
County the Department of Interior reported that "limited funds were nee A for
other Indians who were less civilized than the Indians of Robeson County." In 18155,
the State of North Carolina enacted legislation to provide for separate educational
facilities for the education of Indians in Robes,on County, and in 1887, established
the first institution for the higher education of Indians in the Nation, an institution
which is today a part of the North Carolina University System but since 1958 has
no longer been designated as an Indian institution. in spite of this historical role of
state aid to the education of Indians, some Indian communities did not establish
Indian schools until as late as 1958 and no longer exist as Indian schools. Until the
Title IV Indian Education Act, no financial assistance for higher education of Indi-
ans had been provided and Indians have been excluded from eligibility for minority
presence mollies in state institutions for higher education. In 1982, the N. C. Legis-
lature appropriated $100,000 for one year during the "pork barrel" session.
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Although the State of North Carolina has been progressive in legislative initia-

tives for the education of Indians, history records these actions as politically expedi-
ent and limited in impact, compared with other Indian tribes and groups, the Indi-
ans in Robeson County have the highest levels of educational achievement, Osseo
the largest number of college degrees: and have the largest number of trained pro-
fessionals, however, when these positive factors are compared with the size of the
Indian population, 40,000+, the numbers are of little significance and speak to the
fact that state, support and state commitment to the educatipn of Indians, in spite of
a progressive legislative history, has much to accomplish in order to achieve stand-
ards of excellence. A philosophical commitment does not ensure the commitment of
necessary resources.

With the enactment of the Title IV Indian Education Act in 1972, Robeson County
Indians and the Robeson County Board of Education have sought to take full advan-
tage of the opportunities for the improvement of education of Indians made availa-,
ble through this federal, initiative.

Since its inception in 1973-1974, the Robeson County Compensatory Indian Educa-
tion Program has consistently ranked as one of the largest funded and best con-
ceived projects in the nation. Funding allocations have progressed kom a 1973-1974
award of $485,430.90 t$64.67 per pupil) for the systems 7,537 certified Indianstu-
dents to a current grant award of $1,081,656.00 ($123.66 per pupil) for. the 8,747
Indian students for whom Indian, Certification (506) Foims. are on file. During this
same period, the state and local commitment to the education of Indian children is
teflected in their combined 1973-1974 per pupil allocation of $668.39 to a fiscal
1981-1982 per pupil allocation of over $1,500.00. Recent educational research studies
of compensatory education programs have consistently pointed out /that in order for
programs to effectively impact the education of children, and especially_ disadvan-
taged youth, a larger allocation of local, state, and federal resources is required.

Now, more than any other time in the past, special educational programs and
services intended to compensate for a complexity of social, economic, and education
at deprivations suffered by the poor, and minorities in particular, must be main-
tained. The continued persistence of economic depiivation attributable to either
absent, non-producing, or marginally producing breadwinners 180 percent of Robe-
son County residents are classified as economically deprived), the ,persistence of
deeply ingrained and baseless stereotyping, the lack of an "educational tradition" in
the home, the social alienation caused by .racial discrimination and its accompany
ing deprivation in housing, employment and education, and the geographical isola-
tion which prevents "fun access to opportunities tend to impact negatively upon
those measures by which school success is measuredattendance, dropout rates,
grades, standardized test scores, job (career) preparation and success, and participa-
tion in school activities. The statistics enclosed demonstrate the extent of the prob-
lem in the Robeson County school system as well as document the positive impact
federal funds has had upon the education ofe system's Indian students. Listed

hosebelow are a few sample cases extracted from statistics.
Absenteeism. In 1973 the daily absentke rate was 5.10 percent, in 1982, this rate

had been reduced to 4.82 percent, an improvement which can be directly attributed
to Title 1V-A sponsored counseling programs, home visitations, after school interest
classes, and other special educational programs and activities tiesigned for Indian
'students.

ProinotionoMetentions. In 1973, 2.99 percent of the population was Loirigretained
at grades in 1982 this percentage has risen to 9.72. p clear m indicatiun of the influence
of new and alternative approaches to education including accountability, voucher
plans, performark.z appraisal and a host of other conservative reactions to the in-
creasing costs of public education as well as the need to make educational institu
tiuns more sensitive. less bureaucratic, discourage-professional inbreeding, oust out
dated standards, give direction to hesitaat leadership, and give meaning and pur
pose to education for life in a complex and changing society.

Drop-Outs. The magnitude of the drop-out problem is staggering with the rate for
high school students consistently averaging well above 40 percent. In 1973, 69.75
percent of all drop-outs among Robeson County youth were Indian. By 1982, and
with the intervention of special counseling programs, competency test orientation,
career orientatior., and other programs this rate has been reduced to 60 percent,
meaning that Indians are now leaving school in proportion to their actual represen
tatioa in the population. However, the annual dropout rate remains at about 10
percent.

Exceptional Programs. In 1973 a mere thirty-eight 138) Indian students were iden
tified and participating 411 programs for gifted and talentqd students. Title IV- A in-
stituted a gifted and talented program that has been instrumental in identifying
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gifted and talented Indian students, pro "ng special summer enrichment pro-
grams, and enrolling Indian students in mute sponsored educational enrichment
programs for gifted and talented students. The project annually works with approxi-
mately tat Indian youth, and in 1982, 126 were participating in gifted and talented
classes. , a

Standordized Testing: Since the system began its annual testing program in 1977
students have made continued progress. Thirty-seven point two (37.2) percent of the
first graders were at or above grade level in 1977. By 1982 tutorial programs and
other special intervention programs had enabled sixty-two point nine (62.9) percent
to score at c) above actual grade level. Similar trends hold true for all grades tented
(1,2,3,6, and ). However, longitudinal studies of the same group shows that the e6
reefs of edu ional deprivation tend to become increasingly more acute as the stu-
dent progr through the grades. Further, a student who was five months behind
at the end of rade three will probably fall even further behind each year, Iind by
the time he hes grade 10, be scoring as much as two to three years below grade.
these test results also reveal that while Indian youth are closing the gap between
the national tes and the local norm, a wide gap still exists between the scores of
Indian students nd their white counterparts.

Post Seconder Education: Graduate statistics also reveal that forty-six percent
(46 percent) of th Indian students leaving high school in 1973 went dkzetly into the
work force and-( at by 1982 this figure had dropped to twenty-seven Orcent (27 per-
cent). Though im ovement has been made, this statistic is alarming when one sops
to Consider the fact that the rapid proliferation of new career options is making the
talents of the average high school graduate obsolete. These data, along with a
wealth of other informatSon, indicate that while Title IV Indian Education Act pro-
grams have helped to improve the status of Indian youth, most are still illprepared
to meet the challenges of a rapidly changing society. .

In Robeson County, the Title 1V, Part A program hal. been integrated into the
organizational structure of the school system. Of fundamental importance has been
the coordination of project funds with other programs and community agencies, or-
ganizations and institutions to ensure the maximations of available resources and to

' avoid duplication of services. At the same time. the LEA allowed project staff and
the parenttailvisory committee the flexibility, to plan, dtsvelop and implement pro.

. gram components ba,d on "community prioritized" needs. The end result has been
the emergence of a model" project which is presently initiating efforts for nomina-
tion by the Department of Education's Joint Diffusion Review Panel for inclusion in
the National Diffusion Network which will examine the projects' claims of cognitive
and affective educational impact and consider the project for national dissemina-
tion. Progject accomplishments which will be modeled include:

1. Effective partifeipatory educational governance at the local level with special
emphasis on pare tal imput into educational decision-making which has led educe-
tors and auditors regard the local Title IV Indian Education Parent Committee as
'The most involv d. well informed and effective Parent Committee in the country".

2. An educationally sound approach to integration of culturally relevant and cul-
ture-based instru,btion and approaches within the framework of the regular instruct
tional program vthile exposing Indian students to the larger culture and society and
introducing the Contributions of Indians to the American public classroom.

3. Maintenance of caltural identification and reinforcement as part of the total
rocas of education. /

4. Planning, piloting and demonstration of effective approaches to meeting the
special educational needs unique to American Indian students. -

5. Flexibility in programs and services to meet a wide range of special peeds as
opposed to the limited remedial focus of other educational programs and services for
disadvantaged students such an

' a. Individual and group counselin w#ich annually serves approximately over 500
of the 6,000 students who have an identified need for these services;

b. Tutorial classes which annually serve approxi ately' 400 of the 6,000 phis
Indian students with identified needs for tutorial assis nee.

.c. After school c:sses in crafts, career orientation, a d historical research which
annually serves only 150-200 of the system's 9,000 India youth;

d, Test orientation designed to increase test taking sk is fdr increased test scores
which annually serves only 80 of the system's Indian stu erns;

e. Field/Resource trips to combat rural and cultural isolation which annually
serves 5000 plus of the population;

f. Leadership training for youth development and inxreabcd awareness of opportu-
nities serving approximately 80-100 students annually;
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g. Special cultu al awareness programs and presentations Aich reach about . 00
students each ye r;

h. Home vim ions to encourage and fos ter better homeschool communications
and increased parental oupport fog approximately 500 studentp each year;

t. Medical and Dental services 'far 600 plusitudents out of the 6,000 wile have
been identified as being in -need of d'entataertica and for whom these services art
not provided and not available through other agenciei or programs;

j. Special summer enrichment programs for 800, youth which broaden and enrich
students' experiencesleyon4,the regular classroom experience;

k. Development and piloting of a multimedia Indian studies curriculum which
has integrated Into the local social studies curriculum and will be proposed for state
adoption for inclusion in the Scope of Study of the N.C, State Department of Public "--N

Instruction. This program annually reaches 2.000 plus students and materials have
been disseminated to all State Regional EducetionahCenters and by request to
school districts and teacher-training institutions across the nation;

I. Transportation for over 5,000 youth to, activities and events which they would
otherwise not be able to attend. ' . .

Historically Indians have been served as separate entities, and in Weis' of econom-
ic restraints on state and local educational budgets, attitudes will hot be quick-to
accept extensions of already limited budgets to adequately address a special popula-
tion. AFter ten years or categorical programs,.minorities will class and create stress-
ful situations which will greatly negate the progress which has been made. Such
.integration and fusion will require adequate time for appropriate and cooperative
planding and coordination to aveld disruption of successful school programs and
services.

Historically Indians have not shared in minority and disa4antaged programs be-
cause the Bureau of Indian Affairs is perceived as the delivery agent far all Indians.,
Those Indians who are ineligiblefor Bureau servicesoff reservation, urban and
rural and nonfederally recognizedare grossly neglected and inadequately repre-
sented in proportion to their pgpulation when forced to compete with these pro-
grams. Consequently, competition for financial aid for higher education now availa-
ble in Part B programs and through other sources would be too keen and non-pro-
ductive without specific program set-asides or clarifying legislation to ensure eligi-
bility of Indians for programs and services other than BIA.

Access of state delivery systems such as Adult Basic Education and High Schap
Equivalency as provided for by Part C to Indian communities is practically non-exis-
tent. therefoie, to expect states to develop new initiatives with less funds is unreal-

. istic.
Title IV Indian Education Act programs as currently administered is an ideal

model for ensuring participatory governance and ensures maximum benefits to
American ladled and Alaskan Native students and adults without unnecessary
levels of administration. The current administrative mode is in keeping with the
concept of local decision-making and federal initieves for the improvement of edu-
cation, and in this case, fosters creativity and lot level innovation in educational
decision-making while maximizing opportunities Or parental involvement and
broad based community support for public education. Direct funding to local educa-
tional agencies places legal and financial responsibility at the local level and la-
creases the demand for accountability at the local level while ensuring that the edu
cation of Indians receives priority and equitable treatment in total educational plan-
fling,

Given an opportunity to continue to demonstrate the ability to help guide and
shape educational .policy in the larger framework, American Indians and Alaskan
Natives can and will maintain and sustain educational advancement.

[Appendix material retained in Committee files.]

Senator MELCHER. Wi have a need to.call up some Montana wit-
nesses right now. We will call on Caleb Shields. Ken Smoker, Jr., 'is
with him. They are council members from the Assiniboine and
Sioux Indian communities, Fort Peck-ReserVation at Poplak, Mont.

We also have Greg Dumontier, director of the tribal health de-
partment, St. Ignatius, Mont., and Earl plti Person who is chair-
man of the Blackfeet Indian Tribe in Browning, Mont.

Mr. Shields:
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STATEMENT OF CALEB SHIELDS, TRIBALP,COUNCILMAN, ASSINI-
DOME AND SIOUX TRIBES, FORT j) ECIt INDIAN RESERVATION,*
ACCOMPANIED BY KENAETH,SMOKER, JR., COUNCILMAN, FORT
PECK TRIBES

Mr. Sumps. Thank you, Mr. 'Chairman. My name is Caleb
Shields, and I represent the Asliniboine anI Sioux Tribes of the
Fort Peck Reservation. My testimony today will concern itself with
the specific problems facing us,'at Fort Peck, but I ,wouk,1 like to
state for the record that the difficulties will speak of are Preva-
lent throughout Indian count* My testimony**ay will address
the four major areas of the. Indian budget: IHS, MA, OM, and
ANN.

First I would like to take' a few moments to address the major
aspects of the !HS budget..'in overview, "the, fact is that over the
course of the last 3 years the !HS budget has simply not kept pace
with inflation and !HS' capability to deliver services leas been seri-
testy reduced.

Our concerns run to a number of !HS iirograins. First, in the
area of clinical services, the Fort Peck Tribes are seriously con-
cerned with the administration's proposed budget for hospital and

' clinic operations, as Paces .an unrealistic dependency ion third.
patty reimbursemen moneys.

We have been informed by 1HS staff that the agency anticipates
that it will collect between $20 and $30 nifilion in third-party reim-
bursement moneys in fiscal year 1983. In reading the MS pioposal,
however, we see that it assumes that $62 million of this., money will
be used in hospital and clinic operations.

in short, the Fort Peck Tribal Council istvery concerned that the
!HS would place such critical needs as kthe operation of a clinic
and/or hospital at the mercy of an unrealistic hope. .

Our clinics' at Fort Peck are presently not receiving anywhere
' near adequate funding to provide needed services, and our local

staff feel that the proposed increase in this program& not suffi-
cient to coyer our needs in fiscal year 1984.

We askthat the committee review the level of services presently
being provided by !HS and the actual costs for providing, these
services and recommend in your report to provide an increase to

icd4the clinical services budget sufficient to cover present needs.
in addition to our concern over the operation of the hospital and

clinic, our tribal council is also extremely concerned with the lack
of adequate funding for the contract health care program. -0

Fort Peck Tribes, like the overwhelming majority of Indian
tribes throughout the country, is forced to operate its contract
health care program on a priority No. 1 basis. Backlogs of needed
surgery are developing, morale is dropping among 'timbers of our
health professional community, and the situation is worsening
daily.

While we are concerned with the lack of adequate dollars in this
area, we are equuily concerned and opposed to the !HS plan to ad-

/ dress this problei :. competitive bidding for contract health con-
, tracts.

On' the Fort Peck Reservition' are two community hospitails,
Poplar art ril Wolf Point. Because a large percentage of the service
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populations of both hosintals are Indian, both of these facilities
depend on IHS reimbursement to cover a substantial percentage of
their operating costs.

If the INS is allowed to institute its comp,etitive bidding program
in early April, we have no guarantee that both of these facilities
will be designated as contract 'health care providers. That means
that one of these facilities may be forced to close and a percentage
of our Indian people forced to drive up to 50 miles for needed serv-
ices. Ifiboth close, they would be forced to seek services off the res-
ervation.

We encourage the committee to review thefunding needs in the
contract health care area and provide adequate funding and recom-
mend in your report to return the program to its prefiscal year
1981 level. We also ask the committee to make every effort possible
to stop the MS sfrom implementing its competitive bidding proc-
ess.- u.

As we have testified for the past 3 years, the Fort Peck Tribes
continue to oppose the elimination of the community health repre-
sentative program. This program ia the core 9f our health outreach
operations. It is needeit it is cost effective, and we can only .hope
that the committee will again see fit to recommend in your report
to fund it at a workable level.

Also, as previously testified, the Fort Peck Tribes oppose the pm-
poied phaseout. of the Indian health manpower program. The Bill-
ings area is faced with a 30-percent shortage of doctors, and our
shortage of nurses is even more serious. - -

We realize the importance of placing Indian health professionals
in reservation-based positions, and we also realize that Indian stu-
dents have very few options for obt.ining financial assistance Other
than from this IHS program.

We see the success of programs such as the Indians in medicin e
program of North Dakota, which provides not only financial and
technical assistance to Indian students but also a supportive, posi-

t tive environment where they are surrounded by moral support.
We ask that this administration and the Congrets join with

Indian tribes in taking pride in those Indian students seeking a
healthrelated education and support them by continuing and ex-
pandingAnancial assistance under the IHS manpower program.
We alsoWk that the committee commend the INMED program for
its outstanding success and fully support its request for needed dol-
lars.

Two statement s on old problems; first, the Foit Peck Tribes con-
tinue to strongly support the need for urban healtli programs. Not
only are these programs clearly needed, but we also fully realize
that, the economy being what it is, Indian people living in urban
areas will be forced to turn to the tribes for needed health services4 if these urban projects are closed. The Fort Peck Tribes support the
need for adequate health care services for our people regardless of
where they live.

Second, I would like to again point out that the Fort Peck Tribes
support adequate funding for water and sewer projects in the IHS
budget. HA is the only agency which can provide such services to
HUD, BIA, and tribally constructed projects. It has the skills, the
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equipment, and the experience In this alea, and it should be
f unded to do the job. .

HUD's new proposal to pay for water and sewer hookups in gut,
units seems ridiculous at best when it talks about requesting con-
gressional appropriations from. the Federal Treasury and' then
going through two layers of bureaucracy to turn around and trans-
'fer dollars' to the IHS to perform the task which it is already

. geared' up to do in the first place. We hope that,the Congress will
again find this propoial both illogical and unnecessary and appro-

,priate dollars to MS to do the job.
One last but major point on MS fiihat we are concerned with

the administration's failure tocequest pl ning and design dollars
for new health facilities.

The Wolf Point outpatient facility, which is to be located on our
reservation, is one of the top three projects on the IHS outpatient
construction priority' list. We have waiteid a long time to move into
this position, and we ask that the committee provide us* with suffi-
cient dollars to finally begin to make this project a realitf.

I would like to take just a few moments to address the OIE pro-
posal. The Fort Peck Tribes are extemely concerned v/ith the ad-
ministration's proposal to eliminate the title IV program.

We have four public schools on our reservation which receive
title IV assistance. They are Poplar, Wolf Point, Brockton,and'Fra:

_tier. With appropriations for the impact aid 'program goin oover

the ,past, few years and the fact that the Johnson-O'Malley
program is already inadequate to cover basic needs, elimiffation of
the title IV ftmding will deal a severe blow to every one .of these
school facilities.

Our tribal council, our parent's, and our school personnel are all
s' extremely concerned with the education of our children, and we

strongly object to the proposedzelitnination of such a huge chunk of .
our schools financial suppoit.

What is even more upsetting is the combination of the proposal
for title IV and the proposed cuts in the BIA Indian education pro-
grams. As we previously stated, the Johnson-O;Malley program is
already inadequate to meet basic needs.

In addition to this our community, college is struggling tomain-
tain its corent level of operation, and our higher education schol-
arship programs are running out of funds. Higher education and
special graduate level education scholarships,, such as the native
American graduate program at MSU, Bozeman, are both critical
xomponents of our educational system, as are our community col-
leges: .

We strongly urge this committee, to appropriate adequate fund-
ing for all BIA Indian education programs and return funding for
higher education and special education scholarships to a realistic

_level. These programs are already being cut enough by inflation.
Fietlieracord, 'we would also_ffice to state our solid ImPuort for

the efforts our community college mating to Obtain adequate_op._
eration dollars.

The other areas of the BIA budget are of serious concerti to us.
First, the proposed cuts in, the BIA trust responsibility programs
are most distressing. The BIA is an agency which justifies its exist-

,
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j ence based on its trust relationship with Indian tribes, yet Indian
rights-protection is' one of the areas slated for the highest cuts. .

Th9 Fort Peck Tribes are one of a number of tribes who are seek-
ing financial reimbursements froni this program to litigate
gotiate our water rights, yet we remain on the waiting list:

We are also involved in a number of statutes of limitation cases,
yet with the majority of work being slated to take place in fiscal
year" 1984, the BIA is requesting no moneys for this program. We
can only hope that this committeb will interpret its' trust responsi-
bility differently than the Office of Managemet and Budget has
and restore these core programs to a workable level. -

I wolkid just like to state that the Fort Peck Tribes- feel that the
budgetior both irrigation construction and irrigation maintenance
and repair are highly inadequate and that it is very disheartening
to see this budget drastidally reduced. ! *

We feel that, both these programs are integral pats of the BIA's
program responsibilities. We encourage the committee to return
them to' a workable level.

Finally, I would like to state for the record that the Fort Peck
Tribes strongly .support the current activities of the administration

'for native Americans, Department. of Health and Human Services,
as it now functions

ANA ,is proviairesiential, critical, and successful assistance to
American Indians as mandated by the Native Americans Program
Act of 1974. Priority areas are the development of programs which
coordinate economic and social develofment for indiyiclual Indians
and Indian tribes.

Grantees are encouraged to develop their human and natural re-
sources -in a balanced atmosphere which fosters both selfsufficien-
cy and self-determination. As the only Federal program which pro-
vides assistance to all native Americans, ANA provides help in
planning and implementing for locally determined social and eco-
nomic development priorities. ..

At ANA,administrative costs are paid by a separate budget line
item. Program appropriations are spent to fund projects. ANA per-
sonnel are well versed with the program, its grantees and project
selection criteria. We strongly advocate increased appropriations
for ANA to allow it to continue these vital services. We 'request
that the committee recommend the same in its report.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I will be happy to
answer any questions you might have.

I would also like to state that Our 'chairman, Norman Hollow,
sends his best regards to you.

[The prepared statement follows

PREPARED S7ATEMENT OP CALEB SINE TRIBAL COUNCIIMAN, ASSINIBOINE AND
Sioux TRIBES, FORT P K INDIAN RESERVATION

Good morning, Mr. Chairman: My n e is Caleb Shields and I represent the As-
siniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fo Peck Reservation- My testimony today will
concern itself with the specific probl facing us at Fort Peck, but I would like to
state fox the record that thedliTi oTare pleValent throughout
Indian Country. They reflect the 1 ger problem of reductions In services, facilities
and manpower in an area which can accommodate no reduction. These decreases,
when combined with an Increased/demand for servbes, create chaos.
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I am most concerned with theinability of unwillingness of the Administration to
acknowLedgethe additiene,1 burcterr. plated upon IHS during the past few years. Ifi
flation ma et:cession, have caused :eanv more Indian peopleto turn tenHS for their
health care needs because private, state and otherjederal programs are proving

Y either' inadequate or nonexislent. Medicalwcontraet care costs, for exam e; have
Jumped disproportionately higher (some 30%) than the inflation rate ssenteesured
by the Consumer. Price, Index during the,samc period. As a result. services delivery

Aliminislies as the service population expands. yet the 1HS budget' bee in-
creased only nominally in these yciirs. The result more Indian people vying for
shrinking health care services.

1, Our Indian people are at the bottom of alkstatistical indicators which measure
such things. We 'get sicker and clie,sooner their any.othir identifiable group in the
United States. This tragic situation continues, to njdst despite a recent Federal ac-
knowledgement of the need for improvement of Health care services. The Indian
Health Care Improvement Act was signed into, taxon September 30, 1976, This act
acknowledges special legal obligation of the United States to improve the health
status. otAraerican Indians . . . all resources necessary to'effect that,polic,y''.
It should be a primal, focus of this Congress and the Allmini ion ,to effectuate
this licy

_ . Given thie premise, I would like4e take a few moment; to add our Itasic con.
cerns in each of the Major IRIS program areas.
I Clinical service: First, let me state that the Fort Peck Tribes it

0

Haien.
al Indian Health Bbard in expressing their concern with the heavy de dbricy of
the Administration's clinical services budget on projected third party reinibu
'gents. As NIHB.pointe6 Out, over $62 million of the $70 million projected reip
bursement total Js committed for use in hospitals and NUM% alone. IRS has ih
formed us that at best it eXpects to collect te20-30 million id third party payments in

1983. This is, at minimum,d81 million below what the ComAttees and the Ad. '
m nistration expected It therefore seems ludicrous to place such criticaltheilth
se ices at, the mercy of speculative reimbursements. Beyond this concern, :,03 would, . e
like to emphasize that the current funding levels fel...hospital and clinical-services '
are falling far below the needs op oar reservation. At present, the Fort Peck Service
Urlit is purportedly operating at the FY 1983 handing level, which simply cannot
meet the largest.pereentagd of our health pare needs. And it is the opihion of our
1pctil staff that the proposed FY 1984 funding level will not Salve ouxbroblems when

inflation is calculated in, Our local health professionals are becoming more and
mo0 discouraged. We encourage the Select Committee to recommend to the appro. ..
priate committees a realistic funding level, for clinical programs sufficient to return
them to the pre FY 1980 level of services. .

Contract health care: The Fort Peek' Tribes are extremely concerned witb the *-
posed budget for the Contract Health Care, Program. AlthoughiShe dollars for this
program have increased by small amounts over the last three to Oveiyears, the fact
remains that they hav not even. begun to keep pace with inflation. IHS itself esti4
mates that the Contract Health care Frosram has lost well over 23% of ,its,service
buying ability since FY 1981 alone. At Fort Peck, our Contract Health Care Fie-
gram has been operating at a priority one-level of services for the last year and one
half. This has resulted in the establishment of longer and longer elective surgical
waiting fists, which we are sure this Committee understands is not the we fo pro. -
vide' health care. While we are very concerned with the lack of adequate dollars in
the contract health care arca, we ark wally displeased with the 1HS' answer to
this .problem:' competitive bidding. The Fort Peek Reservation hasitwo hospitals
within its borders;Velf Point and Peplar. These facflities are private commanity
based hospitals which service each' end of the reservation. Because a significant per-
centage of the patient leads of these faeilities artecomposed'of Indian people, both , .
facilities depend heavily on. IHS codtraet health ar* dollars to cover substantial
portiOns of their operating costs. If the IHS is allowed to implement o_competitive
bidding process for contrachhealth are contracts. we have-nb--aTiarance that both
Wolf pnt and Poplar will he awarileCtlase-colitfacts. If either one of these facili-
ties 1 s its IHS contract. willeriejithat a percentage of our people will have to
drive over j miles fof hospital rerelated sejvices.,ln addition, that facility's ability to
renuihropen at all will be serion. y jeopardized. Many Indian tribes strongly oppose
the IHS plan for competitive bid g on contract heath care contracts. The plan is
not well thought out and it does not enhance the provision of services. In many In.
stances, patients are forced to drive considerable distance to reseive service and am-
bulances must do the same. In addition, th,p proposal does not necessarily move any
money We aelc`the Committee to review the real 'needs of Indian people in the core
tract health care area and recommend in its report.a substantial increase in the

It. VI
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IH6.contract 'health care budget. We Also ask that this Committee take whatever
action is necessary to Mop the IHS from implementing the competitive bidding Inne-
ess.whic,h is scheduled to begin in the Fort Peck arda on April 1.
, Preventative health: The Fort Reek Tribes most strongly °Rose the Administra-

' tion's proposal to zero out the CHR program. As numerous tribevandorganizations
have testified, the CHR program is the core of our outreach program. It is cost Mee--
live, it provides critically needed services, and IH$ presently does not have the Mini-
ty to pick up the most impor+ant aspects of this program In its operations budget.
We know thatJHS local and central office personnel recogniee the need for this pro- , -
gram and hat* appealed its proposed zeroing out to 0M8 for the last three budget
years. We request that the Committee recommend to the proner.liouse and Senate

' Committees that adequate funds be allocated to return it to its pre FY 1981 level.
As we have express in past years, the Tribal Council remains.very concernedwith

the inadequate budgetary requests and the lack of emphasis which IHS places on - .
alcoholism programs. Our Tribal Council recognizes that alcoholism is disease'
which must be treated as a disease. Once again,.the Admi istration is requesting
inadequate funding for this program, and as a result our staff will be

' forced to cut back on servicesdelivery. Numerous studies have pointed out that
coholism is the number one cage of,accidents, liver disease, apd family problems in
Indies' communities. Increased appropriatio is for alcoholism programs will decrease. -

.costs in other health areas. We ask that the ect CoNimittee include language,in
its report to this effect. "

Indian health manpower: At a time when In tan preference hi employment is a
stated policy of the United States Government and the Indian Health care Improve.
ment Act stresses the need for an increased number of Indian health professional,
we again find that the Administration is once more Areposittg to cut health educe...
lion scholarships. In FY 198$, it is estimated that the Billings Area will be faced' .
with a 30% shortage in the number of doctors needed to properly serve the area. .*
The shortage of nurses is even more seve&.1HS recruitment sources for three and
other health professionals are rapidly diminishingklue to overall reductions in edit% 'et
cation and other health professional, scholaithip assistance programs. Indian stu-
dents have very little health scholarship assistance available-to them outskle the
IRS program told we have been informed that if current `tr2nds continue, IHS will
have virtually no health professional resOurces to draw upon by 1987. We feel that
the Congress and the Administration should join with the Tribes and take pride in
the fact that an increasing number of Indian people are interested in health profes-
sional' education programs. We commend the Congress for its past support of this
program and the specific su pport foethe,Indians in Medicine Prograin. INMED
vides financial and technical supporkin an environment where the student has con-
stint moral support' We ask the Cotimittee to recommend restoration of the 81.5
millicat.cut in funding for the Indian Health Manpower Program and ask that
'report languagq be recommended assuring continued funding for the 1NMED Pro-
gram.

Urban Indian health. We Would also like to state for the record that the Fort
Peck Tribes support the continued funding of the ijrban Health Pro_gram. Not only
do we realize that this program provides a critical service to bur Tribal members
living in urban areas, but we also realize that with the economy being what it is, a
number of these urban based people will be forced to return to the reservation for
health related services if the urban progra.ms are forced to close. The Fort. Peck*-
Tribes support the provision of adequate health services to tribal members wherever
they may be living and ask that restoration of full funding, to thud urban Indian
health program.be recommended.

IHS water and sewer. The Fort Peck Tribes join with numerous other Tribes in
supporting the restoration of water and power dollars in the IH$ budget, First, IHS
has the authority to fund needed hookups in HUD, BIA and Tribally constructed
housing units Secondly, k has the equipment and expertise to handle these projects
an reservations. Other Federal agencima subh as HUD do not. HUD's new proposal
to pay for svnterand sewer hookups id seriously undermined when they inform us
that they will then contract with the IHS to do the actual work. This proposal will
result in a duplication of administratiye activities, add to the already escessive ad.
ministrativircosts, and obviously result in time delays and increased projeet costs.
We feel that at least for the present time, IHS Should continue to be the recipient.
agency for this.service and ask that the Committee recommend the restoration of
adequate dollars to the IHS budget for this purpose. .

IHS construction The Fort Peck Tribes are somewhat dismayell to see that the
Indian Health Servie is not requesting amt money for construction of new hospitals
and outpatient facilities. As you may know, the Wolf Point Outpatient Clinic is

f
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listed a g the top three projects on the IHS outpatient construction priority list.
If cons acted, the Wolf Point Clinic would provide the only clinical services on the
west side of our reservation At the present time, many of our people must drive
ov at/ miles to receive clinical services. Construction of this facility will c' 'his

nee down by over % for the tribal members living in the Wolf Point ar. We
It- their the Committee recommend a supplement in the FY 1984 IHS Construction

udget. thereby providing monies for the planning and design of the Wolf Point fa-
cility:

I would now like to take a few 'moments to discuss the Title IV Program. The Fort
Peck Tribes are very concerned with the proposed elimination of the Title IV Indian
Education Program We have four schools on our reservation: Poplar, Wolf Point,
Brockton and Fralier Each of these schools receives a substantial percentage of
their operating cysts from the Title IV Program. These schools also receive signifi-
cant operational assistance from impact aid and some financial assistance from the
Johnson O'Malley Program They also receive a small amount of state fundin. As
you may be aware, appropriations for impact aid are rapidly going down and John-
son O'Malley Program dollar are far from adequate to cover current costs. These
factors make the Title IV contribution even more critical. The Fort Peck Tribal
Council takes the position that the education of our children is a first priority and
we request that this Committee assist us by including in; its report a recommenda-
tion which advocates restoring full funding to the Title IV program.

I will briefly discuss our concerns with the proptsed FY 1984 budget for the BIA
BIA education. As I just stated, the Fort Peck Tribes feel that the current funding

levels for the Johnson O'Malley Program are inadequate. We have requested the ap-
propriate committees include additional dollars for this program. Another impor
tant concern is the proposed cuts in higher education and gractutsic !evel scholarship,
programs Costs related to higher education are rising rapidly and a substantial in-
crease, not a dee. ase, is required in both scholarship programs. In the area of grad-
uate level scholarship programs, Fort Peck strongly supports the Indian programs
at Montana State University: While this program is seriously underfunded, it has
been highly successful in assisting Indian students from Montana Tribes. We wish
the Committee to recommend that adequate funds be provided for its continuation.
In addition,we would like to state for the record that we strongly support the ef-
forts made by the Tribally Controlled Community Colleges to ensure that adequate
finances become available to both continue and expand their current level of activi-
ties.

BIA trust responsibility programs The Fort Peck Tribal Council is concerned with
the inadequate level of funding being proposed for the BIA Indian Rights Protection
Program The BIA justifies its existence on the basis of its trust responsibility, yet
the FY 1984 budget is far from attuned to the real rights protection needs of Indian
tribes For example, Fort Peck is one of a number of tribes which has requested II-
napcial assistance for litigation and negotiations to safeguard our water rights. To
drat. our application remains unapproved. In addition to this problem we are also
concerned with the BR's failure to request adequate monies for the Statute of Limi-
tations Project In reality, the bulk of work on this program will be taking place in
FY 1984 and we ask that the Select Committee propose that the House and Senate
Appropriations Cernmittees review, in a realistic *ay, the actual and projected
needs in this and all other Indian Rights Protection programs and provide sufficient
funds to cover these needs.

BIA irrigation. The Fort Peck Tribes are concerned that the budget of the BIA'd
Irrigation NIaintenance Repairs Program has remained stagnant. while both labor
and materials costs are rising The Fort Peck Irrigation Project, located in the west-
ern portion of opr reservation, is in need of additional dollars if adequate mainte-
nance is to be provided We are also concerned with large proposed cuts in the BIA's

iIrrigation Construction budget for new and expanded projects. This is a critical time
for Indian agriculture Water rights are being litigated, and an effective irrigation
program for our reservation is essential for improved yields and economic develop-
ment We ask the Committee to review the actual needs in this area and recom-- that- sufficient dollars be appropriated for these two water related programs.

MA land acquisition' It is again disheartening to see that the BIA is once again
requesting no monies for its Land Acquisition Program. While this program has, its
problems, the fact remains that the percentage of Indian land ownership on our res-
ervation is decreasing, primarily due to the allotment, fractioeated heirship and
forced fee sale problems Simi'ar situations exist on many other meservations. The
Fort Peck Tribes feel that Indian-tribes must bb provided With a viable mechanism
for purchasing non-Indian owned land within the boundaries of the reservation
when those lands are placed on the market. We ask the Committee to recommend
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exploration of the options for a program of this type, in consultation with tribes.
and to recommend the funding of a realistic and workable tribal land repurchase
program.

Housing. Mr. Chairman, there are two other issues which I would like to touch
upon at this time. The first, the }IUD housing problem, has been peripherally dis-
cussed during my statement outlining the problems with the IHS Water and Sewer
budgets HUD, if it is to be in the business of building, houses, should build houses If
it contracts out significant portions of that responsibility. it should not be in the
business of building houses.

There are, at present, several dirgrent solutions being proposed Beth the Admin-
istration and members of the House ind Senate have prepared legislative proposals
which are to be introduced in the near future. The Fort Peck Tribes strongly sup-
port the concept of an adequately funded, efficiently administered program, esta
lished in consultation with tribes, to alleviate the current problems in Indian hous-
ing. Nothing less will suffice.

ANA. Tinnily, I would like to state for the record that the Fort Peck Tribes
strongly support the current activities of the Administration for Native Americans
(ANA), Department of Health and Human Services, as it now functions

ANA is providing essential, critical: and successful assistance to AMerican Indi-
ans as mandated by the Native Americans Program Act of 1974 Priority areas are
the development of programs which coordinate economic and social development for
individual Indians and Indian trib -4. Grantees are encouraged to develop their
human and natural resources in a Valanced atmosphere which fosters both self-suffi
ciency and self-determination. As the only Federal program which provides assist-
ance to all Native Americans, ANA provides help in planning and implementing for
locally determines social and economic development priorities.

At ANA, administrative costs are paid by a separate jsudget line item Program
appropriations are spent to find projects. ANA personnel are well versed with the
program, its grantees. and project selection criteria We strongly advocate increased
appropriations for ANA to allow it to continue these vital services We request that -
the Committee recommend the same in its report..

Dank you for this opportunity to testify. I would be happy to answer any ques-
-tions-you-might-have.---

Senator MELON. Thank you very much. That was a very com-
prehensive statilnent.

Mr. DuMontier.

STATEMENT- OF GREG B. DuMONTIER, DIRECTOR, TRIBAL
HEALTH DEPARTMENT, CONFEDERATED SALISII AND KOO-
TENAI TRIBES OF THE .FLATHEAD RESERVATION, ST. IGNA-
TIUS, MONT.

Mr. DuillorrrtEa. Thank you Senator. I have some written testi-
mony that I would like to submit for the record and just briefly
summarize it right now, if I may:

Senator MELCHER. Without objection, a copy of your prepared
testimony will be inserted in the record following your oral testi-
mony. ' ,

Mr.,,PuMormEa. It is a farily complex issue dealing with con-
tract medical care on the Flathead Reservation.

I should point out that is our only source of health care on the-
reservation. We have no Indian Health Service hospitals or physi-
cians. So, all of kur health care of that type comes through the con.
Mitts' care program.

Approximately l year ago, the Health Seryice was handed
down instructions from the Health Services to look
at the implementation of competitive bidding on all its contractual
arrangements for health care.

That, of course, has some very far reachingimpzicts on our reser-
vations since all of our health care is coming through contract
health services.
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We approached them at that time, and indicated to them that we
did not feel that competitive bidding was going to be a proper route
given the uniqueness of our situation on the reservation, and were
successful through the efforts of this commit ee and serveral other
people to have competivite bidding basically put on hold until just
recently. We were informed about 2 weeks ago that the Indian
Health Service would indeed implement competitive bidding some-
where around the first part of April.

During this past year, the primary justification for delaying com-
petitive bidding was to provide our tribes the opportunity to meet
with local physicians in hospitals and see just what those impacts
would be and explore some alternatives to competitive bidding that
would provide the same answers, I guess, to some of the cost cdn
tainment problems that the Indian Health Service is experiencing
through contract health care.

. Our efforts in meeting with providers on the reservation were
successful in that we have come up with what we call the tribal
preferred provider organization [PPO) which we would like to im-
plement in lieu of competitive bidding.

Basically what that system or the new approach that we are
trying, ti'e primary purpose for it are to implement a health care
deliver) ..)stem which incorporates a coordinated team approach
structured to address and respond to consumer and provider issues.

The team approach that we are talking about is basically made
up of the physicians, hospitals, and tribal membership. It should be
noted that neither the existing Indian Health Service contract care
mechanism nor competitive bidding provides for that type of an ar-
rangement where we have the providers and the tribes sitting
down and talking about issues that affect both of them.

The second reason for the PPO is to implement a system which
describes the cost control rather than cost shifting. The existing
system in contract care costs the Health Service approxi-
mately 15 percent of their inpatient budget due to cost shifts of
coming over from medicare and medicaid. That is due to the high
utilization, I guess, of medicare and medicaid and also the Indian
patient within the reservation hospitals.

There are very few other payers to pick up the si4ted costs from
medicare and medicaid. Consequently, it ends up with the Indian
Health Service. Competitive bidding would only make that situa-
tion worse.

There are only so many dollars available, and by decreasing
those costs there are more costs that are going to need to be shifted
to a smaller group of the population. Consequently, the rates go up,
and we are about right back to where we would start in competi
tive bidding as far fait being a cost-containment measure.

Because of cost shifting, competitive bidding simply will not work
within a reservation area.

I guess the biggest benefit in having a PRO is more long term in
that implementation of this type of a system would provide for
local control of health care, funding benefit determination, and
health care planning.

Basically what we are saying in that, after meeting with the hos-
7itals and physicians or the last year, is between the tribe, hospi-
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tsls, and physicians we can handle the health care problems much
better than what the Indian Health Servile is currently doing.

That is not just to get away from competitive bidding, but the
negotiations that we have had in the past year Have shed a lot of
light on some problems that can be corrected fairly easily were we
to have the control of the Federal dollars coming into the reserva-
tion. I am only talking about Indian Health Service dollars.

As we all know, there are medicare and medicaid regulations.
Looking at perspective reimbursement or perhaps 'came form of
that come October 1 of fistal yea' 1984, it is going to have a dra-
matic effect on hospitals which have heavy utilization under those.

The PRO approach puts us in line with that. We can absorb the
impacts that would be coming down to that much better than- we
could if we were sitting with whatever we would have left of a
health care delivery system after competitive bidding was being im-
plemented.

I think rather than go on and t,et into the mechaoics of a pre-
ferred provider organization, I will ask if you have any questions
about the approadh that we have in lieu of competitive bidding.

We, of course, want competitive bidding to be stopped, and we
are proposing an alternative in its place.

Senator MELCHER. Does that conclude your testimony?
Mr. DUMONTIER. Yes, sir.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DREG B. DUMONTIER, DIRECTOR, TRIBAL HEALTH DEPART.
MEET, CONFEDERATED SMASH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES OF THE FLATHEAD RESERVA-,
TION. ST. IGNATWS. MONT.

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee, on behalf of the Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation in western Montana I wish
to convey our gratitude for the opportunity to discuss with the Committee issues
surrounding the fiscal year 1984 Appropriations for the Indian Health Service. My
name is Greg DuMontier and I am the Health Director foi our Tribes. My testimony
is being submitted within the health care system on our reservation hold great
promise for resolving many long standing problems which have been obstructing the
delivery of an appropriate level of health services to our people. The primary pur
pose of this testimony isito inform the Committee of our efforts and to request Con-
gressioral action through the fiscal year 1984 Appropriations process to secure fund.
ing for the establishment of a cooperative approach between our Tribes and the Fed.
mil Government throughout the planning and implementation oi a new Tribally
controlled health care delivery system.

In order to present our concepts and requests in the proper context the following
background to our Tribal initiative is provided.

The Tribal Health Department was established in 1917 and charged with the re-
spqnsibility to provide for a comprehensive health care delivery systefn fer the Con-
federated Salish and Kootenai Tribes. 11, pursuit of its mission, the Tribal Health
Department has been actively engaged in a series of negotiation and planning ses-
sions with local hospitals and physicians to identify areas of common concern in the
existing ServiceIndian Health Seice Contract Medical Care program which is the sole
mechanism employed by the Indian Health Service for the provision of out patient
and hospitalization services to our Tribes. In more recent developments, the intent
of the Indian Health Service to implement a competitive bidding procedure in
health facilities has. prompted a revitalization effort on the part of the Tribes and
health care professionals to establish an alternative cost containment measure
which would be more appropriate for the reservation area.

During the past year the Administrative component of the Tribal Health Depart-
ment has focused the majority of its time and effort in reaching agreements and
gaining the support of local physicians and hospitals for the design and implement
tion of a new type or contractual arrangeinent. On February 7, 1983 the Tribal
Health Board adopted a letter of intent to contract via P.L. 98 -638 the Contract

.
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Medical Care program from the Indian Health Service and establish a Tribally con.
trolled /referred Provider Organization (PPO). This action, was further supported by
the Tribal Council of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes on February 11,
1983. On February 14, 1983 the letter of intent was signed and forwarded to the
Indian Health Service to initiate the first phase of a process designed to place the
Tribes in control of the health care tiding provided to their people.

A TRIBAL Pi-0

The need for change in the existing INS Contract Medical Care program can best
be der.anstrated by examining briefly the major problems this mechanise' creates
for the beneficiaries as well the providers of care.

Bar the beneficiaries the program created have resulted in a steadily declining
level or care that has reached the point where hospitalization benefits are now pro.
vided to only those patients whose life or limbs are in jeopardy. This means that
health problems will not be taken care of until they progress to =emergency stage
which subjects the Indian patient to trauma and requires a more costly remedy. Be-
cause tnis system is reactive instead of proactive, the scope of health care is likely
to be further reduced throygh competitive bidding procedures by limiting access or
availablity of emergency service and by sacrificing quality care in attempts to
reduce patient care expenditures.

From the providers standpoint, this existing IHS system creates severe payment
restrict:ens limiting the treatment parameters which the providers must operate
within. The shortage of IHS Contract Care funding is in part a direct function of the
contractual mechanism used. Continuing decreases in Medicare and Medicaid reim
bur.ements to reservation health facilities coupled with increased patient utilization
under these government programs has resulted in the increased shifting of costs to
the Indian Health Service. It is estimated that cost shifting during calendar year
1982 cost the IHS Contract Care program within our reservation area approximate-
ly 15 percent of its hospitalization budget. Competitive bidding would provide no
relief from cost shifting and would in fact contribute to the problem by increasing
the amnia of dollars to be shifted. The net result would either be a reduction in

7 service or an increase in costs.
Recen' planning sessions conducted with physicians, hospitals, and Tribal officials

have yeilded a corsensus on the need to break away from the existing INS system
and establish a hew Tribally controlled system which addresses the following pur-
poses:

I To implement a health care delivery system which incorporates a coordinated
team approach structured to address and respond to consumer and provider issues.
The team approach proposed includes representation from physicians, hospitals, and
Tribal membership. It is important to note that neither the existing IHS system nor
the IHS proposed competitive bidding system would provide for this type of coopera-
tive approach to local health issues.

2. To :hiplement a system which subscribes to cost control rather than cost shift-
ing.

3 To implement a system which includes tangible benefits for the consumer (pa.
tients), the plan sponsor (Tribe), and the providers (physicians and hospitals). It
must be recognized that the Tribe and the providers share an interdependent rein.
tionship in that the Tribe relies on the local providers for health care, and the local
providers rely on the Tribe for patient revenues to continue existence.

4. To implement a system which provides for local control of health care funding,
benefit determination, and health care planning.

in order to fulfill tie purposes as previously described it Is our Tribal intent to
contract the INS Contract Medical Care program and establish a Tribally controlled
preferred Provider Organization (PPO) as an alternative delivery system.

While ft is not the intent of this testimony to get into the mechanics of a PPO,
information pertaining to our proposed concept is offered in order UP place our, re-
quests before this Committee in the eloper context.

The PPO approach will require a significant chapge in the role of the Indian
Health Service within our reservation area. The Contract Medical Care program we
propose ta contract for under the provisions of P.L. 93-638 has a budget of approxi.
mately .3 5 million which comprises 80 percent of the total Service Unit budget.
While the provisions of the Minn SelfDeterniination Act allow for an orderly
transfer of health programs from the Indian Health Service to the Tribes, the same
cannot be said for the transfer of administrative functions. Most of the administra-
tive functions for the Service Unit are provided by staff and funding in the Billings
Area Office Although we can contract the Contract Medical Ca program fttrifling
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at the Sekvice Unit level, we cannot contract the IHS Contract Care administrative
funding because most of it is in the Billings Area office which places it beyond our
contractible arena. There are 6 administrative positions including clerical at the
Service Unit level. There are 140 administratiVc positions in the Billings Area
Office which administers 8 different Service Units.

Rather than duplicate administrative (Unctions by requesting additional appropri-
ations, it is requeste4 that the Appropriations Committee earmark $200,000 of the
Billings Area Administrative budget for our Tribal Health Department for the ad
ministration of our Tribal PPO.

Another way of providing and orderly transfer of administrative functions from
the Indian Health Service to the Tribes would be to combine the Tribal Manage-
ment line item with the Program Management line item of the IHS budget. This
would place nearly all administrative functions in one line item making its neces-
sary for Tribes and the Indian Health Service to prioritize and coordinate IHS and
Tribaimanagement functions.

Although this PPO arrangement will provide some immediate benefits in terms of
the buying power of the dollars currently. available, it must be pointed out that we
have the largest Indian population within the Billings area and also the largest
unmet need. Indian Health Service figures show our population to be 5300 and
unmet need computations are based on that fiure.'However, an actual count of the
active patient files shows that services are being provided to 6,846 eligible Indians.
Therefore, we respectfully request that the Committee provide an additional
$1,000,000 to the Contract Care budget tocompensate for the underestimated unmet
need based on innacurate IHS population figures. * .

The PPO approach whic we are proposing would be the first such arrangement
within the Indian Health'ervicet the first within rural. America, and the first
within the State of Montana. We sincerely hope the Committe shares in our entliu
siasm for this approach by opposing the competitive bidding procedure while favor-
Jag our requests. Thank you for your consideration.

Senator MELCH4R. Earl Old Person?

STATEMENT OF EARL OLD PERSON, CHAIRMAN, BLACKFEET
INDIAN TRIBE, BROWNING, MONT.,CCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM
VEEDER, LEGAL COUNSEL, BLACKFEET TRIBE, WASHINGTON,
D.C.; AND GERALDINE GORDON, BROWNING, MONT.

Mr. OLD PERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have with me, to
my right, William Veeder, our legal counsel, and Geraldine
Gordon, a member of our board of resource program.

I have three items that I am concerned with. First of all we are
concerned about our hospital that is in the making and money was
appropriated in fiscal year 1989 in the amount of $6.7 million for
the first phase funding.

We are requesting for the second phase funding $9.2 million. In
short we have learned that the administration or the Office of the
Secretary of Health and Human Services have plans to use this
money to absorb some of the Intlian Health budget items.

I feel that this has been in the making for quite some time. Since
the money has been appropriated, I do not feel that we are the
fault of any problems that the Health Service is having at this
time. So, I think that our money should continue its funding and
that we be able to use it.

Of course, education is something else that I think everybody is
concerned with. We are certainly concerned with Indian educatio'n
and the things of which it has been threaterted. I think we need
not have to elaborate in detail about the importance of Indian edu-
cation for our Indian p4ople and feeeveryone.

The main subject that I want to elaborate on at this gime is this,
As you know, in the past Congress, and even presently, has assisted
the Indie tribes, especially in the Western States, with their

L
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Indian water rights programs. They have funded for studies and in-
ventory on their water rights and also to check out. the potential
vater usage on their reservations.

The Blackfeet people are very concerned with this particular sub-
ject. I speak on behalf of some of my' old-timers on the reservation
that are very rightly concerned about this issue..

The Blackfeet people, through their director and through the
people who work with our water resource program, have requested
in fiscal year 1981-82, again in fiscal year 1982-88, for some fund-
ing so that they may use this to do their own study and to take an
inventory of the kinds of needs that they have for their water re-
source program.

There wag a study, made before, and again presently. .There is a
move being made by the administration in letting a soil conserve
tion study to be made on the Blackfeet Reservation and land re-
classification.

This study has already been made, and we feel that 'this kind of
study and this kind of money would be a waste of time and waste
of money to conduct a similar kind of study.

Instead, I would strongly urge that this committee assist us in
having a similar kind of funding given to the Blackfeet people for
our water resource program so that we could use it for the kind, of
study that we would like and the -kind of water development pro.
gram that we want on the Blackfeet Reservation.

We have submitted r written statement for the record.
Senator Mumma. Without objection, a copy .of your prepared

testimony will be instated in the record at this point.
[The prepared statement follovts:),

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EARL OLD PERSON. CHAIRMAN, BLACKPEET INDIAN TRIM
BROWNING, MONT.

I am Earl &d Person, Chairman of the Blackfeet Indian Tribe, Browning, Mon-
tana I greatly appreciate this opportunity to bring to the attention.of this Commit-
tee matters of transcendent importance, both to the Blackfeet Tribe thnt I represent
here and to all other Indian Tribes.

Congress has appropriated' funds foixthe purpose of assisting Indian Tribes, espe-
cially 1Yestern Indian Tribes where water is life itself, to undertake studies to in-
ventory their water rights, to ascertain potential water uses on their Reservations,
and to conduct soil surveys and land classification studies to the end that the Tribe
may proceed to the long-delayed development of their water resources. Without
water development, the economy of Western Reservations stagnates, causing unem-
ployment on the Reservations at an unconscionably and unacceptable high level.

The .Blackfeet Indian Reservathin has been blessed by the presence of virtually
unlimited water resources. Those resources are however, largely untapped insofar
as my 'tribe and Its Members are concerned.

Major tributaries of the Missouri River arise upon, traverse, and border my Reser.
vation. Those stroarns have their sources on the Eastern Slope of the Continental
Divide, creating a tremendous potential for hydropower development It is shocking
for me to bring to this Committee's attention the undeniable fact that there is no
hydro-development on my Reservation. The waste.of potential wealth for my Tribe,
by failing to develop the hydrocapacity so readily available, can only be explained
by the intentional suppression by the officials of the Department of the Interior to
restrict our economic development.

Conflicts of interest within the Department of the Interior are manifested on our
Reservation by the presence of major components of the Milk River Federal Recla-
mation Project. Those components of that Project include Sherburne Dam 404 Res-
ervoir, the St Maly Canal, and other structures utilized by the Department of the
Interior to divert away fron. my Reseriation thr waters of two principal streams
within the Blackfeet Indian Reservation, the St. Mary and the Milk Rivers. By,thus
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committing the waters of those two streams for nonIndian water development,
there has been far-reaching adverse impact upon the economy of the Blackfeet
Indian Tribe and its Members. ,

Our preliminary investigations conakisively demonstrate that the Tribe would
greatly benefit by developing the hydropower potential at Sherburne Dam, on the
St. Mary Canal, and elsewhere on the St. Mary and Milk Rivers, the waters of
which in no way benefit my Tribe but, rather, have heed:committed by the Secre-
tary of the Interior for the benefit of the Federal Reclamation Project.

Additionally, our investigations have revealed that there are at least 25 potential
hydropower sites Within the Blackfdat Iedian Reservation which offer great promise
for financial returns to the Tribe.if those power sites could be properly studied, de-
veloped, and utilized.

Congress has appropriated .substantial Sums of money to assist Indian Tribes in
water development. However, every attempt by the Blackfeet Tribe to obtain money
from the Bureau of Indian Affaird to make the requisite studies of the water re-
sources has been denied. In the fiscal year 1981-82, the Tribe had requested :rem
the Bureau of Indian Affairs funds to conduct necessary investigations to develop its
water resources potential. Rather than delivering funds to the Blackfeet Tribe, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, at the end of the fiscal year, permitted those funds to.
revert to the Treasury.

During that fiscal year 1982 -83, the Tribe again requested fundeto make studies
of its water resources and the means pursuant to which those resources could be
developed for the benefit of the Tribe. Repeating the disregard for my Tribe, the
Bureau of Indian Affaits again permitted the funds available for those purposes to
revert to the Treasury rather than to provide the funds requested by my the

Rather than assisting the Tribe to accomplish the studies required to develop its
water resources. the Bureau of Indian Affairs adopted an incredible course of con-
duct. There had,been prepared by the firm of Morrison-Maierie, Inc., Helena, Mon-
tana, comprehensive soil and land classification studies establishing the irrigable
acreage upon which water could be beneficially applied within the Black Feet Reser-
vation. Our experts had carefvfily reviewed the data prepared by Morrison-Maierle
and found it acceptable in every regard. It will be highly suitable for use as evi-
dence if my Tribe becomes involved in litigation.

Rather than utilizing the_excellent_material prepared by Morrison-Maierle, the
Bureau of Indian' Affairs entered into a contract to duplicate and restudy the irriga-

tble lands within my Reservation and to make a separate determination as to the
needs of my Tribe for water to irrigate its lands. That wasteftd conduct shocks the
conscience.

As members of this Committee pre fidly aware, the Blackfoot Tribe strenuously
objected to the wasteful *pH-cation of the soil and land classification studies pre-
pared by Morrison-14MM% Those studies were accepted and approved not only by
my Tribe but likewise by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Particularly wrongful, in the view of the Tribe, were the efforts of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to undertake that wasteful study after repeated refusals by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to provide. the Tribe with money to implement the studies
made by MorrisonMaierie. Not only did the Bureau of Indian Affairs refuse to pro-
vide funds for the Tribe but it likewise permitted those funds again to revert to the
Treasury to the Tribe's irreparable damage.

With the Tribe desperately in need of funding, the Bureau of Indian Affairs pro-
ceeded to enter into a contract to undertake the duplicative studies at a cost, I am

I advised, in excessa of one million dollars. There has never been an explanation
made to my Tribe as to why the Bureau of Indian Affairs weld undertake the
wasteftd duplication of studies already completed by MorrisoirMalerle. As stated
above, those studies have beekapproved, not only by my Tribe, but by the B,,rea'u of
Indian Affairs itself.

In my opinion the studied intention to prevent my Tribe from developing its
water resources constitutes clear violation of the Secretary's responsibilities' to my
Tribe. The duplicative studies, I have been advisdd, were to be undertaken with the
objective of reducing the water rights of the Blackfeet Tribe, demonstrating .bad,
faith rather than honest endeavor for the Blackfeet Tribe.

I respectfully petition this Committee to schedule an Oversight Hearing with the
objective of reviewing in detail the shameful course of conduct that I have reviewed
above respecting 'the Bureau of Indian Affairs. I, likewise, petition this Committee
to assist my Triba in obtaining funding thee is requisite to the end that We can un
dertake the development of our water resources and thus bring to my Reservation
new jobs, new industries, and a cow economic outlook.
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Mr. OLD PERSON. I do want to ask Mr. Veede and 'Geraldine
Gordon to elaborate as to why we are asking for the ind of money
that we #re asking for and why we are asking that a conserva-
tion and land reclassification study not be made age' We are
asking that that be delayed at this time.

I would like to ask Mr. Veeder to speak first.
Mr. VEEDER. Senator, one of the big problems confronting the

Blackfeet Tribe today is that, there is ongoing litigation involving
all their Water resources.

As their water lawyer, I have recommended to them that no con-
d sideration has been given whatsoeve to the hydropower develop-

ment on that reservation. We have a very sinister situation there.
The Secretary of the Interior for the Nuclear Federation Project
has come on that reservation, committed the waters of two of the
major streams on that reservation, the Milk River and the St.
Mary River, for use downstream. .

It is our belief that if funds were provided we could develop a
plan and isut it within the law, a plan that would permit a physical
solution which would markedly reduce the conflict that is ongoing.

We believe that if the tribe were permitted to ,develop the 25
power sites or some or those power sites on the reservation, it
would bring them greatly needed money. It would greatly strength-
en their economy, which is in a very precarious situation under the
circumstances.

We believe that the approach that is now b eing taken by the De-
partment of Justice and the Department of Interior' to undertake
another study is a study, we are advised, that has one objective,
and that is to reduce the claims of the tribe.

We petition this committee to have an oversight hearing, let us
review fbr this committee what the Bureau of Indian Affairs is un-
dertaking to do and what the Department of Justice is undertaking
it, do, and permit us to present our plans for the development of
water on the reservation, which I believe would greatly reduce the
conflict that is ongoing, and I think it would be a great benefit not
only for the Blackfeet but likewise for the Stile of Montana. There

cs is tremendous pOwer potential auk has gone undeveloped on that
reservation.

I thank you.
Ms. GORDON. My name is Geraldine Gordon, and I am the direc-

tor of water resources on the Blackfeet Reservation. Part of my job
is doing some planning for our water resources development.

I have to go back and give a little bit of xun:down on how we
started out in this. Earl asked me to submit a proposal for funding
for planning on our water development. I did this in January 1981,

.and we were ignored,, told that the money had to be used for more
detailed studies because we were inlitigation, and that we could not
see any development for 5 to 7 years. That was in 1981.

In the fall of 1981 they attempted to let a contract to an outside
firm, and they would not contract to the tribe. We held that 'up by
appealing to our Congressional people and this committee..

In 1982 we submitted another proposal. We have had Your re-
quests in for this money. Now it is up to the amount of $550,000
that we are requesting.
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/In the fall they attempted to let the contracts againand we1

have
held them up until just recently. They let the contracts in January.

it They awarded the contract to the CH2M
We are trying to keep them from releasing the money for this

contract until we can get a congressional hearing on this to' review
all the problems that are involved.

What we are requesting here is that we get the moneylield up
on the contract; have a Congressional Hearing on this and let the

Thank you. Li/

contract to the tribe. .

Senator MELCHER. Thank you. We have asked the ,Bureau of
Indian Affairs to respond to a series of questions inv6Iying this
matter. We expect them to get that to us in a cvupl# 'of weeks,
hopefully. We will share them with you and see watt happens
after that.

On the question of contracts for health services, I at a loss at
this time to know exactly what the Indian Health Service is pro-
posing under their so-called competitive bidding or 'contracts for
hospitals off reservations, non -IRS facilities. So, until we under-
stand that thoroughly, exactly what they are talkiihg about, I am
not prepared to say what this, committee should or should not dp.

Yesterday in response to a question, Mr. Kelsil' Said that they
have great flexibility in administering competitive bidding and
thought it would not be disadvantageous to Indian patients, either
oat-patients or patients who needed to be in the hbspitals.

Well, I am not so sure. I do not want to condemn whatever they
are suggesting4f it seems to make some sense, rid so far it has not
made any sense to me.

When we fully understand exactly what they are talking about
in flexibility on contracts and competitive bidding, then we can
deal with that. We do not want it to be disadvantageous or put the
patients at a disadvantage.

Then maybh the committee will be able to make a,judgment on
it. Until that time, I do not think we can Make a ,judgment. Also,
until that time,.! do not expect them to be asking for any competi-
tive bids.

Senator MELcHEIStaff, have they asked for any yet?
I am informed that they have waited heti:aim They are supposed

to explain how this is going to work alma why it would be a step
forward. So far we have not been able to find out why it would be a
step forward and why it would be helpfut. However, they have
taken a preliminary step and notified some hospitals that they are
going to ask for bids.

We will work very deligently with the IHS people on this matter,
both from the legal point of view and from the policy point of 'view.
The legal point is whether or not they have satisifed the law under
the Administrative Procedures Act. If this is a rulemaking proce-
dure, then they have to do a lot more than they have done.

But, more importantly, I think we want to understand how this
'as a policy would be helpful for Jndian patients.

I am skeptical myself, but we will work with them. We will ask
for your response and your comments on anything they suggest be-
cause we do not want thik to go off like so many proposals have in
the past 2 years with pie-in-thesky ideas. When yo'i then get
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through it all, you find that they are trying to cut out some money.
They are professing that they are not trying to cut money, that is,
cutting money in terms of reducing services. If they can save some
money, and if it is fair to the hospitals themselves, and if they ac-
Wally do not iriut individual patients at a disadvantage, then I say,
OK.

But, first cones the patient, and the, second comes the continuity
and the integrity of the hospitals in the area. I do not think we can
forget that because if we lose them that is a vital part of the
system. The Indian Health Service payments are a vital part of our
hospitals in Montana and in other Western States. Nye have to
keep that in mind. That is the second priority to the patients them-
selves. .

Third comes the question about having a better way where we do
not forego or sacrifice any of the elements of the first two prior-
ities, then we can look at the third one. But so far we have, not
been salt:fled that they are going to be taking care of patients in
as good a way or a better way.

Certainly we have some reservations and some doubts as to
whether this might' put some of our rural hospitals at a real disad-
vantage so that we might face eithbr losing the hospital outright or
losing some of the services of the hospital. That would be a terrible
step backward.

We will work very closely with all of you and with anyone else
from any other tribe because we want to be very cautious about
this. We want your responses after they give us a full explanation
as to what they mean exactly by flexibility and what they mean by
maintaining the services:

I want to thank all of you very much for your testimony.
We will next call as witnesses Dr. Emery Johnson of IES and

Mr. Ron Froman of the National American Indian Housing Coun-
cil.

Dr. Johnson, your past experience with IHS perhaps can lead to
some better understanding for the committee in helping to make
our judgments.

Please proceed.
0,

STATEMENT OF DR. EMERY JOHNSON, FORMER DIRECTOR OF
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES

Dr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to share with you two
major concerns, and then we can proceed to your questions.

My concerns are primarily these. I have concerns about the
extent of the Federal commitment to American Indians. and Alas-
kan Natives Ad to their health programs in specific. We have sub-
stantial legislation that appears to me to be clear and unambig-
uous, and yet when we see the tangible actions of the Federal Gov-
emment, it seems to me that the vigor is in their. words and not
their actions.

The administrationsand this includes both Republican, and
Democratic as far back as I gohave almost always provided to the
Congress budget requests which fall far short. of even permitting
continuation of the current 1pvel of service into the succeeding
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. .
fikal years, let alone lead to the kinds of improvements that the
Congress has clearly defined as necessary.

Fortunately, the Congress has taken a much more serious view
of their responsibility. The Presidents' budgets hate always, been
increased and improved, in my judgment, but we still find our-
selvesyou have heard this this morningwith a continual ero-
sion of the ability of the Indian Health Sdrvice Ems" those tribal
health programs that it Supports to inaintain,current levels of serve
ice.

To give you a specific example, the President's budget before you
now suggests an increase in contract health services of about 6.6
percent. I call to your attention that the inflationary cost of medi-
cal care in the private sector this past year wail3.6 percent.

I would suggest to you that the OMB and the administration is
continuing in 1984 as they did in 1983 and in almost all of the pre-
ceding years of grossly underestimating the cost .cif doing business
in the private medical sector. This has nothing to *do with the
Indian Health Service as an organization, but it has to do with the
inability as a nation to come to grips with health care ,costs.

I would suggest to you that it is not fair for the only'group to
have to suffer under these restrictive cost-containment measures to
be Indians and'Alaskan Natives.

We'do not do this for medicare, medicaid, or other insurance-pro-
grams, or other Federal programs, so why iihould we levy this kind
of &burden on the Indian community?

My second area of concern has to do with the ability of the
-Indian Health Service to manage what is a very complex health
and tribal development activity. The basic cause for this problem,
in .my judgment at least, is the low status provided to the Indian
Health Servicewithin the Department of Health and Human Sarv-
ices, a low status shown not only by its low organizational level but
by the low attention that is given to it.

As a result, decisions are frequently made at the Department
level which are contrary to the best interests of Indian and Alas-
kan Native people, and there is a lack of understiinding at the de.
partmental level that the Indian Health Service must deliver real
health services to real people in thh.real world. We are not a
money - changing operation, as is true of so much of the Depart-

..-

ment.
Decisions that. are made, personnel freezes, ceilings; inordinate

amounts of review and review, simply do not permit the. Indian
Health Service)to manage. ,

I will give you one specific example, and I could give many. One
of the major problems that we have is in management of this con-
tract health service program. You have heard that discussed by the
Montana witnesses. The Indian Health Service recognized over 10
years ago the need for automated management of that program. To
date, we still have not been. able to put that in place. We have had
review after review, and revision, and redesign. At one time the
higher authority within these multiple layers in the Department

said that it was such a great idea to have Indian Health Service so
why not include a division of hospitals? That vas then moribund
and is now decreased.
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That cost us another 2 /tart of trying tp design something that
would fit that big -city letnd of operatiort The botton line, Mr.
Chairman, is that the Indian Health'Service still dogs not have the
managemeent tools In its hands to permit it to manage as effective-
ly and efficiently as it can that $130 million program.

Based on this, I would like to respectfully recommend to the Con- .
gress that you do a couple of things. First, I think a very thorough
review ought to be made of the current fiscal year 1983 budget
under which the Indian Ilia 1th Service is operating because I think . .

you are going to find that it is going to be impossible for. them to
maintain even the current level of services with the budget that is
before you.

The idea of taking the Blackfeet Construction money and use
that to offset costs, I think is unacceptable. The Blackfeet have
waited fot.1,5 years to get to this point. That is not the way to re-
solve it. teitainly, we are going to have to spread out some con-, struction. We can not move at the pace we would like to with 'the
current budgets concerns, but to eeliminte the replacement of
unsafe and inadeate facilities is something which simply should --
not be permitted. .. .An immediate zeview of the 1984 ,budget wilich is before ,you,
again, with the same intent to make sure that the current levels of
services can be provided and that .new facilities can be operated in
the way-they were intended, I think is absolutely essential.

The second point is this, in the budget process it seems to me
that language must be placed in the legislation which requires the
Department to carry 'out the intent of Congress. To continually
have to deal with freezes, ceilings, and all these things, even
though the committee each has attempted.to eliminate this kind of i .

interfearence, is still going oft. It is going to take a very concerned
effort on the part of Congress to be sure_that the Degartment does
not frustrate your intent by the bureaucratic rules and regulations
and edicts that they lay upoh the Indian Health Service.

For the ihnger term, I would like to suggest that the Congress is
going to have to come to grips with the scope and the dimensions of
the health commitment to American Indians. It may come to the
point where you are .going to have to ook at defining an enrolled
population and defining a benefit pack e which can be supported
for that population.,If that were done, yo ould in fact be able to
have a more realistic mechanismfor determining the Indian
Health Service budgets, and both the Congress and the tribes

. would better understandithe nature and the extent of this commit-
ment.

Finally, I would suggest that the Indian Health Service should, .
be statute, be raised to the Assistant Secretary level within the De-
partment of Health and }finnan Services in the same way that the
Indian programs over in the Department of the Interior:haste been,
elevated.

Not only would that eliminate the multiple layers within.the.De-
partment, but at one time I counted '38 oifrerent people Who were
reviewing our budget between my office and the Secretary.

senator MELCHER. Did they all cut it? Did they all cut it at every
1 layer? ,

.
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-Dr. JOHNSON. No there is just a limited amount that you can
cut, but I would really question, Mr. Chairman, the cbntribution
that is a great many of those people were making to it. Certainly
the translation of Indian needs, by the time it gets to the Secre-
tary, has been very much compromised when you go through these'
multiple layers within the bureaucracy. a ,

Senator MELCHER. I wish the OffiCe of Management and Budget
would sut a few of those layers. They cost a list of money. Tfse are

.4 all pretty high)ypaid employees; are they not? '
, Dr. JOHNSON. They certainly are. They in my judgment, contrib-

ute very little to the effective operation of the Department. .

. Senatme 1$/imolai. A kind term would be to call then.; tinkerers,,
1 and a realistic term would be to call them deliberate interferers

with the bureaucratic tendency to. protect themselves and their
own little corner of whatever little turf they have.

Dr. JOHNSON., You are absolutely correct.
I can assure you that the Director of the Indian Health Service,

whoever he may be is ,constantly struggling to defend the pro ;.
gram's integrity against these efforts by people .who either know\
nothing about the concerns of kridian people or who care less in
rder to maintain the service level: ; cr , .

The bottom line here, as youSiknow, is that the health of Indian
people is What is important. 11014,cti has been accomplished, and let
us not deny that, But I feaithat unless we take some aggressive,

-remedial action now that much of this investment that we have
made over these past years is hi fact going to be lost.

I Would suggest to you that to recapture this loss is going to be a
lot more expensive and a-lot niore time consuming, and the human
misery is, going to be much greater than if we deal forthrightly
with the problems as they stand right today. With that Mi. Chair- .

man, 1 would.be glad to -respond to any questions you may have.
Senafer MpLcima. Cap we make a_gued case that there are too

mafly bureaticratie layers within the Department and that they ins,
hibit the Indian Health Service's ability fo respond promptly to the
need for emergency decisions?. -..

Dr-JOHNSON. There is no quesugn about that. We could give you
example after example through the years. Some of them are untie-.
lievable. . .. .

Senator MELCHER. Is that right? ..
Dr. JOHNSON. Yes. :1
Let me justgive you one from Montana. I am sorr

1
Caleb Shields

is not here. At one time we had a restriction handed down to us of
1,0004niles per vehicle per month sb when the ambulance at Ft.
Peck shad gong, 1,000 miles and ;ens about hair way through the

: month, then we were supposed to stop running it. I told the folks
out there to use their heads, and, we were in violation again of an-
other edict. ,'

.

But those are the kinds of things; Mr, Chairman, that go on cone
. stantly. People simply do snot understand in these layers ahove us

that we live in a real world 24 hours a day, 365 days a year and
that people are hurting and need help. You cannot cover yourself,
with thq bureaucratic excuses geL the jobdohe.

I had an' executive officer once when I, was the area director (n .
Montana who used to say, "I have never seen a Government regu-

1, ... , . .
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lation yet that kept you from getting your Job done." That is what
I am talking about in terms of mechanism.

But those are not the kinds of convictionerthat it seems' people
have when they get to Washington and get into these large bu-
reaucracies. They forgot what the purpose of the program is.

Senator MELCHER. I note in your testimony that you said there
was a favorable article in the Washington Post referring to the
Indian health programs as a Federal program that worked.

There .may be some truth to that, but there sure are a lot of
faults with it and a lot of blank spots.

I do not want to sound discouraged or pessimistic, and I do not
think I will on this subject, but could we help it by upping the
status of the Indian 17salth Service within the Department of
HHS?

Dr. JOHNSON. I am convinced it wduld. First of all, you would
avoid this dilution of the communications process. Don Smith, at
the University of Minnesota, many years ago did a study of com-
munications through five levels, and the conclusion was that at the
end of the fifth lev yoll had 100 percent of the story but only 20
percent of the story as true.

If you put that th ugh 38 layers, then I
Senator MELCHER You come up with the 1 percent, and that

would be the pEirt t t is true.
Dr. JOHNSON. Yes; and I think the more of that you have the

less likely you are toot the kind of sound and responsible deci-
sions. 1 have found occasionally when we would get access to a sec-
retary, which was quite rare, that you could get some good deci-
sions. But the Director simply cannot spend all of his time trying
to batten down these walls. That, unfortunately, is what is re-
quired. I think it is even worse now than when I was there.

Senator MELCHER. Perhaps one of our greatest handicaps is that
these layers above the Indian Health Service within the Depart-
mentand, do not get me wrong, Doctor Johnson, I do not think
everything you had under you at the Indian Health Service was
perfect either.

Dr. JOHNSON. I would quite agree with you.
Senator MLCHER, I think there is plenty of bureaucracy at every

level in Wdshington, including quite a few layers that could be
either streamlined or minimized within the Indian Health Service
itse

I hlf )ope we see some progress on that, but in the Department itself
above th inflinifilealth Service it seems to me that our greatest

icap almost overshadows everything else and that is that
there is nobody who really knows about Indian health care or the
delivery system for it. I am just not aware of anybody coming out
of the Indian Health Service and becoming one of the assistant sec-
retaries or the deputy or something like that. I do not think it has
ever happened at HHS. Has it?

Dr. JOHNSON. Not to my recollection.
Senator MELCHER. I think that is a grave handicap. Perhaps if

we had upped the Iran-Health Service to the assistant secretary
level, then maybe we would eliminate some of the problons. I
detect that you very much concur with that.

e/ 3 2 %.).
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Could we say that it would save us money? I do not mean cut the
budget, but save money in terms of health care delivery, in other
words, get more bang for the buck and the dollar would go further.

Dr. JOHNSON. Certainly, because so much of the Director' time is
now spentit certainly was when I was the Director and I am sure
it is even worse nowin fighting these layers so that you do not
have the time to manage the system that you are supposed to
nianage. How in the world can you manage an Indian Health Serv-
ice if you spend 80 percent of your time dealing with layers above
you?

Senator MELCHER. I can not tell you how strongly I feel on that
point. If you are going to practice medicine, and if you get into an,
administrative role where you have to make sure that those 'untie.
you are practicing medicine, and if all they do is worry about thek
bureaucracy, then the practice of medicine is terribly diluted That 1,
is the primary goal of the Indian Health Service. It is the overrid-
ing goal.

If everybody who is in a responsible position has to worry about
the layers, then the bureaucracy certainly robs the effective prac-
tive of medicine from that point on. I should say that it cuts it
down a high percentage.

Well, Dr. Johnson, I want to thank you very much for your testi-
mony. It has been a real pleasure to ha you here, and it has been
a great help to have you here.

Before I leaveand I am going to have to leave shortlyI have
asked Mr. Froman tv be here because there are a couple of ques-
'ions he can answer for me.

Mr. Froman, welcome.
Senator MELCHER. The first question', Mr. Froman, is this.

Having had quite a bit of experience in Indian housing, is there not
a method for an Indian owner of land which is trust land, that is,
held in trust status, being able to get a mortgage through FHA and
VA?

STATEMENT OF Mit. ICON FROMAN, TREASURER, NATIONAL
AMERICAN INDIAN 110USING COUNCIL, CARSON CITY. NEV.

Mr. FROMAN. That is correct. It has been for a long time. Let me
put it to you this way. The ability to mortgage individual allotted
land has been in place as long as FHA has been in place.

Basically it involves the trust status from the standpoint of the
Department of the Interior approving that mortgage.

Senator MELCHER. Well, the people from HUD were telling us
yesterday that for Indian housing they need a legislative correction
of the law for an. eAemption for an Indian family; an Indian owner
of land with trust status on a reservation in order to 'qualify for
either FHA or VA Loans. Is that correct or not?

Mr. FROMAN. That is what they said, but there is conflict in their
testimony because they also said that they had insured FHA mort-
gages and so forth on Navajo and in Oklahoma on trust land So, if
they did, th_ey broke the law.

Senator MELCHER. Is it your experience that Indian owners on
reservations on trust land have been able to get FHA or VA loans?

1". 33
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Mr. ?ROMAN. The answer to that question, sir, is "No". There is
no legal impediment keeping that from hap- zning:

Senator MELCHER. But the Secretary of the Interior has not ap-
proved it? Is that what you are saying'?

Mr. FROMAN. No, sir. I am saying that there is no legal inipedi-
ment regarding individually allotted land to the attainment of an
FHA insured mortgage. But the practicality of it is that the lender
will not lend it. Thire is nothing illegal that keeps it from happen-
ing, but what happens in these pa.-Ocular instances Ss that it goes
into a foreclosure situation or into a default situation and then the
lender, to initiate the FHA insurance, has of to get a default judg-
ment, and it hasgot to be a court action. They are refusing so far
and to my knowledge, I do not know of any of them that haveto
take those actions or to take those risks by virtue of-having to go to
tribal court.

Senator MELCHER. Would the default acti( be in tribal court?
Mr. FROMAN. That is correct.
The other nonsense in this businessI, call it nonsense and I

rea4 do not want to get to talking about it and I probably am
wrong in having done sois that many people have told the De-
partment df HUD tliata program based on FHA insurance is un-
workable. It is not just me. It is tribe after tribe. When they went
through thpir interagency task force; the Indian Htalth Service
told them the same thing. The Farmers Home Administration told
them the same thing. The Department of the Interior told them
the same thing.

It is a myth to say that you have got to change the law to make
FHA work on trusts lands. They have been able to do it for years.
Even the FHA underwriters and the HUD field staff and so forth
have told the central office that it will not work.

Senator MELCHER. Just to make sure that this is not confusing in
the record or to anybody hearing this, when you say FHA, you are
referring to the Federal Housing Authority?

Mr. FROMAN. That is correct.
Senator MELCHER. And, -when you say Farmers Home Adminis-

tration, you are not referring to it a§ FHA?
Mr. FROMAN. The Farmers Home Administration also fires the

same problem, sir.
SenatoiMELcasx. Let me ask you a question on that.
Can not the Farmers Home Administration make these loans

without any impediment at all? They do not have to sell that paper
to a local bank.

Mr. FROMAN. That is correct.
Senator MELCHER. Can they not sell it to one of the Government

handlers of paper?
Mr. FROMAN. The Farmers Home can do the same thing.
Senator MELCHER. That is what I am talking aboutthe Farmers

Home.
Mr. FROMAN. Yes,, Sir, they can do the same thing. They can

carry the paper themselves or they can carry it to a local bank.
But the truth of the matter is that the Farmers Home Administra-
tion is not making these loans either because they do not want to
take the chance that they would get adverse decisions in tribal
court.. That is the crux of the problem.
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Yesterday, Mr. Abrams
Senator MRWWHRR..Weil,l he was not giving us the who' story

yesterday.
Mr. FROItAN. That is cot ect. He was not.
Senator MELCHER. We ld pass this legislatioWhe h described

and not accomplish one th' g?
Mr. FROMAN. And he wi I not build any houses, Seliator. That is

what I am telling you.
Senator MELCHER. Well, it is another step beyo d that. Do you

essabelieve

the first step that e was talking about essential or nec.
y'?

Mr. FROMAN. That is ri ht; it is not necessarl.
Senator MELCHER. A the second step b and that, that Would

have to be cleared u or there would n F be any housing built
under FHA, Farme ome Administrati or VA?

Mr. FROMAN. Th is correct.
You line them u . You asked a ques F n the other day about Now

many houses hay they built under A. We need to aft the ques.
tion how many houses has the ers Home Administration
built. We need ask those same uestions because .they are perti.
nent to the wole nine yards. /

There are,inany cruel things'in this world, Senator, but one of
the cruellest- things that I thtnk can he. perpetrated on anybody is
to take an Indian mother or' an Indian father who has lived in a
tarpaper shack and put the promise to him that you are going to
build him a hOuse and theh you do not deliver.

In my judgmentand it certainly is my hope and my prayerwe
are down to the end uew. The answer to this is going to be in the
Congress because the administration has drawn the line and"has
made these statements which will not work. The Indian people
have told them that they will not work, as well as other people in
the administration. But they have gone unheard.

I certainly hope that this Congress will not be a party to such
cruelty, sir.

Senator MELCHER. Y611 know, this is just one aspect of it If they
could help out this way, if it would satisfy some Indian families, if
they had the capability of qualifying, and if they could clear
through VA or the Farmersfflome Administration or FHA, then it
would be welcome news to ale. I would be delighted.

As for the other stuff that they are talking about, it seolms to me
that when you want the tribes to show some resources and some
capability of picking up any default or in effect reselling the de.
fault, then that is fine for tribes which have quite a bit of money
on hand; but it is impossible for tribes that do not have money.

I think what we are really talking about with Indian housing is
trying to meet the greatest needs, and those greatest needs are
going to be among tribes that do no®t have nifich money. It is ironic.

Mr. FROMAN. It is ironic. It is sad.
Senator MELCHER. Yes; it is very sad.
Mr. FROMAN. But let me ask you this. If the kribes are on the

insurance program where the FHA makes that loan hold and
brings the default into place, then if in fact we have lenders that
do this, you are paying a half a percentage point that gees into the
FHA insurance fund to begin with.
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Then why does HUD demand that the tribe unke the FHA in-
surance fund whole? Nobody else in the country does it.

Senator MELCHER. No; I do not think so.
Mr. FROMAN. That is right; they do not. So, why do we have to do

it here? Because that is why you pay insurance.
Senator MELCHER. Yes; that is the point of the whole program.
Mr. FROMAN. Sure, what is the sense of having an insurance pro-

gram if that is what you are going to do. What you are doing is in
fact making the banking industry ,have no risk. There is no nsk for
them. That is what you are attempting to do.

One of the ironic things in all of this is that whbn this all started
it was said that we needed a new approach bebause the present
program was too costly and too cumbersome and. mismanaged. We
have now come down to this point. If you look at their proposal,
mathematics was taught the same in Montana as it was in Oklaho-
ma, but they have a different matheinatician over at Hurt

This program for 1,500 units is going to cost the Federal Govern-
ment $508 million. Two thousand units of public housing last year
is going to cost the Federal Government $362rnillion. Is that what
we are doing? ,

We have a situation here where the Department is insisting that
they drive the wagon. It is a turf fight between Interior and so
forth as a result of Senate bill 2847 that was introduced and passed
out of committee last session. That is what we have got here.

They do not give a damn if they drive that wagonand I am
talking about HUDoff into the Arkansas River as long as they
are driving it. Anytime that they do this, they are talking about
$508 million.

Senator MELCHER. Why the Arkansas River?
FROMAN. ,Well, that is where I come from. It could be any

river.
But, you know, one of the things we did with S. 2847, in working

with the staff of ;,he Senate select committee and some of the other
people up on the Hill, is that we met the criteria that 0M13 put out
as to what a new program should meet, and in doing so it was
probably our undoing because they had a hidden agenda and that
was not to spend any money.

Senator MELCHER. The bill moved last year. It was not passed but
it moved. Do you think that is now causing the Department of the
InteriorI guess the BIAand HUD to be Lighting over turf?

Mr. FROMAN. No; the interior Department is not fighting, sir.
HUD is fighting.

Senator MELCHER. HUD is fighting?
Mr. FROMAN. Yes. They

is are
are fighting this thing, and I am here for

several reasons and that, s to point out this. We a as sincere as
we can be and we sincerely hope that.the Senate sel ninuttee'
will reintroduce that bill. It is needed. If we do rIbt, t n Indian
people will get lulled into a situation where we cane in any
shape, form, or manner, house our people who need*. se than
anybody else in the country.

Senator MELCHER. I think there is intent to try to move that bill.
I think there is some foolishnessand I am going to say this just
for myselfabout Davis-Bacon. For my part this would be a pro-
gram that will have Davis-Bacon in it. That is for my part. I am
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only speaking for myself. But I think there is some intentIon, both
in the House and in the Senate, to move the bill.

Mr. FROMAN. Let me make one point on this. I realize this is get-
ting off the subject theme of the bill. But in regard to DavisBacon,
Senator, there is one specific section within the bill to which, when
this comes up, Davis-Bacon should not apply and that is title III
and that is the loan guaranty where an individual has io go out
and borrow his own money, pay it all back without any subsidy
from the Federal Government, and so he should not have to go
through the requirements of a DavisBacon Act. Title I and title II
would probably be acceptable.

Senator MELCHtR. Well, under the terms you describe where an
individual arranges his own financing and contracts it out, how
does that get into the program anyway?

Mr. FROMAN. Well, under the Davis-Bacon provisions
.; Senator MELCHER. I understand Davis-Bacon. If it is a Federal

project over a certain amount, then Davis-Bacon applies; but what
I am asking is this: If an individual borrows money and goes out
and contracts the house for construction, then how does this come
under the Indian housing program?

Mr. FROMAN. There are two things involved. This is not a pecu-
liar situation from the standpoint of real estate mortgage on
Indian trust land. It is not a peculiar situation that applies strictly
to an FHA insured mortgage. It applies to any conventional mort-
gage. There is no one, outside of some Mafia lender, I guess, who
would lend anybody any money because anytime they have got to
go through the tribal courts to protect that loan, they will refuse.

Title III was the loan guaranty section, and that is that .ft made
provisions for foreclosure, for default provisions, and so forth. That
would enable a lender to go ahead and make those loans. It is a
very unique situation in how it was drafted.

Senator MELCHER. What you are really describing is that you
would want the same application of DavisBacon and that it be con:
sistent with the situation of an independent operation.

Mr. FROMAN. Correct.
Senatof MELCHER. I do not know how often that happens.
Mr. FROMAN. Well, when this thing comes up, I would like to see

that the language in it--
Senator MELCHER. How often does that happen? H many

houses axe built under title III? You are describing all of itle
Mr. FROMAN. How many would be?
Senator MELCHER. How many are?
Mr. FRO MAN. There are none because title III is not law.
Senator MELCHER. OK. Under the same circumstances, if title III

were enacted into law, how many houses would be built that way?
Mr. FROMAN. Right now, I would think, just as an off-thewall

statement, that there would be great. great impetus specifically in
the southwest part of Oklahoma, where we have had a large
change in Pevenues and so on for some

i
people, not all people be-

cause of oil and gas development on individually allotted land.
Those people still cannot obtain a mortgage. Under title III, I think
we Mould have quite a bit.

To answer your question in total, it will be rouglit in the neigh-
borhood of the pressures and groups that Mr. Abr spoke of yes-
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terday. In terms of numbers I would agree that those are the
people who would do it. But they will not do it under FHA, I can
tell you that.

Senator MELCHER. I think what you have described is that if the
circumstances were similar to a nonIndian getting an FHA loan or
p VA loan and where there is no requirement for DavisBacon,
then you would want the same criteria.

Mr. FROMAN. That is correct, sir.
Senator MELCHER. That is being consistent.
I want to say this. When they are lancing about $42,000 houses

as being something that a family can utilize well, then we had
better be extremely careful that we getwell, in my experience in
Montaiv it is difficult sometimes to get quality work on a reserva-
tion even with Davis-Bacon. These programs are not jobtrainihg
programs in the sense that you just turn a bunch of people loose on
them to learn the craft. I think you would agree with me.

Mr. FROMAN. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. We do have in or State some pretty good "coop-

eration with the building trades in training programs on some of
the reservations, and we would like to build on that because we
have seen some result§ come of. it, particularly off the northern
Cheyenne Reservation and we are beginning to see some off the
Crow Reservation. We would like to see that continue because
learning a craft in the building trades does not come with a few
months of experience, even diligent training. It comes with a lot
more than that.

I do not want to see cobbled up Indian 'houses. That is not my
idea of Indian housing programs being successful.

They at talking about $42,000, even $62,000. We had better be
extremely careful on how those contracts are let and that they are
let by very competent contractors, or we will not get much.in the
way of housing,out of it.

a
Mr. FROMAN. I think if you have to go through $15,000 as a mini-

mum of obtaining a $15,000 FHA insurance mortgage, then your
fear of poor-quality construction is misplaced, sir, because there
will not be any houses to be constructed.

They will give, you a good answer. They are not going to do any
shoddy construction because they are not going to do any at all.

Senator MELCHER. There will not be any houses built.
Mr. FROMAN. Correct,
Senator MELCHER. Well, I think you have more testimony. I am

going to have to depart right now, but Timothy Woodcock will be)*
taking over the heaking at this time.

I want to thank you for your testimony.
I would like to place in the record, at 'the conclusion of Mr.

Froman's tes"mony, a very fine letter from the American Psychiat-
ric Association dealing with the proposed cuts in urban Indian
health program:FL It is rather revealing that the American Psychi-
atric Association, representing 27,000 psychiatrists in the United
States, is speaking out rather forcefully in support of maintaining
urban Indian health programs.

,(The letter follows:)
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AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION,
Washington, RC, February 0,

Hon. Jose; MELCHER,
Select Committee on Indian Affairs, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

AFAR SENATOR' MF.LCHER. When the Select Committee on Indian Affairs meets this
week to develop its recommendations to thg Budget Committee on the programs
withinyour legislative jurisdiction, the American Psychiatric Association, a medical
specialty society representing over 27,000 psychiatilists nationwide, urges you'to in-
clude report language supporting the continuation of adequate funding for Urban
Indian Health Projects. As you know, the Program is currently funded at $6 million.

The Indian Health Service presently contracts with 37 urban Indian health-orga-
nizations located in cities throughout the Unite'd States to make health services
more accessible to the medically underserved urban Indian population., The wide
range of services provided include mental health and alcoholism counseling for the
many urban Indians desperately in need of high quality and appropriate medical
care. The fiscal year 1984 budget proposes the elimination of the Urban Indian
Health Program under the assumption that these non-reservation Indians will be
eligible for services funded with alternative resources. It is our experience that nei-
ther state nor local governments are fiscally able or willing to assume this added
iedponsibility.

The APA would be pleased to work with you further in this regard, and we ask
for your support of the necessary report. language.

Sincerely, liY

MELVIN SABSIHN. M.D.,
Medical Director.

Mr. Wool:coat [acting chairmaii]. Mr. Froman, I would like to
ask you a question that, in light of your testimony, may be of only
academic interest at this point. .

You earlier testifiedand accurately sothat- there already
exists the authority for an individual Indian allottee to mortgage
his land.

Mr. FROMAN. Correct.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Yesterday we heard testimony from the Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development that stated that the
Indian housing program that was going to be proposed was only
going to apply to those areas where there was trust land! Conse-
quently, the States of Alaska and Oklahoma were not to be includ-
ed in the program. Now, let me ask you, based on your knowledge
of Oklahoma, in your opinion is there any trust land in that State?

Mr. FROMAN. There certainly is. There is quite a bit of it. I think
the total acreage under individual trust allotment is somewhere in
the area of 2million 'acres in the State.

The problem that you have when you come up to that type of
thing is that you are going to use strictly on trust land and so
forth. The Dawes Commission, when they allotted those Five Civi-
lized Tribes, it was 160 acres to every individual Indian. That was
in 1906.

That 160 acres may be in the deep bottom that floods every year.
Thant 160 acres now may_ have 20 to 30 heirships involved in it.

All I can say about HUD is that their aptitude and their under-
standing of Indian issues and Indian land and trust land is lacking.
They have never understood it. This Is only exceedetl by their apti-
tude for mathematics.

Mr. WOODCOCK. If the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment is correct, howeverand let us pioceed on that assump-
tionthat the extension of the Federal housing authority programs
to trust lards, which we understand are already legall$ able to be
made on trust land, would it not follow that the Indian housing
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program that they are putting together should extend at least to
Oklahoma because there is trust there?

Mr. FROMAN. This business of Oklahoma and Ala" la surfaced in
the development of their proposal. It began surfacing in the latter
part of November and the first part of December of last year.

My understanding is that the bill as introduced now and so they
were specifically talkhig of excluding Alaska and specifically talk-
ing of excluding Oklahoma, to when they sent it over to OMB" for
their approVal, they deleted Oklahoma specifically and included,
that is Alaska by definition was excluded. But they changed the
definition on what they are gbing to do-with tribes.

The 1974 Housing Community Development Act now reads that
public housing funds shall, be eligible for any band, tribe,_pueblo,
rancheria, et cetera recognized by the Federal Government

The Department of Housing and Urban Development now, I
assume, feels that, somehow or another, Oklahoma digressed in
their education. They have now changed the rules. In the proposed
amendment they want to change that law'definition of a tribe, and
that is that there is now a tribe recognized by the Federal Govern-
ment exercising substantial governmental powers.

The public housing program got started in the Dakotas at the be-
ginning 'in 1962 and 1961 When the General Counsel at HUD
made a determination that those reservation tribes could organize
a housing authority pursuant to tribal powers, you had that; but in
Oklahoma, and those tribes, there, as a result of various acts, spe-
cifically the Dawes Act and the Curtis Act, do not exercise judicial
powers. So, the difference is that the Oklahoma Legislature, in
their wisdom, passed the enabling act for public housing for Okla-
homa, and then authorized the Indian tribes to form their own
housing authority.

With the definition that they give you and which they have sent
up to Capitol Hill and which came up here today, no we would not.
That determination was made in 1363 that we do mot exercise sub-
stantial governmental powers.

Mr. Wooncom We want to thank you, Mr. Froman, for your tes-
timody. 4

Mr. FROMAN. Thank you. . .

Mr. WOODCOCK. Let me call up the next set of witnesses. We have
Lionel Boyer, Kelsey Edmo, and Forrest Cuch.

Let me restate the purpose of these hearings which is to provide
this committee with an overview of the proposed Federal budget
for\fiscal year 1984. Of most immediate concern to the Indian Af-
fair& Committee is the information that we will b,e using as a result
of thete hearings to prepare our budget report under section 301-C
of the Budget Act for the Senate Budget Committee. That report is
"due to be Submitted on March first.

Let me invite you to summarize your prepared statements, if you
will, and I will .assure you that the full prepared statements will
appear in the record as if read.

Mr. Boyer, please proceed.

*23-741 0 - 83 - 22
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STATEMENT OF MR. LIONEL BO ER, SHOSHONEBANNOCK
/ TRIBES, FORT HA L, IDAHO

Mr. Bo Yea. Thank you, Mr. Chairma
I have in the place of Mr. Kelsey Edm , Maxine Edmo who is the

chairperson of, the education committee r our tribe. Mr. Forrest
Cuch is replacing Rudy Clements.

Mr. Chairman and members of the c mittee, my name is
Lionel Boyer, the vice chairman of the Shoo ne-Bannock Tribes. I
appreciate the cipportunity to come before yo to seek your asist-
ance in preserving and continuing vital progr ms, and services to
members of my tribe and other federally recogn tribes.

,We are concerned that the trust responsibili of the Federal
. Government is slowly eroding and that the servic guaranteed by

treaties and agreements are being dismantled hro gh the budget
process.

Education has been mentioned by many tribes. T 's is a great
concern to my tribe. On January 1983 President Reag n vetoed S.
2623, the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of
1978 and H.R. 7886, amendments of the Education .Cobsolidation

' and Improvement Act of 1981, on the grounds that:
It could establish a highly undesirable_ precedent for making ail Indian social

service programs a part of the Federal Government's very general trust responsibili-
ty.

Through thisaction, Mr. Chairman, a through his policy state-
ment, the President has arbitrarily a d abruptly limited and
abridged the trust responsibility to the physical and financial re-
sources of the tribes.

Mr. Chairman, the U.S. Constitution, U.S. Supreme Court deti-
sions, treaties, Federal statutes, Executive orders, and Congression-
al declarations,. such as contained in Public Law 93-638, the Indian
Self-Determination Education Assistance Act, the Snyder Act of
1921, 25 U.S.C. Section 13, and Public Law 95-608, The Indian
Child Welfare Act all affirm the principle that,the Federal Govern
ment has both explicitly and implicitly acknowledged that there is
a Federal trust responsibility to Indian education and social pro-
graming.

We itre concerned about the program management and-the reor-
ganization of the Bureau of Indian Affairs: Our tribe is the tribe
farthest from otir area office, which'is the Portland area, and our
concern is that ,through the reorganization we will lose the only
education specialist we have, along with his staff of one secretary.

At one time we had two ,aducation specialists. Now we will have
to go out of State for assistance. They will not be coming to us.

We are concerned about a number of other items too lengthy to
go into, but as a part of my written testimony I will just mention
them: The Indian School Equalization Formula, title XI of Public
Law 95-561. When this was passed, it phased out existing educa-
tion programs funded under Public Law 93-638. We are especially
concerned because we had prcigranis under element 10 and element
14 of the Bureau of Indian Affairs' budget contracted.

Restoring Johnson O'Malley funds to tribal contract schools in
fiscal year 1984 is another. We request funds for school beard
training. We request that all systematic closures of off-reservation
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boarding schoolselementary, secondary, and postsecondarybe
stopped and that they be funded. We retie:est that the funds for
higher education be increased. We request that adult education
funds wbe increased. We are-concerned about the definition of en
Indian, which is used so loosely, and that the definition in Public
Law 93-638 and the Supreme Court Martinez decision be the
method to determine eligibility for education services under Public
Law.92-318, title IV. .We are concerned, as many before have mentioned, about the
block grants systems. W prefer to have them come directly to the
tribes and not through the States. We have enough problems with
the Stites as it is. ,

In the area of health, we are concerned about many things. They
are in my written testimony. One area that we axe concerned
about is the eligibility, the same as title IV. 3

We have received mebaos which make it very ambienous as to
who is to receive services. On the other hand, we h. them
coming out of the woodwork to "receive services. Our res.. 'ation %-
has an enrolled membership of 3,131 tribal members. Our clinic
has a record of files for 14,000 patients with 5,000 to 7,000 thatare
active. ;

e,
Our appropiiations area for the 3,131 tribal membership that is

enrolled there. So, consequently, w41 do not receive adequate serv-
ices. We have been on "Priority One" for so long that 'no one goes
in unless he or she is in critical condition or even near death. We
need a new clinic for our people. The one we have is inadequate.
We were on a schedule to receive a. new clinic, but that was cut
out. The need is still there. We need more doctorsWe need more
staff. We need more CHWs. They have become the backbone of our
health systems on the reservations, as has been presented by many
other tribes.

The few CHR's that we do have are overworked and frustrated,
but they are determined to continue. We need funds for more of
them: We need funas to support them.

We need our alcohol program. It has been functioning very posi-
tively since it was started. We need more funds to get more staff in. ..that program. .

We also need funds for our EMS program. Right now, they' oper-
ate on a shoestring budget. We need more staff and proper facili-
ties and equipment for the EMS program. I could go on with the

. needs of our tribe in reference to health.
Another area of our concerns is our detention facilities. They are

inadequate. We do not have any detention facilities for youth, and
we need support to provide programs and facilities forthe youth.

We need support in our constant litigation with the States and/
or groups in otir efforts to maintain our existence as a tribe.

In reference to ANA, the ANA program should be reviewed with .
a larger percentage going to the reservation instead of the 80-20
that is presently being ceived.

We need support in the judicial area, our court systems, the
areas of land.use planni g, fish and wildlife, forestry, agriculture,
economic development, and so on. .

i 31;0 , . ..
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I might go on and on, Mr. Chairman, so I will request that the
record remain open to receive further written testimony from ow
tribes.

Mr. WOODCOCK. The record will remain open for at leat 2 weeks.
I want to thank you for your testimony. .
Ms. &Imo, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF MAXINE EDMO, CHAIRPERSON, SHOSHONE.'
BANNOCK TRIBES EDUCATION COMMITTEE, FORT HALL, IDAHO

Ms. Elmo. My name is Maxine Ed-mo. I am with the Tribal Edu-
cation Committee from Fort Hall.

I just wanted to highlight several things that we are concerned
about. One of the things is our tribal school at Fort Hall. This past
Year the only funding we received was the ISEP formula and noth-
mg else: no JOM, no title .IV-A. So, I just wanted to state that we
need oversight hearings on title XI of 561, and mainly the ISEP
formula. This is included in our prepared testimony.

Several years ago when the law was passed, they were supposed
to have phased in other sections, or other parts to the law that
have never been followed through on and so we feel, for this
reason, thit oversight hParings are really needed on the ISER for-

. ' mula, Johnson O'Malley, other sections of title XI that have never
been phased in. , .

The policy section of title XI was passed at that time,' and since
then the Bureau has completely ignored that section of the law.

(Subsequent to the hearing the following quote was cited by Ms.
-1Edrnol

The mission of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office of Indian Education programs,
is to provide quality education opportunities from early childhood through life in
accordance with the Tribes' needs for cultural and economic wellbeing in keeping
with the wide divergity of Indian Tribes and Alaska Native villages as distinct Cul.
tural and governmental entities. The Bureau shall manifest .consideration of the
whole person, taking into account the spiritual, mental,physical and cultural as.
pacts of the person within the family and Tribal of Alaska Native village contexts.
Federal Register, 9 October 1979:

Ms. EDMO. We feel that that needs to be implemented and
phased back in -with additional funds going to those programs, spe-

jcificaily those tribal schools that receive just the contract school
money.

The contract schools were excluded' from JOM, and we feel
strongly that these funds should be restored to our contract
schools.

As for school board training, it is scheduled to be phased out. We
feet that that needs to be restored to the level of $5,000 per year

'per school board. Every year we have new members who serve on
that committee.

The public schools receive 8741 title- IV-A, JOM, formula funds
from the State, and yet our tribal schools just receive the ISEP for-
mula.

6 The other concern we have is the boarding school. We feel that
consultation has not taken place. Further efforts on the part of the
Department of the Interior to close boarding schools will create se- g
rious problems for a large portion of Indian students.
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Of the current Intermountain population, which 'is the board fig
school nearest our reservation, 63 percent comeirectly frotnreser-
vatias. Fifty percent are from 4 or more years below grade level
in academic. achievement. Fifty-three percent require the intensive
residential guidance program. Seventy-five percent come from un-
stable family home life. Fifty percent come from homes below the
poverty level, and 51 percent of the students goelfrom homes where
the tribal language is predominant. Twelve percent are eligible for -)
Public Law 94-142 handicapped programs.

So, these 'are the special needs areas that Interniountain offers,
. and we feel strongly that with the oversight hearings on title XI

that these concerns will come out.
We understand that RIF notices for Intermountain will be

toming out on March first..We need support of this committee in ,
seeing that that does not hap n:That is a priority need for.tribes.
We oppose all boarding - school closures, and we feel that the over-
sight hearings need to be held immediately

Mr. WOODCOCK. Let me clarify for the record at this point. The
RIF notices that you are referring to are applied to the Intermoun '
taro school; is that correct?

Ms. EDMOt Yes.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you..
Ms. EDMO. We are in support of the school board testimony from

the Intetmountain school, and we feel that the data whit they
have offered will support what we are saying also. .

The other thing is Public Law 92-318 on the definition of dian.
Secretary of Educatiqn T. H. Bell in his December 29 letter .to the
Honorable Thomas O'Neill we feel has ignored the voice of the
elected leaders of the' federally recognized tribes and has recom-
mended the retention of the present Indian definition. Our tribes .
support the authority of the federally redopized tribes to identify
and serve their tribal members and to limit eligibility for Federal
educati6p services as a basis of the treaty obligations of the U.S.
Governmentto thoseribes. We,call'upon the I.S. Congress, to in-
stitute, 638, The Indian Self-Determination and Education -A
ante Act,\ and the supreme Court Martin decision definite
Indian as the method of determining eligibility for education ,erv-
ices under public Law 92-318, title IV oC the Indian Education Act.
, We feel that our statistics were used fa get that law passed, and
Yet ',here is no guaranty that we receive those funds at the reserva:
tibn level. .

So, tilisis why we are concerned about that law.
rguess that hits the highlights. Like I say, many other things

are Rot included here about which we haVe concerns.
Mr. iNobncocx. Before we ask any questions, let me invite For-

rest-Cuch to deliver his testimony.

STATEMENT OF FORREST S. CUCII, EDUCATION DIVISION HEAD,
UTE INDIAN TRIBE, FORT DUCHESNE. UTAH

*Mr. Cum. Thank you, In the absence of Mr. Rudy Clements:1
would like to present the written testimony of the Warm Springs
Tribe for the record. .

Mr. WooncocK We drill insert that in the record at this point.

, ,.* r
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[The prrpared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WARREN "RUDY" CLEMENTS 04111/41ONFEDERATED TRIBES
OF WARSPRINGS OREGON

I am Warren "Rudy" Clements, Chairman the Standing Committee on E duce...
lion Issuer:tor The Confederated Tribes of The Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon.
We have given the Committee copies of our prepared testimony and our positions on

number of Indian education concerns that vitally affect our people and our tribes.
With the understanding that these materials will be part of the Committee's official
record, I will be brief.

!Tr recent remarks to the National Congress of American Indians, Interior Secre-
tary James Watt said. "To me, the most important issue .is education." But what
solutions dies the President's budget request for Fiscal year 19841 put forth? How
well dots the budget translate the Administration's Indian policies and rhetoric into
action? Unforunately, there are few solutions proposed; there is little support in the
budget fbr better Indian education services. Let met address a few ways these defi-
ciencies can be remedied.

Pirst, Indian education is a trust responsibility which the Federal Government
has ledge itself to support for our Confederated Tribes. The United States must
remain committed in policy and practice to this principle.

Second, the Congress should maintain full appropriations for impact aid funds
which serve Indian students. These funds, which are paid in lieu of local taxes, are
critical to the survival of many school districts on or near Indian reservations.

Third, Congress should provide full appropriations for all elements of Title IV of
the Indian Education Act. It is highly ironic that simultaneously with its shift of
much lndian,education responsibility unto the states, the Reagan budget propose to
eliminate one of the principle vehicles that states rely on to meet the specific needs
of Indian students.

Fourth, ihe Congress should either appropriate 'additional Rinds to the BIA for
vocational education, or it houid increase the Indian set-aside in the Vocational
Education Act to two pore, for distribution brthe Department of Education.

Fifth, the Congress shdu continue its support of the efforts by Indian tribes and
communities to assure th DIA boarding schools remain viable Indian education re-
sources.

What we, as Indian rents and tribal governments. lack now is Federal support,
both in policy and in ropriations, to enable us to chart the education services our
students should recce . There is no eohensive policy coming from the Reagan Ad.
minittration to guid ndian education.

There is now net er leadership nor advocacy for Indian education in either the
Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Department of Education. The delivery of Indian
education servic is hindered by a lack of planning, by a lack of expertise, and
often by a lack interest:

Despite its toric, the Reagan Administration offers little f9pe that the needs of
Indian studen for quality education will receive serious attention It has set its
course, and 1 intends to pursuedeaf to the concerns, dumb to the implications,
and bli to econsequet.

Our In students, tribes, and communities deserve'more than minimally ade-
quate edu ion opportunities. We ask your support for Indian education appropri
ations whi will assist us in reaching beyond the narrow horizons permitted'under
the Presid is 19.84 budigq.proposals. A

- 'Thank

Mr. CH. My name is Forrest Cuch. 1'am head of the education
divisio for the,Ute Indian Trilie of Utah, I have been authorized
to pr ent the' following testimony on behalf of the Ute Indian

'Tribe
Th public school systeorn his failed to provide, quality education

sere' to Ute students as v rifled by a comprehensive needs as-
sess ent conducted in 1978 the National Indian Training and
Iles arch Center in Tempe, z., which indicates that LIte students
,are 1.8 sears behind non- than students in average academic
ac levement at the ninth-grade leseel. This is on our reserication.
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The study also indicates that Ute students surveyed have re-
mained at the same academic level of Ute students surveyed in a
similar study conducted 20 years earlier in 1958.

Over the past 10-year period, 1970 to 1980, the dropol. rate for
Ute Indian students of grades 10 through 12 has averaged 36.5 per-
cent in the public schools.

'Another study conducted in 1980 by the Ducnesne School District
indicated that Ute Indian students were 3 or 4 years b..hind in
average academic achievement at the senior high levels, 10th grade
through 12th.

Approximately 60, or 35 percent, of the secondary Indian stu-
dents, grades 9 through 12, attend off-reservation boarding schools.
A survey conducted by the Ute Tribal Education Department in
1978 indicates' that the primary reason for their attendance at
these schools is ti.at they cannot compete academically and socially
in the ptiblic-iiigh school--

Alternaiive education programs, specifically the off-reservation
boarding schools are critical to Ute students' growth and develop-
ment.

A comparative review of public school and boarding school stu-
dent performance reveals that achievement at.a attendance are im-
proving in the boarding school setting as a result of tne remedial
programs available at these schools.

For students and parents who make this choice we feel that In-
termountain oilers a second chance for these students at -success
and possibly the only last opportunity to improve their Fves in
view of the present attempts to limit educational opportunities at
the reservation level.

Both county school districts serving Ute Indian children concen-
trate the use of compensatory education programs for the disadvan-
taged: chapters I and IL at the elementary grade levels. No remedi-
al programs are thus made available to serve secondary level
Indibn students. The Ute Tribe adult basic education program, a
possible alternative program for boarding school students, will dis-
antinue operation effective June 30, 1983, as a result of the admin-

istration's attempt to eliminate appropriations for Title IV: Indian
Education Act programs.

The proposed closure of the Intermountain Indian High School
will adversely affect Ute students and their families. We believe
that as a result of this closure the public school dropout rate will
double; absentism, truancy, and juvenile delinquency will increase
drastically on the reservation.

In short, the students attending Intermountain recp.lire special
services Such svices, educational and social, are not available at
the reservation level. Further, the BIA has not made provisions for
alternative programs and services for these students at the local
level.

The school personnel at Intermountain have 'always gone to
extra lengths to provide quality educational services for Ute Indian
students The school merit system has been exceedingly effective, in
curbing incorrigible behavior. Again, Intermountain offers our stu-
dents a second chance to improve their lives. Please do not deny
them this opportunity The former mayor of Brigham City, the
Brigham City Council, the majority of the local Brigham City popu-
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lace, the Intermountain staff, the Federal employees union, and
the many Indian tribes-29 or more I believeserved by this
school are joined together in requesting that you continue the oper-
ation of the Intermountain Indian High School for the benefit of
all of our Indian youth.

Thank you.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you. Mr. Cuch.
I have no questions at this point, but I will inquire of my col-

league, Mr. Taylor, the general counsel of the committee.
Mr. TAYLOR. I just have a question or two
In your tcstimony I did not hear you address the preschool pro

gram that has previously- been funded by the Bureau and is now
proposed for zeroing.

Ms. EDMO. Like I said, the policy section that was developed
when title XI, 561 was passed stated that from early childhood to
adulthood would be covered in education_ We feel there is a need
for that on reservations.

Presently, we do hot have a preschool program. We applied for
funding, but there is no guarantee that we will get it_ So, I really
feel that there is a need, and especially where our Indian language
is predominant. We do have two languages on our reservation.

Mr. TAYLOR. Did you apply to the Bureau?
Ms. EDMO. No, we felt it was fruitless because in my testimony

on the 1SEP formula, there were 638 contracts prior to phasein of
the ISEP formula. When those were phased in, all the education
contracts were lumped into the ISEP formula. Everything else was
phased out which did not fit into the boarding school criteria and
the school criteria. So, this is why we say this. That needed to be
clarified in our statement.

Mr. TAYLOR. Prier to the 638 contract, did the school receive any
funds from either JOM or tide IV?

Ms. EDMO. We applied under title IV, part B, and our school did
receive that for 3 years.

Mr. TAYLOR. Was this before or after the contract?
Ms. EDMO. It was before the contract. Then we recently applied

under part A, but we do not know if we will receive anything yet.
Them has been no word.

Mr. TAYLOR. If the administration proposal for fiscal year 1984
were to go through, I would not bother to file an application I

.r,A the definition-ofIndian question would become moot since
t.iey intend to zero fund that program.

Ms. EDMO. Like I said, ow needs are for preschool through adult
education on our education needs.

Mr. TAYLOR. Ms. Edmo, you say that your school had received
JOM and title IV, but in fiscal year 1983, did some tribal contract-
ed schools receive JOM or title IV?

Ms. EDMO. No tribal contract school received JOM, that I know
of. We were excluded from that.

I served on JOM Task Force No. 2. We held extensive hearings
all over the country wi that for entry into the JOM; that is, for
imput on the JOM foi -mile. We recommended that all Indian chil-
dren who were eligible for BIA services be included for JOM
moneys. I think tribes prefer JOM becau.,.. there is a guaranty that
we will receive the moneys at our level.
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This is stated in our rationale for restoring JOM funds. We speak
to that on page 3. It tells about the hearings that we held and our
recommendations to the BIA for JOM funds to even boarding
school studeiits.

Mr. TAYLOR. You reclmmended a' funding for school board train-
ing of $4,000 per year per school bOard. Do you know how many
school boards there are?

Ms. EDMO. Not at this time. I just know that I serve on the one
locally, and we do have need for that.

Mr. TAYLOR. This question is for Mr. Cuch.
We will be receiving additional testimony this afternoon on the

Intermountain question; right?
Mr. CUCH. Yes.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. CUCH. Thank you.
Mr_ WOODCOCK. Let me call up panel 3 with Elmer Saville, Ron

Andrade, Charles Helseth.
Gentleman, I appreciate your patience today. Mr. Savilla, why

don't you proceed.

STATEMENT OF ELMER SAIMAA, EXECUTii,i, DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
ACCOMPANIED BY PAT LOCKE, NTCA EDUCATION COMMITTEE,
BOULDER, COLO.

Mr. SAoILLA. Thank you. My name is Elmer Savilla, executive di-
rector for the National Tribal Chairmen's Association.

We are here today to address some issues which the tribal chair-
men consider to be extremely vital to the continuation of services
to tribal members.

On those issues we are pleased to give our views. First of all, in
the area of education the NTCA feels that the President's budget is
a flagrant violation of the legal obligation to provide for the educa-
tion of members qf federally recognized tribes.

The President % policy statement which came out recently
abruptly and arbitrarily limited the Federal trust responsibility to
the physical and financial resources of tribes, so we think that he
has ignored the special rights of tribes for this special service,
namely education.

Subsection 5 of the Indian Child Welfare Act, for instance,
among 'other documents, clearly spells out this responsibility. It
says:

There is no resource more vital to tribes and villages than young people, and the
Federal Government has a direct interest as trustee in protecting Indian and Alas-
kan Native children, including their education.

Actually, we have despaired of getting the President's attention
because in the last 2 years we have addressed this subject time and
time again, and yet we find the education programs continually
being cut. We want to specifically address the closure of schools.

There has been lots of testimony on it, so we will not dwell on it
too much except to say that the NTCA is calling for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to cease their efforts to close those schools until all
conditions are met, 34
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The plans for Intermountain specifically we happen to know
that the student placement plan, for hinance, which is to justify
the closing this year is in error. The coosultation with parents
the' remarks from the Assistant Secretary are in error. So, based on
their failures to carry out the instructions from the congressional
committees, we think that they should not be allowed to close those
schools at the end of the school year.

We would like to address the BIA education budget and also
their operation of the 01BP, the Indian education programs. Nett-
the things that is vitally needed there is a permanent director of
that division. There has not been a permanent director for quite
some time, and we were promised that this last November they
would advertise for a new director. We have not seen the advertise-
ment as yet. They. ave an acting director who has been on board, I
think, 2 weeks next Monday.

Consequently, the program has suffered over the last 2 years
without the permanent director. People, naturally, do not want to
make important decisions, but the whole division of Indian educa-
tion programs has suffered greatly. The staff itself was in great dis-
array and morale was at an alltime low just a year ago. It has not
improved much yet. So, we call for that to be done.

We also want to request that the Congress recognize that the
Bureau already has 27 Indian education policies on board which
they have failed to implement. They were developed in 1979, I be-
lieve, and the staff there really does not know what those 27 poli-
cies say. They have not, consequently, carried them out, so they
remain there to he used.

Unfortunately, with the reduced proposed budgets, those policies
probably would not get much attention. We do request that the
1984 budget be increased. sufficiently to meet the following major
tribal education needs, over and above the existing budgets. These
are liked in our testimony that we presented to you, but I will just

' run through them real quick' Tribal education departments, reser-
vation teacher training, early childhood education, special educa-
tion for handicapped, bilingual, bicultural education, the gifted and
talented programs, graduate scholarship programs, and Johnson-
0,'Malley.
. Two of those, I think, deserve special attention. One of them is
the gifted and talented program. Of the thousands of Indian chil-
dren in the country, I believe that therefore only 36 children in the
entire country who are identified by the Bureau as gifted and tal-
ented.

I think it is easy to say that they have obviously underestimated
it. So, as. for that program, we think it needs specific attention.

The Johnson-O'Malley program has received a lot of mismanage-
ment, in our view. Recently,, as you might know, the State of New
Mexico, for at least the past 6 months, has had a row about the use
of JohnsonO'Malley funds to pay for the school lunch prdgram
which the Departmeitit of Agriculture was anxious to get rid of. Its
seemed that nobody wanted if, and, consequently, there was not
any money to pay for those school lunches. Two pots were dipped
into for a time, Johnson O'Malley being one of them, which is
strictly against the regulations, and then again the social services
OA of tm9aey was tapped. But this was put to an end when the



social services of the BIA complained about that. But that does
need special attention.

The others are no less important, but altogether we would like to
remind you of those programs that need extra funding.

We. also want to endorse the higher education grant program of
Mr. John Rayner of The American Indian Scholarship 'Services.
That program has done a lot of good throughout Indian country for
Indian students, and we would like to endorse his request.

We also want to call attention to the financial requirements of
the 18 tribally controlled colleagues and the.three postsecondary
schools: Haskell, IAIA, and the Southwestern Indian Polytechnic
Institute. These institutions graduated 823 students last year, and
we think that they are very much needed in light of the proposed
closures and we defer to the budget request of the American Indian
Higher Education Consortium which has addressed that most prop -
erly M other testimony.

We do want to note that the President's budget for 1984 empha-
sizes a commitment to black colleges by an increase of $34 million
or 17 percent, to a total institutional support of $231 million for
black colleges while at the ame time the ,Indian schools are get-
ting the other end of the stick. We think that there is a., great
amount of unbalance there.

I would like to address the BIA boarding school closures. The
tribes have been resisting those school closures for years, and I
think that i4 should be done in a proper manner with consultation
and a proper plan for student placement. There has been no consid-
eration for the trauma that would be caused to the students by the
transfers and also no preparation at home for the socioeducatiral
problems that would be created.

So, we would like to capsulize our requests in education by call-
ing for the ceasing of the closure plans, and also we would like to
request' that the Congress appropriate an amount of no less than
$280,000 for the fiscal year 1984 to establish an all-Indian study
commission to evaluate the conditions of American Indian educa-
tion and to make progrmnrsistic and financial recommendations to
the Congress for the future of our people.

We propose that the appropriation be made to the Interior De-
partment's budget using the Public Law 93-638 contract process to
the National Tribal Chairmen's Association.

Under title IV I would like to capsulize that also and say that
NTCA requests that title IV be fully funded, but that the Congress
amend the Indian Education Act to assure that eligibility for serv-
ice is limited to those determined to be members of the federally
recognized tribes in compliance with the Supreme Court's Martinez
decision.

We further request that the Congress support the authority of
the federally recognized tribes to identify, and serve their tribal
members in a manner of their own choosing wherever they may
reside and to limit such eligibility for Federal ediicational services
as the basis of the treaty obligations of the United States to those
tribes And, we will submit position paper to that effect which was
adopted by the board of directors of the National Tribal Chair-
men's Association.

3,4
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Mr. WOODCOCK. The record will remain open to receive that docu-
ment

(The position paper follows:]

NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S ASSOCIATIONINDIAN EDUCATION POSITION
STATEMENT

The National Tribal Chairmen's Association (NTCA) perceives the following items
to be of paramount concern in the area of Indian education:

Presidentk Indian Policy Statement.NTCA repudiates President Reagan's Janu-
ary 24, 1983 Indian Policy Statement where he states that the federal trust responsi-
bility ibility is limited to the physical and financial resources of the tribes.

The administration's budget directive for fiscal year 1985 detailed in Secretary
Watt's April 5, 1983 Memorandum underscores the intent of President Reagan's ar-
bitrary and wrongful limitation of the trust responsibility. This intent, according to
the 3124/83 Budget and Policy Guidance paper accompanying the memo is to trans-
fer all Alaska day schools to the state; closeConcho, Intermountain and Mt. Edge-
cumbe Schools; transfer the operitioh of SIPI to a non-federal institution; and con-
solidate/closure of some Navajo boarding schools.

NTCA asserts that the federal government has an enduring trust responsibility
toward education as well as for medical and social services to the tribes. This trust
responsibility has been repeatedly affirmed by the U.S Congress in numerous
Public Laws. The BIA's fiscal year 1984 and 1985 education budget must reflecb the
federal government's education trust responsibility to the tribes.

Eligibility for Education Trust Services. NTCA asserts that the trust responsibil-
ity toward education extends only to the federally recognized tribes and the individ.
uals who meet tribally determined criteria for membership. The authority to deter-
ratite who is an Indian for purposes of tribal membership and eligibility is an inher-
ent and sovereign right of the tribes and may not he usurped by any state, organiza-
tion or any level of government. This principal has been reaffirmed by the Supreme
Court in the Martinez decision.

Such usurpation of tribal sovereign authority has occurred and continues to occur
when federal Indian education dollars are expended for state reconpized
Indians,self-identified Indians and other norefederally recognized Indians. These
persons can become eligible for federal Indian education funds when their tribes
have become recognized through the fedetal acknowledgement process (25 CFR Part
83; 5 USC 3011. Such acknowledgement will mean that the tribe is entitled to all
other immunities and privileges available to other federally acknowledged. Indian
tribes by virtue of their status as Indian tribes.

NTCA recommends increased funding for the federal acknowledgement Recess.
NTCA demands that the federal government and its agencies and the stafes im-

mediately cease their usurpation of tribal sovereign authority to determine who is
an Indian for purposes of tribal membership and eligibility for trust education serv-
ices.

The federally, recognized tribes must receive first priority in their educational
rights and requirements and funding must reflect those rights as a first priority.

NTCA requests that the GAO conduct an investigation of the total dollars expend-
ed in the past 10 years by the Department of Education, Department of Health and
Human Services (ANA), Department of Labor, Department of Commerce and all
other agencies to nonfederafirrecognized Indians.

BIA Proposed Minimum Academic Siandards.NTCA in it's role as defender/pro.
teeter of Indian treaty rights and human rights of all members of the Indian Na-
tions serves notice that the proposed Minimum Academic Standards for the Basic
Education of Indian Children and National Criteria for Dormitory Situations are
categorically rejected as unfeasible, unrealistic, unworkable, inconsistent and viola-
tive of the BIA .fission Statement and 21 Education Policies that are already in
force and that have the full effect of the law.

Especially unacceptable is Subpart G 36.61 which states "the Assistant Secretary
may reject a request for a waiver and/or the revised standards and such rejection
shall be final and unreviewable." Tribal education codes and standards are within
the scope of tribal sovereign and inherent powers.

There is no guarantee that any funds will be available to meet these proposed
published requirements. We perceive these proposed standards are only a thinly-
veiled process for eliminating boarding schools, dormitories and contract schools

NTCA offers to assist in writing new rules for improved standards to be consistent
with BIA's Education Mission Statement (25 CFR Part 32.31 and Policies 125 CFR
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Part 32.4). In addition, BIA mast provide funds in fiscal years 1984 and 1985 budgets
for.tribes to develop their own education codes, policies and standards.

Future of BIA Boarding Schook.NICA strongly objects to the closure of any
and all federal Indian boarding schools until an Indian children have adeolotb3 re-
placement education activities and youth care homes constructed in Indian country.
All testimony from tribes to date is 100 percent against school closures. The fiscal
year 1985 BIA school construction budget must reflect the total amount of money
needed to replace the federal off- reservation boarding schools In Indian country. The
post-secondary schools, Haskell, the Southwest Indian Polytechnic and the4ristitub3
of American Indian Arta which serve all of Indian country must remain open and
fully funded in perpetuity.

Restructuring of Education. Programs.The Reagan administration policies and
budget cuts threatens to destroy gains made by the tribes over the past ten years.
The BIA is currently "realigning'. and "restructing" area education offices and is
withdrawing financial resources without the required prior consultation with the af-
fected Indian tribes and is in defiance of the Congressional mandate to put a held
on any reorganization effort.

NTCA requests that the Congress investigate the above violations and cause Set"
retary Watt to cease all reorganization efforts, RIDS and the withdrawing of finan-
cial resourtes to the tribes.

Additionally, NTCA requests education oversight field hearings in locations on or.
near Indian country to be held by Congressman Yates and the Senate Select Com.
mittee on Indian Affairs.

Johnson O'Malley Funds. --Tbe present administration policy concerning the
Johnson O'Malley Act of 1934 is in-direct opposition to the Indian tribes position
toward providing maximum educational services for Indian children. The present
distribution formula is definitely not equitable, since many states differ in the Rind.
lag levels for state aid programs, thus we must be very careful in choosing the best
formula to be used in distribution of funds for Indian students. The precedent estab-
lished in 1379, whereby each Alaskan allege corporation was determined to be an
eligible tribal enity (one tribe, one vote rule), in establishing the voting require-
ment, is totally unacceptable and must be rescinded. Part 273.3 of the existing regu-
lations must be revised in order to become more efficient and equitable in nature.
This can be accomplished by simply dividing the total number of students into the
annual appropriations and allocating these funds on a per capita basis.

The newly pioposed 93-638 regulations failed to include JOM Basic Operational
Support, because funds have only been requested for supplemental programs and tu-
ition payments, due to the fact that appropriation language has restricted 'funding
%hese two programs.

We are strongly in opposition to the attempt to eliminate Basic Operational Sap-
portThe JOM allocations should be increased to a level which would allow schools
to keep pace with the increasing numbers of students. The JOM program is an ex-
tremely vital part of the educational services available to Indian children attending

ipublic schools in Indian country.
Early Childhood Education As stated in 25 CFR Part 3/2 Mission Statement,

"the mission of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, OIEP, is to provide quality, education
opportunities from early childhood through life in accordance with the tribe's needs
for cultural and economic well being in keeping with, the wide diversity of Indian
tribes and Alaskan Native villages as distinct cultural and governmental entities."
Without consultation with Indian tribes, the BIA has arbitrarily and unilaterally
eliminated early childhood education programs. NTCA demands that an early child.
hood budgetary line item be restored to the BIA's fiscal year 1984 budget and added
in the fiscal year 1985 budget.

BM Higher Education Scholarships.The current administration policy tbr
higher education for Indian students is in opposition to the real priorities and rights
of the tribes. The BIA Central Office has recently been instructed by OMB to devel-
op a loan program for higher educatiqn.

NTCA asserts that the 'BIA is acting illegally when R. attempts to thwart the
intent of the U.S. Congress in its appropriation of trust monies to the BIA for the
benefit of highe students as grants in aid and not as loans._ _

The BIA has dial trust responsibility to arovidefull higher education grants
to students to con nue their education and training beyond high school for the pur-
poses of developing leadership, promotions ,seIf.deterrnination and increasing cm
ployment opportunities in professional and vocational fields.

Impact Aid Public Law 81 -87.4. The Impact Act has been one of the major ways
the federal government has partially met its treaty and trust obligations to Indian
tribes. NTCA opposes and rejects the Reagan administration's attempt to cut or oth-
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erwise limit Impact Aid funds that affect 93,981 Indian students from 722 districts
in 24 States.

NTCA requests that the Congress challenge the U.S. Department of Education's
wrongful granting of authority to the states to "equalize" and count Impact Aid as a
state contribution or share of the total budget for public schools in Indian country,
which action severely reduces the amount of dollars available. The U.S Department
of Education must be required to cease this breach of the trust responsibility to the
federally recognized tribes.

Mr. SAvItIA. As for the Indian Child Welfare Act grants, there is
a proposal by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to decrease those
grants, and this is a blatant disregard for Indian children in gener-
al. The decreage in funds would hurt noE-obly- on -reservation-
people and children but it would also hurt many reservation -born
children who for reasons beyond their own control were moved to
urban or off-reservation communities. So, Mr. Chairman, that need
for the Indian Child welfare grants has not diminished. Therefore,
NTCA recommends that funding for that program be restored to at
least, the fiscal year 1988 level of $9.7 million.

As for social services and general assistance of the Bureau, they
greatly underestimated the needs for 1984. In their justification
they quote a figure of 64,969 for an estimated caseload of women
and children. But already in fiscal year 1988, the first quarter, the
general assistance caseload has reached 66,184z-well over 2,000
cases in excess of their total estimates for fiscal year, 1984 So; it is
not very easy to see the reason for their figuring on a lower budget.
We recommend that the proposed- fiscal year 1984 decrease be
denied and that general assistance grants be funded at least at the
Escal year 1988 level of $82.2 million.

As for economic development, fiscal year 1983 saw an economic
development initiative which required 75- percent tribal matching
resources, and the amount appropriated was $5 million. To date, no
tribe has been able to takfadvantage of that because of the match-
ing requirements. So, the program denies the use of guaranteed
loans as part of the tribal matching.percentage so, therefore, we
feel that the program is doomed to failure. The amount of money is
not enough. The heavy regulations are not conducive to tribal de-
velopment.

In its place, we would recommend that the Indian Finance Act
be restructured. In its entirety it was not a bad piece of ligislation,
but it was severely underfunded and there were not enough years
given to it for real success.

As for the ANA transfer to -BIA, NTCA strongly opposes the
transfer. The program in itself -the SEDS concept as it was called

. in ANAwas one of the moving forces in community development
for tribes.' So, to eliminate it now at this time without a proper
plac4 in the Bureau 'or without proper management, let us say,
would be a grave mistake, so NTCA goes on record as opposing
that change. We ask the Congress to take every step possible to
stop that transfer.

As for r.eltdetermination services, NTCA agrees with the BIA
that their request for $9.81 million increase is needed. Yet, to meet
the goals of both tribes and the administration for tribal takeover
of full Governmental functions, training and technical assistance
must be provided funding immediately to tribes, particularly in the
area of indirect cost rate or contract support.
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There is a memorandum that went out from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs on January 24 to area directors pointing out to them
that the contract support for 1983 is cut by $5 million. If we are to
believe all the nice rhetoric that.is coming out of the administra-
tion and the Department that they are in favor of developing tribal
governments, bitter management, tribal development and econom-
ic development there must be a change in that particular thing.

, Also, the request by the Bureau' for 23 additional staff for fiscal
year 1984 for a protosed Public Law 638 oversight and cost deter-
mination staff -is-misdirected, we believe. -The-25T3itra staff that
they are asking for should be utilized solely for implementing in-
tensified technical assistance to tribes in capacity building, not in
reinventing the wheel because here-has been studies after studies
about oversight, and cost determihation. In fact, just yesterday I
first heard of an RFP that the BIA is letting for indirect cost study
again. It is due today. I think the Indian Lawyers Training Group
from Alberquerque did one last year. Before that, there was an-
other one. NTCA was involved in another one. So, there has been
enough done on that. So, rather than invent that historic wheel,
they need to get on with the real work of it instead of using an
additional 25 persona. They could be used in other more construc-
tive ways for tribes.

I honestly am trying to be fast about this Mr. Chairman.
As for trust responsibility, it is apparent to NTCA that the De-

partment of the Interior as trustee is failing to manage that trust
estate on behalf of tribes. The BIA, for instance, has consistently
reduced its numbers of environmental impact statements and
admits this in its justification.

We heard this morning from the Blackfeet tribe. This has been a
longstanding thing. We support the tall from Blackfeet for a blear-
ing to investigate the Pureau's handling of their water project up
there. We further re4uest that those- oversight hearings be held
also regarding the total amounts of funding available for Indian
water rights where those moneys are and how they are being used
by the Department of the Interior. Their own justification lan-
guage, I think points out that they are ignoring some of those
things that thef are supposed to do.

As for minerals and mining, again we see that they are request-
ing funds for studies and technical assistance, but there are no spe-
cific mechanisms for tribe& to be able to do the work in, that partic-
ular area.

As for law enforcement, we would like to mention that we think
there ought to be sufficient funds, not cuts, for law enforcement
and tribal courts. The need for these particular things and others
continually getting worse. So, rather than looking the other way,
we think they ought to act immediately to strengthen tribal gov-
ernhients.

I would like to briefly mention housing. .NT CA is adamantly op-
posed to the proposed HUD housing program which they recently
introduced. We are instead in favor of the Indian Housing Act, as
it was presented last year which did not mice: it, and we will en-
dorse it again. We hope that this committee would see fit to also
endorse it again.
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As for the.Indian Health Service, so much good testimony has
been given this morning that! will not dwell on it too long except
to say that we do agree with Dr. Johnson's view and recommenda-
tions which are long overdue. Last year, the NTCA did adopt re.so-
lutions to present to HHS requests to elevate the Indian Health
Service within the -Department so that they would not be lost in
the conglomeration of bureaucrats there. It was easy to see that
there was mismanagement and niisservice to the Indian people, so
we believe it would be best if it were elevated to some position
within the Secretary's office instad of where it is now.

I would like to request that we be allowed to submit to the com-
mittee within the next few days a document entitled "The Health
Status of Native Americans," written by two Indian Health Service
employees in 1982. It provides a great picture of the efforts and the
improvemtnts in Indian health that IHS made up to 1977 when
downgrades in budget seemed to make a great negative impact.

I would like to submit that to you in the next couple of days.
;Mr. WOODCOCK. That will be included in the rts.ord. ...

:'[The document follows. Testimony resumes on p. 381.]
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I. Pat=
4

Ito Native American population is unique in that it is almost inifoonly

poor and isolated, and because the U. S.. Government is by law resxnsi-

- for its health care.
4 ,

ibis paper explores the available data on the health status of the

Native American Population, stacKinclales American Indians, Aleuts,

and Mimes. The most recent data for morbidity, mortality, and
4

access to care are presented in comparison to other United States

racial and ethnic groups and historical tress.

Ii. ZSL rthERAL-non,14 RIZATICNSNIP

Att
that is a Native American?

Native Americans arena a single racial group. Ihey are, instead, a

colleCtion of hundreds of different tribes, each with its own culture,

history, religion and language. Historically and often legally, each

tribe is a separate, sovereign nation. During the evansion westward,

the U. S. Congress signed treaties pith individual tribes. these

'Federally recognized" tribes remain self - governing and maintain

enrollment, lists of theiti members. Enrollment in most trie=s IS

united, to those persons who are 1/4 or more Indian.

The treaties established a trustee relationship between Congress,and

the trines. In exchange for the vast amounts of land and the cessation

of warfare, Congress, through Federal agencies, became responsible

9
bor the protection of Indian trust property and the provision of

tiff . 35
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social, medical and educational services. In len the trustee

relationship was expanded via the Indian Self-Determination Act,

which allowed the tribes to perfonl pore services for their own

.people by directly contracting with Cho federal government.

A second group of Indians are those umo are not enrolled, but are

meognizsd as Indians within their casity. This group is *opposed

primerikeof descendents-of Indian tribes once found in the Eastern

touted States. Many of these tr:tes did not sign treaties with

Congress because they umze disbanded Wove 2789 when the ihited

States began* a nation. Their deszenzants still reside in enclaves

located throughout the East, there their communities s ill exist.

Enter non-enrolled Indiani are tnose ingividuals sip, ha 1/4 or

4c

mope.

Indian blood, but who cannot prod..e tole domcmentati to prove it.

1n.addition, approximately 201 of Indians :rave lie known tribal.

affiliation.

The term 'waive American" encompasses both American I dians and the.

Native people of Alacea,l/lbese isclge Eskimos, Aleuts and Alaskan

Indians. Although no treaties were ever signed in Alaska, Alaskan

native people are given the same rights and treatment as members of

federally-recognized tribes-in the oontlnential United States.

The Indian Health Service

The Department Of Health and Human Services, through the Indian

Health Service CM, is directly responsible for the health care of

Native Americans. Although treaties guaranteed medical care for

Indians, this consisted only of the emptadic services oft,. S. Armv

American Indians and Alaskan Natives constitute 96t and 4% of
the Native Neeticast population, respectively.

it\
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:j. doctors is frontier forts for the purposes of %ping epidemics

C009 madders.

f The Indian Health Service was created in 1434 to provide health rare

to Native Americans. It remains the mayor source of health care for

these people. Services Ire provided thrtm.lh ICS service units which

include 50 hospitals, 101 health centers and several hundred Iacilities

located throughout Indian lands on or near reservations. The IHS

contracts out 'with other facilities in areas Are there are no IH4

service units', for types ed care Orich cannot be provided rain

thiv;;)service units. Since IFS began. healtn care has inAved
4

dramatically formative Americans. This is evidenced by thedrecatic

decline in mortality, both overall and for'rertpin diseases.

ftmther,discussion oftlaswill be presented later.

Iblians can receivi retraces frog /HS. Sere live

too far it= an IHS service unit to rake it prectical. Otner Indians,

who do not belomg.to Federally, recognized tribes: are not entitled

to IFS services.

SINUS OP ME DATA

'Health data In thli paper' were obtained firma two primary sources:

the Indian Health Service and the National Center for Health Statistics

04CHSI. Vital statistics, including natality and mortality, care

from IHS.fOr Infos-nation on Native Americans and frau MOS publics-
,

Ateions for other races, as well as the entire Onited'States. Native

t

A ricans mho do not or =Mt use INS services are, thus, not repre-
..
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sented byrital statistics from i.i5. Wm; are also not specifically

totalled in U. S. vital statistics.

hat zonal vital statistics are compiled from birth and death certifi-

catesreceived from hundreds of prislictions tt:OuSsout the country.

Until 20 0: so years ago, the only racial distinctien made was oeteen

itites and non-Xhites. fore recently, %bite, Black and "Other"

categories have been used. Sort prisdictions report American

Indians separately, but this is not yet a universal practice.

Therefore, IHS oats leuch are :otcgr. to be incarplete are the only

source of vital stat,...ics on Native ?raricans. No attempts have

been made to adIust the INC f.gures for non- covered Indians. 7'ere

co no exist enough data to even begm an attempt at imputation.

however, sitce trte MS is the maaor source of health care for Native

Americans, ma birth an- severe illnesses are roe: oflel cared feC

an ISIS =vitals, 'relative rates auk trerda over tire from. Ida data

can provide relitole information.

Information on health care 4=11:zit:en, health status and coverage by
Al

otner Federal health progase was obtained from unpublished reports

eaf the'Health interview Surv.y (H:S1 conducted ECUS. 'Me HIS has

collected these data for years through a survey of the non-tnstitu-

tic/Wised U. S. population. in 1976, in order to refine racial

categories, ge.estiont specifically identifying Native Americans

ihsparocb wty added. me ins data in this paper core from the

1978 and 1979 surveys.

I
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Demographtc and socio-economtc data Imre ootatned from the U. S.

Census ana the AFDC Characteristics S.irvey conducted by the Social

Security Administration. International otrvartbens tare rade using

inforration furnished by the Canadian govetnmant and tne Harld Health

Organization.

NdtlVe Americans have been the sub)ect of Ruch scruttny and research

by anthropologists, physictans and social scientists. In the field

of health, many separate areas, particularly alconoliss and infant

mortality, nave teen formally explored. However: this lear is the

first attempt to combtne all of these data about the different

aspects of health status and to compare it to that of other races.

TUE PTXCAN POPLIA:10%

siva and Reuional Dtstrloution

,ccotding, to the 1980 Census, Xattve Americans in the United States

numered 1,418,195. Included in this iigura are 1,361,829 nmertean

Indians, 42,161 Eskimos Ind 14,205 Aleuts, Tnis figure is 86% higher

than the 1970 count of 763,594 but the degree to smith this change

reflects real growth ra..ier than enimeration error and changes in

definitions and retheds is not known.

The Native American population is concentrated in two bestern United

States. although stgniftcant pmrti^ls live in each of the four Census

regions;

35
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Table 1 - Native American Population By Census Region, 1980

Percent of Population (19801
Aenion pative Asericans U. S. Poodation

Vortheast 5.5 21.7

North Central 17.5 26.0

South 26.2 33.3

hest 50.7 19.1
lorm 373 yarr

Population Size 1,418.195 226,505,000
Source 1980 U. S. Census

Tne Native Arerivan ropulation is also mare rural :has tne pop.IatIon

as a whole; 55.41 of Indians, Aleuts, zhd Eskiros ccrparel to 26.55

of the general Population live in rural areas according to the 2970

Census. Ck tne rural population, 50.54, live in Official reservation

areas. Most of the mainder live on :met lands nearcy. Oxlanoma

and Alastra have substantial Native Aterican ?bp:Anions, but on not

have legally cefintc rev'

Income and Poverty Ste al

0

Native A:reclean& are one of the ;00r4at racial groups in the United

States. In 1970, the median family incase was $5,832 for Native

Americans. 7ne median woos* was higrer f;t urban Indians (57,323)

than for those living in rural non-farm areas ($4,6911, where -

reservations are located. The median moose for all American families

then was 59.586 or 1,6 times higher than that of Native Americans.

Both *ate and Black families reported higher median family biCtmes.

at 59,945 and $6,100 respectively.
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Another maw:: of income is the poverty level. the poverty level is

a dollar figure base on family size, age of die. family head, number

of caildren and farm-nonfarm residence. It is updated nearly by the

U. S. Government bo adjust for changes in the CCOSIsrer Price Index and

reflects the =WA of money that a femily has available for fcCd at

a subsistence level. There were significantly more Native Americans

az or below tne poverty level than ot1er Americans. Figures for 1969

as reported In the 1970 Census are shown Wows

Percent at or Delo,:
tat Poverty Level )native AreriCanS U .S. A.

. Persons . 33.34 12.6%

. Families 33.34 10.7%

tanilv Size

Native Americans have on tne avaraye, larger families- than elt.her

hits or Blak families. In 1970, tie U. S. Census fora that tne

average family Size for different races was;

Table 21 Average redly Size (persons), by Race (1970)

U. S. A. 3.6

shites. 3.5

Blacks 4.1

Native Americans 4.5

. urban 3.9

- rural 4.9

Sources 1970 u. S. Census
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For the United States es a hole, 10.71.ot all fwulies contained six

or tore persons. The figure is nearli three rises higher for Native

Americans at 28.51 and almost Tour times higher for rural Native

Agericans at 36.9%.

Age and Sex Distribution

The large family size of Native Aterwans is reflected in the age-sex

distributions as stain in figure 1, an age-sex mama cOTparing

Native Americans witn the total pop.larion of tne United States. The

age dist:lout:on between ti* two groups is markedly diffeeent. The

Native American copulation_is concentraud in the younger age groups,

with 51.3% of the population wider the age of t.enty. This compares

with 18.61 tor the United States. The elderly population is mmch

smaller for Native Americans that for the Crated States as a whole.

Netbazwide, individuals aged 65 oT over ccmprise 9.9% of the p:pula-

tion while their Native imerioan counterparts comprise only 5.41 of

that population.

6mmen, in general, live longer than ren. The number of males per 100

females varies particularly in the olcer ace groups. NatiorrAde, for

Persons aged 65 or over, there are 72 men for every 100,women. This

figure is 71 for ;httes, 76 for Blmcks and g0 for Nattve.Americans.

The reason for tne snare difference between Native Americans and

otherhmericans is not fully known. ficum.r, the excessive maternal

mortality rate for Native Americans before 1950 may have contributed.

The youngest of these eldeclY waxen %mild have been born in 1905 and

been of child - Dearing age from 1920 to 1950. Although no comprehensive
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. data on maternal mortality exist during that time, the rate was sough

higher for Native americans than for the U. S. (sleeve: and ((units'',

1977). Winch and kenitz also accerteined that the death rate for

Pueblos in New Namicoofrom 1927 through 1932 was 292.7 per 100,000

cagoared with 3'8.4 for the United States for the same period.

V. N7CAL17f,

Mel/croft birth rate for Native' Americans, 30.5 births par thousand

population in 1975, exceeds the: for many raJor Cenies groups,

Indeed, when viewed in Internatmonal,cormext (Itigurt 2), the U. S.

Indian birth rate exceeds that of any developed country and is very

close to the world average. See consequences of this fact for the

agesex pyretic) have already oeen seen in terms of tge prooa:ion of

children. The picture for American :ream.; closely rawolesthat,of

a developing natiat.

Figure 3 shovs the relative fertility rates (births per 1,000

wane:rot childbearing age) for Indies, Slacks, and bhites in the

U. S. in 1975. ,,The overall rates for all ages were 143.6 for Indians,

89.2 for Slacks, and 63.0 for %bates. The figure shows that,Irdians

have dramatically higher fertility rates in every age group.

Two conclusions can be drawn: first, high fertility indifaras that a

large part of the population at any given time is at risk for morbid-

ity and unreality thsori*ted with progniary, childbearing, infancy,

and childhood; and secol, that there is a substantial need for

maternal and child health services.
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VI PARIALITI

The distribution of age at death xn the United States is gre6nted ire*

Figure 4 for Indians, whites, Blacks and all races: In the United

States as a whole, tne vast mayartty of deaths (63.3%) occur among

the elderly. 'For Whites, slightly over two- thirds (66.2%) of
4

all deaths are among 5ersons aged 63. or over a?d nearly one-third

(32.04) among thaw younger tnan 6%. For Native heft-soars, the

cppos(te is true. Coe-third of all deaths (33.041 occur among the

eloerly and two-thirds among tne youoger ages. Slack Americans are

between these two extreces, with 44.6e of their deaths occurring in

the older age groups.

A more precise treasure of r ;s a death is toe age-spec:ftc eath

"rate. As shown by Figure 5, toe death rare in e=11 age group is

hIgner for the Indian pcgulatton tnar for toe U. S. as a uncle, until

age'265.

Infant Mortality

Infant mortality is an important consideration with regard to toe'

Indian gogulatton because of the high fertility rate and because

Infant mortality is often used as a global mmotcator of a population's

health status. Vie infant mortality rate for the Indian copulation

in recent years iwk been relatively close to that for kite U. S. as a

stole and better than the Black population as shown below:

360
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..:Ile 3: Infant and Vottakity Rates,
cy to 1975

Infant Mortakaty Postneonatal Stortality Rate
Pate_luirger 1.vear) (one !romp to One vear)

C. 5. 16.1 4.5
U. S. Whites 14.% 3.8
U. S. Blares 26.2 7.9
C. 5. Indiana 18.2 B.9

Indian Pealth Service, Indian 1.ealth Trords
a,, services, 1978 Editionano I.S.

This finaing is tte :eau::: of recent 17provements in oeulth care for

Indian:. For tne infant, neonatal and postnoonatal deain rates have

drcel.xd mnsideraoly in recent decades. Figure 6 shows the improve-

rpnts in infant riortalitl., D..: nett particcltrly for Indians. The

period corea tre:.;fra csi-.e.des w;th tae est.blisnment of tP0

ServIcm. 4.0, no c:rec: inference can be drawn about

me the Inilti,nts O. to :-3 on tne,e trans, it is significant tnit

rearly 130 of .1:0:an _ in tne pest cecadt have occurred In

tospitals, c'rpa -& to i.1..protTately 75t thirty years age. (50cmvb

ark Kunitt, 1977). Figure 7 snows hos, the Native American infant

telrte.ity rate has improwa in corparinon to International data.

Causn.s of Death

Figure 8 coc-pares daath rates by cause of death for Indians and

tre U. 5..notulation: Ma3or ratg,,,Im. of ex-1 ineiderce :re

aces "BLS, inf140-ftaa and pneumoniS, cirrhosis, homicide. suicide,

didroes, and tch.Jrcilosin. Death from cardiovascular diseases,

end ororcnitis occur less otton in theoIroian group, largely

Otea.r.e. seen in the discussim of age specific death rates -
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CAUSE-SPECIFIC DEATH RATES PER 100,000
POPULATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS AND
THE TOTAL UNITED STATES, lan
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fewer Indtans Iwo long eno.gh to die of them. 'ore categories v_th

excess arcidence among Indians are prtlersly cues of death :n the

middle years, and most of ttem'are behoviorahlrltnked: accidents.

alconolism, hom:cide and sin.c.de.

Frtor v.-11.71e accidents, in s.3rt;:41ar, contrilAte '- the daspropor-
.

:.:n.te ovatn rates for adolezcent through middle -aced Nattve

for eAcr.7,:e, 14 :Le 15-24 year a4e grove, tne mot.or

ur, rate tw is tc,:r tans hlgner than for

tn.. rest of the ealtez ,:6C.5 vs. 40.51. Factors for this

Incicda re otentas cf tnc reservattons, anclwrent w.eathor,

poor roads and elrN.,:4:24:.

to ral. of ..1c,no1::r c:.nnot tr `..11 1y

nv-r,d, t_ta :.2.45eS of ceJth directly oe, to--
sno-n betel.;

4 A',-,C1.?:.:18,1" (''et" 100,000 mpulation), 1974

4.trve Ap.st:cap,

ktc.tolasm 20 . A 23

2%.:crersc D.: 0.2

f:',t-rrosts of t:

liver wymentton.
of Aioct.olx.r.

e?..9 6.2

TeTAT. 8.7

! 11,,I,t, ,Oth Trels1;.afd SPrvicot,

3
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Mortatity'rates for leading causes of death have also changed since

the Indian Health Service came into being in the mid-fifties. The

following table shows the percentage change for cause-specific death

rates for the first twenty years of the lfi

Table 6: Cause-Specific
for

.

Native Americans,

1955

Foetal Ry.Rateslr 100,000
aa to

o

1973-1975' t Change ,

TUhercularas
thteritis Wother

55.1
i

7.1 -87.1,4

Diarrbeal Diseases 39.2 5.7 -85.5%
Certain Diseases of

Early Infancy 67.6 20.5 :69.7%
Influenza and
Pneumonia 89.8 35.1 -60.9%

Caren al Anomalies
(Asease

19.0 9.3 -51.1t
Hears 133.8 127.7 - 4.6$
Accidents 155.6 156.4 ,+ 0.5%
Malignant Nes?lases 59.1 63.7 + 7.86
-Diabetes Mellitus 13.9 18.6 +33.8%
Homicide 15.9 24.6 .154.71
Suicide 8.7 20.1 +131.05
Cirrhosis of the

Liver 14.2 45.1 +217.64

'Three year centered average.

Scurcei Indian. Health Service, Indian Health Trends and Services,
1978 &diem

morataxy

e preceding data on mbrtairty indicate a considerable degree of

morbidity in the Native American population. Direct information

about covgarsitiue morbidity is, howevPr, 'less Lien adequate. The

foremost sources for infotination about the incidence of disease for

the U. S. as a whole are the disease reporting system of the Center

'for Disease Control and the NCUS taLlations of the'Health Interview

37o
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Morbidity data on lataVe Americans were obtained from

IL, results of CDC msnitoring for notifiable diseases in 1576 cospared

with INS information are sumarivid in the table below.

Table 7: Rates ear 100.000 population of New Cams for
Leading totill*ble Diseases, Native Aaerleans and

United States, 1976.

Naive
Americans °

United
Skates Ratio

CuCken Pox 641.9 96.1 6.7
Mnps 327,2 17.9 18.3
Measles (Pubeola) 149.8 19.2 7.8
Pneumatic Bever 75.0, 1.3 57.7
Otitis Media 10.557.0 NIA**

Toerculosia.
new active

69.4* 15.0 4.6

Cc000sesal Infections 1.5$0.2 470.5 3.4
Syphilis, all 166,2 44.8 3.7

Infectious Iepatitis 272.7 , /6.2 10.4

*The rate for AlaskIllstives :s 158.5.

*140 Information Available.

Source: Indian SetIth Service, Indian Health Itends aro Services.
1976 Edition

To o;, the conditions ID the table, immq's and maules, are generally

preventable by unamnization. Data on morbidity from the Health

Interview Survey have not yet.been run by

VIII. =ICES OF 11EAL111 STATUS DITLIZATICN

The most easily identifiable co:vane:its of hbalth status are natality

and arrtality, as discussed in Che previous section. Hovever there

are other aspects of health status, such as health care utilisation

and health indices. These measures have been obtained for the United

r;
1 ft
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Itates since 1955 through the Health Interview Survey,(HIS), sponsored

by the National Center forNealth Statistics.

The HIS is an on-going survey of over 40,000 families per year.

representing the non - institutionalized population of the United

States. Data are gathered on health sere utilization, conditions

and measures of health quality represented by self-perceived health

stat us, limitation of major activity and restricted activity days due

10 a radical condition. It. NIS nas published numerous reports

through the years on tnese variaoles for the entire country and for

tne major racial categories of Slack and hhite.

In 1976, the HIS expanded its racial and ethnic groupings by add

questions which specifically tdentifiad Nati4 Ameripans, Asians a.

Hispanics. There was sate concern as to how accurate the HIS would

be in milting and identifying .:alive Americans given the definition-

al problems about what is a Nativ,- Araricaa, Howeesr, the population

projection inflated for the 1978 HIS is 1,175,000 figure consist-

ent with the U. S. Census count-of 1,418,000 individuals WO years

later in 1980.

The advantage of HIS data over the Indian Health Service data that

nave served as the basis for this report thus far is thai survey

data provide detailed insognt into each respondent's experience of

sickness and disability and than ttii ample is representative f the

population of Native Americans in the U. S., rather than just t

served by the Indian Health Service.

...

0

t.

-11 r
l
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A.: \ t; 1`,
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'w

%tole 8' presents unpolished data Evan the 1978 HIS ty race for

health status rand utilization. the upper half of the table shows

total mur.aers, while the lower halt gives rates and percentages.

The first three items deal withIhealth status icd the remainder with

utilization. The first two measures refer to disability and the

third to perceived health status. The first measure, the nutter of

restriC:,od activity days per person per year is defined as the

nurmer of days on which a person substantially reduces his or her
. r

normal activity because of illness or injury. The rate for Waive

Americans - 24.6 - is higher than py other racial or ethnic gram,

excep: for Black Hispanics also share the 24.6 figure. The

nuroer of restricted activity days is 1.3 times the...pi:lona average. ,

Tire second health status measure, the svzceet of persons with a

aim= amiivity lutitarion, pertains to individuals %to are limited

in sine way in their usual activities tecause of a chronic condition.

Ccaparisans of this disability measure across the racial groups is

consistent with the restricted activity measure. Native Americans -
r a

at 18.2% - again have the highest rate across all racial and ethnic

groups and again this rate is 1.3 tunes the U. S. average.

The last health status indicator is the percent of persons who

perceive themselves to be in poor or fair health rather than good or

excellent hedltht The ;,ercent for Native Americans - 18.1% is

second only bcr o Slack non-Hispanics at 18.8%.* The figure for Native

Paeriraas is 1.5 times higher than for entife country. Given the

high concentration of :Native Americans in the younger age groups,

4 4.4 3 7 :j
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this figure 1$ especially noto.ortay. Breakou ts by age for all of

these haelth status eyesores '411 be informative %ten they berme
0

ovailanle.

The ;ecainder of the tableoleals witAi health care utilisation,

specifieeli thySicisn visits. dental viSits and Piapital stays,

Taleyrem consultations are included es physician visits WO treatments

of a cetil hygienist are counted as coital visits. Native americans

at 70.31. have one of the loves: permitanes oi pnySicias Vi6it3

vdthin toe pas: year. Troy r.n a close seco)cl to Asial-broricanS at

70.1% of all ferSOnn sew a inysielan within the pass year.

Hoverer, of those Intr.; %no rtsi:ed a physician the r..-ber of

visits for Native Am.:scars snows to be higher than for anyone

else. IhiS s$ evioeoced by Inc fay: the: illative Americans had the

highest yercent of Persces at 24.0 - to have had at least five

thysicinn vistts during the lag Yes:. Five PCyfivirn viSits pet

perbol Fey yeas has overt the iverage flume.' nationwide ever since

the BIS vegan. The percent nationwide for dive or core Amman
0

visits is 2I.2t.

The orber Of rental vtsits per Person per year as gJnerally consid-

ered et, be highly relatorto socio-eccrosie states. The Ha figures

mirror this vsth the average namber for Native .11.-ericanS at 1.2

vialts per year Int of toe national average of 1.6 visits/. blacks,

with 14 visit per Yves, are the only racial group lower than Naive

Americana.

e
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The last teahara of utilization 1$ the Kreent of persona tithe repbrted

at feaster:. hospitaliration during the last year. Xursirg woes and

long -term care facilities are excluded from this figure as are

outpatient visits. The percentage for Native Aftericans IS. again.

one of ire highest. with 12.74 having had a hoSPital stay Of at least

ate h:rn, during the last year. The national average is 10.4%.

saes dispanies at 12.9t experienced a Slightly higher rate of

rs;.1talizatien. No farther oreaaoan tin cause or tee 1$ yet avail-

azie. Weever. et 'eldirg carsan Of tospitaltratiet resorted by IHS

are aPildbirtn and corblicatioce of prtsnuincy. Ibis is entirely

consiisent wegi tre huge fertility rata of la:Ivo ::sericalts and :rte

falyh nworr'ot yrAri; -organ in tne ;opulation.

MLNL:W.re:AV.C: =Sal=

"Z.,e fer.arimin 1,er:tr are n.r.r. StrtiotZ pays for ire heen care

receiver by .ore Arericani thrr.v. :re :1014A realth Service.

B06ever.the Depart:rem net Gene_ health financing pregrarne. notably

Medirara. which pays for the cart of elderly Americans. and

Medicaid. a joint federal -State prograe, the p-rpose of %hie' is to

finance the health care, of certain Americus In poverty. Both

Medicare; and Medicaid are adoinietsclp by tee Health Care Floancir9

a6niniStratign IbCfai. Neither program maintains data tordh uaald

either identify Native kserisans or taw' <mid study the funding

110111.:321mS teu.rn lh,. Medicaid and Medicare in drder to deteroige

wnJe program was tee payer of last resort.

351
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Ihm fact that one -third of all Native American families live below

the poverty level indicates that a large parientage are Medicaid

eligible. Medicaid carolletnt is maple& it is basically linked to

eligibility for the either of two welfare programs: Aid to Pantiles

with Deo-extent Children (AFDC) and Supplemental Securtly Income

4SSII, for aped, blind.and distalti Abriclem. Both wooing axe

aaminisrered by the Social Security Aniunistratioo. AFDC recipients

pre automatically entitled to Medicaidand SS1 recipients are ales,

rost umtroces. °

Alta {ugh Native Americans are, tre poorest pertmen 4thumic gro60
N.

nd
altAough many do receive welfare prevents which entitle thou, in

most instances, to Medicaid eligibility, Native Americans ate believed

to be underrepresented in there programs, Particularly ir/u7C. Ihe

AFDC program, like Medicaid. is rutty feuded by the Federal govern -

rent and the states. Specific eligibility rules are defirted b? the
.

individual states uWer =toed Federal guidelines. "Some states With

large Indian populations nave net allowed Native Asericardliving on

4 reservations va'appay for AFDC, and thus Medicaid. the legality of

this practice is temp challenged throughout the Western Glutted

States.

2:K AM Charactebistics Survey founC in 1977 that over 37,000

:sullies or 1.11 of the total AFDC population was Native American.

Over 5,000 of these faualies live in Arizona which is the only state

with ovnedzfaid program: The other 32,000 feIllies are eligible for

the Medicaid programs in their states.

'a
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The only source of data on cerernIe by medteatd and Medicare for

Native. Avarice= is the MIS. 14 197B, the HIS reported that 8.11 of

all Native Americana were on medicare and 17.0 were 'Probable

Medicaid' enrollees. TT* tars "probable Medicaid" includes those.

individuals dto:

o Received checki fowl MC or SSIs and/or

o dhaml a valid medicaid card to the interviewers and/or

o Did not report hediccid oovtra2e, but cited Medicaid
coverage as a reason for not tiaving had (math insurance.

The ova between In, xesitc&-e and Medicaid needs to be better
defined tides for crosspc,raw financing to be consistently
applied .threughe the De:Am-ea. F stepin-this direction is the
attievm by the Nava)* tribe to ifts.uster its ownmedicaid prcgrei

like a state or territory. /be I,av010* are ...merest= in Stris a

rontora for two rain reasorsi II) a large portico of their tribal

wean= live in Xatona, utudi has had ho Medicaid Pr Mravoi aid (21

Medicaid pays for long-tera care while DS aid Medicare do not.

The extent to which Medicaid and Medicare pay for Native' American

health tare, either 00v or in the future, is pot fully Imam.
Hovever the DIS regains the twor source for Naeive hvericans.

J
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Mr. SAvtul. Thank you.
I would also like to brietly mention what we consider to a

hidden agenda' that is diming division amongst Indian tribes nd
Indian organizations throughout the country through the e of
these budget cuts. The pot of money for each individual ogram
shrinks. Through no fault of their ownsurvival, mainlythe
tribes and organizationsand I am talking about urban versus res-
ervation -based organizationsaxe fofced to compete for, those
scarce funds. It is creating disunity throughout the country, and I
believe that it is planned. I would like to get thadon the record
that the strategy that is happening is causing dissension through-
out Indian country. We would hope that that would- not happen
any further.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my testimony for
today. I will be available later for any questions.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you:
We will now turn to Mr. Ron Andrade. I see that he is accompa-

nied by Joe DeLaCruz who is the president of the National Con-
gress of American Indians.

Either one of you pleage proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOE DELACRIfZ, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

Mr. DKLACRUZ. Thank you, Mr. Woodcock. Annually for 8 years
I have been testifying before this committee in various capacities:
as president of the Qumault Nation, as president of NTCA, as
president of NCAI.

Today it is my pleasure to come before this committee as the
president of the National Congress' of American Indians. Before I
start my testimony, it is my understanding that you will be leaving
this committee. I want to commend, you- for the work you have
done for and on behalf of Indian people. You and the staff are to be
commended for the only piece of legislation that I am aware of in
200 years that has Indian treaty language incorporated. You
worked very hard with that.

Everywhere you travel to from here I hope you will remember
us. When you come back here as Senator Woodcock or Congress-
man Woodcock, we will be looking for you.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you, Joe.
Mr. DKLACRUz. The only comments that I want to make are

some reflections on some of the things that came up when the ad-
ministration was-before the committee yesterday and because of
some of the comments that Dr. Johnsq made here this morning.

Again, the United States is *facing an economic crunch, and the
administration has cut budgets. It seems that the appropriations
committees and other committees are scared to attack the bureauc-
racy that Indian people have been under for centuries. Dr. Johnson
talked about 28 steps above the level where he sat in Indiep health
before he retired. '

Mr. TAYLOR. I think that was 38.
Mr. DELACRUZ. Yes, a steps. Believe me, this committee and the

policy review commission have a good record from the trenches out
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in Indian country as to how many steps our people have td` go
through in budget processes.

Then after the Self- Determination,! Act was passed, I believe I
presented Jo this committee, in Albuquerque, at a hearing about
*426 steps and 26 desks across 'the area office before you had a
contract in, if you were( lucky. Again, a contract that was not re-
flective of the needs of the tribes as far as their budgets are con-
cerned because youare just contracting What the bureaucracy hap-
pened to have in their budget. -

I think these are the types of things that need to be'Iooked at. I
have looked at the growth of. the bureaucracy in my years as a
,tribal chairmanand it is going on too many yearsand I have
watched these area offices going from an area director to five as-
sistant area directors, five branch chiefs, five assistant branch

chiefs. We wonder why no money filters down to the reservation.
We look at an 80- 20-percent attrition on the reser$ations. These
are the types of things that need to 1e looked at.

When I htard the administration yesterday being asked ques-
tions as to why they were making the cuts and did they study
them, and they said, "No, but that is our budgdt limitations." That
is without any analysis at all.

The administrationIRS and the Bureau of Indian Affairshas
speeches saying they ,are going to strengthen the local level and
strenghten tribal governments at the agency and seraice-unit level.
I see them doing just the opposite. Again, digging in the trenches
in the central and area offices. If this does not change, then the
gains that Indian country haTfe made are going to be completely
gone, that is, those gains made with the help of this committee
during the last 8 years.

As far as NCAI testimony is concerned, I am going to ask Ron
Andrade to give the reflection of the way the 180 member tribes,
the 12 regions of Alaska, see what is happeqing to the Indian
people; as far as seen from the materials that dime from our con-
ventions and resolutions.

I would like to ask Ron to do that.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Mr. Andrade?

ST1 -11ENT-OF RON ANDRADE, EXECUTIVE DIRiCTat,
.NATIONAL CONGRESS OFILMERICAN INDIANS

ANDRADE. It is really a pleasure to call both you, Mr. Wood-
cock and Pete Taylor, chairman or cochairman.

Our testimonyand I will be brief because it has been a long
day, and. we did not have lunch and I know that you did not have
lunch, so I will try to cut it down.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Let the record show that the credit union closes
at 3 o'clock.

Mr. ANDRADE. I will keep that in mind, Mr. Woodcock, as I go
through the testimony.

We start oir testimony on the belief that the Federal Govern-
ment has a trust responsibilitto rkovide services to Indian people
The trust responsibility is based upon treaty relationships with the
tribal sovereigns and with the U.S. sovereign.
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, This has been gone over in an extensive amount of Supreme
Court cases, statutes, and various other issues that havb broughte
out this trust relationship and this responsibility, the Qua respon-
sibility.

Yet, when we review the President's submission or the budget
submission, we find that being violated almost wholesale. There
are flagrant violations also of congressional intent.

I wanted to bring up one in particular. The member tribes of
NCAI, in January; opposed the ANA transfer to the BIA. In testi-
mony 2 days ago, Senator Melcher asked Mr. Wichlacz from ANA
what contact he had had with any Indiari organizations. The only
group he mentioned was NCAI at that point. He did not clarify it
at all. I wanted to clarify it for your record.

In December we notified ANA that from our research they were
I in violation of congressional intent. In February we presented to

them the congressional materials that we. had researched and
found. We did that because we felt that they should know that the
law was and that would only create animosity with the tribes and
the Federal Government.Ne presented that to the Department.

Mr. Wichlacz failed to mention that in testimony. before Senator .3
Melcher. He just mentioned that we were contacted as though we
were in some kind of consultation mechanism, which we were not.
We were clearly warning the Department that they were in viola-
tjon.

In the 1974 hearings before the Congress regarding the Native
American Programs Act, the Congress specifically stated that there
was to be no delegation of the native American programs to the
B1A. To the best of our knowledge, the....goggress never recanted
that direction.

W6 cannot understand, now, how the administration, then, can
just violate congressional intent and go ahead andirnake the dele-
gation authority as of April 1.

I think it is also-important in terms of ANA to expand beyond
what Mr. Wichlacz responded to Senator Meicher. His response to
Senator Meicher was that ANA primarily is a grants management
*gram, which, in fact, it is not. It does manage grants. It does
provide some of the most iiasic needs that the tribes and Indian or-
ganizations need.

He forgot to mention, thou h, that ANA chairs the Interdepart-
, mental Affairs Committee of IiHS.*Ie forgot to mention that APIA

participates in an extensive, amount of interagency contracts be-
tween HHS and other agencies such as EPA. He failed to mention
a wide range of areas where ANA has been thp first Federal de-
partment to intervene, in essence, on behalf of Indian tribes. That
is not something that BIA has been actively doing, so to lose ANA
to the Department is much, 'Teich more thanlosing a grants man-
agement division, as Mr.-Wichlacz characterized it.

We are also concerned with the administration's position on the
urban Indian health program of title V. With-the phase out of
ANA essentially the way the budget submission reads and the sub-

mission of zero funding for title V, both eliminate the only two pro-
grams that 'service Indians living off the reservation, even though
they may be members of o federally recognized tribe.
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The elimination of those two programs, we, feel violates some Su=
preme Court decisions, in particular Seminole Areg lion v. United
States, United Stales v. Holiday. McClanahan v. Arizona State Tax
Commission, and a few other Supreme Court decisions.

We cannot understand how this administration, then, would
want to both violate congressional acts and Supreme Court deci-
sions as they submit their budget activities.

One of the other programs that We have provided some research
to this committee onand it is part of our testimonyid in the de-
cision to rescind $16 million, I believe, of title- IV in 1983_,It was a
comptroller general's decision in 1982 that title IV cannot be re-
scinded.. The administration is fully aware of that report because
they lost in court in New York City in 1982 because of it.

And ;-et they move to rescind or recommend a rescission of title
IV, part -Ain-1983 funding.

So, we cannot understand why they would want to violate the de-
cision already reached by the Comptroller General in asking for a
rescission.

NCAI also opposes the elimination of title IV. We cannot under-
stand how this administration, given both the statements made Mr.
Watt. that we have such a poor edubetion and statements made by
the President, would want to eliminate the only Department of
Edtication program specifically for Indians that is in existence at
this time.

One of the things that we would ask th!s committee to do is that
yesterday the House requested the BIA to answer a question re,
garding title 1V, part A, funding. They have requested a Johnson-
O'Malley effective decrease within the budget line. Yet, this admin-
istation has requested elimination of the title IV program. It would
be our assumption that that would mean there would be an in-
crease for Johnson-O'Malley funding, that i5, an increase in re-
quests. and not a decrease.

The BIA did not project any increase in Johnson-O'Malley fund-
ing for this next fiscal year. We requested the House yesterday,
and we would request this committee to ask them how they could.
have a projection of a decrease in Johrison-O'Malley requests at the
same time of a loss of he title IV programing.

We would submit that there would be a significant demand in
Johnson-O'Malley dollars.

We would also bring to the committee's attention p question that
we asked earlier in testimony regarding the preschool programs
with the BIA. I heart the BIA s response. They said there would be
additional. qther funds available. We would request that the com-
mittee ask them s.lcifically to show what other funds are availa-
ble.

In response to the Congress, Mr. Ross responded that title XX is
now available. This is false. He responded that there was a Head
Start increase. The Head Start increase is for Head Start nation-
wide. That does not indicate that the Indian Read Start programs
will be increased.

He said that title I could pick up the slack. Title 1 has been given
a decrease. There is funding in the overall, President's budget that
would offset the loss on the preschool programs. This Congress has
directed the Bureau to Take a choice, either to continue them
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somehow or to terminate them. The Bureau chose to terminate: We
think they.chhse incorrectly, and we are opposed to the elimination

. of those preschool programs.. #

As for same of the other BIA proposals, we are firmly opposed to
the school closures. NCAI has gone on record early opposing the
school closures, and we still are. We have had contact with the As.
sociation of Village Council Presidents as early as 1 month ago,
saying that they are still opposed to it. They represent 54 villages
in Alaska, and tifey are-not in support of the Mount Edgecumbe
closure.

I know today that the representatives from Alaska were asked,
and they said that they were opposed. I do, not know who the
Bureau has consulted with in Alaska: Every Alaskan Native we
have discussed it with is opposed, and yet they claim to haze had
some kind of consultation activity up there.

On the CHR's, of course, NCAI has been opposed to the elimina-
tion of the CHR's from the first time this administration tried to
eliminate the CHR's. We alopPosed; still.

We cannot understand, in, following Secretary Watt's state-
ments on the status of Indian health, that they would now close
down the .first contact on Indian people who are sick.

Additicnally, it is not only the CHR's that are lost. Emergency
medical systems are also lost on many of the reservations so that
we are facing the loss of the CHR's and the EMS program, and we
do hot, believe that should take place. i

In response to some of the questions that came up on HUD on
the Indian houging program, I think we 'would make just one gen-
eral comment because I think you had very good testithony by Mr..
Froman.

f HUD, in their legislative prOposals, has decided that they would
, eliminate Oklahoma and Alaska yet we do not understand, nor
. -can we find in any congressional record where they were given the

+authority to determine what tribe or who is a tribe or what consti-
tutes a tribal membership.

They have determined; somehow within their own system; that
they can eliminate Alaska and Oklahoma just arbitrarily, and we
feel that that is the wrong kind of precedent for any group not
trained in treaty law or trained in the trust obligation to begin to
determine that they have knowledge enough to begin to determine
whom should be seeired and whom should not be served. So. we vio-
lently oppose any of their kind of ideas.

We have presented for you a fairly extensive report for the
record, and I would hope that it will be included in the record.

Mr. WOODCOCK. That material will be included in the record at
this point.

[The material follows. Testimony resumes on p. 458.)
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'liar federal OverreenehasIn trd6t responsibility to provide services
to hviiappeople ,This trust responsibility is *mod upon the treaty
relationship of the-Tribal soverelgras with the United States. Within this

. relationship,. the federal goverramt has accepted a fiduciary. resoessibutity
to Provide services to Indian people. $, - t .

. _

has been interpretedThis responsibility
statutes and Supreme court 4ecisions. In its narrow sense, the trust

in variousfirmed

' responsibility originates from expressed tents in iespstatutes, executive
orders ada is ere treaty or statutory provisions scare vague, the

4couitts have rdLied on cannon Ise fiduciary wattages of mast to find e trust
rely ttxuhfp iIdsfruilr4ent trust responsibility. tbschester Band of Pomo -

Inc v J, 363 F _Sup°. 1238, 1245 (N.D.Cal. 19/3) Underlain=
p r.T..e.court can 'mfer from the nature of the transaction. or

activim that a trust exists or is created "even though nothing ip said
eagreSVIY in the auttericing or underlying statute (or other fundamenFal
'doom:me) about a mist fiord or a trust or fiduciary cennection." Fit" I...,

Tribe of Indians v United States. 624 F. 2d 981. 987 (Ct. Cl. 1980).
&nor-nee Tribe, of Indians v United States. 8 I.LR 5060, 5p62 (Ct. Cl. 1981.

Geoaxeric'and social service programs that benefit Indian people were
, 410 authorised by congress in an' tempt to raise Indians' standard of living and

social ,,e1l being to a level comparable to non - Indian society. Thus, the
goverdrent'ss'Arovisicn of support services to Indisgfpeople outside of treaty'

' speCific provide= can be *glades a =potent of the federal trust respqa-
sibility By piriding these services, the govemrent has developed an alder-
standisCand expecte:Union the parc)of Indian people that these s ces are ')

cram o the trust responsibility. -The federal goommesees re tion of
its trust obligation is seen by the omprehensive statutory that affects
almostevernespect of a reservation Indian's life, but is no red to on
reseroation Indian people. (Teri:sample, Snyder Act of 1921. 24 U.S.C.613, the
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934; 25 U.S.C. 6461 et seq.. etc.) This obligation
extends not only to tribal governmentsobuc also to their axebers wherever they
may be United States v Holt . 70 U S 407 (1865), Seminole Nations v. United
States, 31.6=-284719421. hcCl i v Arizona hate tax comassiop, 411173'-
rg7073). (Fee, Indian. Health Care-STrovement Act, u.S7C. t155 et SW. /

Indian Eaucaticp Act of 1972, Title IV, P.L. 93-318, 'pact Aid for Indian "d'
Education. PL. 81-874)

The proposed budget of the adodrkistration subverts many of the previously
passed statutes and ignores zany of the decisions of the Supreme Court. In
some instances the adatitistratiat flagrantYyszteapts to ignore the expressed
intent of congress.( .

.

, 'Cr e of 64 more critical budg,et&tiatives is the proposed delegation
of a porti- of the Administration fortive Americans (ANA) that presently
oversees * federally recognized,itibes Native American program grants to
the Bureau ofIlkdian Affairs (BIA). ANA has been a part of the Office for 07 IL
assin Development Services within the Detemosent of Health and Axon Services
fines 1973 The proposed transfer wouldbecompletedby April 1, 1983. This
transfer would directly refute the expressed intent of congress who, diming the
1974 ccearessicnal hearings, stated that there was to be no delegation Of this
agency to the BIA Cgogress envisioned the success of Native American Progress
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to be eoirenaertan the comdinaticn with other human service programs
adnasstered by HEW kiinS).and the flexibility within that department (House
Rep. 93-10.3) The Senate saw the pdpose for 124e prOgrans to be sane as

the Muse, and also made dear that Haudani Natives pre to be,se by the

program. (Sen. Rep. 90-1292. pp. 20-211 Furthermore, the delegation would
.also entail the phased elimination of grants cede to off-reservation Indian
orgencratima and Hawaiian natives. Congress specified that one of the pt.t-
qcses of the Native American Programs was to encourage off.reservatimm Indians
to develop the capacity-for linking into hum services delivery systems sup-
ported primarily through the federal, state and locargovernomm Any phase=
of off-reservation grants would tdolare the intent of the law.

Nal feels that the Administration for Ntive Americans has waked to the
benefit of tribal and off-reservation groups and that the proposed delegation
of authority would injure the progxess of tribes, not enhance it We there-
fore request that this Committee deny the delegation of AM's functions to the
81A. We Risher request that Ma's budget be returned to the 1981 level of
$32

Wanly other program that provides services to off - reservation Indians

LS Title of the Indimilealth Carejaprovarent Act, the Urban Indian Health
Program. The Adninistration has proposed to eliminate $9 million in funding
for this. program. We strongly oppose the reaction and support the continuation
of the Urban Indian Health program at its 1982 level. The proposal by this
administration to ell:innate dhese urban program raises the possibility of a
breath of trust by the federdl goverment in violation of Supreme Court rulings
that bawd the 9rust obtigation to extend not only to tribal governments. but

also to theismaheistivarever they maybe. United States v. Holliday, supra.
Seminole Nation v. United States. _Jpra. The overriding 4uty effederal
wrornimit is to deal tairly with Indians wherever located. Maim v Ruiz,
415 U.S. 199 (1973)

=I opposes the reduction of the funding level for the Indian Child
Welfare Act. The BIA has that the savings will be accomplished by 4
diagraming fthding for the off- ervation program. This decision by the
MA totally violates the legisl ive intent of eaS Act which provides funding
for both on and off-reservation ticnk. The MA has stated that they
feel they have the rilgit to the act via budget appropriations. The .

Supreme court in United States v Will, 101 S. Ct. 471, 484 (1980) noted that
the ability to chmitan lardtbough appropriations measures is
limited by Congressional Rouse and that repeals of this type are not
favored. The trust relationship _that change in a substantive law
that was enacted pursum to the f frost ob ticn could only be nude
after auch consultation endiatherence to a stringent fiduciary level of care
These standards should apply to situations where the federal goverment proposes
to transfer Indict frmn one goverment agency to ano or to
changes or elimina on of "services otramoct" statutes that re enacted to fill
the gap beneeniervices provided to "on or near" reservat' Indians and the
"off" reservation Indians

AlN is opposed to the elimination of Title IV of the Indian Zdueationw
Act It is inconceivable to Noa that the administration would eliminate the
only for Indians wstTsittj the Department ojitdmarlon Title. 1V

3
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authorize's programs to both federally and'nen-federally recognized Indians. as
well as to off - reservation Indian Commities. for the purpose of improving
et- educational achievement of the American Indian ..The Adcdnistratim has
requested that this program be elbrinated in recognition of the goverment-to-
govermis-,ny relatioaship. Ibis reasoning makes a mockery of that concept in
view o -Chftlack of an economic base by Tr es to provide services to on-reser-
va Indians, let alone off-reservation Indians.

This Administration has also requested a recision of $16 million for
S Title Alpert A (hroact Aid), this is being suggested despite the fact that

the Adednistration was notified by the Comptroller General of the United States
(Comptroller GerseralPecision 8-205053, Xay 6, 1n82) thag the aftnistration
could rot rescindliale IV Ands pursuant to the lapodndrerst Control Act of
1974, The provisions in the latoundment Control Act do "not supersede any other
provision of law requiring the obligarlion or expenditure of budget authority '
In that decision the GAD analyzed statutes that the Adednistratice had requested
be rescindedro see whetherqbere wes evidence of a congressional mandate to
spend the fends appropriated for the particular program. The Indian Education
Act, Part A (lancet Ado0, was :Otte by the GAO to involve a mandatory spending
scheme and couldn't be rescinded. We therefore Dogleg restoration of Title IV
to thd 1982 budges level of $78millicq.

.MAI oust oppose the proposed elimination of the Comanity Health
Representatives Program. Conrrxry to the Adrimistration's belief that the CHR
poxpramis "primardly,a non-patient care activity," this program provides the
first line of contact with zany Indian people who are sick and =rot get to
actinic. Meetly to combat poor health is not by terminating badly needed
health programs.

' was founded on the premise that we oust protect the rights of Indians
who are goobers of tribal grasps. We cannot accept this administration's position
that-in order to retain portions of services to Indians on the reservations we
opet be willing to deny services to Indians off the reservation We stated

goverment has a trust responsibility to the tribes and their
wherever they may be, and that this trust resporeibility emir:ate* tome ties

and other statutes providing terve= established by Congress.

WAI commends the adrinistration in their efforts to develop an Indian
policy based on the self-decelpination principles implemenoed in the'last
decade TheAdministration proposes to enhance sill-determination of ,

Tribal goverments through ecommic development of reservations We support.'

this concept but feel that the ebinlistratiotraust put more modes into the
emasting developzent and mployaent programs. For example, the Small Tribes
Manageannt fundingvms not increased for FY 1984 Also, developaent
armies oust be secured for umger resources vbigiltwill inevitabk. foam the basis
for rest tribal govenumnt settlard.0 develOpttett plan. I4tti1 these
economic programs talus egect, the rescumtes and internal ability of tribal
gown-gems to meet reservation lnatanoerberi needs. let alone off-reservation
members, is for then:lost part absent. We are being asked to trade tlemeeds
of our people now for the hoped-for future benefits of economic &velem=
This we =snit do. As in everything we hold as sacred. there custAbe a
balance beneen all forces. that balance needs to be restored

J
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IBPPLEMENTAL INFORMAJM ACCOMPANYING
.

) I
THE NCAI raboxi

.

----__ ---
I. NCAI-analysis of the FY 84 Budge Cuts

1.a. 'Indian education
1

1.b.`Chilf venue:
1.0.2fights ptotect4on >

I.d. Indian Health A

1.f. Housing '

1.e. Social and tdbfinniC development
.

C

1.go employment and Wining asfistance

2. Appendix: Education
, f

..

O. Title 18. Indian Education Adt: Ite.ptoblams
1 with tke proposed termlnatton
r t

1 , 4.,CAO determination dazed Hay 6, 1982'prohibiting --
11 rescissions of Title IV, Part A .

5. Available alternatives for Wrie-TV. Peft A support ,

ds,

6.,Title VII Services in Indian Education: A tact sheep

7. Title VII and the sole it plays in Indian Eddcat141

8. !FOAL testimony regarding proposed amendoents for
Tithe VII, Bilingual Education Att.-April 26. 1982

9. transfer

10. A.N.A. tranafes and the novfedotally recognised Tribes
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TOs Tribes

/BOW Ronald P. Andrade. Eiecurive Bizettoi-;

RES Proposed FT184 Budget Cuts

Attsthed are aumasties of the proposed.FT184
Budget fot tribas in the areas of Ecenonit Develepmeac.
Health. Routing. Edutatioa 6 Ulterior.

A preliminary analysis of the proposed cuts
indicates that Amatitan Indians will once again pay
a disproportionate prita as the Administration soaks
to "save the etouosyn. We need to let the President
as vall as our Cougreasional representatives kmov
;ha detmes of the impatt that theme cuts will have
on our raservations.

On the basis of this preliminary infornatien.
tribes should prepare atatenents titing tfie spetific
infant of these tutbadm/elisinetiona on reservation ,

asployment, health, welfare, ate.

?lease make apecial not. of tha proposed tuts
in the following "resat The Community Health Reece -
santativa (011 program aed the Ecbap Health
sr, onto again dut co be altainatedo Also. Title Tv
edutation programs are being reduted from $67 million
to $1 Allies. The Administration has proposad
funding Level of 862.2 01.111es for tribal employmaat
and training programs, down tram tha /983 level of
$68.9million. In additive, tha Administration is
:scopes's* only $22.4 million to feed gtapta out of
chs Offita of AMA, Adminiatration for Sativa Aeati-
cans. For the first tins, the Administration la
prbposiag to have the Bureau of India* Afloat* attually
administer the ANA grants as early aa 4PrO '83.
The Administration is also titommendiog that grants to
all other than fedetally retorired tabu, be phased
out over a 3 -vest period.
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=At is now in the process of researching whether or tot

the proposed ANA transfer and the proposed Title TV teseission
are in feet allowable.

Plane note the new committee membetshik foe the House
an* Senn Appropriition Committees, The Senate Select Committee
and the Eosin Interne 6 tnsulat Affairs Committee. Also note
ebe hearing schedules for these Committees. It Is of utmost
impotence foe telbesto request cisWreo testify befote these
committees if at ell possible. If gout nib; is not able to
do this, submission of written testimony foe the record is
tecommellad. To request time to testify a tenet sun be sent
to the appropriate Cosmittee. (Addtesses ate enclosed)

Finally. please nen the name of the NCAI staff person
associated with-each of thelissuethudget areas. Since this
is smells/nary review, you nay have addition.; questions
that you need ansuscad regarding cbe enclosed budget. Feel
free to coneact our office at any time.

VIM LIS

k
Lis¢fi UMW
A ens grovel

erns Carmody:
III Leap:

Noma Schaffner:
Robin Shield:

/
S PEI ISM ARIA:

A11 Health related issues; block grants
Economic Development
Interior budget: child welfare
All Education related issues
Riau Protection
Housing; Employment 6 Training; ARA

01.: 39
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710; htP;41t ealeat;071
The FT 84 rampx, BUD= PROPOSAL:

to INDIAN *CATION
Review and Critique

These pages offer you sn iscroductioo no chc federal proposals for
chc funding of tudtan education programs in TY 84, Funding for other programs
serving Indian students in elesencary, secondary, and pose -accoadstlx
schooling programs are also zoned. My sources for chc informarion sr.
several: the Bud cc for the Deiced S 'Covernmenc for TT 84 Appendix ;
the Department of Interior and %parte:sera Edoescloces tress releases
regarding funding for chair proms* in FT 84; ocher cables provided by
scal in each dcparritenc; and insights from discussions vich agency personnel.
Cosercnsionsl seen, sad concerned cirizens. The yv...hgts of cha information
Sod she comments expressed within this documeuc do not necessarily

...reflecc the opinion of any ocher perry, -r

TT 83 TT 84
FlUAL lltQUEST

Indian Edocacion in the BUre'su of Indian Affairs:

t. Mies Of Iodise Education

A. Seim!. opersthans. 177.5 174,9%7

1. tsr2 formula 153.228 153.514

The request assunes transfer of IP BIA schools in Alaska to
state control, the closure of Mt. Zdgecimbe school. and the
closure of Coach.. tiehpecos. and Iscersonncals. The AtiondRE
neat thee "cononlescion 4411 casein...14th the affected
(T)ribes" and that 8IA will savior any hoods= provided by
CAD regarding these schools' operation. Decreases in the
number of studeurs to be served under :sr? because of the
closings and transfers and because of overall decline in
enrollments in 8IA schools are aired AS the for the
nominal increase in the TARP formula foquesr.,

2. Isecitscionalized handicapped. 2.390 4,390

3. Disaster contingency.

funding has not been placed is this line4com since
the FT 81 budget provided 0.25 for this prupcae,

4. School hoard training. 0.80 0:025

The 75000 requested will provide'cretning annals for ladies
echiil board limbers to help than ".., deal with the met, Are
tasks and responsibilirtes they have assumed under PL 95-561".
The 82A assumes !her. in FT 6. "the echqpls will *booth any
WAS of Inicruccionsl schocI board crn4 '1g within choir
smiscing.budgscz". T.s. and !raining he provided chrough
area and agency Leers:4;4%1;44.d through the "education thcbsicai
supborr" ices. helm.

S. Student ccccc perfectos. 10.071 9.958

Trsasporcsciou meth are computed through use of HAUS
'of subformuics; reference is aliquot. to the data obtained
through the October end November treasporcscion surveys.

39J
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The factors leading to reduction in the umber of sti'denra
to be served under ISEP also apply ro explain rhe.teduetion
in funds for student transportation.

6. Education technical support. 9.363 9.060

ibis includes field level rabeical support from eras sad
Illiney offices as yell as necessary MIS (naasgeoent information
syseta) activities. Distribution of fund. le.to be sligned,with
the funcrimar and tosbnistt aervicsajesuisaptovided within
each arse and agency office, es seesured by "la -depth analysis
of actual workload" prpe.sisnelts each fiscal yeer.

7. Interia formate implawantelon. 1.723

In the pest; iretim formlla implemenestioe funds *save been
used for new school and program traria end to support pre-
kindergarree programs operated ar certain sires, $0 funds
ors requested for this item in Ff 84, Noce that Interior

_ - URA originally proposed to fund the pro-hsosorportor, pro- A.

grams at the VT 79 level as tequired under 25 CFR 39.130m
0.41 evidently did sot go along withhar suggestion.

.8. Johesou-eialley Payments. 26.221; 26,00

The tequesr pretties funding for tuppleaentsrp permeate
at a level only slightly reduced from that finally appropriated
in IT 83. In previous year.. funding was requested to *aver
tuition payments.to public school district. educating eligible
Iodise students Item out -of -seat* who reside in bordertown
dormitories. The tuition peiiments Program is being eliminated
in FT 84 (1) betwass,Chosa.students are now espies.) to attend
schools !!this theft home state, and (2) beesese this now
sakes the students eligible teelpisnta for /*eel. Orate and
Depot Aid -types educational support. Increases in impact
Aid funding have not been nade to offset these new demands,
bovevet. ABA the proposed liminerion of Port A (and other)
Title IT protracts will place further strains on Oat. and
local .cbool revenues.

C. Continuing Education. 51.477' 48:121

1,,Eigher education scholarships. 27.157 26.043

Mese ere now terns Higher Education student pants, Compare
to the poor- secondary education funding sad cheeses Ss delivery
slates ea proposed out of rhs Departs u of Edweation. ETA
vented an increase in the scholarship funds, coesidtent with
what DIA identifies as Tribal priority. A decrees* in .funding
was finally requested, however.

2. Special higher education programs. 1.892 1.692

This includes the graduate student grants through Anerican
Indian Seholatahipa. Inc. and the law school greats through
the Anetietn Indite Liu program at VEN. Again, requested
lee in prostate feuds wets redirected into deeressea.

t
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3. Adult oducacton. 4.003 3.123

The SIA's budget request notes that there has been a
reduced tribal demand for this program in :odor of other
programs. Sects. the reduction.

4. tost»secondary schools. 8.181 6.392

Funding La requested for the operation of Udell and for
Ttlit. SIP! will be operated under a contract with Albuquerque
technical Vocational Instigate with student funding taming
through /324'y adults druids' training program budgtt line
(pending the reported finding' of the special =Mord
looking into'cha whole SIM question Adding funds for

an hack igtoothe pons- secondary budget line would still
result is a loss in funding in this area. when ceepared to
the tunding,appropriated is TY 83.

3. Tribally Controlled todunity
Colleges Assistancs'Acc 10.2. 10.201

--The BIA's budget ravage moos: " if appropclatious are
not sufficient to pay the full goods to which the utiSibla tow
malty collages are entitled. than the svallabl* add viii
ha ratably (ale) educed !or tall cadmairy colleges".

23-741 0 - 83 - 26

Coggenurvi Overall. Elk's ladirA education program funding ahowa
a lase of 13.36 pillion. 77 33 P Ii 84. 9.35 Killion of this NM= Can-
be crated to the spacial. =dyed paymom:mad* to aselac in the transfer
of the STA sehmola in Alaska to stats.control. Toe remainder (toured to
neatest Mures. so the sums are me enact) is dtatxtlintsd as follows;
School operations loss, - 2.3 million; Jolasson lm. 0.2 millkom:
and consigning education loss. 3.2 willies.

Also of in ors some comparisons between Ilk and Interior's
budget request as dead torArd to MB. and the budget rogue's which Oa
and the Admfaistracion finally released to the Congress. Lac me neroly sou
one contrsac; STA and Uvulae propoad greater raducctons is School operations
!nada than= finally allowed. AM 821 andkIncerior protege tor increases
Le Cog:tads& education area. increases 41411111 decided co disallow. I think
tha contrast is worth at-ing as is suggests whet the Addaistratton sees as
gydva pro", rola is ten educacten -. mortices to student' is oa-resarva -
cies achobl or attending public achoola on or near reservations; aid, squally
lapestantly. ;orrice. to 'rodent' in elementary and secondary grades.
Ihm programs received lower funding reductions tdadid the'SIA ftsadisf.
is the peat-at:a:dory aod continuing education acea. Remeaber Ulm. when 4 '

the Administracios's treatment of Title IV funding. and condole foc.cbe
elimination of shad program ts rem:1.dd.

w
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II. Economic development and.emplaymeat.

A. Direct emplopent end vocational
training. 22.334 22.641

This program, earned "employment &eel:ranee" in lssr year's
DIA budget request. is approe. 401 of the total funds requested
for 'cosmic develop's= purpoess In FY 56. Adult vocational
training end direct emplememt were funded out of this line
is r: 03. 54magoor that is IT 04, support for studenra attending
SIP! Is also to be absorbed out of this budget.lins. Note
that the funds for FY 84 have opt been lacisseed to afoot for
the increased demand. In scoe cases, rhis ney'sean that a Tribe
viii be forced to egOoes beaten gparettng s Local program or
supporting Tribal sambereubo vent to settled SIFT.

jet. Construction 14.6 14,6

A. School eopprrueclon.

14.6 of the 30,6 requesteefor construction is FT 84 is to i
-be used for edusertooal purposes specifically. rhdecnseron-
tion of the lholor/eador high school at Hopi. This is the
same school proposed for coustrucclou is the FT 03 budgeck
but oo action had been taken on the request es of January 23.
1983. See sad cooper' to school construction under Impact Aid.
be low.

Indian- related Edueatle is the Desert:tent of Education:

Office o5 Itosestary and Secondary Education

A. Compensatory vluestien for the
Disadvantaged ( Chapter I) 3.123.1 3.013,9

Chaps I accounts for 23: of the Department's total budget
is IT 84. Evaluations Moir that Chapteell'ls niacin 505 loots_ t
and that Chapter'L propose are succeeeful. IheAdminIstiffioe
proposes to introduce dIstributiou of these funds through use
of 'voucher systee in 17 84; Secretory gall notes that such
'program "... =peed oppersunicies for paroles of admen-

clooally deprived children to choose schools that best meet '

their needs". Legislation tot the vouchering 'v=041411 muter.
Boy funding of Tithe I programs ( as they once were termed)
In DIA **boat will ba affected by a voncheriss plea is not
haven at this tine.

Decrees** in Chapter I fending for alarm= edueatlea, for
state-agency hondleapped programs, for state - administered
palms for oegletted And delinquent etudes:es. end ie the
funding states are given to operate Chaprer I programs are
proposed. Higrent CEO progress. funded elsewberein the
Department are to be ell2ieeced.
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B. Impact 41d. 480.20 463.00

Payments ac 1001 for 3(a) students ate prop ad. lf s school
disc:ler has 202 or note students who Itmand wboce pareses
work on federal land ( or. In the instance of niliciry students.
whose. p aaaaaa are oa active duty in the armed services). No ..

Ms= for 3(b) StUdalata is planned. FoudA for dist:star coo- 'N

tiegency ere not requested. since there era 'aft/cleat funds
from 71 81 to carry over and *UM any dessads arising In TT 84.
tuadin for throe ann.:ruction projects are requesto, all of
which are located on Indian lands "where the need is greatest".

' Specific faadlng requests are as follows:

Section 3(a) payaants 433.0 446.0

Settle:: 2 plusses 10.0 . 9.0
Disaster contingency 10.0
Construction -' 20.0 10.0

The PT 83 funds have been adjusted downward from the actual
app prtacion; the Adatidatrialea now proposes a 3.0 Wilton
reel slon in cite TY 85 Impact Aid funds. the cur being made to

Seer 2 payments cratusimety.

E. Spec programs sad repulatIons

1.1 ta block greats (Chapter 2). 22.4 430.65

fed for sLiminstbrA from the Ebaptar 2 block grants are
'Aeries of prams aervinti "epeeist populations": Weems'
educational equity, Follow through, soma Territorial educe. 1.,
tioaal eaststanca. career education, iewftreletad edvtation.
and biomedical sciences education programs.'Tba same list
was proposed for elimination in PT 83. byr funding was still
provided by Congress. This year. like last year. the Department
claims chat "goat of these activities can be sail:or:ad-by

Seetas and local school districts from theleblock grant funds(
hence Additional federal monies to food These PrOetta arc not
necessary. Renaming fdads are to be usad.as SSA's determine:

2. Secretary's discretionary funds. 28.763 28.224

. t The Secretary uses these tends to support "sfecifie program
,o national or region/11 significance': Cranes are aide directly
from the Secretary's office co the eligible recipients.

3. harbeaacies and otteace 'dues:lea. i.e. 30.0
A oevinarb/sclance block grant campodeat Is proposed for
Chaprit 2. to help the States ecocide strong oath and science
educ#rlou for America's young people. States may use the funds
to .rain math science teachers, or to assist coemualty efforts

r to upgrade teacher skills.lagtsletton for the program has

'ITOT es. Tribal education programs. or STA are eligible to

been introduced by the Achtirtisexarloo. So far. neither

renciwe thus foods.

D. Title/IT, Indian Education Att. 67.0 1.0

Tole IV and the 0'EP are to be phased our in YT 44. this
starts w/ a 13.0 minion recissIoft of funding appropriated for
to FT 83. ,(See below). The FY 84 requIrst provides enough funding

t
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to close our che remaining giants sod for 524 final veering
of ells NACU.

The break-our of the fondlog toY Title IV programs is as
follows;

fl 83 rt 83 rt 84
actual recital/cm ;annoy/

Part A 49 46 ----
?art 3 13 10 I ......

Parr C 4 4 5 ..
Main. 3 .* 3 1.0

'
107AL 67 51 1.0

The Adcialseratioo mrplaims ch. ceralnacion ( their word) of
this program in the following my:

In'soorerc with the Attalnistrarlou's overall policy
iegarding separate funding for !adieus nor on rVserserioes.
we ere proposing to terminate assistance under the Indies
Education Ace. India* srufleats mad adults loll' continue co
to be eligible for sorties* under other programs such as

r Chas/care 1 and 2,t Vocational and Adair Edmescion, Bilirgual
Education. /space Aid. sod all Swim Aid program. Serbicas
co federally recognised tribes living ou or mar reservarloas
vill"tontisme to be provided by-she Sureau of Indian Affairs,
in reeogoielon of the special relationship home= the
WI= tribes and the fedora/ goveromeue.

Whether the bbles Souse Polley seacemeor !acceded to resrriec
federal services sc.1 to on-reserwarloo contests seminal co
be determined. 1.1111A/I torte*. caraover, char fuadlog raqueseed for
Chalmers I sod 2. for Vocational and Adute Education. for
litingual Education. for Impace Aid and for Student Aid programs
has ac bets **weed upwards. co offset the increase in demand
which the proposed termination of Tide IV will bring shone.
ItA's eduction budese certsinly canner be =peered co absorb .

addreional demands. under the camerae:pees outlined in the

4. presous OteriO4.
..

Il. Office of Bilingual Educaclon and Minority Language Affarre

A. Title VII. ESEA (Bilingual)
1

'
Meade* Aec). ' 134.371 42:034

N4Chsageo are co be propmed be the logislaclea, co allow greater
'arability at the school district - level. This would lee chs
school drotriers design protects which dirsccly meet cheic
=Wears' school-related Language ae

ro
New legislation woulde

allow for'and4laeourage a broad cange program cyclone in
language inscruecion. leeludlm use of rograns whet* all instrue.
don is provided in English *ad none is given is or through elm
ancestral Language. Stronger relWrfor eh* erect -level odueselou
authorities (SSA's) ere also co be encouraged by the legislaclem.
°vault flexibility and efficiency would Allow core goetivs use
of runtime than correctly is the case; heave the p sed reduction
La funding for TT 84, a reducelon alnosc identical co rbe level

ti
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the Admioiscracion requested for FT 83. Congress voted
substantially note funding for VT 83. koa the Adnialattacim
proposes a teelasion.in the FT 83 funds, cutting the FT 83
11*re/41Y/tie* from 44.371.to 92,010 ( a lose of 42.V billion).
2h4 reciallon brings their! $4 request in line meetly vitb the
=Duet ot funding lielc VII will have to spend in FT 83. And
that u4kcs the FT 84 ce4uesc all the :ore 'aims, whet; local
tannage samices ate coneeteed.

Seducattens in services end projects, tequir4d by the teAsaions
in the FT 83 budget and cho cuts to the FY 84 proposal. includes
sliminatio0 of the dmegregaciendrancs (Warded pt inertly cc
urban, oulcilinsual c o n t e x t s ) a n d cerminscloo o f t he,esfeciala, %
development centers. Hatecials developoenc can be hand through.
the vock of a smaller mallet of "super -cancees",whieh expand on
the oath dons by the cesiorsal resource/service cairn pre.
ViagS441WS.

t
8. 8ilingoa2 vecaclooal ndumtion. 1.352 2.50

Fondle; for lilingual Vocational Education has ems through
ths appropriation given to the Voastionit.Educacion Ant, men
though the bolds (and the programs they auppott) have been
adoinistmed through OSEELA. Ihe.Adoinlartation proposes
legislative obsesses which would treat bilingual vocational

education as a special aeccia of Tille VII, ISEt4 evsgastiag a
shift in the emphasis of such presume icon mama:sal training
to language-related Matmetion. The reduction in funding request
for FT 86 cot/eggs this shift. in Part: s lesser demetid on them
funds is now expect/pi. The ceorganitezion of the Votailonal Education
Ace itself, giving note fceedem to the testes to design their ova
vocational program, will mom chat the states can assume rack
teapassibllity foceproviding bilingual vocational services, If
a need for sui progress is cacognited within the scare,

III. Office of Post-Secondary Education.

A. Student financial assistance.

1. Work -study 540.0 850.0

2. Direbt student lams (MDSE) 178.56

3. Pell Grants 2,90608 1.062.3

4. Guaranteed student loans 2.75.4 2,658.3

Ac stake here is a new COOMitiltne by the Depatment of Education
to suppott of pose - secondary education. Secretary jell digotibes
it as :

an approach to student financial sid which caphasites
the self-/stip efforts of needy college studems'm rqgcore
the madition*/ roles of students and families 10 neifin8
college coma and to provide sufficient 'ethical aid to
help overcome rsoaining financial tartlets.

s
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The key phraet effoice. Self -help in this
instance vorks like this: 40Z (QUI= $800) tact be psid
toward the costs of college educatIon by the student and/or
his family Wore an, fedetal assistance can be obtained.
Federal work-study support is increased, to create more
opportunities for "self -hap" jobs. Guy:outage student loans
and Distal Loans fundlss are decreasing, since 'lover demand

for that: funds will be Impacted under ibis system. Pell
Grant funding is decreased in pert, for the same reason. But
Pell Grants are nowco be combined with SE00. and $810
fund', to create a calf -help supplemental package, providing.
additional money as needed to meet college moats altar
fanny self-help dollars sad federal funds bare been coordinated.

Another part of the satf.beIp plan is the Administration's
"educatiod saving, account" plan. Families may open savings
accounts specifically for that: chtldrah's college education.
Interest on the savings is tax-frae. IRS mast be informed
when none, is vichdrawn fTom the account to pay for college 4

aducaTion. Oitbdtavale for otber purposes eliminate the tax -
free status if the.account.

' B. MIliarity poet - secondary assistance.

%sett:tetanal AU (Title III) 130.0r 134.0

'This Includes 4$z0 milliva In Irf'84 specifically
for the historically Black colleges. The F! 83 lava
is slated for an ferrates of 4.0 saltine. end the
historicallyillack oallegas ere due to received
42.0 malign of tbeiadjusted PT 83 soma (134.0).

2. Special programs for the Disadvailtaged I54.7

The FT 84 reduction is justified because, as of F! 84.
tbesa fonds are to be ado available only to colleges
with 501 or more minorrty enrollments. The Department
refers to this as salience of the Administrations "commit-
ment to assigang dissisentsged college students r.

C. FUSE 11.71 6.0

Regulatlogs are to be changed to require a :Witt
matching contribution fres the institutions receiving
TIPS! funding. The reduction In federal funding: doas
not therefore lean a reduction in TIPS! services. or
so they argue:

35(11
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TV. Office 11 Vocational and Adult Eductsion.

A. Vocational Education 812.600

S. Adult Education 95.569

7.161

These progrgna, in affect ara,being phased out in FT St, ig
be caOlaced by funding through,* new Consolidated Vocational .

and Adult Education Act to be pm:Toned-to the Congress thii
.spring. Funding for that programlooka like this:

C. Consolidated Vocations). and Adult 216

bittottoatut , 01.11..m
'

492.639

The new legislacioa allo0e federal useational education
and adult education funding to be block granted directly
to the stales. Men each state designs and funds the kind
of Pcogran(2) which beat neat the vocational and adult edu-
cation needshf this citrems. The auras of the Indian
"sat-4501a" is hot clear. Under similar lees/sties
introduced laSt Wing, a /0% diacreOonary o be
used at the Secretary's 41-motion. was included and jading
programs mIsibe fuoded cur, of that swot. Pundit* woe
optional, not required, under that plea.

The Adatimistretion eiplains the reduction in overall foradiag
Levels .- 908.169 in TT 83. tempered to Z40.00 in FT 84
in this area by reference to the high level of "overmatch"

-between cute and local funding in this toss. That vocational
and adult education is note fedora). educational priority
in also Implied by their propose/.

V. The Mitten can credit plan.

The Administration is ptopoeing 'to let parents treat as to deductions
a:Ott:trice they pay to allow thpir obildten to attend ncisate,
non-profit elementary and secondary school*. 501 (up to $ 100) of mp
the tuition paid in FT 83 can be deducted. The $100 limit increases.
so $200 Inn 84 and to $300 in FT 85 and thereafter. The Adainiatta -
defends this proposal in the following way:

A tam relief Assure is necessary as a mamas of
semi* if (working) familia*, moat of wheal:eve
Incomes of lees than $23,000, are to toutinue to
be able to Jake choices about education.

Such defense is needed. yo2 re61.1. given the strong opposition to
tuition tam credit in= form voiced by the public school lobby
in FT 83 *Win previous years. Tuition talc credit wee.* campaign
promise of ?fa:tient Reeve's; be fulfills the promise by hewing
lagelatioe for is ,Introduced in FT 84.

VI. Federal Support for libraries.

The Administration announces through its FT 84 budget rbquest that
support for public libraries services and for inter - library cooperation
should now roes at the atateami the local ievkla. Suth,support is
more 'rawly the tospresibility of slat* and local authorities.
not federal authorities. Therefore, the Administration sakes to
request for funding for libraries in FT 84.

- .
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VII. Scares of roe Department of Edut,tion.

The section aim& Budgie App:eix describing federal educatioa
acklvicies in Pi 84 begins vi these words:

The education acciviciee included in be following
accounts will be proposed for reessigameec to appro-

. 4 ,priata esseucive deparemence and agaucies pursuamc to
reorgenimacion legislation co be submicred ac a lacer
tins. .

This is why the education budget is described i% terms of activities
lad 22g is Car= of a deperusental budget. The Depertmear itself
comence as follows on this issue:

The Preside:Lc maintains ch. belief chat educacion is
primarily a Steck local and private responsibility and ther
Yederal imvolvemeng in education has over cbe lase liens,
years, grown coo broad in size ar4 scope. for this reason.
ohs President will continua to consuls with the Congress to
develop a proposed structure time is more appropriate to the
federal rola.

Thpbresing is much noti.optialstic and much leas aggressive than
last year's open assertion %bac the Depart:mac is to be germinated.
The Administration-goes on co note that che proposal hes nor been
worked our in detail; so chats is room for discusaioe and negotiation
from ail interested parties.,

Demaeuterve I have made several comp/nes about specific proposals
and ' choir effeccran Indian educacioalsrvices throughout this
section. TPA 'tension is = serious. viewed as a whole. Tribes remain
inkligibla for ANY of the Deparamec's monies block - granted to the
Stages. The TI 84 Pudgem preposea more programs co be operated in

a C01411 of stace.cence block-grants./Stace-centered block greats meta
char 'races sac prfort 40 and determine eligibility of adueacionel
eacitial seeking funds 'der rheas priorities. Where Tribes and Tribal
educatiesal incereace will aiand under chose circumscascas is at base
unclear.

The a ass on 'self help" is educaciae is ea n several pieces:

e[
ch. rSe satioa of federal higher education sea rt, for onai chi
tuition credit, for emohat. The proposals are lecereeclaf, bpc
disregard cbe fete that fedital services in education is a right where
chi Tribes are concerned; char ripe is violated when Tribes and Indian
parings are forced to subscituck chair own funds for federal dollars.

Noce char Use year's dabace on the '&1:decree/ea of Title IV
will nor need to occur chi* year ( ac lease nec in the same form). rha
whets program is to be *prepped. Here, as alsevheitsreduccioaa ate
made assuming cbac ocher program,. will absorb cha slack. The polar is,
the ocher program ( Impacc Aid, Chapters 1 and 2) are nor being increased
co offeac these new demander and note seriously, Tribes have no assurance
chat the particular needs of chide acudencs will be addressed through
services provided by these programa. Tribes can begin answering chic
quescion by reviewing whether they hews received services in education
through these programs in the peer..
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$3
Indian education in Determent of Health 411,0unen services

I. Read Start 989,00 1,051.00

Seed start projects will receive additional 42.031111m
to alley mote students to ba served by these projects. An
additional 7b.0 million hes been added to the budget, to
cover the colts of,nutritious seals tornerlypaid for
through a telsbursasent fro* chi Department of Agriculture.
Sone technical assistance end training earvices vill
be funded out of °EU; other monies tormerly isimesfitsd for
training mad c.a, purposes vill be roiled into the regular°
geed Start budget in TT 84, to help offset the costa of
inflation.

el
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notification of Program and Pekiimence

'a

O.

Activity: dun Se ices
Subectivirr Social Services

'A. Velfare Aoki:mance

(Dollai

PT 1983 .

President's

Amounts in

Fr 1984
' 8444i

go

Thousende)

11 1984
Estimate

Inc. ( +)

or
Dec. (.) ._Budget

Orento (4) 80.300 80,300 84,700 +4,400

B. All Other Social
Services () 18,364 18,364 . 18,033 -309

OPPE-P) 334 334 l 324

arra 4) 379 379- 367 -12

--"---t'
Total Require:mu ($),

(flE -P)
98,664

334
98,661

'334

102,733
329

44,091
3

(rrzsr) 379 379 367 -12

tribe/Avec? Operations (Sr 16,260 16,344' 1, 1f,288 236

Am Offices 0i:orations (8)

a Ceetral Office Staff

1,684 0.404

1

ti 1,347 -33

Operation, .420 420 420 1.11M

Other Indian Services
I

.
4

Programs: ($) 80,300, 80,300 84,700 44,400

Vs/fare ;rears IS) {(72,600) (72,600). (77,000) (44%400)

Indian Child Velfsre' 1.

Grsnts (7,700) t (7,700). (7,700)
1 e

Velfere Grants

Amthorissrion: 23 U.S.C. 13 (Tbs Snyder Act of fovember 2, 1921) Otbe basic
authority under which the Secretary provides sArvires to federally recOgaised
Iodises. It irtmder rhis authority that Welfare %ears are provided.

Objective: To provide;
.

1. General assistance grants to eligible adult Indiana sedIndien
a families:

.
vo

a
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Childlollara assistant* hot Indian Childtan la obod of eats outside
choir bolo.

3. letscollanstna assistant" for indigent burial servit* and enersoncy/
di aaaaaa oosds.

4. Indian Caildlifelfar* doe Title II grants to Indian Ira*s for family

and child Orriall programa.

Dos* Programs Dollars assistont* groats are provided to tribal menhir* living
oa oc mar resetotiou and La ttibel jutisdittioso in OkIshoma ooly lf th*
reeipieat satabliabe* cod and tame obtain adoistaaca frost sot Iota
public M2fan agoras'. fta souse of seslatarie* provided to an individuil
ac folly is dettealuad by appl.ias the amino*** stoodarda of tbo 'tots la
which the raelpiast resides.

In the Sonata Cooler** 'mote oa the 17 1962 Supplemental, lassysogo yea provide
which propood chit the Bureau coda** possum, in those S which pay loos
than 100 poteaat of the Stata-**Liblishad standard of need. ft directed that
Bursas paranate shall refloat ohs *me percontago reduction as applied by the
Scatila fehis mat folialta s "'vision of tbo Bateau's Social Servits regulations
La if 1933 to accamoodata to *host.

Foss typos of grants /contracts ass available co crib*s and erfbel ambit*.
they are:

B. Cenaral.Aasistaneolw Couaists of (1) ditto fInonei*X assistmt* to families
4A4 individay living erpassas Dot chaos whose taco** La btIow scats
otamdarde, (2) monmendioai issatitatiocal oc asscodtal tare foe incweitatad
adults, (3) omegas lath ttibes to rad Tribal. Verb Sxparients Programs tisre)
Cooral assistance roc/pilot' who work on tribal projects =dot NIP roasts'
$55 pet month for wok related toots over thole solfste entl.elsmotst.

B. Child VOIsra issistaucs - Provides for the tots of tart Dot childtop who
ate abandousi, aftisetod, oc Imadicapled. Finding is to pay Tot the costs of
(i) folly bootee Wes *era, (2) small pimp cars. or (3) tom/diarist cart to

requital.

C. IfisceLlaaeouss Aasisiants - Pays foe the burial expenses of Indians oho din
/*digest oc mhos, survivors caner afford fumptal "yaws. This fund is also
owl to hap tribes out costs associated with natural diostats and telatod
torgenclos.

D. Indian Child Vellora Mc Cranes As suthorinad by P.L. 95-600, Scants
funds co Indian esti)** to establish had °post* tndi.n child sad folly sot-vice
ptosra** such ass a systma of,/ittneiog oc tiptoeing Indian f sod adopti
hats; facilitias lot th* tounsolird and troscordt of Indian !aniline and
toaporary custody of Indian oh/Ideas; hoomakat service's day tars: sftarathool
care, foreatioos1 activities; aoloroot ttaining of ttilosl court personnols
adottva subsifiem; legal-repttlearatioot and orhac such projects.

The anomie of $7.7 vinion for'Ind?..sa Child welfare
loots to: 1103

doss not renter r4t additional 2.0 gallon approptta:td iv Centro*
for shit purpose L4 rf.03. Once again the adnial ttttt ion is proposing
nor to fund child welfare programs fee Urban or :non "*'deadly

3.1a111AVA Yq03 1811
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ItleRTS PIOTICTIO%
Ft 84 FEDERAL =WET

PROPOSALS

This report strmarins and comments on the Depaitrent of Intenor
proposed funding level of Indian Rights Protection program for FI 04.

The federal gwearament as trustee for Indian people has a !Jamie
responsibility to cantse and protect Indian propertyand Amaral
resources. The *rim offices within the-government-tbet-erestsepon-
sibiolfor carrying out the trust responsibility are the DIA, the
Department of interior Solicitor, and In Department of Justice.
These offices provide legal representatic or advinetechnical
svport services and a problemssolving staff to resolve% !hr..
seventy (70) lawsuits that have been filed to date ender this program.
The program is broken down into sebactivities described below.
Funds under each subacti4ity are allocated on a priority basis,
baied upon the relative (aspartame and urgency of the controversy
being negotiated or litigated. The majority of cases being
fended udder the program are water cases. The prevent administration
has put a high priority on settling outstanding Indian water claims.
(A. Water Policy Advisory droop wee formed by Secretary Watt, Dept.
of Interior, to spearhead negotiated settlements for more tharr.flitr-
(30) outstanding Indian water claims.) The affieladstratioes preferene
for Indian Tribal govesnmente to assert water rights, or other
challenged rights, through negotiation has led to a conflictof
interests brewmas the government as trustee and a number a! tribal
governments whose intereseimay best be protected through litigation
of their: rights. "

Following is an anlaysis of each of the subactivities ender the
Indian Rights Protection program, and the effect the proposed
PT 84 funding,level will have on adequate representatict of
tribal government interests.

Ft 83 Fr 84
TRUST RESPONSIBILITIES, FINAL MODEST

I. Indian Rights Protection

A. Litiget44 Rapport 1,762 . 1,762

This subeotivity provides funding for information and evidence
gathering required for litigation involving Indian rights issues.
where the, federal meemment, or the Indian tribal government.
defeadethe challenged rights. Despite the approximately
$5,niSlina Meth of funding requests by tribal governments under
this category Morn 83, it was not increased for IT 84.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PIM SLOUSSIIS

Maintaining this peogeem at the IT 03 level vill have a titanic effect
on the settlenent aaaaa oases fcc the folicsing seasons.

1. this admin1 ccccc Loot* push to settle Indian %meet claims t
through 4090Ci0iiO4 is slowing down while tribes busts
decision by the Somme Coact on vbethet aaaaa ljutisdiction

' is the peones toms foe litigating Indian !ghee. If
these is a favorable decisiat, tethes_Pay_ptefez ter- litigate --
tathet than negeifite settleeenta.

2. Peeing' as a :selection of this slowdown, the Department el
rn,eelot has teduced the Mates Resource. autectivIty that
falls min the Natural ASSOUTCOS 'Magee.

MaTMaat. otdOtsavatd 0*.VICIOP$62121

watee Policy Implementation. 4.950 9, 642

This west program provides funding fee technical studies 04
sea* Ices to assist tribes obtain favorable negotiated
vete: settlements, ere fee vat's development plans. Undet this
peosaft, if a tribes decide, to atop negotiations and pursue
litigttiOn, then the funding foe chats technical studies still
have to come under the Litigation Suppose category within the
Indian Nights mutation program. In FY $3 these este appeosimately
$3,700 coquette got water policy implementation. If mote tribe.
opt for litigation. the ccmpecition will be intense under the
Litigation Support category. Tribes ace very dependent on
funding tot technical studies in order to adequately protect
thels ights. Sy not increasing the Litigation Support
cattier_ tribes will have to delay resolving the!: vat*:
eights foe many mote yeas because they will not be this to
Peened. with ticigacico until they can afford to complete
technical studies that are necessary to adequately ptotect
theft in

B. hermensys fees 750 1,540

This tublictivity provides funds foe private attoemeys tepee/eating
etibal Ince:este when theta is s conflict of !neatest with fedatel
govetment teptesentstion. Tsibal tenuests engirt this category in
PT $lamseapptoximately $t.900. The peoposed increase will nem even
accommodate Ott of last years tensest., lee alone allow foe the
passibility of additional requests If theta is a !evocable Swum.
Coat decision to toasts] jurisdiction, mentioned above.

# , 4
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C. Unresolved Indian Rights Issues 630 2,000

0
This tabantiVity initially addressed 4 broad spectrum of rights issues
not under 22:194tiOd. The emphasis is auppost to be on obtaining
satisfactory resolution. usually by negotiated Settlesents.of issues
addressing, 'song others, water rights, minerals tntry, treSpasa, title
questions, removable resources, pollution problem*, and activities which
endanger reservation persons or property.

IPo pot be misled by the large inoreSso in this category. The $1,370
was made in order to handle An additional 4,0030 cases

( spproximately 900 issue') from the Statute of Limitation* category that
has been proposed to be phased out in %he FT Os :maget. During rt $3
there were tribal scouts for approximately $1,274 ender this category.
These requests will now havt to compett for priority funding with the
8,000 additiorli Statute of Limitations claims.

D. Stttute of Limitations 2,400

lb* funding authority tot rtsolving the Statuti of Limitations Cletus
has been transfused to the Unresolved Indies m...its Issues category.
Obviously, this will result in less 'funding to quckly resolve there
claims.

E. RUftt1119 and Fishing Rights 1,650 2,000

most of the money in this suhaetivSty is for teChnical 446 collection to
be used for litigation support of bunting and tithing rights and to develop
management and enforcement capabilities. The !startups under this category is
:tautlye of £7 83 tribal requests.

ft --TrlbOlgency-WerAtions--- 2,021 4,891

She increase under thi's subactivity reflects this savisistrstioes emphasis
to provide greater flexibility end invoice:um* of the tribes in the operatiens
that directly affect the protection and wenagement of thti: rights end
natural resources.

si
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rum. YEAR 1986 'MAN HALTS SUDOET NEWS

(tor more Information, please cootaet Linda Sossert/

Indian Health Services

Despite ;congressional refusal to go along with similar reovests the past two
years, the administration has once aglin proposed that the Community Health
Representatives and Urban Indian Health progress be eliminated. Also proposed for
elimination, despite Congress' clear interest In their continuation are the health
professions reerultnent projects and nrwheattb.schoJarships included ender tha
-1ftellen-Health Macpiee-piFillin of the Indian Health Service budget.

According to a statement Issued by.Health and Rumen Services Secretary Rickard
Sthweiker on ;Sonar? 31, the administration's total request of 5720 Pillion is sn
increase of Sgt million over the FY 1983 program level of 5698 million. The
administration Pas assumed that some 868 million of this total will be me, by Hit
col-leetFons of reimbursements from orlvaee health insurers of Indian peeve served
at INS 'acilives an- from Pedicare and medicaid.

Using the dame argument posed last year, the administration dubbed the CHR program,
"primarily a sonpotient are aecivity ' Although the administration's figures show
that eliminatlersof the program would result in a S25 million cut, In FY 1983 the
program received a 525 million line item aPprdoiation with SA million in addition
coming from the INS hospitals and times budget to finance the Imergeney medical
Services pOreiOn of CHA activities. The administrocion has asked that this $4
million be eliminated as well. Although approximately the seam amounted money
has traditional!. supported the ENS activities performed by CHR's, the administration
instead called the appropriation a one-time "special emphasis program."

The administration also repeated its rationale in seeking discontinuation of the
urban Indian health program. FT 1983 appropriations report language regarding the
program stated "The adminiscration...also stated that the projecti may be funded as
needed, through the Department's health block grants, or ether services. However
testimony before the committee made it clear that health block grant funding will not
be available unless the project had received prior year funding from the block grant
programs, which none had received..." Nonetheless, the President's bud at proposes
elimination of the urban progeanandar the assumption -tat '"nreinfilheve on RiTrIT
will be eligible for services funded with alternative resources, such as block
grants to states and other state and local funding Apr health services."

And although !NS' health marpower situation is reaching crisis proportions, the
President's budget seeks a eduetlon of 51.5 million 14 the Indian health manpower
program through eliminating ehe health professions recruitment programs (INACD and
the MPH programs at the universities of California, Oklahoma, North Goalies, and
Hawaii) as well as providing no new scholarships (although those to students already
pursuing a degree would be continued/.

Indian Health Far:lit:es

The only facilities money reovested by the administration-would provide 5200.000 for
repairs to the IP: hospita. at Lawton. Okla. Neither the President's budget
justification nor Secretary Sehwelker's statement offer an explanation as to why ho

41(;)
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toner wags requested for new hospitals and ettnits. However, departmental offtsiels
have statp that no funds were requested for the three hospital locations previously
aparopriated planning and design money (Sacaton, Ariz.. Rosebud, 5.0., and Crownpnlot,

ntaauso the projects are still in the pianning,qtagt. (litor2.htle, the tribes

.;.voived have 'complained that the fact they and still in the planning stage fseot
the result of tardiness on their part, but rather the slowness w th which the
department has made their planning funds available once they were appropriated.)

A comparison of FT 1963 IHS budget figures and the amounts requested by the President
for FT 19114 is as follows:

Indian Health Services (In Tbousanas of Dollars)

Clinical Services:

AMOUgt Available
Pty 190

rir 1964

President's 'teeniest

Hospital and health tlinic program 5387.6 5426.4
Dental health program 21.0 23.2
Hellcat health program CS 9.4
Alcoholism program 21.2 22.5

.maintenance and repair 8.3 8.3
Contract care 130.3 139.2

Preventive health:
Sanitation 16.1 16.5

Public health nursing 8.9 10.0

Health education 2.5 2.7
Cormuntty Health R Ives. 25.0 --

lremnizetion .5 .5

Urban health projects
2,

6.0 --

Indian health manpower 5.8 4.2
Tribal management 2.6 2.6
Program management 53.2 54.6

Indian Health facilities

Hospitals: new and rtliatenent 6.7
wodernication and repair .2
Outpatient care facilities .2

Sanitation facilities 14.0
Personnel quarters . 14.0

comscruN - iriSCA4 YEAR 11114 IROIAli HEWN mar HEWS

To correct the statements an pages 22 and 23regardirl Indian health
sentqatehtPe. the President has requested no new scholarships with tht. exception
oL s400 000_10 preutde for 70 nurasno achoiarship .

41 -
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aemINISTRATIOD 80OcET PROPOSALS FOR FY 1344

4
ARES: SOCIAL ARO ECONOMIC 02y2L0eReic

4C(ACV: NHS /OFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPmEAT SERVICES (NOS)

PROGRAM: ADMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS (ANA)

The Adesinistretion Is proposing 322.4 million No food grants to NISIVG
Auerican popurasions to help "achieve the gest of social and econonle self -
sufficiency." This level is a reduction of 33.6 Willa* from she estinsted
level for 1983. In addition to the requested funding level, the Adninistrl -
%ion is proposing to have the puree*/ of Indian Affairs est./ally administer
the grants as early as April of 1983. The &Ministration Is also proposing
that grants so non.federelly recognised Tribes be phased out over a 3-year
period.

Total Requested fort
Financial Assistance Grants S22.466.000
Training t Technical Assistance S -0-
Research t Demonstration S -0-

. (dollars In thousands)
1983 -84

Bodge: Comporgsast 1982 Actual 1983 Est, 1144 Est. Oiff. (a f-)
Financial AsSiSalf/C4

Grants 26,246 , 26,300 22.444 - 3.634
Training i Technical -

Assistance 975 1,000 -0- - 1,000,
Research d Demonstra-

tion 604 700 -0- - 700

I

23-741 o - 83 - 27

A

V

r
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AGENCY. Department of Interior. SIA
Department of Transportation

PROGRAM: Construction

a.

The Service is requesting $78.3 dill= for construction in lises11984.
$80.8 niilloa less than the liscal 1983 apitopriation. The proposed prom
include* 36 projects in 29 areas which 411 upgrade water and sewer siesta*.
improve Site protectionand electrical system. rehabilliate National Perk
Service owned concession facilities, and preserve historic buildings. The

SWAM of the fiscal 1984 request is less then the fiscal 1983 appropriations
in part because no rood related construction is included in the postale.
The Satiate Transpottation Assistanfe Act of1682 (P.L. 97-424) authorizes $100
million in fiscal 1984 lot Varicella Peek Service toed rehehilitsion and conerruction
to be iunded .fton the Oighwey Trust Fund. ThiaAet also node 575 million in fiscal 1983.
Coegreas appropriated 566.6 million to the Natives/ Path Service let road projects in
Siegal 1983. Since these projects can now be funded iron the Ilighway Trust Fund. the
Adedniatration is submicting a liscal 1983 reactivates' with the 1984 budget her the road

remain with the Se lee Lot unbudgeted ergency firsem
projects apprOpcinted to the National Park Servic mount will be $63 6

9 million. allowing $3 milieu to re
costs incurred in fiscal 1982.

Taking into account the proposed fiscal 1983 rescission and the funds made available
in the Tromportacies Act. the Service will hate 5167.5 aillice available for
construction projects in YT 1943 end 5178.3 million in FT 1984. an increase 01
$10.8 million.

For Indian reeerveries roads, out rhs Righwey Trust Fund. $75.000.000 for the
fiscal year ending September 30. 1983. and $100.000.000 per liscal yeas for each
of theliscel years ending September 30. 1984, Septenher 30, 1985 and September 30.
1986. On Oorober 1 of each liscal year. :he Secretory shall allocate the sums
authorized to be appropriated Lot such Lionel year lot Indian reaervacion roads
according to the relative 0004$ 01 the various reservations as jointly identified
bjithe Seerstzry and Secretary of interior.

41;)
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AG eft Department of Interior. DIA

PROOAME Economic Develossent Program and Employment Programs

The FT 1984 request is a 00C decrease of $3 million es compared co the Ft 1483 budget
level. ?acetone of this decrease are reflected in the reordering of local priorities
for the Employment %valor-ant end the Credit and finance program.

Toe itSUSSE of $46.3 million for Self Determination Services includes 14 increase
of $9.4 million over the IT 1983 bmiger level. Included are increases of $6.4
minion fee CMGreGE Suppett and $3.9 million for Self-Determination Cranes. The
Smell Tribe. initiative is continued at the first yeer level (Ff83) of.$5
The amount appropriated for rt 1982 is 2.5 million. The PT 1984 request includes
s planned level of $10 =Ili= for continuation of the Hyena's PT 1983 Economic
Development initiative. VT 1982 *mount is $5 nillien.

The 14012091e development initiative encourages development of tribal 'anomie.
=eh less federal assistance and more dosses/ate on the private seetar for
entrepreneurship and capital. outlays. The =all tribes initiative ptevidite
funds to =ell tribes for developing a *sore manegenant" capability to assist
them in 'connate development and to carry our.chlir governminril activities.

Smell Tribes toittattve

-

S=111//;b4:ellenagmemer

(Dollar amount in Thousands)

President's nudger Tatiana
IT 1983 Fl 1984 hese Ff 1984

$ 5.000 $ 5.000 $ 5.000

Objeerivet To provide anal tribes (1400 and 'tat copularleD) uSED tote-oonoEcutne
capse.kility to enable Eh= to administer tribal affairs end proses= In s competent
and responsible =mats.

Des. Program The Smell Tribes Management Initiative, scarred in ft 1983 virb a
$5 milliom dollar budget. is intended to sealer ell eligible tribes over s five-
yew peeled to establish and maintain gonad cure-manegenent capability. fate-
nonage:eve capability may consist of Mat= ccccc ivs/business nenegement. bookkeipins.
and clerical functions.

This initiative is intended to ascot small tribes enovercene acteinincestive-
1420800lor Trilblaas divot, allelethit such tribes to exercise a greeter degree of
self-determinatioa. Eligibility for participation in the small tribes usnagement
'Initiative prose= depends upon individual tribal population; indiviuel tribal
resources; tribal meassenant needs es identified by audits and verb:moss= criteria;
tribal geographic location factors sod other factors pertinent to tribal need. for
tribes virle s population of Isms then 400, program funding it =pecan, linked to
those tribes which enter Into a coesoccium virb other smell tribes in their use.

tore nenagement giant funds *ay be used co pappiament ocher available resources
such es tribal income. self -Jecteminerisn greats or tenacity bundles grants
funded by ocher *pasties.

C
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Sermonic Devolvement Pressen (Dollar MAURO in Thousands)

?residues Budgie
FL 1983

Economic Development 10.000

Prograa

Estimate
Fr 1984 Base FT 1984

10.000 10.000

Objectives Provideecenditinal italics to Indigo trite' for the purpose of:
(1) iniciating business development of tribe/ resources; (2) eateureging non-
federal iftestoaar: sad (3) promocing sound bespeas principles.

Bade Programs The Economic Devilefteee Program begins in PT 1983 with a request
of Si0 million. The major purposes of these eataic development greats are
(a) to provide equity espies1 for the establis r or expandion of Locally
decermined economic comp:Lass: (b) serve as an ieducemear when tonbiaft pith
s tribe's financial and other resources to privet, sector investment
capitol for the develops's: of a tribe's tecourcesi and (c) reduce crithidependeace
on the federal gammen: over the long cerm through economic development projects
which contribute to s stable private sector reservacise etonony.

Specific economic development activities to be financially assisted sea 'selected
fro* tribal proposals generated by this program. In additive to economic feasibility
pantry criceria for selection include s finismial comoitmene by the ipplyiee
tribe, =mit of leverage provided by ton- federal capital, the fiftieth
responsibility and 'Assignee: capability of che proposed enterptise, the amount
of esployaent and income eensteted and aspiration of business einegemeat free
tribal potitical r**eftees. The $10 stilton will be used to nate ahem 50 greats.
The liftman great will be p5,000 and the =einem grant will be $500,080.

Each grant is to provide no more than 25Z of the projected capital of s given
proposal, with the balance to moo from the grantee and from nom- federal soirees,
aiftet levereis projects viii be given prefetente.

The bureau will assess the potential success of each proposed eotoePtioo by
considetine the attributes of she efterftene, the reserve:1ft. Ova proposed
management *pm's, lad the overall feasibility of the eicerprimd. Salftear data
is to be collected sod "volumed in order to ftelyte and improve the escablishenne
mad management of new of COCktintlin$ enterprises. The Bureau sal ale' provide
technical ass/seance to gtantees where necessary to help mouse success sod to
support the business and namesake= scones of Indian eatrepeneurs. In addition.
a portion of the requested funding will be used for assisting epplicants in planning
and evaluating the economic potential of proposed projects. ,-

Examples of projects for which 'commit devatopeot funds could be awarded stet
(1) =Grey resource at ventures that would develop and utilise cribs]. tacural
teseureses (2) the establiehmeot of a tribally-waft and/or operated shopping
Ctn.!: (3) assembly plants which would utilise high labor requiems:es: (4)
fishery processing operations and (5) tinbet processing enfttprisse that weld
develop tribally-owed renewable teem:rtes. ,
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Credic and Fimancina (Dollar AAOUSICO he Thousands)

President's Budgie Estimate
FT 1983 FY 1964 Base Fr 1984 cucteasc

Credit And FInrcing 5,173 5,173 5,022 -151

Objaerive: To' moist Indian tribe*, Indian organizations, Individual radians, and
Alaskan Natives to develop and minx* choir ova resources for business and aconcsie
Lap:oven.= chrough bust:Inas and (MOW:di develop:tag Loans under the Indian -

Financing etc; sad to swat then in obtaining financing Iron other sources for
che sane purpose.

lass trotter:: Unctiployusnt and a lack of local busineesea hava resulted in lose
Indian taanrvacions being areas of poverty. Tribes cannoemertsagc their trust
land as security for loans: and the lack of state Jurisdiction over met reecrva
rice. discourages pcivaca lenders Iron lashing loans to Individuals. To help
alleviate this situation Congress authorized progrfts co nibs loans for business
enterprises ac a reduced interest rata and to guaranty loans from the pcivaca
rector to encourage further lending. $lia and FRi mill partieipsto In Kee of
the lover risk low Fresno oporacions brulve assisting Indians on or near
reesmariOus in obr.inlig financial uslatsacc -om )asks and ocher finehcial
lending sources in the pcivaca sector, Including loans gusrancaed undar che
Loan Guaranty and Insuranea prograk; working with other federal funding sources
on developing marmite eiterprises on Indian ceservations; administering the
Indian Involving Loan FUndi providing assigtants in the adalaistracirnfof tribal
reIending programs: providing credit asaistanca to Indian borrowers and formic
grantees: evaluating proposed lave:mimic venoms; pad monitoring and tollectlan
loans ends by chi Sure:in.

it is urinated about 741 loans totaling $35.7 villion will be sada in FY 1963
and about 60 loins totaling $30 million in IT 1984 for business ancerprisca.

Ogi
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ACCSCI: dUD

PROGRAMS When Develops:tit melon Cgants (MAD)

Section 119 of the Sousing and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended, auth-
orizes manes to cities and mho counties ohich age expetimmlog severe economic
d cccccc s to help stimuLete economic development activity needed to aid ,Szt 4040bie

tecovery. Assistance may ha provided to committee which meet minimum steadied*
of physical. economic of fiscal direr's. have demonstgaced resales to 'avoiding
housing fog persons of by and 1604=ata income; and have don uttered gesults to
providing equal oppottuntcy to housing and employment fog low sad sodomite Mame
Femme and nembets of minority groups. The Sousing and Comunity Development Ade
of 1980 mended Section 119 to includa Indian Tribes ea eligible mettles to receive
MAD funds. Ihd Budget peoposes an eyproptlecion of $196 million fog FY 1984. vitich
together vith as estimated $224 stilton of onobligated fonds dafatted Stan 1983 and
$36.0 million of tecsmuted funds, viii mmult in 1984 obligetitras of $476 nillion.

Total Moja Requested: S196 million
Deferred Fy 1981 fundm 244 million
lacsptureC funds: 36 nillion

Fogel &misused fog
PT :984 $476 million

The admininetecion has temested no funds to 1984 fog the economic development
ezelettzee MoStnts edminlmeered by the Emonic fiessimment Admittsegation. Fonda
fog State and local vommueity and economic development megrims are available through

Buzz Frolerr.4 Administered by ebe Depose:me of lousing and Urban Development.
Specialized assistonce fog rural areas viii continue to In available through the
Farmers Some Administmetft.

=NCI: Department of Comm.. Economic Develop:ism Admitlactacion

PROGRAM: Mimotity Bost:teas Development Agency

Apptopristions through the Stmotity Business Development Agency fog Indian Proems
sumegamant and technical assistance in Mines' development has temained st the
ems level of Ft /983 $1.6 million and FY 1984 81.6 nation.

ACSACY: Snail Business Adminiseteclon

2c the budget proposals, SBA's local and c economic development company mostmes
(Moon as the 3011303 proggams) would he funded mt $230 million, the oasis level as
Is Pt /981, but 21s times the Mel of PT /982. ?meads of a Section 33 deoencuts
shell be used to mist an Identifiable smell business concern to finance plant
construction, commission on expansion, including the acquisition *eland. muting
buildings and leasehold testaments. 0

The rY 1982 budget proposals call fog footling SBA's smell business LIWIStid= company
Proggam at $20/ million, again the sans level as to FY 1983 but S40 million mote than
to FY 1982. Small business investment companies, licensed and se:mimed by SBA,
errand equity financing to peon/sing mall companies and thus enable chose small
fires to increase implement.
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Ssall Soothes. Altsini ion (contlouodl)

The budgec will also amble SSA to eoncinua ire brood suppotc to sine:icy small
basin ; S8A's assistance to such companiks will cocal $492 oilllos in Ft 1986.

The budget proposals total gusa[ceed Weisees loon ft:heti:orlon ec $2.4 biLlioas
sgein :ha oast as TT 1983. The FT 1984 budget proposelp would eitmlsore Di:elates
loons sods direccly by cbc Aoency, exoepc aor a $41 militia direcc loon adthorixacial
co help chose snail bueloese invest:sot ocripanies Which 'aka loans to also:icy-owned
snail firma.

Funding of the 7(j) program will increase by $S million above the current year's
lavel during FT 1984. Ibis $1S oillios will ba used to provide prolossionsl cos-
mic/0g Co minority boob:oases in situation* requiting prof's:plena expertise.
The major protiom of 7(j) will be toed to essisc 8(0) program firs* and to prepare
!Lima for compecicive existence .fist lesvins the pioarsa. 7(1) consultddli provided
Co non-8(a) flaw viii eseisc direct loan clients and minis:icy-owned firms requiring
profeasioual conaulciag expertise.

business pavaloPonc Expose (8W) le utilised co provide 8(e) firm* etch funds to
pm:oboes aqUitsent chic is nedessory for p.Ofeosanca of s specific 8(e) conccecc
and is also utilized co pay for sacerial caeca, sort up, learning and aides-absorbed
isdirecc expenses, sons or all of which ars Mahar than :tuts normally iscurted by
coupe:Wire firns.

eft

ACTUAL ESTIMATE =MATE
FT 3982 FT 1983 Ft 1984

o. of Contratcs .r 3.970 4,600 4.600
value of Awards 31.892.000.000 82.300.000.000 51.200.000.000
Amount of BD! 6,168.768 20.000,000 15.000,000

" The number of contract awards in FT 1983 is estinaced et 6,600 whioh is an lacrosse
iron 3,970 for Ty 1082. The projected Lac:ease in colic:acting will not desists from

sweat:scion on prograa deeelopoant. This should :souls in an improved quality
of' 8(e) fizz' with cora substantial conies: opporcualtias to be utilised for develop-
0440 purposes.

8(s) Company Program Porcfollo: Oudot the Agency's 8(a) program. SBA servos he
prime sons:actor Jo:Jr:dorsi goods end newtons sal chen suborns:acts to socially
nod ecooceically disadvantaged soon, firms, noes of which ire minority awed. port*
IT 1982, the S8A portfolio of oppr000d 8(a) fires was 2.225. During this sons Naiad
1,350 flaw received 3,970 eontreocs for approximately $1.9 halloo. The anciciperei
level of S(s) progras subconccacciag is estimated et epproxisacely 82.3 billion for
TT 1983 and IT 1984.frms an ectlet coupanp portfoilo of 1,900 earPanios. 9iesoncIT,
one out of every two cospanies coneliefod for 8(a) prostsx participation is approved.
Mew sorries Co the 8(e) program duriag FT 1984 will emphasize amnions:Lag and
constructloo (senate contraccors) firms.

Developsesesselecance 7(j) Program: Section 7(j) of chi Snail Boalmees Act provides
for financial ssalersocl CO public orgeolsecione co rovide technical or saoagement
&oilstone* CO firms decorous:1 CO be socially and eso lcally disadvantaged.

ACTUAL ESTIMATE ESTIMATE
FT 1992 FT 1783 it 1984

I of Businesses Nisi:nod 3,420 6.840 10,260

4
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ti

ACTUAL "CSTIN6TE tsrsmirs
Ft 1982 Fl 1983 Ff 1984 0

4
$3.797,399 510.000.000 513,000.000

,

3,420 6,840 10.260

One half of the $13 million requeseed for Ft 1934 vill be sat aside to aesiac only
chose fires der d to be owned and coacrolled by socially economicaltydisadvapeased
.indivIduals 1983 and 1984 %Ill ass 44 Increase the *umber of alooricy
Youstnesaeloaaaisted and che quality of assistants provided.

Procurftaar sad Thebnimal Aselataaca: Its basic objecti ve of the Procurement sad
Technical Aseiscanms program is to assure enall business a fair share of Coveransne
procure ant kra sale* through the Trine Conerecra aselecence. getural Resource S4141
Agerscamaa. SoUCOACESCCIAS Assistance *ad Certificate of Competency program. Tbe

`egos I award an eseinpred $140 billion ro 0.5. business firm in FY 1984:

4. .. 1982 1983 Change 1984

Procurtnene and
1,0001
t

Technical Assistance $ 9.342.484 $ 9.912,000 + $191,000 S 10.

itanageaene Asaleceacer The SBA's Ma;agemeat Assistants ?reruns arc dealg to

adr.s, cbc predominare came of moat small bum -saes failures - inadequate as 'al

expertise.

Unagenent Assieranee

1982

29.44,691

19883

$ 5440,000

`I 42
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Abhrttr$TRATION OWLET PROPISALS FOR FY 1984

ahEA: HOUSING A40 GONNONITv OEVA.01,migT

waxy/ OEPART.SIT OF ol0uS14G AMO GROAN DEAL KENT

PROGRAnt MAK ROUSING 'oh
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Legislation will be proposed for a new Indian housing Program which will
involved FAA conies. i , grants to assist in the developmene and

i arming of housing and water and sewer faciliti and housing payment

certificates to reduce housing edses.Wweligible i income Indian families.'

The proposed system is a departure from the present p lie and Indian housing
programs and will supplant the current method of provi Ing Indian housing
which tly relies on hoordinecing the efforts of MO, 61A and IRS.
The proposed program. entitled the "Indian Housing Grants" program, would
provide eligible Indian Tribes. as the administering agency, with the
flexibility to use funds provided as "fmantend write downs" to reduce
housing developmene costs; for IS-year housing payment certificates attached
to the unit constructed to assist lower income families In leasing rental t

units from the Tribe; and for g to provide water and sewer faci'lt,its.
for the newly tonstructedhouSing, In addition, legislation will be proposed
to facilitiate private investment in housing on reservations by sake FHA
insurance available without regard to the restrictions on marketability
of title. The program is designed to assist both lower income and higher
income Indian families and may oomplemone Wisp-related activities under
the.Coanwaity Oevelopmancalock Grant Program 40110.

Total Budget Authority Requested: ST6.0 million
BREAKOUT: 5311.0 miltion--Front-end grants for 1,50.0 units

526.8 CoUnit --nstruction Writedowns
3114 million -- infrastructure costs

138.0 million-.4ental Subsidies (certificates)
Estimated $ of Units to be Funded: 1.500

PROGRAM: OPERATING SU8S101ES FOR PHAs

The 144 iudget proposes an appropriation of S1:6,6.5 million for the
payment of operating subsidies to PHAs. in addition, a supolementel remission
Proposal of S69.0 million is being made for 1983 because the Administration
has estimated that resources available for 1983 are in excess of reolements.
The 1983 program is expected to 60 lower than had beet estimated earl or
because of the decline in the rate ofVjatron in Public Housing operating
expense costs.

The Public Meeting operating subsidy pstimatet for 1984 reflect a proposal
for a moor reform in the method of calculating operating subsidy requirements.
The najor-elementS of the proposal are:

tillt-based i/DeratlinentSvstem. The revised funding formula

and improvements requirement!
"based on local Fair Market Rents (FARO for existing mousing.

- T1te amount coagulated for'each Public housing units for both operating
costs enti,onwloing Cioital improvements would ha based on the amount
Iesdied-fae the same purposes for modest, standa:d quality private
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rental housing4for each locality-the INR.

The funding Immml for oPtretlAg expanses and capital Irorooaropte for
tech PICA will be the total of ;ht Mils for the PHA5 units minus the

of the Adlual Contributions Contract debt for tht units or
20% of the FORs, This proposal to "tap" the debt sarvict that is
deducted from the Plias is to prevent the fuedingsytten from panalitiAg
pas that have substantial amounts of maw or 10trOAsiveiy rehabilitated
projects.

On the other bend, to *mold windfalls for PHAs, a "cap" also would be
be placed on MIAs which would receive more funding under the new system
than their funding under the old system plus an amount estimated as
necessary for en annual repiacement4alimmance.

--The formula includes a family unit high-rise adjustment. Subsidise
for such units will ba based on 118t of the otherwise 40011C8b/s FOR.

- the replacement allowance calculated to provide funds for future capital
improvements can ba used either for operating or capital costs In order
to provide estential management discretioh IA budgeting for maintenance
needs.

Transition Modernisation. A transition modernizition program Is proposed
In order to alio,' -immediate capIsel improvements to projects to correct
substandard conditions and reduce operating costs, Including those
associated with utIl4let.

- Since the amount calculated under the new method will include provision
for future capital improvement needs, the hoderoltation program will bt
phased out by 1984.

- Public tiqusing Agencies then wit) have flexibility ied discretion In
al)cmatIng resources available to then between operating and capita)
Cost needs. .

Reduced Subsidies. A PHA that would receive reduced operating subsidies,
not Inciudgg the replacement allowance, es a result of the new system,
would have annual subsidy reductions limited to St of the motel funds
available for operations until the PNR subsidy ravel is,reachad.

The new method for calculating requirements replaces the present
Parformsnee Funding System (PPS) oath Is based entirely on historical
spending levels and contains not external standards for what it should
cost to operate Public Housing. The new system places 'lake on Federal
costs for Public Rousing which are based on private market rants. The
Administration is proposing this to ensure that Federal swbsidias for
each low income Project are at tne lowest cost consistent w'th providing
good housing.

Tenant Pent Payments. The Administration is reproposing legislation for
1984 CO Providq that Food Stamps be included as part of the definition of
income in determining tenant rent contributions and to raise to 20%

the 10t limitation on rent increases contained in tne Housing aid Community
bavelopeont Amendments of 1941. impact of these proposals has bran re

%SI
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fleeted In the Operating Subsidies estimates for 1984 as well as
continuation of measures already implemented. Thee include increasing
the maximum allowable rent tontrIbutions to 283 of n%ome in 1984 for
existing Public Noosing tenants to reflect the third-year increment of
increasing the rent MOO= ratio to 30* of income by 1986 and a 302 rent
incono retro for new Public Housing tenants.

Total Proposed Recission for FY 1983: $69.0 minion
Total Amemme Requested for 11, 1984: $1.436.5 million

PROGRAM: ROUSING MAULING PROGRAM

The Admini tort is proposing no new funds for this program for 1984.

ell 'w
I

MUD, however. will continue to certify and/or recertify local public and
01

e4
ma private nonprofit agencies that provide 11001-approved housing counselled

-ti
el assistance.

sr
on

Total Budget Authofity Requested: S -0-%4

PROGRAM: INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRAN*( PROGRAM

Section 103 of the Housing and Community Dew:loaves tot of 1974, as
amended, eutnoriees the Secretary of HUD to make CDSG gr. .0 ledlen Tribes.
The het also prorides for the Indian C080 program to be fuwoed directly and
entirely out of the Secretary's Discretionary Fund (SDF).

a
A major legislative proposal for FY 1984 is to add new housing construction

as an eligible activity under Title 1 of the Act, and upend the level of
$144 Grant assrate;ce to be made available to Tabs.,. The proposal would
give Block Grant recipients the discretion to determine the extent to which
funds are used for housing construction or community development activities.
in addition, the increased level of (uniting is an integral part of a new

WI initiative oy the Administration to betTer meat the needs of Tribes. In 1984.

el funding for Tribes is proposed at 575 mallionjore than currently
estimated for 1983 ($31 million). block Grant funding maybe used to complement

.ci
the assistance for housing construction to be provided to Tribes under the new

*A "Wien Housing Grants" program.

Toial Amount Requested: $75.0 million
Estimated S of Units to be fended: 1,500

P.OGRAN: URBAN OEVELOINIENT ACTION GRANTS WOW

Sektion 119 of the Mousing and Community Development ACC Of 1474. as
amended, authorizes grants to tides and urban counties which are experiencing
severe deDnOmit distress to help stimulate economic development activity need-
ed to aid in economic recovery. Assistance may be provided to communities
which meet minimum standards of physical. economic or fiscal distress; have
demonstrated results in providing housing or persons of low- and moderate.
income. and have demonstrated results in providing equal opportunity in
isous.og and employment for low. end nod - income persons and members of
minority groups. The Sousing and Community Development Act of 1980 amended
section 119 to include Indio Tribes as eligible entitles to receive UOAG

fend*. The Budget Proposes an appropriation of $196 million se, FY 1984 which,
together with an estimated 5244.0 million of .mobligated funds deferred from
1983 and $36.0 million of recaptured funds, will result in 1984 obligations

sr., .
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Total Ameent Requested: $196.0 million
Deferred FY 1963 Funds: 244.0 million

Recaptured Funds:. 36.0 million

Total Estimated for
tY.1984 476.0 million

PROGRAM: RENTAL REHABILITATION GRAFTS

0

The budget proposes Rental Rehabilitation Greats progr to be hep!topne
ed In 1984. Under this g ant program,essIstance will be p lded to States
and local governments to table the rehabilitation of rents properties. This

new program. -which will b used in conjunction with the p posed housing
payments certificate grog act..411 replace the-312 rehab itation leen and
seetion 8 moderate rehab( itatiox progress.

According to the nistrstion, an eppropriet/ of $150 million onn.14

support the rehabliltat on of sn estimated 30,000 r ntai units in 1984. ,Rental

set
Rehabilitation funds not finante more than SO of the costs,of indivieuel

4/ rehabilitation Proje s. Therefore. the Adelnis ation Is estimating that sc

em en average grant of 5,000 per unit plus 'etch! 9 mobliellrh.ste funds. the
2150/n1111ot will ewers,* a cote! rebabilics on effort of $300 million.

cm
The Morel ration justifies the need for this program on the bads of

a.1
the tack of a lable standard existing 1 uing in certain market areas. Funds

will be avail la for the rehabilitaciot,of both siegle family and multifamily

20
pcoperties. est grants mould be me to subsidize the cost of rehebilicsting
properties .r rental at competitive rket rates for the neighborhood within

sd
which they no located. Localities would be free to coordinate the Rental
Rehablii lion Grants with their COBG funds and would have the discretion to

determin6 the type and level of 1,0baidy. According to HUB officials, anyone
who 114eligible for COGG is eligible for program.

Total Budget Authority Recutetedi $150.0nellIon
Estimated I of Units to be Funded: 30.000

AGENCY: BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

PROGRAM: HOUSING INPROVERENT PROGRAR (HIP)

The Budget proposes $22.7 million for the NIP progto for FY 1984 thereby
continuing the long-range objective of the 81A to elltiaace substandard horsing
on Indian reservation*. The Administration estimates that 640 new hovel wilt
be built and 3,633 homes will be renovated attfor enlarged. The $22.7 imeludos
a decrease of about $1.0 minion for the Housing Training ectIvity (Resident
Training Counseling Progrem/RTCP) whoch Is to be discontinued in 1984.

Total Amount Reeve:mad: $22.7 million (includes .$1.0 million due to
discontinuation of the RTC :cogr..)

PROGRAM: ROAD CONSTRUCTION

The Budget proposes $43.5 million for Read Construction In FY 1984. enfs

amount Includes 65.716.0 silt ton in budget authority to bring the program to
the FY 1983 level ($434 million). Not included in the 'MA's procotal arc
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construction projett foods in the requested *mount of S100 eal1011 which will
be providtd through coo ttttt authority from the Highway Trust Ve I as part
of the Fteltrai Lands Highway Program of the Department of Transportation. This
is an increase of S29 million over !tot FY 1983 levtl. Housing ateess roads,
listed see ttttt iy in the gotta', budget in FY 1f82, havt betn included in the

Tribal Priority Projects activity in recognition of the fact that tribal melee
ton of a housing site requiritg an ettoss road constitutes establishing a
tribal priority for the road. The total amount requested for Housing Access

Roads for FY 1944 is S2.834.000. According to the Bureau, other than revising
the way of handling fonds for housing Access Roadl, there is no substantial
thonge in the Roads Construction Program.

Total Mount Requasted81A: S 434 million (including S2.834 million for
Housing Attest Roads)

Total Amount Requesto00/1 St00.0 edition
TOTAL: 1141:Tniiiion

AGENCY: NMS/INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE(INS)

PROGRAM: SANITATION FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM (SFCP)

To carry out part of 1.115's responsibility for providing preventative
heetto are services, the Sanitation Facilities Construction Program (SFCP)
funds the construttico of various health are facilities 1041.8i/so the osostruc
tion of water, and sewer'systaii for Inrilsor housing built-Wrier ver1848-redersl.
pro/rams. SCFP eiso,proviTarkeChmteil !ndien -comnunitlos and '

families for timimOsratijily.onemaiateiennerof'sucic sysiemt,,and inspects lands
Chosen as housing sites to -mows sultaSiliti for

as was done for FY 1983, the Administration is not requesting any new
funds for the SFCP program for FY 1984. Instead, the Moist ion has

included funds for the Construction of water and sewer systems for housing
built under the Indian Mousing Program In the new "Indian Housing Grants"

wi program discussed earlier in this section. Last year, the Administration
LH submitted a package of legislative proposals to Congress which included a
Zr

' proposal to amend the Indian.Hsalth Service's basic taw as well as thd
el Indian Health Care imprayerhat Act to transfer the authority for construction
ml and maintenance of Indian sanitation facilities from this °apartment of Health

and Human Services to the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

res At the ttme this Information went to press, no legislett46 proposals
CH for FY 1984 have at been t :mid by the Administration, It is expected
*in that the proposals relating to INS will be sent over at the end of February
Ki or the beginning of north. In )1 not now imown (although it Is susialated)
s4 Lf the Administration will again propose to transfer authority to HUD'ov

seek to 1 the existing SiAltiCi00 facilities law.

Total Budget Authority Requested: S

(Poliecs in Thousands)

&loat Comparison: 198i Actual 1983 Est. 1984 Est.

Budget Authority; 538.680 114,000 S 0

83.84
Diff. (.1-)

Si4,000

3.3:Jr:MAYA 1103 *MP
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AGENCY: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 6 HUNAN SERVICES (INS)

PROGRAM. LOW - INCOME NOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE BLOCK GRANT PAOCAAM (LINEN')

This program provides funds to States for assistance to low-inctee house-
holds for their heating costs, weatherizatIon, crisis assistance 1-s some
cooling costs. Tribes heye aeon receiving funds either through the States or
directly from the federal government since 1982. The 1984 budget includes
S1.3 billion in block grants to the States. In addition,,in 1983 MUD wilt
reouest authorization to transfer bppeoxlmately SII million in unobligsted
funds from Its Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Sank to the Low-Meals
Energy Assistance Block &ran%

Total Budget Authority Requested: $1.3 billion
Amount of Transfer from HUD: 511.0 million
Total Amount Proposed: S 1.311 billion

AGENCY: USDA/FARMERS HONE ADMINISTRATION (FmNA)

PROGRAM: Ruin MOUSING BLOCK GRANTS

This program 4ss slithered and sponsored by Senator Harrison Schmitt (R-Hm)

1:1
during the 145;1'5516n of Congress as part of the Senate's version of the

.cg MUD euthorizetIon higisletion for FY 1983. Although there was not action takes

gel on the legislation by Congress, and Senator Sekuitt lost his bid for re- electron
lest fail, the Administration has taken up the idea and is proposing It for

of 1184. This proposed new program would promote safe and sanitary housing for

re! residents of rural areas as port of and not in piece of the Fencers Nome-

o4 Administration, &skim proposed by Senator Schmitt's plan. The block grants
would be cede directly to States to provide assistance for acquisition,
construction, improvement, siteration or repair of &railings and rental housing
and to provide for temporary housing costs in rural areas fpr persons of low
income. Such assistance by the States may be in the form of grants or low-
interest loans.

Total Budget Authority Rearrested: 5880.0 million
Estimated f of Grants to be Funded: 40

43u
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ADNINISTRATiON BUDGET PROPOSA)4 FOR FY 1981

2/1./83

. AREA: ,IMPLOYMENT AND IlhINING

ACENcv DEPARTKENT OF LABOR /EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AllbaNISTRATION 'ETA)

0ROGRAK: INDIAN AND NAME AMERICAN PROGRAMS

The Budget proposes a funding level of 02.2 million for this program
for FY 1984. .TKis is,down from the 1983 setitrIted level of Sit.9 million,
Funds for this program are author/tad under Job Training Partnership
Act of 1982. The Administration Is also proposing to convert flnincing
for the Training and Services Program account, which the Indian program
falls under, to a January through Oecerbsc progremcvear basis. The
Administration will transmit this proposal to Congress as soon as it
has an agreement on the appropriateness of forward - funding for the program.

'Total Funds Requested: $62,243,000 (dollars in thousands)
,,

1983.84
Budget comparison: 1982 Actual 1983 Est 1984 1st. Diff. (o/)

567.887 528,915 562,243 -56,62

AGENCY: SPREAD of INDIAN AFFAIRS

MORAN: EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE '

The Employment Assistance prrpram has two basic activities which era
designed to help allaviace unemployment on reservation which Is estimated by
the Bureau to be 31% in FY 1981, These two activities are: Adult Vocational
Training and Direct Eaploymont (Job Placement). The status of Employment
Assistance in FY 1984 is as follows:

Adult Vocational Training; in FY 1984,-the Bureau anticipates that
over 4,700 trainees will be assisted by this program at an average
ODst of 0,400 per trainee. The Scream estimates that core than on*
third will successfully complete their training, end approximately 85%
of mesa will be placed in employment. Less than one-third will
terminate from the program and approximately 39% of these will be
Positive terminations: entry Into higher education, enerf into
military service. etc.

a

Direct impinymeat: In Fr 1984, the Bureau estimates that direct
. 4mPTeament services will be provided to some 2.775 participants at
an average cost of $2,200 per participant.

Igelial AV: - SIPt Progrua: The Spacial AVT - SIPI Program proposed
or ioae would contliiii the proposed FY 1983 operation of the
Southwestern lonan Polytechnic Institute in Albuqverque. New hexico
undar the *apices of the Albuquerque TechnicalVocetional institute.
The Bureau estimates that the cost of this project in FY 1984 will
be 51.300.000. This includes an increase of 5250,000 to allow
approximately 50 additional Indian applicants to be able to attend
Wit. The average case is $2,900 per participant and a nortor
of 450 total earticl .

MAIM coa 1230
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The Sures» estinates that tha total amber of participants for PY 1981
will decrease severely due Co Tribes placing more emphasis on adult vomaionel
training. This change has increased the funding level of vocationsi training
and reduced funding for direct employment. The estimated tentative funding
level for direst employment for FY 1984 Is $6.1040po which an estimated tots)
number of participants. at $2.200 per participant, is 2.775. /cost of
$513.000 in Tribe/Agency Operations will eliminate an estimated 25) Indian
applicants from pertisipacIng in the direct eftmloymeet activity. According
to the tureen, if there was no desrease, the estimated total participants
for PY 1984 would be 5,008.

Total Fonds Requested: $28,310,000 '
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4

2025 I Street, NAL , suite 320. washingtm, D.C. 20006
(202) 466-5680

ATPEN0Dt: ECOMICti

The niece Norm Indian Policr Star :rant um the development
of strong Tribal evorantes as its central dem. Federal r-zport
for Indian educative has been gives only Mehra priority in the
FY 1984 budget, homer, ital seat his as omIssiat on
the Arkirdstratrize's part. As the RUT Educative Corarlzme re-
cently noted:

Bommeric development. stable reserved= ewes.
and semeg Tribal governments altizately stipend urr
en education and training in the skills necessary
to develop those manatee. The evameic develop-
er= potential of Wish r-mmvs. and Alaska
Nativetra has not beet fully ftelizW. This

will be realized only l the federal
goveommelt omits with Italian Tribes and Alaska
Native ties to develop ptoszans of moronic

with a asperity for self-perpetuative
aad the educRticn and training of a diver-
silted Tribal sods:brae educated for self-ste-ficEsncy.

Proposed

he Administration' FY 1984 Meet proposals for Indian
EdemaT:ion hardly advance

s
self-suffIciescy is Indian Educative.

Boarding School closings transfers in Maelm.
and overall increases in the size

.
of the
school

Indira student mula-
ttos ombizte to man that there will be iron sealants to be served
by JQi eat year; get ne in in Amite is proposed for that
mom, the $3.0 =Mice loss suffered by Tribes in FY 1982
receina mrestored. Proposed ellainatim of the pre-Made:Weal
support mans 3M-eligible students Erma several reservations
be placed at as avidielanal disadvattage vim they enter tehlic
school. /Wing tor isIA-tensed sthootprogrem fares little
better. The Sehool Oparatkos budget proyosal falls fez behind
what is rewired aide title la. P.L. 95-561. The proposal to
address school boards mah4ng needs thtough Lee distributive
of a sat of training egmais "imam the di city and cerisidoent
Mich the,* Tribally-sanctimed mattes bring to Indian educative
The line -into for school. oxtreection seriously underestimates the
e-reservation need for raw and air facilities; the Depett-

tont of DiscsdaVis proposal to fiend constructiol for three oar
schools under Itpact Aid only ninitally offsets this problem.
Overall. the cciucativeal preparedness of tie next generation's.
Indian labor farce is being grossly srelersera-Tn the TY 1984
bodges proposal.

, 23-741 - 83 - 28

t,
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The training needs of this generation's
\

are also being by-
passed. It is net clear how a decrease in the 's =rip promos= be
j..stifted. given the necessary contributicre ;Mt secaldny education brings to
the process of eccentric development. The al to hod SIPI .discreticrt-
ary %se of :Vibe' AVT folds threatens the arability f one facet AU school.
system specifically designed to address these reels. loth proposals require
Tribes to turn to other sources of nmport for the et, vocational develop-
ment of thtdr ambers. Came main, KA has failed to its responsibilities to
catth the I% set-aside miemK. weer the Vocational Act. Ibis signifiantly
weaken" the Mx= of faxlirg that program can mdse le specifically for Indian
needs. The Overman of Education's proposals to require liege students to proyide
ACM of the costs of then schcoling before ly for sal post-seandrry
sgport scarcely offers Tribes any vil5Wal under herd ciatuntances

The alit:Emden of Title IV ftraHrA eet,tainly no sense within

,:cme Tribes have . concerns about die ackelnisthatiat of this megrim or about
y centered -to-govartnent reladcaship Indian educationan

. cm eligibility criteria used to govt its services delivery, tee t Tribe to
Ma's bncwtedge has endorsed the elimination of Title IV altos. . The Adodnistra-
tiat says that the Dwane= of Education funds at the basis lot , not race.
that Title IV agdicates services provided to Indian srodents abler tle VII.
Chap= I and Ispact Aid. Both claims reflect a total cisurders of the
eraduring political thligatiat to cttich Title IV and the Office of Educe:tat

wax!. r. toilet to the point of ignorance to east= that Tribally- Ilable,
...odere-sensitive services of the sort provided dowels Title IV ..- -.. can be
replicated through the rigid award:ire prccecires and the restricts of
pti-pose which Title VII, Chapter 1. and Irpact Aid's legislative reardates each require

tAI calls for faviirg of MA's budget in Indian Educador end for the furling
of Title IV at the FY 1.981. level. This is the minimal smarm of Artdirg %hide will
be recpared. if the AdtALS=atf.Cri plans to favor the ccomitnen= it code to the
Tries rteough the Woe Policy Statement.

4
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--EATIONAr-COMRE-SS tor AKEitigiss-ignuis 2025 I =Mai/ 3'320 038114GION. DC 20006

TITLE IV, INDIAN EDUCATION ACP: DIE 11238LetS
Wird Mil PT$POSD IIRKINAIION

This is a alight!), revised version of the testimony NCAI presented

on this issue before the Nouse Elenentsoy, Secondary, and Vocational Education

Sabo:maims, on Tmedey, Pebruary 22. d3. It ii included bets to point

out the cootettoNCAI vents to rein: regarding the Adnini ion's Proposal

to mamba a S 16.0 Million ranimion en the PI 43 budget for Title IV,

sad then to tojninats all Novice* under Title 1, end the Ott in the IT 84 ,

budget.

First. regarding the S 14.0 million rescission. MAI tespectfuliy points

out ro the Admiaistretionend to this sebtamietee that ray 'mope to Moose

teschtsion on Title it funding alresdy.aPProPriated by the Cetera** violets*

a detsmicetien on tbia fetter alteadY seas by rbe General Accounting Office.

(Reference is made to lerter fres the Cmmtrollar Cameral of the Vatted Stares

to the President of the Senate sad the Speaker of the Rouse of Reptesentstives

dated May 6, 1,082, portiom of.vhich ere here attached.) As is the use for

may other Piaci, of &Moral legislation, Title TV's =MUM legislation con-
.

tains "mandatory mending statement". And the authority Cosepend

fund, appropriated coder rhe terms of aueb a mandetorr starmeut cannot be

superseded by rescission or by any other peoes10 allowed under the proeistems of

the Impoundment Control Act, according ro the po deterninarion.

The Admioi ion': proposed rescission for Title IV become p natter which

tan and will. if sweeten,. be !Graved through the courts. is the nepnelm.,

hoverer, theta remains more ImMiare problem. Even though the Congress her

nor gives it, approval to the Adnicletration's roguesr for a remieeion, the

Department of !Americus and the Office of radian Unman Mee begun to conduct

beelnaea "as if" the reaciseice.elready were to place. Reuewal of the contract fot

On. of the Title /V Resource Cairns ves initially mimed by OlE last month,

and ordeta were pissed our for rbe Canter to shut down ire operations. In part

becaOie OIL did not %Dish to comic alresdy OnMpriared fund, !Or that Canter.

Last fall. OtE actively discouraged LTA's frost applying for new Parr C Adult

EAucarion grants or from expanding the stops Of their Part A and Parr I program*

Ming &Mini ion's PT 83 budget request, as if" they expressed the lee of

funding Olt tselly bad to diettibute during the toning less. becoattendat for

43Z,
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the ee Mem of setivities. foe projectobut.dovns, and for progras tevaine-

.tion ate once stain'being tele-aged in reftesice co tolre proposed photo-out ,in.

VT de. Perhaps. under these olzcumstincse, such caution is yell advised. Sue the

outcmos toe the sane zegirdlem of motive. !Whin tendons and their educationsi

servicsirste beim made the unfozenents viczimsof needless buzisuczazil gamesmoship

KAI cannot sal viii net stand by Ails the Adminlitzation plays havoc etch ths

continuity. quality, and delivery of 'du1 odenal ssrvitte co Indian students. Pte

ars confident, No. Cbaltmact. that this Subtomizzsa vill not tenet: ispasaive

in ohs fats of tho mum situation.

Non tae ne tore co the second lime: Ths proposed slluination of'Tiele TV sad

of 012 services in FT li.

glii fads it is impottant to understand uhy the Admini ion is tailing for

ohs termination of Title IV programs se this tins. 'She Medal An is not Saying,

you notice. chat Title IV boa been inaliscavo end therafou should be eliminsted

for masons of cost - effectiveness. for is the Muipistrazion saying that Title IV

is s 'rearm ooze properly co be summed by sues -level educational authorities.

Ac no point has the Adninfeorstion @tempted co deny thee Indian students have

unique educational seeds.

The Adminietzations =sumacs in favor of the termination of Title IV rest

in ocher domains:

1) Services provided undsz Title TV can be supplied through

funding from other Department of Education prograust.

2) The Vapor:lame 6f lineation provides funding Om tha basis of

educational seta end not metal bickgromd; the Departkent

of Eduestlim bas's tisponsibility co provide education occults@

to mese elm spatial mods of Iodise szialems.

a

3) Ihs teetotal goverment has no zetponsibility co provide

educational services co any Indian student not living on or

nor his holm reservation.

MCAT cannot end will not @come ohs validity of say of %haat lripienta.

Title TV sap tenPliment the services offered by ache: Departsent of Id4cazion

provers. Sue that doss eec man. moo Title IV is ceminacid, that compatible

*entices can than be obtained Mouth those oche: program sources. Chimer loonies.

I. 430
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for example; can be used only for 'haired number of remedisl purposes. Title IV,

In contrast. can focus on programs of acetonic enrichment. cultural Ampleness. psycho-

logies' and personal well-being. out-of -sthool follov-up, school - tome -Tribe rela-

tionships, or on other activities designed to meet the special edutaticnal and

mantel needs of the whole Indian student. Chapter I hen pony attempted to be

that holistic in its fotulpipt that flexible in its eduretioosl tura Title tV

programs *leo alloy the possibility of cles* Tribal accountability *ad overeighi,

if not dirett Tribal tontrol over progtem operations. No such provision for Tribal

Opt( -deteratinetion in education is to be found vichlo the sOminierestion of Chapter

I programs, nor within the °perimeter' of Amy of the other Elementary sed,Serondery

Etutatioe program* edministered out of the Deport:eet of Education.

It bp even sore absurd to ;venue than program* like Tide IffI or Impstc.Aid

can take over responsibility for the edutatiooal servtces currently being supplied

by Title IV. Title VII, given its English language forms, at beat is able to address

only AP small portion of the Tribes' concerns with laaguagt Aorta lostrutrion:

bsperience be *howl: that Title VII remains indifferent to the unique leagues'

need* Of lotion-students in publit sthoole. eves though the 1978 amendments to

:ho Act Apted spatial adttiO4 105-(a)(1)(C) width spotifically call*

OSENIA's ettenclonto the specifics of chose need*. Redember also. Title VII

by discretionary PrddrAM, net eu entitlement. So there ie no tontinuity

in support for Indiain'eduention projects under thie Ate, one acetonic year to

the nett. Tribal eccountebility is Ap ceocept which is validly alien no Title

VII'* adminlerterive process. es well.

Impact Aid funding is everted tosethoo/ discritts, not to Tribes, in lieu

of tax tellers end Is is to be feed to neer the basic operating erp

tetgeted publit +schools. frapstt Aid does not support specifically Indian

fotueed edutetionel program*, and will not be able to bt used in that way Apt the

local level until (1) looser Aid funds are exempted from stare "equalisation

(31-nub,'" and left free to go dirstrly to the ltA's Apt the level* originally

-intended; est (2) diA effettively regulates the provieiom of Title XI, Tett A.

Pl. 95 -361. Nikhoutothose change, Impstr Aid hardly can oast en, alternative to

the 'smite, currently being provided by Title IV.. 4

There ire additional proleos with the idea Cher other Oeperreent of Education

ptograhs can supply services currently being provided under Title IV. In scut

stereo, funding from non - Indian- focused education proletcs vill beet CO be

tdeittesed es such pa 30 - COT, in order fot the Title iiiO4Mt A projects within

th6se *votes to continue to receive funding at thtir FY 62 of 83 levels! Suth

..ttgligions of Chapter I donors toverd mu IV needs would rapidly heighten

bps attachment II for specifics.
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illwill and incte-se conflices at a tine when unity between the nation's

political, gebdt.. and tibial linotieles has el been so ctielcal.

Notice. ateovet, that any amnia to use apses I funding to offset

flue IV needs vol:Id also give the state governments states concsof over the

funding of lndtan Education services at the local and Tribal levels. NCAI

*polies all such attempts to shift iespensibiliey fot the managemene of Indian

education ftom the fedetal to the statalevel aueboaties. No aspecetd the

"nev :gasoline" can temdet inviolate the (*dotal gaup-panes enduting tesposmi-

Siliqy to provide educational services to ehe Tribes.

lbeAdministraelen is in error when it claims thee the Depatteent of

Education has no tote to play le fulfilling those tesponsibilitigs to ehg

Tribes. It is difficult to underaesed,hav the Administration can claim to be

asking is terms of govetement-to-governmene telstionships in Indian /Miss,

at the same time is is seeking to eliminate the one set of ptogsams in that

Department.specificaltylesign to tespoed to the educational concerns of

Tribal goveremenes,

The bdmibiscration a sues thee the fedesel teeponsibility to serve Indian

(414

stud6nts as ,Indiana applies only if Tata students testa on of neat reservation

bandaties. The wording of she Snyder Act ( 25 1SC i 13) as veil as the findings

of Seminole Nation v United $ ad MtMei v bis all acknowledge that

federal services must be provided to the Tribes tegatdless of shots members'

plate of residence. In no gongs does NMI vans to demand that off-teservatia
i

l.educationil needs be used as an accuse fa cutting Mack on the delivery of

educational services to thc teseration COalauflitiOt. But abt.faCe amain*, off -

teservatton residence does not. in and of itself, ptovide a Sufficient justif.cation

Lot terminaeleg fedetal Indian services in any form. NCAI t eeeee the sttongcst

objection to the Adelei ssssssssss attempts to do this very thing to the FT 14

budget pteposala. .

on mote point needs beads: NEAT dogs net think thst Title IV is 6 perfect

piece of legislation. MAI tecognises that there have been pteblAns with the

didTtibution of Past A funding and vith the uses lade of shag funds by gestate

local ?moans. KAI sal be the fiat Indian organization to call fot fedetal

overeightend tvviev of the India Education Act and of its constibutions to

Indian education. KCAL holds, hovent, that such ovetsight and lineessment n be

canted out n leelslaive Was. allowing all sides of every question to tcco,.e

an open and equitable heating. Attempts to use the bud etaty ptocess as a means

of banging *bout changes in 1414041 A education p0.1C, byp oppottunities

for robot consultation. For that season +Lone, MAT woe., the Administration's

proposed aliniatioll of Title TV and the ptogsaa it supports in the FT 84

budget. A

/
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Tot Ron Andra& EseoLve Oirscrot,
front VilLititLiap. Education Director, 0

Dote: Tanury 7, 1943

Rat GAO Detersinatiou dated May 6, 1982 it

At per diecusefor I on enclosing s copy of the
GAD determination of May 6. 1982. The stomata indicates
GA 's findings that the provisions of be lopoundeent
Control Act "... (ow) not supercade say OAR provision
of law requiring the obligation or arpenditure of budget
authority" ( pg. 1). The automat suantrises findings
from s co etmanatiOn s... of tlia stariFory scheme issnal.-
vod for evidence of s congressionslamouttte to sy of chi
funds appropriated for the particular program' (pg 1).
Included is she listing (gee page 3) is the Indian Notation
Act Pert A. There thatObG statement totems

The following program In which !undo war.
proposed for reseissioo itrrolves a mandatory
spending statute nailer our analysis of the
foorth4isolatnerl Indian Education Ant,

Part A (impact old), 20 OSC 241sa.44Iff.
GAO thereby determines that, in Ff 82, funding fot
Title IV Part cannot be anbjectad to tescission. Since
the aims law is in effect now se then,, rsuggest tot
GAO's findings on the proposed rescisiics in spring.
1942, apply with equal force in late winter. 1943. The
Administration eaomot legaLly impose e reacts:den of
Indian Education Act (ands, not (apparently) could she
Coarsen vote An favor of one alter basins masted the
spending of appropriated funds in the first place.

3
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Nay 6, 1982

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the Reuse of Representatives

On February S. 1982. the President's eighth special message
for fiscal year 1982 wee trensmitted to the Congress pursuant o
th' impoundment Control Act of 1974, The epectel smarm pro-
Pedrd 22 rescissions of budget authority totalling 'Mims mil
lien, 14 new deferrels totalling 42.334 million, end revisions
to seven previously reported Wirral* which incroses the amounts
deferred by $768 million. On February 29, 1982, the President
submitted hie ninth special messes* for fiscal year 1982, report-
ing a $2 million reduction in the emount proposed for rescission
In rescission proposal 882-23 (Nine Salty end Vottlih Administra-
tion). in his eleventh speciel messes' for fiscal year 1982.
dated April 23, 1902, the Prosident reduced by $3.4 billion the
amount proposed for resciseion in rescission proposal 802-21
isubsidired housing wrens),

The 4S-day period during which the fonds proposed for
rescission could be witbhetd pending congressional consideration
of a rescission bill ended an Friday. April 23. 1982. without
Congress having passed eny tech bill. The withheld funds were
released by OMB on Nondey. iptil 26. 1902.

In our report to Conrm+se dotted Notch 10, 1981, we explained
in detail our interpretetion of Section 100114) of the impound-
ment Control Act, the so- culled fourth disclaimer,* which pro- .
vides that the Act does not supersede any other provision of
law requiring the obligation or expenditure of budget authority.
Briefly stated, our analysis termites eseminetionrof the etatu-
tiny Scheme involved for evidence of a congressional mendste to
spend the funds appropriated for the particular program. lo
the following report. we identity the rescission proposals sub-
mitted in the eighth AI 1 ninth sprciel sessegee which involve
sondatory spending programs under 02C analysis of section 100114).
in our view, the impoundment Conteol Act dote not authorise
ImPonndme.ts of funds for these programs.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO Tell mammy

R82-4 international Development Assistance
Functional O.:et:went Assistance Program
Food and nuesition
Education t lumen Resources
1.10i021
110102$

. t.
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Shs allala progress in lhlch fonds age proposed for
asassion Involve a minatory spending statute ender our analy-
sis ot the tooth dtaleimar Career Education Incentive Act,
(giants) 20 M.S.C. 012004-24401 Ed.-atIon Asandments ot 1974
fteirleoekal teschee teelning aseiseance),12 Stat. 2)79.

An aunty :Wahl ln,the Roan's educational Equity MU
pagan' top ue that the developers:it end ditsminstIon ot me-
:imam and teeining fistulas probably could not be done by the
States Marta of the seams luvolved. The otaciel also said
that the resaselon would eliminate bonding for highs education
and community-based MS ealvitisa 20 new aaaaa r 20 cominue-
tan g gas conteectoe.operetod dematratIon projects in
give School dietelota end the contractor - operated MSS publica-
tion &mtge.

With agerd to the follow Micah peogrem, ea arical
told us that the eachelon would 'lianas tending toe over
37,000 child/en, 1200 teacbas. 2000 aides !Warily low-
locos* pee$, of chlldeen 10 the prates) and 105 administra-
tors In *4 peojects In 37 states. 20 edditIon, progress at 26
Institution. of Aloha education would not be broad. A carom
cao review hoe reified quationseboef the continued value ot the
tollow Through progree. The peOgess as established to assist
graduates ot ilea Start and oath,: preschool programs to sus
tan the gam achieved maim these programs. Maar, there
are Indlcetione et terpeamente in the atecttvegas ot the Reed
Start prams and Need Start gescheete0 who need are
eligible to it tbtough othet programs avail Ole toe
educationally dlead aaaaa ad obildron. -

An *Waal ter the Cease tacselon progras told us thee
the proposed seecisslon mold *lianas tending toe three con-

. tracts totalling $410,000, and toe 12 positions in the apart-
ment et education and op to 49 State coordinators.

081-11 Mica et ammo"), 444 444444ary 44magion
India education .

9120101

the gollowing pram; in which goods were proposed tot
remission involves mandatory upending statute undo( out
anayele at the tovtth disclaimer lndion Education Act, Peet
A iinpea et41, 20 R.O.C. M11es-241U

M2711 Mae ot Spacial Irdoceelon and Rehabilitative
Services

education for the andicepad
9120200
912/20200
el1/20200

te:
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HMO

Tot Concerned Indian educatots

Prom : William Leap, Education Director

,Date: February 21, 1983

Re: Available alternatives for Title I7 Part A support

The Adminietration implies that Title VII, Impact Aid,
and Cbaptet I (among other Department of Education progress}
could si:pply funds to pick up the coats of projects currently
operated under Title 1.7..Part A entitlements. -e

The table as the following pages shows you exactly what
might be at stake in such a move. when viewed On a state-by-
state basis.

Data are precasted by state. The total amount of the
Part A awards going to LEA'. in each state is listed. The
next column ranks those awards by relative site. Oklahoma
is renkmd first, with the greatest amount of Pert A money
coming to IRA's in its boundaries. Missouri is ranked last,
because ;Ls LEA's receive the least amount of Part A funding.

The nett column competes the sire of each states Title
IV Part A swards against the total mount of federal Elemenaary
and Secondary Education dollars which tome to the eetc. For
purposes here, the sum of the state's Chapter 1, Title VII
and Impact Aid funds are combined with the Title IV Part A
catitlount to obtain this overall am.

The final column compares the site of each state's Title

IV Part A awards against the size of the state's allocation
under the Chapter I block grant. That percentage shows, among
other things, how much of the state's Chapter T grant would
have to be diverted from non - Indian projects. if Ciaptcr I _

were to :resume the costs of Title IV Pert A prOjccts.

444
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Notice, among other things displayed hero:

I.-States with larger on-reeetvation populations
will be hard hit if Title IV Part denies have
.to be takes from other ledetal elementary and
secondary education sources.

2. each state will be affected differently, and will
have to make individual adjustments to the federal
level cutback. There will be no assurance of uniformity
in support for Part A type progress if the federal
involvement is eliminated.

e 3. Size of Title TV PI= &ward total does not
necessarily predict (or even correlate with)
the percentage chat total occupies within the
state's total e 4 s package . Nor does Part A
award sine necessarily predict qbe amount of
Chapter I or Impact Aid iusding which comes into
the state.

You nay want to bear these figures in mind, add perhaps make
reference to them, vhen explaining exactly what impacts
we ean expect will emerge from the Administration's decision
to eliminate Title IV funding to the Tribes and the LEA's
serving them.

44;
.
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TITLE IV PART A AWARDS (FT 82) -- Some state-by-state profiles

agitate

.

Title IV -A Award ranked by 2 of total 2 of state
size of all federal Chapter I
Part A El 4 Sec allocation
awards monies

teceived

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

'Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Florida

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

1era4

Ears*,

Louisiana .

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnasota

Missouri

Montana

Nebtaska

Nevada

New lousy

New Mexico

New Totk

North Carolina

North Dakota

345.841

6.95;.597

4,871,882

111,174

4,753,063

243,102

30,354

74.774

18,083

230,461

114,906

10.691

88.981

201,633

394.984

42,126

162.774

125.248

2,628.500

1,698.117

4.863

1.901,823

252.306

448.165

73.930

3,667,866

1,125.868

2,031,971

590,275

19

2

3

29

4

22

36

32

39

23

28

40

. 30

24

18

35

2,

27

7

9

41

10

21

17

33

5

13

8

16

4

0.5%

16.52

8.62

0.22

1.42

0.62

0.12

0.012

0,12

0.22

0.12

0,0012

0.42

0.72

0.42

0.3%

0.32

0,22

2.12

4.22

0.0092

9.92

1.32

5.82

0.12

8.02

0.42

2.0%

3.71

0.52

133.02

17.32

0.2%

1.62

0.82

0.12

0.072

0.22'

2.52

0.12

0.03%

0.42

0.92

0.52

0,32

0.42

0.22

0:22

4.72
A.

0.012

20.42

1.72

10.332

0.12

15.02

0.42

2.42

7.22

k. 1' V 414.;*

um or AWN
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Ohio 127,553 33 0.12 0.22
Oklahcap 9,584.209 1 16.72 28.22
Oregon ' 964,672 14 3.34 3.62
Rhode Island 27,691 37 0.32 0.3X
South Dakota 1.476.634 11 7.92 17.5X
Texas 81,400 31 0.032 0.012
Utah 606,029 15 11.32 7.0X
Virginia 24.232 38 0.03X 0.042
Washington 2,936,485 6 5.72 8.2X
Wisconsin 1,159,768 12 2.52 2.82
Wyoming 290,415 20 3.72 7.I2

445
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MILE semas IN INDIAN ED0CAIION: A TACT Mat

1. Nov many Indian and Alaskan Native tudAts stonily need
bilingual education servits.

There ars approshaately 427.000 Indiaa sad Alaskan Necive students
in the 5 - 18 age bracket. Of that number, 184,682 atudeaca sre enrolled
en BIA school.. in toacracc schools, or in public seboola located on or
agar rags:vacua lands. Within that groupies:

77.566 (422) too* foam conmunfalca where cbe demiasta
leagues. is Indian or Alaskan Sattos to background:
80,930 (492) 'peal:tad uaderatand their /austral
laaraags at seas level of prafitienapi

. 221.257 (662) coax ism:. Woes where the /mistral
language is comasaly or regulerip Spokes; mad
82,913 (452)'coac fres hones where the *neutral
language is the dcalmsnr language.

So ve gal assuat fot purposes of this dives:sift then 82,911 students.
at al:slava, would be eligible for bilingual education services under
1101c VII and its &Mitt** of

2. Maw *any of these eligible students are currencly receiving bilingual
education services

Of chose nudists mediae bilingual scrviesa:

.:1.138 (382) of the students to ZIA schoolsecoacrect
!cheek., or public schools locaoid op or near resermlOm
lands ere receiving bilingual /bicultural services tbrougb
programs O chair school. tredominacely. these scuds:to
ace enrolled is grade. X - 3.
51,575 (622) of obese students ace eligible to ratelve
bilingual edutscion services but are not currently enrolled in
a bilingual education program.

3. Mac about the language arcs coeds of teatime* aye **rolled in
arbeole. contract athoola. of "on or neat" pablir schools

Ic is diffirulc,,if not inpoaatbla, reeselleace the aced 10
rhos. instance. Maurere data era mar malmulgOd no raporced to any
et:serail source. Ae vo hive no vay of datermistlag how nay fndien or Alaskan
Native student. within Yebya domino or vitbin public schools not receiving
104 Mad. sighr be opeakertsof chair anteatral language se apse lava of
profieleacy, and/or night be eligible for bilingual services as defined
La section 703 (a)(1)(C) of the Act.

A. Now many fndian and Alaskan Mario. students dodo Ticle.VII currently
same 1

In lY 82. Ticl. VII programs prgsldad htlIngual cdocaclos Services
ro 13.000 Indian and Agssasi Melva studeaca. These students conscitutad

MI AYR LE

VA Tila
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61 of the total number (274.000 of students 'erred by this VIP*
Basle and Penonstration project grants.

S. What percentage of the Indian and Alsskan Native studenr need As'
Title VII currently eddressing t

IF ve assume Char Alt of the Indian and Alaskan Native Tide VII
projects are based in DIA schools. contract schools, or in public schools
on or near ragerwarlon lands. Then 4, may conclude that TITIe VII programs
are serving opprorinerely 185 of tbi eligible Indian and Alaskan Native

studenr PePalstIon.

6. Why aren't a larger number of Indian sad Alaskan Native student,
receiving Title VII service.

There sre several reasons. Fleet, Title VII is discretionary
and n9t an entitlement program. Agilcations ere received and evaluated
on s competitive basis. Funding is warded for limited periods of
tine (usually. no more Than 3 yeses) andis nor automatteelly renewable.
Renee beganie of its novae as disarationary program, Title VII cannot
be s personenr or secure source for funding educational services within
The school, sewing Indian or Alaskan Native sending..

7. Why does that meteor ?

India& and Alaskan Native language bilingual programs are expensive
so operate. There Sr. start -up costa which have to be mar before Instrus-
Tian can begin -- basic resestch into phonology and syntax. Preparation
of materials. developnenr of written systems. Training of fluent speakers
as teaebers or teacher aids. Ibiza are in- service needs, costs of pareneel
and Tribal outreach efforts. and other expenses is addition te the Oeata
of providing instruction wirbfe the glsisToon. go Indian and Alaskan Illative
bilingual programs involve particular financial onmieneata. And many
LEA... especially in instsuces where basic operating :undo arc limited,
e ra relueraro co seek Tice VII funding even if they ire aware of Their
e se4eftre UMW language weeds.

A. Can't Tribes intervene and encourage Ms to prepare applications for
Tide VII funding. ones Tribes regogniTv chat student language nerds are
pang unmet

In sone loses:Ices this say happen. In generel. however, Title VII
application are prepared and funding is averted withoue any reference .0
tribal priorities; and usually, appliegitoas are prepared without evidence
or Tribal consultation. The Office of illtosuel tducacion and MinorfTy
Language Affairs (OWL.) doss not require evidence that e'er:ISA has man -
deeded the students' Triba(s) ot evidence char their Iribe(s) endorse The
applleation. Tribes Themselves are not eligible to apply for or to receive
Title VII funds, ra sec up after school propane with Title VII money, or
to eontraer the management of in-school language arcs programs. Tribal
interests and concerns ore largely irrelevant Co the Title VII application
and funding p

MAYA nal UN
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9. Ent shout services to Indian and Alaskan Native students through
41.0 Title VII technical *soli a "nettock"

The "Iltgionel Centers" have proved useful co the iateree ce of
sent' non-ladintaAnsican Bettye biitagual programs. Ratner. theit
stetting** for Indian and Alaskan Native atudncs and the protects
serving the has been United. Few of the regional' seaters have
11:gleam Alaskan Native. on their stiff. and !woof the non -Indlent
Alaskan Earns staff nbers have expertise or fenIistity.vith the
wages language sets nerds of Indian and Alaskan native atodents.
Ths regional centers Sr. prohibited brae adaiestins on behalf of
seder- served students. segsrdless of background.. The decision to
serve ladien or Alaskan Native student leagues through Title riI
rests with the LEA* end is dependent on their sentirivIties to Indian
and Alaskan Native student needs s theft willingness to tespond to
those needs.

10. Ascot the LEA', f the spat language needs of the Indian and
Alaskan Native stalest, eneolled in their programs

If the etudeggs are fluent in their Tribes' *autocrat nonage(s).
the LEA autInsicies probably are aware of :heir needs. gut if the students'
first language or scat frequently used language is English, teachers
usually note that the studenes "speak English" and theesfore here no
teasels to beoefic iron bilingual ineeruccion. Such superficial asson-
ant ignores the poshibility that the academie English has been.inftuenced
by the sentence fonts end pasterns of pronamention eharacteristittof
the *onions' ancestral language. So fluency in English, undet
such conditions. say still lead to difficulties in speaking,
underetandln. reading and writing English within the stamina.
Aad those difficulties ray seriously inhibit the Indian pad Alaskan
Native studept'a educational progress and educttelonel ettainene.
(The background taper ettsehed to this feet sheet provides eddleionst
discussion on this question.)

11. Nov OinalaVO 15 011MILA to Indian and Alnken student tune an to
Tribal toncens

Despite the feet that an tedian+person bus been appoincid VD the
National Adele0eV Council for *lingual Mutation end Indian people have
served on the advisory bostd of the:Cation/1i Ciessiughouse fos Biiingual
Education, shots is little evidence of sensitivity or COneefn on these
issues within osEKLa itself. Only °paladin person is on pens:teat staff
in chat office. Even though OCALA vas warped during Congressional hearings
in 1977 reseeding Its failure to set affirmatively in its hirieg practices.

ODWIA bee yet to identify and eeeruit proportional nunber of Indian

and Alan= Native candidates fot its *toff.

In addition. there rename little advocacy end oversight ftew the
level of OleMLA in the Indian language eree. This has produced serious
consequences. fur =apple. in On A's continuing failure to develop
tiles and regulations goveening section TOlfalfil(C). the section of
the Act which addresses the Indian English" Issue alluded ro in the

slaver to question 10. Tribes have -*calved no guidants fan ObLvtA.
regarding the ways to use the tern of t "et session in assessing student

leaguers needs oe in designing progress instruction to address those

needs.
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OPIDUA has also termed to.gtast DIA "Stet 'tete ststae".4thereby
denying to DIA satess to the funding which SBA, receive tor special
tappets of the Title VII sultans within theft school eystens. Became
DIA schools ere coneidered not to be pact of the school swims of the
*tears %which they ate based. BIS-based Title VII pt05040 ate not
eligible to seer:due soppoet mercies, out of the S&Ls. 'ha Leave. many

0
of these pregtenwootely without sources of Brolly sensitive recholeal
ossistaoces operation and *Masi t these prostate becosee negatively
influenced, accordingly.

12. VIII the changes ptoposed by the Admix' lll n tot the Bilingual
/duration Act ptodtee a vote ievoratlo level of Indies and Alsebsg Native
eervices, oe futthet teettict Indias,end Alaskan Native services under
tlas Act ?

' %CAI testified against the Adnini tttttt on's proposed cheeses and
againet the chants, Senator Nuddleston ha' suggested dating Senate Labor
and Human Resoutces Cognised. bearings last spring. A copy of char testimony
Is bed. Dales, step, see take* to gueesnece Tribal scceesAsd Tribal
stcouneability over Title Vii proems. ne smendeents or ateregiorm in
the Issielation will ptoduce soy change ream the tutted conditions of
liaised sstviees In Indies sad Alaskan Dative education.

1

13. And the effects of the budget cuts peeposed foe PT 04 t

te is difficult to understand how Title VII con be expetted eo
expend Its level of 'treks, and coonlimmats to ;radian and Alaskan Dative
students. at a eine when the amount of funding sealable for 10Title VII
services is ptoposed for 332 seduction. The IT 84 Title VII budget, If

d enacted et ehe level of the Adminieteselon's request, vill heighten
competition betveen Indian / Alaskan Native epplicents and non- Indian
applicants, Mit viii fuethar restrict ehe moues of on -'lee services
peojecta setempting to meet Indies and Alaskan Native students' need'
vill be able to ttmeive tram the non-Indies dee:duet/4 resource

IA. Can't Indian tongues, stem needs be addressed ehrOugb soused/ other
eh= Tide VII t

Sevteel fedeesl agouties also :eke funding avoileble for Unease,-
Atte 'glued education purposes. Predesinstely In *Eh loseence, hoverer,
funds fee thou ptojeccs ere *verged dleacely ro IAA or to colleges and
universities, non-profit research OM& anions, or eo other technicel
eseiseancr mechanisms; Tribes du:iodise Only infrequently receive chess
sonde. So Tribal compultstlan and Tribal eecountsbility are es setleas
Is ths Ineesuees of KEA. XEM, Chapter I and related programa me obey
ate in elm, ease of Title VII.. Moreover. soil of the ptograms. site's like
Title VIP. are di lonery and pot 40tIthOltat In basil,. So ibes

hlt/14

have no seeurmrce thee any of chess (Agencies would be able tO ppOtt

ptojecte midtessiog that students' /negate needs.or. if t did. would
be able to ptevide tappets eo these invitees over any extended period
of rime.

23-741 0 - 93 - 21
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Title IV, toe Iodise Education Acc, has offered aignificann
elteenatives to chit situation in previous years. Those alternatives
et* nor threatened with eliminacion. given the Administration's proposal
co :emirate Title IT and all of cheap aepported educeelooal programa
In Fr 84.

Title VII. even wich ire limicationa, has &critical role to
Ole) to providing bilinguel educecton services to Indian end Alaskan
recto. students. Ocher federal progress may complemenc tick VII 4
service, bun do not and CedSOC dupticace cite work Title VII is

44Mosed co do in Indian mad Alaskan Melee eaucecion.

15. Whet guideline, need to be followed, go soft?. Char services continue
to be wade available co Indian and Aliithen Neck.e students under cite
rem of the gilinguel TdeCeCion Act

la According cd available dace, Ticla VII programs in FY 82
ate carving apptosinecely 182 of the Indian and Alaskan
!ladies students eligible re receive bilingual (service!'
woke doe cerns of the Acc. The lex service level should'
be viewed ass min!num level of service delivery. All
oecemeary amens 'mac be taken co guarancee that sorvices
to Indian and Alaskan Nacive ea:ammo do net fa:11191Ln
that 'animus level to II 84 and in following yeses.

2. *oder cucteor eondiciona, 82! otilom Indian end Alaskan
Rectos @cadence eligible co reeft Title VII are sec
receiving Oboes services. The number of Indian end sleeken
Nieto. ecodeocs **rolled In StA, public mod eenC744C school
programs continues co lactase., year by year. lbe number of
144144 sad gleSkat Native scudesca unmarred by Title Vii daft
also be exp d co increase. Title VII programs and the LEA'.
admfsieccarten of those reogrema aver sees ibeir fair skate Of

' the tcepoolibility in helping to close the gap between cbe
uumbet of evidence who need bilingual a sad the
nuabet of students who ate teCelyiag chem. MENU eget also
be expected to vadectakea affirnerive action toward chic goal.

I. Specific actions co be vedette/Len by 03ERLA In chis regard
include (bye are not limited CO) the following.

).e. Tribargeveresence, St the gdueSC100 DeemtteenCl or *that
erge llllll on or ihsriruciaa duly sanctioned by Tribal
governments fot this purpose, would be recognired by
08L4LA as eligible eppliceste and recipients for Title VIf
basic and nemonstracion project g .

) b. Once eligible to receive Tide VI1 funding dicectly. Tribal
governmence ahouid be Veen chi ftexibtlitv no operate
Title TI! funded prefects as after-school, Ttibsilv -bored,
lor tommutiry based SCO4tasi it. If they choose to oactcese
the 9pCloh, tte fi.cxIbility to entet into contracts for the
operation of thole ptostams by 5IA 61 public school sof...Attie.
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3.e, Non-Tribally Used LEA, and ROSOQVCS tgattES should be awarded
funding to provide services "ea behalf of" Indian sod Alaskan
Native students eat if the ttudents"Iribel government,
approve of and %odor e the proposed PLOVILL acid the proposed
method of service* delivery. Tribal sign-off should thttefore
be required es a cooditioo of the funding of any title VII
project designed to neat the language needs of Indies of
Alaskan Native andante.

3.d. The DIA should be greeted SEA - statue by OBEKLA. This
crill allow Olf? toleceive sniporc funds to benefit the
Title VII projects violin its *Owl siettos. nonParahla to
the funding *blab SEM currently :steles on behalf of
the Title VI/ ptojecte based 'dale the 1214 undo: their
edministretidh.

4. the unicseacsa of the Indian sod Alaskan Native students'
eligibility fot Title VII services, is desetibed fn section
303(e)(1)(C) of the Act. must be :stained. reds:nee, of the
attempts made by the tonsteee Wats Adbiaisttetioe to amend
the Act or alts: the !Owe of.its emulate.

a.
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Title VII end the rat it plsys in ledge
Education: A Background State net

VIM= t. Ltap
Education Director. NUI

Title VIIcontinues to be of purtituar interims to Indian
edutstors for sevtral reasons, first, this is the ONLY rases of
federal ltgisistion which as natter of record obligates tht federal
govtrnsent ui any way to proof& assistaatt to soot student languags-
related needs in education. It is, in fact, the closest shams we
hams to a statement which mandates English as the nations; language
of this tountry. The Act grew out of the recognition, in the .60.s
that students who cone from hone backgrounds where languagts other
than English art spoken, including these students who speak a lug-
usgs other than English themselves, say not perform as well in the
slaesroom as will their English-speaking, non-language minority
tounterpsrts. Title VII was included in the Elementary and get-
*Mari Uncut= Act as amended in 1968, so that schools with such
students scald comets for fedEral financial assistance, to develop
plans of languagt arts instruction whisk would address thtir notes.
Tha basic components of those pltris was carefully speeifitd in
the itgislasion, and tht definition has renamed basically unchanged
=tit this day: In a program of instruction fundsd Fader a Titit
VII grant:

"there (rust be) instrottion given in, and study of
English and, to the extent necessary to allow a child
to achieve competente in the English linguage, tht
nativt twig:ass of the children of limited English
profitienty, and such instruction is given with appro.
station for the.eultural heritage of such thildren, and of
other children in American society, sad, with respett to
elementary and sten:dory school instruction, shall, to the
exttnt ary, be in all mounts or subjects elf study
whith will 1110V S child to progrtss tffettively through

, thsoducational system."

So intensivt instruction solely in English language arts will not bt
.sunissent to sees these csiteria. The child's hams languags must bt
used in the tiassroos for purposes of instruction.in the slam:rocs.
And for most projtcts this his coast to man both instruction through
the hoot language. e.g. sotill studies and Stitnta in the native
language, as wtil SS instVdttiOn about the hose language, e.g. grbsmar
and composition studies, basis literacy and, where possible, rhetoric,

'tarried

addrtss and other vtrbsI arts skills. Such instruction is to bt

'tarried out until tht students' English skills ass detrrnintd to be
strong cnougETE tlassrooa purposts. Then. with tht "transition" to
English tospitstd, auststral langusgs arts no longer nted hams s plats
in tht slassroos (as far as Title VII is concerned at its's).
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lou can tell, from this description, that school discrices choosing
:o undertake these projects and seek federal Title VII funding for
rhea faced any number of seers-up tssks, sons of which particular
-in the ease of students fro* Indian language backgrounds, were serious
lode 4 Few of the Indian languages which could be used in these
pro. had fully functional writing systens, as of 1958; curriculum
um:crials could not be purchased at a foreign language bookstore or
thi,ugh an order plated with the Education Ministry of a national
government of the students' homeland. leachers and clusroca aids

'also had to be erstned, since there were few persons qualified (under
State certification statues) eo act as teschirs of bilingual education;
there were, in Yea, few state-level criteria Untying the competencies
which teachers had to have. in order to be judged as qualified bilingual
instructors. There were questions about-The evaluation of program
effectiveness to be asked. And there also were home -liason tasks to
be undertaken, since in many eases -- especially the American Indian,
schools which for so long hAd punished students for speaking in their
home language were not ac; sly advocating for the integration of home
language skills within the classroom curriculum. The contradiction,
:6 sty the least, did not sit well with many fannies; community
resistance to the idea of bilingual instruction (and in some eases,
community outright resection of the prospect of bilingual instruction
in their children's educatio-' was frequently found to be a consequence
of that concern.

The Gress responded to the 'start-up" pToblea by including, is
the 1974 amendments for Title VII, funding to set up a national network
of 'technical assistance centers". Three types of Centers were to be
funded. one, to assist in on-site staff development and training; one
eo assist in the production o: materials for classroom instruction (s
function which individual projects had been forced to do individually in
previous years); and one to provide evaluation services for individual
projects and to assist in et..ilnacing information from one project
se ocher projimis with similar interests. In the 1978 evendnents, the
iniermation-manageaent process was given a greacer boos:, with the pro.
vision for funding a National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education, a-
national center which could assist the projects and the various clearing-
houses in their efforts to provide quality instruction, keep current on
the latest research, and stay in touch with each others' eccomplishnents.

The '78 no 1978 stenAments contained a provision which held even greater

AMenftents- uspaet for Indian education- Up maid that tine, students bed to meet
several criteria, to be eligible for services under a Title VII project
'First, the student had (I) to be a speaker of a language other than
English, or 11 to cone from a home language background where a

language other than English was coamonly spoken. Then, students
Vsettnt *TO= (1) or (2) had to be sheen to be hsving eifficulty in
:he speaking, readxhg, writing, and other uses of English within the
classroou And finally, it had to be shown that the student's language
background was :he egwse, or a major cause, for the classroom performance
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difficulties. Students meeting all three of those criteria could then
be eligible for a Title VII project, should funding be made available
to the school for that purpose. Funding was cospetielve, and proposals
were fudged on their documentation of need as well as the design of
the program of instrecrion they proposed to address that need.

The %alive" And the nobles wen. Many Indian students, experiencing language
Indian arts diffietnies in the clessroon, did not fall into either of the
tnglIch first categories. That is. they did not speak their ancestral
need language nor was the lump eonmonly spoken in the home. The problem..

as it turned out, was more complex than the legislation was willing to
aknowledge. Often these seudents had ieveloped fin:language fluency
in le variety of English essoon to their hose and community. an English A

which bore my similarities (in sounds used, in sentence forms and
in tins style and structure of speaking) to the ancestral language of

the community. It was their knowledge of the locally appropriate
"Indian English code -- not their knowledge of their ancestral
language per se, which was creating the classrloom difficulties.

Why difftsuniesr The teacher is not speaking English in en Indian
Pyle nor is the teacher expecting the student 4 speak English in en-
Indian style. So when the student says:

Teacher, teacher, two Child:en is out there fighting.
or

NO one never got bit by no ants in our hose
or

That man, he be the governor of our pueblo.

Or The pueblo can and have tie rights to do it.

The teach.: concludes "faulty control over English", failing to recognne
that -- faulty co*is;ruceion or nt, the studene is eommuniesting terrain
ideas and concepts through Entlt

i

h,which the teacher's grammar cannot
understand 02 interpret To attempt to renediate these "errors" outright --
e.g. "Don': say 'WO one never got bit ' say 'ho one ever was bitten...'
would lead to serious consequences for the child. His control over his

comuntty's Indian e41/..: veri:ty may be his only link to ancestral
leagues° flume,. It may, for example, help explain why Indian students
say ehey 'understand' their grandparents when they talk, yet they cannot
'speak' to then' grandparents 'n their language. Resod:anon destroys
those ;taws, maintainenan of Indian English fluency retains those
linkages -- nonce student rejection of attempts to learn standard English,
and student retention of their locally appropriate Indian English variety,
esnecicts wider circumstances as found in many schools, wherX standard
lanpage structures literalli are imposed upon students, tad they are
offered no atternatiss other than to acquire it or Me.= it.
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Ube bilingual Bilingual education, under such circumstances, could offs: students
education a meaningful alternative, Starting with the assumption a proveable

will hple one in every instance where work has been carried Dui on the point -- that
addregs the the Inch= students in such cases are speakgng English with a gra=ar-
Indian other -than- English, language arts instruction would then be designed
inglish (1) to help she students beton* note familiar, and to have better con-
need %Tel, over the non-English grammar they now contiol; and (2) to help

students add effective control eve% standard English grammatical skills
to the grmatical skills they already po . The easiest way to
achieve the first gest is to provide students with instruction in %heir
anceittal language, to help thepabecone more formally aware of the
rules of sentence formation %het have been using each tine they speak
their English, Contrasting %hose rules, then, with the rules of standard
English helps the students identify the changes they have .o make in
sentence formation, when they need to shift from an ancestral language-
based to a standard English based canoe:silica.

Section The 1078 Title VII amendments opened the door io these Opportunities

70704)(t)(c) for many _Indian students, by including, along with the student fluency
and hone- language background provisions, a third provision tn.the definition
":tutted Engliph proficiency", which allows,

..., in the ease of American Indian students
individuals who cone from environnents where
a language other than English has had a
significant Impact on their level of English
language skills.

Increasing
interest

io using
Title Ill
'lute
19'8

to be considered students with "limited English proficiency", end hence
eligible for services under the term of the Ace.

It is difficult to determine how maw schools' now able to obtain
Title VII funds with the inclusion of this paragraph, were not able to
compete for Title VI/ fowl. nreviOUS years. Ironically, even though
the eozal =own of fund available for support of basic projects
has increased over the ps, , years, :he number of schools and pro-
jects serving Indian students has remained at roughly the same percentage
of all funded projects each fiscal year. In 1975, for example, 9 of the
funded available for basic and demonstration projects were Indian oriented.
In 1976, 101; 1977, 91, 1978, 10%; 1979, 81: Ig% 101; and 1961. III.
So the introduction of the new eligibility provisions did not tense the
Tribes to receive any large: share of Title VII dollars. At the sane
elec, you was% recall, the overall number of projects proposals submitted
fot cots:de:mon each yea: bad been growing since 1911. Sc even though
the percentage remains the sane, The competition for awards and the
number of overall (and Indian! awards has gro.n -. and certainly :he
Indian English eligibility has had a hand in assisting in that growth,
The InOrOOSO,:n the =OM% of funding awarded to Indian projeets --
5 8% in 19'1, compared to ove: 91 In 1961 -- also speaks to the sane
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issue. The increased availability of technical assistance to projects
and to school districts seeking to apply for funding, has also had a'
bend in 44s setter. As of course has the .0oving Uneven of Tribes
in langus/e mainsenasse and other ancestral lang6ege questions end
the willingness of Tribes to see edscatics progress address she whole
Indian student, and not just the "part" of him which ?tines to the
interests and needs cig the nonttradisional, Antio world. (Greater

detail on Title VII's support of Indian projects dm FT '41 Is ,'vin
In 'tables 1 and 2.

itnw do you apply for Title VII funds? The first, and most important
steps are to doter:Am LI-, that you have a "limited English proficiency'
"problem' within the students of your school; and (2) that the Tribal
government, or other local authority fo; the children's hone background,
is willies to support the development of a progress of bilisguil inasruct-
ion whin their children's education. .Step (1) will assure you that a
ease can be sale fo: bilingual education in the school. Step (2) will
assure you that commintsy endossesest will it-company all of the tasks
you now need to mtderteke to get a truly cospetisive proposal Subsisted
to Mak.

To prepare she Iptoposal, you mood to find out she swab*: of (Indian)
students in your school for whoa "limited English proficiency" is a
barrier to effective education. This can be done through standard
test scores or teacher commenss, but is Insets done by correlating
performance on standardized tests with Incase measurement of student
hose Iangbage and out -of- school language skills. Usually this is done
through a household language census, thouth if h language dominance
test is available for she Indian language in evasions (very few are,
anfortumately) she scores fops that inSinsmens would certainly suffice

This information needs to be written up clearly and concisely.
along lush other background information identifying where she school
is located, the desographies of the school district, and the like.

This varuasion then becomes the basis for she "plan" which
You went Ti.le VII funds to support. The plan can focus on one of

1 goals. Weeny centering on the ineroduction of hose
language instructions and home language arts into the curriculum
On some coordinated way) or the training of parents and community lwrsons
is ways to srrengthen language skills outside of the classroom.
These are saskshsle VII lets she local school district isulsrsoke at

that level. For other functions e.g. training of teacher aides,
retraining of certified teachers as teachers of bilingual education,
tasetials development. basic language ch, and the like, the
plea needs to be designed in conjunction with other Tisle VII projects
in the srea, usually under she auspices of a local or regional college
or university which becomes the recipient of the award on she schools'
behalf
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A :hire conponsr: o/ tire application needs to be nen:toned the
evaluation plea Ti::. ill nas hem" very concerned in recent months
(as has tha Congress) :sal Title VI! projects are not meting the goals
for whten they were origins:1v funded. Savtral ta4or national avadies --
no:ably, the AIR Report of WS, stained that naso projects operated
in strict violation of the legislation itself, using Title WTI funds
only to maintain and strengthen woe angusge stills, not for providing
instruction leading to a transition to English. So Tiirridl authoil-
ties now need every assurance that the project, if banded, will do
what it ser out to do Often, developing some hags with one of the
evaluator% know and trusted by title VI/ surhorities will be sufficient
to addrtss that need. Sons plan for systematic ?totem of psojeet
goals, as well as for a sunative evaluation at the close of each pro-
ject year is essential, if the proposal is to compete effectively
sith other a 'testions from other school districts.

AirWhet us the fans. of Title VII. will it have a role to play
in Anneals ed uce -.ion midst the footwork of the "saw federalsit

In sox ways, the status of Tltlt VII is secure. Title VII was
not, for example, included in the "block grace node available out
of the Department of Education to the SEA's. Nor was there an serious
discussion that it should be. Funding for sons parts of Title VII was
recommended for cutback In FY '12 and .83; basic,project assistance did
not suffer too greatly even under those reductions. That the adoit.
Istrazion recognises the "special nature of this proven see= clear
from both sets of evidence.

What is less titer, however, is the A4motistation's overall
post:ioa on bilingual education and "language rights". Soon after
raking office, the Secretary of Eduottson recalled the regulations which
were being used to guide the Departoent's attempts to mottos school
compliance with the Supreze Courts LAP decision -- the ry74 decision
which found it a violation of student civil rights to deny has /recess
to promos of instruction made available to other students 'Imply be-
cause the student does not speak English fluently. What the Department
proposed in piece of the regulations gave school districts much greeter
leeway and flexibility in addressing the language moods of these students
and in whet they had to do se demonstrate to the Dgertnents Office
of Civil Rights that they were iii compliance with the law.

Such local flexibility, you vitt note, is parkially but not
totally consistent with Title VI/, Title VII rules and regulations do
not allow for English-only instruction with its fundiag: the amount of
flexibility affadedste a school district is restricted ta this sent.
because sone use of student eone language skills soot be provided In
a 'title VII forest.,

4
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This was the very aspect of the LAU regulations which caused
the greatest objection from school districts. And the Ad:Ina:station's
reveled guidelines were designed to elininate any hong language
instruction qq resent under LW. So few was surpriseithis spring
when she 'station and hUnbets of Congress began, proposing re-
visions in the Title Vn Act itself, revisions which would increase
the tote of locAl school districts in deciding bow Title VII monies -

should be spent* end would decrease the mount tool end over-
sight the federal level would have over those uses. gitsh instruction
was gives s such lager roles* play in the This VII iculun, so
ruth so that in reality the Act would no longer support bilingual M-
utation and thus would need to be renamed so reflect its more

bilingual

streamed" orianistion

To daze, mashes the Administration's proposal nor that of Senator
AWleston (R-Kentuck) has received such trediblie attention on the
HilTa Hearings were held on both proposals early this summer, with
informal understanding that no further action on either proposal would
be undertaken by the Senate Labor and Hunan Resources Committee. (House

interest ih the proposal Is even less evident, the House Education and
Labor Coamittes serving as the architect for many of the IRIS mend-
mews which both proposals would attempt directly to reverse.) So

for the present, ale WIZ conclude that Title VII will continue to pro-

vide support of Pogroms of aniestral-and.English language arts
instruction in those school districts where SWIM "limited English
proficiency" needs require this approach be used in total education.
It is up to school distriets, parents end Tribes to keep Congress
fmlly informed on the enduring used for this legisistion in Indian P
country, and on the input which any changes in current practices night
have on availability and the quality of services under these programs.
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WaTIONAL COMPASS 02 ANfaleaN the NS, 202 E Street, V. Washingtcn. D.C. 20002

Ter:SNOWY eta PACTOSED TIT= VII AMEMMTS,
MACRE S=ATE LAMM AM RONAN RESOOMES
=MATZO: SODIONMITIM, Mtn 26, 1962.

gr, ehairnan, my same is on Andrade. I an emMutve director of the

sataonal Congress of Merican Indians. With ne today is Dr. willies 2.440,

the educator Director for thetganiratioi. We ere hoot today to speak oh

behalf of the 170 Indian Tribes wrath are members of =AI: end to exan4, the

proposed Title VTI amodnents in the Ugh: of their COncerss.

Title VIt occupies a critical place an the oducaiOna/ services provided tO

the 'rah*, by the faderal gOvernment, 206 different Indian /angusges ace Omen t.

the ':toes. St4dents representing S6 of tt4e language backgrounds students

enrollea in BSA, public, Tribally controlled, end contract schools -- ere rocaavang

Title VT: services. The ac :uaI language arts instruction supplied by these programa

vastes widely from site to site: taste is 9eeat vs:labilaty in the use made of

ancestral language development by these programs. for example, Steil. it is clear

to :lib*, that Indian children have to learn to survive in a PeedoldnntelV Z011110-

Spdaktng world. Vence s snags on the development of effective English language

skills is always integral to these programa: regatdless of Tribal context.

Ms, Chat roan. NCAI voices greet COnftin over many of the amendments uncles

discussion Wort tat, COnnt2tee today. Pan. If enacted into law. would seriously

disrupt the ptvress in Indian education which Title VII he* helped Olt114; about

in recent pearl. 144) 'WM'S OM seriously, most would Prevent =Whet net currently

served ender Tttle YID from utilipng :o their fullest advantage the benefits

'winch bills:gaol educatgin can btang to the Indian student's schooling experience.

It is proposed to change sectzM 703 (a? (41. so that Title VII program

would be defined solely in terns of English language aoguisita0nal goals. Such

defers ::on excludes any reference td the critical :Ole played by smestsal

:assuage :as:rue:ton in Indian Title VII Program. It also excludes any regoisement

that ancestral language arts be included an Indian schools receiving funding under

sal Act. We :ester fou. wr .Eheiesnh. This ..as tat way incian students used to

or educated Defore Title VIrbecame enacted: English was the only language used.

end the only language perm:tad in the Indian classroom. The high theidenec Of thOtth

p:oft^teoef problem* among thettlone/ edJlt Indian population shows that Tribes

ere still tatering fro* the effects of those restrictions. ask you not to

ampose those teatZlettCha Cs, the Tribes once again.

4
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2. Ito psoposa: to :tee the school drittiOt iron Ins nee of any cognised

inatrictional strategy In its TV,It VI: gouts= sttikes a serious blow at

?rebel sell-dotocnination it education. We a9ree that there must lat local

:loci:411w in program design. so tnet the most appropriate sonediation strategy

ear be 34W/134 to Indian student, at each Site. If. nowevet. local deOsaioni

of this nacos are to be made. they must be made with the consultation and

clue. patticipaties of the offaotveTrings. School diettsets cannot be gives

exclusive responsibility for the oetting of policies in Indian education.

Under ta* currant system. Ttioes are involved in every stage of the process of

program design meat wants to see the: involvement strengthened. not disdained.

a. Is ispripbsed that toacnoss in Title VII programs netd be proficient only in

English and thor ancestral language prodiesonoy not be a requitement in their

lobo descriptions. This proposal vsll prevent Indian Title VII

propets Tros involving parents. Tribal elders, and otheg adults from the hems

community in the primary instruct tonal tasks of these programs. The contribtriets

Chen people can made to program effectiveness cannot be disregarded or so lightly

dismissed. Theis valve het* Iles in their knoweldge of traditional culture and of the

relevance of those traditsone for modern -day problem-s01.49 comounicistios problems

included. Such information can never be supplied by English dominant, flop-Indian

instructional pegeonnel. zegordloss of their commitments and sincerity. English

profioltacY is not the only Prerequisite for irtatOSO/Oaal involvement in Title VII

programs. not should it be.

;. ae plan to treat as Title VI: priority only thoss students Aces 'venal langoiv.

13 Otnet than English to not compatible with the eligibility extended to Indian

students under section 703 Is Os (Cl of the Act. Just 'because an Indian studorri

usual longue's' is English. and not the language ancest:al to his Tribe. dyes.

not "oh that the student is free of English Unguago proficiency Problem, rcegYecItlY

ve find. the English of Indian studonos from s particular Tribe 1.111 sOntain pr000mm.

ciailoc patterns and rule* of sentence form which aft characteristic of their Tribes

Indian language: this nappens even if the soudtnts themselves are not specter. of

tnat linguae' and do not not us* the language in daily conversation. as you Might

expect- sum% conbinations of Indian language grammar and English vtiCabulary

1,fitn sage oPerseing, leading. laitAng. end anderstanding Ingliab a very difficult

trOr especially within a classroom chttext. These are English language profisiency

problems. Kr Mattson. thee are limitations of incl;.an iarmor..e. skill. And it

scot* fonlisn to exclude atodente with s6ch problems from ?Anis VII itioritY.

especially sines toe Act now reeconitos the soriousnoss of the Indian English

ptobier spd :le rssportainility title VII has to teePool to It.
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:025 I Street. N.V., Suite 320
Ushington, D.C. 20006
phone 202- 466 -5680

Transfer

104kstOund:

Zvi 91 '84 budgoc as mooted by the administration calls for
those warns* nor adninletored by chs-aganty for Dative
aeoricane (ASA) co be cranafored to cha Surveil of Indian
affeice. To quote fro% the administration's FY '84 budget
submission:

"Ocants to federally totogstvoi cclbes mill bo
adninlecored by Cbl Ikalin of LIU= Affetre
bosItaLos In apri11983. Grants to non-fedor-
ally recognised !ribs* mill bo phased our ova!

3 - year enacted."

Prosently. A.S.A. is port of the Office for Ouse
Dove/open:it Services vichist cho Deportment of &midi and
Susan lortiooe and has been chore since 1973. Ma proposad
rranefer.is balm visaed within the Indian ecanuAlty vich
great cancer& end le-opposed by both fodoraIly'and oon..
to:totally recognized Indian !Mos and organization* alike.

faclonmlo far OtoPooses cho Transfer

Tribal opposition co the A.V.A. cremator to the bateau Of
Indian affairs is booed on a variety of roaaome, how's! chose
,neat par4404c are:,

44 Violation of Cons tonal intent -- P.L. 93-664. Title VIII.

Cougreaslona latent vie the 110$44 report (Douse lepta 9341242)
vas chat Wetly* Amorfaan Program* (NAP) ohould tdotdInato with
ocher human oral** programs edniniscered by LIN (ES). Cookraa2
mivieiomed the *moots. of YAP co ba doeendenc on the fleelh/1112
of the arm (offloo/oomponeec) within cha Deport:mot uhlth vee
to adnIniscom-the program, Sy Its vary nature NAP vas co'Offar
the coneciteseclos tc leaved an innovative approach cover'
solving their etoacniC And human garottes problem. Ic vas
also wade Clear in cho NOUCt Depart chsc this program should

461.
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competitive prestos to a %reels mind-cat of epecacing enticlentot programs of
varying degrees via eh" Burble Ace sod P.L. 93-638. could souse rho binds of
progress* Joe funded by ALA CO 1.04t thole flexibility snd innovott and to
become iobjett CO a diffecent kind of baccouctacy %Sigh eight be tote sJettp-

tible to telhol politico or the BLA Area and Agency level.
The Rio has no trust processing wystes and ovoid have to start it lcon ectocch.

And. to addition, there are ao plans foe AMA potsoesel to be transferred to the

Bureau.

5) ASA boa mocked well *lain US.

It stns little sums to traosfet s grestas to aLothet agency Li the only
canons'. foe the traosfec is to cave poesy this opposes to t.0 the missile
as the Adalpi ttttt JOS IS toles the Storey Are as its authority to Laicise' the
ccoosfor). Thate has buss eo evidence brought forth v this point to shoo that
the ONie of odSiniaosting tb& program will bo minted ocher thee cgtough the
reduttion asdfrot el/Masao* of the progess in its present fete. Ac the very
lout the Capes' should ragout s sedge of the NAP program by the Cenotel
Accomos.ts Office, to determise the meant offottivosaseof drain! tttt lug the
peep= rotas' trsneferrias it to ths Bureau of Iodise Afftice.

6) ANA grants and =streets to vibes =Oa groups and nos -fedecolly
recogoited tribes will bs ellainated vhich will be In dlcecc vio-
lation of the law sod which 412 be socially oudseocoonically
diectialgating tovord those tribes carrently 'tooting fedecol meg-
oitiou or Sao plan on doing so in the toast Incurs.

The Congress sods Ic clear is defining the purpose of NAP that it wee also Ono
limes% Of OUP co -build the capacity of tribal governments and off-tteereetion
Isdiso to who decisions and to image preft,wd Iftch affect 111.1r social and
'totemic toaciftions. To adroit, this. the Congress specified chef one of
°mars activities should bs to bald the capseity----itot off - reservation
Indians to develop the capacity foe linking Into boson services delivery
systems suibottad prisatily through fodecei ;overseen, state sad local
governseets.'

In oddities. both the ides* and Baste sale dear during the delibetstioe of
this lesisIetive on shalt ccopectiva floe -e that nos-fedecolly recossited
ccites be dossed eligible. Ic should be else oe noted that Section 812 It) of
Title VIII, P.L. 93-444 that in the went s troosfee of funds otter
within the departments thee %ha fund. are' ..to bs.." used Jot the purposes
foe which they are euthorised end epproptisted.'

She Motel tttttt on'. proposed elLeinstion of the son-recognited cospooent of
ANA weld oppose to be a violative of thee section.
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A.X.A. Transfac and cbs Non-fedatally Recognized
Tribe.

:me proposed AX14 :tansies occurs. ptesenc AAA &rani. and 4404:440
co abet :sae' soup. and woe- federally recognised tribes wilt
bs sliminaced which will be is dicacc violation of the lav end
which will be eoeially and ecanonleally diecriabutting coined these
crib's eftwiatly seeking fedetal tecogniaetien oc vho plan on doing
so in chi ASO 804114.4.

The C011gy448 made it clue in defining chat purpose of Sombre Aserican
Pcostamm (PAP) chat is vas also .be tutees of we co 'bowl the
capacity of tsibal save:mince end off-reservation Indians ca =be
dee:miens and to nowise pressens which effect chats social end
scasonic aondisfens." To Mates chin, the Combs**. specified chic
one of CSAP's activities should bs to build ch. capacity
for offreseivetios Indio. co develop cheespecity foe lintins
into human eero4Asa delivery systems sopposted peinarily through the
fsdesel government. *sacs end Lacs). governmence. -

1 eddicion, both chat Rouge and &mese made deer dating the
deliberation of this lesislativi on their seapeecive fleets that
son.fadeselly recognised tribes be deemed eligible. Soca conning.
sada by Coi4teesman William Cohen free Vela, nee chi State's
diectsguiebad Senates and fotner Chairnan.of the games Select
Committee on Iddiaa Adfaits. while °fisting an amandaant to cbs 41144
bill vhich nods glees chat '.dims living eff -reservation end who vats
exabete of State recognised cribs. vete aLfsibla and ch. Aar.

"The anandnent which I offal is amply incended
to elerify the definition of Indian Reearvacien
wads, the bill. Although it appesto n cite Coax
sicsee's Report thee Indiana residing 00 Siete
baservecions will bs elisibla for the setvicee
of chi. inc. i hair,. chi. leagues, vill weave
any queecion In cat v -cter vbich in Ines yeat
could bs used ca 41.crininace esainst these
individuals."

Cm:sta./nen Cohen 002C On 20 say oetapheeite) the isportance of
e stablishing SAP vichin the Deparnvenc of Veatch. Rdocacion and
Volfese.

"I commend the Consist., for chats fote-
eight in easebliabins cbs YAP within cbs
bePettnenc of seam. Edocacion and believe
because of cbs inter-calacianshie between

various IZV setviee propane end chose 84040a
by cbs NAP. This eppsoach hats %rocked well to
imams:.:.. =moat. and sods' service self-
ovfliciency Te cbs /adieu people in 201 scats."

TAR TRAMPER Ai ?ROOM V= NEWS OSS OF 1St PRIMARY 'mons
Of Tat ACT-- the off-reeervacion and nonfadetally recognised
Indian.
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Mr. ANDRADE. The final statement I would make is this. In the
small tribes initiative and in the economic development program,
NCAI took the position in January, that they were hopeful that the
President's policy statement would set a beginning from which we
could discuss with the administration.

Those discussions have yet to take place. We have been only 1
month since January 24 which was the official announcement date
of the Indian policy statement.

One problem that surfaced is this. I was Jost notified wnile I was
there in California that the California tribes which fit within the
bmall tribes designation were notified that they would have to
identify their trust funas, the availability of their trust funds
before they v ould be eligible i.,r the small tribes initiative funding.

I reviewed the regulations again with the Bureau just 2 days ago.
, There is not ling in the regulations that specified that a tribe must

put up its trust funds to be eligible. Yet, the Bureau bas notified
the California southern agency that it is required. They must put
up their trust funds or have them reviewed. This will totally frus-
trate that program. No tribe is oing to enter into the small tribes
initiative if they feel that their rust funds are going to be endan-
gered by a program that is sup sed to help them clean up their .
management. It is not a program to clean up their trust funds. It is
not a program where they are supposed to put up their trust fends.

If a tribe is going to have to endanger its trust fu I do not
know why they would apply for the small tribes initiative. t is not
that kind of offering. We did not expect it to be that wa That
would be my closing statement to you.

We saw the President's policy statement and the whole mall
tribes initiative and the economic development as a beginefi e
did nut think we were going to trade, nor did we think anyone
would ask us to trade off our health, or education, or social welfare
program for the Indians on the reservations. That is not an offer
we will do. We do not believe there is a trade here. We will not
take any program where we feel that we will endanger the-heal
or education programs of our people.

As in everything else, we feel that there has to be a balance be-
tween the two, and in all forces of nature there has to be a balance
there between the two, both in the development for our people but
also for the protection of oil'''. social programs.

1 think that is what we would ask this committee to do, that is,
to protect that kind of balance and restore that balance. We hope
that this committee will assist us in that.

Thank jou.
Mr. TAYIAR. I would like to ask a question or two which can go

to any ..one of the three of you, or perhaps Pat Locke or Maxine
Edmo.

The first question is on the small tribes initiative. Ron, you men-
tioned this memo regarding the California tribes and that they
would Le required to in some way obligate their trust ftinds. Do
you have.any memoranda on that that we could get?

Mr. ANDRADE. Yes. I could probably present it to the committee
within a couple of days. I was just with them, and they showed me
their notes from their meetings, and I believe it vos put out by the
southern area agency office.

3111112AVA YID 12284 6 x
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Mr TAYLOR. I have a hard time understanding that too because,
as I understand that program, it is supposed to be one of support of
the Government; it is not as if it is an economic development pro-
gram with some sort of matching funds, so I would be very inter-
ested in that. .

Mr. ANDRADE. That is my understanding as well. I also talked to
Mr Arenike and NV. Fritz, and they both said that this is incor-
rect.

I said that it did not change anything as to what they said here,
if the southern area office in California is telling the small tribes
that they have to commit or have a review done of their trust
funds because they just will not participate.

Mr. 'TAYLOR. Pat Locke and Maxine Edmo, this question may
relate more to your area.

We talked about the prekindergarten program which I assume is
the same thing as Head Start. Do tribes get Head Start money
from Health and Human Services?

Ms LOCKE Head Start moneys are for individuals who are below
a certain income level. I know that some Pueblo Tribes have been
much upset by this because they wantif the parents decide that
they want Head Start early childhood programs, then certain num-
bers of children are excluded because their father will have a job,
let us say, of $13,930. Then they will be excluded. They want all of
the children to have an early childhood experience, especially if
they are so isolated that they cannot have access to any other kind
of program.

So, those children do need to be served. The tribe and the/Jar.
ents decide. But Head Start is not available, so we have to have
that from somewhere. What that forces a tribe to do is to kind of
viclatethe law. And, that is wrong.

Mr. TAYLOR. I have a last question. In light of all the testimony
that we have been, receiving, this is going to seem terribly trivial.
But inasmuch as we have to write our report over the weekend, it
is a point that I would like some clarification on so that we would
have some sense of direction in what we are doing.

I am looking at the BIA budget justification for fiscal year 1984
on page 53 I just want to read a couple of sentences and then have
some response to it. This is the special higher education program.
The proposal is as follows:

The fiscal year 1983 appropriation provided an additional $1 million fer the spe-
cial higher educatiqVprogram Of this pinount, $800.000 was specifically designated
by Congress from Tribe agency funds %for locally awarded graduate scholarships
Since graduate students are eligible for grants awarded locally, it is proposed for
fiscal year 1984 that"380,000 be returned to the base program for higher education
student grants. the funding of which is determined by tribal priority process.

Why did, Congress specifically set aside the $80,004, and should
we accept this recommendation or oppose it? I am completely in
the dark on it and would like some guidance.

Ms LOCKE I think that Congress is made to be confused about
the number of students who are actually in college. The National

_Center for Educational Statistics, 2 or 3 years ago, said that there
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were 78.000 native Americans in college when act411 at trittt;:elC
we had 20,000 in college. So. there is a large discrep e ^ there.

In ecking with the National Center for Educatio al Statistics.
they said that there were actually native Americans who had
signed up with colleges as native Americans because they thought
they were born in the United States. So, that skewed the informa-
tion

The amount that the Bureau has requested for graduate scholar.
ships is really woefully inadequate. I understand that 171 students
who applied for graduate scholarships were turned away last year
and even those students who are receiving graduate scholarships
do not get the full amount.

It costs approximately $7,000 as an average for undergradtiate
programs and up to $20,000 for medical students.

So. they are having to get by on much less than they need,.bilt
. there is this great attrition rate that we are aware of

Mr. TAYLOR. I can well comprehend the shortfall problem, but
what as apparently being proposed here is to take this $'800,000 set-
aside. I#S, hik.11 1 assume has been administered at the central level
and was specifically earmarked for this special higher education.
They would put it back into the line item for tribe-agency level
where the tribe apparently has input in the award of these grants.

I assume Congress had some reason to have set thil thing aside
to start with.

Ms. LOCKE. I see what you are sayihg.
I do know that some tribes want to administer their own postsec-

ondary programs in combination with 'some State programs that
they want to have. I do not think there has been a hearing about
that or a full understanding of this chtnge from going to the
American Indian Scholarship Services to all tribes. But I do know
that there is not enough money for a tribe which might have 12
students who might want to go to medical school. So. that is a di-
lemma.

Mr. 'aVt.on. You have led me to the secohd point.
Is this proposal directly affecting the American Indian scholar-

ship program?
Mr. ANDRADE. Yes.
Ms. LOCKE. I behese it is. I think that they are saying that they

want to take the money from the Indian law program and the
Indian scholarships program because, perhaps, there have been re-
quests that tribes do want to administer, that money themsel(ies

Mr ANDRAD,E. My understanding is that they have specifically
st that, due to the increase of the agencies, the tribal agencies
making heir own requests, that we can now begin to reduce our
nek.essitv to continue the American Indian scholarships and the
Indian program.

We challenge that We do not Whew that they have the ade-
quate data or Information to prove that. They have just made a de-
termination on their own based upon wherever BIA picks up its
figures from. We will alscr check on the $800,000 for you. We can
know that in a few hours.

Mr TAYLOR In light of what you have just told me. I think I un-
der4-ind it a lot better now

4 Go
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I would just make a comment lf is my understanding that the
American Indian scholarship...operates with an extremely low ad-
ministrative overhead. It is a very cost-efficient program. I assume
that is true of the law center down there too. Your comments have
helped a great deal.

Mr. ANDR"OE. We have been supportive of both programs for a
long 'time, and we see no season to change our support for them.
They are very well run programs.

Mr. SA:, TA. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to add to the
record that Ms. Pat Locke and Ms. Maxine Edmo are with me as
members of the National Tribal Chairmen's Association Education
Committee. -

Mr WOODCOCK. Thank you.
We will now turn to Charles Helseth, special consultant to the

IntermountA:n Inter-Tribal School Board in Utah.
.t.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES HELSETH. SPECIAL CONSULTANT TO
THE INTERMOCNTAIN INTER-TRIBAL SCHOOL WARD. 15TAII.
ACCOMPANIED BY Al.FRETTA M. ANTONE. VICE PRESIDE"r,
RAI.T RIVER PIMA/MARICOPA TRIBE. SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ.

HELSETH Mr Chairman, I am Charles 1-lelseth, special con-
...anent tot the Intermountain inter - Tribal School Board. 1 am a
past member of the board, the board's former executive 'director,
and I served as a member of the 1973 Study Commission on Inter-
mountain School.

Today I am testifying before the committee on behalf of the In-
termountain interTribal School Board. The BIA has stated that
our school is not cost effective, that there is no need for our school
serviceg, and that our Indian students can receive the same serv-
ices in a cheaper setting. -

We are here today to present proof to the committee that the
BIA's data is inaccurate and in some instances untrue. In addition,
we are prepared to offer information and data that demonstrates
that the school rs a national Indian school with students being en-
rolled from 6() different tribes and 22 different States.

Prior to the enrollment restrictions imposed by BIA for the 19x2-
8:3 school year. intermountain School served students from 90 dif-
ferent tribes The decision to close Intermountain School must in-
volve more than the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the representa-
tives of one State And 90 tribes and 22 States are involved in re-
ceiving its services. It is a national issue.

The testimony of NTCA will support this school board's position
on this matter, therefor, it is properly a decision for the repre-
sentatives of many State.. r.i,ia.r than those g one State.

In addition to that. the 'noes have received no consultation, re-
garding the closure or the school What the Bureau has attempted
to call consultation simply has really not tatten place.

We are aAting this committee to consider this matter ery care-
fully It is a decision that will affect the lives of 800 to 1,200 Indian'
children each year If our research is proven correct, ,t least. one-
half of these children presently- attending our school will never
attend school after IMS' closure.

4 46,
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We are asking that the Congress and the administration not bal-
ance the national budget on the backs of these Indian children.

Intermountain School conducted a study of its 1981 school popu-
lation. 70 percent are public school dropouts, 63 percent came di-
rectly from reservations, 50 percent are 4 more years below grade
level in academic achievement, 33 percent required the intensive
residential guidance program, 75 peent come from unstable
family home life. 30 percent are below the poverty level, 51 percent
of the students have as the primary language of the home the
tribal language, and 12 percent or more are eligible for Public Law
9.1-142, handicapped services.

We believe that the school probably has assembled the greatest
array of educational sere ices in one location that has ever before
been done for Indian children.

Intermountain School, as far as I know is the only boarding
school to have a complete mental health program with) a fully
staffed outpatient mental health clinic. We have not just.ari alcohol
program where the students receive perh ''s an hour orclass time
in alcohol education. but we have a fully staffed alcohol program
trim is maintained 7 days a week during the off-class hours as well
as an educational program that all of the students receive during
regular academic hours.

Up until this year, this school operated a solo-parent program
and has a ken, extensive facility for the program. Wc have 36 stu-
dents enrolled. Out of those 36 students for the previous year, 19
4raduated. Since then, the Bureau has seen fit to disassemble the
i agram and has reported to the Congress that they are moving it
to several other schoo's. W . have just received data saying that out
of those 36 students who %ere supposedly transferred to the other
schools they salvaged two. It balance dropped the program.

Some interesting data that we have accumulated out of our
19t-0-ts1 student body is that 54 percent of the 1980-81 Intermoun-
tain Inter-Tribal School gradiiates found employment. Thirty-four
percent have continued their education. And only 12 percent have
joined the military or are unetnpinyed. ..

I think that record would speak well for itself. The Bureau has
been kunst mtly reporting that Intermountain School is underen-
relied. Th.t total enrollment as of September 11, 1981, was 857 stu-
dents, which was 107 percent of our authorized enrollment. For the
past 5 ..ears, the school has either been overearoitled or very, very
clo-.% io the author-zed enrollment ceiling which the Bureau had
:-;et at 800 students

A:. weil, the Sherman High School was 107 percent, in actuality,
of its authority enrollment

The Phoenix Indian School was a little bit under with 71 percent.
Th e &treat., is quoting figures that all of the boarding schools are
on;) enrolled at 70 percent, when in actuality it was only one
school

Intermountain School had a waiting list in 1981 of 125 students
It is maintaining a waiting list closer to 200 students because of
Bureau restrictions for this year.

Again, the Bureau is saying that the school is out of line and not
cost effective when in actuality in fiscal year 1981 Intermountain
School's per pupil co.-.1, total per pt.pil cost was $7,727 :::. pupil.
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The Phoenix Indian School was $6,803 Sherman Indian School
was $7,908 Of tne three large schools, intermountain was second
in Cost.

Again, the Bureau is constantly saying that the Intermountain
School facility is very costly and expensive to operate when in actu-
ality of all of the major boarding schools. off reservation, in 1980
we were 13 percent below the average cost. In 1981 we .were 31 per-
cent below the average cost per pupil for facilities.

In 1980 the average cost for all of the boardi .g schools was
$2.451, whereas Intermountain School came in with $2,130 per
pupil. The average cost in 1981 was $2,901 with Intermountain
coming in with $1.903, which was 31 percen below the average
cost.

Mr. TAYLOR You are talking about below the average cost of
what; other BIA boarding schools?

Mr HEISETH Well, we have provided a chart that will show you
the cost per pupil for facilities. for facilities operations of all the
boarding schools. We took an average of that and we took Inter-
mountain's cost. and for the first year ft was 13 percent below that
average and in 1981 it was 31 percent below that average.

We are providing for the written record our 5-year enrollment
history which shows that we were down enrollment only for this
year where the Bureau restricted our enrollment to 400 students
and would not allow us to enroll freshmen students. We have
broken down the data of the $3,100 cost which is the academic and
administrative cost, the residential cost and facility-operation cost
so that the complete information is available.

Again': we have gone back historically, and we are providing yoz!
with a different cost analysis that includeS both 1979. 1980, and
1981. This is -for all of the schools, as well as just Intermountain
School.

We are actually providing two budgets for 1984, and we have
asked for no more than the regular funding formula that the
Bureau uses on a per pupil basis to fund any or all of the schools
We have provided, that for a cost of b00 students and a second
budget if it was at 1,200 students. The total capacity of the school,
if it were allowed to enroll students to its capacity, is 1,200 stu-
dents: That is the maximum.

In audition, the Bureau has some concerns regarding serplus
buildings that are on the campus. We are providing with our writ-
ten testimony a letter from the State of Utah in which the State
has made an offer to the Secvetary of the Interior to lease all
excess buildings and assume responsibility foi their maintenance.

in conclusion. the Intermountain Inter-Tribal School Board is re-
questing that the Congress authorize Intermountain Inter-Tribal
School to operate for the next 3 years at an authorized enrollment
level of no less than 800 students and no more than 1,200 students.
The school should be a national fichool Trod authorized to enroll stu-
dents from any federally recognized Indian tribe.

If the school has 800 students. it will require an fiscal year 1984
appropriation of $-1,966,174 And, if the school has an enrollment of
1 2,$) students. it will require an appropriation of $7,449,262, These
figures-aro based on the B1A's own standard per ptipil funding for-
mula

gr
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We are also requesting that the BIA pros ide the National Ti ibal
Chairmen's Association with $280,000 to conduct a studs to make
en:ommendations on the future direction or Indian edil.ation. Ii
would be an all-Indian study commission on Indian education with
lull participation from the Federal tribes. During the time that the
study is being made, I year, no school, no educational program
would be closed or discontinued.

A third request is that the Bureau of Indian. Affairs provide,
above and beyond the regular budget of Intermountlfn School,
.$.150,000 to 'be used to begin to remose the excess buildii.gs on the
campus. which will immediately begin to hate a dramatic effect on
the facility cost of the school.

We would like for the s.chool t be allowed to enroll students
iron the 9th through the Illth gia des from any and all tribes.

We would like the restoration qf all lost programs and services
cut during the I982-83 school yt-n This would include the solo-
parent program.

In addition, we are concerned about the other schools. We think
that these conditions should api.sly to all of the off-reserv9tion
schools. We also understand that in thes198-1 budget funds are not
available to operate SIPI from the direct employment and vocation-
al training line items. They are not there in the President's
budget.

In addition to the information that I have, we have Mr. Don
Mendez who is chairman for the inter-tribal school board

Mr. Woopeoes. You may proceed. I am going to excuse myself
and turn the Chair over to Peter Taylor.

Mr. TAYLOR [acting chairman]. Mr. Mendez.

sTATEMENT tiF DON MENDEZ. CHAIRMAN. INTERMOUNTAIN
INTER-TRIRAI. SCHOOL HOARD

Mr. MENTAZ. I want to thank the committee for this opportunity
My statement is going to be short and sweet. i think you all have

heard enough from our tribal represtintatis-es stating their opposi-
tion to the closing of our schootat Intermountain.

My name is Don Mendez. Ism affiliated with the Papago Tribe I
urn the Papaw, Tribe's representative to the school board at Inter-
mountain

hliave a message from our students at Intermountain and their
olea > only that their school and all the other boarding schools- -
a id that includes our Native brothers in the State of Alaskathat
these schools remain open. They know the need, and they under-
stand fully the fact that they are the future ieaders of our Indian
tribes here in the. United States, including the State of Alaska

Our tribal support throughout the United States has really been
responsive. We have over 40 tribal resolutions supporting the
school board at Intermountain to apply and ask for a 6:38 contract
to operate the school if it is not funded by the Bureau. We feel that
with that support that this contract should be honored We are
hoping that the committee will someway recommend that this con-
tract be honored It has been denied once, and it is being appealed
at this moment .

4 ;tJ
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In closine i would like to thank the committee for listening to
our plea 1 know that if the students were here --and they chose to
send four tribal leaders out of student funds that they havethey
would like to impress on the committee their desire for future stu
dents at Intermountain and that that opportunity be given to
them.

I would like'to make an additional' request that.the early child-
hood program and our adult programs also be funded again.

Thank you again for this opportunit). We really appreciate it.
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you. Mr. Mendez.
Mr HEISETH One additional thing that we are concerned about

is this. The Intermountain Inter - Tribal School Board has been
formed for the purpose of providing tribal input into the operation
of the school in accordance with Public Law 95-561. The board has
communicated with the Bureau of Indian Affairs a, number of
timed in writing and has made all types of efforts to have input
into the pure of the school, and, as with many of the school
boards during this whole process of talking about closure, they
have been ignored.

The person who has just stepped up to the witness table is Mrs.
Antone from the Salt River Pima Tribe. She is the vice-chairman,
and they enroll a considerable number of students at Intermoun-
tain School

Mr. TAYLOR. Mrs. Antone?

S'TATF.MENT OF ALFRETTA M. ANTONY.. VICE PREISIDENT. SALT
RIVER PINIA/NIARICOPA TRIBE, SCOTTSDALF., ARIZ.

Mrs ANYONE Thank you. My name Is Alfretta Antone, and 1 am
vice president of the Salt River Pima/Maricopa Tribe in Arizona.

I would I '.e to make my statement brief also. I would just like to
.4ay that w . .ully support the efforts of all the tribes that are op-
posing the closure of Intermountain Boarding School. Some of
these tribes have a large number of children who attend the school,
as well as our- tribe. In the past. I know from experience, I have
seen some of these young people who have graduated from the
school and Dive come home to contribute their talents to our com-
munity

Some of them choose to go on to higher education. I know that
thcise childrenwe have visited the school on certain occasions
seem to enjoy being there. I .think it would have a great effect on
them if that school were to close and they were to go elsewhere.

On one of the occasions when we visited the school, I was very
impre..sed with the programs that they had. I think this is one of
the reasons why a It of the tribes Object to the closure.

We are deep'', concerned about this Our Indian children are one .
of our most valuable resources. These are the people we are looking
up to for the future

Again. I would hki: to gate that I strongly oppose the clOsure of
that school Thank you

Mr. TmWIt I ci, not hint' a great nuts,- of questions. I ould
just like to note for the record that we h . been joined by Paul
Alexander whops going ti: become our :-;tall director lie will be sue-
,- i.ding fan Woody, '
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Dues your written statement on Intermountain deal with the
question of the cost of rehabilitation of the facilities to bring them
up to the necessary standards? I know that the Bureau has carried
in its budget ju.:;ification, in past years, a figure of about .$11.5 mil-
lion to be required to bring the facilities up to a certain standard.

I believe you have had this facility examined by State inspector
and have d very much lower figure than that. Could you elaborate
on that?

Mr. HELbeTii. The architect for the State of Utah and several en-
gineers have examined the facility following the Government
report, and their report disagrees greatly with what the Bureau
had said. I think the Bureau came up with a figure of $11 million.
The architect's figures came to this. ft instantly we brought every-
thing up to code in those areas to satisfy State requirements, then
the cost would be around, $2.5 million. However, in his report he
also says that there are no serious violations and that building
codes are updated every year and that public facilities do not nor-
mally every year update their buildings. Fhis is done as you remod-
el major area and du normal maintenance and this could be done
over d period of years. There are no serious violations. We could
provide that with out written testimony.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think that would be helpful.
And. you also indicated that in your future plans for Intermoun-

tain. if it remains open, that certain buildings would be torn down
which would reduce the cost of maintenance and operation.

Mr. 1-1Eiss-rii. Yes, our plant management People sat down with
us and worked on this. For the cost of $456,000, which could or
weald not be done all In 1 year, we would remove nine buildings
whieh are excess to the needs of the school, and that would pretty
mud' eliminate the problem of the excess buildings, considerably
lower our costs, and bring the plant more in line with a standard
school plant.

Mr. TAYLOR. I % ould make the observation that the BIA budget
justification on page 29 indicates where children from four differ-
ent boarding schools would attend school in the future if the board-
ing schools are closed. It shows a student population at Intermoun-
tain right now of 228 which I know is way, way below the capacity
of the school. I think you have handled that well with the fact that
then; has been d waiting line, and there have been impeclimeas to
bringing these students in which have been put there by the
Bureau itself

The point I wanted to make is that out of the current 228 stu-
dents who are in the school, only .18 of them would go to public
school. AU the remainder would go to other BIA boarding schools,
and in a few instances tribal contract schools. But the vast major-
ity are going to be going to other boarding schools.

So. white it may help make the operating colts of those other
boarding schools come down on a per-student count, it seems to me
that what we are doing here is robbing Peter to pay Paul, and I am
not at all sure I understand the logic behind this.

Mr lit:Wall. First of all, `there are not 200 and some students. I
realize that is what the Bureau is reporting. I did a quick check
just before ; left, and that is what is in our written testimony The
Bureau limited Intermountain's enrollment Co 100 students This
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was imposed upon the school. This week, just before I came here,
our enrollment stands at 396, with approximately 200 students on

. the waiting list They denied us the possibility of enrolling fresh-
men, and we have a continual waiting list that is growing of fresh-
men students who are attempting to enroll in the school. We are
not allowed to enroll them at this time.

Mr TAYLOR It is your opinion that if you were allowed to enroll
students that you could easily have this school at its maximum Ca-
pacity?

Mt HE SETH Yes: I think so. The Bureau itself is admitting to a
dropout rate of some 70 percent. We had a conversation...with the
Navajo Division of Education for the tribe just before I came here,
and just with the* one tribe they are admitting to 4,000 students
who are not in a classroom.

Obviously, the need is not being met. The school, obviously, had
never had a problem of maintaining its enrollment.

Ms. Loom. Mr. Taylor, this placement program that has been
planned by the Bureau is not realistic because all of the students
whom Mr Helseth referred to. about needing intensiv)e residential..
guidance programs and all of the severe problems that these stu-
dents haveI cannot imagine that there would be group homes
available now. I know they are not available for these students to
attend other public schools.

We know that a couple of tribes have group homes right on their
reservations where there is a nurtaring and intensive kind of sup-
portive program But we do not even know what those cost, We
have not done A study on that.

We believe these students woad require that. Those are;not
available nor are they available to such,a degree in other boarding
schools as they are now at Intermountain.

Mr TAYLOR I do not have any further questions on this, but I '
would just like to note for the record that Paul Alexander has
asked me: -What is wrong with robbing Peter to pay Paul?"

I might have some objection to it.
Mr flEt,srm The only thing that we really would like to request

is that we have just found out, yesterday as a matter of fact, while
we IIVe been up here visiting with committees, that the Director
for the Office of Indian Education programs has informed me tht
the central office will order the RIF notices to go out on all employ-
ees at Intermountain School ass of March 1.

As 1 have discussed with the committee staff, the congressional
language in the appropriations bill specifies that the school will not
he closed without the permission of Congress and even authorizes
the school to enroll freshmen for this coming year and talks about
no earlier closure than 1984.

ID spite of that. the Bureau, with complete disregard for that, in-
tends to begin the process of RIF on March 1

Mr Tavunii Mcs Antone, did you have anything else you
wanted to say"'

Mrs AsToNr.. No
Mr TAYLOR Ms Mine
Ms EDMO One of the things that was not mentioned was the vo-

cational educational program at Intermountain. As I stated before
to my e rlier testimany, at the time of the phas.., in of the ISEF
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formula, vocational education was not included in the formula, and
Intermantain had a very good program.

The students at one time built a home from the architect's stage,
the drafting stage, to the completion of the house with the wiring,
the carpentry work. everything Porbons of those programs have
been phased out

Mr TAYWIL Is it because of the adoption of ISEF?
Ms Enmu. Yes. because motional education was not included in

the formula. This is why I said that with the oversight hearings
that these types of things would come out. They wsme supposed to
have been eYentually built into the formula, but they never have
been. With the joss of those, then the program money went and the
staff -and everything That is the problem created by the'phase in
of the tormula. Standards were supposed to have been implement-
ed. and they newt. were. A year later they were supposed to have
been phased. m. So, like I said every year this compounds the prob-
lent I really feel-that the vocational programs were an important
part of the Intermountairt school program.

Mr. TAYLOR. And, the law required that the vocational tducation
component be phased in to the ISEF formula.

EDMO Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. And. the Bureau simply has not implemented it.

Enmu There were other things that were supposed to have
been phased in u%er the years, but there has been no followup by
the BIA to'that

Mr. FIEL.SRTI-I Just to give vou an idea, standing right at the
school at,this time. we hale seven vocational shops fully equipped.
with everything except staff people, standing idle because of thig
situation

Mr TAYLoR. I Awould like to thank you for the testimony, and I
hope that w.can do something on this

I would just make an observation. I got into Indian affairs in
19:1 when I was. w ith the Department of the Interior. I know as
early a; 1972 1 have heard talk about closing Intermountain. It
timies up yery, single year 1 heard the frustration of Senator Mur-
kowski todejv taith respect to Mr Edgecumbe. I do not know what
we can do on this We will certainly try to help to tl.e extent that
we can

I think this is Kett,. potent testimony We will see what we can
do

Mr .tm aware of the Bureau having talked about it
for about lif years But I supposi;the Office of Indian Education
programs have to have something to -do

Mr TAYLOR Thank you yell. much
Our next witness will be Roger Jourdain.

sTATEMENT OF ROGER JOCIWAIN. CHAIRMAN. RFD LAKE
TRH) AI. ( ()INCH., RED I.A10; RAND OF t'1111)11KAA A INDIANS: AC-
( OMPANIED KA DAN RAIN('1,04 I). COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE.
AND A ERNA %1(100. ( ONIMISSIOs. OF gl)CVATION, RED LAKE
COI NCH.

Mr Jot :MAD.
rh, testimon

drn honored to Itai.c. three eh iirMn to Ort-tnrd
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My name is Roger Jourdain, chairman. of the Red Lake Band of
Chippewa Indians in Red Lake, Minn.
^ To my right is Dan Raincloud, council representative, duly elect-

ed by the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, and to my left is
Verna Wood, representing the Red Lake Council as the commis-
sioner of Indian education.

The reservation we represent is still the aboriginal lands of the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians with all of its aboriginal
rights, traditions, and customs. This is why we are here to fight off
and notify everyone of the constant threat of eliminating, phasing
out the Indian reservations.

I am going to read the testimony that I prepared here for the
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs before Hon. Mark An-
drews, the new chairman of this committee.

We have three chairmen here to hear this testimony. Tim Wood-
cock, Pete Taylor, find the new staff director. .

Mr Chairman and members of the committee. my name is Roger
A Jourdain, chairman of the Red Lake Tribal Council for the Red
Lake Band of 'Chippewa Indians located in north central Minnesota
with a tribal membership population of 7,500 with approximately
5,000 of the .embers living on the Red Lake Reservation.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before this distinguished
committee to call your attention to the critical needs and concerns
of the Red Lake Reservation relating to the fiscal year 1984 con-
gressional budget appropriations and another issue which has set
tribes back 50 years.

We hope this brief testimony will reflect the of
the Red Lake members and tiic deteriorating social and economic
conditions on our reservation as a result of the drastic cuts on Fed-
eral programs and funds needed to maintain an opportunity for a
decent standard of living.

Current budget changes of this administration and suggested by
the Federal bureaucrats are arbitrary and are being made without
understanding the short- and long-range effects on our members
and tribal government. Most changes made in the Federal budgets
of the BIA and IHS have no relation to the prioritized and docu-
mented nerds of Indian tribes or to historic Federal responsibility.
A continued loss of Federal responsibility to Indian tribes in the re-
duction of Federal funds, technical assistance and programs will
clearly intensify our hardships as we attempt to shape a future of
economic self-sufficiency on the Red Lake Reservation.

Another issue that I am compelled to bring to your attention at
this time is the unprecendented, malicious and savage attack on
Indian tribes b3 our so-called protector, Secretary James Watt, who
charged that our reservations were festering with all types of Euro-
pean "social diseases." He publicly insulted and degraded Indian
people, Indian leadership and called reservations national failures
on national television. He said he has tried to liberate the Indians
from Indian resenationsa proposed liberation which is nothing
more than an underly ing conspiracy to terminate all Indian reser-
vations.

The national scandal of the American Indian's plight that he re-
ferred to is a per,snal admittance of his own failure as the trustee
of all Indian resersations. He should be censured by Congress and

4%
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fojced to rellgn We do admit to one special zocial disea.se and that
is`the lung standing disease of povertSr

As you recall from history. treaties and agreements were fiorced
upon 'Indian nations withvannons pt our ancestors' backs as they
sigred those treaties TodaY,, we are merely trying rct retain and
proti:ct the remnants of our aboriginal lands' and rights and the
few resources that we have left.

I must brilig to your attention the fact that after World War I
and II and the Korean War, the U.S. Government rebuilt war-torn
Europe. Japan. and Korea with the natural resources which were
stolen and taken from the American Indians.

Now. all we are asking is that the U.S. Government help us re-
build out reservations which have been ravaged by the mismanage-
ment of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. To that end. and on behalf of
the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, I call for an immediate
restoration of BIA and II-IS appropriations and programs.

These appropriations will allow our tribe to do the following; No.
1, expand the tribal businesses for increased employment, No. 2,
explore, establish. and attract private sector joint ventures to 'he
reser.ation to reduce our 95 percent unemployment rate, No. 3, es-
tablish comprehensive natural resource managenient plans for our
remaining timber and fish resources. No. 4, provide quality educa-
tion to al4 our children on and off the reservation in public and
boarding schools. No 5. establish constructive youth activities to
curtail increasing juvenile delinquency on the reservation, and No.

establish a comprehensie tribal administrative structure where-
by the governing body is'directly involved in the local WA oper-
ations

I wish to. emphasize the frustration felt by our governing body
and increasing social unrest which exists because unemployment is
St an all-time high.

Therefore. Mr Chairman, the Red Lake Tribal Council for the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians resptaafully requests the fol-
lowing appropriations for fiscal year 1984:
. for the Bureau of Indian ,Affairs. economic development, em-
ployment. $2,:3(101100, natural resources deselopment, $300,000;
Indian education and assistance, $750,000, rights pr)tection,
:$250,001), forestry development, $7)(101 ;00. new facilities, mainte-
nance operation of juvenile treatment and intervention facilities
and support programs. S7)00,00O, Indian sersicel. and tribal adminis
tration. :537,0010, and welfare grants and social service program,
V5n,tion

As for the Indian Health Service. it and the Red Lake Tribal
Cour.il,o,,er the gurs have made great strides in the improvement
bt the health care and health facilities for the Red Lake Chippe-
was There are, however, several issues that need the attention and
correction of the Congress and the adtrunistration, and several
liangvz, need to bi made if we are going to Lontinue to improve the

health and health kart of our Red 1,.....tke Ciappev,as and not regress
a, we are doing tot ay

The basis of all issues and chaiigt s is that the funding must be
increased for Indian Health Service and tribes to No 1, continue,

at higher lwls. the funding of the conintanity health repre-
entailt. program. No 2. continue funding of contract health care
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without interruption, Np a, follow the intent of Pl. 94-437vvhefe.
by funding from medicare and medicaid is used to supplement and
not supplant the Indian Health Service base funding; No 4, in-
crease the funding of the hospital and clinic portions of the IHS
budget, No 5, increase funding under Public 1.aw 93-638 contracts
in all categories of INS budget; No. 6. to increase funding for tribal
contracts- so that goals, objectives, plans, and health proposals an
be accomplished; No. 7, to provide funding for our extended care
facility so thaethe project can be completed as designed; No. 8, to
provide funding for out' Ponemah clinic so that all patients can be
treated equally without hardships; No. 9, to provide increased fund-
ing for physicians so that we can be competitive with private prac-
tkes in the recruitment of full-time physicians who will stay at our
hospitals and clinks for several years; No. 10, get out of the realm
of having to operate by continuing resolutions: No. 11, to increase
the funding of sanitation facility and maintenance operations to
p:rovtde ade quate sewer and water on our reservation; and No. 12,
to fund the Indian Health Service budget directly by Congress in-
stead of MS: PHS, budget task force, where each of these agencies
cut the:1118 budget drastically before it gets to the Congressional
conimittees.

If we are going to maintain any quality and quantity of health
care, the funding of the IHS budget must be increased to adequate
levels by Congress. We strongly recommend that all various levels
of governmental agencies --as mentioned earlier --be removed and
that HIS work directly with Congress.

It is the statutory trust responsibility of the U S. Congress Co pro-
vide for the health. education. and welfare for all federally recog-
nized tribes, and so it is also the statutory responsibility of Con-
gress to increase the funding levels of Indian Health Service to pro-
vide adequate health care and health facilities. .

As for the overview of requests for 131A appropriations for eco-
noinic development. let me say this. as for planning of training and
technical assEstance, the Red Luke Band will create a comprehen-
sive planning div:sion or purchase select services to assist us in ex-
ploring and analyzing potentials of economic ventures.

In terms of coniputerization. m order for the tribe to be competi-
tive in any current or future business. a computerized process for
daily reconciliation of financial transactions, activities, files,
records. printouts will expedite reporting and decisionmaking for
the tribe Word processing equipment needs to bt; contemplated

Aq tor Qeed money, the tribe needs the basic source or working
capita} to initiate establishment or expansion of new and existing
.itivrprises

As for energy. the tribe wishes to explore wood burning plants or
operations; and explore the possibility of developing a livdroelectric
energy plant that will provide lowei cost electrical energy to the
rservattop and 111C01114- to the tribe

Now to natural resources development As for timber manage-
ment. the Federal Government via the Bureau 4,` Indian Affairs is
responsible for the management of the Red Lake Timber Mill For
the past 7 to In vears. the null has operated at as substantial loss,
paid out et Red Lake tribal fonds The 131A needs to repay the
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tribe on the or2i,,:lational loan and the tribe needs to play a greater.,
role in the operational policies and decisions.

We need financial and technical assistance to develop a compre-
hensive management plan for the timber mill, including marketing
activities, computer accounting end recordkeeping, funds for plant
modifications to fit current market needs, and forestation and
greenhouse projects.

As fer fisheries management. construction and expansion of a
hatchery operation is needed to augment fish propagation in our
lakes. A comprehensive study of all species of fish in the lakes
needs to be accomplished to better plan and manage the fish popu-
lation as a long-range source of income and self-suRiciency.

As for wild rice paddies, we want to explo-re the expansion of our
wild Face paddy operations as as source of added tribal income .

turn now to new facilities: No. 1, Construct modern juvenile
treatment and intervention centers to provide important education-
al and psychological support, No. 2, construct facilities for extended
drug and alcohol treatment, No. 3, construct sorely needed holding
facilities to provide adequate space for men, women, and temporary
holding facilities for juveniles, and No, 4, construct youth homes.
shelters for battered women. and men. in times orcrisis.

As for Indian services. we suggest the following: No 1. law en-
torcemerit, more tunding for adequate protection. Our law enforce-
ment has never been adequately stiffed. LaW enforcement should
be highly visible in the community; No. 2, rights protection, funds
are needed for adequate protection of tribal resources that are con-
stantI3, challenged ,through State legislation, court cases, private
and corporate business development, No. 3, tribal courts, continued
and augmented funding is needed 'to strengthen oar court system
through ongoing training and recruitment of court and law en-
forcement personnel. No 63$ contracting, additional support
funds are needed to strengthen tribal governments and the devel-
opment of solid governmental administrative structures: No ,
Indian education, continued and augmented appropriations 'for
Indian students ranging fro'm early childhood through adulthood
Fur example. Johnson O'Malley. postsecondary training, college
scholarships. and vocational tuition are needed to provide our pop -
ulation with opportunities to improve, employability and shape
career goals A hundred of our youth from the reservation are cur-
rently in boardIng schools at Wahpeton and Flandreau, S. Dak We
a"re strongly recommending that all bbarding schools remain open
'because there e- (thymus need.

hi summary. and in keeping with our treaties and agreements.
vie are asking that the budget appropriations be restored and aug-
mented We object to having the national 1.:_idget balanced on the
backs of the American Indians, the first Ampricans who are now
the last American:, in their own country. We are asking that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs be held accountable to ('ongress because
they are certainly not accountable to tribes as they should be. We
need ('ongress as our advocate because the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs ha:, become an uncontrollable political monster who threatens
and imposes illegal economic sanctions on tribes and their desig-
natd advocats in the event of any disagreement
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Last, we need a national Indian marshall aid plan to rebuild all
Indian reservations.

On June 11. 19$2. I appeared before this committee at this same
table asking that the chairman then. Senator Cohen, and his com-
mittee make the Bureau of Indian Affairs accountable to someone.
They are never accountable to the Indian people for whom they are
working and off whom they are making their living.

I have another document here It is a letter addressed to Hon.
Mark Andrews:

Dear Senator Andrews I want to add for the record. an exatnple of the threaten-
ing and intimidating actions of this UtWontr4.)11.oble political monster that the lilA
has become under Secretary Watt

place hefore you a memorandum that was brought to my attention sestet-do/
afternoon This memo. dated Januar% 20. 19:4. from Assistant Baldwin to Secretary
Watt to the hite Douse. is a scandat of major proportions becntise it reveals a col-
cidated political sendetta planned by the Interior Department against Tribes and
their orgativation. the National Tribal Chairmen s Association It is also evidence of

libelous and Ma Iteititt attack against our executive director of NTCA.
We are told how the Interior Department planned to use the'? ational Congress of

American Indians against the National Tribal Chairmen's Association to "Weise"
-at an -emergency meeting called ninety (94n days in advance by the NTCA
Roma Secretory Watts televised hate message to the nation against Indians oc-
..iirred just poor to that long planned meeting The using of Indians against Indians
is despicable and cannot be toleratkd On page 2. second paragraph of this memo.
there is confirmation of one of our tsTitst. fears that the Interior Department puppets
are out to get the Indian leaders by attacking the NTCA director,. Elmer Sevilla
Veiled threats have come from the Asststant Secretary's office of Ken .Smith Ken
Smith is, one of the outstanding Indian sell-outs and traitor to Indian people and he
is a dangerous tool for Secret:try Watt used to betray the Tribes I can personally
prove to you that this is not the first time that Mr Savgla has been harrassed and
threatened by James Watt and hir. irresponsible outfit just for doing his job tuyler
our M'TA Censtautten and Bylaws

In paragraph after paragraph of this memo. there is evidence of the hundreds of
man hours and thousands of dollars wrongfully spent to compile lengthy call lists.
to telephone hundreds of Chairmen. to conduct interviews. to cootie t report-

,. ors .end editors in order w whitewash James Watt's inflamma.ory and destouctive
message

For the record. he vied lot call Jourdain, the chait man of the Red
Lake Band.

I continue to read
Our grandchildren. our children, and alt of us throughout Indian country are still

.altering from the racial hatred that dailies watt has stirred up
would also like to point out the tan cage on page '2 we hate strung tooth.

er the Nail% e yaleotape which is further evidence of Interior Department lien
and subterfuge

Senator Andrews 'he menu' states that. -the Secretary has long been critical of
le'v'el' ral meddling in resenation ginernment bpi now we can say without
question that Scretarl, Watt hiro:;elf has not only meddled but is outdoing himself
to manipulate and control Indians

since the White House has otniously ignored the NTCA and SCA' call for Watt's
removal, ,.ind situp Watt has mos so completely expiwrd himself and his department
through this nwrruirandiatri .end has done hi utmost to diade and conquer the
mix, I ask that y;u seriously topsider bringing before the ('ongr.Ns a motion for
he. &ensure and %lntsal

In fact. Mr Watt 1:t a total de,grace to his own party, the Repub-
lican Party. and aim) a total.disgrace in serving American Indians.

Thank you
. Mr Woonocx jading. chairman) Thank you for your stater? ,t.

Mr Joitrdain

J
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In addition to the memo letter, we will include a letter from
Phillip Martin, president of the National Tribal Chairmen's Associ-
ation, to President Reagan, dated "January 25, 1983; resolution'by
the NTCA signed by Mr. Martin and Mr. Thorpe; and statements
from: floss Swimmer, Roger Bordeaux, Robert Swan, Suian Shawh
Harjo, and Delfin Lovato, all of which we will include h, the record
at this point..

[[The material follows. Testimony resumes on p. 533.1
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Honorable Xarlt Andrews
tnited Stotts Senate
Waehington. D.C.

Dear Senator andrevs;

I want to add for te record, an example of the threatening'
and intimidating actions of this uncontrollable political :dotter
Ilec the Bit has beton& under Secretary :Fact.

,t place before you a memorandum that vas brought to my attention
iettesdav afternoon. This memo, dated January 20, 198), frO, Assistant
Baldwin to SorrtrarO »a:. CO the Uhtte house. is a scandal of nap:
pcopdrtions because it reveals a calculated political vendetta planned

I by the Ititerfot Department against Tribes and their organisation. the
Natianai Tribal Chairmen's ossociation. It is also evidence of 4
libeious sec egIkteuS attack against our executive director of .TCA.

We are told has the Interior Department planned to use the National
Congress of American indlanOegainet the National Tribal ClaIrmen's
Association to "dtfuse" (sic) an "emergency" meeting called ninety
(90) Jaye in advanke by the Wee Board. Secretary Watt's televised
hate message to the settee, against Indians occurred lust prior to that
long planned meeting. The using of Indians against Indians is eleapie.
able and ce-ot be tolerated. On page 2, second paragraph of this memo,
there is contirmation of oft of our worst tears that the interior Depart-
meat puppets are oar to get the Indian leaders by attacking the STCA
director, rimer Saville. Veiled threattOeve come from the Assistant
Secretary's office of Ken Smith. Kea Smith is one of the outstanding
Indian tell-oats and traitor to Indian people and he is a dangerous
tool for Secretary Wart used to betray al% Tribes. I can personally
prove to you that this is not the firs: lisle that Mr. Saville has been
harvested and threaeeted by Janes Watt and his irresponsible outfit jest
for doing his job 4 er our :ITCA CC. stitatiovnd Maus.

In paragraph after paragraph of this memo is evidence of the
hundred; of hen hours and thousands of dollars ,rongfelly spent to compile
lengthy call ling, to telephone hundreds of Chairmen, to conduct inter-

. irtcws, to contact media reporters and editors in btder to whitewash
James Watt's inflammatory and destructive massage. Our grandchildren,
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out children, and all of us throughout Indian country are still
suffering frog the racist batted chat Ames Watt has stirred up.

I would also like to poi: our the language on page 2 ..."we
have issues soothes the positive videotape ..." which is fetches
evidence of Interior Depattmenc lies and subterfuge.

Senates Andrews, the menu states that," the Secretary has Lone
been critical of redetal meedling in reservation goverenens.,.", but
now we roan say without question that Secretary Vast himself has not
only meddled but is outdoing himself to manipulate and conttol Indians.

Since the '.hits Rouse hss obviously ignored the NM and SCAI
call for Matt's tftovel, atm since vacs has now so completelyexposed
himself and his department through this memorandum and has done his
utmost to divide end conquer the Tribes, I ask that you seriously
consider banging before the Congress a mot for his censure and
dismissAl.

. Sincerely,

,11Wer""
I

iftaget/A. ;rourdain'
NemAI Rill A N
Red Lake/land of Chippewa Indians
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from 1/imitate of materials sane our to all Ares Oteector.141;.

Atmorandto

To: Director. Offsce10( Public Affairs
White house

UnitedSiatesPepartmentoftheInterior
CMGS OF THE ELCHETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 193740

January 20. 1243

Free: Assistant to the Se

Were is a swmnary of how the Indian controversy go
Ao be heading.

The Secretary has tont been critieel offtleral meddling in reservation
government orocegures and the resultant plohlems edr Indian;. In his imerview
with Conservative Counterpoint the Secretary said what hi has said to tee cress
on other °a:aslantincluding bis hriefing IN dlys ago on his annual Reqoft,
The difference this time is tnat Conservative Counterpoint hyped the show with a
release alleging that be had celled for the rinsing Awn of
system (copy attacheJl. They haJn't checked the story with 1Z.rt:4111447:
issued it through the PR Wire. OPI pieced it up without question end ran it
AidoSt verbatim.

IThe controversy contingec with echo iron Indian *leaders.' but has begun to turn

our way as we contact the tribes and inform Oten;of what really was said. The
Seminoles and the national Congress of American Indian have retrarted their
initial criticisms and now'sup$Ort the Secretory!

The Administration's position and theSerretarv's strong arsenal wIewZ.are that
the reservation system must be maintained but with substantial improvements in
educational opportunitses. economic development, etc.. occorinq primarily
through the ihitiatives of Tribal Govermwents. This wan the, point of his
comnent today on Good Warning Antrice. Age's Nightline Wednesday came cross
with a welcomed balance end a surprisseg armnnt of aer**ment that Watt had

'correctly diagnosed some serious Indian problems (he had never mentioneo
veneral" diseases; that was a creation of the Conservative Coenternoiftt news
release.)

to

started and where it eeent
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V* ere lougglaggawith several initiatives(

section, hightline, soseriialt response footagean are showing It to Indian
%Oa have strung together the dositivd eCoontireeint's Indian

leaders. Nearly a deign have seen it thus tar. T ion Assistant Secretary Ken

Smith hosts the showing and puts it In context; responle is favorable.

# 0
The Nktionel Congress of American Indiannhes a regularly scheduled

mewtina here sent Tuesdey-Friday.anAe will neve select hers breakfast with

tht Secretary Monday. he think that they in turn will &foci. the 'euergeacy
meetinct that the atant executive director of the Malone; Tribal Chatroen's

TAssoclatian feTCAl is setting up for later Ina day with its overlapping
masbershio,

We have compiled lengthy call lists of indlin leaders and Smiyh's.inenpletaithaningtbzusussurlytinikLtp. Tney are also meettog
one.onone with Indians as they cove Seto town for next leek's sassiest..

Ken Sisith has lone numerous interviews for Western Tv and newspapeh,

We are calling Western edittrs in India* rowan, aid tindino them
background such as the White Nouse Fact Sheet. We need the full policy paper,
however.

we have worked through a call list of Eastern network and print resorters
and editors to etplain the issoc11.1rticularty the reality of life on the
reservation and the distinction that many had missed in the Secretary's
criticism, not of tribal government hot 01 the imposition of efederal dominance
over elected tribal systems, .

Our Congressional Affairs cop% have explained the issue to.BSli
suffers and nave provided information kits.

Enclosure

1
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NATIONAL TFI:i3AL CHAIRMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Suite 9W MW Vermont Allnue, N. W. WatiOngteam 0, C.1000$ 1949
202 7374011

The 1010eable Ronald !Icecap
President el the goiter: St

The 'abate hose
1400 Permayltmla Avenue. V.V.
Lashio:ton, D.G. :caoo

Unary J3, I9e3

r

bear I1M. Peesidenti

The American Indian people frac across the nation age shorted and dismayed by
tee Ineeeorste and reckless remarks el intmtior Secretary James G. Were in
The Telecast of January ig. 158). in tesponss. she national hoard of the
&atonal Tribal Chairmeas Association set in Oashiagtoo. 0.C., on January 24
sod 25, IPSO. TO he isisiep i oos created by the Secretary.

Pa. watt's statements are incoosisteo: with the facts of hi y and Imp
sad do not contort with Your Indian policy statements, bt which be is hound.
Furthers:ore. his statements sTO intonelfitit With your campaign OTOnisee
sod the mom:mots exersetedfton Kr. Vats during hie Seneee confirmation
heating of Januar). 1991.

Indian reservations are the last teeeitory and homeland of the Indian people
In This codltry. And me governed by dulyaelectsd repte tt a ttt iyes. The
Lofted States Constitution recogoiras the unique status 41.Indiao govern.
mots. Mich is woven into the fabric of American Jurisprudence,. Indian
reservations are nets prcduct of socialism. but of democracy. The founding
lathers observed Indian govesnocom Sad used than as model: jot Cie coo -
lederarios resulting In the halted S . The fedeta)...gtVorment gained
territory in perpetuity owes Mich to govern throlib ettatiot and other

Mceements with Indian naeloes, mien armless rot I) protect the Indians
ilfthoit rose ed tettitoey and orbit privets property. cad 2) Oiteeleht a
variety of hs.ith. ridumeion and social servica to Indian people, 101
perpetuiey.

The federal gm/stoner h1e ottc4lIy bas me Hued up to its trust roopoosi -
Unity to fulfill sheet ptattoos, One IT Is lot flit* reason that ebe Indian
people today suttee free the poorest social and ccoomilc sem:listens of any
population in ehe Vigra Sr . The federal goverment hes else failed TO
live up colts premise to irrigate the srid.teserystiorm and it is for

1, 14
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.this reason that some tribes live in desert conditions edg ccccc to well -
itrigated nolealan lands that ha ivied voter welfare ,for over

cencloY. For the Secretary to bloat these conditions on the Indian
people or co loply that Indies, wish to tee', other Indians is a state

,of crisis is stunning and suet be sticented.

the canner in vhfeh the S ry diecussed Indian reservations es
°i0eleilicie in nature and afflicted with drop and eleobel abuse, unempley-
sent. divorce and social diseases net only Is his Inability to
eddtess these probless, but prorates genteel leisuodetscanding of She
fedal Indian trust responsibility. Under the iota* of litererion and
tieedoe. the $ pronotee a policy chat veeld inevitably lead to
terninaeion of Indian reservations anJ a wholesale raid on Indian
resources.

a

Ve are deeply saddened that thSectecary has amen to be so disrespect-
ful of both the irdian people and'offite he nov holds. he call on the
Secrttiry to publicly apolegste ao arerican Indian people for his Insensi-
tive, ignorant sod deleterious ststesents.

via are resoUte to call upon troy. hr. Peedidefts, to savoys:tr. Watt from
hie,,asfireSTiSeiretat Of-the In:crier. uhtch he has demon d de-
presents a :voile responsibility he does not believe in and Cannot meet.
We as.. that ,cu volved, hr. bats *oldie Secretarial mange vbe is tonal
aOrit of the rsints and needs of Aameft4a Indian notions and peoples.

bee call vpo: -oc to assure that the Indian 'at inns ate seettded recogni-
tion o: sneer ,cer,riat powets of selfgovernment. their invaluable
&Pliers ace!rt tutics. and the dignity of their amend* that the gaited
hates TiuStew 'MA the crises in their efforts to fully protect slid
niltZ4 Mon ..1.^14T4 Rights.

iirallY. ve cal: Leer you co direct that the Bureau of Indian Afteies
am the ea.i% bowiee be redesigned and resercoureo. In order
to signiilcartly reouce the 000 e: maintaining the butesuerecy'aud to
-,Ake the sseirhi avai:shie at the local Indian agency level.

ts.

Sincerely.

a

phlliip Mactin. freslcitne
het/oval Tribe! Chairmen's Association

46
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NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Suite 910 1010 Vernboat Avenue. N. IV Washa Spar% 0. C, 2000S 490

202 - 221-2011

P. eSOLUTION

. NTCA se. SW.

A Tribal nesoossa Regarks 'lad. 6ro

Televtaton by 3aeretart or tatocior Ube, iaCt.

UOVAIni* AOtr...13 :"1 140iio 11..4 rci.S1or.0 s=04..
and USCuSt 10 ;..iciiiaCt ad: r0:4iossrww.0 -14.
::.Sor fece,;111 flies ,;st, ra: es

:.s

.irC iiar.1.1orsit4
.6

testrosfaal,
iSCie in lat4re end as 'sane ii:S4C4C au: and a1.o.31
lbui4. .04nasOoment. *44:ai 41.4.44: .11:1

10.2As ak.t1 sist2nents r.v.a: eni -A. 90:-aef..tt

atu'letar fm. reasyal Nultan-or.etez araPrars du
undemanding of the ?viers: ft.tfa? :rug: vague-v:5.1ff%. sea

RfitRZAS. Thr Secr.cav, is anitaeed :141in 0Onta:trtla tresen
.01rStS 41 wuialiSs .n 4 ailtN elrtlitd et 1ir Its:stit
rot; et trios: iloyomuftc t"du,t,,, of .,,,,4,,
C0 1,0 early calories; tne,..esevrailf nature of sVeolc daze
tribal &Mrs:moats and :he and to eftei slitaar.
,ociii,ca. 01 nan tr it. ..lcnft 1 34'..
41c:aev and In oponsition to tn. asst.:flatten of canaentsrfc
yneycannacncs. and

1m:IcA3- mua ca. -Naar of iiSeratiat andintera.eton, int Seereratv
nay advocated 1 policy that would fneviwolv teal to Crininats
laCiaA reservation* and open CestriariOn r.soui0. Co public
axplottatioa. and

MAUS: - Secretary Watt has furchcl OninsatraCed total iSmOtan'S 01
Indian culture and reorssentatfve govarantnt by ssssss tng
that pposlady-sfroto4 Irdian leaders 1A102. chains of res-
errition bondeso soon their resosetive Onstics.nsi.s is
order to ottoeteste their oolttieti *Moen and to aSUICO
a scam 31 Con tinual iadigens,o1 .adisn r.servAtinS, nos

, ,
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THEREfekt BE IT ITS:LVEB that 'be Board of birecrets end the .t.. bled
nenbsrahis of The National Tribal Chstrans Aisopiatioilealla
ipoo the President of tht Bolted Stoat for tilt tarigoation
end replacement of Japes C. art as Secretary of the Insular..
and, .10

If IT 'VIM IIISCSIT O that Setreteryldstrablielv geologist to the Am- r

alien' ;Iola% ;wool* for his ifternaliiv !thereat. snd die -
rtssectinl reuatks. Such apology should be made on national
ttlevIalos at VO0 the orisfnal reearki. and

BB IT ;CRUM gfSe:TED that the iresidAt end the Congress redtrIgn and
ues.r. ths Surosu'of ladia Afloat and the Indian Walsh

Seale* :: significantly reduce tjw cost Of nOlOtOWO$ theta 0

bur :Les and to mks the wiper available to fund otograns
and setklas it the local loditnasiner level. Such reassign lid

:at shall be wide fit poeitia eoniultition with the Ind-
ia tribal leadaahIP. 'ld

3: IT rinALYIRCSC TI Flat the In dian Miens a steepled reeognira of
their trrertign pasta of tell-government. their invaluable

:=7.4gt water rig.tr. snd'the dieser, of thelf.donade
shat Lhr Inited Stotot Sr frOtt00 'Ora the nib*, in their tf
(Oft& V. :Oily protect aftd uliller lase UrtItS rightr.

--

CERTIFICA:10x

Inc foreaoing Rea: t :lee as 4414 adopted by the Board of Intettett sod
:.. z.r...p..tp el r . .zionsl 1:11.0 Chairmerase.eirtioe as a dui% k
eallee Sa:ial t:eekIng al.; lo titan:a:too. B.f.. en tilt 23th dolt of f 's:
Jimmy. MI.

1I : '

. .

Atli, 1r

Sign

Thorpe
Secretory.

Ka COPY AVAILABLE,.
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PREPARE') STATEMENT/F oftssAp. sathen. PRINCIPAL, alIEF,.

$ * CHEROKEE worto OF OKLAHOMA ,

*
It. Chaitman and members of the SuhLommittee. I appreciate Ole opportunity

of appearing before you to present the Cherokee NatioiVa Po4letOn tegatdted
fiscal year 1984 appropriations for programs heneficting indials.

As we all knql, Indians - often referred so as the "forgotten Americans" -
teceivid uncharatieristic attention from the media Post month after interior

rather thanSecretarOratggested that Americans visit Indian reservation
Russia if they sated to view depressed stonomies, high incidences Of,poor health,'

.

low accnaprds of kilning and incredible talcs of unemployment. ,

Thereconliitions..hewever, are not confined to Indians "living on or near
a tesetvatton. as riled yes comments may have led you to believe% atithough

we have never operated from a reservation setting, but instead held fee-simple
parent to our lands nntrl they were allotted to Individual Tribal members 76 years
ago. Cherokees living within the defined geographic jurisdictional boundary of

.

the Cherokee lition in northeastern Oklahoma:
. . 4.

o die of diabetes and chronic liver discase.at twice the eatoiof non-
- Indians and suffer from aleoholism at almost four times thrate of
non-Indians;

o complete a median of 8.6 years of school, compared to 12.1 years, for
Oklahoma's general population;

o are unemployed at thrics the rate of non - Indians;

0 have A mean family income that Is 39 percept below the Statewide mein; and
fa

o are found living in substandard housing without indoor ploOSibg
one and a half, times more often than nom-Indians.

'Clearly, common ownership of !land f or living in a reservation setting) is
toe the eausr Sf Indians' dire circumstances? Our poverty, unemployment, poor
health and low standard of living result from a cycle ot.4pendenty, originating
In Washington, 0.C., which has deniedijndian people participation in decision-
making processes which affect theft lives.

No group of people wants to become self - sufficient more than Indians. To
twice that goal: however, we must first become healthy, educated and employed'
we oust have the infrastructure (housing, water, sewer systems and roads) which
support the revicalication of our communities'vhich is A prerequisite to our's,
achieving independence.

Reelrh Care

In 19780Sh. nepertment of Health. Edtn Eton and //afare conducted a compre-
hensive study c he health care needs of the five scuthernmost counties Id
the Cherokee 14(0,11;4 jurisdictional ar.a. The task force concluded that "a
system of primary ambulatory tale health Centers' should be geographieally located'N'N
throughout the counties so that adequate health care would be available within
20 mileC of the ateas residents and ;bat "specilItre4 services should be
located in a central facility to support the outlying primary care ambulatory

I

I:
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On chc basis ofchac scudy aad at she Chcrolt90 Racioa's rcqucsc,
Congress atidcd S13 million co the Indian Health Scsvicc's FY '79
budgct to consttucc a ncv hospital co sctve,, Indiana living in thc five
target caustics. Thac hospital ls ',hauled co bc completed in Otrobct
of alas ycar, on -rime and slIshTIF undo -hudgcc.

.is ,
To carry ouc chc hcw atch

%
care pcograiriaigeommended by che coils forced

. chc Cbetokec Racion, using IRS and cabal funds, opened s fal-cialc,
full-setvicc clinic in chc moss populous of The carges fivc cl9nties in
mid-1982. This year the Stilwell Clinic will recosd mos, *Ca 15,000
pas iens visits. had chc Tribc nos opened chc clinic, those pacicnts would
foe sought medical care at the IRS hopsicel in Tahlequah which Is altcady

ow ',WC/ and adding an auctogc of 800 sew patients a month.

10 carry-on,wich elte goal of dramcically improving chc quality and
quantity of heafifi mare avagablc in rural nortaascern Oitlahom4, de
must (bunco* 'rich opentng.prilasy Match care clinics in osher locales
in she tatfeccounticd. Nouly no eighth of out toTal population, '

residing ilohe most southcrn target county, is more than 40 milcs from the
i.ncaress health cart facility, lftm-vmeTrhstot Pci0217 ca" c°101°111P.
Mica of_thagjornty's residents, we nrcd en additional appsoptiacion of
S1,500,000 se constsuct and opetatc.0 iltulc chess. If these lends arc not
added and chc clinic is net eudlc. out hoajisal will bc inadequate betosc ics
consctuction is completed. lo,

4r
Obviously, conscroctioa of chc'nev hospital ana clinics, alone, will AOC

allow us co provide quality health tatc. Thcse must bc adequate scoff co ccnd
to chcp.sticass' medicol -needs.

f
V' When Convect apptoptiaecd funds tot constructing the new hospital, it did
so with cbe insistcnce chat chc Indian Health Scsvice, Ctcy of Tahlequah and
Northcascetn Stage University share ses CCCCC , thereby improving the quality
of health care for Indigo and non-Indi a residents of rhc arcs. lie havc

cxpandcd upon chat paging concept, I spited by-fosmcr Senator Homy llellmoo.
, and have addcd chc University of °Mob a Helical Sehool, Oklahoma Osteopathic

dthool and,Ohetokcc &scion as pascuets ho will shack scrviccs vhcn the new
hospital ofpcns.

044haTing sty/Sacs Tv:wires tonniTo ncs and beeeeen and among,pattncrs.
4 Our sbaredsee'viceJageccmencs have bet predicated on the *demi plat tot she*

hospital, which cants{ for an 1115 scat of 372 .and an aphowtiaccd operating
budgcc of 510,507,000. With chc hospi al oaring complccion and che plans'
outing implementatiln, cbelAdmInistt ion s budgcc, with ics recommidatio
that chc hospital be apptoptiated $9,182,000 and budgctcd for a staff of 292
(half of vhom arc contingent oe6911111S. e pt of teimbutaemoncs), both IRS'
ability to honor ics commitments and the patcnetsa goal of improving nedieal
services while rcducing.boaltb-cast costs in chc Tablcquah asca arc jcopardisc

So that vc might .honor out commicmencs both co ouc proposed partners Ad, 14
co is goal of hooch% a ncw method lot providing runt AM4Tii* with imp* 1

tocalth care ac tedccd ;Kivu° and public-soccer , l urge you To Test rc '

che hospicot's operacing appropriation to $10,587,000 and ics scoff co 372
budgeted woslciond. '

.

4
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He recommend that 1HS be appropriated che funds necessary for each Service
Unit Co provide preventive, primary ambulactry, basic primary and emergency care.

r To provide an incentive for Service Units to collect chird party reimbursements,
we recommend tiles any third patty funds collected be used to augment the baste
sere for uhlch each-Service Buie is funded as opposed to the Admilliaceation'S
recoMisendat n.thachird party reimbursemenc be used to defeay the vase of

e
providin ask tam

To further ensure paety of services across Service Vole boundaries, we
t recommend that Equity Funding be maintained as an appropriated line item 'ether

chin as a contingency that has, ac worst, a penalising aifect on those Service
Ochs whose mapagers ate dilibant idpolleecing retie ursements.

There is.an average of one physician per 633 peesons scatewide in Oklahoma. .

In che rural counties of the Cherokee Hatton, that average drops to one Oysieian
pec.1,92$ residents. The only medical specialises in the ace; are captoyed by

che Indiln Health Service. .

If INS and the Cherokee Hatton ate to significancty affect the (policy of
health ogre available in *mat northeastern Oklahoma, the Indian Health Service
must be given the authority to treat non-Indian patients 44 bill them foe the
services they aeciive. Such awthotisation would have the due benefit of allowing
IRS to increase its reseueees while providls the vette population yid, access

to specialttelaiedical care.
t

*to complement and augmece che medical services provided at IRS- funded
hospitals and clinics, the Cherokee Hation.employs a small cadre of easounity
health tcpresentaIives who provide a vital link between isorated, mostly elderly
Cherokees and modern medical practices. Through the 37c568 visits which ouc
who ace trained as licensed piractieal nurses and home health aides, made lase year,
hundreds ad Cheiakees received early dcagnosimand treatment of cheic medical

1 ailments oefote thek conditions became critical. 1 vrge CongrAet restote
funding-for the CoNhnicy Health Septesenfative Program co ac lease its FY 1983.
funding level of 525 million.-

I

Education , t.

fh 1975. when Congress enacted Public Law 93-638, it declared as general
.pilley that a "major national goal of the United States" wouWbe co-provide
the chastity and quality of odulational pervices and oppoevoisties
pernd Indian childtes to campece and ex el in the life netts of thetreehoice.
and to achieve the measure of self-decetnisation essential (tinkly emir!! 240.

.
econdnic well-being."

1n981. quantity and qualicy.of educational services ace no less Soda:sent 1

e "to Pedians'realisiog our goal 4 self-sufficiency than tiloloy were in 1973.

. With more than 40.000petheos, Clvtokee Hatton is the second lacgesc
Indian Tribe in the country. We are ctronsly opposed to a eeductiop in the
fiscal year 1983 aoproptiation for Tide Indian Educatien Acc programs and
to a discontinuation of :Icte IV programs in Pt '84. as proposed by the Reagan
Administrttloo.

1
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iiln as 14-county surisdictio2a1 area of the Ch okee iation the elimina-

tion
r#i

tion of Title IV will result tn,dlloss of $21,5 min ,direeted cowards educe-

tiooal programs benelitting 18.000 chIldreWof 2 n deiCept for the poor
school districts in rural northeastern Oklahoma, loss of Title IV funds wilt .
sea* an end to special cultural torichment as well as temedial DrogoamaC 4P"
Loss of Title IV could threaten the fonvented existence of smaller school

' Olstttcts, particularly those located in rural indiarree'amunitits Wm t poverty -

y' 'and thc ttust,status Of Indian lands has eroded the school ttstrites tax base.
, . f

An example of ;pc threat which discontinuancc of Title IV Poses Co tura!
tshools tan bc foun4in thc Dell School in southefft Moir cointy. Of-ihe 189

. elvderns chrolled,ir Dell. 98% arebindian. There are 16 taxpaying famIlifis in
the dtstrictr the remainiagAfamilies'in the,schoors SO square -mile traasrmta-,
rion distract arc too poor to paytaxes or live on la* that is exempt (tore ..

. tiisat4on.. Belt receives Ah of it 0%4.000 annual orthcating budget (fte.gsades
F-8) free federal plegrams, all of which 4(0 proposed ter etrmination or

.

'f .

,recissions. Hitlihut fnticral aid? Che Bell'School villth1045.

In explaining the ratisnale for discontinuing Title IV programs Atiminis. -'

ftration officials suggested chat oilier programs.such as Impact Aid and Chatoi 2.
2 both of which progahs are adAtoisterea-by the Stites, coed absorb Intlpn educa -'
4- Lion programs. Out past enpociente wtrh stake-administiered federal assistance

, programs has been that uthar school 'districts; with tax bases sufficlearly ,

ubstantial to support specialprogrkostfor Indiao and non.indian students. . )

..., z receive the Sulk of the federal aid, if pasrcaPereenci bolds true, Tulsa and 4

, Oklahoma City, where less than ISIZ of cho,Staces Indian population resides, I

geoid teeeive a vastly disprofortionatc shore-of the tederal aid which is lutcrldc
i to benefit Ihtlians. k re

l 0 . 1 -.

To ensure Obit the advances -which helm been made since passage of tie t

Indian Educe:11A Act, of 1972 continue, ensuring an educated Indian population that
4

f,1
is obit to eff4lively compete in the labor marker, and,ensUilog each individual,
Indian in OpnortAity to eaOr4IOe self-determinationi r strongly urge you co
rese FL:83 !moiling for Title IV programs to the previous!, budgct4d acmunc

O'of $62,14n000 and.to appropriate at least that amounts tot
/
Title IV progIomsin

FY ',SA. o
i

r

a

a

ConsunItu Development
.'

On the premise that pc would conserve administrattve costs and te4UtO
duplication of OttvaG.A. the Administratgoo has proposed consolidating Indian
housing construction and improvement prugrams in cbc Department of Housing and
Orban Development.. Commensurate with that rccommendat,ion. the Administration
has proposed eliminatidg the Indian Health Services* 121 (gansAation Facilities
Constfuctioo) Fr.egram,in F1'484 and phasing of the MA's housang imrovement
program.,

vs

gbilc vesupporc the Administcatioo's basic premise - dist the construction
and repair of housing And physical infrastructure should bc consolidated in one
agency it would better serve the Indian people's Interests If the agency
selected weft the Department of Interior, which aivady has offices located
torch* Tribes it struts and from whom wry thc.goveirmema closefand ies.sosiwe
to our constituents, may directly contract to administer prograAs.

fa

0
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Funding rot the MA's housing improvement proper, needs to be increased,
regardless of which agency eventually edialniscers che Prograo. A 1981 BIA
study found rbac492,000 Indian.faoilies live in Substandard housing. The
proposed FY "84 ppropriacions will enable only 670 houses co be butte and
4,260 hoots co be renovated. Ac chat race, is will cake us more than 18 years
to address che muscling housing needs of Indians nationwide.

We also support 'an Increase in funding for )HS' 121 prtgram and statutory
changes which would enable cite program co be mote flexible in responding co
the needs ot.Ind.an people and rhtir efforts co achieve self - sufficiency.

In .hc Cherokee Nacinn, alone, we have unmet needs which could absorb
14 million annually in INL 121 construccion funds.

An approprlailion in untescricred sanitation construction funds would
grcacly enhance our self-help construction program, which we initiated in
The Bell community In southern Adair County some 16 months ago. There, in s
"unique partnership, che Cherokee Nation is providing chc materials to build
25 new homes, febabilicate 21 existing homes and construct a 16-mile rural
water system: ebe people of the community are providing chc labor for chose
physical improvements.

Because Bell has had substantial federal housing assistance, we were able
co use 121 construction funds to pay for 25% of chc water line materials. We
are resericeed, however, from using 121 funds in communities such as Borne Cabin
end Briggs, which need a rural water system equally as much as Bell, but whose
residenes have not received sufficient federal housing assistance co qualify
for federal sanitation facilities assistance. An appropriecion for udrestrieted
sanitation construction would enable us to enter into partnership agreements with
chc residents of these and other communicies, ac a Savings co che federal govern-
ment of more chop half she cost of e lacer system to,- meted vich paid labor.

Su*

Although federal programs for Indian people constituted four-tenths

of one percent of the 1982 federal budgcc, the ptesent Administration is asking
these programs - and the Indian people - to absorb 2.9 pereens of the budget
cuts proposed fof fiscal year 1984. While che proposed reductions msy appear
minimal in comparison co the overall federal budgee. I can assure you that they
would have a devastating lopecc on an already impoverish., people who are striving
to attain che quaaci_, and qualicy of health care, educaciorrA housing and sanita-

tion facilities which ars-prereduisiee to'our achieving self - sufficiency.

in his polity statement on Indians, President Reagan said that che government
would provide us wick che "necessary' funds co "develop our resources." We
believe that our greatest resource is our people and chat, co "develop" them,
qualicy health care, expanded educational opportunities and improved living
conditions arc "necessary."

We share the same goals of social and economic independence for Iodise
people: all we ask in Oat you linen to os when you chart the course for
developing our resources which are our people.
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ASSOCIATION of CONTRACT TRIBAL SCHOOLS
Fly nave is Anger Bordeaux, I let the current President of the

Association of Contract Tribal Schools. ACTS vas formed a little over a

year ago t. prokide 1daiwa4, Orrrunication, Training and Technical Assistance

to existisr) tribal schools and other schools who are interested in local

control of educating their children. The contract Tribal school reverent

starttd in 1966 when Sough Pock DeronstratiOn School Contracted with the

BSA to run a _local school. In 1973 there wore roughly IS local controlled

Indian schools. There are currently 60 plus schools throughout the

nation. All of these schools are determining their childrens future by

orzratang and administering/their own schools... Their are many success

stories of bow these schools coperAtii along with come failures. '

I an here b.iy to talktto you stout the proposed recessions of Title

IV Indian fdacatice Act FUrds for FrA3 and the close out of FY'f4. The

decision to be in dirCct conflict with President Aeagan's Indian

Policy issued only a ronth ago.

Through discussion with other tribal schools. and tribal officials on

various reservations, there appears to be 4 main' areas which these funds

have informed the education pfograna on reservations.

1.) Training (Adult, Educators,) Aides, etc.)

2.) Crrrunity Invobertnt.

3.) Culturally relevant instruction and curriculum development

4.) Education Support Service ProgrAns*

I would like to discuss sane of these programs that have horn successful.

1. ;raining

Through the use of Title IV Indian Education Act funds, there have

been a substantial increase of Indian adnanastrators working in tribal, public,

AEST COPY AVAIL 9.x
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private. and Ala schools. Mast of these sere able to =Imre their tasters

degree in Education administration and a rimr woe able to get a Doctorate.

Other ;Miens were able to get advanced degrees in Counseling :pedal

Education, Forestry and nervy other fields.

The two Lakota principals we have at st. Francis Indian School were

able to get their Masters degree because of Title Iv.

Education.Aides,svre able to further their education because of Title

IV funds. The average number of college credits our aides has advanced

Eras 0 to sougRly OS credits.

Solo of these aides have been able to finish their bachelor programs

and get teacher certification because of Title IV: Oa currently have five

certified 'teachers who were able to get their bachelors because' of Title

rv.

Iv.

Item are rany other training programs that, sere started with Title,

IP

The rain thing that I an trying to point out is that lecause of Title

we as Indians have educated leaders Ihroughout this country who

are able to act as role lodes for the students in, our schools. They

are also able to work for the betternejit of Wien education on a. local,

state and naticnal level.

2. Cerciinitv Involveeant _

Spccifically because of Tit!! IV there pas keen an Increased awareness

of educaticoi program for Indian students.

One administrator at a tribal contract schlai said that because of

Title IV be was able to increase parental invoil....ent by 904. Title Iv

has provided another vehicle for parents to heoord aware amd involved

In educating their children.

a

A.
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There have been soma tribal odLeatien departments set up because

of Title Iv. They are working en their on education standards and

other tribal causation priorities.

3. Culturally tae not instruction end CUrriculue.

Title IV has rolosod thousands of Indian children to identify with

their culture. Program Whsdi concentrate on the retention of the VatiVe

language is Rrotahly the rest important part. ether cultural instruction

include arts and crafts, history, and dance. The development of curriculum

material, which is relevant to the students, is essential to Improve the

academic achievement. .

The culturally related ,programs are necliod to irpreve students

solf,esteer.

4. education Support Service Pronrara

These pro:rims faded frac. Title Iv include a Lido variety of supportive

supplenental 'programs uhich all increase awareness, uprose academic

achieverent, and self-esteem.

Sane of these are basic skills reinforcerent, *Ansel:eq. vocational

education, tutorial services, drop oui prevention, attendance,

recreational activities, student leadership, cognitive, learning, and

other support services,

Conclusion

The bottom line is that if funding for Title IV Indian rdisoaticn Act

is not allotted you will in effect omit education.' genocide and .

strangle eccaome development on the reservations. This will he done

because there will he no source to irprove education not only for the

elerentary and secondary students tut atop adult Indians the will be

and are leaders on the reservations and the nation.

BEVIAllt
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE FORT BELKNAP TRIBAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT, SUBMITTED BY DR. ROBERT J. SWAN, EXEC. DIR.

Good morning Mr. Chairman and markers of the Senate Select

Committee on Indian Affairs. Hy name is Dr. Roberta. Sean, the Executive

Director of the Fort Belknap Tribal Education Department, Fort Belknap

Indian Ouumanity, Harlem, montane. tam respectfully requesting the Senate

Selec' Committee on Indian Affairs to alto: me to subait written testimony

4 today regarding Public Law 92 -318 as amended! The Indian education Act

(IEA) , Title W.

First, I would like to thank the Senate Select Committee on Indian

Affairs for allowing me to share 'with you some of the achievements in

Indian Education that have tako place dry* the Indian DducaticoAct was

enacted into law eleven years ago.

APD

I have entitled ay testimony, nklADCAIWAN CHANGES 7 ME Alin=

70'S ON ThDIAN EDUCICICU AS ir DIRECT RISUI/C OPINE ERMAN EDDCATICH ACC'.

I would like to review the Progress of Indian Education made during the

Fast eleven lifers and f-cus my testimony upon the 70's. I believe that

once you have reviewed the achievements of the 70's, you will come to the

same conclusion that I lame to nearly two years egothat the 70's was

truly a decade of change for the American Indian, educationally,

culturally, eccormically, and politically. hopefully, you will alscOsee

that even thocqn we have gained more in the'pest eleven years than any

other period in history, we still have a long way to go. In fact, the

achievements in Indian Education under the Indian EdOcatico Act have far

surpassed the a^hievements made in Indian Education airing the previous 400

years of this country when Indian Educatial was under, state, church, and

federal control.

V 1.

.23-741 0 - 83 - 32
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I would like to begin my testimony by quoting fray the Seventh

Annual Deport to The Congress of the United States, a report published by

ttie .National Advisory Council on Indian Education inane of 1980. ine

report is entitled , "E9JC1VPICO POR INDIAN 91E4/VAL AS A PEOPLE, A GOAL FOR

IRE 1980fS." This .quota is from a letter I wore in June of 1980 when I

was Chairman of the National AAvisory, Cowell on Indian Education. The

letter is addressed to the Congress of The United States.

"As the decade of the 70's camps to a close, Indian
people and Alaskan Natives can look back and reflect
upon the numeraus achievements made during the
self-determination- period of this past decade. The
National Advisory Council on Indian Education along
with other national, regional, and -local .Indian
organizations and tribes entered a new spirit of
cooperation with the U.S. Congress. The 70's, as
pointed out by Reny Indian leaders, can be declarep as
the most important decade for Indian people in t*ms of
legislation, appropriations, and commitments from the
U.S. Congress, not only in Indian Education, but in all
areas of government that provide services to Indian
people. New legislation and increased appropriations
made it possible for Indian people to begin planning
our own edUcational programs, set educational ,

prioaties, and to commence to meet our own edUcatiorial
needs which histotically, have been neglected by the
federal governeent."

As we enter the third year of the 80's, Indian Education may be set

tack 40 years. This conclusion is Lased upon the Administration's FY83

rescission request and FY 84 termination of Title 14 request to the U.S.

Congress for 'title it, The Indian Education Act of 1972. Because of the

Administration's FY83 And -F/84 budget requests, I believe it would be

appropriate to present briefly, the history of Indian EdUcation t, refr2sh

your memories on how far Indian Education has Come since 1492.

49,1
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Indian Education did not start in 1492 or 1528,as most reference

and history books treat the history of Indian I ation. Before Columbus

and evel after Columbus came to North AMeriCa, the educational sYstem for

Indians was not institutionalifed, but differed fran tribe to tribe. The

educational system for Americans Indians was dissimiliar to the European

system of teachers, text books, libraries, and now computers. Instead,,

each' trite dtheir own system of education. For some tribes, thi role of

'educator was aced in the hands of the elders, the grandparents, the

aunts, the un es, the clans, the Spiritual, or traditional leaders, etc.
.

Each tribe differed from one another; each had its own unique system of ...

t,

education. Na ive Amerionl education was 'transmitted by oral \

tradition ---by e telling of stories and legends containing identifiable

cultural and histcmical, information. Furthermore, the majority of ran
culture was passed down fran generation to generation through the practice

and the participation

classroaus.

.

in cultural everts, nob' through sitting in

I heel it is import?nt for the Aduinistiatia; and the U.S. Zongress

to became familiar once again with the history of Indian Education. When

we altriVe at the "AMAZING DECADE of us 70IS". You will see the difference

in attitudes fran' the first period through the contemporary period. one

thing to keep in mind is that the overall policy of the'United States was

to rid the farican Indian of his land, water, resources, and culture.

'49J
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Briefly, the written history of Indian Education started with the

first period being known as MEN-MON PERIOD." The first school. for

Indians was established in Havannfp Cuba in 1568. The French, Eftglish and

Spanish had a major influence airing the Mission Period. William and
k

Mary, Harvard, and Dartmouth were createdi for the education of Indian

students airing this. period.

The second period' is known as the "TRERITPERIOD4 Starting with

the first treaty in 1778 vith the Delawares, education We:lira:laded as part

of the treaty and trust responsibili of the U.S. Government: Fran the

inception of the federal goverment in .1789 to }850,, the United States
la it -

negotiated and ratified 245 treaties with Indian tribes. Wring this

pd the U.S. Goverment acquired over 450 Malian acres of land for less

than 90 Million dollars.

The third period started in 1887 and is known as the''ALLOTMEHT

PERIOD" or "WES ACT PERIOD." During the 46 years that the Allotment

Period was' in effect, the U.S. Government succeeded in reducing the Indian

land base from 140 millidacres to approalately 54 million acres of the

least desirable land in the country today. Nod we are finding out that

this least desirable land is rich in natural resources, such as oil, gas,

uranium, water, and timber.

The fourth period, the "MERRIAM HEIGHT PE2VA5". oceurileci when the

first major comprehensive study was written about Inoian Education. The

Merriam Report brought into relief the deficiency of Indian Education and

'set the precedence for the fifth period:

ti t'
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The fifth period is callathe "INDIAN REORGANPZNICH ACP PERIOD" or

the MORD WHEELER ACT PERIOD" 'which broughtapInt the Johnson-O'Malley
0

Program. Host Indian scholars will point cut thatl Indian atostion in the

30's relates closely to what happened in the 70's. Achievements in Indian

Education in the 30's, hcwevert did not succoea becAuse of the Depression

and the economical conditions in this comntry. It appears that 40 years
.v st

later, Indian people-are faced once again with the protatms ViFencogrotered

in the late 30's.

The sixth period is the 'WORLD WAR /I PERIOD" or a period of

retrogression. this was a pried when Indian Education digOssed to the.

pip44erriam Report Period. .

' The seventh period ;was a vory.sad era for American Indians. This

Period is known as the tTERHINATIOR PERIOD" because in 1953 tile U.S.

Congreip passed House COnurrent Resolution 108 (Termihstion Bill)nd

Public Law 280 (alicoing*pome states to have .jurisdiction on Indian

reservations).

r

We finally arrive at the eighth *Lod, the "SOLE -DEMENWATIO4

PERIOD" from the late 60's through 1980. I believe we are nowIntering a

ni..h period which I will dicuss briefly at the Conclusion of my testimony.

I have termed this period we are in presently as "A PER1ODOIPARVIVAL."

But for the next few moments, I would like to discuss the eighth period

'which is the reason for this testimony.

1
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In 1564 President Johnson started the 14.ar On Poverty with the

Great Society." Along with the war On Poverty came the Office of Economic

-Opportunity. Through that office, there were many changes that occurred on

Indian reservations. For example,ftad Start, Legal Services, Job CorPs

Indian Community Action Programs, and many others were all estabished I

believe if you trace the beginning of the Self - Determination Act, you will

find that it came about with the Great SoCiety, the Civil Rights Act of

1965, CEO, etc.

1965 the U.S.' Congress pissed the Elementary and secondary
\

iducaticp Act. Title I was part of this At with the Ina* goal of working

with the disadvantaged. In Montana and other states with large

populations of Indians, the disadvantaged was theivaerican Indian. Also

passed in the late 60's was the Higher Educatjon Act which led to scale

changes at colleges that. benefitted the American Indian. The HFA created

programs such as, ,Special Services, Upward Bound, Talent segch, Equal

Opportunity Centers, etc.

The Amazing Decadent The 70's for Indians started with The Indian

Education Act, Public Law 92-310 or better known as 'Title /V, which created

Par'is A, C, and D. Included in this act was the creation of The

.Naticnal Advisory Council on Indian Education (NACIE). This was the first

and only Icesidentially appointed Council ever created flor American

I ndians. I am proud to say that I was a member of this council ar4l was

able to the major achievements under the ICi fray 1979-1982.

Hopefully, this council will be retained so that Indian people will have

the opportunity to discuss their problems and make that reommaendations to

the U.S. Con4ess through NACU.

%
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In 1.975, Indian people saw the signing of Futlic0Law 93-638, better

known as the Indian Self -Determination and Educational Assistance Act.

During that same year, the Indian Policy BeviewCannission was created

under Public Law 91-S80; which reviewed major ;alleles in Indian Afters,
.

inoludimg.Indian7Education.
4

In 1978 we sm., the signing Of PubliC Law 95-5614or the Education

Peso/ Mats of 1978, which brought more changes in Indian Education, new

directions within the BIA,' and more accountability placed upon the

Depaitment of Interior for Indian Education. 16 also saw Senate Bill 991

jaohick proposed the creation of the Department of Education and proposed the

.mom

of BIA Educationte"o t#new Department of Education. At that time

miry Indian educators, andIeLders fought against Senate 991 and won: The

Deportment of Education was not cseated nor was the B/A Education Program

.transferred to the Department..

In 1978, we also saw The Indian Community College Bill passed,
AR

better known as Public Law' 95=471. As most of you are mace, we have
. ,

. ,

Indian Calamity Colleges oysix of the seven in Montana.

I have given a foriff account of the legislation in the 70's.which
. .. .

affected Indian Education directly. Now I would like to discuss the
... .

Amazing 70's .from 1972 to the present concerrinq theachievements made by

114

Title IV, It is this pa" that Indian Education progressed from the Dark

Ages to Self-Determinat" .dUring the past eleven years.

. 4.
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Pk. Chalnaan, I an utterly astonished when every year for the past four

years your comuittelhas requested specific information from the U.S. Deperthent

of ...lucation concerning the achievements, Successes, failures and problems under/

the
.

YEA : Yet the U.S. Department of Education cannot provide specific data on

e
the achievements'made under the IPA. Specific data on the achievements and

needs of Indian Education can be found in the following documents.

1. Title IV, Part B Impact Evaluation Study

2. Title IV, Part C Impact Evaluation Study

.
3.

4
-Title IV, Part A Preliminary Impact Evaluation Report

4. Eight.Annual Reporti of the National Advisory Council
on Indian Education

5. National Indilitb Adult Education Needs Arkssment

6, Annual. Reports of Part A, B, wide projects

/. AnnualEvaluation Reports of Part,A, B, and C:projects

8: Other needs Aassessments, studies and reports ondicted
in the 70's Concerning Indian Education.

With the computer/ technology available today, I am surprised that the

U.S. Department of Education cannot forward specific data concerning the /EA to

this distinguished body. Because the U.S. Department cannot provide you with

these statistics, I will attempt to relate some of die major achievements made,

under the IEA during the past eleven years in this country, for the state of

Montana, and more specifically, the Fort Belknap Indian Psservation.

ELEVEN YEARS IGO, there was only one Indian controlled school in the .

Y.
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state of Montana. Today, there are Indian oontrolled schools through all Indian

school toads, tribal schools or contract sd4Ols on seven reservatioas in

the state of Montana. This achievement was node possible only through Part A of

the IPA. Without the support of the iEA, Indian controlled schools Would not

Ave developed to the point they have inMontanafnd thoughgut this country

today.

ELEVEN YEARS ?CO,' our dropout rate for high school students was the 11

highest in the country for any croup of people. As we entered the 70's, the

dropout rite on th tort Selknajo Reiervation was $%. Today, the dropout rate
\

\\.\;*

.4%
there were less than 400 Indian studuftattendir5

in the state of MOn6na. In 1902, the Indian student tody\in Montana
0 P *.

colleges and Indian Ccanunity colleges exceeded'3,000. This represents an

for Indian student:jslesi that.10%.

ELEXEN YEARS AGO,

college

State

increase of over 7501.

ELEVEN YEARS AGO, we had' very, Iew Indian school board mothers and no
. /

Indian Parents' Advisory OomMittees in-Montana: Parental involvegent was almost

non-existent. Today, we bave Indian Parents' Advisory Ommittees in every.

school receiving Part 4 funds. These cavvitteesareactiVely involved in the

)
education of their Children. 'Furthermore, 'Indian represefitation on. school

boards has increased teirfold.

ELEVEN YEARS AGCLvetY little adult education services were provided fbr

Igdian adults on Indian resorvations. Through Part C of Title IV, the Fort

1
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"
Belknap Adult Education Project has provided. services to over 1,200 Indian

adaltst 340 Indian adults have received adult basic education services; 167

Indian addts have completed their nigh School Equivancy Diploma (OEMs 646

Indian adults have received adult eitcation,services through flifsi aid classes,

Indian educatili training, ,cultural and enrichment classes, etc.;:914 Indian ,

...adults received lervices in job"placement, counseling, life' coping kills and .'

consumer edacationt 260 Indian ranchers and farmers received training in beef

'and crop procbction, artifIc01 insemination, ranch management, etc. Similiar
` D

Indian adult education preects. have as impressive records on other

::- reservations, and in sloe laPes, are even more infiesive.
,

, o ra

a t t 1
.,t1.67/EN YEARS AGOi the National Indian ErhretiorrAssociationwaa'anly,

- ,

three years old; there was noyational Indian Advisory Council on Educations .-.:

..., ,

state Indian Education Associatiops such as the Hontanao Indian Educatie

fts0Ciation, florth.Dakota ,Incitan Education Association. and another i6 abate ..
. * ... 2D: a

Indian Education Associations did nct exist; no regional technical assistance

I . E
and training .Centers existed; and, the American nigher EducadonConsortbmeitd

... * of ,
\ :

pot exist. The l'E programs and staffs kiete the cataylst for 44 growth of

a 40

these organizations which providd invaluable technical assistance and training()

t
services to Indian tribes, organizations and schobls

: V
EGE/EN YEARS WA), we did not have one Indian: Connmnity College in the

state of floptana. Ihrou44 EPEipcolects tiqdir;Title IV on resdrvations, Indian

CoMpity Colleges develOped and grew thrOughs IEA foilds a114( P.L. 95-471

'assistance, 4bday, we iave Indian Community Colleges on six of the seen.

4,

449,
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rwetvations providing nigher education cervices.

ELEVai YEARS PdO, we had very few Indians trained at theteccalaurate,

masters and docorate levels. Through EED projects and the fellowship program

under ti(e. IV+, we have trained hundreds of Indians in education. fUr example,

the DIAL Program (Eli) Project) at the University of South Dakota, trained over

200 -Indians at the master's degree level and 23 at the doctorate level in

special education. counseling and guidance. school aeministratico, Adult

education, higher oducatich, el itentary education and secondary education.. She

Montana State University in ars, Montana trained over 50 Indian people at

the *master=s degree level in the aforementioned areas. We still have a long

to go, harevrc, befor we have trained enough educabas at all levels to t

/our needs. r

4

ELEVEN YEARS AGO, ue had only one Native Amelican Studies prui:s1 n the

state of Mintage. AS A .esult of the IEA, we DCW have Native Ameri tudies

programs or Indian Education serlhoe programs in every public school Montana

that receive lEA. Part Lunds. In addition, Native American Et es programs

are available in the six Indian Community 1.011eges. six colleges and

three private colleges. ,4

ELEVEN YEARS AGOr there were no tribal edu lon deiarDputts on

reservations in Montana. Tocisy, all seven reserv, ono in Montana have

developed tribal education departments we Part and C of the I. At Port

Belknap. our Part B project provided us pl services for our department:

the first, major educational needs arse was occeUctedi relevant mature'

;
C
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curriculum was and is being developed and integrated into public school

clasmroo4 Indian Parents Advisory Coamittee training is provided; counseling

and guidance to over 800 iddian children and adults are provided each year; and,

our IEt Part B project was the cataylst that provided us the expertise to

contract for the Bureau of Indian Affairs Higher Education Scholarship Program

and Johnson- O'Malley Program.
1

With the passage of Title IV, The Indian Education Act of 1972, numerous

achievements have dome about in our schools and tribal *cation programs

through Part. A, 8, andC of,Iltle rv. I am certain that other Indian scholars

in this roam today will provide t&is distinguithed committee with other specific

examples of.achievements make under Abe LEA.

The Indian Education Act addresses the special educational and

.culturally related academic needs of Indian children and adults. While

significant gains were achieved in the 1970's, the American Indian and Alaskan

Native continue to be file most econcmically and educationally disadvantaged

groupiin8this country. It is still the,casettilat:

* ** Indian students attend and complete school/ as well as
enter and complete higher education, at rates far below
their majority counterparts;

***unemployment rates for Indian adults and poverty rates
for Indian families, greatly exceed rates for the majority
populaton; and,

***hOusehold incomes are significantly lower for Indian
families than for non-Indian families.

The U.S. Congress has recognized that by improving the educational

.1 ;:ty:
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status and by providing opportunities for the American Indian, the cycle of

poverty and dependency is broken. Virtually every treaty entered-into between

the U.S. Congress and Indian tribes contained provisions for educational

services for Indian people.

N RECOGNITION OF THE SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP AND MST RESEONSIBEGITY

EXIST= BETWEEN INDIAN TRIBES AND TUE FEDERAL GOVERN/OM TITLE IV, /HE INDIAN

EDUCATION ACTIN 1972, MUST CONTINUE EN THE SABRE.

EdUcatic4a1 tvices that will be lost on the Fort Belknap Reservation

alone, if the IEA iartemainated, includes the foliCwing:

SCHOZfPr GRAM

I) Fort Belknap Tribal
Education Department
(Curriculum Developme;
Project, Part 13")

2) Fort Belknap Tribal
Education Department
(Adult Education Project,

Part "C")

3) Fort Belknap Tribal
Education Department
(Adult Education, Pilot
and Planning Project,
Part "C")

4) Hays/Lodg4 Pole'

Public Schools
(Part "A")

SERVICES BUDGED STAFF
** ******

,Curriculum Development Services $161,164 6

Planning Capabilities ,.

Parents Advisory Board Training
NativsAmericanSuidies

$131,304 8Adult Basic Education

/ GED population
Cultural & Enrichment courses
Senior Citizens Courses

Computer Assisted Instruction
Farm & Ranch Management
Stroll BUSSIOSS Development

Art Program
Music Program
Activity Bus
Athletics
Field Tripe
Cultural Classes

$ 84,765 2

$ 40,000 2
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5) Harlem Public School Indian Studies
(Part "A") Home School Coordinator

Thtoring -
Art
Music
Cultural Program

6) Dodson Public Schcols TUtoring
(Part "A") .Micro-ccoputers

Athletic Program
Cultural Program

$ 67,298 4

$ 10,000 1/2

The elimination of the TEA would affect the Port BelknP Reservation in

the follo4ng ways,

1 b

1. Tventy-two and one -half (22.5) positions would be
abolished;

'

2. Services to over 500 Indian children would to greatly
curtailedt

3. Adult educatio services to over 750 Mien adults would
be eliminated.

According to Bureau eyndianAffairsstatistis, educational grants in

Montana totaled $3,783,09B,in 1982. Included was $2,425,000 for public schools,

$866,000 in fell:so/6hp and trital education prOgrams, and $491,000 for adult

education (Medill News Service, Washington, reported by Great Falls

Tribune, February 14, 1893).

At this time, I 'would like to specifically address recommendation for

The Indian Bdtication,:sAct. These recummndationsweze adopted by the Montana

Indian Education Association Board of Directors on February 14, 1983 in Great
1

tails, Montana by an unanimous vote:
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1. The Indian Edutaton Act should be funded no less than
the FY81 level in FY84.

2. The U.S. Congress should provide a FY83 Supplement for
the IPA egual to the Fal level.

3. A 128 annual increase of the proceeding fiscal year
appropriation level is needed each year to maintain quality
education services for Indian children and adults..

4. Public Law 92-318 should be reauthorized for a minimum
of fiver:dos.-

5. H.R. Il should be amended to include the extensidn of
all programs under the IDA until 1989.

6. Adult Education service prcgrems should be expanded and
adequately funfted in the future.

7. ''Certiricaticn "form requirements (506 form) should, be
less restrictive so that services can be provided to all
eligible Indian students.

8. Schools should be allowed to transfer 506 eligibility
forms to another school when a student transfers.

9. Part A pupil expenitures should be comparable to Chapter
1 expenditures.

14. The 14itional Advisory Council on Indian Education should
be continued agd funded ccomensorable to need. 'Tribal input

should be required in the sel4ection of NACIE members and
that all %NAME appointments have a background in Indian
Education. FOrthennore, a minimum of one member of HAMS
should be an Indian Educator from the state of Montana and
the current NACID,Executive Director =should be retained.

11. A minimum of three E:PD projects are needed in the state

of Montarre to meet our educational training needi in the

1980's.

Mr. Chainumr and other distinguished members of the Caraittee, Indian

people do not want to return to the 1930's. Our success and achievements in the

19700s are attributed largely to;Ibe Indian Education Act of 1972. We have came
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a long way during the past eleven years. To terminate The Indian Education Act J

of, 1972 would be the greatest injustice placed upon the American Indian since

the genocide period of the I800'b and the termination period of the IVO's.

In conclusion, it seems ironic that the present Administration renewed

its commitment to Indian people less than one month ago. Vet here we

arefigHting to retain that little we have in Indian Education one month

later.

Thank you very web for, allowing me to subpit this testimony to this

distinguished Cosmittee of thg U.S. Congress.
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Native American Rights Fund

STATEMENT OF SUZAN SHOWN MARJO. LEGISLATIVE LIAISON, NATIVE
AMERMAN RIOTS FUND, BEFORE TUE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN
AFFAIRS. pNITED STATES SENATE, FEBRUARY 24, 1983

Mister Chairman, my name is Sutan Shown Marjo. I an Cheyenne and
Creek, with citizenry in the Cheyenne 4 Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma.
and 1 serve as Legislative Liaison in the Washington Office of the
Native,American Rights Fund, anon- profit national Indian legal
organization headquartered in BoUlder,Colorado.

During the Committee's budget oversight hearing of Werth 23, 1981.
I testified that the Administration's first federal Indian budget
submissions reflected a laik,of cooperation amongst the agencies ,
and an absence of coordination by the White Mouse, because to tine*
otherwise would be to suspect the Administration of planned tetraina
tion by appropriation. With the experience of reviewing and viewing
the results of three budget submissions, there can be no doubt that
we are in an era of termination through the budget and admxpistra-
tive process. Whethdr this is occurring by design or in a haphazard
,manner may lv debated but does not alter the results. Only the most
diligent Congressional oversight and action has prevented the worst
of what has been proposed from taking effect, and this Committee is
to be commended for playing a major role in this regard4

In January of.1981, when the Bureau of Indian Affairs' conservative
estimate for Indian unemployment nationwide was 39I, the highest
rate for any segment of American society, the Administration pro-
posed to cut the federal Indian jobs and training programs by 01.
As Indian unemployment continued its alarming climb, the Adminsstra-
:ion's iecdnd budget proposed a 60% cut In jobs and training funds
for Indians. While there is no up-to-date calculation for national
Indian unemployment frorl the BIA or the Department of Labor, this
Comaittee has estimated the rate as ranging from 60% to. 80% on most
reservations, and many tribes report even higher unemployment rates.
On the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, for example, the jobless
rate was 40% in 1981 and SS% in 1982, and is 68% today: the Gila
River Indian Community in Aritona reports a 60% rate now; Navajo
Nation reports an upward rising figure of 15t. Federal funding for
Indian jobs and training programs have been cut by'SOI since 1980,
and the Administration now urges Congress to cut an additional IT%
of the funds available to Indians under the Jobs Training and Part-
nership Act.

The Administration's proposals for FY1982 urged a PI cut in the
federal Indian budget, including such requests as a 96% cut in
Indian housing, 82% cuts in Indian Wealth facilities and economic
development programs, a 46% cut in energy management programs ear-
marked for tribes, a,i00% cut in Indian legal services programs
and significant cuts in most programs and services for Indians, with
no increase in the general assistance program. The Administration's
FY1983 budget called for en overall decrease of 31%, including
requests to eliminate funds in the aroas of housing, acorn:41c &vele
aunt, energy management,legal services, health construction and al
programs serving Indians in off-reservation areas, together with a
511 cut in preventative health funds and a 331,cut in monies for

o Indian advocacy.and litigation support.
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In the current budget proposals, the Administration again urges
Congress to decrease most Indian programs, with no monies urged
for Indian Education Act programs, urban health programs, water
anu sewer facilities, new health and education facilities, health
scholarships, land acquisiiion and community health representatives,
together with significant eats in funds for irrigation construction
and Indian Child Welfare Act grants.

The Administration proposes tostransfer to the DIA, by April 1,
1983, the federally-recognized tribes' portion of the Administration
for Native Americans, with a phase-out of ANA funds for tribes that.
are not federally recognized. Most of the tribes, in the latter
category are now going through the MA's Federal Acknowlegment Pro-
ject for administrative determinations regarding their inclusion in
the category of federally-recognized tribes. For most of the non-
federally-recognized tribes, the ANA funding is the only federal
money available to them at this'critical timd. Since the Federal
Acknowledgment project seeks to discover which tribes have been un-
fairly excluded from federal status and funding eligibility, and
since the ANA funding helps to speed up this process, it is incon-
sistent public policy to phase out the funding in one agency that
complements an orderly public process in another agency. The ANA
program is a valuable, flexible source of'targeied funding available
to tribes and Indians in Of-reservation areas. it is well run, Atli
a small staff and minimal administrative overhead costs. This cannot
be said of most BiA programs, and the Administration has no plan for
how the ANA program would be transferred end run in the DIA.

In some instances,. where Congress has directed the Administration to
meet Indian needs, the Administration has not complied. One example
is found in its refusal to release funds appropriated in the FY1982
Interior Appropriations Act fo^ two hospitals - the Rosebud Indian
Hospital,here the Rosebud Sioux people are now receiving emergency
care only, and the Sacaton Indian Hospital, where the Gila River
Indian people have the highest recorded incidence of diabetes in the
world. The appropriated funds have been impounded in the higher'
levels of the Department of Health and Human Services, which is com-
mitted to pot constructing any new Indian hospitals. The failure to
release the planning and design funds for these hospitals fits a plan
to inhibit this phase, which is necessary to the actual building of
the hospitals. 'In yesterday's testimony,.the DHHS witnesses main-
tained that the Indian Health Service priority Is basic health care,
hospitals and clinics, yet IHS is not proceeding to construct the
approved hospitals and is diverting the construction funds to Cover
IHS pay-costs. The witnesses maintained that funding these "priority"
areas necessitates wip.inf out the funds for community health repre
sentative$ and erevtntative care. In practical terms, the Adminis-
tration has made a decision to underfund services that would lead to
the control of diabetes, for example; while maintaining funds for
amputations, most of which occur as a result of failure to adequately
treat and control diabetes. As Oho Chairman aptly stated, "This is
a lousy way to save a dollar."

Once again, the Administration has taken steps through the budget
process to close Wahpeton, Intermountain, Concha and SIPI in the
off-reservation boarding schools category. We are informed that the
,BIA intends to issue RIF notices at the Intermountain School in
March of this year, and the DIA has a closure plan fer all schools
that has not been providedin formal consultation, as required by
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law, with the affected tribes. That closure plan is provided for
the Committee's information, together with a copy of the February
23, 1983, statement of the Wabpcton Indian Schodl Board before the
House Appropriation Subcommittee on Interior and Related Agencies
The Chairman's efforts in preventing closuit of the Wahpeton Indian
School have been thekey to its operation at this time and are
widely known and' appreciated,

The Administ-ati4M's current budget does not reflect its funding
obligations to the Table Bluff and other rancherias in California.
(For additional backfround on this matter, please refer to our
March 23, 1981, testimony to the Committee.) Oyer a year ago,
after six years of litigation by the Californialndian Legal Services,
f &nal judgment was - entered in the ease of Table Bluff Band of Indians

4 V. Wattordeclaring that the Rancheria and Its people never bad-tb71
lowrirry terminated pursuant to the California .Rancheria Act of 1938.
P.L. 85-671. The Rancheria and its people were granted extensive
equitable telicf, including. restoration of Rancheria boundaries and
Indian country status, subject to P.L. 83-280, ibd direction that
the Secretary restore trust status of Rancheria lands at the option
and in the manner designated by Indian landowners. The Secretary was
further directed to provide retroactive federal services and/or
priority in receipt of future services and,'if necessary tecarry out
federal obligations under tie judgment, seek and support the appro-
priation of sufficient funds for those purposes. Since the district
court's judgment became final, the Rancheria has made numerous re-
quests of the BIA to meet and plan 'for the orderly implementation of
the judgment. Well after the first anniversary of the decision, the
'IA responded, last month, with a preliminary report that Table Bluff's
share of funding in eight categories for the years 1974 through 1982
exceed $800,000. The Rancheria awaits the final BIA report of esti-
mates for the years of 1960 through 1973. A iciated case would
"unterminate" 17ranchertas, would restore Indian status to some 400
people and would obligate the BIA to pay the costs incidental to
restoring the lands to trust and would restore the eligibility for
federal services. Although this additional federal obligation is
well known within the Interior Department its justification of funds
fails to Include a request for Tattle Bluff or to inform Congress of
the% needs and obligations.

While Congress has not gone along with the full extent of the
'Administration's past recommendations, each fiscal year has seen
cuts in most programs and services. Those cuts, together with the
inflationary impact and tic increasing needs and costs 0 meeting
those needs, have resulted in greatly diminished programmatic effec-
tiveness anik decreasing Indian employment and health and housing
conditions. The overall corrosion also decreases the Ability of
Indians to manage their resources and defend their,rights at a time
when the Administration is cutting back on its protective programs

4a and legal advocacy.' Despite'the Administration's recent affirmation
of its legal, fiduciary obligations regarding Indian governments and
people, its FY1984 budget proposes major reductions in a wide range
of programs thatuccum as a result of the United States' treaty and
trust responsibilities. Despite the Administration's assertion of
sensitivity to the economic and social needs of Indian governmenti
and people, its FY1984 budget urges substantial cut-backs in pro-
grams that lead to effective resource management and that assist
Indian governments to meet the pressing needs of their eitlienry.
Despite the Administration's call for a frecie on spenIing for

515
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domestic programs, Indians are frozen 'out of its FY1984 budget
in key categories of programs that have resulted in steady gains
over their decade and less of operation.

There is an undisputable emergency in Indian America. Rather than.
attempting to address the emergency needs, the Administration tells
Indian governments to assume new responsibilities with fewer re-
sources, while the Indian people arc told to look to their tribal
governments and to state, and local governments for help. Solutions
to today's situation can be found in meeting bpsic human needs on
the emergency basis'that they exist. in clarifying all questions
regarding tribal status and ownership of resources, in managing the
Indian trust estate in a manner that will,result in benefits to the
Indian beneficiaries. In its FY1984 budget, the Administration has
failed to encourage solutions, by cutting t e programs that meet

a

human needs, by diminishing its protective l nd legal advocacy pro
grams, by failing to support settlements o mutual-consent agromenos
regarding resource ownership and management issues, by cutting off
the only available monies to those tribes seeking to establish their
federal Indian status.

In developing its budget for FY1984. the Administration againfhas
failed to comply with the Indian Reorganization Act, which rqquires
the Secretary to advise all tribes of all appropriation estimates
affecting them, before such estimates are submitted to the BMreau of
the Budget, now 0MB, and Congress. In this failure, this Ad#inis-
tration continues a SO-year tradition of Interior Secretaries who
have.ignored this statutory obligation.' (For additional information
on this poilt, please refer to our testimony of /larch 23, 1981.T .

.
..

Even where tribal priorities are well-known, the FY1984 bUdget pro-
motes an agenda that is inconsistent with stated wishes and needs.
The remainder of this statement will illustrate this point by ad:
dressing a small but vital portion of' the BIA budget that provides
funding to resolve longstanding and ongoing Indian resource issues .

under the Indian Rights Protection program. The FY1984 request for
this program is 81..023,000, which represents a decreas of
$1,311,000 below the FY1983 appropriation. The progra is found in
the RIA Trust Responsibilities program, which the Admi istration
requests Congress to fund at a level of $44,042,000 for FYI984, or
$1,997,000 below the FY1983 appropriation.

i

By combining two programs within Indian Rights Protwion - Unre-
solved Indian Rights Issues, funded for PYI983 at $ 0,000, and
Statute of Limitations, funded for FY1983 at $2,500,000 - the
Administration proposes to decrease total funding by 11,630,000,
from $3,130,000 to $1,500,000, for FY1984. The Unresolved Indian a

Rights Issues category funds settlements of certain trespass and
property conversion or damage issues, or to support litigation
where no settlement is possible. The requested need, thus far in
FY1983, is 11,173,500, exceeding tho appropriation by $543,500.

The Statute of Limitations program is well known'to the Committee,
which Is to be commended for its efforts to expend the December 31,
1982, deadline on the 17,000 or so money damages claims under 28
USC 241S. The extension, carried in the Interior Ahropriations
Act for FY1983, set a series of timelines for the Administration to
process these claims, with the identification and classification
tasks to be completed by the end of this calendar/year. Once this

4
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phase ends. the claims should be prepared for litigation or
legislatirt or adninistraiive resolution, The FY1984 request
does not reflect the'necessary costs involved in notification
of the status of claims, hearing claimants' appeals, providing
claimants with evidentiary and decision - making data and investiga-

.tang new claims or fully researching claims that have not been
wiequatbly procesPsed.

I

Until the first Oase of the Indian Claims Limitation Act is com-
pleted, the tote f number of claims or their associative costs, can-
not be known. 'de B1A justification contemplates that 900 claims
in two categories will be "addressed" during FY1984 at a per-claim
cost of 11,230. This cost atone would total $1..125.000, leaving
$315,000 in the FY1984 budget for Unresolved Indian Rights Issues
and the Statute of Limitations program. The DIA justification
states, on page 191, that "it was administratively determined that
(1) in the case of rights-of-ways, while technical trespasses exist,
claims for damages were without merit since the benefits derived
offset the damages; (2) in those cases where title was the most
valuable aspect, and since the statute does not run on title cases,
it would not be cost effective to pursue these claims for damages."
Regarding the rights-of-way claims, the Administration assumes,
without adequately re «arching each claim, 'it all are beneficial,
which is a separate matter from whether or not they are meritorious.
The intetior memoranda on this subject suggest that the assessment
of benefits was based upqn one group of claims Involving section-
line roads, rather tiled claims Involving railroad tracks and major
highways cutting allotments in half, ortutility lines that serve
the claimants, rather than large transformers and trunk lines that
do not. To date, this category of claims has not been fully re-
searched, and the "beneficial" nature of these trespass claims can-
not be determined with certainty.

Regarding the trespass aspects of title cases, the Interior Depart-
pent seems to have used the excuse of the trespass claims being of
lesser value to avoid bringing the title cases, particularly in
water cases in the Southwest. in certain land claims, the value of
the generations of trespass violations is greater than that of he
land, especially in terms of leverage in negotiations. In pressing
certain trespass claims, some tribes have found that various federal
agencies cannot agree upon tribal boundaries, and have called for '

neesureeys. Rather than an increase in the Uudgct for cadastral
surveys, the Administration proposes a $300,000 decrease for FY1984.
Additional cuts in programs that.support activity in thistand other
categories of claims are found in the Trust Responsibilities budget
for Real Estate and ?inancial Trust, where the requested level of

(41,035,0 ) and special appraisals (-$200,000).t
$27,719,00 represe',ts ..11s a $686,000 decrease for FY1984 _ cuts
proposed i land. records improvement (-$100,000), le.se compliance

The Administration Bequests FY1984 funding for Litigation Support
at the level of the FY1983 appropriation, $1,762,000, with no in-
crease for inflation or increased costs or added workload. In
FYI983, thus far, tribal requests for litigation support in the
area of water rights total 16,741,704, with only $300,000, or 431,
funded, This means that there has been no litigatioh support in
this category to fund tribal requests totalling $6,44$,704, or
9S.S1. In the area of litigation support for land rights cases
for FY1983, the picture is somewhat brighter. in that the tribes

I .
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requested $1,671,130 and $1,625,000 as funded, with $46,130 not
funded. All Litigation SupporX requests from tribes in FY1983,
thus far, total $6,73S,564, with requests for $932,500 funded.

In the Hunting and Fishing Rights program of Indian RAts Pro- '

rection, the FY1984 request of $1,858,000 represents a 211,000 'N\
increase over the FY1983 appropriation. The tribal reque s for
FY1983,.thus far, total $2,856,000, wit4 $1,036,000 for 36.51)
funded and $1,800,000 (or 63.51) not funded. Rased upon the FY1943
experience of need and availOility of funds to moot that heed, a
greater Increase than the 121 should have been requested.

In the Indian Rights Protection funding of attorney Tees, the
FY1984 budget proposes en increase of S500,000, from 31,00p,000 to
S1,500,000. Requests in the water rights area for FY1983, thus far,
total $1,151,568, with SO funded. In the land rights area, FT1983
requesrs total 3781,116, with $280,000 funded.

It should'be noted that the above figures for FY1983 requests '

include only thostrequests that were ccepted into the DIA request
process. they do not reflect the r nests that were discouraged
early in the process or the need t t continues to exist.

In addition to funding cuts and est denials in the water rights
categories under the Indian Rights i ection program, water rights
funding in other parts of the BMA's FY1984 proposal has beep de-
creased by $12,054,000 below the FY1983 appropriation, as follows;
Water Policy Implementation -5500,000, from S5,450,000 to $4,950,000;
Water Resources, -$240,000,'from 36,722,000 to 36,962,000; Irrigation
'6 Power, 52,261,000, from 56,748,000 to $9,009,000; and Constructabn/
Irrigation, 13,575,000, from $18,900,000 to 15,325,000.

In general, the water rights proposals for FY1964 demonstrate a
dimidishiog holding priority, even though this category is a clear
priority of the tribes and a stated priority of the Administration.
Within the context of the reduced funding in this critical area,
-the budget makes clear the Administration's intent to force tribes
to negotiate, rather than litigate, their water rights. Even where
there has been successful negotiation, however, the budget does not
fulfill the promise of the fruits of negotiation. The glaring
example of this is found in the Papago Water Claims Act of 1982,
first vetoed, then approved after it was passed a second time fol-
lowing stseral additional rounds of negotiation. The FY1984 budget
includes nothing for the .implementation of this law.

Tho R1A iU.stification for the Water Resources program, on page 159,
states a "relationship" ro the Indian Rights Protection program,
with "no overlap." This program "provides the technical studies
which form the basis for negotiated settlements of at rights and
for the development of water resources. However, when negotiation
is not successful and litigation occurs the Rights Protection Pro
gram provides funding to prepare the existing technical data in the
proper form for litigation efforts; to cuncluct detailed, intensive
studies on specific areas of concern; and to pay for expert testi-
mony." The reduction in the Water Policy Implementation program
will cut "about 10%" of the FY1984 studies for "prcparation'of.
tribal water claim packages for use in negotiations and as sourer-
data for future uglier resource development" because "negotiations
have temporarily slowed while tribes await the outcomeof appeals
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to c Supreme Court on jurisdIcti.ou by the States of Arizona and
Monte t" (pege,161). If tribes litigate, they rind that.experts,
studi and/or attorneys will not be funded. If tifernegotiate,
they find that there is less and less funding for the same type of
support that is needed in litigations thus makidg it impossible
for tribal negotiators to make informed decisions.

While budgetary matters are decided, the legal and policy decisions
within the Interior Department continue to cut against the Wien
interest. During 1982, the Interior Solicitor recommeqdcd thatthe
United States abandon the San Carlos Apache, Northern Cheyenne,
Pyramid Lake and other tribes in litigation pending before the
Supremo Court. "these requests were denied by the Justice Department.
The Solicitor's denials of tribal requests to bring water rights
litigation are consistent with his statements to tribal delegations
that water rights are a states' aeghts matter and that the office
he holds is separate from the trust obligations of the United States,
and are consistent with the policy direction othe FY1984 budget
propqsals.

During a general topic section of the Interior Secretary's February
19 speech to the 1983 Conservative Political Action Conference, the
Administration's methodology for agenda-setting was described in
this way: "We came to change the agenda....Ne knew that we did not
have a sufficient enough victory in 1980 to control all dimensions.
So, we looked at the'situation and we realized that, with tfio eon-

. poqtion of the House of Representatives, there would not be much
success in trying to restore America's wealth of beauty and resources.
if you're going to be.dependent on that cret...;.We made a determina-
tion that we would do it through the ,budget and the administrative
process."

The federal Indian agenda since the post-termina tion era (*gen has
been Indian economic survival, clarification of resource ownership,
protection of resourco rights and diligent resource management.
This is the agenda, never fully carried out by uny Administration,
that this one proposes to change through the budget and administra-
tive process. The effo.rts of this Committee to maintain a positive
federal Indian agenda are greatly appreciated.

51J
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.

itr. Chairmen and mestere of the- Subccaralttee
.
ea Appropriations ter the

Interior and Related Agencies. my name lei belfin Lovato, I am the Chain=
of the All Indian Pueblo Council (ABC) ;Mich is co:Prised of the nineteen
Pueblo Tribes of New Mexico: Aeons. techiti, Islets. Jemem, Laguna. Son
laccP lipe, Sandia, Santa Ana, Santo Caning*. Mated, ifazdae. Picuris,

coque. San IIdefonea, San Juan, Santa Clara, Taos, and Tesuque. Present
I h me hero today are: Governor Jay Mountain of San Ildefonso Pueblo; Gov-

Olney Panteah of Zuni Pueblo; Governor Paul China= of Jerez Pueblo:
Paul Tafoya of Santa Clara; and. La. Governor Joe Aguiro of San Juan

Pueblo.

Mr. Ehainnan and meat:ere of the Occs! nittee, we core before ,you today to
present testierMey on sone of the umeet,"ncita.1 needs of the Pueblo beans.
The nineteen Pueblos have a *cabbed population of 55.000 and a =tined land
base in Pc= of toe million acres.. While the nineteen Pueblos are united
as cee dreier the An Indian Pueblo Council, each of the nineteen Pueblos is
a separate and distinct tribal govement with all *wren pavers therein.
lionever. despite this autonomy. many of the problems and needs are similar.

Unorployment and the general, social avid econanie conditions on Indian
reservation.; in New Mexico has reached a critical point. This Administration
is Inisinfoltred or un-intereed or refusing to recognize the desperate situations
that tribal governments are facing In every major area. including rights
protection, celf-determination. eater rights. etc. Ice coietinue to hear officials
of this Administration annunciate a policy abide could lead to more tribal
control and decision stoking,. yet with their can inactions, they continue to
stymie tribal self-detennination. For laelc.of time and space, I will
dot go into detail, however one only has to latokat the *word to see evidence
of this fact. I hope and ask that this Ommdttee challenges this Administration'
to practice chat they preach and to provide you and embers of the entire Congreis
with a true picture of the dire conditions on Indian re'servations esn.this Country;

Our testimony today will address acne major needs in three categories'
Indian Health; 2) &wean of Indian Affairs. and. 3) Educational Progn and
Services, They are as follows: :

boo
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1. cow HEALTH SERVIt1Z-

, The Indian Health Service tIHS) is the primary Federal health resource
for American Indians. The THS delivery system provides direct health service.
Also the purchase of medical can through contractual arra:Igoe-its fresh
private providers ta usoi to supplement and compliment other healthcare
resources available to Indian people. ahe ecomenc conditions that our
Country is experiencing and the resulting budget cutbacks are producing

.severe strain upon the capabilitiee of the HIS to provide the full scope
of health servtces as envisioned by the Indian Health Care Inprovenent Act.

fill is composed of four major budget sections: I) Clinical Servtres;

2) preventive Services; 3) Other Services: and, 4) Construction. In FY '82
and FY '83 IHS operated under a continuing resolution without a clear-cut
budget until well into the program year. causing irony problems. Comment
on the FY '84 budget must take into account the deficiencies and prot4ans
encountered with this prolenged budget raccess and the uncertainties it
produced, The following are priority items:

A. CLINICAL/A1MUIATCRY MAISLIG:

'Ile impact of budget cuts an nursing in hospital and latory
facilities has been most noticeable in the effects it has as a
result of not being able to fill vacant nursing Metier Lapsed
nursing positions throughout the year averaged ten in the area.
Additional vacancies have existed throughout the year at the majority
of facilities. Of tge above ten, eight remain vacant; we are informed
at least six Will not be filled. Wades have been set on the amount of
patient care nursing can deliver when acute shortages exist. long
tern deficiencies in staffing will result in not accepting certatn
patients who require a high degree of. care. and limits on Mai census.

B. DilfrAL:

The Albuquerque Area Dental Progranivras tentatively allccatqa
81.969A0 for FY '83. The Cost of aniatainIng the operation atian
adequate level will be $2.300.000 including non-recurring costs.
Assisting that $2.3 million is mast will be available for FY '83,
the program will not be able to fund the acne additional positions
authorized as part of theAlbuquerqueServiculbit Ambulatory Care
Expansion. The *pact will be that the beneficiary population will
not receive the approximately MOOD dental servicempidch nine
posttions could traduce in a year The deficiency will be conpoundcd
if FY '84 funding does not increase. Coordination of the Area's
dental disease prevention program has been severely reduced through
the uttligation of the vacant Public Health Hygienist,position fora
clinical dentist. The impact has been a reduction in fluoridation

aararillanoe and consultation and a reduction in Canamity activities
in the prcection of oral health.

041.
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C. COSS2111Y ME/VALIUM:1W

Previous year unfunded requirements aerenetby lapsing positions,
elisdnating some direct service contracts; and, curtailing travel,
staff, education and prevention netivities. Three direct service
positions remain vacant, representing 13 % of field staff and resulting
in a loss of direct patient contracts okapprodmately 3,000. Disease.
prevention/health promotion activities will rennin at a limited
level due to lack of staff and funds to the extent that direct patient
care moods:mist receive first priority. Funds for contractors who fill
service gaps to staff vacancies will not be available in the Mental
Mealth Budget. This leaves us in a "Ctch-22" of being able neither
to fill position nor w fund contractors to provide the services.

b AUXIMOLISM:

The impact of Aroitudget cuts on tribal alcoholism programs
created a situation whereby programs had to reduce staff and services,
this jeopardized the quality and quantity of existing progranitmonbss
Indirect rates took a greater share of the costs. Program were
forced to reduce their movie work accordingly with condensed budgets
As long as individual alcoholisn progress continue at the same level of
funding it is anticipated that progress will again be faced with
reducing budgets, laying off staff *tile indirect costs proportionately
increase. With diminished health resources, the aspeof warkenist lessen.
In short, Indian comunitieswould be unable to continue providing
essential alcoholism services. As unemployment and recession mats at
reservations, alcohol abuse increases dramatically. Already family
violence, suicide, crime, cirrhosis of t liver, auto accidents, etc.,

all related to alcohol abuse appear to on the up-swing.

Alcoholism programs are an essen 1 part of health care delivery,
withont them we can expect thereat% cohol related needs for
hospital and clinic services.

F. CafIRACf IftiAlISERVICS

Contract health budgets to each Service Unit will be substantially
Inadequate to Meet projected Semi,* Unit requiranents. FY '83
allowances will not be sufficient to provide for full services and
will necessitate maintaining priority levels also resulting in f?wer
services being provided. FUrther reeqetionswill necessitate :tram
restrictive approach to contract h(.tith authorisations, which will
result In an increase of corplaints and appeals:

P FREVLNTATIVE SERVICES*

1. Cownnnity Smith gerretentatives.

The FY '83 budget restored the funding fur the iIR
program, however services have been 'meetly reduced.

t.,
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e.g., optometric, environmental health, physical therapy ,
emergency medical technicians, maternal and child health,

a. and dental (dental health in t sebeols has been eliminated).
Specialty services in hero health cal' awe
salsoice.41)

2. s'anitation:

Funding cut backs in the environnealtal health program
budget will adversely affect the program's capability
of prentidirg the needed services to Indian oceramities.

,

O. EDEMA':

In traditional Roble society, the elderly are respected and
held in high esteem by other Pueblo residents. In a Norld of changing
values, the elderly are called upon frequently to assert their place
within the traditional Indian amenity. With this increased
dependence on the elderly for traditional guidance, it is essential
for than to live within the confines of the reservation. Adequate
funding fog engross to *wort the elderly is an utmost priority in
ear can aides,

N. ZUNI SERVICE UNIT MIPS.

In orfie r to maintain the previously existing tribal health programs
it is operative tint the existing level of funding of there Programs
be maintained. AlsorAue to our isolation from major metrwol Jean
areas: it is isiortant for us to provide adequate and pleasant living
quarters in order to recruit and retain professional staff for our
patrons. Another very important and eschsieededproject is the
Zuni lbspits1 renovation project. Due to an extraordinary patient
load and certain design deficiencies in our current hospital facility,
it has beanie necessary to increase our capacity for dealing with this
rising demand for services, Operationftinintenance funding is also
needed for misting facilities for dependeet/negleotedyouth and the
handicapped; The continued existence of the Commissioned Officers
Corps is Operative for provision of professional health services.
A priority of health professionals are connissiemed officers, support
for their continued existence is imperative.

I. AfrttA.Cumerro.inoneq SERVICE UNIT =DS:

Fund the Puy Act ectipletely, thereby releasing funds within
the systerkib address personnel shortages. and insufficient health
services, Reinstate general maintenanee budgets, currently there
are little or no resources Available. Allow flexibility in work.
schedules to allow Service Units le develop efl knelt kirk plans
to mei peak service durands.

52
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J. SAW/. FE SERVICE UNIT :

Personnel:

23 Registered rses/Nurse Assistants
12 Ward/Medi 1/Service Clerks
5 Technician echnologist
8 Housekeeper /General Mechanic
1 Alcoholism rdinator

518

Individual Health enter Needs:.

Taos: .

1 Housekeeper / 1 Mental Health *riser

Culce;

I Rowels / I Medical Records Cleyk

Santa CI

I ician's Assistant / 1 iled/.al Records Clerk
I Weal Registered Arm / LPN / 1 Mental Health
We ertSan Juan Pueblo 'All hese posit ions allocated

t not funded).

K ALI;(7 SERVICE Mil' NEEDS:

Upeelating and implementing a written plan to nonage by,.
Using t written service) unit nealth delivery plan to facilitate
the best use of existing resources. Mgr is necessary to reel,
increasing (ember of patients) deuced for health care services.
primary care. seetancLuy eats and tertiary care. The isthulatory
outpatient visits were 37,101 in FY '81, 39.160 in FY '82, and
projected to 42.800 in FY '83. The non-beneficiary ruling will
not appreciably affect The projection. For all clinics in the service
unit outpatient visits will reach 72,030 in FY '83.

Seek and obtain permission to use Federal peseoneei telegram
tools specifically the full time equivalent staffing system. If we
sons allowed to use this system it could result in a more effective
level of productivity of existing reseurces.

implemant a written planning/monaging systen for Albminerque
Area Health System that provides for Servtce Units and tribe's to
participate in planning. ADC requests the Ft `FI2 funding be
reortated to prevent erosion ex serevIces due to decreases.

(A' 524
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ii. 13.111PAti CP DOUR AFFAIRS:

The nineteen Pueblos do not have an abundance of natural resource, c
wealth and as each are dependent on the Bureau of Indian Affairs funding
land services to meet the essential and basic needs of the tribal govern-
manta, and their people. lbday, se are herb to present needs Witch continue
to leaser the 9:x1Q-commode progress of the nineteen Pueblo tribes.

A. N_LTY Ft MUG!

Seventeen of the nineteen Nee Mexico Pueblbs receive all
WA prepare: and services through two DIA Agencies; the Northern
Pueblos Agency (PA) which services eight northern Pueb ler, and
the Southern Pueblos Agency (SPA) which services nine Pueblos.
Since the DIA funding formula is based en a single tribal agency
basis, those agemieg which serve tore than one tribe are continually
snider iunded. Every dollar allocated to the two Pueblo Agencies
mist be divided eight or nine says, respectively. '

B. FACILITY FIDIDSIG:

The Plant ihtnagoient Program at Santa Fe Indian School was
contracted in FY '82. In order to adequately operate this critical
service, it is essential that a system be developed that will rapport
a more equitable distribution of funds for maintenance and operations.
The current funding foonda rakes no allowance fot Increased usage
and occupancy, utility rates, types of construction, floilitysonditions.

Since the transfer of the Institute of American Indian Arts
(IAIA) in P7 '82 and the use of the cops by Santa Fe Indian School,
the occupancy of the facilities has risen by over 32% Ian 136
students to 452 Students. Utility usage has increased dranctically.
Last year alone, cur gas bill increased by $17,000 and cost a total
of $107,406.

Our Current allocation for facilities of 327,602 square feet
amounts to $248 per square foot. Professional educational planners
estimate that $4.00 is the minims cost per square foot to operate
a school prcgram. Based on this estimate, an allocation of S1,310.408
is required to nonage Santa Fe Indian School adequately. This
represents an increase in funding of 8595,408.

'Antal Requested: $1,310,408

A backlog of inprovecents and repairs needed to support the
existing school proges has been submitted to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Reny of these are a result o[ the increased occupancy
and usage of the camas, A major part of this backlog is that six
buildings urgently need re- roofing. Also, the school mist be
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%graded in order to create 4safe environment. Broke detectors,
extinguisher systons, and fir rated doers oust be Installed.

Drilling tao %vile on canpus would alleviate costly water bills
($50.752 in for '82) and provide additional fire security necessary
due to 'low aster pressure in city hydrants.

Minor Improverents/Repair Backlog 3 70,903
Major Inproversents/Repair Backlog 110,189
Roof Repairs 127,979
Estimated Cost to Meet Safety' Recants. 14,194
Cost of 2 Wells 0 $30,000 ea. 60,003

The Bureau budget is veil bolos the minima estianted cost to
operate the Banta Fe Indian School and does not take actual
occupancy and usage into account. There is a need for:

1) A sure equitable funding !made based on square
feat usage and utility costs.

Cost: $1,310,408

2) Eliadnat ion of the backlog of inprovenents and repairs
and upgrading to bring $be school facilities up to
safety standards.

Cost: $978,673

C. IRRIGATION 01VIRUCTION NEEDS:

With the Area and Agency offices encouraging tribal enterprise

development anong the Pueblos, it is Important that ice keep in
mind that irrigation construction affects agriculture enterprise
development. The specific needs of the Pueblos are listed below:

Cochin Pueblo Needs;

Construction Costs S 117,000
Rehabilitation and Betterment 160,000
On-Fans Development 1,008,000

Total Pueblo Needs: $1,285,000

Isleta Pueblo Need*..

Construction Oasts 228,000
Rehabilitation and Betterment 607,000
en-Farm Development 3.321.000

$4,150,000

:
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San Juan Pueblo Needs:

Surveys and Investigations
Design
(instruction

$ -0.

.1.5C0,000
$1,500,000

Taos Pueblo Needs:

Surveys and Investigation , $ 3.750
Design .18.750
Construction 352.500

nta Clara Pueblo Nods ;.

$375,000

Survey and Investigation $ 2,000
Design 20,000
{instruction 250,000

'5272,000
Slabs Pueblo Needs:

°arm and Investigations $ 6,500
Design 32.500
Construction 650.000

5569,000

PoJoanue Pueblo Needs,

4.000Investigations
Drilling -

$364,000

Pieuris Pueblo Needs:

Surveys and Investigations 5 4.000
Design 31.250
Construction 277,250

$312,500
Other Pueblo Needs/Flood.

Oakunsb Dan at Zuni Pueblo $10.015,600
Vellouhouse Gana at Zuni 49,000,000
Oarreetioainonitoring of current Dams

located on all Pueblos lands 100,000
San Felipe Flood Protection Works 500,000
Peralta Settling Patin at islets 1,800,000
ArtriscofeederLatal at Sandia Pueblo 50,000
Middle RIO Grande Pueblo Irritation 3,600,030

1
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Janet Pueblo Heeds:

Construction Oasts
Rehabilitation and Betterment 874,000
Ca-Faria Development 1.673.000

$2,547,000

San Pollee Pueblo Needs:

Construction Lb= $ 710,000
Rehabilitation and Better:rent 943 ,000
0a-Pa rm Dove Ioprent 2.973,000

$4,626,000

Santa Ana Pueblo Needs

Construction Costs $ 18,000
Rehabilitation and Betterment 427,000
On -Faun Development 884,000

Santo Blanco Pueblo Needs:

Construction Costs
Rehabilitation and Rot lomat
On-Pana Development

$ 140,000
1,345,000
2.157.000

$3,812,000

Zia Pueblo Needs:

Constructien Costs $76,000,000
Rehabilitation and Betterment 25,000
On-Fann Development 597.000

Tesmque Pueblo Needs:

Survey and investigation $ 2,000
Design 15, 000
Construe-LIM 300 000

$317,000

San Minions° Pueblo:

Surveys and investigations $ 1,000
Design 6,000
Construction 53.000

' 52,
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D. ME ER MEW:

Pueblo Water limes:

The Albuquerque Area Office is involve in 10 water
rightsadiudicatiofts in New titmice and Colorado affecting
18 tribes (7 adjudications affect 13 Pueblos), a water -

trespass case on the Rio San Jose affecting 2 other Pueblos,
awl address*: nuaerous enersachrents on Indian rater by
poser camanies, mining interests and other developments.

523

Wastrel Surveys:

The Federal Goverment is currently re-doing the
process by which funds are disbursed for eadastral surveys.
in FY '83 the Central Office is allocating $250,000 to the
Albuquerque Area Office, bit is transferring this coney
directly to the Bureanof land limagarent. Starting In
FY '84 tic allocation will be.rent directly to the Area Office
and it will transfer the coney. The problems with this are:
the allocation to the Albuquerque Area Office has to be
divided between two Doom of land Monagesent State Offices
(the New /lexica State Office and the (blond, State Office);
mad, at a cost to arrive at a final survey'plat of teams
$500 to $1,00) per mile, $25,000 will only obtain between
230 to 500 miles of surveys,. Considering the backlog of
survey Deeds at the Albuquerque Area Office, the 325,000
allocation will not buy math.

A atininara of $500,000 per year mold be a beginning figure
that meld better nerve our surveying needs.

Statute of Limitation.

FY '84 fording needs for Statute of Limitations projects
will fall into Ares categories: 1) Litigation support for
identified claims: 2) Adninistiative iagport for legislative
claim; 3) Sire outside legal counsel for claims share conflicts
of interest are involved so that the Federal Goverment cannot
represent the tribes.

At a minima the Albuquerque Area would need funding for
four positions and the wmessary support. This multi man a
minimin of $250,000. The largest of the claims presently
identified le a Santo Madam, land claim involving 20.000 acres.
lb properly pursue this claim could involve up to $100,000 per
tsar for five years. On several of the major litigation claims
outside counsel will ho-needed, depending upon when cater rights
claims are filed and at atilt pace they proceed, this could
involve a ininiairn of $200,000 per year.

23-741 0 - 83 - 34

'
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Indian Rights Protection:

We are disturbed about the arbi reductions the
EMreau ccotinws to isq:ose. In New Vex we have one court
case, the Agrody Case, utdch we ecpect *I set precedence
for other Indict eater rights litigation. .neatly,
priorities and funding allocations are ent ai * needs.
The KA has been in later rights liticatioa has ye to
devplop reliable cost effective intonation, S t it argues
dam costs for aster litigation is expensive. is is hardly

, an appropriate reason or position for the Indian Tmstee to
assure. Often water sheds in litigation involve .8. Govern-
ment interest, an the conflict of interest issue few.

We resumed bemuse of the Federal Governments
responsibility glitters involving the water rights Indian
tribes, that the ESA as agent to carry out the Federal
should be required to develop appropriate policies and
prioritien fw, cases already in litigation and those Just in
the inventort phase, and in addition develop lending, isms
In increment; of not less than five years so that adequate
planning and equitable allocations are assured. ,

4
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III. EXCATIONAL PROMASIS Al D SFMTICia:

11:Mention for the Amble peoples of New Mexico has bees and continues
to be of the highest concern and priority, especially in this time of
econagic difficulties. The education, training and re-training of our
people will determine to a great cement cur ability to survive tbecruch
ve find ourselves in. Listed below are the needs of individual OrcgriAm:

A. EMMA MEDDLE a2WL:

The Pueblo of Lags= ass nuttier one on the BIA construction
priority list in FY '82 for the construction of a new school to
house a middle school. The Secrets of Interior has nen dotted

' this facility is no longer justit: ole. ABC requests that the
construction of this such needed facility proceed according to the
priority construction schedule of FY '82.

11. lAGUNA OFFICE OF IMAM EDUCATION PROMOS:

The Laguna Tribe is justifiably concerned that DIA is on a
coarse of abolishing the Laguna Office of Indian Education which
ass established in FY 'hi. Considering the actions of DIA with
respect to its downward funding of this office, AMC requests that
funds be restored treat least its lY ea level Of $71,336.

C. SCUDDIESTERN INDIAN FOLYTECINIC

The IlIks Office of Elueation Progress has appropriated no
funds for the operation of this Institute in FY '84. Because of
the gravity of this proposed closure, libido can only result in
serious reporcumoices for the educational future of Indian students.
and in order to allow the appointed task force to adequately
address this issue and mike sound reorartondat Ione. ABC requesiS
continued funding for SIPI at the SIPI request for instruction of
Z90,0:0 for FY '84 and. absent the funds for the FY '81 request.
SIPI should be funded at no less than thk FY '83 level or WAWA?.

D mum EDOCATIal:

Education .t the post secondary level for the Pueblo people of
New Masks has en of the istneet utportanoe and priority. Teacher
raining in el tary ishmation for the past too years has addinseed

a teacher deficit th sound and significant results. The focus for
this year is a upf. I education prograsito fill a void amplified
by grceing numbers 0 titled handicapped chiDken and a dis-
preportionato lopber o qualified special education teachers. A
strong need nor yet addressed retrains at the secondary education
level. AIM is requesting adequate funding for FY '84 to continue
these efforts in saintaining/expanding higher education prelmmni.

53.E
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE SANTA FE INDIAN SC11001.
SUBMITTED BY JOSEPNABETTA, SUPERINTENDENT

14r. Chairman and counittee members, my name is,Joseph Abeyta. I am

Superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian School, a tribal contract school for

approximateft SOO students in grades seven through twelve. With

Mr. Mark Cheresposy of Laguna Pueblo, Chairman.for our Parents' Advisory

,Council and a School Board member. We cone before you today to present

testimony on some of the current and vital educational needs of Indian

children.

INTRODUCTION

She present administration has met the cha)lenge of inflation with

wide-ranging budget cuts to promote responsible fiscal planning. Decisions

are being made at the national level which will determine our future and

the educational future of our Indian children. Reliable data is required

on which to base sound budgetary decisions, but the information currently

availablegin the educational needs of Indian people is inaccurate and

out-of-ddte. There is a glaring need for a reassessment of the present

state of Indian education to give a clear direction to future policies

affecting Native Americans.

I would like to briefly address three areas for your consideration

lich all call for a reevaluation of present Bureau of Indian Affairs

policies and procedures:

I. A National Study of Indian Education

II. Funding for Gifted and Talented_ Indian StudenSS
under Public Law 9S.$61

III. Financial Support for Basic facility Needs

311111101 r103 TZ33
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Z. TITLE IV - MIX{ EIXCATIOI:7--*--

Ilw Achdnistration has requested no funds for Fr 'Bum Title
IV progress. Parts A.B.C. of the Indian Education Act. B'e-atipe of
the positive and significant kmact Title IV has nude on Indian
education from accelerated basic skills preparati4, Ali requests
food for Parts i1,13,C. of Title IV FY '83 level.

P.* 7ANI ATILT VCCATIONAl MUMS:
C.:7

This program was funded in TY '82 at $110.000 414 In FY '83
for $100,300. Because of Zest Pueblo's priority and need. AIM-
supports Ztl's request of $130.000 for IT PIII.

Ail C further supports Zwei School District's Title IV funds
for its educational program. Zuni's 304 funds have boon drustichlly
reduced in TY '83. AIFC supports tending for Zuni's Sad at $213.789.

G. (RIM MEWS AGENCY: qt

Due tooth° lack of funding for all educational progress at
hTek, efforts in cob-satiate have been drastically curtailed. It is
imperative that Title IV funding for Parts A.B.C. be restored at
the IT '83 hive'.

SNIIEEKI PtIMLOS AG ICY: 4
Because of 140 rates of unenploynem among the Pueblos. it is

inperetive funds for adult vocational education 1;e restored. The .
training, or ru- training. of our people is mandatory.

1. JCINSON O'MALLEY PICGRAMe

Assistance to the Pueblo Tribes throlugh this proem has Noe/
such that without this Md many services would be inadocuato nt
best and unmet at worst. AIPC urges the funding of this Dzognca to
at least the IV 113 level of MAW for the Southern Pueblos Agency
and $1-90161 for tbeNOrlieetn Pueblos Agency.

S'
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I. A RATIONAL. STUDY OF INDIAN EDUCATION

I

We propose that a national study of Indian education be commissioned

11
by the Congress of .the UnitedStatem. ThIs study would be conducted

through a partnership between Indian peopl and a nationally recognized

institution of higher7learning. Such research would enable Congressional

and tribal leaders to make the best use of opportunities thet eXistfor

Indian people, to save money, and to provide for long - range' planning.

There have been three surveys of Indian education on a national

level produced over the past sixty years (Deriam:19213; KennedyilO6O; and

Havighurst:1969). All three were initiated by the government and ,

conducted by governmental or private institutions. These studies involved

Indians only marginally as advisors or research staff: The conclusions

and recotmendatiOns,.however valid, were written under the premise of

doing things to Indians rather than having them dci.for themselves, and '

therefore were never effectively implemented.

With your support, this project will be unique in that Indian people

will participate as full memberi in its design, implementation, and .

analysis. Its purpose will be 1) 'to generate accurate and current data,

2) to offer, workable recommendations to resolve problems, and 3) to i

provide -a future direction for Indian education. This Congressionally -

commissioned study would represent an unprecedented relationship betweeen

Congressional leaders, Indian tribes, and a reputable institution of

higher learning.
V.

Estimated Cost: SS78,000.00

I

w
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II. FUNDING FOR GIFTED AND TALENTED INDIAN STUDENTS UNDER P.L. 95161

Indian education programs have traditionally been remedial and

' focused on children with learning problems. However, national statistics

andour own experience at Santa Fe Indian Schcol conftrm that many

Indian children.are gifted and talented and that they show impressive

gains when offered programs to meet their unique seeds. There is a line,

Item in the funding formula under P.L. 95-561 (the Indian Basic Education

Act) for gifted and talented students, Imt funds have never been included

for this item.

Title tV-A has funded the highly successful Accelerated Learning

Program at Santa Fe Indian School for the last three years. However, it

is being proposed thit Title IV be completely terminated by FY 1984.

Perhaps this proposal is based nn the assumption that Bureau of Indian

Affairs program will accommodate our gited children. This gives Indio

people two alternative: a Title program scheduled for termination or

a P.L. 95-561 formula line item for oh...6 no funds have been budgeted.

Again the exceptional child is overlooked and the Indian parents are

left withot4 cnoices for their children.

Approximately nine percent of the student population across the

nation golifies as "superior" on,the basis of I.Q. and other criteria,

Under P.L. 95-561, the exceptional child may receive a weight factor frpm

.25 to 3 units (One unit - 51,970 &vending on the nature of services

delivered, using m moderate factqr of .50 as a base would allow students

to participate in the regular program while receiving special services.

lie recommend that this factor be used as a base and that funding be

budgetid for gifted and talented students ender the P.1.% 95-561 formula.

*(Wechsler Intelligence Scale)

A
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III. FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR BASIC FACILITY NEEDS

1. Funding Formula,

The Plant lirnagement program at Santa Fe Indian School was

contracted in FY 1982. In order to adequately operate this critical

service, it is essentiertiilv system be developed that will support

a mere equitable distribution of funds for maintenance and operations.

The current funding formula makes no allowance for increased usage

and occupancy. utility rates, types of construction, or condition of

facilities.

Since the transfer of the Institute of American Indian Arts in

FY 1982 and the use of the campus by Santa Fe Indian School, the

occuPancy of the facilities has risen by over 325% from 136 students

to 4c2 students. Utility usage has increased dramatically. Last

year alone, our gas bill increased by $17.000 and cost a total of

$107,406.

Our current allocation for facilities of 327,602 square feet

amounts to $2.18 Per square foot. Professional educational planners

estimate that $4.00 is the minimum cost per square foot to operate a

school program. eased on this estimate, an allocation of $1,310,408

is required to manage Santa Fe Indian School adequately. This

represents an increase in funding of S595,408.

Total: $1,310,408.00

.. 530
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2. Improvements and Repairs Backlog and Safety Requirements

A backlog of improvements and repairs needed to support the

existing school program has been submitted to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs. Many of these are a result of the increased occupancy and

usage of the campus. A major par! of -is backlog is that six

buildings urgently need rG.roofing. Also, the school must be upgraded

in order to create a safe environment. Smoke detectors, extinguisher

systems, and fire rated doors must be installed. Drilling two wells

on .7.101pus would alleviate costly water bills (350,752 in FY 1982) and

PrOvide additional fire security necessary due to low water Pressure

in city hydrants.

Minor Improvements /Repair Backlog S 70,903.00
Major Improvements /Repair Backlog 110,189.00
Roof Repairs 127,979.00
Estimated Cost to Meet Safety Requirements 14,194.00
Cost of Two (2) Wells 0 530,000 each. 60 000.00

Total: $310,16$ .00

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman. this testimony reflects the following

needs:

I. A Congressionally.comaisscened national study of Indian education

conducted by Indian leaders and a reputable institution of higher

learning for the Purpose of supplying Congress with sound data

for future planning.

II. Funding for gifted and talented Indian students under P.L. 95.561.

the Indian Basic Education Act, to allow schools to meet the needs

of the brightest Indian children.

III. Financial support for basic facility needs which would include a

more equitable funding formula based on square foot usage and

funding to decrease the backlog of improvements and repairs and

to upgrade the school facilities to meet safety standards.

n)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF IRE INTEROR

INMAN OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

FACILITIES ENGINEERING STAFF
FEDERAL OFFICEawe ens COuleiHOusg

Minx 124E

ALIARAIEROVE. NEW utkicOvicks

Mr. Delfin Lovato, Chairman
All Indian Pueblo t.mcil
1015 Indian School Road, N.V.

Albuquerque, NM $7109

Dear Nr. Lovato:

In response to your tequear for additional funding for the Plant lionnegemeng
Program at Santa Pe Indian School, I an personally aware of the disparity

between Ace to allotred and vhae is actually °coded to operate rust pro-
gram. However, until a mote Nu/table means of funding la developed, I
am unable to help yea. What t can do is to identify your needs and make

recommendaelons to the Albuquerque Area Office. N7 proposal would be that
funding for maintenance dad operarion be based oa near per equate fooe,
usage and occupancy, equitable utility gates, and type and kondition of

facilities.

.1 an also aware of the Sickle Report which requeareemore money eo bring
schools up to standard and the !tremendous backlog of pro/etre ae Santa re
Indian School to meet repair, imptovenent, end safety requirements,. When
der pensive and vbea we hire a full tie, Facility Haaager la rbe Area
Office we would like to met with you for review of the backlog for Santa
re Indian School.

If I can be of Farther help in your endeavor to secure adequate funding,
please lee no know.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Clifford Hahoory, Chief
facility Management Services
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Mr` JOURDAIN. Thank you. You will keep us on a mailing list, I
hope.

Mr. Wooncocit. I believe you are on our mailing list.
Mr JOURDAIN When the hearing is finalized, please, give us a

copy.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Oh, absolutely.
Are there any other witnesses who wish to testify?
if not, we will recess the hearing subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed, subject to the call of the

Chair; at 3:15 p.m.1

.,
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APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD
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SELECT COMMITTEE WomanMEMOS
WAS10001011, 0C. 2010

February 28, 1983

Honorable Ken Smith
Assistant Secretary
for Indian Affairs

Department of the Interior
18th & C Streets, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20240

Dear Ur. Seer tair4f4...----

PPreciate your willingness to testify last seek before
the'Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs concerning the
BIAs proposed FY 84 budget.

At those hearings. 7 had asked Chairman Andrews to ask
you on m' betalf the question concerning day shoulA an Aiawka
and the closure of the Ht. Edgecumbe boarding schoo 'T. Chairman
Andrews posed the hypothetical situation of all twenty 8IA
schools being transferred in the next year, then asked whether
monies that would otherwise have been used to operate the last
ten sthools might be diverted to operation of Mt. Edgecumbo
%hie the State of Alaskp considers options for operating the
school. Your response was unequivocally negative.

There is now a realistic possibility that the State of
AlasP2 sill use the Edgecumbe facility for some educational
purpose. Howw.er, time will be needed to develop any plans.
Considering the importance of the Ht. Edgecumbe school to '
Cho Alaska native community, it might also bo possible to
roach agrcement "n the transfer of remaining day schools in
ono year.

'With these possibilities in mind, and assuming that all
tu.nty day sehOoIl do transfer in the next year, I ould
appreciate your thorough consideration of the following
questionS for the hearing record;

1. Could funds that *could otherwise be used to operate
the ton rcmainirk day schools be divefted to opera-
tion of the qt. Edgecumbo School pending study of
a takeocor by the State of Alaska?

2. Mat are your comoined actual operating costs for
the I.,nty remaining day schools during the current
lehool yeSe

tri361(,

3,16.11AVA r103 1238
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3, What are your estimated operating costs for the
remaining ten day schools during the upcoming
school year?

41, What are the current annual operating costs tor
Mt. Edgeeembe?

5. What is your estimated cost for opera ting
Mt. Edgecumbe for an additional year (junior and
senior classes only)?

The hearing record will remain open until March 11, 1983.
1 and the other members of the Select Committeo on Indian
Affairs *All appreciate your care/01 and prompt response to
these questions by that date.

Sinc er

r. k H. hurkows
ted States So for

541
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X. C11 e

United States DepVtntent of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 21324,

' EAR 8 on

11000rabte Fronk N. Makowski
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20810

Deer Senator Nurkowski:

I
Thank you for your letter of February 28 eoncerning/Ct. Edgecumbe Boarding School
and the 20 day schools operated by the bureau in Alaska,

1 appreciate 'he opportunity to respond to each of your questions. My responses
are as follou

Question: Could funds that would *abets:Ise be used to operate the ten
regaining day schools be diverted to operate the Ht. Edgecumbe
School pending study of a takeover by the State of Alaekat

Response: the appropriations law for the Depsrboent of the Interior (9.1:,
91-394) states that no funds Matt be used to continue operation
of let. Edretunbe beyond June 30, 1983, Is vieu of this Itnguate,
1 'mu:dhows to say the fonds for the op/lotion of the day sehools
could rot be diverted for purposes of operating let. Edgeeumbe.

Queetion: Whet arc year combined actual operseing eats for the twenty renain-
ion day schools during the current school year?

Reim:vow The enelosed attaehnent presents the operstiux costs for ehe 20 day
school, and Kt. Edgecumbe for the 1982-83 school year. Currently. .

total of 98.184.186 is programed for expenditure by these 20
*Mkoals for this school year. Of this =WIC. $785,170 represents
flou-through funds from the Department of Educseion for the Chapter
1 sad Exceptional Education proems. wt

CWeetion: What are your estimated operating costs for the remaining ten no),
schools during the upconiox school year?

Retpcese: Our estimated operating coats for ten'dsy schools for the 1983-84
sehool year are as follows:

11A Education (ISCP) funds - S 1.897,493
facility Wanagenuot Punde - 1.802,000
Chapter t roods 268.890

. Exceptional Education funds - 123.695
$4.992,M5

t44,1.
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Question: that ate the totrent annual operating costs for Mt. EdgOCOMbe

Response: The ensiosed attach:use above total of $5.123321 curtentlyAp
programed for esposdltut by Nt. legesunbo fot the 198243 rot
sehool yest.

Question: Whet is your seclusive eest far operating Xt. Edgeetabe for en
additional year (junior sod senior el aaaaa only)?

Reaposso: Our ettisated cost for operatingpt. Sesta:she for an additional
-- year for Nur -iusior-snd -seniot -eletaas

deUcation (lit?) Funds 1.1911;i5e

facility Monument Funds - .2,700,000
Chapter I Fends 61.895
Exceptional &Widen Funds » 13911

,9773, 62

I hope the{ this inforuatio0 will be helpful to-yeu. I =it. hoverer, ;clot out
that the bureau is pitmetding with ita plistihs activities to %pitmen{ the tom-
dies by Coteress to dot. Nt. L4xecumbe it oh* end of the 1942-$3 'shod 'wet.

Thant you for your eontinued ineseete in the edu of Alaska N ehileten:

Siunteely.

784 igvatiet4 bralla

Assistant S eeeee try - Indite Affeira

EfitIVUft

z40
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AnAOMENt

0;statins Coots tot 20
Alaska pay Schools sot Ht. 2Ageeoabe

for 116241) Sebool WIT

1942-83
a An4

tIA USA./
86ocatioa
NW.

VIA Facility
ataaaaaaast

84048

Isceptloaal
',location

Food.
Motet
74ads

2 Total
foods.

82. 11260,193 260.200 S 12,696 $ 46030. 317.721

19. 79.674 24.000 21,613 5088. 136,371

63. 211,431 133,800 8,638. -0- 381.873

439. 418,032 408,600 -0.. 61491. 936.131

36. 143.232 244.900 3,212 34994. 448.318

69. 233,868 241,300 11,487 -0- 304.633

36. 124.421 134.000 -0- 2323. 261I30

69. 250.219 313.600 -0. 30408." 414 131

. 71. 228 SOS 140.600 34,660. . 37991. 447.762

67.

..*

260.344 188.000 21.130 It 30103 301.079
a

36. 207,122 tn.400

113.000

301100

8,112.

31113.

1631.

404.434

196.23815. 69.309.

20. 84.043 102.800 8.616 36620. 212,221

43. 110,901 111.100 12,491 lk, 14311. 332.909

7S. 130.928 124.900 4.943. . 28403. 286 176

20. 78.331 139,300 10.153. 16126. 263.112
-

22.

46.

91,965

139,693,

138,300

199.000

47,240.

3.401

24090.

22383.

301,613

386.681

16. *1.266 348.600 6.00S 46240. 753.412

39. 137.979 117.600 3,097 26768. 299.444

1 067 3.794.986 7.604.000 243 390 337.160 98,184 136

237 Si 808,684 $1 200.000 21,001

. o

93.636

, .

35,123,131

1.304 SS.603.610 S604.000,11 1268,391 5631,216 $13.307,277

23-741 0 - 83 - 35

54 2
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ecan Indian Action Council 11.1.111
RESOLUTION

Reber 3-43

MOW: The America& Iodfan Settee Council st Crest Fella, Holum is tospossd
of tonsteen (14) Hotly. Mclean. sod thitteft (Il) noleindles clotted
lout beserneentotticiele *ad honey head"; and

WADEASs his purpoe ter which the Aseticso Iodise Action Cumuli is timed it to
provides system by which the emelt would seek out, $01 *ad develop
nechentm to Mote .,Joist cooperative worl4ns rsistiouship between the
Indian community and the City/Caunty/Stat4 comments, schools end other
epproprtets epode. is the City of Greet Pails, Casco', County, nuatans,
In the area Al Indian sone:erns' and

hlithlat The *mem Administretion has re/elegised to the Cosecs". of the Vatted States
Marsh its budget process that F.L, 914116 The 'often Edecetion Act,
T V be shamed nut ter FM. this fs represented by the $1.23 Mills.
appropriations; sod

VOIEZAIr A reduction in the tuna's level et Pitle IV se this Me ovoid 00000 usly
Moir the total ellen end *opacity to respond to the still meet edoe
stioosi needy of chi Series loceteo children and adults in Greet tato.
Menem and

hillEEASs the Montane ledloa Teacher Imitates Pronraeldataletsred by heatsna Unitld
Scholarship Service is tended by Title IV, Fort I, habits Law 92 -3t& ead
the lodes &Nestles freiras to the dress Felts Public Scholl °Merles le
funded by 'fitis IV, Pert A, tublft Lou 92 -)t6; sod

WHEILASI Innen oduretlea is the local sree sne.the species woulo %mow proctItelly
nee - distaff If Title IV von shooed set is 1291 rod MA; mid

EVEREA3r the Title IV ladtan Education programs have helped dee 00000 Indies student
dropoot loess Oft the loes1 ores and astipol, lames' chp mobster
Indio tsetere, dollop seulnisemess, other prammionels, and Increase
tboeusber of vaach etteoglog college; and

'

Rot 2532 Great 1,114 Mom= 5003=1110.1111NRE.

V

IEST COPY AVAILABLE .
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VSMASI %Isle IO, stevidesIihameSS support Aft% =Also Isaias
?Mee. IaOioa ersaolretiose. evil afloat' off-reservelos and weed*-
gesettsrffeeto Soot* epsciel, aalgw, and relevssE educsefooel promos
for Teals. etiltreel red

ti i - ..."
Wiqual The Title IV haresibbleil oasii.S.dUtetlessi isitranteas co hire

sorties* isatemettesal isterf44. 'as,* **fee eauestleost ottivitlee thetTA n4, Sd/'
Seth* Assets...as wield easel/MA* enable to receive; iy"et , .

mew= sa n SISOLVIMT That tie Asetitaa Lento Active Cooncll 'wee.*
rreeldeoe "MOOS mu !Meet request for the ladles fefuoitioi Act,
Title IT of 0.23 sepia. for elevate of the loasa Education *flies;
rod

TEIZIPOIE BE IT /WM= ASSOI7TD1 The keeriseu Indian Actium Cowell asks for
the suppeet of el* Moursoe CoratAssicoef Delegates. National ladies
Othaottetlace sod seprosetste Coss mud Comettteee in the effort
go I the 1184 bolt.. request Item $1.13 offflos to $72.6811.1(4s

Argue:

seer tau

411110410N 4
I tetchy etttlty that the Cettsolse stootetion use adopted by the aottlteo loam
retie° Cotocli is a deb, cu lad, ootated, and toeitee4 Rehulat Session seetohlta
tba...1111 day of February 1983 vIth, seobees Oft000f to
e0DatiVat qC.U.M

Secret Ty

Merlon beaten *Woo Council
4
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American Indian Action Council 1111.11111

a geILITtox
beeber 3-0

r

.11MAZA4+! the lam__dean Indian Action COumeil of Great Tells. Montana is cemppeird
of Nutters. (IA) Native Americas, end the (13) non-Indian stetted
local government *Ukiah. end &lefty heeds* And

MAMAS. the purpose for Alt% clis Arwriemp lodbm Action Council is formed to to
stockist erste* by shish eho Council avoid seek out. initiate. and develop
mechanisms to treats a Joint cooperative working relationship between the
Indian Connunity sad the CitY,Cunty/State gOVeramenta. schools and odes
appropriete agEneiee In the City of Great Pnita, Caerade County. Natant.
to the ore. of %diem tencerna: and.

WhfREASt between FY81-$3 the P.L. 92 -)le. The Indian EduCation Act. Title IV has
experienced a 14.81 or $1/.040.106 tut in Parts A. S, and C: and

MMUS. Should this trend codtinue in she budget praresa, title irlacda esti:301On
by Him awl

.N1RE44 The &q.t....et/folding ta Title IV has created negative fowl on the
education Gyporsoniciea available to Native AiltriCiat rtgidin is Cteat
Palle, Nentana. Iry cell at Indian vat tone and other urban sues across
the nation; and

hhEMEAS: The Naltatea Indian Teachet ?tattling Ptogrftp Awl tt d by hanInna United
Scholarahip Streit* sod the Indian Studies Metes in the Crest Palle
%%bin School &incite will be adveraely afieetedi and

/h. Montano Stet, Vnivereitly Native Amerlean Graduate FrIlowshipl,rogram And
Vni icy y of South %hate Indian to ip Plotter 'ditch Assisted many
Nnatena Musa student and otheca In pursuing theft education will be
Clagontinuedi aow

nutron gE tr 10=01 the Maritsa Indian Action Council suppOete ri supplemental
approptiatione bill to the amount of $,3,090004 tot PTO to band the
!analog hack op tO the TM :level of emending: how

e

Set 0532 Gnat Tall.. Mauna 50403
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TIMATOOOS OS IT SSOLVIOs 72* Magical Tanta Attica Cowell mks tot do support
of Nootou Coogyaaolotal Deltgatta. Notional Talmo OtysolsatIcao. sod
ayytoyylato Coos most Omit a the effeiG toward oupploatots1
apply-dation.

ATTEST:

Sett tat,
721. 0,44.re

Otto&

4,.?:

CLUITICA7200

I beraby vattfy that lb. fortyobly regolotIoa vas *dolma by the Aboricov todloft
oettotOomvttl Ift a ditty celled. motlet4..0o4 totmosb %egoist Stotler. otssabI,O
the IS day 01 tebrvaty 1943 wth p!F ,peabera prtastot to
tonstItum Rama*.

ta
ANArktU

ry
SIC.J-4---.

Socro
toorlam autiio tonal Coati!

5

a

b
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1.4)TIC4). IsAIST ACIION COLNCif.

at -LAWS

ARTICLE I - RAM

411. gab, g4 this organization stall Is tfo Americas Indian Action Countll.
hsgsiaafass ggforgsa to as the Council.

ARTICLE II - TVRPORE

The purpose !or vide' the COmmeil to to 'eh to to provide *stmt.,
which the Coen:11 %volt' *act out. Initial,. and develop *eche aaaaa 10 ctestt
a joist coopgrotive vockins rcletionship locoetn the Indies eatmonIty and tho
City/County/State soverneento, schools ood other oppcopciotc ssonrIso in Owl
City of Crgot Valle, Csocotic COUSKY, Montana. In its ergo Of Indian taproom,

ARTICLE III - 10218ERSRIP

Stetson 1 lonSct. The Council 041 be 000poscd of menet-400n (IT) satfore.
too/sago (14) Of ladlas desegot and oictgen (II) non - Indian. all Of .60. .49t be
,FIldfnt, of ondfor CniCedg County (dAtla the f.dnpd100 oi an eltdrAdy

sppoioss4 by Indian coptes.ollotioas). nosoly.

I. ('i.e (I) frece,rmrstfve from ..rh at tt. ,11.wrmg oppmtromit(mm. (mt..

1.4).0 ft10,mt30.1 Center and the Min. .61tdd 5001414Lp ngviCf.

Ogr (t) 4trmory appmfotm4 Mylodran

1 Ten (10) gra. [dots of the 1041.1 ,,r,,dttY-at -iddtd
.6.3v4f 16, vJUtt$S)

4 It* Crev ,prff.

L. O. (11 A.r1,-m etyll tarqp*4 o,,, !kat9 rtpt....1,,

A 00 lit l C. ..

,. 1.. ( It ,
1) rty 1.4 7,21 A ,er

9 1, V A: ,'f, r S....1.

10 P-4 ft) at C-e.t 1,411 I. ; $

11 tot, [N../ al Tot tc.

I. I I. AT! .rrY

13. Cvnty Sh.nif

14 Pre, (l) . titt 12,,,tte.. rr,-btr.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE
SOCIAL BORKERS, INC.

410 NW 18th '101%
Portland, Oregon 9/209

Evelyn Lane° Blanchard, President

ry name is Evelyn Lance Blanchard and I as president of the AsSociatiOrti--
AnariOan Indian and Alaska Native Social Xorkers. we thank, you for the oppor-
tunity to present testimony regarding funding of the Indian Child Weliaie Act
Title Il programs. The Association requests that funding for Title IS pre..
grans be increased to $15m. The programs are currently funded at a level Of
59.7m. we believe that this increase Is warranted in view of the need for fam-
ily and children's services on and off reservations, and in view of the success
node possible by the current effort to restore and rehabilitate Zanily life in
Indian communities.

In re IC toutl funding for ritIe II programs was $5.Sm. This funding supported
US programs ',Ito a total caseload of 224,554 Clients at a coat of 524.00 per
client. The average program caseload was 1.340 and the average caseload per
worker for that year was 540 individual clients based on approxidately 2.S
workers per program. In TT 81 total funding for Title II programs vas $9.2m.
This funding supported 190 programs with a total caseload of 180,945 clients
at a cost of $51.00 per client. The average program caseload was 952 and the
average caseload per worker for PT 82 individual Clients. Although we
do not have figures for Ft $2, the tuck el remains the same and it is es-
timated that the caseload data are

The services provided through Title II grants cover the gamut of protective and
traditional child welfare services witted by state and county agencies through-
out the country. Thene include ongoing outreach, diagnosis and treatment, re-
Cruitnent and licensing of roster care and adoptive homes. Because of the econ-
ssic stress in these communities the programa provide extensive crises interven-
tion services and, largely as a consequence of this, many megrims provide alco-
nol counselling services. housing development services and distribution of sur-
plus food. As SR eXaMple. the social services program at Ouinault provided
total of 714 surplus food scrvicet for FY 82. These supportive services serve
as a :.edge to the out of home placement of children and assist the staff to help
vaintain the family unit.

In rx 81 the Portland area maintained an average caseload per program of 217
cases with an expenditure of $775.00 per family. Comparable statistics for
Sacramento and Billings area: are 148 average caseload and $184.00 average cost
for services to families, and 214 cases and 5280.00 per family respectively.
Information from Oklahoma graphically speaks to the actual fiscal benefit to
the Indian person.
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*CAA appropriations to the BMA resulted in these actual figures for Oklaboma3
rcePERIIQUEsltb PUNts MOOED INMAN PULA.ICO PER CAPITA
$ 842a33.04/1980 t $ 444,401.00/19*0 144,4 9 Less than $3.00
81.$68,077.00/1441 $ 918,49340/1481 149,441 Less than $6.00
$2,$44,744.00/19E2 81,204,235.00/14*2 149,09 4 Less than $8.00

fr cannot be avoided that social services programs in any Community provide essen-
tial .ftgroftents of the safety net that is nee y to meet basic and common
human needs.

A comparison with expenditure* for like services provided by the State of Conned
ticut revealian average cost of service* provided to families of $6,178.00. The
costs for fanny focused services throughout the country range from $1.509..00 to
$9,000.00 per year per family. The Ilsparity between the resources available to
the geacral public and to Indians is staggering. Although Indians are eligible
to receive services provided to all other citizen:, our experience since the pea-
age of the Act has been that the courts and social services departments choose to
aolotve themselves of tesponslbility for services to Indiana and press them on
the meager resources of Indian programs.

The Association afters an outline of the problems of implomentatson betne faced by
the Title II programs. .

The funding process appears to be deigned to demonstrate tribal inability to pro-
vide child velme setvtces to Indian families.
1. The Eime span allowed foe p;eperatlon of Title If grant proposals ss not ade-

quate.

2. Imennical assistance as required by the federal regulations, is not being pre
visite ho tribes in a timely manner., furthermore, some Bureau of Indian Affairs
social workers are not knowledgeable about child welfare matters.

S. Tribes should riot have to compete with one another for fends.
a. funding Is often awarded to the tribes ono have expert grants writers

which many trues lack.
b. Technical assistance In the form of grant writing Is not provided by

Bureau of Indian Affairs social workers.
S. There is no standard for the selection of the Evaluation Review Commatee.

a. Reviewers are not necessarily trained or knowledgeable about chid wel-
fare matters.

b. Reviewers are not trained to conduct objective evaluations. Reviewers
have demonstrated bias against competent 'Mehl programs by denying them
continuous funding.

S. Testes are funded only for service populations of that particular tribe.
Actual service delivery includes members of other tribes. as well as non-Indians
living within the service area. /rites are elec. Called upon to provide service
to their webers and seeders of other tribes who do nor reside in the service
area.

5r°

1.

120
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6. Tribes sho cannot demonatcate effects... tenuity within one year do not
receive continuous funding. As a tvauSt. Vey are left with no recourse
except to close down operations and lotovo a confuo.on of unnerved client
reeds.

a. Tcibes should be allowed a six to twelve month start-up petted. A
newly funded pronto* needs time to set up an office. teeceir and train
staff set up in la -take process, a tecotd keeping eysten, and to iden-
tify community setvices.

b. The funding peoceas should be guaranteed for a three year period in
order for a tribe to accurately demonstrate **evict deiivery capability.

7 Urban Indian groups represent :0 percent of the /oaten population.
a. Urban Indian children wind up in state custody proceedings note fre-

quently than 16tion Indians.
b. Continuous funding should also be made available to off - reservation

Indian pcogcame.
8. ewe to on mechanism whereby State Courts are monitored to insure compli-

ance with PL 95.408. It is well known that mgny state courts do 40t notify
:cites or patents of Indian child custody proceedings.

). There is no mechanise to sionitot the private ptogcams or independent place-
ments of attorneys and physicians to insure similar compliance with the law.

O. Adoption policies and procedures need to be regulated so that an affidant
is kepi >n reoccd which Identifies the child's heritage.
Tie-eonstocing Instrument developed by the Cfaty Institute for the Bateau
of Indian Affairs does not accurately reflect tribal soc4a1 service program
accompiishnents. while the instrument measures administrative abilities,
it does sot address the teal issues defined in the Indian Child Welfare Act.
As a result. the Suceau of Indian Affairs does not have an accurate picture
of tribal ptolcam accomplishments, thus weakening their advocacy stance on
behalf of tribal ptogtams.

Theca has not been a denostrated effort on the pact of the Bateau of Indian
Affairs and the Department of Health and Human Services to respond to therms-
date that ways he developed to Unsure that the resoutces of both of theselsgen-
cies are made available to Indian tribes and programs In theic effects to pre-
vent the destruction of Indian family life.

A funding level of Slim will begin to more adeethately meet the needs of Indian-
families and their childten.

Them( you.

Attachments.

BEST CRAY
1.18MIMA
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NOM CHILD 41,FAAE FACT SIM

Eq.! C Krems, President Alatera Indian Child welfare Association
Attome)/Propct gager 1C Pregran, Native American Coalition of Tulsa t

4.

contirts4 aderte funding for IC% Programs are essential because:
1. The intent of Congress was to prevent the resoval of Indian children from

their families. In the past I in S IndialtIWarren were rondved free their
families and plated in a non- fruhan envirMeent. This action.robbed the
Indian child of their natural Indian heritage and culture and caused
probleis with identity e' -k.

Imdiah Tribes have a tongue legal relationship with the United States goverment
which alloy' specific laws to be passed on behalf of Indian people and under-
lines the spec sal responsibility toward Indian people.

In 011atora there are thirty-nine different tribes (39) rmovqd to Oklabmsa
wider treaties. There is little land base/requiring large urban 'populations.

There are according to the 1980 census 169,459 American Indians residing in
Oklahoma, There arc 66,143 Indian caldron living within the State.

10(4 appropriations to
FUNDS WASTED

1842.$83.O',11980
S1,568.877.00/ 1981
S2,386,749.00/1982

the 814 resulted in these actual figures for Okishore:
Fte1:6 MIMED 'MAN POP tAFiON PER CAI MA

S 499,405.00/1930
S 918,483.00/1981
51,204,235.00/1982

169,459.
459 Less than SS.00

"
' 169,459

"
8.00

6. These figures were suppose to provide the 10tA Programs with the necessary finds
to is-plement 10(4 Program: establish court systwas: develop children's codes:
provide social services such as counseling, parenting skills, foster care
standards, adoption and foster care fmilies and payment for these servlces,etc.
in order to congote with coveting in place state systerd Ln order 'Tor Indian
people to Intervene and transfer Indian Quid Custody cases to tribal control.

.
7 The Oklahoma Department of listen Services report reveal the following figures:

MIA': CHILDREN 14 OS OISTODY - OM 104E STATE VION-IITIA4 FOSTER,TS MATTI% in
rctoher 22,1979/ 774 Ind. child. 275 215 - 122
%member 21,1981/ 852 Md. child. 305 209 148

This is an increase in Indian children within custody of VHS after implementation
of 106% Mgrents in the State of Oklahoma, for the dates given.

8 The Oklahoma Indian Ovid Welfare Act was passed by the Oklahoes State Legislature
OR ApriF11982 to support theMoral law as CRS and Judicial courts were
doing 'their own thing' and not following Congressional intent in the
implementation of the IOU. The State to its undying credit is new working
with Indian people to irplment the 10A and negotiations have begun concerning
c...erative Agreements ',etween Indian Tribes and the State ISIS regarding
Indian Quid tustWases.

rrIfftESS %TEES TO VOPPORT /*LW-PEOPLE. IY legJESTS TOR FtRaINGICRR TM TO ME
LEGAL REIAT1CeMIP %ITU PIDIAN PEOPLE TO-STRE4GIalet 173:048 FAMILIM AN) PROGRAMS
11WAVIY PROOTING ISE WELFARE OF 17:014.4 PIXPLF. AS laatAN BEINGS TAKING CARE CF OUR COL

4
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

QUID WELFARE UPDATE

1983

As many of you already kTOW, in 1982. the Interior Deparubent reduced the
California Allocation of FY 1982 fdnds under the Indian Quid Welfare Act of
1978 (P.L. 95-609). This drastically cut back child and family service programs
for the Indian population in cur state.

This cut an funds inflicted a serious injustice on the Indian population
of the state. In Fiscal Year 1981, California received $2.3 million of the
$10 =Ilion national allocation. .1n fiscal Year 1982, the total appropriation
has reduced by 41 to 59.6 million and the California allocation was reduced
39.21 rather than an equitable 41 cut.

The grants under the Indian Child Welfare Act are particularly important
to the Indians of California- -the largest Indian population of any state in
the nation. .California's small tribes and Indian organizations especially need
funds for ealld and family service eFograms and for prevention of the breakup
of Indian finales and of the placement of indianihildren in non-Indian homes.

These programs'are important to urban Indians as well as to rural residents
because other services are not tailored to the special needs of Indians. Addition
ally. California Indians historically have received inequitable finding and the
grants under P.L. 95-603 during the first few years was a step toward correcting
this inequity.

The follcrong is a breakdown of Indian Chliaelfare Act monies allocated to
serve Indian children and families in California over a 2 year period.

Eisea! Year 1980 Fiscal Year3981

Total Funds 51,072,858 $2,297,949

Total Progruis 18 17

Total Clients 85.601k 02,524

Average Case- 476% 3,877
load -per program

Average Case- 190 368

load per worker
(2.5 workers ay. per program}

Average cost per client 512.60 336.75

Average cost per family 163.00 5183.7$

in FY 1983, the funding level is 9.7 million and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
1.1 again proposing another cur tg California's Indian pppulation from 151 to 12.71

of the national allocation. 1101ndian Child Welfare Act has always been funded
at an inadequate level. The National Association of American Indian and Alaska
Native Social aoriers is recommending a funding level for FY 1984 of 15 Minion.

YOUR SUPPORT IS MOM

BEST COPY AVALUBli
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Mr. Chairman and Committee aembetsi

The Sil ings American ;Mien Council (henceforth 111LAMOCO) Health program

and Outpiitleot Clinic. an Urban Indian Hcalth,Ftoject funded under Public Law

94-437. Titl. V, Indian Health Care Improvement Act, respectfully submIrte this

written testimony to omment and make recommendatios on the President's FY *fl,

Budget. Zero (0) funding is Proposed for Urban Indian Health In the Indian

Health Service Budget. Zero (0) funding means no health services which the

Health Program and Outpatient Clinic Provides to the 2.551 Indian patients in

Silting!. Montana. MAXIMO recommends to this committee to support a funding

level of 10 millon for Urban Indian Health for FY '84.

The Billings American Indian Council. Position is "its a trust resPoneibil-

it7 by the federal goveroMent to Provide health services to American Indian

people regardless where they reside." The federal government nest recoglize

its trust responsibility to off-reservation Indians, most specifically. the

need for Urban Indian Health Programs that ate providing health services to the

Indian community in a cost effective manner. The prime enrmple of cost effect-

ievenesa are physician visits at the BILAMINCO Outpatient Clinic. For FY '82

"the coat per visit to see the ildian Clinic physician was $8.64." The $8,64

figute is based on the compatifde for a average coat per visit of $24.00 to see

a ptivste physician in Billings. Montana. There were 102 Clinics held with

3.069 doctor visits and the Indian Clinic Physician was paid $76.520.00. Pro-

vided rhat each $f the 1.069 Indian Clinic physiciatevieits had to be seen by

a Private PhYsicIan In Billings. it would have been a cost of $73,65A.00 as

compared to the $26.520.00 Paid to the Indian Clinic Physician. a total differ-

ence of 147.116.00

Since the .onception fo P.L. 94 -437, Title V funding. Urban Indian Health

Programs have male great strides of providing. improving and making health care

accessible to Indian People in Urban eertings. If tic Urban Indian Health

projects were to be phased out it would bave adverse effctos on Indian patients.

doctors. hospitals and emergency room!, Many of the Bileminco Health Program

And Outpatient Clinic patients cannot afford the high cost of medical care

from private doctora,hospitaig, and emtrgency rooms. In tin event these patients

are seen by these Private Providers most Indian patients cannot afford to pay

the bills and thus it creates a financial burden on everyone involved.

Y103 mo
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Prior t. establishing the Bilendneo Health Program and Outpatient Clinic

the majority 4 Indian people in need of medical ore surely veer without.

Because of fisincial,adminiitratido, preiudicial. and geographic obstacles.

Indian people surviving on limited resources held little Pc.tority for heeltt

Problems unless they became life threating. The monies provided by

P.L. 94-437, Title 7 have enabled many Indian people In Billings' to obtain

medical attention and practice Preventive health Care. The Indian people

In Billings 4> have an interest In their health and maintaining a good

health status althoagh there are teeny unnent health needs of Indian people.

at least now they do have an opportunity to seek the medical attention they

deserve through the progress developed under PA. 94-437. Title V. So, if

the Bilaminco Health Program and Outpatient Clinic closes. many Indian

People In Billings' will not be exempt from the obstacles of obtaining

decent health care. five months inro FY'83 paelent visits wit/Ault medical

coverage have risen from 82.77% tc 89.73%. This sudden rise in patients

without medial coverage Is due to unemployment, eligibility criteria

changes in medicald.'esdicare and Indian Health Service.'eleo

changes Webb other health agencies. Without the services the Rilaminco

Health Ptogran and Jutpatient Clinic Provides. health care will. become aloes

priority for those Indian people,uho cannot afford the high cost of medical

care. Due to financial circumstances most Indian people must concern

themselves with basic necessities such as food. shelter and clothing.

Many Indian people enlouncer another obstacle and that is dealing with

heipth agencies that are insensitive to theic weds and Problems.

Because of the probity*, cucconted with non-lndian oriented services

many Indian pop', have gone without medical care.

It is of the opinion of the Billings American Indian Counei'. there

is nb satety net theory andsif there is one the theory is failing. trban

Indian Nolte rganiaations do not qualify for State Block Grant. and Indians

do not qoalify for same County and local (cervices. Example the County . "*.

Welfare Deperteent in Billings, Mc. have a special medical fund to pay

doctor or hosPlcs1 bills for Patipots that cannot pay the cost* March of

1982 the welfare Department changed their eligibility to whore Indians.

mentally ill and veterans do not qualify for the "specie4 fund"

because they had other resource; to go to The Montana Urban Indian Hcalthe

Pcograms approached the Special State Legislature to try to obtain-funding

for their programs. The Montana State Legislatures' response Vei. it is"

a federal resPoneibillty to provide health services to lnJlan people

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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Aa one can see the acceasibilicy to medical care in urban areas once

again will be a hardship for Indian people. if Urban Indian !leech is

Phased out. There are 1.000 Indian people residing is Billings`. 461 of

the adult population ace unemployed. while the unemployment rate tot Billings'

averages lest can 7Z. Lack of education voeacional skills. specific training

and ptejudice contribute to the high unemployment among Indian people.

According co the Bileminco Unalrh Program and Outpatient Clinic diva.

the pitienca average monthly income is $313.91. well below tho poverty level.

To reinteratu. taithouc the Uealth Program and OutPacleat Clinic the

majority of Patletts ua. not receive medical care. With incomes below

the novottvievel it is apparent. they cannot nefold co owl( for health

insura6"e3 Hospital, doctor bills. and the transportation costs to a Indian

Health Service fucllitv.

Through P.L. 94-437. Title V fonds the Manioc* Health Program

and Oucpatte,,t Clinic have generated other resources and developed

linkages to tncreaie uealch services co Indian patients. The Billings

American Indian Council requests that the members of this Committee support

trbal Indian Mealch and a funding level of 10 aillion for FT IA, so services

can continue co be made available co Indian people residing in urban areas.

Thank you foe your kW consideration to the comrencs. requeacat and recom-

mendaclonv.

ritIZIAVA yili3 a
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r4MAL COW4:41.

denator Jan mitrer
ball Dirksets Yst d.

Sashingtog, D.C. 20515

4)INIX1e,:g VelCher.

Zuni.; recent meetirq in the Dirksen titilaug. I aseittiorsod thecondltions
the Indian Health Service hospital is facing, T eta again atvallng for lour assist-.
arge.

Jkle to the cUrrma. f1SCai polxvy rottablusted by the Reagan hinuilstratitn, Con-
*t.4.-act medical aervfcer. eve facers 'waited to a life ir death emergency tasks only.
At the muscat tins, t...: blackfoot Indian 15311th Service Vat is rennin; at a $200,000
deficit us tale 1. ant itas, ard is Incr04311 accrosbastetY $5Q.000 a tenth. Staffing,
has teen csxtai.1493 to a paint. thit limited staff 19 over-yoritid, 'this directly affect-
ing the quality of /service that is being kir-added to the reservaifOn. Vetter s and
*uses have tetvee an LeteineY with the present ..foRditionS that inanirorthan are gutt-
ing And seeking mgdoyeent eisewbere.

lie filaeiteet Intel Co rich has had and continues to have weetfigs 4e1
Indian Health Service staff and &veers harp pinpoint probleas end to coke the
staff and doctors booare more accepted It Vie social carreinity. This dialogue has

Provers to to a mall success. The tdggest yroblos the doctors have is wattle-in;
modicum ti' the kulget.

1 .srt looking forserd to hearing fres office and any assistanee you can
deliver will on gratefully accepted by the 600-plus strolled Indians of the Black-
feet Indian seseration.

JWcri

Ito Murray, coLincil
Rlackfeet Tribal COtrtk11

5,5,/
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The Honorable John Melchor'
United States Senate
Dirksen Vika Bldg."
sashingt(i. D.C. 20510

ATV 0 nni Boyle!'

Dear r. Heleher:

February 9, 198?

tel0 g to thodnlivery 61.-.beelth vervices,os,thlt,
you will ilnnfOroagon Per-

ji feet Ressrliakion, And the offsets bropsilt,abOut by
;tile kNaHnd AddinlitYPtlen Fiscal Polioir

z- -`
Attachmont43, is a breakout of thei-Coptratt-Nedi-

Cal Carelnidgetior life and death cased and the'TO
toted .0sast*hp-tO the and of the 1082 calendnr-tede.-,
If yon",411-notothaBlackieot Service Unit-is
$144;53204 deficit.

f-AUitagiont #2-ds'a random to the Billings Area
Director "from, the Coatra ealth Service personnel in

-:Brolnaine,1:0rojeCtiegthe'nemet need in elective surgery.
"-Vet ROWthet this Is.epprOptngtely 30 percent of the
tilta ,unanStAlend.._ffhtrefore.'tImepeed for the entire
year would be ut

:-. -Attachment 03 is:dAta'compiled by the 1.H.8. Con-
tract Health ServicOperSO4pol located in Billings, con-
cerning the entire 2dIllogivAr*. Aease note that
these figures are based oh,;-thCflOcer year .1981 funding
level. The amonnp of funds,haVe remained the same, how-
ever, '24 percest deflation filt health care and the cost
of liyiaviSerenieerdn_the I.S.41 budget have drastt-
cally reduced thOmopnt of funds*...avallable for services.
Note on page 2 of attaehment #3 thitt the total unmet
need for direct patient-Core in the Billings Area is
projected at $5,559,000.

4
1 would also like to take this opportunity to

thank you and your staff for the assistance you have

23-741 0 - 36,

11.11.110

4

58.3
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Director (406)338-2531.

generated tows the Blackteet People. 1f' your office

contact my office or Hr. Jim Kennedy, Tribal Health
is in need of any further information. feel tree to

,.
z

Sincerely,

.156_

-

.

- .

i"`` .

4 .
Earl Old Person, Chairman
Blackteet Tribal Council

A

Enclosures: attachments 1, 2, & 3 ..

JK/ce.

r
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oft.a 01-03-83

a
( JAN $ 4 411t:

FROM- CO4PACI HtAC1H SER'IC1 o.

. (.8JECT fof the week ending tnipember 30. 1982

Service Unit Oirecttei,irat Health Board
TO. AdrotnIstrative Officer

Oental Officer
Medical Officer

,

r

. 305,500.00
increase $0,000.00

(1) Allowance so far this year S 355400.00

'(2) Less Balance on Commitment Register $ 16.21

(3) Actual Obligations (spend) S 355,483.79

(4) Shawn Obligations not on C.R. $ 144,554.45 t-

(5) Spent so far this year (3) a (4) S $00,038,2.4

(S) Allowarce Balance (!) mines (S) <144 ,

13

/*

(7) Number of weeks so far this year

(8) Average Expenditures per week (5) t (7) S 38.464.48

(9) (8) tines number of weeks left 0 $ -0-

(10) Surplus or deficient tf expenditures $644,538.22:2 -4.-
r

A

continue at this rate (6) ninus (9) . Jr

(If (6) is larger - surplus)
(if19) is larger - deficient) 4619.00

Increase 700.00

OERTAL

(1) Allowance so far this year .
S 5319.00

(2) LeSS 8alante on Comsiteent Register s 4051.00

(3) Actual Obligations (spend)' s 41268.00

(4) Xnown Obligations noton C.R. -0-

(5) Spent so far this year r (3) and (4).

s 4051.00

5 1768.00

(6) Allowance Balance (1) minuS (5) 'K

(7) Nueher of weeks so fa, this year '. 13

(8) Average Expenditures per week (S) 4 (7)

(9) (8) Tines ,number Of weeks left 0

S
97.33

ft

(10) surplus or deficient if expenditures S 4051.00

at this rate (6) minus (9)

Z...67;,7:7 ;: -

564,

MARVA 1143 TEO
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4 44.4./....a"1" telITED SE..1 OTERNMENT

memorandum
01 -04 -83

co.tc,ct Health Services
tlackfeet Service Mat

.,..,eV. UAMOt %MU

Aces Director, hunsn Healch Service
STIP; 'retrace Health Services
THROUGH: Sere:me Unit Directory

This mcnotandus is in ,ercnce to your memo doted December 20, 1982.
regarding the request for unmet oreds. This request is approximate
302 of the total unmet need. 1.4 are lb the process of gathering data co

systenaricallydece.aine the total iftl0Cee need but viii need note time.

PROCEDURE NO. ESTIMATED COST
EYE

Catalact renovate 17 S 59.500.00
Jones tuoes 2 6,000.00

Corneal Transplant 3 12,000.00

Eye outiclr surgery 1 9.000.00
Chalazioo removal 3 9,000.00
Pterygiun removal 2 7,000.03

thtropion correction , 4 12,000.00

Ocular prosthesis - 1 1,100.00
Evaluation, 45 3,3.5.00

Orthopedic
Otthopetic dee:keg 13 7,800.00

nrchrotosy el 10 35,000.00

itrthrograss/poss. Arthrotomy 9 36,000.00

Novak rendon 8,500.00

*In removal* 2 3,000.00

Orellar realignment 1 4.000.00

lumbottaccal fusion 1 4,000.00

gone graft 1 4,000.00

Oxostosis excision 1 3,000.00

Eveluations 75 5,625.00

Mysteceetosy 2 7,000.00

Tuhelpiesty i 4.000.00

Cystotcopy 6 10,000.00

Mrditel tests 15 14.000.00

hehatty tee... 3 450.00

medical consltasto ' WP 26.250.00

Dental prouPttle service, 93 55,600.00

TOTAL $347,200.00

`rI' ..) _1
,.1 1,,.' ,

00 0 0 0 0 A I. I'
I A i Z 1 ft 4......--..:LA A 04,4 4? e 0.44440, .4.1 e°."*NG/7. 00A rMAteer.4.0901041 .11.10/000
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Ass.ndtlens and Interpretations of
Ivatient awl Outpatient qeees
of Contract health Services

stlerr

4eterrining the d..card .or:load. we utilized inpatient data few. the
I6eaoors with !HS hospitals, where routine adoissions are not restricted.
:r Saing this, we found that utilization was dmission. per 1.00
.6pulation. The gojection for inpatient services besed on the
vsilability of hospital terviceS et tme rate of 26 A edmission per
1.:49 ,op.Glation at all service traits in the Ailling Area.

XdhisSiOnS

to
FY.1903

Direct Cootrasi Total Population

01ackfeet 1.751 499 2,250 6.:74
;row 1.405 390 1..15 7.403
orthern Cheyenne - 283 2v3 3.516
Fort Oeltpap 720 263 1.003 2.705

.__.

IOT!. 3.095 1.435 3.131 19.000

"c :etermine hospital days needed. we used the formula Of 269.3 X population
Ji..ided by 1.000 X the service unit average length of stay. The 269.0
s.xissions per 1.000 was obtaired by dividing the 5.331 admissiens oy 19.800
topulation 1 P,OCO.

Admission
per Population H5Total C

ICOC JAM PlOS us pays

. .c.fvet 269
264 i:gl

3.4 5.509 1,017

,aw t.4 0.856 2.322
r.rt .e;i 2.7ASa., :61 3.S 2.622
r,rt 9cct 26 5.287', 4.0 5,683 6.2i
rlathead ,69 6,034 4.1

(15.371.....0ern Cheyenne 264 3,616 4 4 (:11f
.10e River 2b9 nea 4.5 6,935

1%
jr4pgam C.ty

*
402 3.7 400 .;:?4i1

ezkyooy's :69 '67 3..
4.1 051

"'

lestal locatitris .ere rodified to identify 015 days using 13t of all days
a: :el, 401,

Tilt 4105 for Fort Peck, Flathead. Wind River. Pocky Soy's. and Oldham City
.etc Moine° from the actual fY1981 ALOS for tech service oft from the HIS
,eta getrieval Syster. Report N. 30. September 30. 1181'.

/4, nos tee glackfeet, Crow, or %Iknap and northern Cheyenne Is heSed
^.4 3 ce-41,1htleh of direct and contract ALOS.

Fi. st, 1445 .,std oecau:e ri uravailabtlity of acc,,rate Fs' -1982 dots at

4,1 Aft

56.
litl,1;:ciA 112311
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ATTACriENT 11

Calculations Used To Letermine
tentative FY.1963 CHS Allocations

Oase
Ft-1982

Need

forcula
F1.01

Tentative f1-83
Allocation

li

blackfeet 1,331 1,519 1,331

Crow 1,368 2,062 1,441

Port Belknap 638 676 633

Fart Peck 2.062 2.989 .2,062

flathead 2,773 4.6C4 1,050

orthern CAcyenne 730 940 730

.Ind liver 2.592 3.04* . Z,665

tacky boy's 157 $,S9C! sse

. ,

,ei;na-, C'ty 337 2F1 261
1

en,' '4,

12,583 18,569 13,010
tr)...2.1:`

.91
Distribution with no decrease of FT-82 base (except for Ortgham City),
end no core then a 101 increase. The decrease for Brigham City
represents a decrease In the studene population, served.

Protected FY-83 Area Allocation

TOTAL

'81alkfeet ConD-atsiOnal add-on

/ 14.665,000>

55,000

Mod River Congressional add-on 240,000 1
-Flathead Congressional add-on 315,000 '''

Dental 212,000
Arei Office 100.000

Area ContIngenoy 733,000

Service Units 13.010,000

Y AVAIIABLE
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1,49tient Asks. we uSe,: the actual re^crt 44 fll4rel

.;41. ',Jsve4 fror the rOthly ,flori load repN-t. for '

v.1.33 vro,!cctO tote. P. flathead. we used avcraoe .urrer of visit>

_. 4:1 ;snide Jolt; ;FY.le82). excluding flathead and ru1tlplted that *4.).

' 1 Flathead S,rvice ,nit population (7.0 r 6,024 42.735). This coyvneo

Jt:atieft ($4 $7) was arrived at by utiliiinp the total outpatient

.ticr for each service wilt. a cledine Flathead. Sr the SeptC'ber

illw Finance flaPort snd the o Oatlent visits, as previously

.t...rmi.d, 1-e cc:: per outpattent vh;":43.%)_FOr Flathead was obtained

;,;^.bacr Report 4atO4 aveuSt 71. >10

Jo t1

Me
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rAtt,FTI. Bowies.

1:.;Itcry :Ire:

:';4tiOrt:

r:1,11tofy Curt.

:rpatieot t2rvires.

4 "loiatory Care.

562

Olackfeet - FY-83
Coatract Health Services hoed

Days Needed 1.017
Cost Per Gay 635.00
Total heed 1.154,000

4

Visits 42,544

Cost Per Visit 8.57

Total kw) 365,CvC

TOTAL 1.511400

t

Cfcv - FY-63
tont-act health Services Need

Days Needed -

Cost Per Day
Total Need

Visits
Cost Per Visit
Total Need

TOTAL

Fort Belknap - FY-83
Coetract Health Services seed

Z.922
6.11.0

1.785,000

34469
8.57

397,000

2.082.000

Days Needed P55

Cost Per Day 5$4.00
Total Need 479,000

Visits 22,917
Cost Per Visit 8.57

Total Need 197.01

TOTAL 576,000 ''

cf
r41/ F4Y ct f73 total

1:

S at 11-l-92

56,
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:Aaatient Serv'

Arbulatory Care:

toattent Services;

:-Wlatory Care:

:,'Netien! Services.

Artviatory Care:

4 ai t.-31.82

U.S

Fort Peck - FT-83
Contract irealth Services need

. Days Deeded 5.608
Cast Per Day 04.00
Total Heed 2.639.000

VlsIts 40,817
Cost Per Visit 8.57
Total Need 350,000

TOTAL 2.989.000

Flathead - FY-83
Contract Health Service Heed

Days Needed
Cost Per Day
Total Need

6,654
428.00"

2.048.000

Visits 42.238
Cost Per Visit 1 43.00
Total Need 1.816.234

TOTAL 4.664.000

Ncethera Cheyenne - rY-03
Contract Health Sersfces Need

t rAittiellyte:sto ti.la2

Days Heeded 1,313
Cost Per Day SS0.000
Total Heed 755,000

VlsSts 21,598
Cost Per Visit 8.57
Total Need 1E5.000

TOTAL 940,000

am.
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Inpatient Servios:

564

Hind River FY-83
Contract Health Services seed

Oays Needed 5,936
Cost Per Day 587.00*
Total Heed 3. .C-00

A-tulatory Care: Visits
Cost Per Visit
Total Need

TOTA(

Impatient Services:

teaelatory tarn:

1,vrien Cervices:

A:avlatory Caret

Rocky Boy's - FY-83
COntratt Keehn Services Revd

4262;

364,

3.848.000

Days Veeded 3.051

Cost Per Dal, 483.00
Total Need 1.474,000

Visits 13.518

8.57
Total Heed 1 A
Cost Per, Visit

TOTAL 1.590.000

Brigham City - FY-83
Contract Health Services 'hied

Days Needed 400 .

Cost Pe* Day 362.00
Total heed 145,000

Visits 13,489

Cost Per Visit 8.57
Total Heed 116080

TOTAL 261,000

AYALA F 161
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(3) Actual Obli ationS (spend)

' (4) tntnn f'bli0fOonS not *n C.R.

(5) Spent so'far this year (3) f (4)

(6) 4.16.41$40 Ralance (I) minus (5) 0

(7) number of weeks so far thtS year

(8) Average Expenditure% per wee'. (5) t (7)

(9) (a, ti^es ;umber of weeks left 1

(10) Surplus or deli lent if expendittreS
Continue at thiS rate (6) ninuS (9)

ilf is 1arger surplus)
(if (9) 1c larger - 4eftClert)
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'!, Allowa,:re va far Chi% year
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efU.500

$ 0,40944

s 517.011:00

s 243.596.94

$ 700,67%94
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s 43,110.99

s 1304n247'

<20.290.9>

691904
Feb.alInto. 1600 01

s $519.00

.50461.00

s 2050,00 s
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2050.00
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INTRODUCTION

0
I

Onfran.aty 31, 1983, with the introductiOn of President Reagan's

1

AdmInistrat.on I'Y84 budget, T.H, Bull, Secretary of Education announced

tha phasing out and termination of the Title we Indian Education Act.

Secretary Bei/ stated, "In concert with the Administration's overall

policy regarding seporate funding for Indians not on keservaticus, we

are pr?posin4 to terminate assistance under the Indian Education Act."

This tastim..v is being presented on behalf of the more than

twelve thodaand members of the Blackfeet Tribe of Indians from Montana.

fact.; havo been ccmpiled to Show that the pFesont Administration is not

only phaainpflaut and terminatifg funding for Indians not on Reservations,

fanding is being phased-out and terminated for all Indians

liing on or' off the Reservation.

Further, Secretary Boll states, "in this termination of funding,

does nos mean that Department would cease to provide needed educational

services for 144, we estimate that over $250 million will be available

to benvf,t Indian students." The Blackfoot People belicve that the hey

to 1:1.114 1..hase is "available" aud is misleading. Though the ands would

be available T _Ian people and the Blackfoot people, these funds do

not addreca tne special, unique cultural and educational needs of Indian

children and adults.

Background of Title /Y

The Indian 0.414cati-..p Art wAs signed into law as Title IV of Public

Law 922318, the E4lic4t4,->n Amondme,nts of 1972. This act, which created

new eVt.JtIor,41 ..pportunitte for Indian children and adults. was amended

by th,. dicIt441 4cen-h.ent: of 1974 and 1978%

VallAVA r103 rag
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sts

The Indian Education Act addresses the special educational and

Culturally related academic needs of Indian children and adults. While

sagnidtcant gains are beginning to be achieved, the American Indian

.and Alaska Native populations Continue to be 1504t economically and

educAtiOnally disadvantaged segments of our popUlation,

It ts still the case that: if
h

:Indian stadents Attend and complete school. lid enter and complete
hi.iher education. at rates far below their ority counterpartsr

-Unemployment rates for Indian adults, and po rty rates for IndAn
faMiltes, greatly exceed rates for the major y population, and;

-Dousehvld Income is signitiCantly lower for tedian families than
for non - Indian families.

The Blachfeet Programs of the Indian Education Act recognize that

by impru.ing educational status and provIdtng opportunities the cycle

of poverty and dependency is broken. The act is implemented by:

a)pr7.ei.it4 supplemLto.1.educational services: blimproving the quality

of services thrOu311 program modela. curriculum materials and teaching

methods, a-rod cipr.motin3 self-determination by helping Indian citizens

to shape and control their oun.,:duCational programs.

Lenal/aiPtortc Dasid of Indian Education

The Areri-ian people and the Congress have long.recoguized.the :teed

to improve the educational states of American Indian. Virtually evory

.
treaty filtered into teteeen the Congress and the trines to:pined pro-

vistcna for educational services. This is re-affirmed by Secretary

PPII. ..q' ."St Ftate"Irto "Ser.:V.771 to federally gecolmqed

Triter lt,tnl on c4. sear Reservations will continue to be provided by

the Dam-ac of Indian Affairs in recognition of the special relationship

tetwet,n Indtin Tribes and the federal government.'

t J7,
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In addition, a series of executive orders and congrespional acts

have sequentially portrayed the commitment of this country to educate

its indian population:

1775 - Continental Congress approves $500 to educate Indians at
Dattmouth College;

1802 Congress approves appropriations.not to exceed S15,000
annually "to promote civilization among the savages"'

1870 Pederal appropriations of $100,000 authorized to operate
federal- Industrial schools for Indfansi

1879 - Carlisle Indian, School established:

1882 - Congrbss provides that aiareoaed military posts be turned
into Indian schools:

9-

1916 - Uniform corrse.. of study introduced into all Federal
Indian schools:

k

.
1921 - Snyder Act authorizes program services to Indians thtough

the Bureau of Indian Affairs;

1934 - Johnson O'Malley Act authorizes edUcation, mediae' and
agriculture assistance for Indians;

1950 - Impact Aid/public School ConstructionAqts recognize
responsibility of federal government to provide financial
assistance to 'public schools educating Indian children
.whose pareqs reside on tax-exempt ...tederal property:

1956 - Congress expands vocational educational program for adult
Indians to strengthen the relocation program of Indians;

1960 - President Dwight D. Eisenhower instructs the Secretary of
Interior to accelerate efforts to Provide Education for
all Indian childreq:

, 1964 - Economic Opportunity Act provides new programs for Indian
participation including Read Start, Upward Bound, Indian
Community Action, eto.;

196$ - President Lyndon B. Johnson directs the Bureau Of Indian
Affairs to establish advisory school boards at all Indian
schools:

1969 - Spedsal Senate Subcommittee Report on Indian Education
released, recommending increased Indian control of education,
creation of an exemplary fedora' school systeht, and estb-
llshment of a National Indian Board of Educati00:

f
5'1
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1970 President Richard.M. Nixon announces an era of. Indian
Control over decisions affecting Indians, including the
field of education:

1972 - U.S. Office of Education in HEW directed funds to spegial
needs of all Inchon students in public schools with 10
ormore Indian students:

1975 - The Indiah Self Determination and Education Assistance Act
allows tribes the right to contract for programs previously
administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The chronclogy listed above by no means contains all of the actions

relative to Indian education but rather gives an historical profile of

America's efforts to educate her Indian people.

The federal government has used different approaches to Indian

education including the.encouragement of mission schools, federally

operated schools run by bIA and through encouraging Indian involvement

an public. schools and in their own tribally-operated schools. Whatever

approaches have been used, the federal government does have a defieate
. .

responsibility toward Indian education as indicated by constitutional

and legal arguments, by legislation and by advancement of the government

responsibility for and commitment to Indian education:.

Local Impact on Loss of Title iV Prbgrams

The impact to the Blackfeet Indian Reservation of the loss of the,

five Title IV programs would cause a serious shortage in educational

services, a act back in current programming, and cause a great hardship

on social services on and near the Reservation. In terms of losses,

the Reservation is in position to lose approximately $660,000. Moreover,

this will cost the BlackftC Reservation much more than simple dollar LOSS.

Thetioss of Title IV would affect tae educational opportunities of

3,363 Biackfoot children and adults involved in educational programs on

or near the Reservation. This support ranges from cultural enhancement

itSr. T AVAILABLE
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in the elementary grades to Indian adults enrolled 1R post secondary
1 "

schools on the Reservation. In spate of coning from a oommunrty in

desperate need of trained personnel;' it is clear the impact will be ;

most severe in the area most needed by the Blackfeet, educiltiOn:and

Training.

Approximately thirty permanent lobs would be last. Thrr. loss ,

earning power of saIaTics would sertousty iaogact the

Reservation receives Johnson O'Malley

coupled with the

employment rate in the community.

Although, the Blackfeet

program funds, the amount of funding received does not adequately

meet the Special.and unique educational needs of the Indian children.

in local sehoo18. These schools have high concentration of Indian

students who come from low ecoriimic homes and in/greeter ne43 ol

additional sources of financial assastancc.

The Johnson O'malley program provides_Arvices that are stailir,
,/

however, it does not have the flexaballtyof the Title IV program.

JohnsohO'malley serves only ehaldren/between 3 - 20. The Title Iv

program flexibiltty and versatility/allows Blackfeet people and their

tribal organizations to assume anteater responsibility for the direc-

tion of their own educational Oograms, than does Johnson O'Malley.

The structure of the Blackfeet Rosary/Axon is such that, it is not

self-sunpo tang ko its residents.' The reservation depends on and needs

federal monies to provide,#ducational opportunities, employment, and

support to tribal government.

The unemployment rate on the Blackfeet Re'ervation for F282 was

approximately 53%. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has anticipated an

increase in unemployment for Fy83. Tills is due to the termination of

:!1741 ) *
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various re..ervation programs. This disheartening news coupled with

the fa:t that the social welfare programs have been severly cut nation

wide and aneicipates a deficit budget for this fiscal year. This

places a heavy demand on an overly burdened reservation progfam. with 4

no let up in.sight.

Reeommeddations

1. That the Blackfeet Tribe and its members strongleadvocatos the

continued operation of Title IV. Indian Education Act: and that
4

the integrity of ,ae Title IV programs will be insured disbursement

of funds sufficient to meet the educational needs of Blackfeet

tropic from the federal level and not at the state level.

2. That'the Blackfeet Tribe supports a supplemental 4propriations

1

bil1.in the amount of $13,040,104 for PY81 to bring"funding back

lup to the TY81 level of spending. Further: the Blackfeet Tribe

asks for the support of Montana Congressional Delegates. National

Indian Organizations, and appropriate Congressional Committees in

the efforts toward supplementary appropriation.

3. That he Blackfeet Tribe opposes President Reagan's FY84 budget

request for the Indian Education Act, Title IV of $1.23 million

for closure of the Indian Education office. That the Blackfeet

Tribe asks for the support of the Montana Congressional Delegation.

Nationah Indian Organizations and appropriate COngressional Comm-

ittees in the effort to increase the\PY84 budget from $1.23 million

to S77,688.104.

BEST, COPY AVAILABLE v7
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4. That, while the mission, function and scope of Title IV remain

intact, this should not be used to Jeopardize the existence of

services provided though the Johnson O'Malley program, given

that the recently covoloted CAO study reported no duplication

of programmatic functions or services by these Programs.

Conclusion

In summary, the Blackfoot Tribal Business Council opposes the

phase-out and termination of the Title IV, Indian Education Act as

proposed by the AdmaistratiOn and Department of Education. The

phase-out and tk unation in no way reflects the intent and spirit

of P.L. 96-368, the Indian Self-Determination and Education ASSiStACCC.

ACt of 1974.

Since the inception of the Indian Education Act, the program has

F4a
eleen successful in involving the Indian student, increasing test

scores and school attndance roles, and decreasthg Indian student

drop outs of schools. Continuing the Indian Education Act will allow

tribes anktribal organizations to direct funds where their educational

needs are the greatest. This is important if the Blackfeet Tribo is

to promote the ability o: its people to become educated and productive

cittrces and to exercise leadership in the Indian communities in whiCh

they live.

576
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4871ECTS OP TITLE 1$ CUTBACK

VALIER SCHOOLS

of

PROGRAM CURRENT SERVICES 1982-83 BUDGET TOTAL HUMMER EltrECTIO

Seller Eiementaty
6 High School

TOTAL*

1. Program Services: 2 types 811,246 82
of pteerams.

PROGRAM:

Activity Bus: This proem
provides tronsperatIon for KatkreAk
American Children for entta act- V(
ivicies. r.

LOIS:

Loss of the activity bus
would maw: Native American Child-
ren will,not be Able to partici-
pate in sports 4 extra activities.
The majority of the ehildren live
35 miles from the Valle:. Public
Schools 6 parents cannot afford
transportation costs.

PROGRAM;

Indian Coordia6tort One person 2 .

Item the 'eller Public School provides
expertise in penalise the Title IV lire

arste.

LOSS:

Loss of the Coordinator would mesa
Indian children would not tecelve tutor
services. 2 staff persons will be un-

employed.

.5.7

80

166
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PROGRAM

Teacher TrainiiiA

Progrefi

.,
11, CI7 Appendix

J

1'

EFFECTS OP TITLE 11/ CUTBACKS

BLAMES? COMMIT COLLEGE

CURRENT SERVICES

TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAN

1. Progress (3 types of. Services
And pabtramm lost).

PROGRAIII B.A. DEGREE'S

D.A. Degree's - this program
allows 16 Native Americensoto cue -
piste their B.A. degrees in educ-
ation:

LOSS:

Nine (1) Native ..etri4443 will

not be able to graduate vith
Ceps°.

PROCRAMs PUBLIC RELATIONS

Public Relations - this program
produce. a monthly newsletter de..
signed for Blackfoot Community Coll-

ege Student*.

4

LOSS:

- There will not be a neve litter
produced for the students at the
Blackfoot Community College.

PROGRAM: CUSSES

Classes - several clots Arell
offered by the program,

LOSS:

Employed Instructor:

PROGRAM % STAFF

Staff - (3 full time)

D3SS:

3 staff people.would not be employed

1102-83 BUDGET

4200.000.00

58;_i

TOTAL NUMBER EFFECTED

16 students

400

3

=0,.
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a trnt IV MACK TA.? COM
*

r
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I nocluit

OMNI SUMO
l98243 SUOCg.LTAL __V EFFECTED_j_mutt
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TOTAL'

LOSS'

isison Services wish!
School Diackict 09
Univorsiry of **tans
commusicy

r
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EFFECTS OP TITLE IV Cd48ACKS

HEART sdirs sate.

PROCRAM CURRENT SERVICES . 1982 -83 II 'GET

Boort Butts School PROGRAM (3 programs lost)

a PROGRAM: COUNSELING SERVICES

Counseling Services - this prey-
14es counseling for students to
gradeo 1-8 in academics. tutor,
OOOOOO etc.

LOSS: .

136 students vilE not receive
counseling Cervices.

PROGRAM.: CLASSES

Classes - this program pro-
vides classes in music and cult-
ure.

MIS:

Students usuld nor be able to
heve,a curriculum in musirotod cult
ufil deems.

PROGRAM: TRAINING

Tgaining - this progrsm provides
technical training to parontg end
advisory board menbers.

a- LOSS:

Without those Birdies. parents
void sot receive sdeguste training.

Staff - 1 full time person vould
be uneepAoyed.

s.f

TOTAL:

5&,

$26.026.00

Appendix A

TOTAL NUMBER EFFECTED

136 students

100
stude4

nts

50

1
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Appendix A
. *

IFIFECTI,OF TITLE IV CO/JACKS
.%

SCHOOL DISTRICT 09
.

. . 1 t

PROGRAM' COSIEST =VICES 1902-83 stem , TOTAL Ntgengtritergm
. 4 , .. :je

$293.642.00 1300 stuisnts

Browning Public Schools

TOTAL:

.

a

11

b

PROGRAMS (3 program* lost)

PROGRAM: TEACHER AIDE PROGRAM

Teacher Aids Program - this
program provides assistance co
teachers Le the public school system

.LOSS:

Teacher upt'd sot :receive the back
up sssIstantesin vorkingivith students
Aides unpld not get the trainitg thsy
need to beacon coachors.

PROGRAM: VOCATIONAL PROGRAM

Vocatidnal Program - this program
provides supplemental opportunities.
co grad.* 7 through 12.

LOSS:

Students vOuld,not receive crsining
In emp2byment skills and job entry
classes:

PROGICKI NATIVE ANERICAU.STODIES

6 Native American Studies Prpgrem -

provides a curriculum geared ac adjusting .

Attemporary Indian issues sod cultural
issues,

LOSS:

A curriculum designed co meet the needs
of Halve Americans in grades 7 through t,
will be discontinued.

PROGRAM: MOUES

20 Employees will so unemplkyed
4%

58o
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PROGRAM

Adult Edueewion

TOTAL:

EPTECTS OP TITLE IV CUTBACK.

BLACKFtEg COMMVNIE COLLEGE

ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM

CURRENT SERVICES 1982-87 BUDGET

PROGRAM (2 types of Programs lost

PROGRAM: CEO CERTIFICATES

GED Coetificatee program pro-
vides opportunities for adults to
obtain GEDCereificpees.

LOSS:

. No otheiprogrso svallsble to
if give GED classes on the Reseevation.l.

No adults still beohle to obtain
their GEO Cerelfititten

PROGRAM:. STAFF

Staff - pare-elm

LOSS:

Nine (0) Enployees will be unem-
ployed.

PROGRAM: TAPE LIBRARY PROGRAM

Tape ill:eery Program - provides
adult classes tole -teaching.,,

-
LOSS:

Adults would not be able to'ep -
grade their skills.

PROGRAM: PART TINE TEACHER

Pate-time teacher service pro-
vides teachers in several areas of
the gInckfeet Community` College Corr.
lealus.

LOSS:
Classes will be discontinued and

15 teachers will be unemployed.

$9$,D6Doo

4
Appendix A
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TOTAL NUMBER EFFECTED

125 Adults

9

225

150 College

' Students

15
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IMPACT TO SLACRFEET INDIAN RESERVATION O1 Less 0? TITLE IV,

580

.

Appendix 8

Children/Adults
Effected

1.055 of

EOloreee
Amount of

Funding Lost

11AtfiNLIG 3400 21 8293,642

%%LIRE 40 1.25 11400

BEAR? BUTTE'

swum? COM.

136 I 28.026

COLLEGE

TFACICER TRAINING 16 3.5 200,000

ADULT FiniCAZION 68 3 95.000

TOTAL A. 3527 668

* FIGURES BASED ON FY82

I
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Appendix C

Statistical Information - Eoployed/tnomployed
for Glacier and Pondeta Counties

o

Potnntial Labor Force ..
(16 years and.aver)

l

.

r'

Unmet:her 1982

EMployed - 67.000 or =err
Less than $7.000

TotaeEmployed
%

.

lhTotal Unemp
41

loyed
t 1 r

s
SOURCE: tiA eitio her i982.

'
.

P
1

Ll

1I

TOTALT- MALE
18)3

FEMALE
-Inr,

1128 566 562
546 287 . - 267

t682 851 829

1884 980 904

.4. I/ *
.0

4 4%).

0

1

I

a

*
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POPULATION 10.000 POPULATION OF BASS 193

ARIA 950.663 AFses POPULATION OF HEAR 'BUTTE 446

. 4
COMMUNITIES ........... PO93LAT1ON OF STARR

macum MILES 2 000 POPULATION OF um- GLAC1ER 53$

UNEMPLOYMENT. RATE. SUCRE= INDIAN
4.411

(1970 Montana Data Hiok)'

(197D U.S. Census)

UNLYZLOYFENT RATE,. MONTA7 A...4.51

(1970 U.S. C03111.18) DISTANCE FROM IROQIING.0
IDWOLOTNSET RATE. BIACRFEET INDIAN

HEART SUITE 30 HIIss

35 MlIcs
(1977 Tribal Repose)

....37/ -401 SABO ...

UNENPLOYNENT RATE. MONT'ASA
(14)77 estlasto) STARR SCHOOL 7 !riles

MEDIAN ACE. OLAcIfFiET INDIAN..19 EAST.GLACIER ' 13 Naos
(1977 Ttibal Report)

AVER60E GRADE LEVEL COMPLETE0.4
swam INDIAN (1973 post. of Cossofce)

AVERAGE GRADE LEVEL COMPLETE0.12
II,ef (1970 U.S. Census)

WAN INCOME.. IILAC' LET INDIAN
FAMILIES. 5,346 (1.70 U.S. Census)

MEAN INCOME. MMITANA FAMILIES
9,065 (1970 U.S. Census)

C.
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Appendix C

Summarative Descriptions of Federal grants available to Indians

SON 4 Title IV: ...Entitlement'
-Supplemental monies that address the unique and
special educational needs of Indian children.

Impabt Aid: -(874 funds) Used for maintenance and operation of
public schools.

-taut supplemental
-In lieu of taxes
-Typically school systems that get 874, need monies
for "basics" to match local, county and state taxes.

Chapter I: -Fop Merly Title I
- Supplemental monies for Reading, and counseling
'for all students.
-These monies excludes cultural activities.

Eilipival Education: -Provides monies for children who are lang-
uage deficient
-Not all Indians are bi-lingual
-Supplemental and competitive
-Monies are disbursed on an equitablelgeo-
graphically distribution system.
-140 obligation by Department of Education to
award monies to Indians, Montana, etc.

voc-Ed: -.Monies goes to OPI for all schools in the state.
- Emphasis clause for special populations
-.Funds are meager at bast
- Program does not address the cultural r educational
needs of Indian children, only addr s Voc-ed.

Handicapped: -Monies go to state for special ulations
»Addresses only handicap categoric

Chapter 2: -Block Grants, Monies administered by state
host schools use menios to replace the old Title III
which provided monier to libraries and media.
-Used for all students
-meager, Scheel District 19 received approximately
S15,000. for lost year.
-Does not address cultural needs.

The amounts given and philosophy used in FY84 budget are misleading.
The programs to fill the void left by Title IVs demise, does not
do what Title IV does.

a
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THE BLACKFEET TRIBE
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RESOLUTIOS

NumbOr 144111

ApAndix H

WHEREAS: The blackfeetiibaDuanass Council is the duly
Constituted governing body within the exterior boundaries
of the Blackfeet Indian Feservation, and

44,e. 17,.
WHEREAS.. The Blackfoot Tribal Business Council has been organized

to represent, develop, protect, and advance the views,
interests. education and resources of the people of the
blaekfeet Indian Reservatioi, and...tyqbeA)?

P ,S
ftIERZAS: The Ueiban Administration has requested to the Congress

1,17.c." ' of the United States through its budget *ocean that \
6 P.L.92 -318;Tb° Indian Education Act.-Title IV be closed
f.0-:''....out for FY84, this is represented by the $1.23 Million

appropriations
it

and ,

.4,*.*
WHEREAS: A reduotionin the funding level cis Title Iv at this t6twi

- would seriously inpair the Blackfeet Reservation capacity
to respond to the still unmet educationkl needs of the -;4'

Blackfeet children and adults, and ez .
- .

WHEREAS: The Title IV Programs can betrIbute to the decrease of
Indian student dropout rate, the increase of number of

iyouth attending college and the increase n the number of
Indian teachers. Indian lawyers, and other Indian professionals
and o ,N,

WHEREAS: The Title IV Prtnria represents educational support of Indian
Tribes' goals of developing Reservation balled; culturally
amenable instructional programs for all-population segments,
pro - school to adults,!-. .e

WHEREAS: The Title Iv funds has enable many educational institutions
to hire staff. purchaseinstIuctional materials, and offer
educational activities that r .ve'AmericAns would othewise
be unable to receive, and

v :,
THEREFORE WE IT RESOLVED: That the Black feet Tribal Business Council

opposes President Remgans' FY84 budget request for the
Indian Education Actt Title Iv of $1.23 for closure of the
Indian Education office, and

59i
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&loafed Resolution 119443

THEREFORE SE IT FURTHER RESOINEO1 The blackfeet Tribal business
Council asks for the support of the Montana Congressional
Delegates. tiarionai Indian Organizations and appropriate
Congressional Committees in theoffort to increase the
FY04 budget request from $1.23 million to $77,688,104.

ATTESTS
O THE BLACEFEET TRIBE OF

MAW= INDIAN RESERVATION

r_efaLt.,_gidgy=_.
*oratory u.asrman

CERTIFICATION

. I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the
blackfeet Tribal business Council in a duly.called, noticed, and
convened Nuttier Session assembled the dth da/ oS February ,

1983 with Six members pYttgoot to oposItgto a quotas:.

leererary
Blackfoot Tribal Business Council

.

t

23 -741 0 83 - 38

L
.t.
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THE BLACKFEET
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Appendix H

arum@UMW *VAN RWORanom

DROWNING. MONTANA $9417 womaxo.w.
ohm:Komi*.

Aegt.111 cat
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RESOLUTION meatt-mmeremm
'Om MAW

MMV4w
Number 195 -83 omm490..tevoem

WHEREAS: The Blackfeet Tribe Business Council is the duly,.
consituted goVereing body within the exterior bouddaries
of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation., and

;
WHEREAS: The Blackfeet Tribal Business Council has been organized

to represent, dexelop, protect; and advance the vaews,
interests, education and resources of the people of the
.Blackfeet Inlian Reservation, and.1%..'s :r..
.,- e

"Bitween FY81-83 tr., P1.82-3t8, Ite Indian Zducption Act.
Title IV has experieheed a 16.9% or $13,090.104 cub in
Parts A, B, and-C, and

\Vreettet

Should this trend co5tinue in the bisdget. process,. Title
IV faces certain extinction by 1785, and ".

N. wit
,

The decreased funding in Title IV has created a negative
impact on the education opportunities available to members
of the Blackfeet Tribe residing on the Blackfeet Reserva7:
tion and in urban areas, and "- 7 '

WHEREAS: -itle 7V Neocene Stet University Native American Graduate
l'ellowship Program and University of South Dakota Indian
Leadeiship Program which assisted many Blackfeet and others
in pursuing their education will be discontinued, now

THEREFORE BE 1T RESOLVED: The Blackfeet Tribal Business Council.'
supports a supplemental appropriations bill in the amount
of 813,090,104 for FY83 to bring the funding back up to

'" the FY81 level of spending, now ,:p1,.
0"..r :

tHEREFORE at IT FURTHER REVOLVED: ho Blactlfeea Tribal grilles&
Council asks for the support of Montana Congressional
Delegates, National Indian,Organizations, and appropriate
Congressional Committees in the efforts toward supplemental
appropriation.

ftlf

THE BLACIEFEET TRIBE OF THE-BLACK
ATTEST: FEET INOIAN RESERVATION

WHEREAS:

WHEREAS

WHEREAS:

SECRETfy--0-0--&-AL-- CHAIRMAN

10/2y
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Blackreet Resolution 195-63

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by
the Bleckfeet Tribal Business Council in a duly called, noticed
and convened Regular Session assembled the 4th day of-
_fanfare , 1963 with 511 164 members present to constitute
a,quorum.

(CORPORA1E SEAL)

a`

Secretary
Blackfeet Tribal Business Council

I.

5.
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PREPtREErSTATENTNT OP HICHAEI "ME, NtESIDENI,
CENTRAL OICLAgn4A AIERICAV P. ;:E 1t MINCH., INC.

, I =Mike fire, President of the Central Oklahoma Anmrican Indian

Health Council, Inc. This testimony is presented oa behalf of the Board

of Directors of the Council.; and the patientq and clients of the Oklahoma City

Indian Clinic, It is with great honor, and a deep sense of concern that
we present our concerns on the AdOdnistration's proposed Ti 1984 budget
for Urban Indian Health Centers. -

17 The Council is a non- profit 501 (c) (3) corporation, incorporated
under the laws of Wahine. the Council consists entirely of American Indian
bealthtprodessionals and concerned Indian resident of OhJUdroma City. Doing
businme:s the Oklahoma City Indian Clinic. over 40,000 patiet encounters
have place since thetlirdc began operations in 1973.

Thep tration's FY 1984 budget has proposed to eliminate the Urban
Indian lth program all together, We would like to present to you sane
very t reasons Way the Urban Indian Health Program should not only

re , but should receive increased funding.
I

Toda , approximately one-half of the American Indians in the United \
States litre in urban or non-reservation settings. the 1980 census iroicatos
the Indian population to be 1.4 million. This is an increase of approximately
100% over the 1970 census. The 1980 census further indicates a 56% shift
from reservations to urban areas. 'The most recent census also indicates

4-- tharthe Indian population in Oklahoma is over 170,000. Approdantely /g,
or some 30,000 American Indians reside in the Makes CityMetropolitaeRrea.

Although it is trportent to keep in mind, ve:donot believe it necessary
to recount for you all the cbcunentation indicating Indian people suffer 1

the lowest level of health care of any segoart of the U.S. population. These
data are widely available, and we are sure this committee is already quite
familiar with this documentation. Our pal concern is with the current

rXAdatinistration whose Indian policies Ire living up to its coral and
legal Obligation Co Indian people. It to many that the Administration
is =wring with the Federal/Indian tionship, as stated in the -

declaration of policy of P.L. 94-437, The Indian Health Care Improvement Act
of'1976, ;Adak proposes to "raise the level of health care of the American
Indian to the highest possible level".

American Indian residnts of Oldahcma City are faced with two major
barriers to the reception of primal, and secondary health care. The first
of these barriers is a result of the fact that the Indian Health Service ,

d oesnot provide direct health care services to Oklahoma urban Indians in ;,
the cities of Tulsa and Oklahoma City, 'The nearest TITS hospitals for Oklahoma
City Indian residents is located some 90 miles away,

SeCondly, the inaccessibility of other health care resources prohibits
urban Indians from receiving primary or other levels of health care. the
existence andlootential accessibility of primary, as well as secondary and
tertiary health care services in the Walt= CityMetropolitan Area is quite
evident. The City has the largest concentration in the State of a variety
of health care professionals, facilities and support services. However, the
Oklahoma health care delivery system is based primarily on one's ability to
pay for health services. Thus, the low economic status of nost,Oklahome City
Indian residents rakes existing health care resources inaccessible. Moreover,

r 59)
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there are no appropriate or 24nd/silt state or comity health programs that
,provide primary health care to lot incaseAmban Indian people.

Indian organizations in the, ClaahmeeicitY Metropolitan Area_ hen- long
recognized the health care-ploblans of imbed Indians. Through their joint
efforts the Oklahoma City :radian Clinic was established to provide primary
health care to urban Indians, and to develop an organization folly capable
of ccupensating for and eventually ovkposing these problems.

The passage of P.L. 94.433 indicated that the Cassese also recognized

health care needs. The Congress and declared, "that it is the
the plight of urban American Indians in r to their health status, and

policy of the nation ,infulfillment of its special responsibiltttee _mg legal
obligations to the American Indian people to meet the nadergoar of
providing the highest possible health status to, Indians and to provide
adsting Indian Health Service with 41 resources necdssary to affect that
policy". ' , .

.

The FT 19d4 ht request of the Administratice propsesielindnation
of the urban Indian health program under the assumption thatornon-reservatioyi
Indians will be eligiblf for health services funded-with alternative resources,
such as block grants to states, and other state and local f' ding for health
services. To data,tifere is no substantive evidence that states 'and localities
are fiscally capable of assuming responsibility for urban Indian health care.
Federal budget cut-badcs have forced all local health departments and commanity

°- health centers to scale back their operations, staking than incapable of
servicing the medically needy Indian patients currently served by urban Indian

4 health clinics.

'Just as other urban Indian health clinics, the Oklahoma City Indian
Clinic has had to operate with severe limitations on its health care delivery
capabilities. Sane problems shared by cost =ben clinics are severely
reduced prenatal care, no follow up care for the chronically ill, reduced
illness preventive programs, dental care for emergencies only, and no client
transportation. Patients are delaying their medical care because they cannot
pay for care,. or because their previous cdeprehensive programs are new only
walk-in clinks. The staff of the Clash= City Indian Clinic twist tolerate
low pay scales, unfilled positions, no clerical or janitorial staff, inadequate
nurse staffing patterns, no staff training, etc.

Nevertheless in spite of these problems the Oldahoen City Indian Clinic
has developed an in:recessive track record. Over the years, the Clinic has
successfully accessed other health programs for Indian patients. These
include faddy planning, care for the aged, care for adolesceet substancb
abusers, voila services, and third party reirdsrrsenent from Medicare and
Medicaid. In addition, the Clinic has had Mow 1. support and volunteers
from the private sector .including foundations, ch.rch groups. Ad other
agencies.

The Clinic participates in the meetings and activities of the Oklahoma.
City Commatity Council, ;tide includes the ecommity Candi Task Forces on
Primary and Preventive health care. in addition, contact has long been
established with most of the primary health care agencies in the area. This
includes Wahl= tioorial Hospital, the Shawnee :Indian Health Service Clinic,
and the Lawton and Ma, Oklahoma Indian Health Service hospitals.

iES
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The Clinic has also participated in meetings with the Malcom County
Medical Society concerning such problems as the shortage of obstetricians in
the Oklahvas City Metropolitan Area. The Clinic has also been in contact with

the State Health DepartmenttheCity-County Health Department, the
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center. College of Health, and the
Family Medicine Clinics of the College of Medicine, for services or resources
they might offer urban Indimis.

The Clinic is also in constant contact wits the Native American Center
of Oklahoma City, who provide a wide range of social services to urban Indians,
as well as with the Oklahoma City Indian cm program, who are a source of
empower foe the Clinic. jg

The Clinic has established written agreements with.rentral'Smite University,
University of Oklahoma, and Oklahoma State University to place health careert
students in the Clinic for training and work experience. The Clinic also
sponsors periodic. (or as funding allows), training and education scainars and
unitshoes for the health professionals of the Clinic.

Currently. he Clikc has a staff of sixteen people including a full time
family paraetice physician and dentist: The Clinic provides laboratory, .

x -ray and pharmacy services to patients. as well as dental care with a
strong emphasis on education and childhood dentistry. The Clinic dffers.'
specialty clinics in prenatal and 01-CYN care. diabetes 4gal-hypertension
screening, treatment and maintenance care, podiatry and outreach services. '

Ilse, Clinic maintains core 128. who devotes her full time to outreach activities
These include assisting Indian patients thrash instruction and advice

-Icerning the enrollealit of patients into public health insurance programs. t.

and in the utilization of both public and private health care agencies, In.

Ff 1982, the ClinKc generated 6,000 patient care yaks...and over 2;000
dental visits.

A

Mare specifically, the scope of work orthe Clinic, as detefnined by
Federal gpidelines.includes the following:

1. To provide health care services to urban Indiemm;dhere local health
delivery resources are not available, not accessible, 4* not acceptable
ro Oklahoma City Indian residents.

2. lb assist all public and private health resotn-cer in the area to
provide services to Oklahoma City Indian residents.

.3. Assist Oklahoma City Indian residents in familiar with and
utilizing such resources.

4. Provide basic health education to Oklahoma City Indian residents.

For these many reasons, and urgently needed health services, cm appeal
to this committee, to reject the President's budget request, and continue
the Urban Indian Health Program at a minium level of $10 minion dollarat

to
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The Chippewa Cree Tribe of the Rocky Boni battalion
Phone 3954478 so 3954723 Rocky By Rosso Sox Mo. Montana 59521

February' 18. 1983

Hon. Hark Andrews
U.S. Senate
421.Russell Office Building
Washington. B.C. 20519

Hear Hr. Andrews:

Attached Is a tribal resolution and information from the Chippewa -tree

tribe of Rocky Boy. /lantana, declaring our need for cont4tuation of health
services on our reservation. frimartly, we era affected by a shortage of
professional staff due to the elimination ofPHS scholarships in-1981.

Another area of great conftrn is the.cuts in contraCtlsedical services
which only allows contractemerg:ncy care in life threatening and disfigure
vent instances. this swans corrective surgery mist wait until it becomes a
life threatening situation.

We understand the President has once again zeroed out CHR funds which
are used for the purpose of enhancing the bellth delivery services provided
by IRS, this coomunity based progrtn has been the most effective rears of
providing health delivery at the grass mots level and any cots will have
a drastic effect on the health conditimft of cur people.

Other drastic cuts which have iemedfate impact is the decrease in
dental and 6ptometry services to a point where services must be paid for
by us. By reviewing the resolution. you'll be able to see why we are un-
able to pay for these kinds or services and the effect it will have on the
health status of the Rocky Boy people.

po not going to refer to the Governmentts trust responsibility and
treaty agreements, et cetera. et cetera. as i believe your stand on this
has always been positive.

if any other hiforsetion Is needed fOr cerndtteelreetings or hearings.
please let useknow.

Sincerely,

2
C-.--

Sohn Sandy Bor.
tribal Chairman
Chippewa -Crec Business Cmalittee

Attachment
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The Chippewa Cree Tribe of The Briskly Boy's Reservation-
11.03I54478 ex 3954727 Rocky Boy Route box Mr. Montane $9521

A RESOLUTION NO: 9-$3

TOAHOW_A NEED FOR CONTINUATION OF LOCAL HEALTH 04 74 ROCKY BOY INDIAN

REATIELtil-

imERIAS. CHIPPENA-CREE TRIBAL BUSINESS CIVIRITTEE IS THE GOVERNIAWRODY Ot THE
CHIPMENACREE TRIBE OF 714 ROCKY BOY'S INDIAN RESERVATION. BY THE MINORITY OF
THE CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE CHIPPEWA-CREE TRIBE. APPROVED ON THE 23RD DAY
OF NOVEHBER. 1935. AND.

wNEREAS. the ChrppewalCree Tribal Business Committee was notified of the Presi-
dent's budget in which INS will suffer maJor Cutbacks in funds,

WHEREAS, the effects of these cutbacks will eliminate health services to the
Rocky Boy People tnd cause greater health PrOlons,

wHEREAS, the led for continuatiqmjpf these services at the local level is demon-
strated througn the number of OU(Patient visits (20,355 in 1982), and maior health
PrObitcm recorded on the INS data retrieval system. 4

WHEREAS, these health Ordbieen are to a large extent due to the socio-economic
status whereby the local unemployment rate Is presently 72T and runs Ss high
as 85E according to the BIAlaborioafk force report.

NON, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Chippewa -Cree Tribal Business Committee

officially recognizes the need for continuation of health services at the local
level for the Chippewa -Cree people,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that tae Chippewa -Ireg,Ousiness Committee Is requesting ,

ire Montana representatives In he senate end Colegress to oppose any further
CutbaCks which will effect Our italth services.

CERTIFUAT108
44

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, AS SECRETARY OF THE BUSINESS COHNITTEE Of THE CHIPPEVA-CREE
TRIBE, HERESY CERTIFY THAT THE BUSINESS COMMITTEE IS COHPOSE0 OF NINE UMBERS.
OF IMCM 1 OWERS CONSTITUTING A ODOM WERE PRESENT AT ANCETING. DULY
AND REGUtARLY CAMEO, NOTICED. CONVENED AND HELO 7H1S lie OAY Of February ,

4983 ANOINAT THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION WAS DUEY ADOPTEEAT SUCH A MEETING. BY
THE AFFIRHAtIVE VOTE OF -1-_--HEMBERS FOR AND _0..._101111ERS AGAINST. AND
yiemaidgugoLnytaims-w07-KEttgEscitmompmatoto IN ANY WAY.

SEiiIFTARY, $ EE

1101E0 RECEIVED

OWED Emuut00-
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he nave lard a V...4a4 POSAS104 for a dental +it sine* August

Ifni. this scoitieva.tu totally involved an Jared' patient ease.
ee ire CUISCUSSV USAIPS ; Dental C4anOn/tO health itopresentattv in

dual capacity Pat because rho doeuod ion direct SOSVACCS is Se welt.
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tstnittes have sever.11 students in School she two need ayeyteSse
bind dar't .fiord to pest for then.

. rho phar.u.1 to wit! awitcluite hz9h sae,:
*Pc produce. and o.N4osionarlY Weld coin oat of needed drays --J
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NuNittt s and Equipment
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP THE =FEDERATED TRIBES AND BANDS, YAKIMA
INDIAN NATION, SUBMITTED BY JOHNSON MENINICK, CHAIRMAN

Hr. *airman, Honored Members of Congress and Cuestst

The Yakima Indian Ration. a lead based. treaty telbe,Cis located in south
coots! state of Washington. comprising of approximately 1.3 million sores. vitb

a-Tribal entollosot of 7016 asabece. Vs appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you with our concerns. Bsatc4117. at want to addeeis the Iadcaallealrb
Service budget and the Bureau of Indian Affairs budget, as they pertin to the
Yakima Indian Reservation.

_leap HEALTH SERVICE
The Indian feirgl) Service rep.aseat. a vital service to out Indian people.

We, as Tribal leaders, ere alarmed, because, of sine recent activities, and some
projected activities contained within the President's budget,

1. Puring.tbe past yeat, direct services provided by the Indio.. Health Service
vithie the Yakima Service Boit mete reduced as **vomit of hiring itetses nod-budget
restrictions within the Portland Area Indian Health service. Key positions. Includ-
ing a nursing, environsental health, and pedical records positions, which became
vacant as a testae of retirement sad resignation have not been filled. In addition,
biting reattletlem. imposed oa.the Area 077' .e4opetation have temultee in assignment
of Area responsibilities to Yakima Service VLtt persecutel in the nursing and environ-
mental health progtame,furthet reducing services aiallsble to Indian People served.
Reductions in the direct program' base as proposed by the Administration can only
resole la elleisIting *Steel clinical Gate positions; thee* are no other sources of
funds available at tote Yakima Service Unit level. Therefore it will not be possible
to veintein the same (reduced) level of health services In F.Y. 1984 as projected
In F.Y. 1983

2. Elimination ol the Community Health Reptesentative (C.R.R.) ptogtan of the
Yakima Nation will not only reduce present services but in fact will eliminate key
clinical and ptege,ive health eerviess. The !Akio* C.H.R. program supported by
other Tribal tesourees is ny itutences provides services ttetsbouldbut ars not

' provided by the Indian Health Service. These include home health nursing erne which
has helped ln reducias lbospital stays; Pte -metal and post-patty care that has
accounted for reduction In infant and maternal mortility; health maintenance and
preventive health cats for childten that has seen the immunitatien rate maintained
Above 902 fot the past two years. The C.H.R. presume has aesuned a major role In
identifying and obtaining ritetnate rea 000 aa for health tate resulting In 8 372
alternate resource utilitatica in the Contract Health Service program. Therefore.
elimination of the C.H.R. program on the Yakima Reservation will entente* ctitieel
health este components that cannot be mmlateiged through the Indian Width Service
or any other source.

3. The Yakima Hationtis 'macular!, concetned about the Administrations
proposed increased use of Medicare/Medicaid and third-patty collections; not only
in the increased budget dependioce upon the telmburststate fot key ptograes, but
requiring collectioi of ptivate insurance. The lettet directly effects the takiam
Nation and its self-insured Tribe! employees health insurance program. Amnion
reason for the establishment of health lneureece program was to auppiceent limited
I.M.S. divert and contact health service ptegraes. Under the AdainistrationTs
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Proposal. the Yakima Nation, as an insurance agent, will be directly subsidizing
th. Indian Health Service. this tsttainly would be a din-intentive to continue the
Tribal health insurance program. Actually, any elipible radian person with private
health Insurance will ultimately '.e "paying" for Indian health Services. The liaise
Nation also questions the ability of the Indian Health Service to more Than triple
reimbursements while reducing staff available at the Clinic to process collettlons.
It appears however, that falluse to realise projected reisborsements will only
ft-ther reduce services to Indian people since a large scount of the reimbursement
is included as Part of the base budget.

4. The impact of tlininating the Pt-86-121. &micelles Facilities Co:attention
Pr &ram on the Yakima Reservarlos would be disastrous in tern& of rhafancinucd
elvvarion of the healed; of the YItima people. The health Improvestat of the Indian
People aver the last two decades has been substantially due to the reduction of the
en'uric. and orhtt water and Ravage talsted, diseases. Hhile great strides have been
made, the general level of health of the Indian people census well below that of
the popu'btiom as a whole. In terms of the numerical need on the Yakima Reservation,
there are :tome forty (40) substandard dwellings requiring foil replacement. including
water and sewage disposal facillaesI There are also some thirty (30) dwellings in
aced of more minor physicax/labilitativa but requiring full replacement of the
water and sewage disposal facilities. Additionally, it is estimated that some one
hu:.ured and ten (110) requests wt.: be on the FY-84 Facilities Construction Partici-
pant list. Thfa list contains rhos* Indians who are seeking funding vie the Tribal
loan mechanism, or other fu.ding sources. The'addizional cost of approximately
Sb.000.00 per home servos to ellstioate many from qualifying. primarily hue to the
lo, annual fncome of reservation residents. At the current levels of funding of
cur.truction. undpr Ph-84-121. there will be approximately a threw year backlog based
On the Facilities Construction lint alone. It is very apparent. Lased en these figures.
chat if the sarch coward an improtad health standard for the Indian people Is to be
continued, the basic program of constructing water and seaaga disposal facilities
muse continue,

3. in Previous years restizony. I have identified and documented the need for
a teplacement ambulat care facility en the Yakima Reservation. The need for a
replacement ty ha, been identified as a high priory (number la). The present
facility cannot meet basic facility standards of the Joint Commission of Accredita-
tion (J.C.A.11.) College of American Pathologists, and fire and safety codes. These
def.ciencles cannot be corrected through use of reimbotsenent funds from Medicaid
collections. Pecogniring the need for a new facility, the Yakima Nation has completed
the planning .,cunent following 1.11,S, guidelines for new facility construction, Now

reduction of Indian Health Facility construction this year and elimination of
all net. construction in Fl-84 disrupts the orderly planning process established by
I.B.S. and delays the Provision of quality and safe health services at the Yakima
Service Unit.

6- In Concluding our concerns and requests on the Indian Health Service, ve
have three additional requests. (I) Na request your support on reauthoriration of
pL-e -432, The Indian Health Care Improvement Acr, (2) We request that your committee
e, -he appropriate committee that has jurisdiction, to conduct thorough oversight
bearing* on eligibility foe direct care services and contract care services within
the Indian Health Service, (3) and we support the concept of transforming the position
of Clrettor, Indian Health Servire. to Assistant Secretary level within r,he Deparrment
of Health, Hamm Services,
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BUREAU OP INDIAN AFFAIRS
-1 As you know, the Bureau's commitment to the Yakima Indian
Nation and other tribes 'is emphasizing greater and improved
tribal self-determination with a greater role in allocating
finaecial resources and flexibility in meeUng our needelin the
Yakima Reservation.

In most regards, we do agree with this general statelept and
support the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Nowever, we do have some
concerns that we feel should be breught to your attention in the
proposed P.Y. 1984 budget as it relates to the Bateau's mission
founded on trust responsibility and the special relationship
between the U. S, Government and the Indian tribes.

Upon reviewing the F.Y. 1904 eentative budget the Yakima
Agency is scheduled to take a reduction of 32 full-time positions
or FTE's. We feel that the current process of counseling or
'process of consultation' does not warrant enought time for the
Yakima Indian Nation or other tribes to understand the process
and have good sound tribal input to make decisions on where the
cuts or proposed cuts will take place. We would like to be able
to coordinate and have a say in the decision making before the
budget and 'proposed reduction is made at the Portland Area
Office.

We understand, the Bureau is now in the process of working on
the F.Y. 1983 budget and must have the budget Agency package back
to Portland Area Office the first week in April and we have not
even seen the de4aments. This is our concern in the
'consultation" process. We need tope in a beater position to
protect our interests to the Indian community, improve staff
Capability and funding at the local level.

- Because of the recession 'and serious impact On Our
resorvation, we have had a tremendous reduction in tribal income
in P.Y. 1983, and the anticipated income in F.Y. 1984 will be
reduced another 30% thereby increas.ng our dependency on Bureau
involvement in carrying out their trust responsibility.

In the proposed F.Y. 1984 Agency budget the Credit
Department position and funds identified in prior yearn has been
eliminated. We feel that the action recommunuled by the Agency
budget does not reflect what the Tripe input was at the Agency
level. We would like to be able to.add this position back in the
Agency budget along with the funds to operate and maintain this
viable program.

Another concern of the Yakima Indian Nation is the Branch of
Forestry for the Yakima Agency. In the F.Y. 1983 Agency budget
at the current level of 100% funding level, there is identifieN a

23-741 0 83 - 39
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reduction of 22 full-time positions which we feel will have a
serious impact on our Indian forest in the area of trust
responsibility and fire protection. With this reduction, we feel
ibo Bureau will not be in a position of providing the
government's trust responsibility for prudent management of our
forest alive. I understand that the Bureeu in F.Y. 1983 has
roceivedra reduction of funds in the Forestry Unhanded program
and the Yakima Agency proposed share in the reduction is $163,900
which will mean a cut back on the timber sales program and a

.reduction of management planning efforts which we can ill afford
at the Agency level. We have no input in these type of
reductions and feel the system, is unfair to the Indian tribes
especially as it relates to our forest lands and the Government's
trust responsibility.

Does this current Administration policy of "Indian
Self-Determination" mean Indian self-termination by contracting
more and more programs to thg Tribes thereby reducing Bureau
staff and reduction Of budget mean we are slowly turning the
noose on our necks? We look at the future and we feel that if we
are not in a position to strengthen our Tribal Government now and
have input and meaningful input in this budget planning cype, we
will become the loser in the long rum:-

We still have other concerns that we would like to be
specific on and that is in the area of Sducatioh and the Branch
of Roads. In Fiscal Year 1982 de had three positions at the
Agency in the Branch of Education. In F.Y. 1983, we %vntracted
all of the Education Programs and the Agency Educational program
staff was eliminated, either by transferring, retiring or by
reduction in force. We still need technical assistance at the
Agency and do pot have any educational staff to provide this
technical assistance at the Agency level. We would like to use
the Inter - governmental Personnel Act process to obtain a Bureau
employee to provide this teChnical assistance until we are in a
position to fuliy conTorm to all the rules and guidelines met
forth by P.L. 93 -638.

In the proposed F.Y. 1984 Agency budget, the Yakima Agency
Roads Department is scheduled to take a reduction from 18
positions to 11, a result of a loss of 7 positions which will .

have an impact in the Agency work plan of maintaining the
Reservation roads in the area of cut back mowing, brush removal,
gravel replacement and so on. Not only will the reduction of
positions but less funds will mean we cannot purchase any
equipment that is needed to ,maintain our goads on the
reservation.

The last concern expresscd In this testimony is the fate of
the Wire Indian Nation Piehers0 Management Program, a program '

!Mari AV
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designed for protection and enhancement of on reservation
fisheries. This program has never been properly included, in
Bureau of Indian Affairs banded funds. We are of the opinion
thist this is a result of a continuing budget oversight by the
Bureau and should be treatedas such and rectified for F.Y. 1983
and succeeding years. In r.y. 1982 the program was funded
through discretionary funds of the BIA..F.Y. 1983 funds for a
continuation of 'this program have been virtually eliminate*,
resulting in a shutdown of this program designed to protect our
most fundamental treaty sectired fishing rights in the Takla'. and ft

Xlickitat River Basing. (Both of these fisheries occurring within
or closely contiguous to reservation boundaries., Inclusion of
banded funding for P.Y. 1984 and succeeding years is necessary to
continue this program. The funds required here should be
included within the trust responsibility - rights protection
portion of the Bureau budget.

I summary rte desire to have More input in a timely manner
on nu important issues that effect the tribe and the trust
respc,sibility of the U. S. Government, namely the Bureau of

n Affairs. We cannot under emphasize the Agency request for.
at least 100% funding, and a return of all of the full.-time
positions we had in F.Y. 1983,'which was 138. We also urge the
inclusion of the Yakima Indian Agency Fisheries Program in the
F.Y. 1984 and continuing in successive years asa banded program.

At,

t
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THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OP THE WARM SPRINGS '

RESERVATION OF OREGON.
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FOR INDIAN EDUCATION
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Standing Committee on Education Issues

Warren "Rudy" Clements, Chairman
Charles Ca lice
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TESTIMONY ON 1984 BUDGET FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

I ammarren Clements. chairman of the Standing Committee

on Education issues of the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs

Reservation of Oregon. With me today are' Nelson Walks !alum, Chief
.

of the Wasco Tribe and a member of the Tribal Council, and Harold

Cu Ipias, also a urea:her of the T;ibal Council.

We arc here today for principles. And we are here for the federal

monies which are necessary to make these principles remain meaningful.

We have furnished the committee with copies of our pos4ions on a number

of Indian education concerns that vitally affect our peieple and our Tribes

as a self-governing tribal community. With the understanding that our

positions dii these principles and the appropriatjons requircd,to carry,

tthem out will Ite part of thc committee's official reeurd. 1 will be brief.

Indian education is a trust responsibility which the federal government

must maintain. For the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Spriiigs Reserva-

tion, this pledge was confirmed in our 1855 treaty. We have respected

the commitments our tribal ancestors agreed to.

We expect no less-and no more--from the, United States today. But

vie fear .that the President's 1984 budget requests signal a drastic shift

in thc federal government's pledge to uphold its trust responsibilities to

us. The President seeks to reduce federal spending for "social contracts'

and 'other 'entitlement spendingw which are claimed-to have ereated a

*structural Imbalance in the federal budget. But such general objectives

ignore federal responsibilities in Indian affairs.

in recent weeks. Indian tribes and their members have been beseiged
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Just days bEfore the PresidenrCiiekased his long-alatted

an policy. Secretary of the Interior James Watt remarked:

. [Tillie (Indian) people have been trained through
100 ears of government oppression to look to the
govi:rnment as the creator, as the provider, as the
sup lier. and they've not been trained to use the
initiative to integrate into the American system.

. . We ought to give them freedom, we ought to
give them liberty, we ought to give them their
rights, but we treat them as incompetent wards.

Five days later. President Reagan formally declared:

Our policy is to reaffirm dealing with Indian tribes
on a government -to- government basis and to pursue
the policy of self-government for Indian tribes
wit aut threatening termination.

The next day. Secretary Watt appeared before a general session of-the

National Congress of American Indians He apologized for his earlier

words, and be pledged his support of tIl President's policy declaration.

At NCAI, Secretary Watt said:

We've focused on education: I think the root problem. . . .
If we have compassion. if we have a heart for Indian
people. we've got to bring about change. We've got to
bring about better education. When I. look at the
unemployment and the other social problems, we've got
to address those problems.

Obviously, the policies and sentiments of the Reagan administration'

on Indian affairs have taken some sharriurns in the last month. And

an Indian echication, wo may be making some progress.

In his televised retoirks. Secretary Watt referree to education only

once. He said: "We have terrible schools on the Indian reservations

and we've tried to change that." In his Indian policy. President Reagan

mentioned the word "education" twice in passing. But in his NCAI

speech, Secretary Watt referred to education at least eight times, and

betfocused much of his attention to this area. He even said: To me.*

6i
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to the survival of many school districts on or near Indian reservations.

Impact Aid funds are paid in lieu of local taxes for education. Because

our reservation is exempt from taxation, these funds must remain available

to the schools which educate Indian students.

is
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the most important issue is education."

For those of us concerned with Indian education. this is a quantum

leap forward. I would like to capitalize on this opportunity. If. as

Setretary Watt asserted. educatiori is the root problem.. what solutions

does the President's budget request for 1984 put forth? Frankly. none.

How well does the budget translate the Administ;ation's rhetoric into

action? It doesn't. Let me briefly suggest how these deficiencies can

be remedied.
e

First. Indian education is a trust responsibility which the federal

government has pledged itself to support for our Confederated Tribes.

The.United States must remain committed in policy and practice to this

principle.

Second, the Congress should maintain full appropriations for

Impact Aid funds which serve Indian students. These funds are critical

In Title XI of the Education Amendments Act of 1978 (P. L. 95-561),

Congress strived to strengthen the education services provided Indian

students. You increased the funding available Iv meet the tinique

education needs of Indian students. You. mandated standards for

Indian education. In addition, you authorised greater tribaparticipation

in the direction and management of Indian basic education programs.

But all of these initiatives are falling short. Congress should immediately

echedule heirinis to de/ermine why no standards yet exist and to further

i
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strengthen tribal involvement in plannlitg education services for Indian

students.

Third 11 Congress should provide full appropriations for all elements

of Title IV of. the Indian Education Act. The President's 1984 budget
ar

feebly argues that the objectives which these programs were designed

to accomplish have been met. It suggests that because Indian parents

are more involved now in public school affairs than they were 10 years

ago. Tit.* IV programs can be eliminated. This is popplcock contrived

to mask the administration's budget-reduction objectives.

Title IV of the Indian Education Act provides important support to

a number of Indian education programs both dr and off reservations.

in public and tribal school systems. and in higher education. The

Original intent of Congress in adopting the Indian Education Act was

not to assimilate Indian students or Indian parents into public schools.

but to provide education assistance for the unique cultural and academic

needs of students. We have made progress in this direction, but

despite the tdiesnistrattan'i suggestion. we have not accomplished all

that needs to be.done. It is highly ironic that simultaneously with its

attempts to shift Indian education into the states. the Reagan budget

proposes to eliminate one of, the principal vehicles that states can use

to meet the specific needs of lndian.students.

Fourth. the Bureau of Indian Affairs has consistently failed to

obtain funds to allow it to match Department of Education vocational

education set-asides for Indian. programs. The'Congress should either

appropriate additional funds to the BIA for purposes. or it should

inerease'the Indian set aside in the Vocational Education Act to two

i. 61'
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percen't (or administration by the Department of Education. Such

actioh IS necessary to match the Reagan Indian policy's challenge that ;

Indian tribes assume greater control of Omir own governmental and

business affairs.
8

" Fifth. the President's 1984 bhdget continues Ibi administration's
% , .

efforts to close BIA boarding Schools: List year. both the courts and

the inigress put these closures on hold, 111 part because the BIA had 4,

failed to plan adequately for the cifucanon of students displaced by such

Closures. and in part because the BIA had failed to consult adequately

with interested Indian tribes and communities. Thcsc problems persist

in the plane developed so far for 1984. Despite the BIR05 hollow promise
) V"

that it will linsult with Indian tribes on these matter. there is lithe

hope that it will be swayed away from its desired outcome regardless of

tribal and community concerns. Some mechant;rn needs to be developed'

so that Indian education issims can be resolved between the BIA and

40.

/
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affected Indian communities.
I..,

fp

f

BIA boarding schools re i=c;s;nt a necessary resource for many Indian
. .

tribes and their students. They are important both because local school

facilities arc often not available and becuasc public schools arc often not

capable of givirteIndian studqpts the education services they arc entitled

to receive. Just'is amiiortantly..boarding schools have the potential to

provide model education programs for Indian students. Although this

potential has been.seldom realized. the boarding schools 'should' be dIrecied

toward such objectives, rather than being crippled by enquate funding

and substandard programs;

If justification exists for closing boarding school's, whether because of
so

financial or program reasons, these matters should be explained fully

r
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to the affected Indian tribes. their students. and thew families before

the decisions are made. nOt al To assist In this process. the Congress

should continue its support of the.ofofrts by Indian tribes and communities

to assure that the boarding schools remain viable Indian education resources.

What we. as Indian parents and tribal governments, lack now ts federal

support, both in policy and in appropriations. for a comprehensive education

plan with which we can chart the education services our students should

receive. There is no cohesive policy coining from the Reagan administration.

which instead appears hell -bong on saving money regardless of the long-

term consequences.

There is now neither leadership nor advocacy for Indian education in

either the Bureau of Indian Affairs Or the Department of Education. In

both agencies. vacancies exist in critical management positions. Within the

Department of Education. the National Advisory Council on Indian Education

4NACIE1 has been badly crippled. perhaps permanently disabled. Within

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, no similar vehicle even exists. Overall. the

delivery of necessary education services as hindered by a lack of planning,

by a lack of expertise, and often by a lack of tnterest.

Despite its rhetoric, the Reagan administration offers Mile hope that

the needs of Indian students for quality education will receive serious

attention. It has decided that education ts not properly a federal

responsibility and that, therefore, Indian educition must not be one either.

It his decided that the states should shoulder the responsibility for

mdtteatiod. including education. it has set its course. and it

triterult to pursue it--deaf to the concerns, dumb to the implications.

and blind to the ons_equenct's.

i"
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Can we exist with the level of financial and technical support the
* .

Reagan budgct offers. Of course, we may have to. Can we excel under

these constraints.' Of course not.

Our Indian stucletns, tribes, and communities deserve more than

minimally adequate education opportunities. We ask your support for

sufficient federal appropriations and for continued Congressional leadership

to enable us to reach beyond the narrow horizons permitted under the

President's 1984 budget proposals.



THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF TEE WARM SPRINGS RESERVATION OF OREGON

STANDING COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION ISSUES

INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAM AND APPROPRIATIONS CONCERNS
FEDERAL, BUDGET POR FY 1984

ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS'

No coordinaMon exists between the Bureau of Congress should direct the Secretaries of
Indian Affairs and the Department of Edistion Interior and Education Jo coordinate their
in the planning and delivetv of Indian c cation programs in Indian education, no required
aerviees. by P. L. 95-561.

Congress should appropriate aufficient funds
to the Bureau of Indian Affairs to allow It to

provide matching funds for vocational education
programs.

The Departments of Interior and Education
should develop inter-departmental agreements
concerning the coordination of Indian atication
programs with Indian tribes and education

ageucles.

The Congress should take immediate ateps
to assure that Presidential appointments to the
National Advisory Council on Indian Education
represent a diversity of Indian educators and
tribal officials and that NACIE ern function as
an advocate within the Department of Education
for Indian education programs:

Congress should direct the Secretaries of
Interior and Education to appoint directors of
the Indian education programs urder their

. agencies.

61:d
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ISSUES

t e usefulness of Impact Aid funds to serve
the e ueation needs of Indfan students in the
publi school. is being undermined tay Mute
equal laden schemes.

T usefulness of Impact Aid funds h.. serve
the e ueation needs of fridtan utuden in the

- publi :hoofs is being undermined y the
failur to promulgate administradv rules
whte would implement P. L. 95-6I.

he remedies for tribal relief under P. 1,..
95 s61 unnecessarily impede icy realistic

utions to education Beryl s which fail to
met the needs of Indian uderits.

The President's 198 Budget proposes
rescission of the appropriations for Title IV
Programs under the Indian Education Aet.

The President's 1984 Budget proposes
elimination of funding for Title IV of the
Indian Eduestfon Act because the purposes
of the legislation Illegedly have been
fulfilled.

The Bureau of Indigo Affairs nsrlowly
construes it. responsibility for Indian
education to Oldie operations which it
threcsly operates or for.whIch it contracts.

A I

REC01414ENDATIONS

Congress should exempt fetipset Aid funds,
or at beet a portidn thereof. from inclusion by
states in their eqiialisstion formulas In order to
assure that these funds are available to meet
the special neeel'of Indian students Ind the
they do not merely replace state education
tends which would otherwise be provkled.

Congress should mandate that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs And the Department of Education
take immediate steps to implement P. L. 95,56f.

's Congress should consider amendments to
P. L. 95.56f which would enable tribes to
receive hapset AO funds when such funds are
removed from a lOcal education agency because
of its failure to meet the needs of Indian students.

Congress should refuse to approve the
rescission of Title IV appropriation because the
President's request vicitaes the Impoundment
Conszol Aet of 1914.

Congress should provide full appropriations
far Title fV of the Indian Education Act for
1984 because those programs are critical for
meeting the edubation needs of Indian students
throughout the United States.

Congress should investigate whether the
narrow Interpretation used by the BIA in
construing its responsibilities for Indian
education comports with congressional intent
to ,P. L. 95.561. P. L. 93 -638. and other
legislative initiatives concerning Indian education.

CJt
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ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS ''''`........

The President's 1984 Budget proposes to
fund school board training at $25,000, in order
to furnish only training manuals for such
purposes.

The President's 1984 Budget proposes a
decrease in funds available to the BM for
education technical support.

The President's 1904 Budget proposes to
eliminate funding for new school and program
starts.

The President's 1984 Budget prolliires to
eliminate out-of-state tuition payments under
the Johnson-O'Malley program and to fund the
remaining 3-044 programs at the same level
as providedIn F1, 1983.

Congress should permit sufficient flexibility .
within the Indian School Equalisation Formula
(ISEP) to permit the BIA to continue to offer
general education assistance for Indian tribes
which do not have BIA or tribally-contracted
schools.

If Indian tribes and communities are to
assume Snowed responsibility for the education
servkes their students receive, they should not
be expected.to do so without basic support for
training purposes.

Congress should investigate whether the
Administration's request for education technical
support is adequate to meet the needs of Indian
tribes and education agencies for such support,
or whether it represents an unnecessary
expenditure of funds for administrative tasks
within the BIA bureaucracy.

Congress should investigate whether the
allocation of funds in this category la, in
fact, based on an adequate research foundation.

If Indian tribes and communities are to
assume increased responsibility ide the education
serviess their students receive, they should not
be expected to do so without opportunities to
obtain neesseary funds for program starts.

Congs should determine whether the
present appropriation for Johnson-O'Malley
should be increased to reflect changes in other
Indian education programs. iartieularly Title
IV of the Indian Education Let.

,.. 041
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The President's 1484 Budget requests a
decrease in higher education scholarships which
will be available for Indian students.

The President's 1484 Budget requests a
decrease in affpropriations to support speeisl
higher education programs serving Indian
students.

The President's 1984 Budget requests a
reduction in funds for adult education
purposes.

The ?resident's 1984 Budget requests
reduced funds to support MA post-secondary
school operations particularly to reflect a
shift in the mechanism for funding the
Southwestern Indian Pelyteehnleal Institute
(SIM.

ne
The ?resident's 1484 Budget inquests a

slight increase in funding for Tribally
Controlled Community Colleges.

The Peesident's 1984 Budget requests a
major reduction in Chapter 1 programs which
servo educationally disadvantaged students.

Congress should determine whether the funds
requested for higher education scholarships will
be sufficient to meet the needs of Indian students.

Congress should determine whether any
rationale supports the administration's request
to reduee funding for these programs.

Congress should determine whether the
reductions proposed for adult education programs
actually reflect reduced tribal Interest in such
strikes or reflect other constraints.

Congress should determine whether the
reductions proposed for adult education programs
in general can be reconciled with the reductions
proposed for these specific services.

Congress should determine whether the Iequest
for Tribally 4Cont rolled Community Colleges will
be adequate to operate these programs. particularly
with regard to other funding curtailments on which
these colleges may have rolled in the past.

Congress should determine whether the reduced
funding of Chapter I progress. combined with
reductions in other education programs serving
Indians. will disproportionately affect the present
services which Indian students receive.

Congress should *teeming, what impacts the
administration's proposal for instituting a voucher
system in these programs wilt have on BIA
schools and on the educational opportunities
available to Indian students from other schools.
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ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS

The President's 1984 Budget requests a
newly $12 million reduction in funds to be
available to states for block grants.

The President's 1984 Budget requests a
tesjor new block grant program for mathematics
add science education.

The President's 1944 Budget requests a
major reduction in Title VII Bilingual Education
appropriations. .

The President's 1984 Budget reflects a
major shift in federal support for post-
secondary education programs.

The president IW Budget reflects a
major shift in feder.. .pport for adult and
vocational ednestion, which are proposed to
be provided through a new block grant to
the state*.

Congress should determine whatobspact these
proposed reductions would have on Indian education
programs and whether Indian students receive
an equitable share of the education resources
available through state block grant..

Congress should investigate the fessiblilty
of earmarking state education block grant funds
specifically for tribe* to meet the spoils' education
needs of their students.

Congress should determine whether a portion
of the Lunde earmarked for mathematics and
science education block grants should be sat `i

. aside for direct funding to Indian tribes.

Congress should determine he impacts that
the proposed reductions in Bilingual Education
services wIU have on Indian students, particularly
in light or the reductions proposed for Title 1V.
Indian Education Aet, programs.

Congress should determine whet impact* these
proposed shifts will have on Indian students,
partleularly In light of the changes proposed for
other post - secondary programs serving Indian
students through the DIA and the Department of
Education.

Congress should determine what Impacts these
proposed shifts will have on Indian adult and
vocational training programs, particularly in
light of the proposed reductions in these areas
under the DIP budget.

Congress should determine whether Indian
tribes slibuld be eligible for direct funding of
adult and vocational education services outside
the proposed state block grant system.

6'1:".1%,)
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ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS

The President's 1984 Budget proposes to
eliminate federal support for libraries.

The President's 1984 Budget continues to
urge that a new delivery system for federal
education services be developed. In Part.' this
is based en the administration's perception that
education is not a responsibility of the federal
government.

The President's 1984 Budget requests an
increase for Headstart services. most of which
will furnish nutritious meals for fiesdstart
students.

Indian education programs and services
within the.federal government remain fragmented
and uncoordinated. impeding the ability of
In Ian tribes and communities to make the best

possible of the resources intended to serve
th ethical.* needs.

It

62

Congress should Investigate whete the
possibility that Indian adult and vocational
education programs may be funded out of the
Secretary's discretionary zet:stide for special
programs adequately protects4Indian opportusihies
to receive adult and vocational education services.

Congress should reauthorize the Library
Services Act this year. including a new title to
support ltbra'ry services for Indian tribes and
communities.

Regardless of the outcome of any efforts to
reorganise or eliminate the Department of Education.
Congress should affirm that thy United States has
an ongoing commitment and responsibility
Indian education, which is legally distinct f.
other educatibn activities in which the federal
government is engaged.

Congress should support the Preeldent's
request for continuation and expansion bf
Headstart services. but should assure that
Indian students continue to receive the level
services they are entitled to.

Congress should assure that major policy or
program shifts in education maintain opportunities
for Indian students to receive such services and
for tribal governments to fulfill their obligations
toicirticipate in the planning and delivery of
ed Mon servkes to their members.

Congressional oversight and monitoring of
Indian education programs should be consolidated
within the Jurisdiction of the appropriate committees
of the Senate and house to assure that the
interests and needs of Indian tribes and communities
receive the attention they deserve end that Indian
education is not subsumed by other interests.
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VIE FEDERAL TRUST RESPONSIBILITY:

INDIAN EDUCATION MUST REMAIN ELEMENTARY

In his declaration of 'federal policies to guide Indian affairs. President

Reagan proposed to relegate federal involve:Nem in education to a supplemen-

tary role. The Reagan policy uses the rhetoric of,ladian self-determination.

but it twists its principles to create fundamental and far-reaching shifts in

the long-standing relationship. between the United States and Indian tribes.

Nowherg are these changes more apparent than in the arta of Indian educa-

toonone of the central Oeenents of the duty pledged by the federal govern-

ment to Indian tribes and their members.

The federal government's trust responsibility stems from a unique
6'spolitical'relationship. The federal-Indian relstionshipwas characterized by

Chief Justice Marshall as "perhaps fanlike that of any other two people in

existence" and resembles neither the relationship betweeruthe United States

and the states. nor the relationship between the states and local governmnls.

In The Cherokee Ration v. Georgia. 30 P. S. 1 (1831), Chief Justice Marshall

,,described the relationship Between tribes and the United States as follows;

Their relation to the United States resembles that of a ward
to his guardian. They look to our government for protection;
rely upon its kindness and its powers appeal to it for relief
to their wants; and address the President as their great
father.

This theme was repeated by Marshall in another landmark decision the

following year, in Worcester v. Georgia. 31 U. S. 516 (1832). he wrote:

The Indian nations had always been considered as distinct,
.independent political ,communities, retaining their original
,qatural rights. as thl undisputed possessors of soil, from
time immemorial. . . . The very term "netion," so generally
applied to them, means, "a people distinct from others."
The Constitution by declaring treaties already made, as well
as those to be made. to the Supreme law of the land, has
adopted and sanctioned the previous treaties with the Indian
nations. . .

Out of these landmark Supreme Court cases, other declarations of the
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federal-tribal relationship have evol ed. In p"1 v. Kagama ( ;NO.

the Court declared:

Indian tribes are the wards f he nation. They
are communities dependent on e rifted States. . .
prom their very weakness and
largely due to the course of d
Government with them and th
was promised. there arises the du
and with it the power. This bias al
"recognized by the Executive a d by
by this court, whenever the q estion

ell icssuess, so
ng of the Federal
ties in which it

of protection,
ays been
°tigress. and

as "arisen.

And in Seminole Nation v. U. S. (194Z). the plained:

in carrying out its treaty obligationa
tribes, the Government is something mere t n a
mere contracting party. Under a humane an self
imposed policy which has found exprtsslon id any
acts of Congress and numerous decisions of thi
Court, it has charged itself with moral obligati*
of the highest responsibility and trust. Its cpn pct.
as disclosed in the acts of those who represent itlin
dealings with the Indians, should therefore be judged
by the most exacting fiduciary standards,.

The governmental authority exercised by Indian tribes predates the

U. S. Constitution. is inherent in the status of tribes, and frequently

preserved by treaties. Under the Constant' of the United States.

treaties are the supreme)taw of the land. In eturn for relinquishment

of vast tracts of land and o fights of external sovereignty. the tribes

exacted important commit

to manage their internal affairs. To fulfill these promises. the federal

"government guaranteed t t itvwould support tribes in a variety of ways:

nts: the right to maintain tribal ways and

by protectint, their land, water. and

governmental

well-being.

autonomy ;

resources, by guaranteeing their

and by promoting their social and economic

As one element of our treaty with the United States. it Avasagred

that the federal government would furnish services and assistance for

our 'well-being and civilisation' and for our "mural improvement

62o.
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and education." (Article 11. Treaty with the Tribes and Bands of Middle Oregon

12 Stat. 963 (1899). In Article IX. this Treaty concludes with these

wortlbsi

Thoit treaty shall bs obligatory on the contracting
parties as soon as the same shall be ratified by the
President and Senate of the Onitvd States.

In witness whereof the said Joel Palmer, on the part
of the United State and the undersigned chiefs.
headmen, and delegates of the said confederated bands.
have hereunto set their hands and seals. this twenty-
fifth day of June, eighteen hundred fifty-five.

We believe that one of the primary pledges that the United States made

to the Confederated Tribes was to help educate tribal members--not

merely as a momentary token of appreciation, but as a solemn commit, nt

and obligation which would last forever.

It was these assurances that helped persuade tribal delegates to

the Treaty council over one century ago to relinquish approximately

10 million acres of their ancestral homelands--land that they had owned.,

since time immemorial- -for a permanent reservation a fraction of. the

size of their original domain.

But the treaties. by themselves, clod not represent the United

States' only promise that it would respect the rights and intet.sts

Indian tribes. In the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, Passed by the

Continental Congress before the final adoption of the U. S. Constitution.

the original colonies agreed That they would exercise "the utmost good

faith" in their relations with the Indians. This significant national

legislation provides in part:

It is hereby ordained and declared by the authority
aforesaid, that the following articles shall be considered'
as articles of compact between the original States and
the people and States in the said territory and forever
remain unalterable, unless by common consent, to wit:

art., 3d. Religion. morality. and knowledge. being

2,
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necessary to good government and the happiness of
mankind, schools and the means of education shall
forever be encouraged. The utmost good faith shah
always be observed towards the. Indians; lands
and property shall never be taken from them without
their consent; and. in their property, rights and
liberty, they shall never be invaded or disturbed.
unless in just and lawful wars authorized by Congress;
but laws founded in justice and humanity, shall, frosa
time to time. be made for preventing *rongs being
done to them. and for preserving peace and friendship
with them.

At the time of the Treaty Council along the Columbia River in

MS, there were only two types'of government involved- -the Indian
..

tribes on one side, and the United States on the other. Obviously.

the treaty--written in a lahgusge foreign to the Indiana and often

interpreted to them in.a trade largonTcould not be expected to

antteipate every eventuality in the 20th century. But the tribal

representatives who participated there understood well, as tribal

officials and members dor...now, both what they were being asked to give '

up and what they were told to expect in return. Thette undersiandings

have been faithfully pass8d down to suceeeding generations of tribal

members to describe what the treaty means. Unfortunately. similar

continuity has not existed in th; federal government's understandin

,of its treaty obligations. Nonetheless, the Confederated Tri s, in its

relations with the United States since 1855, has consistently discharged

its governmental responsibilities in partnership wittilhe Un ed States.

In the view of the Confederated Tribes. this partricrshi among

(governments was confirmed by the writing of the Treaty of 1855, and
. ' .

.
it remains as viable and critical today as it was then.

.

The Confederated Tribes believes steadfastly that among the

' treaty pledges written into the 1855 Treaty were the following major

elements:

a

ii
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The ht to territorial egrity so that the lands.
waters. a resources of arm Springs Reservation
and of the bie4crated 1 ibex would be managed and
maintained the benefit of all generations of tribal
members. a

1

The right Wit Niprnmental integrity so th the uies
by which tribal mbArs lived would be of the c own
makineand would permit the perpetuation Qt tribal ways
of life.

- _' The right of individual tribal members to bo able to
fulfill their potential as community members and tritel
leaders, whether on the reservation or off it.

1.

These three basic principles cannot be,separated from each Ather without
a

unraveling the basic fabric of the federal-Indian relationship. Tribal '
treaty negotiators demanded absolute assurances that their tribal rightt

would be protected, and present tribal leaders expect no less.

In modern terms, these tribal expectations are expressed as the

trust responsibility which the federal government exercises for the

Confederated Yribes and its members and which the federal government

carries out threpe a government to government relatioishi.p. When it

does so. the federal goverment must exercise the 'utmost good faith'

on behalf of Indian tr&bes and their members. not just for the short-

term but for a sustained at consistent long-term.

, Education has alway been one of the primary means by which the

federal government carries out its trust responsibility. Through

educaiion.ribal members have acquired basic skills and have enhanced
0

their personal talents, not only to adapt to society's changes. but to
1

assume responsibility for their futures by capably managing their

s - resources and affairs. But lust as society's changes, and tribal needs.

are never-ending, so is the necessity for educition. For these reasons.

Indian education has been an'essential service which the federal

-government assumed centuries ago. it remars a mainstay which the

6a& kJ
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federal government must maintain for centuries to come.

,
How these services are provided, however, has changed considerably.

At Warm Springs.early addral educatio4services were first provided at
4.

a makeshift school on the reservation more than a decade after the treaty's

ratification. Soon after, a boarding school was established off the

reservation for some Indian students, and others continued to attend

federal schools on the reservation. Until the 1960s. most Indians attended
.

federal' day schools at Warm Springs.. But since then, most hive
. ,

participated in the state public ochool system.

. Despite these changes, the federal government has maintained an
4

essential role both id monitoring the education set:vices Indian students
. .

receive and in helping to finance education programs that serve them.

This federal commitment to education continues even when Indian students

attend public schools- -which as citizens of their states they have a right

to do, regardless of the fact that they live on their reservation., Wittig
tthe present state system for delivering education services to Indians may

. _

entail less cost for the federal government than direct operatioivof Indian .

schools would, it entails no less responsibility. And this responsibility

persists because of the commitments which the United States made to

guarantee tribes the right to continue their ways of life as Indian communities
. . :

forever, The responsibility for Indian education is of equal stature with

the other treaty commitments which the United States made.
a .

Indian education cannot be shifted wholly onto'die,state or onto
1 .

individual tribes thehiselves. To do so would ultimately undermine the

federal government's other ti -esopnsibilities and the foundation on. .
which all these 'responsibilities are based. Therefore. the Confederated

4,

Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon %includes that. the.

United States must, pursuant to the legal,
,
morai, and political pledges

It made with us by treaty and otherwise, gitarantee forever our rights

as an autonomous Indian tribe and promote both our human' and natural
. ,

' resources for our muttal Witold.

636
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE UNITED STATES' TRUST RESPONSIBILITY

FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

The following excerpts are from the position paper "The United States'

Trust Respolebilsty for Indian Education.' adopted by the Tribal

Couni.11 of the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation of

Oregon by Resolution No. 6223. May it. 1482. Full reprints of the

position paper arcs available from the Tribal Council office in warm

Springs. Oregon 47761

I. INTRODUC

The Reagan administration has sought to justify .its budgetarzebjectv.e
of reducing federal spending with a pol.cy declaration of far-riIching
sianificance to Indian people throughout the n Awn. In its simplest
terms. this new Reagan policy proposes that education services are not
one of the trust responsibilities the United States owes to Indian trim.

This position paper sets forth the answer of 'thi Confederated Tribes of
the Warm Springs Reservation cif Oregon to the question. 'Does the
United States have .. trust responsibility to astkire adequate education
services for Inch., people?" We strongly answer "Yes.".

POLICY STATEMENT

The Confederated Tribes of the Warm Spring* Reservation of Oregon
deeloresthat the United States must maintain its Real and moral obligation
tr pro 1,,tic adequate opportunities for our members' education and training.
Only in this way can we. as trioal members, continue to determine lie
direction of our own lives and to capably manage our corporate and
governmental affairs ag a responsible and sovereign tribal entity.

t.

RATIONALE

The trust responsibility is well-founded in American history.

The trust responsibility is well-founded in American jurisprudence.

The trust responsibility is necessary for protecting tribal
resources and preserving tribal self-government.

11
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The trust responsibility is owed to tribal governments and
their members.

The trust responsibility extends beyond the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to all agencies of the United States.

The Executive Branch is responsible for carrying out the United
States' trust responsibility, not for creating or dissolving at.

Reduced federal appropriations do not diminish the trust
responsibility owed to tribal governments.

Tr 1st responsibilities cannot be contracted away.

The BIA's organisational structure does not define the trust
responsib.lity' breadth.

The concept's of trust responsibilities and treaty rights are
not synonymous.

The trust responsibility includes education and other services.
It is not limited to physical resources.

The trust responsibility does not include all federal Indian
edecation services.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Bas'd on our analysis of the development of the federal government's
trust responsibility and its application to us, the '7.onfederated Tribes of
the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon concludes and recommends:

The federal government has a continuing obligation, founded
an our treaty and in numerous federal laws, to protect and
strengthen our ability to remain as a sovereign tribal community.
This trust responsibility extends from our Reservation and its
natural resources to our tribal members, and it is fulfilled by the
United States through its dealings with our established tribal
government.

The federal government's trust responsibilities include the
obligation to provide our Tribes with sufficient educational
opprtunities to assure cur existence as a distinct and
autonomous tribal community forever.

The United States, through the Cognerss, should make an
unequivocal policy der iaration that the United States will
re-nect its continuing legal and moral obligations to safeguard and
upgrade -- through the provision of technical, financial, and
legal assistance- -the integrity of our Tribes and our Reservation
and of other Indian tribes.

I
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' The declaration should address the fundamental responsibility
of the United States to guarantee that tribal members receive
education services that satisfy their personal goals and that meet
our tribal needs for a skilled and informed tribal citizenry.

The declaration should descrit - those education services the
United States will furnish in furtherance of its trust
responsibility.

' The declaration should require that all federal education
funds appropriated for Indians in fulfillment of the trust
responsibility will be provided to tribal governments for
distribution in accordance with tribal education plans and
objectives.

63,
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THE BUDGETARY SHELL GAME REVISITED:

FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR INDIAN EDUCATION IN FY 1984

I.' INTRODUCTION

In 1982. the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation

of Oregon characterized the Reagan administration's proposals for Indian

education as an elaborate shell game whose rules were unwritten and

whose purposes were unclear. Then, we argued:

The Reagan administration la pursuing a course that
will ssnificantly alter the education services that
Indian' students will receive in future years from the
federal government. Proponents argue that these
changes ultimately will result in improved services
to Indian students. They envision their efforts as
seeking better organizational control and reduced
administrative duplication within the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. But the likelihood of Indian students receiving
an tangiblebenefits from these actions is remote.
Instead. the Reagan administration's shuffling of
Indian education programs is more likely to further
erode the federal government's ability to meet the
education needs of Indian students and to fulfill its
trust responsibility to Indian tubes and their members.

Based on our review of the President's budget for FY 1984 and his

Indian Policy. the Confederated Tribes is convinced that our analogy was

apt then and remains so now. For this year and the next, the rules

appear to have changed. but the objectives are becoming more clear.

' Now, the administration is no longer claiming that education is not

a federal trust responsibility. It no longer seeks the elimination of

Impact Aid funds to school districts s' rving Indian studentb, nor the

-- 'transfer of Title IV of the Indian Education Act to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs. It no longer proposes massive reorganization of its education

but eaucraey. And it longer intimates that all BIA boarding schools

t
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are being considered for immediate closure.

Instead. the Reagan administration now asserts that it seeks to

strengthen Indian tribes as self-governing entities by removing the

oppression of federal administration, by conducting Indian affairs on a

government-to-government bans. and by ent_bling tribes to assume

control over their own affairs in matters hke education, social services.
f

and law enforcement. instead. it proposes to increase the Impact Aid

funds benefiting Indian students. to eliminate Title IV services entirely.

and to close only a,few boarding schools.

For FY 1984. the Reagan administration envisions a new federal

emphasis on education services for Indian students from kindergarten

through lath grade. And it anticipates increased Indian education

support through state systems of education. which are responsible for

administering fedcral education block grants. /row the administration

can make these assertions in the face of the withdrawal of all Title

IV programs, and of its commitment to involve tribes on a government-

to-government basis is unfathomable. ".

It is extremely difficult to project what these changes will mean

for Indian education. either nationally or locally. Before attempting to

do so. however. it is helpful to review what occurred during last year's

budget deliberation; and what environment these changes encountered."

U. BACKGROUND

A. Public Law 95-561. The Education Amendments Act of 1978,

commonly called P. L. 95-561. made substantive changes in the BIA's

education structure and operations. It separated education from other

DIA services by establishing an Office of Indian Education under the

Ass'..taht Set.retary for Indian Affairs and by assigning line responsibility

t 63,
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from the Office over all BIA education personnel. Instead of reporting

to the Area Director. who manages all other BIA operations. education

''personnel are responsible only to their Area Education Directors and the

Director of the Office of Indian Education. The law also mandated that

the BIA develop and follow uniform procedures for its education services

throughout the United States. Significantly. the law increased the

funding available under the impact Aid program to school districts

serving Indian students. And it created a formal mechanism to Involve

tribal governments in how these funds serve Indian students.

But several unanticipated results have occurred in the five years

following the law's enactment. The DIA now narrowly construes its

responsibility for Indian education to those services it provides directly.

As a result it ignores other significant federal education services which

also benefit Indian students. In addition, the opportunities for tribal

Involvement in planning and delivering education services have diminished.

Because education is now an isolated BIA operation, tribal governments

can no longer establish their priorities for DIA assistance by balancing

their education needs against other social or economic concerns. Instead,

they must advocate their education desires only against those of other

tribes and education interests. and they must compete only for education

resources available within the BIA.

Moreover, although a cleareAlefinition of the federal government's

Indian education responsibilities was clearly contemplated by P. I.. 45-

5b1. the DIA has not addressed this issue. Instead, the BIA has

simply sought to implement the law's bureaucratic provisions without

developing any basic principles or long-range ohicctives from which its

activities could be directed or its performance meatured. In emphasizing

these changes. the BIA has neglected to develop the administrative

s.
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regulations necessary a implement the law's authorization for tribes

to contract educition services which fail to meet their needs. The

law's potential leverage for tribal involvement has been nullified by

BIA inaction. Furthermore. even if these mechanisms were available.

the law does not permit a tribe to receive thse funds which were

provided previously for their students. As a result, these Impact,

Aid monies could be denied to a public school that failed to serve

Indian students, but they would not be provided to a tribe that sought

to serve these same students. Unfortunately, the B1A has not brought

this issue to Congress' attention for legislative action, undoubtedly

because it has failed to provide administratively for the mechanisms

which would be necessary to make such legislative changes meaningful.

B. Federal Budget Ceilings. At the same time that the BIA has

been struggling to conform to some of the mandates of p. L. 95-50,

the federal government has engaged in massive budget-cutting. In

large rile4SCre tV't latter has °verse aetined any progress that might

otherwise have occurred. Instead of ultimately channeling more resources

directly Into education services- -the objective sought in P. L. 95'561.

the BIA has consumed large chunks of its education budget in

administrative reorganization and red- tape. The MA's apparent

inability to tope with the changes dictathl by P. L. 9S-561 only fuels

the belief that it should be relieved of its education responsibilities.

Unfortunately, the prospects of developing another delivery system for

Indisii.ecication services are dim: neither the Department of Education

nor the states have developed convincing records to demonstrate their

capability or interest in administering Indian education programs well, or

in marshaling the resources necessary to operate them.

But these budget-tutting *itemises. particularly As thity involve
s
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C.

Indian Education. have been carried out without knowledge 61 their,

likely impacts. The Reagan aillinistratton has identified broad Widget

gutdelints which every federal agency is expected to accept. In wielding

the budget axe. tittle regard is given to pAigram realities. Therefore.

if this federal government supports two "Indian education" programs.

one can probably be eliminated as duplicattvel if the federal government

also supports a similar program for the public schools. then probably

both Indian education programs can be excised to save the federal

treasury. When none of the principal federal officials -- whether In the

Bureau of-Indian Affairs. the Department of Education. the Office of

..lAnagement and Budget. the Office of Planning. Budgeting. and

Achaimstration, or the White House--know or care much about Indian

education, it is easy to understand why these programs suffer in the

development of federal budget priorities' How these attitudes translate

into budget decisions will be considered in the following section of this

Paper.

Ill. THE CHANGING FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT IN INDIAN EDUCATION

In the 1980a. Indian education involves numerous tribal. federal,

and state education systems. No longer is Indian education the sole

responsibility of the federal government. but neither is the responsibility

held wholly by the states or by public school districts. Many Indian
..

children are educated sn the public schools: but many are also educated

in tribal and federal schools. Because.of the diverse situations involved

in Indian education. only broad generalizations are possible to describe

hOW the various elements of the education systems for Indians operate.

The following case study of the Warm Springs Reservation will demonstrate

at least how education services are delivered in one Indian community and one

way the fedora) government discharges its responsibilities for Indian education.
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ij,._cs. Study of the Warm Springs Reservation: Education for

Indians.

The Warm Springs Reservation in north-tcntral Oregon encompatses

over 6409990 acres and adjoins five Oregon counties. The majority of

the reservation's 2.600 residentsiive in the 4outh-eastern portion in

Jefferson County. a rural and largely agricultural county. Since the

early 1960s. the reservation has been a part of the Jefferson County

School District No. 509-J. which has provided public school services

both on and off the reservation to tribal members. The distract operates
. i

one elementary school on the reservation and provides transportation

services off the reservation for Jtudents to attend junior and senior

high school an Madras. the county seat located 15 miles south of the

reservation's largest community- -Warm Spraigs. In recent years. Indian

students have comprised approximately one-third of the district's

0enrollment.

Although stale and local taxes constitute a significant portion of i.

the district's operating revenues. federal and tribal contributions are

also an important segment of the district's budget. A school district

study an the late 19/0s determined that the presence of Inctian students

an the district attracted frem 35 to--4,5 percent of the district's budget

from federal and,rfibal sources. These are funds which would not. be

available if Indian students from the Warm Springs Reservation did not

attend public school and which help underwrite the tests of education

for all students in the district.

Direct support for Indian education from the federal government

comes to the district fromIseveral sources. These include Impact

Aid funds which help replace revenue lost because of the reservation's

exemption from state and local taxation: Johnson-O'Malley funds which

e
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support inograrns meeting the special educational needs of Indian

students: and Indian Educatioei Act Title IV funds which support

supplementary programs for Indian students.

In addition to these federal programs. the Confederated Tribes

of the Warm Springs Reservation also funds a range of education programs.
. .

including earlf choldhodd education. cultural education, and scholarships

under the supervision of the Tribal Education Department. And as an

important corollary to enrolling its students in the public schools, the

Tribes allowed a portion of a major hydroelectric facility on tribal

lands to be taxed for scnool purposes -a highly lucrative assessment

for the Jefferson County Schools. which reduces the taxes which would

otherwise have to be assessed locally.

Although most Indian students on the Warm Stings Reservation

attend these public schools. the Confederated Tribes also utilises off-

reservation boarding schools. like the rhonawa and Intermountairi

schools. for students who can benefit from such %3portunities.

B. Recent Changes in Federal St.pport for Indian Education at

Warm Springs

Two events in the past year. both of which involve the level of

federal support for Indian education on .the Warm Springs Reservation.

have significantly affected these services. In 1982-83. the school

district faced a shortilall of approximatey 400.000 in its general

fund budget of approximately ST millicro. (Of this total budget. 45

percent Is drived from ,,fate revenues. 33 percent local property

taxes, and 32 percent from zederal and other sources.) To balance its

budget. the district required nearly 30 percent more from local sources.

part of, which was necessary to offset the loss of federal Impact Aid

funds.

6,1u
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One ustmediate consequence of these btfdget difficulties was the

district's decision to close one of the Warm Springs Reservation'a;wo

elenientary schools. the school at Samnasho on the northern end of the

ifservation. Because of the unique setting and community support for

this school and because of the strong.tribal curriculum Which the school

incorporated, the closure of the Sismasho School was particularly

difficult for the Warm Springs community to accept.

But lh addition to these cut-backs in the district's basic education

programs. supplementary federal servicesmany of which serve Indian

students -- channeled through the State of Oregon were also Inst. For

example. in 1981-82. the district received approximately $600,0001n;

funds for disadvan4ged. Indian.handicapped,or migrant students' special

educational needs. Last year. nearly 5100.000 less was available from
. .

these sources. and approximately two-thirds of this loss was caused by

a reduction in Title IV Indian Education funds.

The second event resulted from the BIA efforts to reorganite,its

support services within the Portland Area Office in order to economize

on education administrative expenses. Although for years the BM has

4 furnished an fthitation specialist to assi.t tribal students and tribal

government in egation matters. :his positicni was transferred back to

the Area Office to allow more diveirsified services to be provided within

the region, In implementing the organisational structure mandated under

P. L. 95-561. the BIA decided that it could not justify a position at

Warm Springs. which has neither Bureau- or tribally -operated schools.

In effect. nearly $60,000 of education resources on which the warm

Springs Confederated Tribes had relied for Years were lost.

For 1983-S4. the pjilalic school district and the Confederated Tribes

fate an equally dismal education budget. At present. thdistric,
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projects a short-fall of nearly 8700.000 (or approximately 10 percent)
a

Inaba general fund revenues which will be available to it. In addition.

if the President's proposed budget were adopted, the district would lose

much of its present funds for Title IV Indian Education services this

school year and all of these funds (approxim,.tely 81410.00 next year).

The district superintendent believes that none of these st revenues

could be replaced from other sources.

Aid although these impacts on public school services ate dramatic.

'Whey represent only a port ton of the reductions which may occur. First,

the State of Oregon faces major deficits this biennium. Unless new. and

highly controversial. revenue sources are approved by the Oregon

Legislature this session, keere reductions in state basic school support

funds are expected. While these reductions would obviouslelbe spread

across all districts in the state. theta impact on Indian students would

be significant nonetheless. Second, tribal government at Warm Springs
i

also must cope with proposed reductions in federal vocational training

and higher education programs. Last year, nearly two-thirds of the

funds which supported vocational training on the reservation disappeared.

Overall. tribal goVlirnment has eliminated over $230,000 in education

services from its budget foe 1983, a decrease .)f 21 percent...a all

fluids available and a decrease of 32 percent in tribal 'uncle. Dzspite

As commitment to education as a high priority. Warm Springs trihal

government cannot maintain the level of support for education, which

the community is accustomed to receiving. If additional cut...backs in

federal appropriations like effect, furthet reductions mar be required.

IV, THE FY 1984 BUDGET SHELLS
. -

Although the full effects of the proposed budget .for fist year

1984 cannot be determined now, the direction in the Reagan administration's

1 ,:
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budget is dear, and certain trends can be identified. Overall, it is

likely that less money - -how muc . less will be set by Congress and the

Presidentwill be available again next year. These lower oudgets are

not just less than this year's, but lower than the previous year's', which

Wait lower than its preceding year't. The (*rowing examples demonstrate

the course that the Reagan administration is charting for Indian education.

For FY 1983, 5264.631.000 was appropriated for BIA education services

geneally, For'FY 1984. the President requests a reduction of over S15.5

. million. most of which would be realized from elimination of ERA funds for

Alaska schools 459.35 million) and the balance of which would be spread

across most other BIA education programs. Only the Indian School

(Equalization Formula (MF) is proposed to increase by approkuinaaly

5300.000 out of its $153 million appropriation. This reduction for BIA

education represents ovsr $20 million less than was appropriated for FY

1981.

Outside the' B1A. Indian education, programs fare even less well.

Although Impact Aid funds for "A' students - -chose parents both live

and work on federally affected lands - -would increase by 511 million to

5446 million for FY 1984. otturr aspects of Impact Aid would be reduced

or eliminated to effect a general reduction of 515.2 million in appropriations

under this program. Chapter 1 funds, which provide,compensatory
S

education services for disadvantaged students would decrease by $160

million under the President's budget. Chapter 2 funds. which include

state education block grants for special programs. would decrease nearly

512 million. although t new block grant program for mathematics and

science education would be funded at $50 million.

For Title IV of the Indian Education Act: the President proposes

its virtual eliminatidn in FY 1984. leaving only $1 million for administrative

purposes in closing out.progrimw. which were fundoo to receive about

A
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$87 million in FY 1983. But in addition, the President requests that

dogriress approve a rescission of $16.128 notion in order to ''. . . begin

phase-down activities in 1983, allowing orderly program termination In

1984." The elimination of this program is justified by the President's

budget explanation' that:

In concern with the Administration's overall policy
regarding separate funding for Indians not on
reservations, we are propping to terminate assistance
under the Indian Edueetion Act. . . . Services to
federally recognised tribes living on or near reservations
will continue to be provided by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. in recognition of the special relationship betwee
the Indian tribes and the federal government.

in other areas, the President's budget would reduce Title VII Bilingual

Education programs by over $42 million and wou reduce Bilingual.

Vocational Education programs by nearly $5 million.

nigher education programs, the President's budget masks severe

cut" backsVeluch will directly impact Indian students. Although the work-

study program would be increased from $540 million to $850 million, this

increase would more than be offset by elimination otodlrect stadent loans,

by a reduction in Pell grnats by $1.84 billion, and by a reduction in

guaranteed student lops by $217 million. As these general higher

education programs dry up. Indian students will increasingly become

dependent on federal and tribal higher education programs. Unfortunately,

,thesvprograms too are undergoing significant reductions.

Because these amounts only reflect the President's initial budget

requests, it is impossible to predict what actions Congiess will take

as it develops the budget for FY 1984. But at least two outcomes are

clOart the level.of federal suport for Indian education will not be
o

adequate to meet all the education needs of Indian students. and the

uncertainty over program appropriations will make it impoisible to

implement long-range planning for Indian education.

t
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3EFFERS,ON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 509-3
055 Duff Street Madras. Oregon 97741 (503)4754102

16 February 1910

Mice Et ihop
7277 SW Canyon Lane
Portland, Orton 97223

IMPACT OF LOSS OF TITLE IV FUNDS

Bruce, the proposed deletion of Title 1V 186A Funds which support programs for the
special needs of American Indian students would drastically reduce opportunitieS for
American Indian students enrolled in District 309-3 schools. Currently Title IV funds
support alternative education. c, seling, teacher aides, and enrichment activities that
otherwise would not be provided. Title IV funds have lilted a need for American Indian
students that predictably would not be placed with local taxes. I am attaching an
abstract of the proposed 1983.84 Title IV budget which if unfunded would be eliminr.d
frosn the local district budget.

The district general fund budget.Sotals $7,033,984. Current estimates place the 1483-64
,general fund budget at $7,704001 With:this impending increase in local taxes funding of
special programs for special orpsses would become virtually impossible.

Since the beginning of the Indian Education Act funds, District 309-3 has been able to
Provide important supplementary programs for American Indian students and has been
able to establish, regular ongoog communication with parents Involved in assisting with
planning of the special supplementary programs. With loss of the funds, we might`
anticipate a decrease in parental involvement in school district planning.

The importance of impact aid fouls t- District 301-1 is well documented by the tact that
the approximately $800,000 received supports the general fund educational program and

,s would have to be directly made up by local taxpayers. The impact on the 1983-84 budget
would be to increase $700,000 currently Provided by another $800,000 r fact damaging
budget reductions.

The District has sib-contracted with the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs to offer
supplementary programs under 3ohnsor. O'Malley funds. The current year's program as
described sit the, attached sub-contract. Similar to Indian Education Act tistds. 30M
funds have been productively used to benefit American Indian students and provide
supplementary services that otherwise would not be provided.

Sincerely.

1,4,..tee&ZiPr
Darrell Wright.
Superintendent

Dwkc

Enclosures: 198344 Title IV. Pin A Budget
Ishnson O'Malley Sub-contract with Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs

a
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The Conteearated Tribes of tam Jeff/area fbunty School District 5093

llama Springs *serration 1355 tuff Street
lava Springs, Olt 97761 tiaras, OR 97741

Ith fbnfedarated ?rites of the Wan Springs Reservation of Oregta, hereinafter Canal Grantor,
being a federally recognized Walsh thstaby eligible to contract bateau of Indian Affairs
P.L. 93-638 Assts. has tae audacity under &align 273.11 of said ear to arra:Mace P.C..
73-638 bads or d.

The romtractarg party. Jefferson County &hal District 509-3 toreinaftar, called Grease,
being a state vomognizal semi 4istriot, and hared desavnetrated the roainistratiVe
Lamas rotate' to adaltuster this antract, or datervirea by this Os ant= end the Rave of Indian
Affairs, have as Mad to P.t. 93-639, Section 273.11, the audacity to sitar into this sub-
contract.

Iterefore. Dual WPsn the authority of the Cantor and the Ghetto as stead Wave, the car
trotting parties hereby cater into the &Madre agroamont.

ei

Piass.5

7

I
arr.,

11 ltaa Graven 'hall Kerma a basic Alternative Education Programs for *Sive
iserican ansfeska ate fora variety of ashlar As rot succeed in the
Traditional public School Program. (Alternative Program description
attached as made a part of this agree:rat - Attacerent

2) lie Grantee shall snaky the GP Calamity Lisiscas, to be assisral to
Semis with preesunant hdian hubliaant.

3) The tens of this sea-contract shall be hen Ingest 15, 1902 tO June 30,
1993.

4) the haunt of contracted fuse"- -hall rot exceed $00,715. budget for these
Ards shall be as follows

.Althratausatacition $40,146
Caernity Liaison t2) 10.569

1Cnnt. PSOMS

*ma Altommiive ideation program is cooperatively Areal by District
teals and Pedaral Ands. The each* baba* in this sub-cOntract ropre-
sent') a Portman of the total baget.

5) ita Grantee shall naintain the feria sub-contracted herein ado a saparata
accounting system. with the principal aistharlacd signatures bonded.

6) The Grantee shall accept tell liability for bads eximmiod bowed the mama
and Forproos ',Laud herein.

O

4
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7) The Grantre shall salstain adequate awards that molds for the stimaittel
of Waster ly Oopotts to the Cb...bor 3. the (15th1 fifteenth working day of
the mob, and an Must svaluAtion hatOtt.

Ito Grantee shall hate available for inspection and/or audit by the Grantor
all amonents robrant to this sub-ocatract.

SI

9) Provititd that the Grantee fulfills the above ptov&sta r the Grantor shall
Foul& the following sertiee.:

a) hovuta tacks:ea. ant administrative support to the Grantors
for the dative, laplesentation, opotatint had evaluation of
the program.

Provide cilantro facilities with ibrateriate torponsatiat,
Ln tha Sant Springs Ccoarity to adequately louse the Altar-
native Edoesticr: Onspest

c) lasiststrao the Grottos at a quarterly bans, :object to the
receipt of in itessind invoice of actual ocendltures
isolated in the approved budget.

101 Mods flostions to this sub-cantroct shell be elrod upon by loth
centrioting parties.

The following signahtres represent the parsons of each a:attracting party who Authorised
On behalf of the rearectrot organization to enter into this sub.ositract.

)rre
Jeffersal Oxoty District 509-7

1153 Duff Street
'WM OR 97741

4

Oalph Month. Secreterrotreasurer
Ordederatod /rites of the Dane springs

haservation of *mon
Ws Springs, CM 97761
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DEAR ENAIR4A4 ANDRER3,

MIT IS TO ADVISE You OF OUR coNcERN FOR THE FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE
AOHINESIRAII04 FOR NATIVE Rogp/CRNS. OVER 10.000 Ore
RESERVATION /URBAN INDIANS IN NORTH CAROLINA DEPEND ON A.M.A. SUPPORT
FOR DEvELOPIA AND INPLENENIING LON; RANGE ECONOt./C DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY. RItHOut A.N.A. suPPORI OUR [MOTS wOut.0 RE SET BARN TO THE
ROST CIVIL AA*. E STRONGLY URGE CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR OFF
NESERTAT/commAN FUNDING FRON A.N.4. .E OPPOSE ANY PLANS TO TRANSFER
A.N A, TO THE WE RESPECTFULLY MUM TOUR MORONI IN THESE
RAI;ERS.

SINCE*Etv.
.1013 NARDIN. pREstogNi
4,141E0 IRISES OF NORTH CAROLINA

1411. EST
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THE EASTERN BAND OF CHEROKEE INDIANS
liiA sotNotar f P o sox ISS. CINNOKE N C rents . most you 491 WI. 491 ttlr

/No CrNe
h.q.: co,/

Atm E Smdl
tie

ksanc hAtt
eston,rAhot

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee;

I am Jonathan Taylor, 'Chairman of the tribal Council of the Eastern Hand
of Cherokee Indians. Today I wish to express the beliefs, concerns and
the feelinv of our Tribe to this Committee about the inherent rights and
powers ofvour sovereign goverment to define conditions for membership in
our Cherokee Eland and to regulate all Internal domestic relations of our
ceople.

We have never surrendered those rights and powers.

we assert our complete authority to determine on own membership and the
consequent eligibility of our tribal eembers for benefits and services
provided by, or on behalf of, the Eastern sand, by the United States
government.

We respeettGily request that the U. S. Corpse...5 continue to respect this
exercise of our sovereign rights and protect us from all derival of these
right;.

Our Cherokee governmental authority and standards for waterside mil the
consonant eligibilit or tribal benefits were long ago establishedby
01-torieal erect ce and custcm. We cant this authority as only one of
cur easy powers of governmnt where we are not subservient.

to show you how we have elwayehbelieved in our God-given tight to govern
ourselves and control our own Internal affairs, I ask your indulgence to
let et read to you a resolution passed by my ancestors when they were
teeing rtnoval tree our ancestral lands in Iglet

rust ancient pure, and absolute known to ; its date Is
"The title of the Cherokee people to lands is the

beyond the reach of horn record; its v idity confirmed
by possession and enjoyment antecedent to all pretense of
claim by any portion of the Malan race. The free consent
of the Cherokee people is indispensable to a valid tran-
sfer of the Cherokee title. the Cherokee people have
existed as a distinct nations! community fora period ex-
tending Into antiquity beyond the date end records and
memory of man. These attributes have never been gonna.
euishad by the Cherokee people, and cannot be dissolved by
the expulsion of the motion from Its territory by the
Power of the united States goverment."'

Lino ,VA *a* V1.1 w.
1. I Mt., 1). neyt.4 *4, Wove T. Genolt$40 *w

10.1.0 .LA wt. .0. 1,41.t. Oa/ 40.4.0 N..61

44
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Before I venture into the area Of our concerns and our request that the
U. S. Congress protect our seir.governing authority to determine our
tribal meabershio and the consequent eiigiailiti of our tribal meters
for beoefiliand services, I believe it is important to cite the Plantar
decision made by the SuPreme Court in 1978. Mr. Justice Mershon, in
delivering the opinion of the Court quoted the U.S. District Court rot
the District of Hew Mexico: 'To abrogate tribal decisions, patticularly
In the delicate area of membership, for whatever 'gear reasons, is to
destroy cultural identity under the guise of saving It."L

Further, the Opinion declares the. . . "Indian tribes are distinct in-

dependent Political co:awnings retaining their original natural rights
in matters of local.self-governoent,. They have power to make their
own substantive law in internal eatters,4 and to enforce that low
in their lawn forues,5".

Or. Chairman, the Eastern Band of Cherokees is 'deeply 4oncemed that
others outside of our tribal government are making decisions about who is
Cherokee and what benefits they will receive.

It seems clear that there is a constant violation of the Supreme Court's
,tecognIticm that Indian tribes possess "independent authority over
matters th.t affect their internal and social relations of tribal life"
united Steles vs. Parole. Supra, when agencies of the Wilted States
government Intrude into our Internal affairs and abrogate our tribal
dicisiens pertaining to tribal responsibilities, getberships and
eligibility.

We are outraged at the caprice of bureaucrats who tell us that our chil-
dren mat be a certain blood quanta, tner than that we determine, in
order to enjoy the benefits as tribaleembers. At thee sax Use other
federal agency bureaucrats tell us -eat a self proclaimed Cherokee
Princess IS eligible for certain federal services. Still other federal
agencies

t: out :Zttibal 9°1*eItnet°11 "rlt t:rraulat It =iwhen 7areertr
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has made i dicision to carry Out our time honored responsibilities of
ki-ohip toward our spouses and dependents.

marriage, divorce, Iilegitieiacy, adoption, guardianship, and support of

Kt. Chairman, I am certain that you are aware that different federal de-
dart-tors. Wench's ano bureaus lopose upon us nearly 40 conflicting

Again we east assert that the Eastern Band of Cherokees retains the power
and.. authority to regulate all internal &nestle relations regarding

definitions W who and what an Indian is, and how eligibility for federal
services Should be based on these Imposed conflicting definitions.

family renters.
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I carnet imagine that the United Stars goverment would permit suds an
intrusion by an outside government in the detereinetion of U. S. citizen-
ship or individel eligibility for rights and benefits. We ask your
understanding that the consequences of external abrogation of our tribal
goverment decisions regarding authorship and domestic relations are net
seriously destructive of our government and our cultural life. Ede'.
thane! opportunity is being denied to many of our children. the emo-
tional hardships of foully disruption is eminent when externel decisions
are mode about eligibility even for emergency health care.

Nr. Cheirman,'we -respectfully suggest that a partial resolution to the
-problems I have described would be that the Congress accept and reaffirm
the inherent authority of the Eastern lend or Cherokee Indians, as a
federally recognized tribe, to determine our own tribal rerAership and
that these members be eligible for benefits and services.

We believe that al/ other federal enistate definitions specifying who is
s ember of the Eastern Band of Cherokees and all external descriptions
of eligibility should be made void.

We respectfully suggest that the Congress erect legisiatloo whIcn would
be consistent with Ibe 1978 Sdpreoe Court martinet decision and which
would reaffira the doctrine that only tribal-Wrients themselves have
the authority to determine their own tribal membership and consequent
eligibility.

We respectfully request that the Congress tontine to accept and respect
the inherent authority of the Eastern Sand of Cherokees as affirmed by
the Supreme Court dicision to regulate all internal domestic relations of
our people. this is most ieportent because our deepest feeling Is that
w e must preserve the health, welfare and integrity of our families.

1 would like to Mose with one last concern that pertains to the admini-
stration's proposed FY'84 budget. the ask yqu to save from elimination
the vitally needed Co:amity health Representative Plasma*. the Cif
progran presents an integrated approach to preventive and direct health
care services. Cell's can cross the teenderles of custom and language
more easily than a hospital staff and provide greater opportunity for
individualArmunity Involvement. Ibis involveeent Is as essential as it
is creative in health care and improved use of hospital resources. We
believe that a sound preventative health care program today, will save
gamy tines its cost in future health care expenditures.

Thank you.

1 Resolution Dossed by ay ancestors when they were facing removal from
our ancestral lands in 1838:

2 Martinez teeision node by the Supreme Court of the United States in
1978

3 Wocester V. Georgia 11 U.S. (6 Pet.) Si5;559 (1982): see U. S. v.
Mazurie. el9 U.S. 544.447 (1975); £ Cohen Hanctoo. on Federal Indian
Law 122-123 (1941)....

4 see ROff v. Nulty. 168 U.S. 218 (1978) (nertership); 3enes v.

Weelen. 175 U. S. 1.29 (1899) (inheritance rules); United States v.
Quiver. 201 U.S. 602 (1916) (domestic relations).

5 See, e.g. Williams v. Lee. 358 U, S. 217 (1958).
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Fort Belknap CommunityCeuncil
FORT BELKNAP EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

The Hociorab3.e Nark Andrews
U.S. Senate
421 Rinse 11 Office Building

Wathington D.C. 20510

406) I$3-220$
P0. Box 39

Pon Belkav Moe/
Ituino. Morass* 39325

RECEIVED MAR 16 $83
Mrch 10, 1983 .en

RIN I S Mgt".
OMANI OM)

N11106601/4160cww2* **rep. 041.
ASIV4e06

Imet ro &iv* MO
16.110

Dear Sire

Enclosed is the Port Belknap Ca:amity Council's Dmition Paper on the Indian
Education Act, Public Les 92-318 as amended.

She Port Belknap Calamity Council and the ceeple 'of Port Be Pap acmes the
phase-out and teroirot)on of oho Title IY, Indian Education Acts as is being
proposed ty the Reagan Administration and bepartment of Ertimtim. This
pmea-out and termination does not, in arty legal or other way, reflect the
intention and spirit at P.L. 96-638, the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance An* of 1974.

Since the begirmine of the Indian Education Act, the progress made in Indian
education has eclipsed any progress made in the prier 400 years of Indian and
non-Indian contact. itmecgrin has been successful in involving Indian
parents, Indian students, and educators, In a process which has resulted ins
increased arsdadc performance; koprooed ad:col attendance; higher ens:Bias% in
poet-secondary and vocational education program and, the improvement of

cultural and "ducatianal understanding within local Indian casamities.

Continuing the Indian Matta' Act will permit the magma being made to
coats.* en water esadatirg basis. It will also permit tribes and tribal
organizatians to determine educational mere and allow for the necessary
financial and human resxyces to meet and serve these reeds. This is vital to
our desire to Lirowlde a meaningful eimation for our Indian children and skits
which will allaiindian people to chart and falls, their own path of progress
and prosperity into an uncertain but Fagging future.

Your assaxot for this wet vtable program would be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

- Sr. President
Tort Belknap Carnality Coulon
Boa 39
Harlan, Montana 59626

JLI
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INTRODUCTION

On January 31, 1003, with the introduction of President'Reaaans

Ramanistration FY84 budget, T..1. Boll, Secretary of Educataor,

announced the phastne out and tormanation of the Title IV, Indaan

Fd..tcattor, RCt . Secretary Bell stated, in concert with the

Adnintstrititas 0'2:tra11 ;01,.-v regarding segorate funding for Indaans

nt on Svfervati,.ns, we dr, fopi;s2ng to terminate 4as:stance under

ndian ion htt."

This te.Airanny At teig ertscated on behalf of the more than

three tl,u(aand Aerate:, ,f the ,roe Ventre and Assxnaboano Tribes of

t.v Fort Belknap Prtervati,n. M124^.44. r2CLES have been ccnpaled to

%hrw that the Ntseat Mrxtostrntion is not only phas:noout and

tr,trainit.r.it funding for :ndia-t, :et an keSvAVAIti,442., however fJAdAD0

2_2 G.tiv. phiecd-rmt and tr-im.luited for tli Wham lxv:TIV on 02 Off

the 1242.2401-V.1210:.

Porth.r, f:ec'retdc. 1v I; ..aces, 'In this termxnataon of funding,

Art. trot sear: that be-srt,,,r c'easu to protade needed

edulitiePal Set S. For 14124, %40 estimate thAt c.v..: $250 raitilen

t:!tid,nt*." The fret Belknap

2 4.1-c 4 th..t AIL inis it ').4ilabIe" and is

rt > z- ri. rq. a th tn. .i A 2,1,1 Le oraittole peer:e and

It V 1% cv,t tz-stt the spec 241, 1.241/4.104,

4: 4: ! 1r :1: '1 .1di.ritnd .thalts.

. :

Tr. it = !st dt t 02 :nt Lt. q5 T,:t;t IV of
:,a.. 8.. s . 1172. This ict, which

S. -at. 12 20 S f 2,4l1 ..h11444-`; 014 sde its;
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ata 6 .1ndedl by the echr.t.-Atr):::trreh.traerttS f f 1974 and 1978.

:he Ind,an a.ducatior Act addresse.. the srocctat eUucattonal 3rd

cittur illy related academe -.. d,i c.: Indian ottal.1:en and adults.

ti1141e sauna:4cent gaarts tr 1..atheancl to Lc uttiewol, the Asieracan

Lroiaeb al I ,014Ck4 Nat IV... it PU1 at CO; 1 .ntanut to the ;....,st\et-, nrrt:.111y ..n: ..lucata or..I. 1,s.elvaaraced seqrents of our r-opulation.

:t in s..1.1.1 the :.,:i. tha.
-todtan ...tuiehts atttml ori or: tze Eeto,r1, and enter and
',3..4piece. ht,,her oduot. ,r, at ,f3;S far oelew their sta)ority
counterparts:

4 .
-'r(inia-1,-.ent r steb f^x. IT dt Ir. td...lts..and pcoorty ratcas :cr

lni.un fas°114es, :r_ ill.: rzu.1 rates for the taairaty
s...p..lata.mi, art..t,

-II`,.....r:c.:.i 1: ..-e tt, t tr 1 :.tr t:?./ .Vskk r :or vtdtarb famalaez
th.t n ..-I..laar i .,;tv ,

Tt,.: 1,rt 9ol4c:Is, -»....s: ..t the toclaan tde.ata.an Act receenare

t,,.. 4:..! .-or .ttre 1:- a k .. t 1 ik ttua arta pr/L.:an/ opportunattes the

6. * z,c.,,erty anal dtprt_...."tc,* I ft bic.kert. The act as laiplestehted

14. 1: pe,caJan.; ...)r :. t c) f 1.,mat A rof.,:I S*- f1<,e; b1 ta,roving

`h 4,tillti of lervaccs hr,,as I:roc:ran Podels, cutraculue it4atertala

,nu tet-Kan4 .-ethods .i.1 1 rro.totatiq self-cleterrainatalti by helping

Intti,r, ~rear ": r t., :Alp JrI , ..trot thcar ,ote a.ducAtional programs

!.f 7. Ua1 rdueat

The.Araeractr.o401,14 i t *he .Oner(p have roccointsed the

;leo - Oe status of the t ra,:an Indt

Virtt,tity r-tr 'r t 1111'0 Itt.4..!<.ft the '.'tiriures:. and the

trtos .7 -.r.t.atroad ,r rdtztz,it Avital kees. This as re-

tftsito 1 ;arr. ta:: tt..int Itt.ttetrent, "$rtrvIces to
f, c,IJ r ,'1 " arrr nn eq 14.PS,41..at leik5 11,111

1

a
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continue to be Provided by the bureau of Indian Affairs in recognition

cat the special rel.tionsh:P i..:tween Indian Tribes and the federal

governent "

In add:tic:a, a series of executive orders and congressional

acts hire sequentially portrayed tin. commitment of this country to

educatn its indian populati-n:

177 Continent'l Corir.ss approves 5.300'to educate indian it
Dartmouth Co:Itgo:

18:*2 - congress apprevts appropti.ttions not to exceed $15.000
annually "to pr mote civilization among the savages":w

870 = Federal appropr:ations of 5100.000 authorised to operate
tederal-1,,destria: schools for Indians:

1879 Carlisle Indian school established:

1882 Congress provide,s that abandoned military posts be Arned
into Indian schools"

191$ - Uniform courses of study introduced into all Federal
Indian schools'

1921 - Snyder Act authorises program services to Indians through
the Bureau of Indian Affairs;

1934 - Johnson O'Malley Act authorizes education. medical and
agriculture assistance for Indians;

1950 - Impact Aid /Public School Construction Acts recognise
responsibility of federal government to provide financial
assistance to public schools educatinl/ Indian children
whose parents resale on tax-exempt. federal Property:

1956 - Congress expands v :,citional educational pi gram fbraddlt
Indians to strengthen the r...,,cation progr m of Indians:

1960 - Pres.dent Owight o, Ei,senhower instructs the Aecretary
of lAteTtOr to accelerate pffoits'to provide 'ducation
for all Indian children;

1944 - Econorac OpFortuniCy Act pr':vides new programs for
Indian partirtpa'ton Including Mead Start, Upward Bound,
Indian tlommunity Action. etc.;

1168 - President Lyndon R. Johnson directs the bureau of Indian
Affairs to stabl.sh advisory schwa boards Sr all Indian'
4shota:

2)-741 0 - 83 - 42
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1969 -Accial Senate Subcommittee, Report on Indian Education
r leased, recommending increased Indian control of
education, creation cf an exemplary federal schoo).
system, and estaolisnment of a National .Indian Board
of Education;

1970 - President Richard M. Risen announces an era of Indian
Control over deeisionS affecting Indiana, including
the field of education:

' 1972 - U.S. Office of education in HEW directed funds to
apeciaI needs of all Inclianostpdents in public schools
with 10 or more Indian students:

1975 - The Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance
Act allows tribes the right to contract for programs
previously administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The chronology listed above , no means contains all of the actions

relative to Indian education but rather gives an historical profile

of nmerica5 efterts to edw are her Indiap people.

'Th federal government has used different approaches to Indian

education includincrthe encouragerent of missiun schools, federally

Opel-0.0d Sch..ols r. Li Din aal through encouraging Indian Involvement

in publie v.h.ils and in th,zz'oan tribally-operated schools. What-

ever approaches have been used, the federal government does have a

definite responsibility tow.id Indian education as indicated by '

corotitutional and legal .1.rgntent5, by legislation, and by advancement

of the ooverneent ri.Sonswility for and commitment to Indian

education.

Local Iripact Lee T, Iv Programs

Thv impact to the fOrt belKnap Reserv%pn due to the loss Off'

me.IIX Title IV program.w.uls: create a sera r.!.lortacie of

cducatz. vAl fflr hots. Indian chi;1ren ,Indian adults. It

inure a ...vet. let Dark in programming and educational

adva.es na.le over the vls4 ,ix years, it would impact and result
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in d hardship on social servises on and /Isar the reseritatfonz
ffnalli woull represeht a ailor 1..rrach of the,trust'that Indian
Deaple hay,: 9.s1-fw in a uni foe program whf.hhar. fostered Indian

and rwspwn/fhelity frof the t1r4t trre ever.
The loss of Title iv wooN/J affect the educational opportunities

:thf 1a chfidren and rillt > ITY./.frieed ***LUC IV pro9ramS ofth_n

los4/1 Vistrx:ts ./ad /scar ter Fort.Belknap ReL/ervetfon.

7r/1s ran its frc; e J1.111.41 enti.in,:orent ap the elementary

grace' to Indian adults felled and Cafpittet Mded Adult

daeation coarses tht i-rt Belknap Reservation.

Dura-eg the ;-,ast 5 :eat. twe Fort Belknap Pdtcatrwn Bepartment

has asfsterd lsa adult > 44f1.1n/Lt7ear C..E.E. //friar/as.

Thrrs sttl/ sro.sts ;eve: A1 b..,:red p;op/- on eort Belknap who are
rotehtill car.113ates iJr .",- %that. Ba.if tducatfon orogram.

'Z't.. Sa :'eel le alit not to t ) connItte theft' uhltss they
:or to t t r..,ervatI,-.'n to do so.

Tnc. 1`. pro.,/rams has allaued the tort Belknap

.nity C .uncx1 of fectre £elueatton Derla`tr.ent

era.; 1, ,tat.,1 f. .r. C../ led and traned Indfart educators. All

/frau I .t: etltr e ,/ I ;,/sit az." .,.'...:tippftd by psoplq

t ' L t.-- ea: LOW*

tr.eI . :t. . IV ..ould bean

',/t : rt .BnIo.nap tdooat.ton

',. t ,t ,7 t :ar of the department

and tli; J l 4, t/ t1;S alr 1.1 itrattve and

It., a ;.vorw-err.

65 zi
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At least ate fobs would be losewithin the Inch.. -community.

---

These prvfessivnal position at/ not tepre.ent merely lost salarits,

which en itself has locative impaCt, but rather t represents
I

the los; of an organizational stricture which has evolved and is

_presently mt.etinc the euucational needs of Indian people as determined

by Indian people

on a c(arniunity where the mt ;erity of lobs are funded by Fedetal
/

Le;islation, Bureau ,f Inthan Affairs, and Indian Health Services

acen.ies, the aws. of Title It funded positions represents a wys

A substantial earning po:.er and will seriously impact the employment

rate or the ,oltkr..nati.

Noe contention that Nth,r educarinnal funding sources are stil

aiallib/e t- Indian people for educational services does not have

Any credibility, in fa -:r- mi-oi otaer eeocational sources have

trilitioinall*, been dtniod to Indian pecplpo. Through bureaucracbic

red tape klsor Title IV %as .rested tc rCft, the specific and

fliq., cultural inn ulicitioril needs of Indian people. Ni.) other

Felesil prJams have t i. oulator, flexibility to be applied to

treoe spvc.al needs

The m,t Zd.VkIt iris. rAJAtACV ,r,irl the loss of Title IV will

b- th. 1.,a ,f ;niim, inv..1 .....nt in decision flaking and adminis-

trat..e re,ionir.,itiel wni-- w / ,landared at a criti.el aspect of

1.i., leci:lation T,1/4 an: -1. Anderrin-c the concept and premise

A 5v1f t)tefm.ns L,I. 1, )rt,ted under P c. 96-63B, arc' Indian Self-

n......t..y.atio> mod ?4,, iti A,..:,:t41 f. Act of 1,1'4.

4

6r,,,,

4o.
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Fort Belknap has sttugqIed navy years to attain an educational

-,vironment in which Initar Eerects, indtan educators, tribal leaders,

and Indian students can and do participate fully in the educational

process Much work and effort 1,4; been made to pursuade non-Indian

school boards and ..ducatois 'o thc f-t that Ind.an needs are best

detemmed and a.:ted upon with coaningfl input from Indian People.

The 4radual le.al of trust and cooperation between Indian and

non-Indian'Comn,ity members is dependent in a large part on the

existance of active Indian Parent Committees and by the employment

qualified Indian perstmnel. Thv loss of Title i7 will mmediatelY

undo much of what ha. been acccmplished it the past ten years pithin

mr school systems and our community.

Althitgh, the Fort Belknap Recervat,s- re gives Johnson O'Malley

program funds, the arount .f funding received does not adequately

meet tfe special and 4o) itp,.!vcatienal needs of the Indian children

in lttai achc/As Theis' 1,.111;PM1 have high concentration of Indian

stvaents who cor fray: low econOoic homes and ore in a greater teed'

of additional sources o: financial assistance.'

.he J-4,nson provides services that are similar,

hJuo-,,t, it .:,es not t.tve the 'Icxfbllit, of the Title IV program.

,hildron between 3 20. The Title IV

m.1 At,at)lit, allows Fort Belknap people and

,,tgaqtf.ri,'n. Po assure a greater resPonsibility for the

their oan iu.,1_ ional urogr4m4. th.n ,4o0.1

mane/
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ThP structtr of tte F_rt uiknap Reservation is such that it

ts net self-sup' 4rtIng t At, rostdonts. The reservation depends

on and needs federal mt,nrcs pi vide Pd4cational opportunities,

ympinyment, and supwEt to tribal q^vernmont

Ap:QMMF' AT IONS

i. Iht. t to Port Oelr Ji %*.T.un.ty C.R.n.: i Ind '.'Ambets ef the Fort

lkuPp ..ammunity ri. advocat tar the cont:nut:3 operation

-f Title 1V, EnItan faA, a..on Act, and foi funding t4 be die-

turst3 at .o.ff p7te.t o .1: to meet tht edacational needs of the

t r 0. he 11 teVOI and not from alter-

r at a f, Alt.'sS .

;h at !h.! f.rt &Liu -r,nl!y .un. it suppirtl. a supplemental

o yr pr a x'n., LAI 1 i' .:.13,8vo,f0e for 1-Y83 level

k 00:1,c,N Ccuncil asks

t , t . ! 't nurost. A Uelyqat,s, %It.tnal

' ;rft.' -11t.' ' ! a4} 1,/k:1 Ott' Ccmmitteos in

r. .f f .rt t. .e. t 1,urtpr 1 It 1. n

.t
ar erur/ it tnd rho v..,9vle or port

- Y84 badt It guest f.1 the

-f :I 31 mill 1. n jor ,losurp of

h. IT A, s is. 'hit r ). JA t et IYAdp crrhility

1: t f r f ol fi;A. rauiesicral Ce:o-

it 1- at ; 1- pa pi tate t:ororos:tIonal

15:, t1 t o red t? c A.yriqot from i0A d
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APPENDIX A.(ANALFSIS OF
ME= OF TITLE IV ("UMW
ECEXCN 8011. Mailer 2A, C

CIPRENF XERVICFS
(

1 ACA1:1811C =MO

Academie tutoring for Indian etwients
in waders X-8 %Allied teacher at
114 time to tutoring activities
Third year of program activity - very
Succoutrul

t LOSS

The Indian students wrazid bo denied
the upeciad sasnr,ance and tire tills
Proem has given tams. fsaries v.nt.Ad
goiffer -. leadine to POs rsinie drout
situation for nose

2 WALEXIC 073.11:111Eit mum

tbeguter education progritst In Math
science, soiling the of Apple II
ore:titers to assist studests in
acadcruc areas General terr:(ti-t inn
to (*latter sctonce, etc

10SX

Indian students wilt I.. 6,olod ACA ",
to orgtettexitilvw outer educattut
This is A ',hal area of (NU:a:tonal
grwth In the future

IftS

1(4 time Title IV ;sourer. onordinaot
i local Indian parent)

19$24:3 =" r VIAL 1021EX IYFIrIED ti

. '
SIO, la° 20
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ss= SERVICES IDS2-E3 agar 11:411. MGM EFFECTED

3. PHYSICAL PIT= 33

Titlo IV Asada reovido for athletic
equipment for Indian children. be ended
physical fitness and ea:Sian program

ii333-

0111 lindt graven and Guns): upgrading
of physical fitness proems

4 TAREW coating? m
VI

Title IV provides for involvement of td,
Indian psrents in planning and carrying
out programs within the School Drarrict

tCOS

. it took five years to gain acceptance of
Title IV programs by non-Indian teachers
and school board newborn. This endeavor,
pits enthusiasa of Indian parents will be
lout

TOEAL =mut SERVED __TO
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..

uncrs or TITLE W 0/1RAOCE
HAIM SOIL014 DISTRICT it). 12

=KEIT SEIWW12

Eleamtary and High School, 1 AtailKISIRATIONSL 5:1AFF

The Title IV pi:nett employs
1 - Title IV Propjets Director
13 - Full-time Thtors

' 3 - Tire EtoretaiT
1 - Rill-tiros line Sciarol Coordinator

1CW

Hill mean less of services to *Haricots
lascter oarless service asaroftents of project
loss of 4 salaried postiona

...,.. mem maxi
Provides tutoringrvioes to grades K-12
for Indian students Has belped mil*
made points of indiridual students by up
fo 1 grade paint per subject.

WOS

Students will have little if any assistrwcr
without this project Ibny Indian students

i In crooks. classroom situations - teacnere
unable to provide usdividol assistance to

, el I.

6Cv

198240 LitEMT

$65,631

o

IMO, =WI EFFECTED

4

37$

t

a



QA W SE8vicrs 11 1982-83 ntizrt lova, Num EFTECIti)

apalcuum mamma 378

Project staff responsible for deve/ophig
cultural curriculun and teething an
Indian studies class. Also have active
Indian Cultural Club.

iggi:

Indian studenta deaicd access to curricultni
and_stad, of their native cultures. lack
of these activities himself esteem, identity.
ate:

0

4'. 11212 £111001. CCONDINXIM 376 e

Men sehoof coordinators Inprore orressimicas
betas school and foully. Main in solving
Individual pn201ols and encourage parental
panic/polle in school activities..

N coat co
-t

Will leave a cernanication gap between school
and students fanillea. Ibis mar= bas
providedauch assistance to both schcol and
fardlica.

$ HIDINi PARep oiturnts

asreent cceraittee.bas good twgesentation fan

Parents. students, teachers. Has developed
into an on-going and accepted fart of the
school Scene. Has increasedinvolvanins of
Indian parente_An educational mods.%

1r6S

!bald excluders:toy hultaa parents from
their crap channel of enevnications with
the school avow

66)

TVLU.NI,M5Ea SERVED 432

O



FFOGROM

SFBICIS OF TIM, 0.013A0C3

WW1= KU SOIXI. DISISICF i1O, SO

coma Ravin
Slorontary and High School 1. laummaial airt STAFF

Title IV ostoys t full -ilea Mae
Instructor. Program activities
administration is provided by school
thablistration and parent cormittee.

UM. ,

WAIN ellslthate music ptcs^rum

2. MU M& LIBRARY.P1CGRAII

Title IV provides for addition of
cultural reading materials to school
library. Materials used In classroom
and for student reading.

Mould deny students access to cultural
reading and o.trrialltea materials

S. MUSIC Fialtalt

Provides music instruction and antilop-
tont of school band. Allous for remsi
of mimic isstrunents and salary for

7 sum Instructor.

MSS.

Mane mould be no music instructor or
school band

66 ;

as

1982-83 Muer TOTAL nt3s IT7ECIFD

$42,991. 275



J. PRIM ciente SERVICES

. 0

422.13 VW=
0

4. wousnalficATOVH:822COMICS

Provides for costs of raiwrialb for
. / industrial arts and horse economics

ICSS;

Tam thaws may *-Aci tote dis-
continued due to costs of raterials
needed tool:Watt than

5. CSIU. 72AM

Provides cost for drill team uniforms

LOSS.

Net hivnediste but 'odd eventually
said new unifonns v

6. CIMER INFOS:WM

Provides for career awareness activities
Including travel to a college cows.
quaker% career commie:it intonation

CMS;

Students could lack yroter.career
awareness ottertunitios

7. ileum auras

Provides funds for arrival= divolotweit
tad Indian Studios clams, utilizes local
Indian consultants. Printing of Indian
curriculunfinenalWor, arts and crafts

. 666

707AL MASER ErfEC1ED

e:,

40

275 '
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MOW

r
I

coven' Sr7tvi 1962-63 131Z2T

*

ILIMAIlVfOSITECIED

crass

Vogul emdmato the Indian Studies
Programa

6. i1lYS102, FY LIC.41301'

Provides for purchase of 14; vniftwas
for needy Indian studedie. Purchase
Of gyrnastitvi etagnent

X0.114 prOWn sole nee* Indian students
iron participating an anysicil fitneSS
activities and gyrnastics

40

0 INDIAN MOT 0:71411TEE 20

Align involvement of inalen parents in
planning. adaiiiiltratico, and other
aspects of prsject. Increases Interest
in school and Orinoves awareness of
educational ototetives, etc.,

ieSS

There %ogle tt" little Parental involvoneen

TOP& 12.401 MED 29$



EIFECIS OF TITLE IV CI1113Aat
PORT DIG/CUP ADULT amnia' prea7

mow; mem SDNVICF3 1982-S3 =GDP TOTAL AMBER EFFINIED

Fort Belknap Malt Education 1. Provide a ocargeuhensive G.E D. 5131.3301. 30
Project ' PM= for Port Dello* Molts,

who with to ccrplete the High
Scbmol Equivalency Prcorat , i
This project has provided 160

, 6 E.D. graduatos to date.

4

1LGS:

iket Indian people %lona not have
antoppirtunity to oarguete a G.E.D.
program without this project.

2 Adult Basic Edtruction Course of
Irastructicn is provided to all
adult ambers co or near tort
Doliutap. Curriculum Includes;
leoguage Arts. liath, Natural
Sciences, SaciaX Servioos, and
reading. '
LOSS,

There exists no other stocassable
Adult Basic EDucation Instructional
Programs co Fort Bellow. People
will have to do without this
orbyational opportunity,

3. This A.9 E. project provides am-
., soling and placement services for

G,E D. and A.P.E. students. MIS
sextette has provided mast' people
with °minorities to enter
vocational fields, Meter Education
ProD-Nro. or tr4Acireerit.

70
qas

Cit

200
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(1

4

10

MOM CLIIReir SERVICES 3882-83 BM= TOTAL MEIER SPIECIED

. gx

2001.00:

There will be no counseling or
career educational services for
adults e4 Ibrt Belknap.

4. The A.B.E. project provides osoror
cducaticn and life coping skills
activities to Si least 200 /mum
adults during the project year.

IOW

There mild be no Such educational
services on Bort Mims.

5. !no A.B.E. project provides a cos- 75
prebensive fanning/ranching
educational progrrei for local Indian
operators.

LOSS

This program has been very beneficial
to cam stall ranchers and fasters.
The program (often& the existing
hnictien of the local county extension
office.

O. The projeck'conducts educational
sorkshats ;id training for Mir) people,
educator*, pions and others. Midst
in sponsoring a Reservation-side Educaticn
Conference.

(07

4

200

01
01
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maw SWIM 11181-83 BOXIET 'FOUL tall3ER EFfECI6
1

LOW:

All benefits of AAI.E project lad
activitico of staff Much cratrOhte
to educaticnal *pub-coon' lin -
crew to twist. .

7. Attainiatrstlertaltterl

The r.B.A.E.P. traptoys,

- CtordIstator
3 - 1113 -tine certlflett G.E.0.1)

litotructOra
I - Secretary . I

Fiscal Officer
SF- *Aft

Lass .

Los of jcbs s01d lees of educatiOnal
oprortwitiyfi for Indian adult
SoPtIati

701'AI. MOM EFIECIIID 775

ft



x.. provides computer _

"training
-students. :Omprehensive _ -A.
.oairee-of ccouter-tethnoltlye-
anguter loitructicin. 1=F/teeing(
elassIcan mettexie, eta. ._

LOW: .14.

ifill.eliOns46 the opiirtunityl
- *kit Indio:44100s n end stedenti

ito enter-the high- teth ere of:
kdecational application orz:

-kcagartes learning and instruction,

2. PrOlect ,provides *Yars.teul loath
Ihnegereit" or pater
_co.paient *kb Ptirelsol-ie b*

- beneficial seClearning tool -read"* pre-tele-W. experience. for-141 *
Indilurtothers e.nd fatthrs..* -

"!: - _

local.- fry and ranchers -

oyster/ unity to enter_ctopu aided
oneganent ere. -sthich
rinagasent effiriency, profitabi

ierject .0doveloping
curriculue-rodola *id) aill.be used _

ledatonstratica-of CtotitorAided
Inetructiqp: Thiele a totally nee
-appttad.to,bdien Education in the

. A.114./(3,E.D. area..
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e . ,'"1 pitatgi ,CURROtr WW1 MO4 TAW= TOTAL NISSEI,
s

- -,
1$s Irkirolweeigit i ioss OE a
ttptentially'bgnsficial- sod
imbvativo approattf to-education.

. .1ts'epresents LI-return-to
ethicatioa-without progress And

-- for adds-, on ibrs.Polkosp,_-.
min Jso akicatigilal-OppOrtunities 4:
Till-eidar.ilkaltt 7- . ..

Al; Oeiroldiroot. of "fkillilltsibtosgqc
Otrtottoost Cali:ad* lhogrianithich
will be-tine:4d Alloirviith regulate
ocbedulod programa- ipstructios.

- _ -

Indisa people will tloose opportunity..,
to benefit Imo Onissztet.technoltSY
tad application initheir-privite, and
business environsienti, '-bide are/ attend the nost-sSiprived in the

-3. AdLinistraiissiStite-
-

; ,
. .

ss Carpatii Consuitant/Progrsoner export 1
3116/61Dataff ( lc:Spada) 3

IMALIMBEll 3ERVE6 -

F.

rti
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PITGRAM

sincra- Orli
BiliCIAP

axamar aRnas

Titier 1V "Part B" 1. Orvelerment of "cultural
Orriculun Develogeolt eurricoluefoluso 431 Iocsl

Prgiect public nchools to benefit-
:India:a children.

- .

-Min:citrate the:kat Of -the
optortunity- of Indian children to "-
Identify-ancl'Uani
releviett subject nutter.' No other

-programs adthittreyetam_ cm
ApIlgatt, Abele:efforts- being-Endo.

. 2. Preeerinitkmdf -cult-tina nutOriale--
by,Incording- of _apries.

-and infornaticoWvided b7 existing
.... tribal.elders.- - -

.
-

1982.83134102ff
7 efr

systoles;

Malone continued rimaiding_of saterieln
pooh infarction sal pece-ca .with the

"'"elders -if opportunities to record"-
_ information. do-not- exist:

- -
3. im-voloPcnt of Midlo/vieeni married= ,.

ADM And materials Provide added
Insides potential to existing curriaa.

e _ASS:

Indien children will ler.Benied educes-1T-

a

675
A
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stvoi zurlittadt OltiZED -

4 ,4. Pied iioitiee.terfsloal -
_

,
4 : ort.isteoceaoll fe-eorefoo. b ---

_
----

- ,- trelelecforc teachers- ood .
. , -

wormers-of eurrkeltra :

;

4

1zidlue calsken
mad-have no assierstioole :

devO2Phig toafl*st-strotesles -for we orculturalir:urricultsa
-. _

;. MkL
110304

rl.wCikedieetcer
-2 Qrrkujt dia Sfeelellets

_ Artist/Illpekrator .
SoarefarY -Offloor - -

; staff !mittens
A - .

Y Leal

- . -
-;*-

- - -

_

- : -.-:-

. _

flits 0bPlowent.anct low of tro2efite- of projectaetivItios. -
- .

- - -wirithintea Istiviso

- ? .;-.

676
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..- . :i
i. ,IV; -

A

The Port tselknap Indian Custas.oci ("kVA). CO:MIX) WO:3 organized in l035 and

- noo operator under a_conotateti...s oortarod under the terns of the ini3ian I tik...
4- 4

neorganizatkon Act dt 1939 ax. s.ht ICTS Self-Deternination Act. The Conaurfity

:Council is-globe up of six Grtr.._1/4.-t.: and six /".sissibeine that aro 440ted. iced

reservatiat districts accordiN to the parker o enrol,led raeseets living in

- districts.

v C. Rea:rests:on EduCation..-.1
a** * flt4 **A AP A .

_ indiatt childien.atteed public ;..Atcols at Itarl.est,_ps&on, hays, _lodge Pofe,

and oft-raservation boarding ask.Lois. There is one raissiosi sdlool,.St. Mulls
_

at,payt,r on the reSerVatiell 444 MS) high sttool Is recently canstructed at_ .

_

Ort Belknap. MOOCITaC awl Zfluipent Profile:
* ** fp ****** ******* *A1**Pfpi. -

.
The Fort. holknaP iterervaitat .A4Leis frao lack of lietticient resources to

.

provide an adequate tizinq for .41 its residents. Fort ileliciap is first la

- unesplayasent, first, inAraverty, 16 educational. 4.1.iivernatts and ustiaVy.tha
. -

--_forgotten reseriation flostashis;h:st pregranssare institutedbn reservations.
. -

-- KW ROAST lanthr. clef :f.;:.:ricti Tim puisT Rife UP ,t)lIES1Ff0oi71[21B

Nnh__'111E SOON tti1.7.30/KilaIS it< tit% state of eostraisa and is virtually-

undeveloped An:every aspect. therefore, iloaeily det_ncle.

federally subsidized tirch7 ant. this problom. the Fart 13elk.nap
_

Indlari,Caaaunity council intend, to tiro the cask* obtained under this project to

develop a GIFTED Ala Vitt:1W Coi:thasttitltial 10:00.111 FOR 111Diall

4/

COPY A'111111ABLE
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. 1 S k e
The mut:Amuse of 119,040 pIrticikents on the Fort fielknapOservation

,

is Wks, 65,000. Ou . of the toisii pupulatico oT 1,059.-ilie total in'Ssber of
,

.ineoploya.1 fluatuat.eu ts,tuu-cm of 40% to a hi of ?Srdepending Cgon the_

.solsono ttte year., lbe icasons4or a such a une..4slpinerit rate at F_ort

Belknap are lack of an/ type: 01 tc.music develowent, the recent federal_todget
. . . _

cvks, ectscStien, and.lactof backing (or Indian operators in the

cattle and farming irteirsttic,. 144.1. to a lad. of cconcnic devqopent, there

a critical skill ?hartage in intissity every tA...2 of occupation other thin.

err ton labor.
:4 r I_ .

-

AS or ocium 1982, 1til. UNESiSOPEN4LEVEIr tU,S"OJER_65%. The following _

statistics ( whirl[ are the latcsi ad.tezt relAonie &tit aVaiint-rit4 ulil provide

the reader vats a clalren (Actissii of the Fort Selknap Indian Reservation's - a _

- - economic, eaicatimala and unipploysint Ifituat.ts,n,

4 541-_ of the ststs nation resitiehtlr, incase is
(f-a-s:ionineccO for rezervotten.

is (_4,659.); inroad for males 14 years-
and eider is, V,469.). and ins ate;( 16 years

And- older wit% 110 incrnie is 41g.1%-.-

incase statistics reflect that -Fort Delknap
is the.lodest :JAC% .thneSeven rar.enitatiOns in

_llontann. 4L:ohreet Standard! retropal 'tan
. . Statistical Arran, 1010 Ceram.) '. _ .

Poverty Status: c

.66.1t- or 1,111 ,.crime 1979 on the Fort ,
Boliatap Itoserv.,tion. were -bale./ the poverty

. level.. 611.36 SC the fa-ail lee:vete. helcsi the_
poverty Uri- -au 71.9% had unIncato helot
S7,000. Again, 4:thedi -statistics are the

_ loiese in the !Aisle- ubiCh indicates that -thh
residents are (iv poorest in tho state.
(Source: 1960 i.S. Census and 1970 -'tribal

_ Stet istics.)



.
_I

uthatien Lava l:

bssly 19.fr. -fifx tadreit fovalation on the
Igprt Calk ,+ tzteksavation -have ca,iftetod high'
acipol, &i:. lotant let thi state. In

. a recent hiailt Calvattion Mat: 11.1CSment,
59% or the tat. 1Jci1istSon lackyd $-high
schbOI s 0.e.D: 1;et5tificats

3
0300VC0t 077

1 4.- ,-;-
414) _1240.aimegtt .

1 . _L
?the uktutpli,yrarG Is ai , roidrvotion
cktsidents has Vaciei frtu 607..onotdavent-

14416 of uhici,216.are tala and WS fanalel -

1969 to 911:s_ In attach of 1916 (165 ...alp and '
176 ;fool os) Situn.,.4,dryixnt-,Ievel _as :of IN -
July -- 7, 1979, lagj 1215 -(240.1v4ii and 215. _

-fmaiet (Source: /Oven .0004(att Affairs(
.19794"

..471
_

As the reader. can sae, ixiv.r.t., la/ aditoaVon4 attaimenz hrolirsenidwnent

are prevalent problasis on. the 0,0 1-114knap Rearuation. Other statistics ai

crime, delin9ucri5y, hotbiski.
,,;

41 it ate .64 Port Belknap Is lin._

need-of oducbt.ionttl the needs of our people,
.

_ ,

-It is only throtajh Trael tavern:Lena and Indian

-oripnizattana tnat Indian sttk-...-trpination w£1.1 truly beanie- a reality.

organisations at t. quit( rooti.,,, our olucational Deadoriand it
I_

; -

-1# py this pbilcsoilly that UK. 343.1.napCs.: watt Council aOinistr tes and., -

combats cifucaVonol.prograto.
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APPENDIX D-RESOkUTIONS1
.e,

R ntntion

._FotiBelknap-COmmunic Council
the Furl Ifolknato Indian .Connnetnity ConOcil is the nneearial body of- lite Geo.

Venire anti_Assinihoint Tribes of Ifte itelLnap 10104. CMenitit) , Vora ileittnap Indian Risteralfon.
Humana, dry the *Aunty at the tiontanonton and 11pLant at du ikiknapliihts approved on the
13th day of Veettniott. Ip3o. and

WHEREAS, muter ilnAtr.tioloon out itAaws 01 e, End litlfsnap Indian Commenityt the
Artumunity Council is dowel with ifie Anal a1 retairrong thr Rill,, %truth! anti lintel wetfate of the
Foe; ittlEnaVontian Coninstatity, lea

lining. the Fort Belknap*COMunitY COU ii has eta responsibility
to promo derelope and advance the educational ppor.tunities cithe.people of

Belknap, nrit
e

. .

_ -WIIE RAS, tweeg FY81.83 P-.I.. 92-318, he Indian Eduntion Act, Title
- 111, has exper.e a 6.1 or. U3,090,104 budg t vt;inPartil.A.11, and C, and;

.

WirEneAS, the'Reagarildministratio s_recana/nded that Title-.:Iy
flindirie be eliminated -to - - : Si

_ e- r
Fyne Ind

3-
thylecreased Ailing- in itle IT has created a negative- -

- impact on the educational opportunities ay table to meemerf of the. Fort Belknap
Indian Reservation, and;

. _ - .

AREREAts, continued. adminfstra ve fiscal policy. ensures the termination .
-:cif Title IY by_FY85 now.

.

'THEREFORE ig. IT.RESOLVEB-, at the Fort Belknap CormunitY Council requests
the support of... thg.Nonta Congre renal Delegates, National Indian Organizations.
and appropriate congresslo al co ttees, in an .effort to gain supplemental
ApprOpriations ) n. the VT et-_of, 13.090,104.-for FT83.

'ATTEST'

o

e-t _

- -, z- .- -. _- - --
%.:* - CERT IFICAT tem . --

- . _ . -.- -
Qrrersigned, is Secretary of the Fort Belknap C pity Council of the

elkpap Wien Reservation, do_hereby certify. t Fort Belknap tomaunity
itch, is coeposed ofmembeis- of whom Irfabefs, -,Ilvtituting

quer re present at a-eriliting th&renf duTrrin regular , ,.alled; not
Coin 4 and held this -,4at of '''' , 1983; after that,the fotegoing
refol ion_was -adopted Win ffirmaWote-of ...- fpr-; . not
voting i- -- abs tett posed; And that the ilTe-1resoljai-strus not been,,
-rescinderiViny way. i . 1 it , .,, ,

.

. George 11..3ne1b Jr..-Secretary

4,

-
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ea

v.

s
ResoNtioisiio.

-- 4

, PortBelknap- Community Council
4

. ---_ .
,-- , -

_

AllEitEAS, Ike fed lielknsp Wiwi Cvelissuus: Council is Me:wren:W. lady otitis GU*
I .Atoeiboise %ales of the /WA liana) 11101J Community, flitiptlicusp Indian ftssenotion.

A tans, 1 iheluthoty of the Coseititutilm Awl 11)t)sms of Ate V.01 llettnap TAN: appt0i4 00 'the
13th otay-of gstemiket; 1933. awl

"`"
.

. .. -ilft,AA'S, lode; Ihr_ennsioninia aid II) Laws of the forielitiknap Inaiso,tsoiss0rtitthe. ,
gonnsonity Couneil is Anted .,Ih the. dm) Ill proeItise, iheeralikortosit sm!oenersi Warne Of iilt
rtilifiitiViefttlYilf,PilklitIbilly.:111.1 - -. . - -

k d

es..,. : I'I .
intiPAS; the ResainsAdainistrativ0 has rip.amtru to-thd Gongresn of the

"Vnited.Stateerthrough its budget process that 12.1,- 92-3I1i! the i_ncli_ ties
-Act, title PV -be loved out for 1184, this as represented by that $11t million

.erroPriationer sad-: :-- .
. - .

- - -. WHERisie," a reduction ih the funding leveteof litlii Aral USN time
-vould'nerfouStY Ini3air eatheitl Ofithe Tort Belknap itelorsiben to teePoed to the.
.6t1.11 _assert pxinhaticual needs of the gut belieuip.childreit and-adults, and

_

1026143,. the 'Title -IV Programa can ointributeto the decrease of-Indhut .
-' student dropout rate, increase of nurkor of youth attending college and increase

the nunisem of Iiillan teachers,. Indian lawyers, and othdr Indian profeptionals, and

NEWS," the iltio- IV Prarivirt-rejaresents educationeftypport of Indian
-i' Tr-Riess bodu-of-devefol, riettrinien teeedr ciaturilly acrenable instructional
5: sr:grins for-.A1F;Opulationf peanshuc:prF6600 adults; . - `

-,-. 'hireastaff,'
- ibiEliFAS,` he :Title IV infidel:aye eoabldd Tony educational institutions to

instructional materials, and offer educational activities that
- American Iotgans would otherwise fie unable to 'receive. .

- / ' ,- - ORSk4E IT imgotNEDth.let.he ott Belknap Ccasamity Council opposes
Presidant Geaban's IlY84 budget rover*. far the /nem Educates Act, Title IV of
61.2*1"ror closure -c5/ the Indian Education Office, end - -- --.

_ .. TIEERZTORG BR. II 31.1RIICER RESOLVED, the Fort Pellatap Conamnity Comet'
asks for that *sort ofthe ibutana Oixgressfebal, Delegates, Nat I Organisations

I and approprIata OPncressional..thwatittees in the effort. to 1 = the1184 budget
Jequest.lor.-$1.23-million to 477,06,10c - * e- .-.---. i- \

-.,_..._.- I - '_.
." .... ,, - -

.

ViTiw, -6 .

, Henry arockici Sr. Chair:leo Goole U. Sitoi2i.'
. , -

the undersigned, as Secreted of the krt eelinap.Coarrotity. -of the
ft Geikiap. Indian Repirvation, do hereby certify that fort talk tap Comainifty-

I commosgd of ioesbers of whorl 12 sigbeis _-omeitutlog
- a quorum-were present arrraestiag thereof Atalrne 'regularly called, noticed.

col%ened and held :this day. of 1983peod the the foregoing
reseibtion was adapted lit affirsaV4WVats of. fort . net voting:

absentr ort, fed;_ and .that' the said relTruTfon 1144.1., it rescinded

Secretary

in eh, -

George N. Jr, Setretaey
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INSIDEGY OF ZVI Mc" MX1111: TUBE BEFORE THD WAIF AlitT 0:1141ITEE=.
OA PAIAN AFFtIrS -,

, - .
".

the Fort 14eLlsoell, Tribe could lilceto submit the following testiotnx in
k

,:otaC:of the continued Sanding of our early childhood Progrcsn;. ..
L We bane been informed that -our trib;l. landerga4terc, Prischool, sinctrent-

. 4

.
--.. Infant early childhood programs viikelose in Arne of fiscal year 1983. due to,._ c,.

:euriit..buoget i:Irts, de are occluded from the PeparD;ect of Interior Islet" for

fiscal yea1-448C There will be no ,scl- -4iol, at Feet koDo.4011., There wl...1kblie -.

education for our ch1.a-tn,41e. have. been drooped. -is a result. our children

wiil rtMjaissttend on Chores don uttil. they and aim years. Old. ibenthe;_

will be bussed.i0 miles' to a first-

schoo-1-.. %hey will ba expected th';actf

e. in Mesa to a traditional suburban white

ro the majority society culture Ikhout _

-7- .reparation. ::- .-- '/--_.-.. . ,''.._ :

, The Feit McDowell School .serves ollftice cldidren. OF the Fort McDowell
,\Reservation ag_ 0-6.. Forty-nine Children are turreoly,in the prograo .041 _ -

:

4esen\cion ion is .390). This parent itki,.. laced program began in 1974.,

_Prior to this _s , children were Aimed into f c grade in. arraditienakkchoot

system a ens hour bus ride away -frau their ted reseivaticolocre.... Pen men /967 , i
- - ...-

. aced 1874.; tkeeprIsairi school drop-fut rat from tort licitwetl. Was 66%. .
- I

_...The Fort McDowell educational !tootes has been a model project for the past

nine yeIrs. Yrior to the schcol's Inception; the youv shi. Idre of Atte reservation

were. set up for failure in the tradicjonal. prkrery Abools. The ectifusioo. and_-. . _
, 1

- cultural stock .if the Indian children fa evidenced In pass-reteqtion perferronee,
.i. _ : -- 7 - --..,_ : . , I . .: . v_._.. : --.

In the years after the early childhood program-has been established fIM-_1982).,

_ ' of- the 48 gilduaresuf .the.'progt- am- NEM/ --boen'te in first grade. Cowered...4. ,. _
_ . .

----...,,- , ,. - -

:s!

,.;

1 4
.

tt.

I
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e

so-the 1967-1974 statistics of 56 Feat *Dwell total first snide entrants --

27 passed-and 29 were retained. Before the school's inception, more than half

of Port 14:Dowell children failed first grade. Current primary drop-out rate

J-1 c''
_

Addi4onal data Move*" 1982) shows tikat the Port Mc-Dwell program

,vphasizinga cognitive back to' basics approx 11,, bad mall posltivaApact

!keep successful -perforoanca hil public school in the arcis of Craimaig-Cialgr-----
Arts)-i.10.ath, ryAkaading. tort 14:Dowell graduates_ scored above the national'sba__-.1. - ,-
average ies-ali_areas. and sigiiificontylboVe avifaiein Craamor sco-ring at an 1

.

A.:

8 .Scanine level.- :Ciztrently, all Eisdergartei children arc reading (February,

1983), 7.Per iort tizEotiell chiktren frail the 1932 graduating Kindergarten class
.

-have skipped kirst grade and- go-ne on to second load* in the traditional piblic.... - -

: sato! arum. The Fort McDowell Carly childhood program has prepared the
_ . ..

.- _-

:1'0523 chibken to not way weathet their encounters with public eilunatica

bias: to enables:my to-thrive in the majority society yeE preserviiig'crieiM
. , - .

- I- a. -

.culturel, heritage.
.

-..For. the past five Years the.Fort-McDowell StiloOl was.'funded et an $85,000

level.- 300% under the Department-of Inter444..11ureau of Indian Affairs.Canuaility
. _. - p" -

Education 638.Ccetract. Implications of the zero fundfskg level slapped to kis are: -`
..

'- 1. Saari closure ,- no education progeam.at Tort 11CDO4mi1 ,

'' Probable increased priaritylse;hiol drop out.

3. lack of preparation for !Ant grade school t ekrsnceresulting in

-.Ebe_destructive cycle of dropping.out, gets into serious trouble,

iriing shipped off-to boarding. schools.
.1

4. Increase the need for Special Education service Ile school,.

5; Increase deli:it:my -_ .

6. Decrease in lifeEime earnings - less will gradual frau hiehriol.
-_-

r
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!Ott MCb ell RescrvssiOO is ask/4 that (meting be i_espored in 1984,

ve sources of fupding such as Head, Start and Bureau of Indian Affair-%
. _

es MY* proved inoperative. Head. Stort-Higrant and loser Programs
.

t 1
us .that there is a toratoriuu on finding frees yam no new programs.

. .

t ofIntertor. Bureau of Indian Affairs r that Social Services
ei

the frt - jyist. absorb us : le addiainfil es Minted,

evaphasized that tbe Fort Mcbmseil School is 10T a day-care

hype program. I5 is a cognitively oriented curriculunwith a
.. .

fame on romliv
/

, path and language arts in a developrental approacil
. _ . -

'Theory ,fectivo tee hxle increased public school achievement and

the out rate. ]bah objectives have been centinu4113; achieved

.\Plesse"restrce Cur humingl -'
-

you hi your paitelce, iupport. and cooperatiat.`
-_-_

Sirmerely.

Een lCtll
Fortyetuwell Tribal President

4

-7.94.=

ei

4

4r

4.
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HONOrANLE 09RX ANDOEN3 CNAARNAN
SENAte SELECT-CONN/MC
6313-DIROWN,OLDo
optimum DC MIS

NecUrsT Ynu 001,08C INC CLININATiON or ANA rUNDINOiD err
)45EDNATIOk ;NIMES AND OPPOSE /NE TRANSFER OF ANY PARS or ANA
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Mo-

01AIOI 0141110.4

iwoOgnerld,

Serotorifilliao S. Cohen
-Select- 02ratiittee'on Indian -Affulx,
-4113 Dlike Striate Oftto3 Bulldog
:001014r9e9e, D.C. 10510

I4Nr-.Senitor"-01±11TIS.

Err-lcm(11.s a viit3e etatzwentozocerning the Fiscal Year 1984
-89PKeiwIetiee tOr the =Obit Wealth Ravines. -

- . . - _
itateeent.aidesseqs tiwr isms Oft 11edione/nediceld rain»

imaseseat to Indian Health Services, other third party raieburesaatt,
(triunity Sealthreptianntetives Mem, the /hoards Indian HedLal
Center, eni-Crntractlfeelth Care We feel that theee'lesuse are
partioularly-pettanent to the "future finding ti3nrideratione to the _-
Indian Healthose 111404114.

itt; *odd have tOitured to have 888=88 our-Issues with you
Fuson -during the recent appropriation hearings on-the Indian Health
Sandra; widget, touter. we Felt it wee mete lisraltreproient to
preserit7our conevans in a written forrat.- We trust Mkt rA acetate

you-sith-san inelehts.inic our problem ins tow we net
eollarthose pis:bum;

If you should have re4, <Bestial' Og Ash ally clarification, please
do not imitate to call twin- -

4)01146/1/1141ongtS PheicuL Maw , af4i6 fowler* SCCIPV 47a!

PliOgNIX KAHEALTH

ADVISORY BOARD. INC.

Narcll 1983

Ancloore

cos Hoasd 'of Cdreottes
tends P. Taylors
*sorra

23-741 0 83 44

.
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KEWEENAW 8AY INDIAN COMMUNITY .

no

1110 gueoi..s... -

4 RECEIWPM0 103 °

e

TOa Senate Sleet cons$Otee on Indian Affairs

'_FAOSIL..Eiveenawhayedian Community

DATE: irtsirch..-,t 1993 :NO
: ,

SUB.IECE:_'Testiowiny_. Education .

-

Please, 'find `enclosed-an addendum- to,the TestimOny oh
Fribal. Chiarman, saves St, Arnold & given on February

;, 24, -

-toomaraattaw- wrauciat ft'o
Muammar

a TlhiTildNIX - _

.iioatioir
-aver the pest.six or -se;senyears time droP oitt -rate:" aSarega

unty, Whose Township Schools, DaragaVownship.Schciole) has vir
wally been eliminated. This haltbesn no-assy- Nish when one
dere that-20 years ego most Indian students were drop-odts:fiefora
they vier get to the high schools.- Thit-succast:has been due slain-
ly to several Education-Prograis-fundedy both the Sureinia. ,

dian Affairs and' ?I.R.S. These -prrigrasn'have,bean-gohnsonr094alrey,-
- AEntitlassents.. Other programs .which-ite have. independently -'

sought from,ethe federal -and state have been ililingdak programeand-
the Migrant programs: Any success which we have had with -ken 1ping:-.
Laken students in sigh school has been sisinly.dus to the additional ,

educational programs'whichwe have.been 404e-to securs;!n'
'title IV-A Indian Education Act-- its feel that it is- -sad that s pro-
grim with such tremendous-impact - Indian Sdocation.Fot 2V-Al
would be eliminated for no apparent reason Ofitatr--.4han_eosts..

Higher Education The demand for services -ii increasing_stach year,
and the dollar amount. available- decreases. we are still working-
with s'wang system. A large packet of materiels met be heh4 coded,.
The system -alt in -place to ssodernismor streamline the. operation doss
- not work. _ .

Tribally controlled Cosesucity College should receive funding. ds

Bureau Schools should be continued because they provide a valuable
service to reservation Indians across the,hat ion.-

-. LAKE SUPERIOR BAND OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS

,
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ICUmOft PEOTONAL OtvgAtopplmi As
PO NV 66
pEmoussE NC MT/

We$ternift
Union IMO. lur win

4.424PSISOS3 WPM'S ICE CpPNSwT 76-

gisiltibtOt $104 TOPI.PCPOROPf NC 403-0W OTIMIPLIPT "1""!..
_

. REEJVC3 14'113.

24 4

M:17;j114 TiTg."°"
setrgionnt awn offttt RL0

Ot_ 10,10

,

L. ,

tHeLUOUt AgtIOWL oavaLoppara Assoctolou rommoRata61Liwilai
TRIRE) TS THE LANGESY 4NOLAN long XAST Or LNE,HISSISSIPst NIVEA. 4$
AN ANA Wong RE -ARE WALL, APPOSED TO TOE RECOHNENOWTRANAPEA OP
Fr PAS AoNTNIATarnrs FOR NAME AMERICAN GRANTEES TO THE SONEWOr
MIAA ArvAnf. THEREFORE S. TOTS TAAL:HAM CMANCE wetscnitio4far
Td OFF AESERrATLON'THOTANs IN-THAT IT MOTS oar PROM TorlANTSTAiL
WHOSE Or ANA. TO SERMALL'TNOTAM PEOPLE: a. SALO 1RANSrEWATLL -
'CAUSE ALL.NONFESERALL, RECOPTI2ED0TRLSES TO LOTHEIA WILSTE/Jr--.
FOR WONG, TOTS GROUP CONSTITUTES SF PERCENT -O! THE-TOTAL:0SO.

. vAlAnim IHOIANe WPM: AND ALEOT-POPULATTON. 3 THIS TOWNSFEA-NTOL
DOY OURIORCANIZATION THE OPSONVOOLTY TO rmoROOPLIFIAPLOSE.ANO
0EVELOH ECONOMIC PgvELoRNENT SnATECLES ESSENTIAL POP ATTAToLNG SELP
soar:aPi G. TOISPIATc, SHTFT-HTLLATE.AN AFFRONT TO TOE SEW,
sompopo.sootonss Amor MADE-Or of, RESERVAIT04-INOTANs AMO
hush:cm:ME PEOPLE. rOOR-AS3tsTANcE AND WRITTEN RESPONSE T0'40
CONCERN:AILL_SE APPRECIATES'

ADOLPH L OTAL compow soARO Or DI ECTORS LONSEE ArGIONAL
OrVELOPPENI_ASSN TAC
Rd sox -as 4

:-FENIONUE NG
. _

4-

a :"
t

-

- . Td ;ow sima*Ass memo. sit MVO POEroassisitsx mows tote /US Wow mamas

rya :*"

1-1 1ikiihe;46441,

-



.PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILLIP.. MARTIN, CHIEF_
SIPPI. BAND OF. CHOCTAW,:-INDIANS -

Mississippi Sand of Choctaw Indians,_ .tribe of some 4,500 members. I iffy
. . ,

-1
Np; nue is Phillip Martin, and 1 as the elected Chief of the

. _

'also, the current President of Ake National Tribal Chairmes.s Association.
-,.. 2_ , l .

-,,-
'cawing the ststus of federal Intim programs at This poinr is the. ..

.. - i
. ...- .. . ,

.fisral year it is difficult ignore throb retest aventpt Secretary Motes .. ..1

, erwspenits .on the -Seteliire Sroadcitat Network, the isassoce,ot_the
. ._ -,

riesidept!s.tndian Policy Sietemant, and theTsubmissios-of-the-President!a_ ,_ ...__A-:.,-...-

'--; :---et -- - . . . -- - _ .
_ -

tiUdget. for 1984:- _ - .

,,'" - -,- .. .
_. _.

Secretsfy. Viet's remarks have been discusset enough and I won't go . :":::--:*.. _ .

.- ---%-
. _

--* into them .here.- butt shouii-sotethat as e result of_tha remarks and of_.. - ....
-the Indian Policy Statement, the National Congress of isverican Wiese _. \..- _.

lit4idest, -Joe IteLsCrus, and myself have bees. meeting with the -Ass iitent

_Se4retart, Its. Smith to discuss development of s mechanism for tribal

- = -- -.Z.:- -. I : ---;:;.::

consultation and-to-iteslyta-P reorganisation spdstremilittiss of tha 'grass
odstni-stratios, made necessary by:* budget teduction, but * good idea at *--1 _

any rite.. Thee, at least aose of the results of the gecretary's.remarke
-r.

-hive been-. positive. 1 -..
1* : - 2 ..-*

. Iodise Policy Statement was very encouraging to me, in Oar the .

.41mehases were the government to government-relationship add economic_
,

development scti;aties on reseevati a. A u may linos, we have had
. _

-considerable difficulty with tgle Administration. is educating thee I the

epneticutional plate-of Indies tribal goverameats in the federal streetntles

and to tha fact that Indian programs are not "soslitl_programer but an

obligation which the federal govarneast brought upon itsell.es.a responsi

to the surrender of .vast marls of land by -preexisting sovereign
. .

govarameato pushed late a depend
-

.StatemaaCts discussion of the

tstatus by._supetior fore. of gess Ma. ,-:, :a,/ -.7-

governmant-to relationship ..
. . .

.- .. .-
....,. .

_

--.-----..--7-:."-, . .
--,r 1-'--tS .

.,_ ..:i.. -___ .-_

..

:66:(...-._,._
)_-.-_..._ f,..--A._.

, .....,,,
_ .. , ...,..



indicates that at least

The maphssis on

/

reservstion,-the triton

r.

-c92

pone:one up there is aware of.thiU.

--'

eci.wmic 'developent wet also 'Welcome.
-

tuivoment has been able to create ovir'.60 jabs in

tribal .eptsrprisss, over -.the" past- three years, bot.ehis bas-been

unpreemidented, sad east reshrostions_ere suffering from unemployaent rates
e.

in eiCetts of 40 per cent some reaching or SO, Al ilitaYs, a recession

,

_-'

in.the nstion *ling a-depreesioal:ha the retarvetion. The oniy_Wei we wilt

"koala -dike in the futuriia ro dg4elopi viable reservation ceonasiss cith

vArief_eomponente in industry, business, and the retsit sectoryhich"can

resititlovexesctioa tn:eskiointi emonieriovnt4 es.

following theidistemeet.)the bodget-eubeisst a was-werf disaliointing
. ,

io: The old_proppsals fersbalishmeit of the lit /roseate and-tht

,,

!PIPlitstion liacillties.Constructito.progrom were back ognin% snd sided to

them" Mere: - proposals forihe terminatipaeof tad IndLan ucation Act

- p;igrams, _the Administgation for Sstive Assriciins, snd the IA poiscltool t

progress. _ Couplea wigs sagnxxicentproposed'iecresses in t Surest)

_educstilmt-budget_sed the INN Indiam Meath Smipmeer gcliolerships progrme,
- _

_the-budget_indicsted to me s Isek ;f comennIcation between the'White Nouse
'

policy.etaff,.113.0boever,composed the Policy Scatement. and the rest of the
_ .

-...sxeCutive b(ceep4
- .

.;

trthin, this veal context, !Wise' ttiltaloovernments ere facing_-

\
.0.1 t.

specific pteblemsicithe feders1 simAnistrstion of./niisn which I
_ - - ,

. .

would like co'outtine.very briefly. ._
,

.

]'be lirst is s catteipuingiproblem In 'the area of trihs1 indirect

costs, stubj1 ect oe which I understand this Committee will soon be holding

_ / 4

beerids. i'vit STA in its budget
.

mulheissions consistently underestimptes-

- _ -

A

the amounts which will be.needed to reimburse tribes for indiredA costs on'
.

.



693.1
.. . ! , -

contracts and -thus requests insufficient funds in the Contrect Support
.,. ., .

.., .4---- 1 1. . 4 C . .

tine. Some Illhoreas then have no.funds for indirect costs for Contr_hcts
. .

.. .

applied for after 'Acto'ber l._ Othe ireas.rgiumburse gibes for only a ,..`
- ...

_ ...:.,- ' . . - . .portion of their federally approVed- indirect colts rate._ _

s.
"'-'1(i;* ,The situation with MS is even "Ore disturbing. State Dares w'

separate butt line for,Contract Support (funds are taken as oteeded..from
. -

_ . ..._ 1. - , - .
thh Ilospith.s and Cli.nies, the already-strapped IRs budget pTetents :P.. ...._ . " .
contracting rribes-with,* no-win Alamos - either reduce the amonhit of ..

- . _ : , . -
_ indirect. coats whith the goderaent has,ilready.said they ed_Aof 7 :

.- :, -,:- -.- -- -. _.,. t ..). i,-4 s, ..

idmiriliterthe contraet, adequately, or reduce-the level of direct.,servines
- *7 -. ' ' : - - .4-

to._the people-Alt order to cover-.indirect_-cohts. 1 i.
_- P

.
t

Another _problem i- the, pereeptioa Of .the tFust_responsibiligy,_ i

Tribes- have always ,talien the enumeration o f setylces in_the S n y d e r Act. sane
. _

listing of the responsibilit(es,of the Bureau (and later, IRS) to the 17.
%-

Indian people. The current AdministratiCinappears to disagree and...or

*Trete,. occasions has indicated tbat_theI.,bejleve, that .education Is not a,

ttue.t. responsibility. I wCuldsugsotilt that _the Select Conmittee_might toil
_ ..

_

to look into this area _and eobeller a statute whick.definesmore. -

spectificaply what _effttust responsibiLity e-ataLl'ae
-.. , :

. l'h gbiarea of health, the nitional.hdministration wishes to limit .

Indian itckiirities,to,.direct patient care. This. derives. in part, I believe,
t-:-'1:- ,- -: -47 -- .. -- ' -

_,_tro*. a desire to.. reduce the budget., tut it is also- attributable to:. the-...... . .-- ---f 1 . .
-- faCt _, that _policy makers in the D.opartment o 1111S.,16_ not understand the

-

Indian _Health program,. the only_comprehentive hhalth program_operitted
)
by

. .
, .

the -federal -gov.ernment, a program snitch does not and should not operate
.

.

_like _the Veterans' gidatioistrat Lon, 4.majot factor in _thia -e think, is -the
=.- -- ' :

position of at the very lowest.decisioresking level. within NHS,
._
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.

positio- -from alsieh it is seldorgeltd, an , if heetd, ftequently

uted .-- _ In ordet to address this problien, the Rational Tribal

Chsirmen's tion has tequested the Seetetary-Detignste of,NNS to
. -

considet erecting an Bs to pontoon, atm*

Interiot, to address Indian Nesith polbliessnd programs. It is fact,

however, fhat.the major reason for destine in the Indian mortality rate has-
:

A
been INS'. eopeasis on preventive haslet activities. If the INS were to .

retreat to providing only direct patient ease, I believe we would run the

tisk of ciimbSngnortality rates,
4

I mould sequest tht Committee to give its calor:ascot to a

eintroducad bill proposing an Indiap lcueing Act administered:4'th.

Bateau. The tribes have worked very Ivor* to ttyIng to Ors NUD_the efit

of the doubt In the area of housIng,.but shy budget proposal or _1984et, ge pr_-

ere too little and too lam This Is surprising to we, use HUD has
- .

A'

been cooperating extremely volt with tribes ovet the couple of yeses.

4,/ the non - housing areas of Canouoity Development ocli Crafts and Urban

Development.OctIoul 'hats. .1 think, at base, Administration wants tiOV,

get-..the governmfht out of the housing b ness. It is unfortunate they
7 -

have wanted to :start this with th pulation group having by_far.the

highest pereentage of ambstands using ,units,

,Finally, there is matter. of the Administration far 'Native.
. .

- .

Americans. Alkis_age hex, I think, been the most helpful of any of the
e .

.

jpdetal matte or Indio tabu, Its regulations are flexible and
.

actionorie , it provides only the stint looney needed and some technical
.

.
s .

oasis e, to grantees, and it oparskes efficiently with every snail
- . . % .r

fk_ Nov 4te Administration is proposing to transfer its functions for

,

tr.' feN. deratly-cecognistd 'tribes tob tht DIP and to do away.with the
., .
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remainder of the programs. The STA is not currently, organizationally or

philipsophically prepared to administer such a program, under which tribes

exercise a sell;-detellmination perhaps more realistic than the Bureau's view

of,' t r lbal eel f-determinst ion .

r
I would respectfully suggest to the members et theSelect Committee__

,

that language be added/to the pending Jobs Bill to maintain ANA within 1105
: .

- ,

and to set aside, $50 million fo. public jobs as proposed in the section 7
. -

discussion during the last session,. I would also urge the insertion of

language for a 5100 million Indian set-aside of the regular jobs monies,

Which Aould be directly administered by tribes, and which could cover the

construction of several- categories of reservation infrestructure,_
_

categories which were non incesded whmn the Presideq.proposed the measure.

\ _.1 :

,

.
7

'Wank you.

9
_

CO

.4



PREPARED TESTIMONY OF THE MONTANA UNITED ISDIA.4 HEALTH ASSOCIA-
TION, SUBMITTED BY KENNY NICHOLSON, HEALTH DIRECTOR

, Mr. Chairman and Committee Members-
The Montana United Indian Health Association (hence forth,

Mu/HALis comprised of seven I7) Urban Indiag Health programs
aperatingin the state of Montana. I, Henneth Nicholson, Health
Director .for the billings American Indian Council bave been asked
to testifyorrbehalf of the programs.-

-The Montana United Indian Health Association would like to
thank this Committee for this opportunity to testify and comment
on the proposed PT '84 Indian.Eealth Service Budget. fern
funding is proposed in the President's budget fpr Urban Indian
Health, Title V, P.L. 94 -437, Urbaff Indian Health Care
Improver" rit Act. .

-The Montana United Indian Health Association believes the
provisidn of Health Services to Indian people is within the Trust
Responsibility of the federal government. These. fiduciary

'responsibilities do not end when an Indian person leaves the
geographical boundaries of the rellervation. Ast_fiduciary
responsibilities do not end, neither does the need for Health
Services by the Indian community within urban setting*. MUM is
committed to servicing-the health.needs of the off-reservation
Indian googol in the state of.Nontana.

. The 'Ionians United Indian Health Assoeiatiott at its recent
meeting, iebruary 1.1 and 18, 1983, identified the following
concernst -

_ . .

I. The federal government must recogntse it* ,Trust
Responsibility to off-reservatUon IndIens, moat specifically, the
need for Ufban Indian Health programs that are providing health
services- to the Indian community in a cost effective manner.',

2. The inaccuracy of the 1980 Census figures regarding the
Indiacoulation residingy in urban areas in Montana: According-
to the 1980 Census, there are in the state of Montana, 10,288
American Indians that are residing outside the service area of
Montana's Indian reservations; MINA, according to clientele
records.for the services provided by Urban Indian Health programs
in Montana, believes a more accurate and true-figure is 18,000+.
Thielattsr-figure is more in line with the American Indian
population that falls within the actual service area of NUM
Health progiams.

3. The ratio of Indian Clientele within the service ism
population to the present funding level reveals mom funds ere
needed- to meet the health problems of Indian people. , The MINA
for PT ,84 recommends a funding level of $10.million_ for
Title V, P.L. 94-437, Urban Indian Health Care laprovement Act.

L
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4. Accessibility to health services'is often limited. Many
/Indian families are within the lower socio-econoA371011es and
thus are notable to afford adequate health services and are thus
dependent upon subsidized eervicer_as those offered by Urban
Indian Health Programs. often when Indian people go to local or
state agencies seeking help, they are told that their 'needs are
the responsibility of the federal government and thus are debied
services.

S. The Safety Net Theory is failing. urban Indian
organizations do not qualify for state block grants. Programs
administered by the state of Montana have traditionally failed to
prioritise the needs of Indian citizens and there are, at
'present, no promising indications of change.

6. The funding peel national..` state, and local-level
for Human Service programs is decreaaini. This further
complicates the social structure and the pressures that hinder
American Indians in the urban setting:_ ---._

7. The Montana United Indian Health hisociation- has
identifiedlentele. that utilize the
ifir an In an Sea t yrograms e not. eve any- tInieo Rea
. Insurance. The only fault that 'des with the oliontelt.is_that
TWIre 'too poor to pay' the exorbitant prices for adequate
health coverage. Rising unemployment in the urban- IndiAn
community if; a great contributing factor in this area. Also.!iho
changing criteria of existing medicil.plans and other het4th
services_denpcoverage tamest Indian clients. "-

8. The off reservation Wien coemunity'of Montana has many
unmet health ireeds in areas where health problems are related .to
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse. There is a real need for dental,
optometric, prenatal( preventive health care, surgical and other
specialty care services. There is a need to proyide services to
the special needs. of children and adults that suffer from
physical and -or mental disabilities.

Thank you for youk kind consideration of the needs of the
off-reservation Indian ieople in Montana. We trust that this
Committee will act with all extediency and fairness to see that
Uiban Indian Health programs race es adequate funding for FY '84.

4'1



The Honorable Ibirk- Andrews
U.S.. Haiti
421 Russell Office Building
Ilashingtoit, D.C. 20510

6

i°
190'

February 47, 1)19 ffe a'1')"

Pear
o

,Seeiter Andreas: '

iteelosed please find a copy of a study entitled: An Indies Iducetian
Wars Needs eattoltaenSurvey, conducted daring the sumer of 1982 as a
collage. toursa-at the Collage of Crest Palle. Twolhundrediforty4ive (245)
Native- Marlton parenU -vete interviewed in Crest Palls, Montana.

The _study clearly .demonstratee a need for (1) supplement-al-appropriation
for Title 1V, P.D. 92-318, in the. amouot_ ot, $13,090,104 for FY83, and (2) budget
request -for. Title 1V, P.1.., 92-318, in the.manat 01'877,688,104 for !VIA.

.._

I uould like the enclosed savoy submittedilato the Congresaional Record
as teItUMW 44 Juatifltatiols for (1) increased appropriations for Title IV,

- .P.1. 92.418, and (2) continuation *0 raauthoricatioa of Title IV, P.1.. 92-318.
.- - .

_Thank Yau for your consideration. Tour- assistants is theeenattets will- ,
be m greatly. appreciated as the assistance Hative.Aneritars have received Eros
y.:u lit the past.

lailoitsre

0

Very Ttslq Tours-,

Darryl:K. Croy
2913 341-Street Northeaat,
Crest Falld,- MT 59404 ' ??,

t

. '

9.
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COHNENTAR 11 BY OARRYI. N. GRAY

The-figures on the attache/ pages represent the results of a survey/:
_ .

questionnaire completed by 245 parents of Native American children:- The

-survey instrument was developed and administered by students In a 'college

course EDUONAS 392 at the College pf. Greatlalls entitled: Indian

....Education Program Needs Assessment: Plannim, implementing, Analyllega.and

_ Re qrt, .-The instructors were:Nilo/red 1.1ndell and Darryl 9ray. The
- _ _

,students.Were 16 teacher interns in the Meter* Indian, Teacher. Training

Fyogram_and one other student. The teacher interns were- ll of NatiVe-
. _

American descent .whe all completed kt,.least one year internship under a, _

- z

apervising 1.eacher in a public or parochial school classroom in. Great
. .

Falls.- The native American parents were all residents of treat falls,

.

The-Wmman course was designed Jointly by the College of Great
. .

Falls (a private catheliC college) and Montana United Scholarship Service
- .

. (a non-profit, Indian education, community oriented organizetion). Ihe pun-

-pose of the_rcourse was to as whdre is Indian education relatign

to wilere should it be as a priority? Where are we going? there tan we 90

14y- Immediate thoughts on the study results are: EducatiPh- for Native
. _

-- American_ studend is a travesty as it, concerns the law of Equal..iducition

Opportunity. 120 U,S.C. 1701). The, ap between the "have's" and "have
.

not's" continues to widen.. Concomitantly, education becomes increasingly
. .

_ . .

more *portant,- aneschools nek to address the problems, needs, And intereSts--

. mf-Native 7orican_students who are being lost at ditproportionate raids.

*
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In a world in which educational credentials constitute the me 1 ticket

to success we must be vigilant in our efforts to create scho that.

truly serve as a force to equalize the social, economic* an political
_ .

divisions that have so disintegrated the lives of Native ricans. We

need to modify -the harmful structires to ameliorate er me se those con-

whfrA are t'sporMtAeft!0e systematic. and met disen- .

_ .

gageraent of our Nati4,American youi (as well as all ot r youth being _
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY MEMORANDUM

OY HAROLD S. ANDERSON

-
M Sli-ORk 11011 N

it.liay Concerti

eater SePtenhar 29). l902

:Troia; --Harold S. Anderson', Netid,
Division:of Spalan-servIces

AssecenaentSutyly

4

re4t- s

. ,.... sl_. .

--- in'
Tha_number and variety of questions -- of propriety, accuracy "and adequacy -;)
uhich.have been raised in teectios t% the needs assessment cadpeted as part
-of a college. toured, lai/ga$ 'i39?, OW suarry.,heg n.reantlen !'-"nut. of defense
but of- e xplanation.: -- - "7 - -,. _

People tate-are-aware- or current, practice in the field or education and lehoime
alert to the trends of increased accountitility *fall Oacatiosaprogriis
*odd recognize readily the relevance of much experienie in the training of
specific groups of teachers, particularly of Native Meatless- teachers.; Surveys

- of the public's opinion collect, admittedly, soft. date but on the belie or
*ado sose.mlsaty bard decisions are -- to eentinsep for instance, pro,
grams which the public rinds In favor, or to-reform prngroste which the public
theta 'unfavorable.

.

finery year for the past 13 the leiPly respected Callup Stied:attest-hie condueted
a nationwide- survey of the Ceterali rcaturtg of education, estebilihiveg; over
the years, trends in thepublic's optielid of schOls. Tracing the no)) of public
approval this vs, hen convinced educe-non leadership in irony states, illeludift
Montana; that the tine her come, Ode year, when improvements in aelools,partie
vierly .secondary"- schools., anst be aceomplishal to avoid thrther decline of pub-

- lie- aorifidenie -in the edueation.sYstear.- _ -

the local, level, needs aseesemenis have belystfiecognited wane of gathering
= relevant intorraptioronabich to base curried).- ',vision or to support mate-
manta- of tufte in grant proposal-writing. -

r -
130 Mita South

Great faits;MOriteuta 59405
.4406116141110

ettnMr4

, -

r.



People who are aware of the eany pewit:ant Uses of needs assessments as a tool
in conducting educational programs simply cannot question their inclusion im
the program of preparation for educators.

-

omente used by Gallup P011s probably approach perfection in form and con..
No such.claim csn'be lade for the. instrument developed and/used by CGP

students this summer in Great falls. To be most meaningful, awn learning ex-.
perlence5 construction of the instrument had to be a student activity. Ai-
though mature, expvelenced Judgeint was exercised in reviewing its coolant,
no one involved would claim that/the .instromentapproathea perfection, MoreoVer,
precautions in allptting certain individuals to be interviewed by speilfic atu-
dents didn't quite prevent some of them from.eberoaching on each Other's ter-

ritories. In theexperiencei I'M sure, they salad respect.for their instruction
in_theory of-sampling techniques.

The results of the survey, since large numbers sr:respondents were included, egg
be trusted. Oh-loualy,.any, ones- or a few specifie responses may reflect, unique

sari distortion: Minor imperfections in either_itest.vonstruction or survey _

ample don't disrupt larger patterns. Thelarger patterns of response convey
meaning-. Due, generalisations drawn from comparisons of laxge.numbera_of re:
sponeed.can be construeCrelfable. :

. .
.

.

its-in all surVeys.o puhlie opinion, the data collected should be viewed as - 4
opinion. And people behave according to their opinions. Strong patterns of
opinion predict strong patterns.pf behavior, for lutancn, lb voting and in pro..
Vidinedidtlie-sUppert *nct Outiapation, _ . .

tie in edutation can well heed what we learn through surveys like this. SurdYs
to snow and to behave accordingly beats plowing on blindly_ in ignorance. .1101

-
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, m MiLYsts OF Tilt 0.61, tlyTiC.DIV iOit 0F EDUCATIONAL

RiSEARailtiti SERvi ES ,

introduction ,

.,-._ '

.
---.'%

. .

The survey instrueentiolthsuper ed
s
resqlts and t : surveydenio-

graphic data are incltided in the ,.:the raMata i oe file.
..

k.. . " ,.
Montana United Scholarship Service and .I a ilattle up reqUelt..'

, To facilitate data analysis and- o enhan a ilIty the surrey

questions have been insagized into several_ thematic cateporitii. The ques-
z

-.4a0pS and results pertaining Voeich_citchiryMill belisplayed under '

- ,

thematic. titles and the data analysts, relative to..that..ifea_Mill follow
.

_. Some themes imcessarilYoveriap, however. eme-iginciresidiarefclear,

- :' .
- . It should be noted at the outset that the data art.derived_ froli_a

I

,. 4
- - -

carefully SuPervised,butstuient designed and administerid.'instimient
.

thus sub4ect to certain constr\tints. Nivertheless, we feel.the data

y _ 7

analyses -are baled upon subs' waive infpcuationrot_tliests iihemay _ .

,.. ..

_disagree with the OnauSiOnS, it is postible to dwell 119011. the thaw..-

. -.._ .-_-

tionsof the study. Thfsiniutd. howeinii, be shortsighted for theServey

Abets reveal and identify specific areas of parental concern and di;.:_

_ --

satisfactiol. whether a rational exists for these dissatisactlIrs.._

.t p slated or implied. cannot be discerned from the survey. that they exist._

r 4 ,

4

s.
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it dear. Ric prudent sOurse.would seem to be in:acknowledging-the con-. _

terns Ad.devising an arproprThate strategy foi addressing_them or for
expanding the dialogue-.

_ _ 1
A word. of Caution is also in ordr to those who find support. for .

_.

_
their own positions. in this survey. Although-important information has

l been doreloned,,,the limitations of the survey seetbidology-. prevent
I:
the

.... drawing of causal inferences. Rather this entire process should be viewed

As a first step in ident4fying specific areas of concern which neediaddi-
." _ . .. . EA,-otiona.1
and more sophisticated research efforts conducted in cooperation..

with:affected ilducational, inst i tut ions."



TABLE I
006outs
N = 245

708

-14

.

, Question
4 (truncated)

Ygs No . No Response

N N x tt %
-

28 (11)

,

5 - ( 2)

( 0)

ii ._( 7)

' .

10. Wative American children
drop out:of eletrentary

school. - .

15. Native,Amertcan children
dmi.out.of junior high,

-, school;-" . -

'77. Personitl know dative
American Junior high
dropouts. --

27, Naiive-AMerican student
.dropout problem in high-
school. _ _

'--

.

li6 (56)

223 (91)

e ...

1. (74)

-

207 -(05)

---A------

811 (33)

1 ( 7)

69 (26)

s

ii ( 9)

TABLE

;-

Cumulative-Percentage of Native American Dropouts
-N e "- ._ 4

s

.-

Question
truncated)

OS
11.--1

503 3". _753t ti es

;; 14-4 N 3

23. Junior high Native
American dropouts.

29. High school Native
American " dropouts.

*

'

10 (4)

N/A'

109

60

(45)

(20)

-

.

82(34)

94 (38)

N/A*

58 (24)

21(9)

21(9)

23

22

(9)

(9)

'This response category was not provided for this questtioe.

4

4A

4C1L 4 ...844)
ob

)or

'1

_
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Responding NA parents strongly fgel.(851) that dropping out consti.

totes a problem among. NA high school students, The magnitude of the

problem. is revealed when fully 91: of respondents feel that at legit 251

of the NA students drop out of high school. Seventy-one pe'rcent (71%)

place tividropeutratFat over 50% and 33% of responding parents would

place the rate at :5% or morel

Of perhaps even greaten concern is the belief by 00% of respondents

that over 25% of all RA ,Suillor high school students drop out ofschool. -

furty-threepercent(43t) of the sample would place the dropout figure

at Sox or mere for Junior high-. These opiniqns are apparently bolstered ,

by the-fact that: personally brow of_Junlor high students who have.

dropped cot of school! Overall, 91% believe that NA students do in fact

drop out at the junior high level.

Perhaps most disturbing of all is the opinion held by a majority of

emending NA parents (562) that RA,children drop out of scieol at the

elementary level: ,

^S.

-



8. Sopeagiagkipulsions

110

TARE. 2
- Suspensions /Expulsions

R 245

------

Question , Pit
arOncate0

_ ft _ 0 s

R x %

16. Know dative Agerican
students suspended or

. expelled at junior high'
level.

30. Know any Nat4ive Ameivo.an

Students suspended or
iLvejled-at high;school
level.

,
.'

164

180

(63)

(74)

71

62'.

Cie)

-

(25)

20

3

("

t

(

8)

1.)

-A significant percentage of respondents kne 44.students_w* had

been suseended sir expelled from junior high scho04.....)* and/or high

sch001 (740. while these_figures in and of themselves tell us 4itt.ler"hlr

they do tend to imply that disciplinaryproblmns exist in the District
a.

relatiti to RA children. Additional data is needed to properly address

.,$- Response rate. not expulsion 'rate.
t

7 .1')

,.v
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3. ?t,$adlt.*

4. lay Care_

-Nlbya1n9 - -

-4. 1069$761,101 -

: 7. toveselfra .

. 11._F ily froblerie

9. fee freesia*. _

10. Treasperteffee

13.1tecreatI0n --
12. Abset0016 _

.

.22
-

:22

.15

.)5

.06

.03

.03

.03

.07

.03

.co.
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C, Stent Problem Identification and Ranking bylducalicinal tevei

The specter of preiudice,realcu%imagined..1poms large,at each
_ -

level of educationbeing'Paramount in the pre-ichool and el,mentary

,grades, diminishing slightly by teller, but nevertheless remaining

one of the top three Identifiable problems.

Drugs and alcohol,. along with prejudice. dominate the,tme responses

et the junior high (78%) and high school (an) levels. Out a first

waruing_00 of_potential things to cone relative to drugs and alcohol

manliest; itself' as early. as the elementary grades: ,

Health problems are a major concern in the early years of edetatio;

out diminish by the secondary gradelevels. If we: Include drugs and alcohol

under thatsubric asmany.4ould suggest, health becomes the dominant problem.
r

Income level, as a problem._neVer strays far from the top. remaining

always among the'top four, and Lopping out ai the college livel,

Of perhaps some interest dee to the empliasii'Oat It so frequently

receives relative to minority eduction is the phenomenon of low self-

A esteem. while it is identified as a problem at all levels. excluding

college, it is not afforded especially high ranking except at tbe'high

School level. and though ranked sixth, it is identified by_only 7% of

respondents, the same as at the Junior high level where it rants,ninth.

To yep this in perspective,_ however, to an earifer.question (tio. 60,

34% of refpoodents indicated that self-esteem among NA students was

poor.



- TABLE 4
Parents/Bunt Environment -

- N * 245 .

QueStIon
trunca ed

- Yes esponse,

N t N % Si -'%

.

14 Native American parents
-adequately prepare their' .

'..chilliren for kindergarten
and elementary school.

Z. 4oie day tare and Bead-
start prograbis needed to
prepare Native American.

. .youn9Stet5 fpr_Schocile

3. NaaveAmerican-parents '

; seed AO_ bcnore. involved 14

organized programs for-pre-
choOljoungsters.r

.74 Native - American children

.-- areas ready for elementari-
school at non - Native Ameri-
tan chiTdren. .

- _
.-

34,-Native American Parents
-- need parent-education

classes.

108

219

221

99

-

221
.

(44)

-

,189)

(90)
-

(40)

( )

_

119

140

3

145

.

19

(49)

(8)

( 1)

(59)

(8)

18

21

' 5

(7)

( 2Y-

( .9)

( o)

.

'( 2)

I

. S4
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.

Native kierican (NA) parents almost equilly dey,ide (414494 co the

question as to whether or not NA parents`adequately prepare their children

School entry. However. there is string agreenent (90%)4t9 NA parents

"need to be:mare involved in orgaiiixed programs for pre - school youngsters.

Ilya not Insignificant margin (59%) NA parents feel their children are
. .

neither as academically nor as socially read; (Or elementary 'school as are
4.

non- Native American children,. This leads them to suggest. (99%) that addi.

tional day care preparation and Headstart programs are 1equired'tofacili-
.

tate ,such preparation, and that parent erucation classes are needed for

NA parentS-190%).. _
- .

:
Academic Preparation

TABLE -5
Academic-Preparation

. -N 16.245

- -

Question
trun ted '

Yes No no,fiesponse

% N
.

% N
,

N

_ 13.11atire Merlon- pupils
aie atadisefolly prepared

: for. Junior high 'school .
lt.. liiiive kOdrican- chtlilren

""acquired basic Skills in
-.elementary-school to

-' -succeed in Junior high
. -"School. .. -

.--:
19?Nativi.Amerfcan itu'dents

need remediat-courses in
-Junior:.higliiChool.

25.- ilative American children
haue:bi to '
succeed

si
ipn. hiskillsgh school,.

. -.

2$. Native Aperican "high
school students need
remedial courses.

115

137

208

121

220

(47)

(56).

(85)

(49)

(90)

103

14

29

101

*
.22

(42)
,

-.(38)

(12).

(41)

4 9)

27

14

B

23

.

(11)

-

( 6)

( 3)

( 9)

( 1)

s

713
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TALE
Academic-Preparation

R * 245 _

Question
_Arent Utedi_

Inga=2111
N N x

No Response

1111111111
.

35. Native American students
'academically prepared to
enter College of Great
tolls.

It Native American. students

Ot. College of Great Falls
eeed remedial courses.

45

110

-

11

'

(18)

(45)

. .

62

20.

I

I

(25)

( 0)

:138

115

(56)

(47)

Although NA paionts divide almost equally (47Z/421) on the. questa!

a s to whether or not N A pupils are academically prepared f o r limier 11191.1
_ .

sChoOl. they shore greater, though not itrong configence,(560 that their

Children belie acquired the basic skill% necessary to succeed. 'Students
x- . : -r

.at the'lunibr hi* level are peroolved.at being slightly -less prepared

in the haWc skills for high school (49%/410. There _is.a sodestrever-

sal relative to being academically prepared for- college (111%/250, This

probably suggests that parent satisfaction withDistrictschools declines.,

slighily-betimen the 0fimaff amd_secondary,grades. .

The various responses relative to adequacy Ofacademic.preparatioo_do -

not, houever, necessarily coincide with the'perceivedpeed for remedlaf

basic OMcation Courses for.Nichildren at the Jupiter high level WO. time
. . -

high- school level (903). and -at the Colleen -of Great Fal1s_(C6F)

lcxciedingdfoRespeelg:I.° N = 130.. These responses probably reflect the
_ .

belief that a significant number of NA lftedent are in need of remedial
_ .

. .

courses despite (fie fact a slight majority of NR stelet1 may be edegeattile
- .

prepared.
_

'Due 'to-low mailer of resgonses bo this question. "No Response's" are
excluded in computing percentages used in this analysis so reader can

_Aampare data both ways.

s..

23-741 0 - 83 - 46
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TABLE 6
Teacher Preparation

' N n 245

1

Question
tUarated)

Ves No No Respopse
_

_
,

.

i

7-
_ .

.

-No-
Response

E -11 C" N t
- -- -

43. reculty.-.e.. it -College
of Groat falls" needorient,
cation- regarding special
needs-of Native American. needs

_ students. ... . .

:65-..-Tesche;S.iri iota; school_
.dlitrici.aeeil instruerr

- eien ifri:Nativejkaerican
sly**. -

120 (49)
. _

-

219 (89)

.
1.

11 ( 4)

l7" ( )

.

114 (47)

9,-_ ( 4).-_
-

Quostion
d)--. (truncate

Adequately
Prepared ,

Somewhat
Prepared -.

inadequate y
Prepared

'- z-1

-

SR (24)

x

153 (62)

ft-

-

22 (9)

- -
_

12 ( S)

, _Jo-
_

4. Teachers and paraprofes
- Sional. teachers of Pre-

-: school youngsters aile-
quately prepared is area

-....- of early thildhool 4e
velopMent --

-

n -

_ 9. Elezeolary N ` 1. ----7 ---] 4 .5. .iierjft
--

teachers. are .227. So & Some Somewhat Host- MI f. 53 -.
--- toSenSitive-

VOecial needk
N f -_14 a t i ve. hoer 1 .
-can children.

1.0
0(12)

2 -0
15(3V

L4
._8(34)

.

ti.,
0(11)

No Response: 10(7) -

.

5 4



041y 24Z of HA parents below, teachers mig paraprofessional teachers
. _

of pro - school children are adages 1y prepared in early childhood develop-
.

sent. The remaining teachers are se as inadequately prepafed (93) or

- -

only sOitetiliet.prepared (521.) Teachers re also apparently uigued as being

//
poorly prepared to teach NA Childreno 0' of r.elpondents.indicated a .

.

,Xlief'that teachers need instruction in Nave ArneriCan studies, and-BP.

indicated that elementary teachers are only hat.' or less, sensative
/

/ to the needs-of NA children.
. .

A Perceived need for increased instructor sen itivity is not confined

to the public school District. as 923 of those rpspe ing(excludfne *Ho.:
_ . .

. . J
Rompojes,e N 131/0- feel there is need to provi faculty and selected

staff at !he College of Great fails (CGF) with an orients ion to the special

and unique needs of the NA student.

. _

A. Native AMerican ' ades/Bilingualism/Native American'Tea
,-

- .

_ YABLE-f- %- ---

!lathe' Aerican Studies/Bilingualism/
N .ve American Teachers --

4 A 245 ---

guest Ion
-1rET

N

11.. AgiveAcerican stedie54
--t-sheeid become integrated

into school district cur"-
- -rlitsluif=at elementary.

--level. ._ -

.70.eed to Uffir Native Aver-
i an studies courses at
j nior bfqk level.

46"Respollie

4

. - .

cm Amber of responds to this question, ill Respercle's' aee.
n computing percentages used.in this anoissis .0o reader ,.an
to both ways:. A

195 27 (9)

193 (79) 19. t.a)

20 ( 8).

33 (14)

I
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"Mt./. cat.
Ilettve feierican Stud.fes/ailingiealism/

Patine Merican teacierrs,
N 0.2451,

Question
truncated

Yes No fie sResPellse

K 1 % 5 II' 5
..

26.. Need -to offer Native hoer-
"-ion 'studies courscs at

high schoollevel.
'-.46. Need to' improve Native

haerican stoties,c .rses
--et. College of-Great Falls.

4:- Ifeea for' local- school Os,.
_- Aria to hire-more Natty

. :- Merlon teachers,- .- /
49: -feel inert. comfortable Os-

-Cussing child,s,probIemi .

:' with Natiielvertritin coon-
solar. . -- -- e- _

61.. Need to offer bilingual
education courses in

::- 'Great-Falls Sibool
District. - .. _

1

207

83

223

156

(54

I

I
'

'(85)

-
I.

(34)

(91r

(64).

. (0)...

. .

16

18

Id

49
e -.

63

;
( 7)

.

( 7)

( 6)
-'-

(W)
,_

.(0)

i. .

20 ( 8)

_

144 (59)_

.
8 ( 31.

--

40 116)

_

A -( ) I

It is fairly ,strongly felt (8) %) that Native ?molten Studies (3IAS)

should tease a pert of the District curriculoi at the elearentary level_

and continue through the junior higit(79%) and high schools (65%)...

Furthermore, it is felt that the MRS courses offered at the CV should

be improved (82% excluding 'No Response's', 11 101)." 'Bilingual courses

were endorsed by 65% of the respondents.

Nora MA teachers are seen as being needed by the Dittrict (915),.and a

4430flil of parents (64* indicated. they would feel.exere comfortable

_ -discussing their children's problems with -an tin counselor thus implyifmg
. . . _ .

that additional NA.personeel are-needed In_that field.

1

Due to low nutter of responses to this question, lie Response's" ore excluded
- in congesting Percentages used in this analysis so reader can compare data.

both ways. . , 1 - --

Ilt- ..
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P. Couriunicati meth? nd Guidance

/TAKE 8
Commolications4CoUnSel lag and Guidacce

I N_A 245 0- _--

Q stion
ate d /

r' MIMI
-A .- -

21-. Native American students
_ .need-uswo informatidn _at

`" junior high heel-concern-
fag vocational and/career

-.education.
.. _

22. H e e d for Hotly dads
students to he n In-. ,
forum Ma about, post -high
school-education at jun- -

for highlleet.. _

;31. :Nitivej(merlia. if_lifghtchool;
Students are given-ade-

:quate-infonnaclin about _

-. post-Seccipdary education-
programs .and financial aid..

, ,
38. Help 13-given to stOdents

r at College- of Great- falls_
In planning eVocational
program tot individdal :f
needs. --

-_ .

.0. liel free to diScuss prob-
km-with meteor of-school

_staff if_child experienc-
- .

lng-school-relatedoroblem.
47_ -Awe& tliae Native. Meer--- '

can-home-school coordina- 1
thrs work in schools:

.50, lied an .opportunity, to di s -
cuss with-child's regular
.counselor approaches to

- solving problems,.
,

51., feel_ comfortable) discus-
---:sing'siboof-retateil iwob--

lss of child wIth"
hoers of school staff.

roeofr

- .. .

231

, 233

-.

76

1

i
I

-39
1

.

198

t 123

I.

104

. -.'

165

0

94)

(95)

(3))

(16)
._

(81)

(50)

(43)

(67)

8

-

9

,

..
142_

..

31

35.-
100

.

111

.
62

,

( 3)

o

( 4)

(58)

,

.

-.(13)
.

(14)

(4)

(45)

(21)

.6

27

17.6i0

12

--

22

30

--

28

( 3)
.

( 1)

_ (11)

itir.

,
(ft)._

.

( 5)
.':

( 9)

.-

(12)_

(11)
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/ -TA 8, cont.
Cormunications/Counseline and 'Guidance

,N' 245es rra Response

Question
. ( runclatd)

52: Ever talked with-child's
school counselor..

5. School -helps with explain-
ing.Deon1119 OT 50061

-- curricultoi.
.

56. School .relatedfirograss
that'eecourape tilt in-
volvermnt of-paients in

-" education of their Child.
. red..
- -.

59. Deceived or seen a copy of
school- istrict. Student
code hadndbook. - -. _ .

62. Local school district
helps Native American
-student's and gents
understand-exeaning of
standardized test scores.

64. familiar with Montana
Indite fTeachai Training .
Program; : ..

j,i

MT

.
114

11$

'
.

65

,

101

110.

t.' i N- ,.1`_..% N- ..'
:.- ,
(44)

(47,)

-on
'''"

(27)

.
.

(44)
i

(45)"

.
_Ill (49)

_

86 (35)

-' -

,.

100- (41)
. .

' 170 (69)

-
115 (47)

12!--.449)

18

-45

-
.

30

10

23

.14

.

( 7)

-..:

(18).

(ti

.

( 4)

.
, ,

.
( 9)

6)

.... , 1
a

Countmica.tions between District schools and parents nify- be judged

_ only fair to poor baled osi responses to ;he Questionnaire. only 50% of ..
...-

NA parents are aware that NA bone-school counselors are ivallatile-in the

;orals to address special problems of -the NA siudinti. Comnunications -
.

between the District and respondents relative to the curriculisi was

- \ -0, acknowledged by only 47%. the District appears also to have.kormunicatedIF
-. .

to only 47S of the respondents that programs exist to encourage ifeerital ".._

\ Jrtvolvesent In the education of their children,

r
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. _

.4
Copies of the District student code hdbOok were received by only

275: of the respondents. !fhiSMiyre;leet a failure of respondents' Child-
- -- -

ren to-bring the handbooks home, or the fact t hundbooks are not in-, .

tended for all glade levels. On the other ha . it may be interpreted as
z

a at Iure.on the- part o'f the District tb cortmonicate parental _role expec-

-tations relative to the handbooks, assuming there, are any.

fichemeni overwhelmingly" felt {hat more career 194%1 and post-

high school (95%) educational information should be provided at the au

, high,lcvel, it was also felt (58%) that inadequate information abo p st-

iecOmfiary education pro grarasand financial aids are provided be of

sfu4ents, This may be reflected in the fact that only 85%of_ the respon-_

dents were "familiar wit). the !Santana Indian Teacher Training Program,-or.
.4

-ft could be a Varlet ton on the age distribution of thevres_pandents!

:chlistreru
_

Native respondents do feel relatively free to discuss their
4:-

_ .

childreit's,Alionl-relateiprobieta s with school staff, (81%) end 67% would

feel comfortable .doing.so; however, fewer than half 3%1 have exercised_ 1,_

that Optren. ihis4Preflected in only a at niati response as to wheth-

r or net the Districthas_hel d NA,students.and parents understand the mean-. .

4 inp-Of students' standariti zed L scores.

Iteieoadine parents of RA students at the .01 by only A 55% -44%

differential .idings-uffooResoa. ase1S,s_ ti a 70 that adequate help is -

given ieStudeffirin'Pla0019 ducational grams that best Meet their

_--4Mdiv ideal tied- needs.

*Due to low number of responses-to this question, 'No Responiel " 40o
excluded in_cteputing pervtges used in .this analysis so. re (..."
COmpare data both WlyS..

O

f

A St

o_

6.
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parent-Scbejjelationships

TABLE 9
Parent-School Relationships

N 245

.---

. Question

:.____kfaNiDteil) -_

Feel free to discuss prob.
)em with member of school
staff if child experienc-
ing school -related problem.

If ybwor your child tem-
97ained to sdhoot *fa-
vial mould child be re-
tgliatediagainst? i
School Solves nroblems:

--Yes 0 No spoil.

N % N 1

40r

198

. -

.168

96

(81)

`I

(65)

(39)

35

r

.--.

74

121

(14)

DO)

(49)

12

ll

28

( 5)

( 5)

(11)

Vthough RA parehtl feel relatively free to discuss school-related

problems with school staff (81X), they are Wrehensive (65%) that if the

problems relates to a siaff menher, there is a chance their child mill suf

fer retaliation. they are also not overly confident .394) thit Open tak-

44%4 Wailers to school personnel that it will be solved.

4

S.

.

i72-1
.



J. Curriculum

14. Need

mnd
at j

33. Nati
st
vide

* ties

rtli

57. Too
legb
idea

63. Need
prop
in

abSt
the

67. Extr
impo

Out
Scho
edu

TARIM
Curriculum

11 n 245

Question
(truncated)

Yes No No Response

N I N % -N

adore drug. alcohol"

sex education courses
uaior htqh level..

te American Students'
)1 experitnee has pro-
d thosnith opportuni -
to develop self.
InCt.

such tiohasis on col-
bound curriculum-in
1 school district,

to develop in- school

rams that will assist
:cloning tardiness and

itetism rates of.Na -
American students.

Kin-doge activities
rtant 41,1,0e-ding Na--

American child in
)1 At all levels of
Alen.

209

102

61

185

223

(85)

(42)

(25)

_

(76)

(91)

30

124

110

26

15

-

(12)

(51)

(45)

1.

(11)

(D)

6 ( 2)

.

19 (.8)

74 (30)

34 (14)

( 3)

for the mast part (451/251) NA respondents do not feel that the col,

loge bound curriculum has teen overemphhsiled by the District. There is

general agreenent.,hlwever, (854) that additional drug, alcohol, and sex

4acitiontoui.ses are needed at the iiaoi-filakiivef;-and176%)-.that-

In-school prooraesar needed to aldress the problems of tardiness and

atsenteessnamong HA students.- NA parents also do not feel (51%) that

self-reliance has been develoP6i to the desired extent among NA.stueants.

o

o

728
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Extracurricular activities at all levels are overwhelmingly per-

ceived (915) as important incentives for retaining NA stUdents in the
///

educational process.

K. 10peort_Services

TAStE 11
Support Services

N 24S

E
. Ouesti:-4

tr ated

Yes-- No ' HO ResPOnse

H % N . % N
.

% '

2. !lore day tart and Neat.
start programs needed to
prepare Native American

youngsters for school.

S. ditter health care ser-
vices needed for Native
American pre-school

- children.

37.-Need for_College of Great
rolls to provide health
are (insurance) 00-

Aram for its students.

4t. College of Great falls

Should develop Day Care
Center on campui.
_

66, Need to - develop reCted.-

tion programs for Native
American youth.

219

221

134

139

216

(89)

( )

(55)

(57)

(66)

20

20

-

4

15

.19

(8)

_

( 8)

( 2)

( 6)

( 8)

6

4

.

107

91

10

( 2)

( 2)

(44)

(37)

( 4)

/-

. .

As previously indicated. strong support exists among respondents (89K)

for the development of additional day core and Needstart type programs as'

well as for Improved health care services for NA pre-schcol children-(90Z).
. .

Parents also feel that tne C6f should provide an on.campus day care center

a

72,;

a
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for students (901 excluding "No iksponce's," N 154),* and that

a health care (insurance) program should be avai.abie to COf students

(97 excludiggINo)Response's,° 11 = 138).4'

Recrevtional programs for NA youth were also-strongly supported (884,
x -

although anticipated sponsorship was not Identlfted.

i. ?te.rtuAlie

Qu

IIva. Prejudice
- College a

_ against-1

students.

41 niat We,* Am

are given
sidejiatio

didat Co
Ff7Yis.

60a. rejudiCe

' '
Great Pal
trict age

/ Americans

0
(tr

4 3%. who discr
-1

60b, Who discr

. . _

JAKE 12
Prejudice

0'245

!stion

incate0)

'es No esponii

N Z N. A

exists at
r Great falls
hive American

trICAR students
equitable con-
1 for financial

liege Of Great

exists in I

Is School Dis-

hist Native

49 (20)

%

SI (21)

186 (76)

35 (14)

.

a

35 (14)

29 (12)

_

161 (66)

-

159 (65)

30 (32)

iccate*Lion4 Students
Faculty/

Teacher
Adhinis-
trot --

tinates? fC6f)

Iminatest (Dist)

28 (57)

158 (85)

29 (59)

130 (70)

IS (31)

66- (33).

*Due us low lumber of response to this question, "No Response's" Are
excluded in computing percentagesu.ad in this analysis so reader can 4oh-
pareldata both ways.
*Percentage computed using N of those.nha responded "Yes" to Par; A yf

this question. 0
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NA parent respondents feel fairly strongly (76Z) that prejudice exists

in the Districtagainst their children. not only from other students (85..).

bet,frmn teachers 000.0 and a not insignificant lumber of_administrators.
i

fJ 9 eluding-0' Prejudice is aiSp perceived as existing at the CGF (58' lading

111
-Riagoes.*41i * 84),:0 though to a lesser extent than in the Di- tract.

All factions 06 the College community are considered guilty oT prejudice

vo some degree including students (57.:). faculty (591).° and adninistrAtor,

e (j).4.0 it is interesting to note that While perceived prejudice seers

:to diminish from the District to the College, the dimin:stion is most

warted among students, and far less draviatiC among (aCUlty and adminis-

,

7tratitin._ This may reflect, however, t6e differing age structures of 'the
_

student bodies And the differing propensities towards- irejudicial manifes-

tations between those asx groups.

Responding parents of college age students apparently feel that racial
c -

prejudice is not only manifest in subtle ways but that it may also be a

consideration .in she awarding of Financial grants as
As

welt; for although

a majority (59. oxledino "No Resnens#0,4'N 86)." feel race is not a con-
.

siderotien, a sizable minority (41% excluding_ "NO Resoonseit,: 861
- .

.fool that ii is. .

Percentage represents response rates and not an estimate] percentage-of
Students, teachers, or adairdstraters who are prejodiced.;tPercentage com-
puted using g of those who responded "Yes" to Part A of this question.
*Due to low amber of responses to this gqestion. *No ReSvenses" are
-cluded-in computingsercentagesused in this analysis so leader can coo-
mire data both ways.
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CONCLUSIONS RV THE DIVISION OF EOUCATItYNAt,

RESEARCH AND sEAVICES

rho dropout rate for NA students of the Disirtct t, percetved'ty
the respondents to be of staggering prop/orrice:: extending to.ati
level%pwithin the sChuet system and not limited saleAy.to the-
Secondary grades as often assisted It should be noted, Itiweve,
that even within the response group there is significant diversity
of opinion relative to the accurate dr000dt ratio. This suggests
that Adequate and/or credible information has not been made avail -
able.to this response.group In such a wanner and form as is -have
lasting impact.

Z. Preiudice against Native Americans is viewed as a assor educational
problem for children of the responding group. It Is perceived as
not only extremely high among nen-native school children but-also

teachers, and to a not insienifocant degree. twang school admiris -
_ Ira UN'S . -

. .
,

I. Rpspendeets view drug and alcohol abuse as the single most sigaifi
(ant problem far secondary NA students, problem whicn first,be-

._ gins to appear In the elementary grades. _

4, healthrelated problems are perceived by respondents as a sigoificant
eetriment.to education anent; the lounger NA-children of the District,

S. The responding group feels that teachers at all levels, ih:luding
college, are apt sufficiently attuned to the special needs. of MA
students, and atterdingfy that corrective measures are-required..
Appropriate actions include requiring courses in Native-American
studies and holding simcial orientations for Instructors who deaf .

:with Native Americans,.

O. The responding parents of NA children view Native oeriean stimies
as an loportant and needed addition to the urriculum.at all levels.

7. the District is viewed by the respondents as ',eking a sufficient
number of HA teachers, and by 10011:piton. other NA specialists
.stich-as counselors:

-
_

t.

26.
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Fewer than 601 of the reseendents indicated that they had received
information from the District regarding certain important educe-
tiOnal matter' This suggests that District parental communications
Are perceived as poor by a_significant percentage of the respondent

.groom.

9. ' native Paerican respondents in significant numbers feel that rev.'"

tiOn by shoal personnel awaits the NA child Apse parents complain
about a staff member. They are alto less than cOnfidentsthat prob-
lems brought to the school's attention are adequately addressen by
appropriate- District personnel.
-- _ -

ID- WhIlealmOst one-half of the respondents are confident that their
children have acquired the basic skills necessary to perform at the
next higher academiclevels, there is very strong suppOrt for the
ProViSi011 of remedial basic education courses for edualionally
deficient NA students

.at
all grade levels, including. the'Colinee of

ttleat'falit.-, -- _

-

11. The respondents feel that pre - school NA children andiparents.ueed
special educational assistance.in the fiontof day care,.licaOstert._
-and parent_Xraining.

*12. Parents responding felt strongly that inadequate career and'plist-
. .

secondary educational information. was provided to Junior high school

Students. -

. - _
.

'

13. It maybe inferred from several responses that participating RA
parents.believe improved counseling Services for NA students are
rievuired at all academic levels. :

id. NA respondents desire additional drug. alcohol. and sex education

- courses, as well as programs in reduce tardiness and truancy..

IS -The College -of Great-Fails. in the opinion of respondents, ShooTo
prtvidJ a health insurance p ,grant and a day tare center for its

Studenic. -
.

16. The high frequency of familiarity of respondents expelled _or

suspended NA students suggests that this is a potential problem

that needs-additional data.

m

a

4.
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APPENDIX

An Indian Iducation Program
Nee. Assessment -Survey

Wane July, -1982
-H a 245.

1. 'bayou believe that Native American parents adequately prepare their
Pre-school youngsters far kindergarten and elementary school?

t 227 Yes- 108 (44) No; Ili (49) Ho Response..., 18 (7)

2. is there a need for more day care and Ileadstert programs that prepare
Native American youngsters, both socially and acadentically,:for. school?

-
N 239 feu 219 No: 20 (8) _ 110 Response: _6 (2) ,

3. Do Native American parents need to be more involved in organized pro-
graiis for pre--school youngsters? _

if =.22I Yes: 221 -(9Q) No: 311) No Respeniei 21 (9)

Are teachers and gara.professional teachers of pre-school youngsters
adequately prepared in the area -of etrly,childhood developpinti_ -4.

.Adetioately Psepared: -

- 163 (62}_

wiequately:PreOred: 22 (9)

No:Respinsai 12 (5)

5 'Tien) a need for better health re services for Rat.ve American
- pre-School children?

_ . -

N 241 Yes; 221 (90) No: 20 (8) No Response_: 4- (2)

Uhat do you believe are the three most prominent" (greatest) problems
nstive.tmerican iire-sehool youngsters eaperience?

Below are the twelve112) most frequent responses end percentages.
7t.

N 193 Prejudke 57.
Health. .. ..43 22)

34 16
tack of Parental Concern 25 (13
"Hoe* Life,. (11)
Discipline andligh;ing- At 9)
food 000.Hatritlea 13 71 ,
Day Care _ ..14 1
Clothing.. 13 ( 7)

Self-Esteesi and Confidence 10 ( 5).
Parenial Alcobnl ism . ( 4
language a) _

otherwfse noted, all Percentage are figured with.11 of 246.
Perceetages figured with rot 191. Due to multiple responses. percentages

nal more than 100%. 52 (21% of_ 245) did cot--respond to this question.-

1,7

ri-
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1. Are Native American children as ready socially and academically for
elementary school_ 4k non-Native American children?

* 2.14 Yes;_ 90`40y. No: 145-(59) No Rejseniet *1 (0):

8, is what extent do Native,koerican parents become invoGed. In the,
. .

education Of their children? .

-r
x

k

Hot Sone Somewhat pellost, All 1!:!:]
At All

- V
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0- \ 4.e No- Reigonsei
1)/5) 17((46) VC(39) Ta7) 3(1).

/- Are elementary teachers sensitive to the unique, and special needs of
Pia 0* American- children ?.'Idren? .' '
. % .

\ -

x -.-...,x

It SI So:abet - Host All \ ift7M
-.At All - - -\ _

\
.

. Lia -- 2.0 '3:0 7 4.0
fft1.4 . BT-351, 01134) ,28(11) Ill.: "9tMe°0",_.

10.. he any Native American children -drop out of school in elementary school?

N --211 , Vest 1
.

36 (56) Ho: 81 (33)_ - Ho RespoliSe; 28 (I))
_

U. Should Native PreenIcao studies became integrated into -the school
distriC,..eurritolun at the elementary level? .

li 2 325. Yes: 198 (4) No:. 27_ (11) . No Response: 20. (5) .,

12. What* you consider to be the three most prominent (greatest) proilms
ktivo American elementary pepils.experiencet

Selo* are the Astelve_(12)_enst-frequent responses and perCentages.
.

I A 184 ..- Prejudice 17 (42!*
_ Lack of ParentalSoncerh.......;25 (14)

-
Health

iii..? Income
lioreLife A I $

23 .

0Jscipl1ae -and IlibLing $ 18 (10)
Clothing,.

. .
1$ (-8)

Parental Alcoholism 12 (
Peer Pressure.; ...... ...11 (6)
Ifrugs and Alcohol* - 1( i tl91

-Self-Esteem' and Confidence

Socfal Acceptance.-. -- 0 ( 5
.

"No responses" are ignored In coo:luting the mean.
-"Percentages figured with N of 184. Oue t o m ultiple responses, percentages
total_ more than 1001. 61_ (25t of 245) did not respohd to this question.

73
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IL Are ffativeAmerican pupils academically prepared for juniur high school?

tt Mc Yes: 115 (47) Nol 103 (42) Ho Response: 27 (11)

14. he we need more dreg, alcohol; and_sex education courses at the junior
. high school.. level? - -

_.

It 239 Yes: 209 -(85) no: 30 (V) No Response 6 ('s)

studenisdrep out or SChts01 at the Aqiitir hi4n school
levill? . .

p

N 2 240 Yes 223 (91). No: .17.(7) No Response 5 (2)
1

16. Do you know any Native Merles(' students that have been suspended or.
expelled from- school at...the junior high school level?

N 226 Yes: :154/(63) No. 11 (79) Re Response 20 (8) -.

_ -- --

17. Ors you personally knew any Native American junior high school age---

children -that have dropped out" of school? _

ts- 1244 181 (74) -No: 63 (26) No Response; 1 (0).

Hove Native Morton children acgulred the basic skills in readfrig.
writing. and anti-retie in elementary school to successfully cooplete
courses in junior high:schooll.T__

ti _231 -Yes: lit (56) No:. 94 (38) No Response: 14 (6)
- _

_15 there a need to offer remedial (basic education) courses to Native
American students in junior high school? _

- _ - -

N v_237 yet' 208 (851 AC- 29 (12) flu REsponset. 8 (3)'
l8. Is there' wed to offer_ Native kaerican studies courses at` the junior

high-school 'betel.? - - - -
_

N = 212 Yes; 193 (19) _Nor 19 (8) Ho Response: 31 ()4):-

21 Should Native American students be given more infornation at the junior -

'high school level concerning vocational and career education? -

N 239 Yes: 231 (94) No: 8 (3)4 No Risponset 6 ()

22. is there a need for Native Americas students to be given infbrstatian
about post-high school education at the junior high school leve:2

18 It 242_ Yes: 233 (99) Not 9 (4) No Response: 3 (1

chit do you believe is the emulative percentage of Native American
students that drop of school in junior high school?

et 25 503 7AX or more No Amoy
11 i 222% 10(4) 109(45) if21$4) 21(9)-- WO)

5

i3.441--0_-.0 47-

it;

.4
-

SA
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iZ4. heat de you 4ielseve are the three Brost imminent Wirati.st;ap, vat ens
hativejAmerican students caperience At thetjuntor hi4,11 ,.hoot le el..
U1 o& are the twelve (32) cost frequent response; .stal percenthiesi.4

1 .

C Ir40046....... . do... 0 . ...0 1? WI 1./1

4. h z 189 Drugs and Alcohol 's (40)e
IPreiudice.. - ...1/ (311i

Peer * ,,,i_ Z)- . lack of Parinttel tom.ern .. , .. , , Z. ,4.4" 4*.ii#

Ofsciplice arid ilgoiting... . ,..i- i of

Health...... ,1,.., 13 'il
5i 1) - Ei.-thii- and Confidorce. . _ . ,,i3, '
note till .... ... ..... .1, t
-10';i7,14; ;CC4:ttji.g., . . . - . , . . is
Preggi,V,., .. .. ..... ., . - ,i

.- - - , _
,

2 . have students et, gYri. #10111 a<10& liciti .-...-.W.t., the _a,:r. s4:.; 14

.- .elerientary.or Joint.- MI* itar.-1 in .sta i,.,>g i ,.."4 -**4.111 il gri itholl7 ,
_ - - .. . .

- -- fl'id-* 222 40.4,1 .1 't 4.1- :i0 %-'-'1 Li; to 2%;--poi1bet.-. 23 /4i. `

,. _ '
0._ is there a nee" to 1; r- ;...t! r %-.14.. .0 A tr ..,./>,.,r .0. :r., 1.4.

. -
.SChpbrJeret7 , '' ,t

ti ; 225 ,yeSt 207 (85) "f, if ir, fi-o 4..1.-ioi-7. 20 in

27. - Is litera& Native American studea fire.;-oie. e-aition r 5war -..itro I-

' N * 223 . Yes; 2.07 (85) Nat V f/) _
, +l) i144%2 r' )

?h., - 8o (iative_Arierican high ',camel student- r... edildial (te,ic in Ilion)

11.* 242 Yes: ° <20 errito: 22 (91 TO kft.pS4.)1.:

COUC5eS? - ,-
_ -.. ,

..-'.
211.- What cimitilaiwe Percentage of Native Atter-icon i.tudoit I irti 'ill !eve

drop_ out of high school . .
II = 223- 251: SO, 75: Over 74, kg 429`,..ma..,t

- 0110, 9f38) - .01.11) Mt)" -21/I
.

30. 09 you. knot any ilatiye American high stk.(/' Studen-= tor. low* * en
suspended or emialled at the high school level?

=

A..-Z42 Yes .. ifhi f71) No: 62,-($) _- ho $._* -i-irite- .! Ilf
._

. _

sr Are Native American high school sCodents gengi adilicit< in;erna ii.,
about jiost-secoodary education programs and financial aid!

.
ii = 218 Yes;

il6
t31) 142' (58) lid ReSecraw V (10

,
- `

*Percentages figured with II of 189. tem to multiple responses, per,_r aces
total more thait 100:. 15 In` at 7451 4ibiriat.r05nond to this guestion

-

.14
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32. What do you believe aro the three most prominent. (greatest) problems
, -tfletive American high school students eSperience7

. .

table are the twelve (12) most rowed responses and percentages.
:

It i 180 Drugs and Alcoltal.... .80 (44)*
Prejudice 64 (36)
Income 41 (23
tack of Parental Concern 16 t
Peeritt3.5310..............." le"

IT:a-Esteem and Confidence 13 .7)
Absenteeism tl ( 6)
Homo -Life -. 11 ( 6i
Attitude..-4... , - 4 1 4) .
Oropoatti , '' _

, 8 i 4)
Pregnancy ...- .. 8 1 4) n
Social Acceptance 7 ( 4)

; . .
- -

Do yoo-believe that the flativa American .studerts' s hoot experloces-
have Provided them with op.Portterities_ to develop sett-reliance?

11 - 226 Yes _11)2 (42) 40o: 174(51) No fesponst: 19 (8)
_

he therg a need to provfd parent-education classes for the Native
AngrscalmoorentS3 _- -_

-
_

. N *-249 !es: 2?1 (SO) 00. lg (8) No Dospoopp: 4 (O.-
- -0 -:

35. -Are Native American students adeluate!y prepar*d academically when
-_ they -enter the College of Great rarhy

- -

*101 45 (III) lien- 6? iyil lie Response: t38 (56)

36, Is there need to provide remedial iba. ac education.) courses fur.hatv/c- _

American students-.at the College of :'coot IS?

N 1-30 Yes: no (4) _ No:. to (8) 1Io Response: 115

3t._ Is there-4 need for the College of Greac rals to arov.:_:- A 'eolith
tare_.tieiSroftnco) Drogrod for Its stu4ents1

_ _ N OA- Yes; lit (55) i0.1. 4_(2) 04.eonsc
4*1L7

(44y
4

38. is help givereto students at College of Great Fa 11a planning an
._edecationa/..oroqra to Deed their individodi ceed!.?

At,* 70 - _Vest 31-1 06) - 31 (131 .110 Sr: 17.s ._111

:

oPerfentagesliqured with N of 181 Doe to multiple response:. ner.antsiAs
total myre than 100:. 65 :27. Of 245) did not resoand to tht.r. puesr.loo A. - . _ _ r 1 . .

.4
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toes prejudite exist at the College of Great falls against ?Wive

American student's?

N 84. Yes: 49 ($0) No. 3S (14) so S0'4,41040. 161 Ott

If_yes. who discriminates?

11 49 Ofbor Students lacuTty Administratip,

. -
2J-T6))", 2-4159) "Tcriir

'
.

.

40. Is-there areiii to Tigiiii-ii-Oie-NitifekeeriTairitWel-foWsft-31--
-- . .

----.---_ --

the College of Great Fells? .

R 4 101 -- Yes: _83 (34) No: 18 (7) Na Response. !44 (5 )

d
.

; . 41 Are Nattive American students given fair and equitable consideratiun

3- 1 when they apply for financial Aid at the College of treaf falls?
- -

..., - :-.41 - $6 - yew Si (21) its, 35 (14) No Response: 159 (60..

)4.0.4i
w :3. . 4!. -Should the.Col tele of Great falls develop a day are center on Caves

-5- -- for its-students? _ .
.

0.

- s
$ .'-- 154. Yes: 139 (57) No:. 15 (6) WO Response; 91 WI

43.- -1S there a need to provide en orientation to the faculty and other

personnel at the College of Great falls regarding special arc, Jsigye

needs and progrdms far Native American students at Ctf?

- 41

.- -

R 4131- fosi. 120 449) No: 11 0) .lio 9eSponse. 114 147)

.-
. .

_ 44. what Are thl three post prOminend
Igrealest),probleir, stugestf at

the. C011ede Of Great falls. experience?
.

- t

delow are .the twehik (12) most frequent responses.and
perceidage:.

. - - -

W s 66,, . . Income
I ) 22 431)". (

- financial Aid.. . 14 (22)

Prejudice 14 (22)

tidy COW.. 10 _06)

Drugs and Alcnbol
Counselors and Tutors

Peer Pees:pee
family Problems '

ee Alt,. .0 4 ("6

10

? ( 3
2 t 1

fibusinq
.. .

Trassporlahlen *
s 2 (3)

Recreation . : . 2 ( 3) .

Abseneedsri 1 I 2)

"'Percentages are based upon 49 responses. Due to muetipie responses.

Percentages total' more than 100.:..
-"Percentages figured with A of 65. Oue to multiple respunsds. percentages
-total poretthen wh),. )p0p(74t) did mot respond to this question.

_



45: Is there a need for the local school district

211%

to hire pork Native
-*price:If-teachers?

. , . .

11 a 231 Yes: 223 (91) Nqr 14 (6) No Response: 8 (3)

ad, If your child as experienci 4 school-related problem, would you
versant:11x fee.1 free to'dts iss the problentwith a member of the
school staff?

N - 233 Yes' 190 01) NO: 15 (14) NCResssaselL12(1)
.

_47. Are you Aware that thire are Native American home- school coordinators
(pars- professional leyel) who sock in,the schools to address the
special and unique problems of NativelAmerican students?

N * 221. ,Yes: 123,(50) last 100. (41) No Respons
,-

40. Was your thildever had a scheduled visit in the school with a sive
.hneriftfboine -school coordinspr?

. _-
-..

.N = 221 Yes. 69 (28). No 152 (62) No Response: 24 (10)
-- .

Would you feel more coMfOrtable discussing your child's problems with_
a.Native American counselor?

N = 05 Yes: iss (64)_ no; 49.(20) No.RespenSp 40-A16)

AIL
50. Have uSaid an opportunity. to d Ins your ch id's regular school

-cOunis various approaches to solving problems i h which you have
.-

'been f d? _

. -

215. Yes ;. 104 .(43) Not Ili 145) No Response:. 30 (12)
. - -

Sl_ Would you feel comfortable in discussing school-related problems your
child is experiencing with members of-the school staff?

-.

N it 217 Yes! 69 (67) NO: 52 (21) No Response; 28 (11)

6...in

,
52. Havel you ever tape ith your child's school counselor?

N atn7 Yes' 107 (44) No 120 (49) No Response: 18 (7)

53- if you or your child complAned to a school district official about a
member of the school staff, dO you believe your child octuld.be retaliated
+fast? 'A

. , ..,

11 =i14 Yes: 160 (65) N 7 (10) flo Response: 11 (t)
N .

.. 5a.. when you so to Abe shoolwith a problem, do you feel Abe pcoblipm sets.
resolved?

. .

N = 217 Yes: 96 (19) . Not 121 (49) 4So Response: _20 (11)
. ,..

. .tw

1
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SS. Ooes,ihe school help you to understand the meaniug of the school
'cereaculum? Vf

. 200 Yes: .114 (47) No: 86 (35) Ao Response; '45 (oil)
- .

_S6- Aret any school or school-related pr6gramo that encourage the
et Of parents dither directly /indirectly in the education ,

lot their' children/ :-

It £15 Yes. 115 (4') .No. 100 (41) No Response: 30 (12).

Si. Is there too much emphasis oa the college bound cUrrOcutum in-th; local _
school district? a

ft, 171 Yes: 61 (25) No: 110 (45) AD Response: 74 (30) 6

SD. Now do you rate the overall solfesteem and confidence of Native
American students in thefireat_Falls school system?.

xe

1--0."--1-Mri II *
Excellent:417%0d Average Poor 736 13b9

1.0 2.0 4,0- 4 A rictispoAte --*
S(2) 22(9) 121(52) . lia34 .9till

.- --

59. stave you eier recel6ed or too eco6yW-the school district student colt
. handbook? ' I_

-.-F ny Yes. 65 (2 No: 170 (69) No Response: 10 (4 )

. . e

60. Is there prejudice against Native American students in the Great Pails
school district?

A A 215, Yes: .186 (16) 210: 29 (12) . No Response:, 30'(12).

_If yes, who iliicriminates7 4

: III' 186 .O°41144'.
Teachers Administrators

-7-grogy
'

61.gyels there a need troffer bilineval education courses in She Grkit Falls
'j Schee) District?

.
.

'

N .222 Yes: 159 (65) Nu. 63 (26) Nu Re., one: _23 (9)
4

-62. Does-the local school district help Native-American students and parents
-understand the meaning of students' standardized test soores7
(Examples: ghool ability, achievement. and aptitude) .

R . 222 Yes: 107.(44) Not . 115 (47) No Response: 23 (9)

,110 resp0450S" ar ignoredgnored 14 computing the mean.
.

"Percentages areliased upon 186"Yes' responses. Oue to multiple responses.
percintegev total more than 1002. .

1._

4
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63. is there a need to develop in-school programs that will assist in
reducing the tardiness and absenteeism rates of Native American
students?

ft

V a 2)1 Yes: 185 (76) NO: 26 (11) NO Response: 34 (14)

64. Are you familia( with the Kendra Indian Teacher training PrOgram
admil.istered by Pentane United Scholarship Service?

N 4 231 Yes; 110 (45) No: 121 (49) NoResponse. 11 16)

65. 00 you believe that teachers It the local school-district should
receive instruction in Native American studies to better prepare them
to teach Native American students?

N 236 Yes: 219 (89) No: 17 (7) Na Response: 9 (4)

66. there a need to de'velop To:reatlea programs for Native American
ycuth?

.

N = 235 Yea._ 216 (88) No: 19 (8) No Response: 10 (4)

67. Are extracurricular activities important in keeping Native American ,

children in school at all leveliof education?

N =. 236 Yes: 223 (91) No: 15 (6) ,No Response:. 7 (3)

,

74Z
$
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01410GRAPHIC DATA
' -(d s 245)

41

A' &i -22j
.

Ralo...86_ (35) Feilalo...142 (58) No Response...17 (1)

1..(!t 142) ,

18.25 yrs 36 .(15) 0-30 yrs....24 (16)

31.35 yrs 33 (14) 36-40 yes. ..16 (7)

41-4S vrsr 12 (5) 46-50 yri 7 (31-

.51-55 yrs (3) 5640 yrs 4 12)

61-up . ; .... .2 (1) No ReSpPoSe:103 (42).

tlarital Status rja jzi }
Switle . (14) Married 110 (45)

Widowed 16 (7) Olvorced... ...33 (14)

tto Response,31 (21)

CIO Woo' s tljos

hB-Syrs.....105 (23)* 6:10 Yrs 124 (27)* No Respoose....24 (12y*

11-15- yrs . .120 an. 1641 yrS 102 (23)*

total Children. 451

Ave maie No. of Children Per Parent 29
iligh-School Graduation Status -' = 92)

..11194 School Geadiate...75 (31)

G.( 0 11 (7)

ito* ResponSe:, .... . .t53(62) .

Apn Gradkteve 1 A Mined 8 60

(Eptamht Static itt 150)

- Employed. 82 (34) 1

1$PAIRPloyed 68 (28)

_ No Response 95 (39). .

*Based upon R of 451 (total cumber of children).
-"eased upon M of 245. (total amber of parents).

74
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Chippewa -Cree
thloitreet... .

Chippewa
Cree .

Cherete..... ..... ..- .......
S1041, ...

_Crow
Geo. Ventre
UndltSS
Assmbovne

iniboine-StourAssAssintbotne.Cree....,

rootents....

Little Shell...
Turtle Mountain

4' (18)

ar ill)
17 (7)

,...,12 (4)

6

4 12)

:
3
3
2
2

... ... 2

2

(3)

W
(1)

(1)

1

1)

(1)

(1)

r

4

Only response.

$

a

4

I once were incleded la these tallies.

4 ,x
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National Indian Adult Education Association
guwjott2rdirnprin) 71A-M11/713:2532

OnommeaSON COMPOJUOU-

4-Agja.,L12m.LN govA pea/. relei.m
monraii masumepomm WA:um

TEsTINOW TO*

YE? SENATE SELECT CONNITras Ott INDIAN AFFAIRS

The National Indian Adult Education Association is pleased

2$30 East North Lana
VhooaixtiAtic. 85020

the an opportunity has been made available to corract the min-

i f anon which vas supplied to Congress in the Spring Budget

O r ngs and in recant -press releases on the Administration's budget

acts. We have-important facts to present to you. Unlike the

Administration's leneralisodlassertions and Incorrect Beaten:taxi

it is Kali -documented facts which are offered for your uie herein.

These facts ware available to the Moira. ttttt ion's officials. That

they have chosen not resupply you with the information not only

appals us, but_caos doubt on the sincerity of Ptesiderit !UMW'S

recently et:Ileac/a policy stitemont en Indiana.

You Ware tbld in the spring budget hearings that Indian adult

__,education needs arusarved through a set aside ih the redoral Adult

Education Act appropriation. There is no auth net aside. A sot

aside is available for Vocational Education in the U.S, Dept. of

Education at a-much lorte fignrethan that quota4 by Dr. Prank,flyan

in testimony to Congress. booty -nix projects are funded nationally

with Silo Vocational It set-aside. Vocational training, as is wall

understood, is not the setae kind of progreming as ain't education

funds provided under Tittt iv, Part ()which addresses adult literacy,

,dnglish as a Second Language, and high school evivilency programing.'

Yet, inthe Administration's most recent budget request, the rationale

for eliminating yitla IV, Part C is that thenoeda can be mat through

the VocatIOnal-sotlaside. Even if the vocational Education monies

were able to be uned for adult literacy programs (which thoy are not),

the reauthoriratioa of the Vocational Education Act contains no further

a

.4.
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provision for an Indian set aside. -

The Only national survey of the education needs of indica

Adults which has ever been conducted was funded by the tr.S..Depertoent

of Education to identify and describe the extent of problems ot

Illiteracy and lack of Sigh School completioneeteog "Suit American

Indiana, Aleuts, and Eskimos. Thd comprehensive research which 4

vas conducted under the highest research standards and at groat cost

to the government and taxpayereli st:11 laying_Unroleasekin.tho

0,S. Dept. o8 Education. The results of the research have been.

reviewed by Sec. 8e.4 and the Director of.indian Education. .Although

the Administration has bean unwilling to release this study for the

pait teCipears.tgOv fully understand that their budget request to

you in not supported by the faits,, and that their budget rationale, .

error:.

The national Survey confirms that:

1:1_ For skills for which thera2are national norms, Indians

-lug fer behind the netionAl norm. The profile of

Adult American Indiana is ataracterlsed pit-uediaU

educatioas-ubstantially lower than found in an? other

'ethnic or racial group which.heo not recently immigroAd

into the United Sta a. Their Ability to demon..

strafe knowledge r Ults in.seoros that for some scales

are less than halt those found in the national norm."

_

2.) Sven though the admin tsation Indicates a high concern

or eeonomic development on Reservations, the study

confirms what practioners In the field have long known- -

jobs will not be forthcoming witheita liter.Aer English -'-

speaking populltiOn per the following Tinto* ".e Indians
are at such a disadvantage as compered to the O.s.

population as a Whole that they cannot be-considered

a serioue contender for jobs...."

4

The fact that States and dIA are not providing the_

monies necessary tor'sndian adult oducationaslasserteS

by the AdAnistration Is confirmed in the profile of ..

Indian-operated !ravens -- 951 of the operatiug budgets

came from Title IV. part C.

**-

a
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4.) It is Rase confirmed that-English language shills-
.

arO a major bazziar to employment and aelf.-sufflaency.

_ Only fifty -six percent of,theLpepullition spoke English

- at home with twenty -five percent of the adults unable 0

to speak English at all, and a majority with affirming
communicating in gnoish: - _

70ken.in tote, the rermarch Confirms that there is an
,

urgent heed for Title IV, Patt C Adult Education amine., Additionally,

there la confirmation that!Substantial in.:rearms are necossaty. the

appropriation for.Part C has fluxuated between three million hn4 five

adllion.doIlars.since the inception of the Act. While other appropriation

have grown, Part..q has stayed at about' the sane feral. The aithorlzation

level' Is for" nine mLt11on dollars.. The National, Indian Adult Education

Association urger Congress to appreprilte up CO the full, autherirailon

JevelfoeTiiIe.XV, Part C Adult Iducation_Prmgrams. for each dollar

that you ;moulder for adult Literacy and high school completion programs

for-ladlartedwIni, you save the taxpayers many additional dollars in
/welfare costs, Cute in, elimination of, and faiTure.ionzovide

_adequate funds for_Indian.adult education 4s trimly false economy.

Re roach,e.rmgment of the_ Indian popilanon which no other education,

. perste* presider reaches. We provide the 1Js and information fpri

Ind. an adults to beione ihlopendent"selfsustaining citicens.

-The Nations' 3ndlan.Adult krmcatloi-Association requests your ./

-. support for RR -11,Phich extends Title IV, Indiagi_Educhtion Program,/

through,1989,_ and action by your comelttee_to inch aae,Pare Ct Mutt

EducatimmvrOpriations to the authorisation ceiling. Additionally,

your support Is requested for the budget supplement introduced/by

Congressman Pat-WL.41ams of.14ontana for ptle TV for fiscal 4ar

1983. i - . .

-ea.& national Apvel funding for - Indian AJult Educe eon is

erratic at best. The competitive nature of the fundilgirhsate

is seesaw programing whereby one group Of students opionmreservation

recolves.classos fOr awhile, and than another gre9ii. is funded and

the first-group does Without. The funding which 'a avapaile presently

"'takes care of only a frectOn of the need.

"4

4
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A national data collection instrument is currently being

devised to collect and display Statistical information on the

numbers of Indian adults who are participating in programs.

their progress, numbers of graduates, end other portaineat

information. Unfortunately. the federal agencies have sever

been eblp to_Impiement a date menajiment system which *maid

insure that information 1* available which reflects the ;weds

and erect's*: The National fndian Adult Education Association

---ta-rafiectingtherromourriferflfhifebriiirliiIilacklilarig-----
a leadership tole in collecting the information. This information

wilt*. *blared with.Congreas in lieu of its availability from

-fideral_Ageneiea..

The heseciatioe would. be happy to supply further information
_ -

to-Lbe CoaMittee of ladividuei members of Congress. Please
.

lot Us know if there is furthei specific information With -which

44! 14.414 144414Y You. _

Thank you for your consideration of the urgent needs of our

India; -adult students all over the United States,

Area, Rod end NoOuiston. Jobe. "American Indian Adult Education
end Literacy: The First National Servey.° JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
1SOZAU EDUCATION, January._ 1982. p 144. °

- -

4
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PREPARED bTATEHENT OF JOUR TIPPECONN1C
PRESIDENT. RATiOSAI. INDIAN guirearriat ASSOCIATRI

,- Hr. Chairman and lke.bete of the Committee. fly name is John V. Tippeeonaie.
I en the President of the National Indian Education Association (DMA).

DIM to a aesbecship organisation with a national coastituency of 1300 ambers
peanceslog viral concerns and involvement in the different programs do lined to
Improve-rho states -of ballast education. Tit* Association is governed by a fifteen
member, all Indian Maid of Directors, 'duo are elected by the membetship and vile,

resent diversified geographic end tribal backgrounds.

If the Reagan Adminiatrariog hen Its way, the future of Indian education is
aerfous Jeopardy. There is a state of ftustramian, contagion and uncertainty

about what is going to happen. in Indian education. The Administration has
-queatiened the federal rota in education by openly Istatieg that the education of

- . American Indiana is not a trust respenalhility. The result could be the disappear-
ance of Indian education programs, including Bureau of Indfin Affairs education.
the President has already proposed. the reanimation of Title IV in the 1E84 :budget.
NIEA.beilevee the Administration's position is erroneous and that Mean development
of the education Of American Indians is a trust responsibility. Treaties, court-
decisiono,- Congressional reports and Ante support our clam.

1IDEA is concerned with the totality of program, that .ffect American Indian
Students. ilowevet, our teetleany viii focus on at Administration's T184 budget
proposal to terminate Title IV, India: Education Mt pre-eams. Certain* recommit-

_ - dation, wile pis* be made_ conternieg the Bureau al Indian Affairs and Indian
itealtb"Service budgets.

. -title 11. -Indian Education Act Programs i_

NM is strongly opposed to the Adtaitration's proposed $16 million
reclusion in 1983 and in deeply concerned about the propos. 1 51 sailor, "phase-
out and termination budget rtquest for ITai. The Administrption contends that
the to:ideation ot title IV it justified given their "policy regarding soparare
funding for Indians not on r4scruhtioaa" and that "$250 million will be available
to benefit Indian etudente participating in the Irapatt Aid, IChapter 1, Bilingual
Education and Vocational Education progtans." Other programs are also mentioned

-for which Indians are eligible participlata. . .. . --

KEA queolicer the Admainistratiol& Justification for the followigg reagens:
- .

-Their policy of funding only reservation Indians is in direct <flotation of
the Federal cowermount's responsibility der Indinn- education. Indian
students have spectal educational :made rtgardiest of. where they live. ide
believe that Title ZV was passed in recognition of the Federal rasponei -e
bfiity ar the education of American Indigos. And the intent of Title IV
was to-be legit:sive by ;saving the provisiobs of the Act apply to all Indians,
Esktros.and Meats in this country (E.-Rea. 92-346). . a

., ._
-NEM questions whether $250 million win he Avatioble to India; atm/dente: ..
participating in impact Aid, Chapter is Bilingual Education and Vocational
Education programs. !spatially at a time whew these ptograus are exper,i-
eneing budget ralucricas and when block greats to states are Increasing.
V4 request that this Committee on Appropriations ask-the Administration

_ foe a detailed account of pint, present end° future Indian participation in

a

.
a:.
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these programs and clearly show how those programs sill wet the educat-
ional needs of Iodise students currently, addressed by Title IV program.

-lie air* resent the Administration implying that these propane' (Impt let Aid,
Chapter I, Bilingual Education, Vocetibetal Education and othcre) wilt tad,:
the place of Title IV. Thou° progress are for afferent purpose:nand meet
diffetent educational needs. In fact, there have been two CAO audits that
inVastigated duplication of oersteds between Title IV and other education
programs, Both found duplication to be ieininai. . (

-4114A opposes the ilslitinistrationla proposal to terminate special, Iodine ,
legislation and lump Indian students into ptograns With -ninntitY 8tonPs
Title iV reptesents Federal racer:Dal:he and responsibility for Indian
education andhas nothing to do vitt: other legislation designed-WI
address problem* of students who meet certain educational, social or._
econoile criteria. -

*
lePeet of , -

In 1912 _Congress passed the Indian /Aurstion Act in recognition of tl:c.apecial.
educational ea. culturally related academic needs of Indian. students (na amended).
The,,Aot authorised three major programs, two (Parts B and .C) provide discretionary
funds to Milan mime, Indian organisationmand institutions. A fellovship program
is also included. The third, and largest, program is Pert A. which ptovides(,
entitlement fund); to public schools and Indian Controlled Schools to sleet the
cuirnes/1.1 tainted acedoaic needs of Indian students.. Sine...1972 Title. Iv has
developed Into a major Indian education prostate that le recognised nationwide for
its success in meeting the educational needs of Wien. Students. Selected (e_orments.
shout Pests 1.,- 8, and C . . -

-An estimated 311,402 Indian students en being served in P481.
Terminatian of Title.1/ would.reeult in;ovar 300,000 students

_without program: to meet their.educational-needsr 1-

-A. national process evaluation of Part A in`19T8 Ebnnd t)rat there
were peteeetions of improvement in all educational end social aspects
of the Indian child. The infroVVOne was direettiattributid to
Title 1V. The evaluacion vend an to recommend that:ft:a funding of
Vert AshouRcintinor: and be increased in Future_ years. - _

-atisningful parental I:web:anent has increased significantly. Over
1V000_ Parents are actively involved in Parr A Parent Cooreittees

-Aptoxinatoly 6,100 professionals, paraprofessionals and support
miff are nmployedby Part A-projects.

Part 4 -Dori FY81 .8,028 patticipants were. inVolvegin TO prOjecto. For
. . 083 208 participant* era involved lb 41 projects. The high

figure of 8,028 repreeenta only a part of the Indian population
_ that heraxpressedaducacional aced under-Part B.

- . -

-Thel dstational. _Perconnel Developnent and Fellowship progress
have biro highly successful in developing educational/protein:ionsl

lead ship that is now taking Ira presence fele. in schools, tribes.
Ptore sional organisations end geivernmental-agencies.

-

ti
vels....

Putt A.
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?art C -During rildl 15,711ParticiPattn were involved la 50 Projects. Tor
% FY83 9,7)0 paraclpanta ore invaved felt project,. The high

Clgure of 83,732 represents a small pdrt of the Indian population
that have expressed needs id'adult eduratbon.

...

- -

_ ...; -

Areiviti** have resulted to the reduction of the illitetacy rate,
itiereesed the motory of bash skIlle, inerceso1.7the *welt:Twat of
relevant eutrieattemtvrialeand.litereased CEO attainment.

titEk Is concerned that the National Advisory Council ao.ladiamOducation has
not bean shim to carry out its functions ao mandated An the Indian Education hit.
We request adoguate funding LOU NACTE to meet its emulate. '

Olth opposes the _Admiatstration's be..ef that Title IV is an Ntancceasary
mbgram." Vo feel Title IV should continue and be- increased 10 funding if ms are
to goetlaeo thoeprogrese nada.litare 19)2'.

J. 1

1

10XXONLIMATIOAS- A
a

PitIale.lattlan &Waists Ac Programs

L. That the himinigerrtion's proposed 5183 scansion her raid.
2. The full ealsoriscd funding level for lytie IV pregrom in FY84

or at thavety least the FM appropriation of 881,680.000.
3. That the Committee review lite tenoning data sources in making

Ff14 budget-deeiniones -

- 1'he musses/auk-len of Title IV, Part AlemPleted in 1978.
8, Tberasultn_of.the National Impact Evaluation of Part 1,.schoduled

for.eoaptetion this Springa--
C. Ito_Falo np sibay.a partielpanti In the tel and

Educational Personnel tmvelopment Program.
P. The results of the animal Adult Indian Education Need Survey

oompleted-in-1981.
_ -

Surma OfIndion:Affairs
. -

-1. NIE8 is opposed .W. the PY84 psopoSed decrease in funding tot the Johnson -
lethilley 'Program ant the higher Education Student Crant ?mom and
recommends that hold be fcaied at` the 1181 levels.

2. NITA reCcemmuht test the 1184 budget reeTrtbeltyCont7olled Community
Colleges allow sufliciem.fuads to allow MOO per Indian PTE.

3. NM-recommends that no offresurvationloardhgg School (4t. Edgccumbe,
ConchoOtohmton and Intamontain) be clOsed Weil the CAO report bad
been mattidoted and *Ail active and proper tonsOleation has taken place
yitrtheaftected Tribe, ; . -

iudian Health Service '

NITA recommends that the IUHED Program .continuo vibe funded as a.slue
iten_in the Indian Health Setvieehudgot and that the ndd funding he
at the current level -of Loading.

.

4k,
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Ia cenlusion, the (talon Mutation Aot has toted Ai difficnit and trying
history. In october 1872, Congress appOpriated $19 million to start thr program-

- In January 1971. President Mixon It:Poundal the appropriation and asked cam/rocs to
takon'thebaneytack. two low snits (Badman vs. Ottina and minnosota Chippewa vg.
Wetnbeegor) led to a U.S. Oistriot court decision that ordered release of tho.
leads and,diroctad thobltloa olidocatIon to "obligate or ex TIP" the funds by
data 30. t

During this time couplicatione stow ARAM AAAltAl of the atIona1 advisory
Council on Indian Education and the astahfiatmentrd the Office r Indian Education
In the-Vaitvd Staves bifico of EduOatim/PEW

NINA rocognizis that, tine and time again. Outvote has taken the loadorship
In naintainlbe.and supPortinq qtowth in Title 111, Indian Education Act prograas.
Today, we .Yo at another critical point In the history of Iltio IV. MICA requests
that coagrois, thrwappropriations.continue to <menisci the nectesnry leadership
and fond Title IV in PY84 (at loser at tho PY81 level) no that AMOriegg Indian
*tiidentit across thin nation will contiZoa to receive sarwices tgenese.thelr-
educations/ needs.

%

f-
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_
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ITION PAPER QN THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED
TRANSFER OF ANA FROM DINTS TO TOE BiA

President Reagan's 1984 Budget (Aprdix mite Budget for
. -

Fiscal Year 1084, I-K46) propose* the transfer of the Administra-

tion for Native Americans (ANA) responsibilities to tribes from

-the Department ofjlealth and Human Slibr#iest (DUBS) to the Bureau

of Indian Affairs (DIA) by April 1983; Furthermore, grants to

non-tribal off- reservation, rural and urban Indian organizations
.

and hon..fodpraliy recognized tribes will be eliminated within

_

three years.

This,proposal compromiges4hedeogislative intent of the 1974-

Native Americans Programs Act, This egislation established ANA,

and recognized that an Indian is an Indian regardless of'where0

the Indian resides, on or off-reservatiell. There are more Native

America residlni0 Off-reservation rural and urbanarea4 than
. . ,

o reservation.

- The ANA programs havebeen the major impetus for the promotion
,

and development of balanced social and bconomicself-suffielency

for urban Indian communities- This concept has-been

cfficantly managed by the DNS, The transfer to the

mast tertaielY (91rtail and/or 'eliminate the progress ich1t6ed$4
q.i4=46

thee for.. 'the PM N historical and current operational record and

reIptionshipts/ wtth thy urban ILilina leaves much to.bedeslred.
- A'

The BIA!s service delivery mechanisms are complex, inefficient, and
'

ineffective:, 'Owens. she- DOHS, specifically regarding ANA, overail.

.has delivered its servitsslp an ciloctiVe, expcditiousj and

. c ffic lent -roaapeii.

'

a

4
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0 Flagstaff, 'AtizonaL6incluse proximity to six (Q) Indian

'reservations (Kaibab Paiute. Hopi, Navajo, Havasupal, Yavapai

ApaCie, White Mountain Apache) and has accOrding to the 1980
.

U.S. Csns an Indian population of 2,299. However, Flagataff'm

indies.popalation increases to approximately 3,500 daring the

sprig to fall moths because Flagstaff relics to a great. extent

on e tourism industry. Most of the Native American employment
. .

is j the
:
"menial" labor and servicos jobs (ie. mote maids,

tanrant Maintenance, etc) Arens.

According to the 1977 State Region III Economic Development

dutlok
-

Publication,.SOUthwest Indian Report - U.S. Commission

on Civil Rights, the 1980 Arizona Departmedt of Economic

SeCurity study - "Arizona MatiVe Americans'_, Native Americans

are overrepresented ii,the_unemploysa1nt, and underemployed areas.

In CoconinoCounty, Arizona, Indlans.have the highest mate of.
vg 0 -.-

Unemployment (110%) yet comprise Only 28% of the total county
.

_ . .

Furthermore. Indians_ fin Coconino nnty,experjence greater
.- 76 ,. f

_ t
population. 5

incidences of related indicators Of poverty thaa_any other racial
\

group. Among these indicators arc
/
the percentage of famyieS

and indisldualfl being 1.4.sified., poor by the Arizona Department_

-of Erolieml-e.5tcur0-3 (D.R.S.). . _
-.

.
. - /

.
. . 27% ortho,Put Iry Covunino county population, lives below

, .

poverty bevel. However 75% of the Native American population in

romminu Cownt; 1.1vc, bv-low the poverty level. This is 22. times
,'. .,

t , a
the pekentage tut-pal...Lk*. (3%), nearly a0 tinge the percentage for

-.

.40

; .

4
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llispants (4%) tit more that. 4 times t e percents, or Whites

118%). Indians have the highest orcentage of poverty In Cdconino

County y.et comprise ttfy 28% of the total county population.

Moreover. Ihdtans make tor only 6% of the statewide population;

Iloweyer, they riAtresent 22.37, of thc",..Aritonans in poverty:,
., ., It is with the ANA SEWS fu

-
lls that -N1CA_has begun to nticitess

the afo.emeationel socio-economic problems besetting the IN ive

.American. NACA through its JTPA funded Employment Assistan e '"
progrnm has been able to, garner ra.frre positive emplgyment situations

. ...tuasubsidized) Sex' the Flagstnff Native AmOr can population. In
I

Joining with the Flagstaff. Chamber of Conner and the x.

County' Industrial Development Bbar.(1. (.13/ICA's .Bo cl-Fregiciont
. ..

. .

Rupert Lomadapki is a member ofthe County's Industrial De

lioard) negotiations 'are on-going to bring new "soft industi0es". . ..-

-into the county, with the specific purposes of providing employ-

ment-for Nattive. Americans and noreaver to elevate the -economy.
. -

1` The transfer of the WA to the DIA acid moreover the eilmination-,.

4.)f grants to nil non-tribal Indian orgaifizationswill mort tssurcdly
coat cities, counties, states, and the fetlerlil government more in

the 1.eng tun, Much time, effort and ItIbllars have gone Otto the

pros.eni` MA progrgre; to effect tl' urban, Indian problemst but

trk.w..atiogr. Arigget. in addrewitng the f rmer diAp.orittes ha occurred.

The of f-rel.ervation. rnr,ii mid urban Indt.tn hie oftealimes Joe
..1. ,

,sehanged reservation' poverty for urean poverty. Nonetheless, -the
.. 0 .
,- urban Indian dg:knit:at Ion3 are impacting their communities in a ,

2

most posit ire manner I, )

,

.4
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We respeafully beseech you to continue to.sepPortthe tunding
/ '

of wit-reservation, ruril and urban Indian organisations, non-federally

re,wgnized tribes, and also the federally recognized "reservation"

tribes. Purthormore, We ask you to oppose the transfer of the ANA

responsibilities from the DOHS to the DIA by April 1983.

Robert Lomadipki
" NACA Board Chairperson

Narjorie Washing Tn
NACA Board Secretary

Suh-elited SAC. Board of Diroctors. Harch 15
a
1083,

5
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NATIONAL-URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

tosuretrAmf
cam Ates.a.wilmseecf2

. February 23. 1983

The Honorable Mark Andrews
U.S. Senate

UaShinglen D.C. 20515

Dear Staiier Andrews:

The 1984 budget recently comnenicatrd to Congress by
Prrsident Reagan Includes some PeoPoSalsmide. we believe compromise
the legislative intent of the tiativejmerican Frogman Act. This
legislation authorizes the Secretary of 'Win and Human Services
'to provide Mantle] assistance to public and nonprofit public
agencies including but not linAted-to, governing bodies of Indian
tribes on Federal cod State reservatiord Alaskan villages and
regional corporations establishr by the Alaska Native Claies

1
Settlearnt Act, and such public rd nonprofit agencies serving
Hawaiian Natives and Indian ergs izatiens in.orban and_rural non
rostrvatibn areas, for projects part/lining to the purposes of this
Act." In hls-1984 budget President Reagan proposes_that 'grants to
federally rrcognized tribes wilt be adaintstered by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs beginning on April 1983. Grants Its noilede.ally
recognized tribes will be phased out over a 3 year period.' lho
National Urban Indiah Council has not, at this time, been appraised
of the reasoes for this questionable action. However. these
propOsils hive been unanieousiy rejected by the Council's 200141
affiliates throughput the United States. -. e
.

the National urban Indian Council and its affiliates are opposed
to the transfer of ANA respentibilities to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs principally because this would compromise the legislat
Intent and mission of the agency. We bellove that Congress, in
enacting this legislation. intended for it to serve all Native
Americans not just those teeters or federally recognized tribes
residing on a reservation. There are other questions we have coo.

Crtninl this transfer (e.g.. the conpetenCy and qualifications of
the Bi4 in administering this progran. the lack ofconsultatfon with -

Indian. Aiatka Nitive and Native Hawaiian leadership concerning the
transfer. ete.)i however, the affront to Congress demonstrated'gy
this proposal is- certainly the most oblectiontoble. During the hot

3
?Maw* BrodarayOorwor,-Coloandomew inn slop_
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few weeks a letter nay be circulated by concerned, sponsiblc legislators
oppoting this transfer. We hope that you art able td support tht$ position
100 register with the AdmleistratIon your disapprove of Its tactics.

1

.

the National urban indian.Councli and its affil ales art also

11.

deeply

concerned With the Actelnistrations repeated attempt to exclude that half

of the American Indian and Alaska Native population esiding off the reSer.
cation in torten and rural areas from participating 1 the activities of AMA.
The Native American Programs Act Is one of only a f pieces of legislation
that rstOgnifes that an Indian it en Indian no matte there he or she residet.
and that the federal government has a responsibility otos their steeds.

Since taking attics, the h49411 Administration has pe,sisted in terminating
the rights of Indians and,tiasta Natives residing Ito dff-retervatien areas.

9/

AMA has provided a flra foundation on which to Wild s If.sufficient,off-
racervation Indian and Alaska Native commuoities. Fed rat policies should
not he determined by the gffice of Ma4gdoist And Bud t, nor should this b
Administration be allOted Welimintse toneffts id over 700,000 American
Indices and Alaska Motives. _Mt home that lissom doll ratiors on the 1984
budget these considerations pla; a as in your decislo mallet process.

. .

in the months aited you ma ... row' too additional information con- .

tensing the value of-tho MativedAtealcat rTograms Act and ANA !rooster
offreservetion ceessituency. if.pashsve any nveslions oncorning the
itsues addressed in this correst...vdtde or infornstiotyo receive from year
constituents, pleas, feel free to cot .'et ma at your cone fence. Oh look
forward to the opportunity to assist snu in your endeavors

'. . 4._ Sincerely yoert.

,.._

.

..--

I
Creoy V. Frasier s. l .

httf Executive.
.

!,

% tel
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NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL
ro pomoo zuhe says *ad ecaavol,es4MS.dataw.cf 01A91 ettr iialbrierrV*111"

Parch 3, 1983

the liorerable nark Parma
Chairman. Senate Select Cacmittee '

on Indian ;ffairs
6317 Weser§ Senate Office Vending
liashington, O.L. 20510

kai Senator Andrews:

enclosed written testivony concerning title V of the Ind
The national Urban Indian Council respectfully interti the

Health tare Inprovenent Act. advinistered by the V.S. Ikea pent
of Health and His Services, for the eonsideration of the Senate
Select Comeittte on Indian Affairs. The Council. representing
the interests Of over ene.balf of the tatki AmeriCam Indian and
Slash* native copulation, is extremely concerned ultrethe '

proposals contained in President Reagan's 1904 budget. Ve hope
that the attached document assists yo and your colleagues in
par oel ibera Mat:

It snare is additional information or assistance you require.
please feel free to contact as at your convenience.

Sincerely yours,

Grocery W. Frazier
Chief Executive

Oilfscart

EnCLOSVIE

2258 South Broadway Denver, Coaxed° 80210 (3O3)6984911

r,
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TESTIMOXY cowrnm. TITLE V Of THE INDIAN_NEALTH CARE
4FROVIZUNT ACT 5UAMITTED IT, 7111 NATIONAL URBAN TIDIAN

- CeUTCIL

IN OCTOBER OF 1980, THE INDIAN HEALTH CARE IMPROVEMENT ACT

(P.L. )4-167) WAS ?EAUTHOWED AND EXTENDED THROUGH F.Y. 19811.

WHEN IT FIRST ENACTED THIS LEGISLATION, CONGRESS DECLARED THAT:

"IT IS THE POLICY OF THIS NATION, IN FULFILLMENI OF

ITS SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND LEGAL OBLIGATION

TO THE AMERICAN INDIAN PEOPLE, TO MEET THE NATIONAL.

GOAL OF PROVIDING.THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE HEALTH STATUS

TO INDIANS AND TO PROVIDE EXISTING INDIAN HEALTH

SERVICES WITH ALL RESOURCES,N&ESSARY'TO EFFECT THAT

. POLICY.°

HOWEVER, SINCE ITS INAUGURATION, THE 'EAGAN ADMINISTRATION HAS

PERSISTED IN ITS ATTEMPTS TO UNILATERALLY ABROGATE ITS TRUST

RESPONSIBILITY ONEHALF OF THE TOTAL' AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA

NATIVE POPULATION THAI RESIDES IN OFF-RESERVATION RURAL AND URBAN,

/'AREAS. _

AT THE TIME OF ITS LAST REAUTHORIZATION, CONGRESS SET/SPENDING

GUIDELINES FOR TITLE .W. THE AMOUNTS (IN MILLIONS) AU7ORIZED4

REQUESTED AND APPROPRIATED FOR EACH FISCAL YEAR siN5E ARE LISTED

BELOW: 4.

F.Y. AUTHORIZED REQUESTED 7 APPROPRIATED

FA, 1981 18.75 - NIA // 8.9

FtY. 1982 21.5 .1,0( ' 8.1

Fa, 198; 24.7 -0-

F.?. 19811 28.5 -0- N/A

['AMOUNT APPROPRIATED WAS ,o(9 MONTHS.

ti

NATIONAL UtlIM N INDIAN COUNCIL

te

c.

A

4
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!

-AS THE CHART ON.TVE PREVIOUS PAGE INDICATES, TITLE V IS WOEFULLY

UNDERFUNDED, ADDITIONALLY, THE MONIES ACTUALLY AUTHORIZED NAVE

REMAINED RELATIVELY CONSTANT THROUGHOUT A HIGHLY INFLATLDNARY PERIOD

OF TimE As A RESULT OF THIS SITUATION, THEAATION4 URBAN INDIAN

COUNCIL HEREBY REQUESTS THAT (ONGRESS APOROPRIATETHE $28:5 MILLION

AUTHORIZED FOR TITLE V DURING FA', 19848 IF THIS IS NOT FEASIBLE

DUE TO PRESENT FkSCAL REALITIES, THE ,COUNCIL STRONGLY URGES CONGRESS

TO APPROPRIATE $.16 MILLION TO OFF-SET THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF

AIVING'FOR THE PAST THREE FISCAL YEARS,

;

4

'

NATIONAI. URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL
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NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL
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The lItnerable Nark Andrews
Chalrasn. Senate Select ConsIttee,

011 indlsn'Affsirs .
6311 DIrtsen Senate Office Building
Withington1 D.C. 205111..,.. /

ARP ,
. .

Dean Senator Andrews. '
The National ,Urban Indian Council. respectfully tubaits the

enclosed written testfatny tooter:sing the programs authorised
by Ube Iodise Child Welfare Act end aatinistered by the Sorsa!,
e, Ineao Aff.tirgf for she consideration of the Senate Select 0
tcansittee an Indian Affairs. The Council. repretenting the
interests of over one-half of the total Aeerican Indian and
Matta math,* population. _is oxtrateli concerned wi.th tot ..
proposals contained in President lleagsn't 1964 budget. We hope
that the attached dccument.attists ria and your eelleagues In
Your dealboratious. .

_

tr there is additions) inforestiolsor assistance you require.
Please 141 free to coated se et your 400N0140061.

SIncorely-,yours. -

ar

OW:Cen

ENCLOSURE

\

Gregory W. *safer
Chief Execpkive4 .

4 -

, . .

, Sour) Etiowfway Mow C.olowic 80210 (494$98,2911
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irgrOxv °warms torr MRS alto WELFARE ACT
4UNITTPD vaNAllomm, UNACT tNDIAN CODICIL

,

TOE PASSAGE OF,TNE INDIAN CHILD WELFAKE ACT OF 1978 BY TilE 957a

CONGRESS WAS HERALDED BY INDIAN PEOPLE_ACROSS IRE UNITED STATES AS A

POSITIVE STEP TOWARDS THE.PROTECTiON OF INDIAN CHILDREN AND FAMILIES,

ITS DELINEATION OF CHILD CUSTODY pROCEBURES AND PROVISIONS FOR INDIAN

CHILD AND FAMILY PROGRAMS WERE SEEN AS VITAL COMPONENTS IN THE

PROCESS OF REVERSING THE TREND OF UNWARRANTED INTUITIONS INFLICTED

UPON AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE FAMILIES. IDE REALITY OF SUCH

UNFORTUNATE SITUATIONS HAS.REEN PARTICULARLY FELT WINE ESTIMATED

ONENALFIUL6011 INDIAN PEOPLE RESIDING IN ORBAN'ON OFF-RESERVATION

AREAS. FAR PROM EXTENDED. FAMILY AND TRIBAL SUPPORT MECHANISMS.

INDIAN.SAMILIEs NAVE FALLEN VICTIN 70 ADVERSE SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDI-

lOMS. THE CQNSEOUENCES OF THIS HAS OFTENTIMES SEEN THE REMOVAL OF

TFOO CHILDREN TO ADOPTIVE AND FOSTER CARE PLACEMENTS USUALLY IM NON-

'DIAN. NONESpiAND THUS THE PERMANENT WAR!? OF THE FAMILY UNIT AND

AN OVERALL DETERIORATION OF INDIAN CULTURED-AHD TRADITIONS. THE

:AMU OF THE ICWA PROVIDED HOPE THAT (HESE:SITUATIONS WOULD g

ANELIORATP.

THE MOM pHdMISE OF THt JC9A HAS DEIN TAKEIsREDDY.THE BM IN

ITS REPEATED ATTEMPTS TO DIVEST ITSELF.OF ITS TRUST RESPONSIBILITY

roe OFF-RESERVATION AMERICAN INDIANS AND ALASKA NATIVES. FOR.TE7
u:

PAST TWO FISCAL YEARS. THE:BOMAN AND THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT 'AND

BUDGET HAVE ENDEAVORED TO ELIMINATE FUNDING FOR NON- FEDERALLY
_ .

RECOGNIZED INDIAN TRIBES AS.WELL AS OFF-NEsERVATIOH.RURAL AND URBAN.
:s-

INDIAN POPULATIONS. ALTHOUGH OVER ONE-HALF OP THE TOTAL INDIAN

POPULATIONIDOES NOT RESIDE WITHIN TIDE BOUNDARIES OF FEDERALLY.

.

mAvoNftupsANDUNAN COUNCIL
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RECOGNIZED INDIAN TRIBAL RESERVAT,ONS, oig PRESENT osintsTEATIom

)0HTHHIEs TO PRESS FOR TNE THEIR STATUS AS INDIANS.

TOE F.Y, '84 BUDGET REOUEST BY THE DIA FOR ICIIA PROGRAMS IS

173 MILLION. THIS REPRESENTS AN APPROXIMATE DECREiSE OVER LAST
e

YEAR'S FUNDING OF 82,0 MILLION, THIS REDUCTION REPRESENTS s4E

ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL TO ELIMINATE ALL GRANTS TI:OFFREBERVATION

INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS, AND -NON- FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED moues. .IHN

NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL ADVOCATES.FOR FULL FUNDING OF THE ICWA

PROGRAMS DURING F.Y '84 AT A 815 MILLION LEVEL, THIS WOULD tNCLUDE.

FUNDING FOR THE PREVIOUSLY DELINEATED GROUPS THAT -THE BUREAIAAS

PROPOSED TO BE ELIMINATED, AS WELL AS PROVIDE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

,FOR THE INDIANC0ILD.NELFARE NEEDS THAT GO UNMET. FURTHER, THE .

NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL HEougs!sTKAT CONGRESS JavEsTIEATE THE

Possta)Lny.OF INCREASING THE FUNDING RATIO FOR HON - FEDERALLY RECOO...

RIZED.GROUPS (INCLUDING OFF#RESERVAIION)URRAN_AND RURAL oEcuizATiouti_

FROM THE.PRESENT 25% TO AN AMOUNT THAT REPRESENTS.A MORE EOUATABLE

-DISTRIBUTION,

NAVONALUMANINWAN COUNCI%
/

.1

11,

G
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STAMM' t7 tiff. REM R. SRUM/LE,
, DIRECTOR, tuerrie.Amcw- IIVORAitt

SAVE. TIFFT CP-TURIN PSZRATACIF

Nr. Chain= arid *Mora of the Otertittee: ..
°ads etattrent eti1 .the Irf 198:: talget for serviem to haerican Indians is

_ -

Itutaitted on behalf of the :zee The Children Federation. As you ray know,

Savo Ule Children Pair:ration is a private, nenprofit orgohiraticft that has

bgtn in existent*. for =re than four demdes. Through its Worts, aponsos rs

have teen mstehni.wle reedy .children in the ilnited States and throughout the

world. lbratifi oir sponsorship progass, we have seen the Flying ocluilticas

en% ;.iniartunitien D. Shrive of tow ohildren Orapailoally_thanged.
.

_ Over the years, Sava The Children Pederatito has bad the opportunity to

tank olocety_with Indian *Wen and comma ties in seeking sponsors for .

Inalian dilldrto. Through our Lield operations, we have rad a First hand

opixi ty oboe nut only the pets sirg need for econciale development

j11 such cog:unitive nu IA* drastic *peat that shifts in federal. rending,.
I

policy such 812. tbwe proposed in the PY. 198:I budget can have co these

ccerratities intioteerbetirg that, need.

. Wear:e esttecially concerned by the inherent contradiction that exists

he tweet VW present oconosiC conditio.a in the Indian"fribes and ecniunitiort*

we nerve and how the Ft i98:: budget submitted by the Achdidstration prqmseS

to-dent with these ccodittent., More apecirlially; "Oa of the neat mall%
_ . .

- problem in many Indian naattistities today Is the high level of oneriployment.

. At a point in time 'then the stational auxoployment rate is 10.2%, the un-

employment rate in esay_Indiataltires, and cm:amities is betweeli 70% aril
_ . . - .

85%. In other ionise cut.of *very 100 employable adults as few as "15 arc.
presently aroltayed. tithes there AM tinny factors that have contributed

the level of annpittatent, one or the most erasing cos has been the drastic
1'

.

o0

,te
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rOductlen in folerai fedirg the feat-ter yeAra a primary mere of employ-

rent opportunities'in aen tribes and carrexdtbas.

The brpact of the econocie reccsaton On these saamazities his several facets.

neat. it rota pm:pie of their respect and sense of dignit; and confidence in

ttatteKvesabooeuso.they cannot rtitt work, support their on families, or lend a

r.eiping hanti to other members uS their curtminity. 'Second, it forties families to

Migrate to 4irt,tn area* *here th4.7 tope there will be batter prospects for 03-

picycent. However, in the cities instead of ctSporturqies they often encounter

lack cfAlecent tench*, lack or Job trainint or Job oprortunities, am overt

CEVolikt dicertianation. Poreover,. thtly turn for assistanoty to a state or Wel

social setviceisystas for assistance that 'is a -early over-burdened because of
_ . -

Cods:kale in.etate and local, sources of frieratiundag. .

!Jur e..perlarice in woricirg with American, Indian argil otter deVeloplyg..nations.

has *manned cur teller that to break the cycle of poverty, there met be an '-
unswerving cpmitaent to longterm econcele develop:ant. he reaturcee must be

_ . .

_made available to develop, nurture, and stabilize these infrasttUctures

neceamp to euatain a health? local economy._ This transhipea adt4rtr
roads, finaniial institutions, oerice imtituti ar4 ecue4ional

facilities...to attract and keep meharde entemrises in the area.

A.prelisphary review or 1984 budget miens serious queatione as

to itaesponsivenees to the needs of Indian people. The tudget peopOsai sub-

mitted: for.the Ocean a Indian Affairs. recommit only modest Increases in the
: -

funding levels for roncedo development dad employment At the sea&

tire, tor understand there KLIA be a reduction of about ).7% in the mount

of Arida available to Indian *the/ and ocervnities under the ;oi. Partnership

and Trainliv Act administered by Vie Cdpartment of tabor. Given the MOM*

of AmMloycent in them; CSOTtRaiit100, it 43 questionable thatanytiiirg-

leis than an agrt:stive, can programuebemsivernbicquate/Y tended pro can effedtivp4y

a

*

#

0
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voice:* tlAegidalle of anervioAkat in reservation and IAN.. Indian Cennualltat_

en adoqustepheifor ecenasiudeveloszent. at a minims, should provide

for eiwistioisd. And south: services, deveiceeent of ettebnity antral tructuree,

and funding to aXtraut uutaidu business enterprises as well as deeelop Wee;

business IhitiatIves. to contrast, Wenner, the VI leek budget submitted by the

bleak. .if Wien Affairs rematch& redbetiofte in ['mies for edusation, tribal,

gvvenxnent services, and housing. The DePartnent of Education is reccuannfli[43

tensinatieg educational assistance to Wiens oiot tivirg OA the reservation

after SY 444. Moreover, the Impartment of Health eta teem Services has leotttled

that Indians living in urban areas will be eligib for services through

black grants to States and ether state and !peal service delivery

systems, Presurehly, they_willno longer reee-ie d& services through the

bellealicalth Service. In *tort, there wili,pe less money for services tor.

those who,ramain on the reservation andtIneligibetity formerly services for

is
to roan mho leave the rceervatien. gremed, theta are else of fundieg that resale

intact. Such as 11a;ural rmovurces develemenh
t
1Sx.ever, these budget items will in

reality benefit only a small rtlftbar of the tribes.

Given the critical human need 14 reservation and PArat Indian cestealities,

budget 4uta tee magiitude la'apaled cannot be implaiented witho4t exacting tot

price of We nn euffertng and degradation. Whatever decision Is wade by Cho

members of the SeiectSubcaesittee yeti shape the future 9t Indian people fer

decades to come, In the Nun years i have worked with Indian Tribes .and

_

,

seen .1come/males throughout the Salted States, I have en corm...11.isa etroggle to

survive and,preserve their cultural heritage. As eregult of the federal
/ .

proems of the 1960'.. and the /976's, I have.seen ttiequality of life In these

camkedbit3 vase" !Ay improve. I nave seen or y
/

..aryl return teS :terve their scrsainittas as 'Wave

a

people go on to ;allege

as iroteesionals.

a

1.
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However, the ..frushtle budget cut; and peeks.* a °

.
tnat benefit i 4

. / 1 , WI
lindisne_in the peat taro years have liegue to Assienoine these acercepipreantA. .

. . .

.
I .

1 ,

the Maw. delleate process of comunity devhopment has ecle to ;Shalt. , '

, sl ' ;

lInfortunately, thi.oree are sewn those must adversely *effected. by these° 4

I
thaws ein funding l:611ey.

a
. .

,
0

a -
a

___

As 01M ogionfratlon, ...sice The Children le deeply echaittel.to aitt:vialing
.

- _ ! _ ,- A' . .

the suffering trat the current commie albeit% has caused in indian...-;,
: -

04yesnitiss. !lower, ge 14Ccgniie the limits 'Waist operate within. It

WA traditionally been cue philoeophy to encourfge local 000MAIC deye

by sepoicrentirtsexietirg. resourcea, We are not ilea position to p
,

Kb.", scores *LAMM; fee the range. of services and instituta

to developing a heill.thy eseigtv at the tribal or oonsunity 1

(*trail that -if the federal funding forssucheerviees and
.

redoopd or elissinated, those institutions sAtoseleve
t-

' will become overburdened and *ease to operate eff
0.!

the added burden.

In iineitatt03, we would ask you to care

effecting reductiesta in oroeranifhtidlV

f

do the

trepuisito

. We are

t

titutionS Is'
: A,

it we have faelkitated.

) .

vely or collapse an& c, ",

:%t -

1,y e.nsider the'llisps 9r

4
those reduetiens will, undq the ,

work and accemplistrents of more than ,decade. Oe ask you to earefully.aoraider

the gisdos of effecting the propos of savings when they Jeopardize the

tutuie mei/heir% or Indian child awe you to _comities. the eest,in

rusty% sufferimg whoa an %port 7,1/ deraed9to an irsditidual to brIkove the

;Way or hit; Or her exls I 170 thrive.
_ _

21-741 0 - 83

S

- 49 ..
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House Appropriations,Sub.;Conmittee
on jobor, Health, Rumin Services, Egocation,

and Related Agencies

February 1S, 19S3

,repented By 1

-Jimmie C. Begay\ ./

Executive Director
Roue Rock Demonstration School

e-
s

. . A

1

my name is Jimmie C.tRegay and I am representing Rough Rock \Ns,

DemonstistinoAchool gituated on the Navajo Reservation in Rough Rock,
Atizona..% ' -

. r
.

41,
.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Sub-Coovaitteet 'I appreciate the
opportuu ty to describe mi concerns pertaining to the proPosed budget
revisions for fiscal year 19113-S4 with regard to the needs pf Native
Americans.

. .
. '

specifically want to addreit the issues of proposed cuts io Title .

IV, and Title VII, Bilingual Education Program funding.

t

;Itle IV has prohded much needed sinnettetion byeurlbssie Indian
Student Equalisation Program (155?) funding. Development of our,
instructional services through the implemeitation o'& trained teacher
sues and curriculum enrichment materiels, have greatly increased our
ability to provide meaningful educational programs for children.
Academic schlevemwq has increased. Inprovhd self-Concepts within-our
student population .:ave been untied. _ /

Title VII funding has supported the valusbl bilingual component of
our educational prograsist Rough Rock Demoistrati,n School. The stated
goal of the Reagan Administration to completely rentrucrure bilingual
education program so that then are responsive to the shallow goal of,,
preparing students to study only in English is anafbema to the goals of
Indian people and the ongoing bilingual prdgraos already in progress.

Relevant bicultural and bilingual programs erePnectssery to the
*identity of our children es integrated end capakle hashers of society.
There has been strong parental involve's', and our parents see these
programs as critically important. . t
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The/students, patents, And staff of Rough Rock Demonstration Schoolo
strongly support the continuation of Title IV and Title VII progtam
fundinga Most Indian studeets enter school.without a functioning
knowledge of the English language and Soh language facility does not
change byoulministrative fiat of she government.

7

The goals and philosophy. of Rough Rock Demonstration School have
4A been strongly committed to a quality bilingual, bicultural ptogram since

its birth as a school under P.L. 93-638 to provide la-cognizant,
balanced students with an integrated sense of self-worth who are capable'
of functionimg in a positive manes necessitates the continuation of
such programs as would be,,Araqtically impared through the proposed cuts '

in Title 1V and Title VII funding.'`

I,implore you n to undermine he hard-won progress of our Native
American youth -*please support continued funding fn these vital areas.

k '

q

4

ar"

4
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Nevada Urbane Indians, Inc.

$17 EAST SIXTH suite'
Reno. NSIMIM 19612

IftEPHoile. satdsls
ms4w.

February I8 -19613

.-: .". .
.

. House Subcommittenon.Interior and Insular Affairs
. Senate'Seleet Committee_ofi*Indian Affairs i
--Testmonv .

.
I . - .

v
He(ada Urban Indians, Inc., a non-profit Ipdian organization

founded an 1977 to represent and provide Iservives to the 2,000 urban
- ladian people of the Rego/Sparks metropolitan area, wishes to enter

for the record this-testisony if. supfort of:
; 4

X.',Re-enactment-of l'-the Indian Health Care-Improvement
Act,,P.L. 94 -437., including Title V, Urban Indian
Health, for another seven (7) year period. and
An authorisation gad appropriletion isvel for urban - '

Indian Hea ),th of $10 million for FY 1984 and $12
million for FY 19#5 and 19&6.

Realems for these reguesti are:
i.. ,

A. The full intent of the Act has not been realized. The previous
seven (7) years was only enough time to scratch the surface of
the documented poor health Of the ,Indian people of this country.

B. The health needs of urbpnAndians wire not addressed previous
to the Indian Health Care Improvement ct, therefore/ years of

1neglect cannot Ile resolved within a se en (7) year period.
14 . .

k P. Today there are thirty-seven (37) urban Indian health programs
as a result of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act. Although
these programs have made substantial gains in meeting the
critical health needs of the urban Indian population, it is
unrealistic to expect t4rty -seven (37) programs to greatly
-impact the health needs of half of the U.S. Indian population,

i as according to thp 1980 census, half of all fndian people
reside An urban areas .4 I

D. The continuation of established programd is essential if 4
conAinued and consistent gains are to be made over a long term
period. If programs are not'continued in sufficient force,
crisis.healtH care will return. It ,is proven that crisis care
is expensive in both dollars sed human loss.

B. Sufficient funding- has not been made available as spedified in '

the Urban and Tribal Specific Health Plans and by Cohgresain
establishing the authorization levels for she Act in 1977, For
example, Indian Health serv4ce-16 its report to Congress on
the unmet health needs of the urban Indian population, the
Urban Specafic Health Plan, acknowledged that the current level

$
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of funding for Indiah health projects barely begins to meet the
Ihealth needs of urban Indians.' Tie funding level for FY 1983

. is $6 million which represents a 104 cut from the 1981 level.
The Indian.flefilth Service report called for a funding level of

e$28 ;silliest for FY 1981 thrOugh 1984. This funding level repre-
sents a wldegap between NEED and services providpd to meet the, .

need.
t .

F. Passage of theIndian Health Care Improvement Act will again
provide an avenue and reaffirm the.government's responsibility
to the indigenous people of this country as.first established
through treaties, stated-4.n the Snider Act, and adopted in 1977
by the first passage of tht-/ndian Health Care Improvement Act.

G. The Indian Health Care Improvement Act supports the original
intent of the federal government's responsibility to ALL of the,
native people of this land, regardless of their residence, by
making provisions for urban, rural,'and reservation Indiana.

Nevada Urban Indians, Inc., has maintained a health program
for five (5) yeafs, a direct result of tie Indian Health Care Improve-
ment Act. The Act allowed the urban Indian people of Reno/Sparks
the capabilities to assess and plan their health care needs, make
the local health care system accessible, develop-needed, non-existent
services, and coordinate with available resources; all for. the.
Improved health of infants, children, adults, and elders.' If viable,
and consistent progress is to be maintained and furthered, the Act
and sufficient appropriations are necessary. We, therefore, strongly
urge you to consider and support our requests.

Nevada Urban Indians, /nc.,.also, supports the t stimony entered
by the American Indian Health Care Association, presented in behalf
of the urban Indian health programs and the people they serve. -

KespC4tfylly submitted, .

1144144:1"
Karen Ournette
Chairperson

1
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STATEMiNT OF NEzPERCE TRIBE CF IDAHO
BEFORE THE

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
ON THE

BIA, 111§ AND DOE BUDGET REQuBSTS4 tif

February 23, 1983

The Nez Pete :tribe of Idaho would like ,to bring
to the i Committee's at ention Indian budget matters which are
of 'great concern to us. You are well aware of the tre-
mendous economic impaSt which ftst,yearis budget reductions
had on Indian beibas generally. It is against this back-
ground that we urge the Committee to scrutinize with great
care the further proposed budget cutbacks which we discuss
below.

' A. Bureau of Indian Affairs

Education - School Operations

The proposed budget cuts and program e?iminations
in BIA School Operations will have a severe adverse impact
on. the quality of education Indian children receive. The
proposed $2 mi }lion decreasefrom the F.Y. 1983 budget as-
sumes the closure of three boarding schools and the transfer
of ;en Alaskan day schoolto the State. Additionally. much
needed pre-kinargarten programs, serving 1,084 Indian children,
would be totally eliminated. The closing Of these schools

result in a loss to Indian children of programs
especially designed to meet their social and cultural needs.
The elimination of the pre-kindergarten progows-Vill deny

'Indian children the proven benefits of eaareducskion ser-
vices forithe disadvantaged. We urge the Congress to ap-
propriae adequate funds to retain these invaluable edu-
cation programs.

Social Services
1

The proposed cuts in social services will'cOte
from the Indian Child Welfare Act funds and from general
welfare payments by eliminating funding for off-reservation
Indians. This proposal ignores the inextricable link be-
tween Indians on and off the reservations. With the massive
unemployment and numerous social ills on the reservations,

t many potential grantees are toreqg to move to urban areas,
while members of their families remain on the reservations.
The decrease in these funds will exacerbate the wasting
poverty and, social problems amodg Indians on and off the
reservations. Social Service fundh must be increased for
F.Y. 1984.
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Economic and Employment Development

The present requitement that programs funded under
the Economic Development Initiative obtain 75% of their
fuoiding fmRm non-federal sources discriminates against
tribes suer as ours which are not rich .in resources and,
'therefore, are unable to attraCt substantial private capital
investment. The requirement should be changed to reflect .

this concern, which Congress raised last year, and to ensure
that thole tribes which are strost in need are $ligible for
development funds. Additionally, au cots in employment'
development funds would be devastating to our Reservation,
which is, already waging a daily battle against overall un-
employment running close to 508 and youth usemployment of .

1014. The potential Indian recipients must not be penalized
by reduced funding_in these areas due to the structural
vroblems-tri-flitprogram which the SIA hps not yet addressed.

Natural, Resource Development

Pieservation and development of the natural re-
sources on our Reservation is'essential to our economic
self-sufficiency. . The proposed budget for natural resource
development is extremely inadfguate a ensure. both of these
,goals, in particular, the proposal for litigation support
funds ignores the reality,pf inflation and reflects an amount
that makes it infeasible in many cases to_pursuenegqtiation
or litigation designed to recover or protect our natural
resources. We urge the Congress to increase the litigation
.support funds.

4
8. Indian Health Service

The'Adminlstration again proposes vi eliminatethe
Comalunity Health Repre entative Program, The $25 million

%
e-fbudgeted for the CUR P ogram last year was well spent on the

delivery of health ervices ro lndianewho otherwise would
not receive care becauSeOf their geographical and physical
isolatiqn. We urge the Congress to retain the CHR Program..

C. Indian Education - Title 1V

The Administration has proposed the complete phase-
- out of Title 1Vby a $13 million recission of F.Y. 1983
funding and the budgeting of only enough money in ra. 1984
to close out Olt remaining grants. While the Administration

4 V
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states in its budget-that it plans to reassign the covered
education activities to appropriate executive departments,
no effort has been made in that direction. The total elimi-
nation pf Title 1V would, leave Urge numbers of dis-
advantaged Indian students with no other opportunity to
obtain bilingual and Wboational education services. We urge
Congressto_retain_these programs.

. _ .
.

D. administration for NativAsericani

The Administratfon's proposed reductibn of 258 in
the ANA budget, elAmination of funding for both Training tad
Technical Assi;ance and Research and Demonstration projects,
and transfer tolothe RIA of grant administration wilt under-
mine the efforts towards Indian self-sufficiency. The re-
duced'ANA budget wi4l mean that significantly smaller amounts
of money will be available to promote economic/ and tocial
development for the tribes. The proposed,program'elimi-
nations will restrict the tribes in 1..ursuAng technical. and
innovative' economic development programs.' .04 the transfer
ofb grant administration to the DIA will make:the_tribes.
priorities subservient ttthose of the 8/A. Congress must
not support these pioposals that will undermine Wien self-
dsterminati,n and self-Sufficiency. o

C' ,

.w
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i Testimony of Joseph B. Hebb L .
S% lit

. , 4 .

North Carolina'Defarjment of Public Instaction I wm
1 I

Mr. fbaition and'inembers ealthe Subconiittee, I an, Joseph B. Webb,
.7 ,. ' ' .

..4

Special Assistant for Federal PiOgraps,,NorthrCarolina Department of Publit

i '

Instructioit.
.
It is a pleasure an an honor for ofe to appear before ,ou ;today

,
-.

in support of Title IV pf the Indian-Educatipn Act. .. . -. ,

:- .... . . . -
Accordinb to the 1980 censu4 there are 65,000 India9l14/Ing in North.

. . it 1

.
.

Carolina: this is'the lariesi Indian populatlfmin any.state ea the'
.

.

NisSissipp4 River. The north Ca4iina Indians are mepbers of eight.08ei:

Catawba, Cherokee, Conariet Halima Saonnt Lumbee, Nerrihan:4V4on.CojintY.

4-zv % t -
and ;Cuomo( Siouan.

.

Only the Cherokee are federally recIgnized;
N
thrower'

.

. .

'seven tribes, which are state recognizedoion-reservation Indians. areernable

o apply for services or funds through the Bdreau of Indian Affairs. Ine:rt
- 1 .

are 16,789 American
.1
Indian students attending 11; public schools In Mirth

4 '

a

Carolina while 1700 Cherokee students attend the BIA Federal tChbol.

Since 1973 most of'our North Carolina Indian students ba;m_beell served

through Title IVLA of the Indian Education Act. ProjeEts are operated by

25 local education agencies through federal grants totaliLeitmostIt.eiiioft.
.

Proposals are developed by the school districts and Indian pardhtse% funds are

paid directly to local edtcation agenc ies from the ii. S. Deparineoi if Edo-.

cation. Title IV-A provides the only money that public schoolt recpive spat;
-1, e"

fically for services to Indian students4 State funds are available 1114'W:same.

per pupil amounts for Indian students as they are for non-Indian children, '1
. '

Worth Carolina's Indian children have special needs thit are currentl:(
-

being met only through the use pf Title IV-A allocations. Cultural differences
;%.

and barriers dictate that unique services be provided for these students.

b

Mow

/
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Various activitolds are cried out depending upon the needs of the students.
10, 4 1 .

The programs include counseling, remedial instruction tulturallni-ichment

6, #
tutoripg, Woe -school coordination, youth activities,.creaiqp arts, careers

exPlorgtioie. stolent transportation, medical and dental services. Indian

Educationiunds?realisedregused for supportive services only whegrother resources' ' '

. -. ,
are unavailable. ". . -

. .

High absentee and dropout rates as well as under-achievement have historl-
.

cally been problems Among Indian students. A feeling of belonging is being

fostered. through parqntal.involvement, stiodent Clubs, and youth opportunities

activities. Consequently, dropout rates and absenteeism are beginning to de-
.

cline. At the same time, remedtal,"tutorial, and enrichment programs are

helping to raise achievement scores. On theforth CarceInaCompetency Test If

for Mgt saool graduation, Indian students have made dramatic gains. In

.

1978, 79% of the Indian students passed the reading test and 72%passed the

math.test. In 982, 87.5% passedlthe,reading test and $3.1i; passed the math

test. Annual test scores in reading and mathematics show.the similar progress

at each grade level tested. t .4,
1

4

While we areexcited about the progress being shade by our Indian studintscb.

we are concerned that tunas might not be available to continue these success-

ful programs. President Reagan has proposet a 37% rescission In Title

in 1983 fromlan appropriation that was already $6.5 million below the previous

year's .evel. In addition he has requested total elimination of funding for

the program in 190 If Congress were toitiove this proposal; the public

schools of North Carolina would lose.100 part-time ana,full -time staff members

.working solely with 16,432 indian,students.

The AdministAtion has indicated that Johnson O'Nallley, Impact aid, CIA

Chapter 1, and vocational etlucatiOn unds could be used to continue Title V

IN I

-a,
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programs. This °posed selutionitas little practical Value in Worth Carolina.

The State's public schools have never received Johnson 018tIley allocations.

,Impidt Aid fundIrto the State are being reduced by two-thirdp4 and Many local

.

,education agenciei with high Indian enrollments do hot qualify for impact *

aid funds. forth Carolina's Chap' qr I allocation will be reduced by S''7

illion in FY 1983 and an additional $10 million in FY 1984. The President

has propes a 40 rejuctioft in vocatiodal education funds. How do welcontinue

the IrMian propramsWIthther federal funds when we are faced with such drastic

reductions in iho4,PrOgillus
%

-2-Thr picture. at the State le el,is not much brigher. Eve; though the

t

state has'inade a comn\iaent.to Indian children and the Department of Public

Instruction has established a Divisfi'm of Indian Education, revenue is not

available to stegrt,new programs or.continum those dropped by the federal
e

a government. The'Governor has instructed local education agencies to reduce

their State expealtures by 2% rjuring the current year, and the outlook for

1983.84 is not'any better. At the local level, many Boards of County Commis-

sioners are Instructing Boards if Education to hold the line mntheir hudgete

:mots.
This information is provide 'co indIcatethat'our only hope for continu-

ing special programs for Indianis dents in the Korth Carolinaltblic schools

is continued funding of title of the Indian Education Act, We urgently'

request that you.rtject the Presidpnt)sproposed rescission in FY 1983 fulls

and that you appropriate adequate foods to continue these programs in FY111$4.

I
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NORTI4WEStrOMIANDARFA INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
123MW 5090 AYE, o foota321- PCFMAND.OFIEGON97200

sia22Sei8d 1

\ leSt y of thi Inainfir PORTLAND AREA InnIAR HEALTH BOARD
_..-----te ore the Senate Select comeittee 04 Indian Affairs.

-
.,

. ow

-Mr. Chairman. Honored fitaers of Congress and Ouists:
.

the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board, representing the thirty-four
federally recognited tribes In the states of Washington, Oregon and Idaho, and as
delegated bx.the tribal governments by resolution, appreciates this opportunity to
meet Ma yehttoday to express our deep concern with the proposals of the Adsinis-
tratieh for budget reductions and polity changes in the Indian Health Service 10
FY 1984. Other related health issues are also addressed.

The provisimn of health sergiTes io Indian people is the responsibility of the
ludian Healtiklervice. This responsibility has been confirmed repeatedly by Congress
through legildthtion, as well as through the courte: In the Pacific Northwest. over
100.000 Indians lie on reservations, in urban areas and in mall communities. Of .

these. approximately 70;600 ledians received health services through the Indian
lifalth Service-Osten last year. and this number will increase in B1984. Aside
from the natural pbaulation increases among Northwest tribes of over 271 per year,

we have milundeterrined but significant number of people returningto the reserva-
tions and becomi eligible for health services through IHS. 0

The FY 1964 11$ budget is not s/fAtimeadeoltIntol-clvidiervice
r Indian won. This budget

eve o ea t ca provided by INS in FY 1983, representing a condoling erosion
of th care system which hhs bean going 04 for-severallears.

According to the ilighlightStatement in the 1HS budget justificatiod. 'the FY

1984 budget request will continue *maintain approximately the sammlevel of health

Services as 260Jected for FY 1983.' It also states that "IHS...will not diminish its
interest or support:Within existing resources, for.oreventive health eat:rides."
These are encouraging words, but it is hard to see how they are born out by the fact%

of a budget whichetimioatet. the OR inditrbod health prop registers workload
decreases in many other categories, con ins no funds for* 'iding or replacing
outdated facilities, and leans heavily upontquestiomoble 'ref ursements"
`fora significant portion of the budget. , .

'XINOORSIMINTS- ' . . -

-

1

° lie ePPfse the integration of over $30 odllloa in nredectedeldebursements from
Medicare, dicald, and third-party providers as a large part othe HIS base budget,
covering s chqsecessary.expenditures as mandatory cost increases for clinical services'
and preventive health; staffing costs for new facilities, and the Equity Health Care 1

Fund. Thin is a significant departure from past budgetg,and entails substantial risk
.iniat are the contingency plans to be followed if thesgreirenmonents fall far short

S70 adlltbn In payments, the workload of pfbeessIng the claims is more than our preset
or the optimistic estimate? even if these sources were potentially liable for

IHS staff could accomplish. 0 . i

than th adonis collected lo.the past. We are concerned that this estimate is un -
collection of $40 edition in Bedicaee/Mediceld fends is nmch Urger,

- realist c and recommend that whatever amount ts rollectid be spent as legally mandated
In Pt 94-427 deficienctes in hospital and clinic facilities to bring
th up to nati 1 standards.

Although 0 -party collections have never been attempted, this source is
ected to bring in nOtelliton in FY 1984. 'HS acknowledges that there are daneN-obs

staclis to the collection of any significant,imount of third-party powerits.
, .

4
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Some of these pbstacles will require legislation to surnount. Will UAL be ac anplished
by October 1.19832 If legislation to pandit third-party billing goes into effect,
tribes which self-insure their employees All be forced to drop these insurance plans.
as most would be unable to afford the Acreaied cost. Also, as we understand it,
in order to make an insurance comparti legally liable for health services provided by
INS, the recipient of he service must also be legelly-ttablev--*4$ would have to insti-
tute a system to bill individuals for INS services. this would be an infringement of
the federal/Indian trust responsibility and an ominous precedent for the future. We
oppose the.use of thirdiparty collections as a part of the INS budget until these problems
and questions hase4men revolved.

CONIRACTCARE-
tWvgWais scheduled to receive an increase of 6.6 %, represeating a continuing

trend o{ contract care funding at less than half the rate of inflation in the

cost of medical care. contract health funds are already inadequate ia the Northwest.
For FY 1983, we needed 21% more than our actual allocation. We have been able to receive
urgent and emergent care elk f.r the last two years Since we are'without an iliS
hospital. Northwest Indians do not have the sane access to services as to tribes
in other parts *Ube country, who have been able to receive a full rang f hospital -

services. the contract health care budget should.be increased.
We protest any efforks-to-move contract health care funds into the 241tY Wealth

Care Fend subsequent to elimimatidirof ANS services to non-Indians 'there will be no
surplus funds as a result of this chaage:'-eince INS did notiveteive an additional .

appropriation when nonIndiint were -made eligible for clinical services. it IT not logical
that funds should now be withdrawn because these. ndividuals have been declared ineligible. -

HOSPITALS ANO CLINICS -
The request for a 4% increase in appropriations inadequate. In FY IINRi the

Portland Area will have a deficit Of $2 million In hosgitals and clinics; nationwide the
deficit is estimated at $28 million. The financial problems in this category are very
serious. We also oppose any dependence upon **Petted rebitursements to feed needed
mandatoy cost increases. 4his could cause our clinics to be ctosed down iffunds run out.k

martyr HEALTH CARE -

In the past few ruirs, preventive services have been cut back including the t.
Comunity Nealtareepresentarive program, public health dersing, and Health education.
Services have been lest through the State Block Grant program. Our Northwest tribes are
committed to preventive services as an Integral, and very cost-effective. part of the
Indian health care ystem.

The OR Prost is vitailand mustjeareserved. raw Northwist reservations are
very Isolated, with R's as the only health workers, They are ften on duty seten days

this program because ita week, 26 hours a day. We welcome a nationwide evaluation

will show how necessary and cost-beneficial it is. 'Weever, be objecttve and accurate,
any evaldation should include tine spent in the e CHR's. training funds

for CHR's should be restored; CHR's have not been able to attire any training for
several yebrsio

aleeernal and child belath services are also of great importance.' High infaqt mort.
atity rates have been brought down significantly, but they are still much higher than
those in the general population. New liCH Programs are being cut back: several have closed
down. This partially due to the. NCH State Block Grants which do not give tribes a chant* "i
at these fobs. States do not use t block treats for the beneflt-of the tribes. The

nurse eractitioners'in the former Noe4ilestlIndian Improved Child Wealth Projects should'
be made permanent INS employees.

HENTALHEAL111. - . .

In and tribal mental health programs are overloaded in the Portland Area. Nigh'
ameitloynent andfloss of federal services are leading to many mental health problems.
INS motel health programs have no travel funds. so Northwest tribes adthout clinics
cannot receive services. NO oppose the program reduction lu this category additional
funds are needed here.

4ore research is needed to dertermine the causes of rite problems end alcohol and
drug abuse in each tribal culture and brdevelop preventiol priagrara to improve Indian
mental health. .

a
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AtfOIMISMe
This extreecti severe problem is wasening with the evonomfc time4s :::::$

tMlreases have been Inadequate to maintain the same level of servt
can be funded, as NAM fonds have gone into the Staterelack Grants. oppose the

prop. ea reduction in this 4eprotant area. Ma Increase is needed toms
-programs .4d fund new ones.

existing

-to -be ' --

Ei.INICAI., FACILITIES- ,- ---- - ---- 1
There are macro* old, outgrown health clinics in the Northwest W'

replaced. OW to ltnited space, exams are bet conducted in hallways and nts. le

their present condition,* of our clinic% wow d not pas; thi:Joigt Conies
Accreditatiop of Hospitals viea. If the I 1 goverment Ashes to imrreas Scare/

Medicaid collectioes and other thirdilattr is ,J.Ite hall. imisust be lap, Or
replacdd.

At present, our Northwest pedestal* hie to obtain dente bridges and CrOu

A dental lehelatory based at one of alF Serer ce Unit links would be Olt-effective
would increase'deetul services in the hor st.-%

SANITATION FACItITI*
rTRontinuing need in the Northwest for anitation facilities construetimi.

This is an Inpottant preventive health UMW! which is of greet importance to our tribes.
Even if new housing construction is slowed. there are many existing sanitation vett*
which are substandard and a health hazard. `

RFAllaAMISORY bOAROS -
Inese boards are an Isportant part of the Intilarhealth are system. They provide

a vital commication link with tribal governante. as well as providing an organized
mechanienifor advising IRS of the needs and priorities of thepatin clients and tribal
goveremensea if these boards are lbst, Indian people will hive less influence over their.

own health,care, land it will be a severe. set-back for self - determination: lie urge
Congress to support health advisory boards. .

/RIOAt_RANACEMCNI/Telent TRAIIIIM-
Thor Programs are needed to *stet tribes in developing 66eirmanagteent capabilit s.

Northwest tribes did not receive any tribal training funds last year and nave are propos d

for FY l$84
Tribal

.

manageeetit funds are veryldnicel and vulnerable toliversion by MS. Many
tribes now wish to take their ,11,:yth care into their own hands. lie need these programs v

to help tribes Inpreve efficig ,and pursummlf-atermiliation. 1 _
4

MUM FUNDS-
The FT 11983 budgetirequirement that ii million be tehen out otthe Ittaillrvices budget

to go into the Equity nd is atm**. This should not be a natiamIde ac a-the:beard

cut as Northwest tribes are at a lower service levet than other areas.
There are problem with the atbinistration of thelquity Fendoklaie,Pertland Area.

111th the federal budget appropriation so late, INS NeadquarjOre Is trot sending

out new Equity allowances until *gee The Portland area INS then e the tribes

spend these allowances by the end of the fecal year This gives tribes months to

develop proposals. get them approved. and spend a year's allocation. .This k very,
inefficient and disrupts continuity of care. The tribes shouldetyier be a riled this

-money earlier in the year or be givenocontracts belch overlap thdttcel year.
41 im.LwAtyli PROJEcIl -4-1%-- 1 /

.. any of our threerteseet urban health progribe in Spokane, Senttleil and Pertland
closes dosn$ we foresee a huge clientele increase in IN% and tribal clinics. Pe would
not be able to absorb this load. .

INDIAN RLACSII SERVICE AORINISTOATION .
.

Our tribes are continually frustrated by our lack of participation In bud t,

development and decisions. According to the Indian Rectoganization Act. the tr bet are
to receive timely information on the budget, hoc this is hot taking place. T FY 1984

budget was not available toes until one week before these hearings.
Another Problem related to the budget Is that INS is too far down in the budget

hierarchy. This means that too many other *anneal met approve everyameey MS
which is inefficientt and dilates any influence tribes *Ott have on budget and policy
decisions. 1H% should be coved upto the Assistant Secret level, the sacs lelel as NIA.

A
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for the past five years. INS has not received fell hinAng of,the Civil Service Pay
Act increases. Last year and the year before. over 30$ of these increased costs had to
cone from fundslitended for; service delivery. For the five year period, this has amounted

to in excess of $2 million in the Portland Area, diminishing services for Indian patients.
WIS is having serious problems in recruiting and retaining physicians, nurses and

other health professionals. The Coneissioned Corps is an important resevatCe which we
cannot afford to lose. The National Health Service Corps is also an important resource
In obtaining medical personnel for 1115 and the tribes. He are very concerned that it is

being phased out. The new "private practice option" within the NHSC also reduces personnel
available to INS. Indian programs should be in the highest priority for NHSC placements.

INS sboulebt given reduction-in-forte authority to deal with budget shortfalls, He
deplore the necessity for this. since IRS ai far too few medical personnel in Northwest

obtain

However, when the budget Is ina eat4. it is ivappropriate for the budget to
go to administrative salaries. rather t d direct patient card.

Long-term training for IRS persoplibl should not be reinstated. Staff should cone
to INS fully Y treined and should not, be edocatel et our expense.

KATO cAREERs-Tereat need for re Inglan people in the health professions. and.to achieve

this goal, health recrultnen and scholarship programs are critical. These educational
programs should be provl to Indian people as part of the federal'trust responsibility.
PL 94 -437 scholarships very necessary to attaining more Indian health professionals.
The Indian Health Ca rs Opportunity Propane are also very important as they motivate
Indian students to eek health careers and assist then in obtaining financial Aid, college
enrollment., and nse ling, as well as helping then stay in school. we need a assure,

that Indian N 's afb funded in FY 1984. There is also a great need for health careers
recruitment vans directed at Junior High and Grade School students.

Elio Mt fel Indian Health Service should be determined by the tribes themselves.
Recent and proposed changes In these criteria are of great concern to our tribes. Uth
tribe should have the right to direct its health care entitlementto those formally
?Tog zed as belonging to the tribal connunity.

that FEOERALLY-RECOGNITTO TRIBES-
gMen tee federal government restores the federal recognition of a tribe, thereby

ma ng more people eligiNle for Indian Health Serhices, additional funds should be provided
by INS to serve this expanded service population. In recent years. several Northwest

ibes have been restored without an appropriation. This has resulted in a decrease In

services for all tribes.
THE INDIAN REALM CARE IMPROVEMENT ACT -

91 PL 94-431, the Indian Health Ca-eimprovemeet Act. will soon be coming up for
-reauthorization. Work has already begun to c inue and strengthen the health programs

funded under this act. He will need the coopers of the Appropriations Committees
nett year ant in future years to obta:1 adequate app priations to Implement this important
legislation.

\#i
'thank you for a obortunity to testify hero :tokay
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY LOVE, GOVERNOR
PENOBSCOT NATION OF

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Timothy Love and I am
the Governor of the Penobscot NatiOn of Maine. On behalf of the
Tribal Council and our members, I would like to thank you for the
opportunity to testify today.

As You know, Penobscot was a party in the Maine Wien Claims
Settlement Act, and we Ore also somewhat unique in that we were
accorded Federal recognition fairly recently. We are currently in
the procese,of. developing our infrastructure and tribal services
delivery mechanirms. As a result, the monies we receive (or fail
to receive) from the Indian Health Service, the Office of Indian
Education, and the Bureap of Indianliffairs has a major impact on
our ability to accomplish thepe goals. .

I would like to briefly address each of those budget areas in
terms of their direct effects upon the Penobscot people.

Indian Health Service - The Penobscot Nation presently has a 638
contract with the indiairffealth Service. Under the terms of this con-
tract the Tribe receives funds to operate the INS owned health clinic,
the dental clinic, and_all contract health care services. MS bud-
get cuts duringthe_pasttwo years have caused a drastic reduction in ".
essential services. This is to a large extent the result of inade-
quate funding in the contract hea;th care segment of our agreement.
The Penobscot Nation has been informed by the Indian Health Service
that we are only allowed to provide contract health care services to
patients who require Priority Onc and Two Levels of services. In
lay term) this means that a person who requires elective surgery
which is not necessary to preserve lifo or lirib cannot receive con-
ract_hesith care dollars at this time. This provision has been in

effect since April of 1982. Mr. Chairman, many of our people suffer
from painful and debilitating problems such as cataracts, gall stones
and kidney disorders. Many of these problems, if left unattended,:
result in farmers serious health problems. Because the overwhelm--
ing majority of our tribal members do not have private healtIrlIllur-
ance or adequate personal finances to cover. e costs dreueb.burgery,
they turn to the gibe - tho IHS contractor Iris
medically incorrect as well as -extremely difficult for us to be placed
in the position of sayings no.

"Elective" surgery is not the only is of-contract health ser-
vices which suffers from a lack of adequate funding. We are also
running very short on funds in the dental and optometry areas. Our
dental clinic is staffed and equipped to handle dental surgery,
periodontal or orthodontal procedures. Because the dental health
segment of our contract health care budget is limited we have had.
to, curtail vkrtually all such services in non-emergency situation's.

In the optometry area, we are having problems finding funds for ,
regular services such as eye exams for our gam' ago children and
glasses for our elderly and adult members. These budget cuts put
the Tribe in the untenable position of having contracted to deliver
these essential services and then running short of the funds which
allow us to provide these services to tribal members. Mr. Chqirman,
we have tried to support programs of thLslype from tribal fu its but

t
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our revenues arc limited and our preiblems are compounded by such
things, as unreimbursed indirect costs, a problem which we ail%
address a bit later.

This bugetary shortfall has the potential of becoming even
worse if the Community Health Representatives program is shut down,
Today the Penobscot Nation is down to two OR's. Last year, we lost
one as a result of budget cuts. Thee workers not only provide the
best possible form of outreach services to our people, especially .

ib the elderly, but they have also been very effectlyein reducing the
number of in-hospital stays. Our cHR's are well trained and highly
respected by the medical community. Because of this, (loaners are

_often willing to release a patient a few days earlier than usual if
a CUR will_be-visiting and overseeing that patient's recoverp. Thus,
in-hospital-days are reduced and money is saved. Under our present
contract health care arrangements with the local hospital costs for
an inpatient day are at minimum $250. Safe, early release of a pat-
ient with CHR,oversight can save us as much as $750 per patient in-
hospital stay. IC this program is discontinued we have no. doubt thht
our contract health care costs will not only rib° significantly, but
our members will not have the emotional comfort of recovering in
their own homes. We therefore again ask that you review the track
record of this program and its cost effectiveness.

hr. Chairman, we are askig the Committee to review the impact
that inadequate contract health care monies is having on all Indiar
tribes. Although 'the dollar amounts are going up with each appro-
priation, the truth is that such increases are not keesdng,pace with'
inflation and the del4very of services fa being reduced each budget
year.

There is one more area of the Indian Health Service budget which
'concerns us greatly. That is the zeroing out of all dollars for IHS
water and sewer hookups to Indian housing units. The Penobscot Nation
presently receives all of its now houslAB units under a grant from
Hub. Because our program is relatively new, we are building homes in
a number of areas on the reservation which are located at significant
distances from present water and sower systems. In the past, IHS
had agreed to pay not only for the on-site hookup of systems but also
for the cost of access lines. This is no longer the case. We have,.
already4had discussions with HUD officials and they indicate that they
will pay for on-site systems but have no dollars available for the
access lines. We are extremely concerned with the potentially de-
vastating effects of this position on our housing program. There is
simply no tribal money availabp to cover these costs.

The Tribe also feels that it is inappropriate for HUD to be re-
questing dollars from us to cover. the costs of water and sewer hook-
ups for boUsing units when.at the same time we are informed by HUD
that it plans to contract with the IHS to perforethe actual work.
Such a set of circumstances will only serve to increase costs and de-
lay completion of the projects. In short, we ask that the Co:..mittee
review the situation and again appropriate adequate funds to IHS to
handle all of the water and sewer hookups and maintenance for HUD,
BIA, and Tribally constructed units, Umlauting the access liner to
these units.

23-741 0 - 83 - 50
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TITLE IV INDIAN EDUCATION - The Tribe is altu.seriously concerned
about tile Administration's proposal to zero out the funding for the
Title W Indian Education Program. The Penobscot Nation runs three
basic educational programs on the reservation; early childhood and
pre-kingergartens kindergarten and elementary school grades 1-6.
The fiAt program (early childhood and pre..kipdeigarten) receives
its funding from JON dollars and 874 funds. Itkbas, in the past,
also received a small grant from Title IV Part A to provide cultur-
ally relevant programs for these children. The same has been true
for oGr kindergarten andplehentary school programs, both of which
receiye the bulk of their financial support from the BIA. Due to
recent 4udget cuts in Title IV we have lost this Part A funding and
as a result we have been forced to eliminate almost all of our cul-
turally;sllanted programs. For a tribe such Penobscot tnis is very
difficutt. Our tribal members are m o concerned th..n ever that
their children understand and take pride in their Indian heritage. .?
Studies done by the DIA and various educational groom across the
country point Out that providing,* culturally oriented education has
proven effective in enhancing an Indian child's attitude toward edu-
cation in general. With dollars being as tight as they are, the
Tribe is simply not in the position to pick up the costs of such pro-
grams and we are fearful that the result will be just one more lost
service.

In addition, while the Penobscot Nhtion has not yet reached the
stage in our development where wi are participating in all parts of
Title IV, we do support the concept and the need for each of these
programs.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS BUDGET - Although our own land claim
hasbeen successfully resolved to the benefit of all concerned, the
Penobscot Nation joins with other tribes in opeosing the cuts in the
Trust Responsibilities budget, especially as it relates to the Sta-
tute of Limitations and other claims projects. Our past and present
experience has sh "wn us how difficult i4 .s for a tribe to rcsoive
a clan. With ti' federal government and negotiate land and resource
issues. Many Maass tribes are just beginning to realize their full
oetentitl as units of local government and land owners and we strongly
feel that tribal goals can only be properly developed and reached
when adequate legal assistance is available to them.

The Penobscot Nation is still very concerned about the inade-
quate levels of funding we are receiving for land management. Pur-
suant to the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act, the amount of land
we are responsible for has increased ,by thirt -Mg. There is no
BIA agency office in our area and we contract or all BIA serviceeg
Despite this inercase we have seen no increase in our land manage-
ment funds. We have testified on this issue before you fox three
years in a row. Last year the Senate Appropriations Committee placed
language in the report accompanying the FY 1983 Interior Appropriations
bill which acknowledged the situation we are in and directed the BIA
to take action to help us with this trust responsibility. That lan-
guage stateds

78,-)
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"The Committee directs that resourcei available to the Maine tribes
be conpinued at a minimum of the fiscal year 1982 levels. If additional
acreage is added to the Maine Resbrvations during fiscal year 1983,
the Bureau is directed to make a proportionate increase of funds avail-
able to the tribes."

In spite of such defined Congressional intent we have not received
any increase and have had $7,448.00 cut from our Real Estate Services
budget and $56,300 cut from our Forestry budget. We have corresponded
with the Bureau on this issue and we are awaiting a response.

. We want to be responsible landholders and tnerefore urge this
Committee to help us convince the DIA to provide adequate levels of
support by ensuring sufficient Congressional funding to the DIA and
again including report language directing the Bureau to make pro-
portionate increases in our land management budget.

We also suggest the inclusion of report language climbing the
DIA to contract with the Penobscot Indian Nation in the other Natural'
Resource and Trust Responsibility areas where the, BIA has heretofore
refused to execute contracts with us.

We have had similar problems with the Bureau in the area or Eco-
nomic Development. We were told by Richard Nephew of the Financial t,

Affairs Division of the BIA Central Office that there are lilliuns of
dollars available to tribes for economic development in th )areas of
Loan Guarantees, Direct Loans, and Revolving Loans. let, 4Verytime
we have approached the Eastern Area Office about taking advantage of
these programs we are tell there is no money available.

A major concern of the Penobscot Indian Nation which we ask this
Committee to look into and take action on is the problem all tribes
are having in not being able to recover from the DIA negotiated in-
directdirect costs On contracts.

We have an indirect. cost rate of 241 which has been approved by
the Comptroller General. We negotiate contracts in good faith with
the DIA which inelpde indirlicts costs. Every year we are told that
the Bureau ran cnitof money and will not be able to give us our pre-
viously negotiated indirect cost.

Mr. Chairman, we are going broke because the federal agencies are
basically reneging on contracts we have negotiated with them. Can
you imagine the outcry if the Defense Department refused to honor pre-
viously negotiated indirect cost rates in contracts with military con-
tractors?

We are losing $130,000 a year and opr deficit is rising year
after year because we are not able to catchup. We are experiencing
terrible deficits because we must pay off last year's debt as well as
pick up the shortfall from the present contract year. We are looking
at an accumulated deficit of $347,000, Because of this, we have dlad to
plebe our administrative staff on a four day work week. This has led
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to various other problems, such as Belays in processing. Although
those problems are occurring because of the BIA, they are doing
nothing:to help us recover these monies which we are clearly owed.
While the Bureau says it cannop pay us the funds it has previously
agreed to pay us, we find it cUiious that the gastern Area Office
has somehow found the funds to increase its staffing levels.

Finally, Hr. Chairman, let me state in no uncertain terms that
the Congresp is making a mistake if it allows the Administration to
go forward ith its announced plan to transfer programs presently
adOnlsterc by the Administration for Native AlitariCans (ANA in the

.w.Dept. of HMS to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The,effi ient and successful manner in which ANA programs and
funds are cur ntly administered would be, if transferred to the glA,
subject to pol tical pressures, top heavy administrative costs, and
ultimately imp emented in a manner at odds with the interest of the
authorizing le

t

slatiOn.
.

,

ANA funds re vital to many tribes who use those monies as core
funding for trial governments. The combined loss of ANA programs
and BIA indirdcp costs will inevitably lead to severe problems on
many reservations.

The philosophy at ANA of Social and Economic Development Stra-
tegies (SEW) simply will not survive at the DIA.

. fee urge you to oppose this transfer.

0
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STATE4Elt OF GOVERNOR'EVIN M. MARTINEZ

BEFORE TOE WIFE() STATES CO1ORESS

REGARDING BUREAU-OF*I4DIAR AFFAIRS F.V: '84 BUDGET

:17.2011UCTION

Mr. Chairmin and members of the Committee. I am most al)

preciative of the oppokunity to personally sake a presentation

to you regarding the concerns and the funding needm of the

Pueblo of Laguna. Before I proceed with my statement, r wish

to'introduce the other meitbers of the Pueblo delegation..

s

PR6ILE OF LAGUNA

.6The Pueblo of Laguna is an Indian tribe situated in the

western part of the State of Mew Mexico. It has a membership

Of approximately MOO people of which 4,000 reside upon.the

lands of the Pueblo and the remainder reside in various parts

of the country. The Pueblo's-land base consists of alnost

million acres of trust land. Prior to t930 the residents of

the Pueblo were dependent primarily upon an agricultural

economy for their livelihOod. in early 1930. uranium ore was

discovered on the lands of the Pueblo. The Pueblo eventually

entered into a 'mining lease with the Anaconda Minerals Company_

which company operated uraniut mining actin ies on the lands

of the Pueblo for 30 years. On March 31, 1982, the Anaconda

Mining Comoany ceased its eeeratlons and gave not,iceto the

Rueblo of its intent to relinquish its leased lands back to

the Pueblo. The encloSure of the nine has he'd a tremendous

effect upon the economy ofthe Pueblo and the social condi-

tions of the Pueblo.

a
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For many years. the Pueblo has coots:fix:6d to both the

national apd state economies and "used its own resources to

offset the expenses related to the operationsor the tribal

government and to proviOng.of services Fbr tke benefit of

the residents of the Pueblo, 1950's, the Pueblo

.

Council initiated the Practice Of, to the extent possible.

limiting expenditure of tribal funds to that which has been
1

generated as income from the ,I;rincipal of funds ingested

the Pueblo. The principal nOnsists of all monies which the

Pueblo has realized as income over the years. It hae,"not
,

alwAys been possible to adhere strictly to the use of interest

income. As an example,,there have been instances within re-
/

. . cent years when the PuFhlo has had to utilize some of the ,

priepcipal in order to takh advantage of sale of lands adjacent
0,

to the reservation. The lands purchased,have in turn been.

used for tribally-operSted livestock eaten:Irises. Through

the use of its Own resources. the, Pueblo has made significant

strides in upgrading the living standards%nd condi,tionS at

the Pueblo. I am Pleased to report that within each of the

six major communities on the Pueblo, almost 10O of the

hoveholds are provided modern domestic water servicesAas
o

well as sewage disposal services. Community services such

as Law Enforcement, Social Services. Fire Protection, Emer-.

gency,Medical Services. Refuse Oisposal Services and Utility

'ottaintenance Services are provided o' an on-gOing basis to
,
the residents of the Pueblo.

0
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. ', GIA/LAGUNA AGENCY .

. The termination of mining activities upon the, lands of

the Pueblo has resulted in a drastic reduction of annual in-

come to the Pueblo. The Pueblo is now faced with the lack of

determining ways and means of continuing to provide all of the

aforementioned services to Pueblo residents within the limits.
.

of its reduced income. It is the latent of the Pueblo -to util-

ize whatever resources may be.gvailable but particultrly, the

resburces. available through the Bureau of InrancAffairs and
.

?Ilb In4ian Health Service. The Pueblo of Laguna has 'never been

overly dependent upon either of.thest federal agencies for

assistance in the operations of Pueblo programs, not by chqlfe,

but simply because the Pueblo of Laguna
4
was but one of ten (10)

%
. %

Pueblos served by one Bureau of Indian Affairs agency, Obviously,

filnds allocated to the agency were never adequate to properly

allow the Agency to provide extensive services tce its client .

tribes. In 1980. the Pueblo was successful in,its efforts to

obtain authorization for the establishient of a separate Bureau

of Indian Affairs agency at Laguna. The Pueblo of Laguna Council

visualizes its relationship with, and the role of the Laguna
_

.

Agency, to include rendering financial assistance in funding

the cost of on-going Pueblo programs and activities. 'The Pueblo 4'

presently operates several Bureau programs under the ausRices

of P.L. 3-638. It is highly unlikely that the Pueblo would

0contrac to operate additional programs because of the uncer-

tainties of funding these programs from year to year and the

sometimes overwhelming requirements imposed upon the Tribe by

_ regulations governing the operations of Bureau of Indian Affairs

fff
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programs. It isitowever, the position of the Pueblo that they

wish to, take full advantagelf all possibfe. Bureau services.

. It is with this in mind that a portion of our request to you

includes a request for a special appropriation of funds for

Bure programs operated for the benefit of the Pueblo of Laguna.

Attached are 400ments which set forth the additional funding

needs of the Pueblo by Bureiu of Indian Affairs program areas

(See Attachmenti "g", "cm, and Exhibit "A"). .In addition.

we have indicated our needs for jrrigatio construction funds

as well as road construction funds. Oue to the closure of the *

uranium mine and the general lac of employment at the Pueblo

and in the surrounding area, we are finding that many Pueblo
4

residents have returned to farming in-order to supplement the

family food needs. lt,is, therefore, imperative that we under- ,

take substantial measure to imiircve the quality of our irriga-

tion system and Co rehabilitate lands which have not beeo4used

for farming 'fop many years. Road construction funds Ere urgently

needed for improvement of road systehs within the confines of the

six major communitiles as well as to provide better access to

more remote:areas of the!eservation and to those properties

situated away Warn the main reservation, '

Laguna's rate of unemployment is alarmihq. It is estimated

that approximately 80% of the work force is currently unemployed.

The unemployment crises has created some lalarminqsocial,condi-

tioos. Crime is one the increase. Alcoholism is on the rise.
A

Family and domestic problems are an all too frequent occurrence.

Suicide and suicide attempts continue to occur at an ever alarm-

ing rate. Obviously, employment will not bft the total answer to

4
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yfiese probies nd concerns but it will significantly reduce

the number of such 'occurrences. The Pueblo Council requests

your e assistance by making funds available for pursuit,
e

and implementation of industrial ventures alt the Pueblo. The

Pueblo is attively negotiating with at 16..41 six companies

whiCh have expressed an interest in relocating theiroiera-
-

'tions or a portion thereof onto Pueblo lands and thereby

creating some% to,200 jobs. The Pueblo has immediately

available a modern 42,000 sq. ft. industrial building and a
,

* new commecial center of 16,000 sq. ft. which has neVer'been

occupied. Msny Pueblo members have expressed a desire to

establish small business enterprises, however, they lack the

necessarr capital'witb which they can go into business. I

am sure that you are well aware that commercial financial in-

st,itutioni will not provide funding for projects located on

Indian lands due to the restrictions on encumbrance of trust

as collateral for private loans. The assistance which the

Pueblo desires"from the federal government is in the form of

funds'for training for participation in industrial .ventures,

maintenance of an on-going tribal industrial development

office and the establishment of a 8IA Credit Program.

i mentioned earlier in this statement that for 30 years,

the Anaconda Company operated a uranium mine on the lands of

the Pueblo. If any members of this Committee have hand any

experience with openpit mining operations, you can imagine in

what state of condition the lands which were mined over h

past 30 years have been left. The Anaconda Company h

mitted to the Pueblo a proposed rec114ation plan which

1
5.
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till ,

under active consideration by the :teblo anti appropriate fed-

eral agenci6. The development of ca Environmental Impact

Statement .is in Ooaress. Until November of last year the

.Pueblo worked very closely with thetlirierals Management Service
.

in the review.of.the plan and development of the kny,ironmental

.

.
.

Impact Statement. However, as you are &tare, the Minerals Mana-

gement Service has undergbne a major reorganization which has

left the Pueblo basically without the confidence of federal con-
,

A.
k .

.

cern and expertise on the final consideration and develppment of
. . .\ ..

1 .,

the reclamation plain.' The Ppeblo does not have, within ts in-
..

ternal organization, the expertise to.. provI reviewtechnical review
. -. . . -... .

ofithe total reclamation plan. 41t...is the request of the Puible:
, ... ,

to this Committee that sufficient funds be allocated to our
. .

trustee, through the Laguna Agency, for the acciLlsition of exa*\

Piltise needed to carry out the review and development of the
. . \

firial reclamation plan. The reclamation effort. which will
# k

R
-

Laguna
.

take place at Lg will, as i understand it, be the first

major effort at reclaiming an open-pit uranium.mine.within the
,

United States. ,He, therefore, do not hate the benefit of,

experience which we can rely in the onsideration and
0

,development of the final rec inakiorf Ian. The future Stealth

and welfare of our.people is at stakb. It is. toierefote.

'imperativp that the best available e ertise be acquired for

advice and guidailce in the development of the plan: The con-

tents of which will undoubtedly establish precedence in the
. ,

.

reclamation of open-pit uranium mines.
%, t.

When the 8IA Laguna Agency was c /eated in 1980, it was
)

.

. .
done so with the understandtg that whatever portion of the

, .

"!
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of We funds and ppsitipns allocated to the Southern Pueblos

Agency for providing services to the ueblo.of Laguna would be

allocated to the Laguna'Agency. The P1peblo 01,Laguna has bf6n

30

in codstant compliance with this understantang,and has not ?

.

undertaker; any sffort to seek the reallocation of funds or .

positi61 011CAlid to the Soutliern PuOlos licny which in P
.

tug might Jeopardize,servicei proviMed by the Southern P4blos
.:'

.

Agency to the remaining nine Puellios. This is the reason that

the Pueblo of Laguna has approached this Committee on an.indi-
,

vidual baits in/the hopes that the Committee will identify and

earmark funds specifically'for pi-ograms to be )prated by or
S

handled through the Laguna Agency. Currently, the funding .

4.

level of the J.aguna Agelp is in disproportion to ether OIA
t

agencies when one takes ito constderationl,the number of people

to be served, the size of the reservation, the number of pro-
4

grams and services to be maintained, and the complexity of pro-

blems and needs facing the Pueblo. I.am submitting.as apart of 11

1
this statement a complete breakdown of the Agency's,.and sub-'

sequently'the'Pueblo's funding needs as has been' determined by

'the Pueblo (See Attachments 'Am, "II°, 1C", and Exhibit "Wi)t,

In addition to funding needs for Maintenance of on-going pro-

, grams and services, we have afso identified our irrigation and

road construction needs. Iys ourintent tooaccotailish at

least a portion Of all construction work ona force account

basis which we believe to be entirely possible considering the
.."

large well-triined and qualified tabor pool which exists at'

Laguna. There are over BOO people actively seeking employment

and skilled in 235 Jobs classificatiOn skills, many of *do

)

Of,
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are related to road and irrigation construction activities. As

you can see. our efforts and plans are not only to further

develop our reservation but to provide urgently needed employ-
.

ment opportunities as well. When developing Job opportunities,

we view every $oh developed as assisting in the support of at

least five (5) persons as the average family size at Laguna is

five.

plum CHILDREN'S PROGRAM

Gentlemen, during Your consideration o!.tee Fiscal Year

1983 appropriations for the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the

Indian Health Service, you referred specifically ez and recog-

nized the succes$ of the Indian Children's Program, a program
A

operated by the Indian Health Service but funded Jointly by

the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service. The

lndian ChiTdren'ssprograyhas the support of the Pueblo of

Laguna. Some of yobarefaware of the leadership role played

by the Pueblo in attemPting to generate funding for the con-

struction of a handicapped children's diagnostic and treat-

ment facility. As further evidence of the support of the

Program and the Planned facility, the Pueblo in 1977 set

aside a. parcel of Plieblo land upon which the facility could

be built, Despite the continued efforts of the Pueblo in

pursuing the development of the facility through the involve-
.

ment of the BIG andilliS, very little Progress has been made,'

The Pueblo ha, heen advised by the Indlin Health Service

that a further study will have to be made of the prevalence

of psychological, emotional and behavioral disorders among
A-
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ive Am ican children and, the unmet need of care and treat-
.

t whtch xists. He support the Committeescdirective to

IBS an. the 81A that they continue to give hie priority

this pro am and request that the Committee also mandate

e IRS to i dude in its budget loett an appropriation of

nds sufficy nt to develop information and data to plan and

esign a resi ential diagnostic and treatment facility.

f

LAGUNA MIODLESCHOOL

Finally. wish to make the2Committee aware of theeexcreme

displeasure o the people of the Pueblo of Laguna with the

decision of t Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs in the

mWtter of the eed for a Middle School at !Aqaba We believe

that his decis on was arbitrary and will cause irreparable harm

to the childre of the Pueblo beiause they have now been,denied

adequate educa tonal facilities. You have, upon the recommenda-

tion of the 8 I. authorized the reprogrammirg of the amount of

55.430.000 whj h was appropriated in FY '82 for construction of

the school. n appropriation which was obtained through the

sole efforts ad expense of the Pueblo of Laguna. We ask that

this tommitt e take a close look at the actions of the 81A and

we believe u will find thatIthe Assistant Secretary's deter-
:

mination w incorrect and was made in violation of the Depart-

ment's fo al procedures. We respectfully request the help of

the Como tee in causing the Laguna Middle School to be-re-

turned ,its rightful place on the BIA school construction

priori list on the basis that 100t of the children that would

be en led in it are at pAsent tinhoUsed.

796
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EDUCATION NEEDS

As with any other Bureau of Indian Affairs Education

entity. the Laguna Elementary School experienced reduction in

funding level for its project under ESEA Title IV. Part B.

This program, being supplemental to the Basic Program, was

specifically aesigned to provide the needed instructional

materials and eglement so cirtically necessary to effective-

ly remediate student deficiencies in reading, math, and lan-

guage arts. This program represents a resource which Dermas

1 wider avenue of instructional processes. For example our

Program has been designed to provide special instructional

materials to increase to 80% accuracy the work accomplished

by student on class assignments in order to Prevent future

remediation. Another emphisis has been to provide supple-

mental instructional materials that are designed to involve

parents in helping motivate their children to decrease

absences.

As can be seen from the two examples sited above, the

program is one that does not give additional work or now

practices in the deficient areas but rather attempts to

address 'those very obvious problem areas that promote aca-

demic deficiencies. e.g. lack of motivation, truancy. etc.

Our annual performance evaluation and financial status

reports show that full utility of the allocated funds have

resulted in positive gains by our students as measured by,

end-of-the year examinations.

In addition to FY-82 cuts. some recissions of FY-83

funds have been proposed. The impact that his would have,

1
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4

at our school is that the recission wouldseverly hamper

sequential planning and implementation of remedial programs

designed for student motivation and Parental involvement in

the instructional Processes. As one Project is completed,

succeeding ProJects must reinforce and substantiate previous

efforts. While several ProJects may be simultaneously plann-

ed in sequential order, it is often necessary to hold bark

funding for future projects in order to fully utilize and

gain the benefits of current ProJects (which may require addi-

tio;a1 expenditures or current proJt.ts prior to obligations

011 future Projects).

The termination of Title IV funding at the Laguna Elemen-

Lary School in FY-84 would result in%

I. Successful protects being half finished resulting in

a loss rather thae a gain in botb effort and student

benefits.

2. Termination of supplemental resource Program design-

ed for remediation by providing supplemental in-

structional materials with special content to address

important peripheral factors which Promote academic

deficiencies.

The loss of thtc Program in affect would destroy many

months, years of slow and Painful progress in'improving the

motivational factors of our students. There is nothing pro-

posed to take the Place of any of the funds bring lost. The

regular program funds are limited to basic instructional.

The loss of funding therefore rePresents a regre%ssion within

the educational program itself.

7 .n.

1 %JO
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We also solicit your help in restoring to an adequate

level of funding to the Laguna Agency Office of Indian Educa-

tion Programs in the amount of 5100,000. Without going into

extensiv2 detail, I submit to you that the reduction ,in the

fundino level for the Laguna Agency OIEP to $50,C00 for the

FY'83, is merely an underhanded means of accomplishing a pre'

viously implied decision of the Washington 8IA Education

Office to abolish the Laguna Agency 010 despite a determina-

tion by that Office a year earlier that the OIEP at Laguna

was justified. The FY-82 Sudget .wis S71.2'46.90 as compared

to the FY-83 allocation of $50,000.00 which represents a 30%

cut.

The Government to Government relationships established

under the authority of P.L. 95-561 in all matter; relating

to the facilitation of Indian control of Indian affairs in --

all matters Pertaining to Indian education has also recently

become a matter of grave concern to the Pueblo of Laguna.

On Oecember 1, 1980, approval was granted to establish the

Office of Indian Education Programs at the Laguna Agency with

implementation to begin March 1, 1981. The education office

was established effective September 8, 1981. five positions

were authorized at the.AgencY leve):

Superintendent of Education:

8usiness Nanager; (Agent? & School)

;I. Secretary

Special Education Coordinator/Speech Patho

logical; and

Clerk-Typist (Special Education).

I vzvyn--
4
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To -date, the Position of AgencY Superintendent for Education

has nbtjleen,filled on a permanent basis, although a tbiLtative

selection has been made. How a decision is pending with the

Bureau of Indian Affairs as to whether the education office

will be continued at the Laguna Agency. The Pueblo of Laguna

and the Laguna Agency (both BOB and Education) have established

and maintain excellent working relationships working together

providing services to the people of Laguna. Educaiional goals

of the Tribe and the Agency to provide quality educatibnal

opportunities.from earlY childhood through life in accordance

with the Tribe's needs are being formulated and developed. Dis-

continuation of thelocal educition office will IA effect min- .

imize our local par2)iciPation in policy and decision making

activities of our educational programs. This is not consistent

with the Policy of Indian Self - Determination as enunciated in

25 CFR 271.4. The Pueblo of Laguna takes great pride in its

progress in Indian Education and strongly urges the Bureau of

Indian Affairs to not only render a decision to continue the

education office at the Laguna AgenCY, but to provide for ex-

pansion of service by authorizing filling of all approved

positions.

.8,0 cy
t.c.

"-23N 1 0 - 83 54
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ATTACHMENT "A"

FISCAL YEAR 1984 FUNDING NEEDS - PUEBLO OF LACUNA

.1. Community Services General $150.0

These funds will be used for operation and
maintenance of a staff which will be concen-
trating on employment and economic develop -'
mane projects.

11. Adult Vocational Training 150.0

Services will be bccomplished in application-
taking and processing, applicant interviews and
counseling, institutional training, training
monitoring and evaluations, vocational guidance
counseling, Job placements, assessments of train-
ing institutions and courses, on-the-job training
opportunities and developments to a client popu-
lation of 6,200 Legumes. $90.0 will be used towards
retraining of individuals terminated from the mine
as well as for new clients. 860.0 will be used
towards the development of 03T projects.

III. Employment, Assistance 75.0

This will enable job placement assistance to
seventy=fiva (75) urviployed Lagunas7--

IV. Social Services

This will further enable accomplishment of
600 units, of services consisting of family
counseling, home visits, general assistance,
child welfare, hombmaker services, T.W.E.P.,
adult institutional'eare, and miscellaneous
assistance to a service population of 6,200.
Due to social and economic pressures caused by
unemployment, the need for these services are
going to increase significantly.

V. Tribal Courts

These funds will be used to employ staff to
handle and process a yearly average of 1,400
cases. An increase in case load has resulted
due to economic and social stresses caused by.5
mass unemployment.

,100.0

a

90.0

4
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VI. Credit and Finance $340.0

tr. This amount will permit the assumption by
the DIA Laguna Agency of the existing case-
load services of the Laguna clients-new provided
by the Souchern Pueblos Agency. This will include'
new loans and/or new client services. $90.0
will be used towards program services to kandle
present loan cases of-the Laguna clients. $2S0.0
will be used forNeconomfe development projects
that would be emploYment generating as well as
income generating. Currently, the Pueblo of Laguna
is actively pursuing Industrial prospects whose
names appear on the attached list. (Attachment 1)

VII, Self-Determination Grants $161.0

This amount will enable completion of the
following objectives partially under contractual
services'and partially by various tribal, employees:

A. Elderly Care Center program expansion.
B. Commercial Center developments. -
C. Development of various tribal codas and

ordinances.
D. Establishment of Economic Developments office.
E. Development of a consumers advocacy program.

,o-

VIII. Home improvement program 200.0

This will enable 25 homes to be brought to standard
(

conditions.

IX. Community Fire Protection 3S.0

.This would enable_operation and maintenance
. .

C

of:

A'. Five (5 fire pumper knits.
B. Trucks used in conjunction with pumper units.
C. Facilities in vhic# to house the vehicles'

and pumper units.

4th theto resources,fire protection to all BIA-
pwna4 and DIA-occupied facilities on the Laguna
reservation would be possible.

.80Z
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X. Agritultwral Extension

This amount will provide:

A. 'Contractual services with the State
Agritultural Extension Services

Activities will be concentrated-on
agriculture) and related pursuits
designed to achieve sbme means of
sustenance, especially during high
unemploynent period*.

Xt. Law Enforcement 370.0
This will enable acconplishmtnt of 4,200 u:iis
of police services,:consitting of enforcement
of tribal laws and.customs, crime preventio 4
prisoner detention, investigation of calm' 1
and non-triminal complaints, adult institu nal
care refetrals, local community and highwa /patrols,
and emergency services.. Social and etonom c
stresses will create additional need of t se
services.

P
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XII. Natural Resources

A. Agriculture $678,700

Seams Lam Project is nearing completion to con-
serve, meager water supplies for'agricultural
purp ses. 'Water conservation measures include
rose voir sealing and canal rehabilitation. The
cana lining alone has improved irrigation 1161
from the previous year. These are primarily
small subsistance type family tracts, most of
which are less than gme acre in size.

The major needs for improvements are from main
delivery system's to serve farm laterals, alma;
land leveling, land clearing. For specific ir-
rigation construction projects see exhibit "A",

D. Range Management 43.2

Ra ge management plans are being reviewed prior
to implementation. Adeq.ate range plans for the
and lands require large investment in stockwater.
tanks and pipelines. Equipment and personnel are
available to improve and assist tribal members with
technical assistance. A

Primary needs include material purchases, i.e.
storage tanks, pipelines, prefabricated structures.

6 (six) miles of pipeline 22.2
3 (three) 27,000 gal. tanks 15.0
30 irrigation structures 6.0

TOTAL 4312

C. Mining and Minerals 200.0

The current reclamation plan for the Anaconda
Jackpile Uranium open pit MAC is experiencing
difficulties in gaining acApptance by both the
Pueblo of Laguna and Minerals Management Service.
In order to insure compliance with all statutes
iradoral, state and local agencies) and to pro-
Vide for the future health and welf-t of Pueblo
residents, every effort has to b.. made for DIA
to provide sound technical directs.-- and exper-
tise. Ante magnitude of the Reclamation Project
will at only affect the Pueblo and the DIA but
all federal agencies with responsibility in the

-

305
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area of land reclamation and environmental con-
. earns. The state confusion as to the limits of

responsibilities of federal agencies caused by
the recent reorganization of the Minerals Manage-
meat Service compel assumption by the Trustee
IBM) of assurance of service and expertise to
the Pueblo in this very critical stage of the
consideration and develdpment of the reclama-
tion requirepents to meet the Pueblo's needs.
This can be provided by acquisition of expertise
through the federal employment process or by
contractural arrangement. Services of the follow-
ing disciplines will be required:

Soil Scientist
Rydrep4ist
Impactor
Surveyor
Range Conservationist
Clerical
Soils Engineer

D. Water Resources 15.0

*s.

The Rio San 'lose ValleY.water resource presently.
serves 4 of 6 major communities at Laguna. The
quantity and quality of water is rapidly decreas-
ing. New sources of water must be located and
existing supplies must be maintained. The eradica-
tion of salt cedar along the river system must be
implemented to reduce copsumption' of meager supplies
for irrigation and livestock.

Better quality water must be developed for community
supplies away from the polluted volley sources.
Quality of water along volley sources is far below
public drinking water standards.

XIII. Ro ds Maintenance' 210.6

'Se re winter storms resulted in numerous people and
liv stock becoming stranded for days. One major
fact r is lack of all weather roads to remote areas.
Itrro os arc impassable as Well as areas of depressions
holding water during heavy rain and snowstorms. To
minimize this problem improvement to roads and pro-
viding adequate drainage structures to these'isolated
and remote areas will began a process or providing '

adequate construction of improved- roads and related
structures.

Technical' supervision will be made available to insure
safe and adequate construction of improved roads and
related structures. Materials, i.e., gravel and pilies.
will be required. Adequate staff to operate and main-
tain aneongoing program will be employed.

a
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ATTACHMENT "V

LAGUNA AGENCY - IPERSONNEL & NEEDS

Elorent 71 - Executive Direction r
Identified Weed, Minium 122.5

FY 83 Tentative 83.4

Difference .. .. %

v.

This increase will enable this office to add to staff, will ensure adequate
travel funds, and essential office equipment.

A, Secretary (Typing) GS-b--

Essential clerical support nced;in this office have'heretofore been met .
adninally by temporary appointocnt(s) of a Clerk-Typist.

The very nature and scope of the Superintendent's responsibility dictates
that a fully qualified secretary bo employed cannensurace with grade-
-level to enable the Superintendent to utilize subject position with broad
latitude, an clement necessary for a bonifide aupervisori/secretary
relatimaip to function

B. Tribal Covernmedtal Relations Specialist, GS-9 (proposed)
60

Subject position would enhance the capability Co review in a timely
meaner; all attorney vouchers, all 93-638 contracts and inherent
investigative work and attendant technical assistance to tribal staff;
keeping the Superintendent of pending legislation directly
affecting the Pueblo of Laguna and other entities as regards to minerals/
mining development, special projects such as water rights litigation and
ccordanatian-of all mining reclamation activities.

C. Travel - CEA ibtor Vehicle

Heretofore., this expense has been absorbed by other activities. Adding
and ensuring an adequate level of fuhding.would enhance planning ability
in covering other essential bervices rather than reactionary.

D. Office EquipTenr,

This fundinrhas been totally inadequate thus far in the history of the

o Agency. Essential office equipment such as a type:Iriter, a calculator
are chow which have been pulled in or charged to other offices, are
maintained at the cost of other program funds.

An increase here would enable this office to establish as a .aeparate
line itera.for office equipment purchase and maintenance.

aM
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Element 72% adrinistraiive Services

identified Weed, minimum 150.0

Fit 83 Tentativp 87.6 I

Difference , 62.4

This increase would enable the Division of Administrative Services to add to
e. staff, purchase adequate office equipment; mould ensure funding to pay for

Agmy lease rather than requiring program managers fo identify finds for this
purpose. it would ensure quality copying service for build-up or reconstruction
of realty records, adequate office supplies end enhance the total Agency conruni-

*cation (felephree) needs.
. ...

\A. Statistical Clerk (Census) CS-5

'Vdry recently the Agency has assunocildditional. respc4sibility of verifying
eligibility of Indian blood quantize for the purposeq of obtaining certain
services from the IDS and the ME This position would also be responsible
for day-to-day administration and nrdntenance of census records, marriage
divorce, birth and death certificates: dependents certificaL .ns and Tdcsiii.-
Eleatic:a Card issuance, With a aninal staff of the trative Officer,
a Secretary, and ripply Tediaician, this office is a ready strained in
providing such a service.

B. Office Equipment

llich of the equip:at presently in use is antiquasad and/or excess from
otbqr armies. The very tilsaire of records maiefained by this office mist
be treated as confidential, such as Personnel Records. There also is the
need to have adequate safe-guards of statistical records (blood quantum),

(.. adoptions, etc.) and the Ispra.st Cash,nrod which this office administers.

The typewriter and one calculator in use are an loan Eras other offices
at the next higher level in the organization. These are essential for
minima operations and xi increase bete would enable this office to
purchase and maintain its cun equiptent

C. Total Lease (Agency)

Program huaagera have had totlan expenditure for square footage their
programs occupy, usually adjusting program plans in varying degrees. A
substantial increase for this itap would enable the AdministTative
Office to plan for expenditure in the total moult thereby freeing pro-
gram dollars for delivery of services in the respective programs.

D. Xerox (or othei copying costs) e

A high quality copy is neqessary for work the Agency is esponsible fot.
An crimple of this is the,oeed for high quality realty ds such as
plats, raps of vintage age. now times one -of -a -kind doe tut such as

rod

1
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legal descriptions.Todranglos and quad-shectd. Other rout:ne copy
or reproduction needs are no less inpartant and certainly a good
maintrnance arranganom can be enhanced by aq increase in this area.

E. OffimiSumlies

Seto supplies soy be unique to this office in thaktotel agency adminis-
tArtion creates awed to render technical assist atce in cony areas and
to various progr4e. However, fmads have born very limited here that this
office has limit's depcmd an other office for general supplies.

F. Cconerdcatians

As this Agency grows,in staff in respective progumrcsponsibility
as Forestry. Wage )i nagasent. etc. and such like the lease r is

above this item should be centralized and coordinated through
Administration Office. This is the office that has authority place-
cent of all official requests and has knowledge of all t costs.

By so doing it also frees up programaeney and certainl es planning
and expected results without the hinderance of flue volley avail-
ability.

I
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Attachment "C"

LAGUNA AGENCY - OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENTS & PERSONNEL COSTS

-Agency Superintendent for Education
GS-12/03 S31.332/annum

Administratively and technically responsible for planning, directing
evaluating and coordinating Bureau and special funded education
programs. Bureau programs include: Elementary Education, Early
Childhood Education, Public and Community School Relations, Pupil
Personnel Services, Off-Reservation Boarding School Enrollments.
Tribal government and School Relations and School Administration
and Supervision. Federal programs include: ESEA Chapter I and
Title IV - B and Education for the Handicapped.

-Business Manager
CE-05/02 $24,877/annum

. '

Under the general administrative supervision of the Agency Super-
intendent for Education is administratively and technically respon-
sible for carrying out the following administration functions for
the Agency and Laguna Elementary School: Plans, organizes, and
coordinates student counts and certification, census and enrollment,
budget formulation financial management d analysis, personnel
management, property management, and procurement.

-Secretary GS -S /02 $13, 815/annum

Under the general supervision of the Agency Superintendent for Ed-
ucation and Business M....ager provides general clerical and secret-
arial services in support of the specific areas of responsibility
enumerated above in addition to informing and instructing employees
regaring procedures and regulations governing personnel actions,
leave and travel.

-Special Education Coordinator/Speech Pathologi44 41W-t4t- AAA/
CE-05/08 28,645/annum [Special Education Funded)

Responsible for coordinating, supervising and directing the Special
Education program at the Agency and School which encompasses all
areas from in-service training to budget and proposal writing, mon-
itoring, and technical assistance and curriculum damalopment, speech
pathologist services, ,(including diagdosis and remediation of com-
municative disorders) parental counseling and in-service training in
various aspects of Speech and Language pathology.

AL. Ftwos

-Education Aide (clerk-typist) [Special Education Funded)
CY 01/10 $12,639/annum

Provides general non-professional clerical services in support of
the above listed areas of responsibility within the Special Ed-
ucation Program.

*Total Per.onnel Co.tm$Year .... $111,1nEnn

81
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Laguna Agency
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The Laguna unit consists o apptoximately nine (9) milee(o
/
f main canal. This

canal services approximet y 3,000 acres of land. 4.1 files of canal have

been rehabilitated In 198/, and 1982. The semaining e nal arc is oced or
rebhailitaang. The Me is needed to conserve a arca supply of irrightion
lacer in Addition to con rol of overhead waters *kith is a constant problem
during summer storms. / .

mBy providing adequat structures. an 'moved anal lining project will
rotethis prob ea and wilt atnimite rote ruption of water deliveries.

Coast etion of 4.5 miles @ $67 00 $304500

Engi ring Surveys and Desig 25,000. o

$326.700

CM HIT "A"

Pa ware U1

The Pagudle Unit has rhb only percale' water supply to cover approxieately
500 acres of irrigable land. This plojacedivetts floc from the Rio Paguatet
Annual. flow from this watershed is approximately 7,000 acre feet. Storage
is available for 50 to 70 acre feet of eater and the remaining is lost.

Canal lining -;3 miles e$67,000/alle $201,000

Storage (Enlargement) 500 acre 'het 60.000

Engineering Services 30.000

Ermine' Unit

A pumping plant is required as present Irrigation water is s..oed from springs.
This system will be converted to supplement a marginal domestic supply.

An underground system is requested to replace the surface flow for irrigation.
Test data is available to shoe that underground water is available to supply
the 20 to 30 acres of land ptesencly serviced under this system.

Pooping plant $40,000

Service pipeline, 2.0 miles 0 10,000

$5,000/mill

Electric service line 6,000

Engineering and Design 5,000

r617100
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March 21, 1581

RECEIVentol 9 A ea

Honorable mark Andrews
Charrman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
SD-640
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mark:

ommenlft
APPIWW141IONS

0#01110000AT AND
OVW01001110

~1:00.4044.16

Please find enclosed a comprehensive and thoughtful letter
from Mr. Carl Waln, Chairman of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe in
Rosebud, South Dakota.

In ;his letter, Chairman Wain outlines the continuing diffi-
culties that the Tribe has incurred in their efforts to
obtain an Indian Health Service hospital on the Rosebud
Reservation.

This situation is a natter of grave concern to me. During
the 10 years I have served in both Houses of Congress, I
have attempted to obtain the necessary administrative and
Congressional decisions to get this facility completed. Each
timg one roadblock'has been removed another is raised. my
frustration is small compared tO the frustrations that the
Rosebud Sioux Tribe has experienced daring the past decade
in their efforts to obtain an adequate medical facility for
their people.

I believe that this situation has gone on too long. I would
41PPre%Acte your addressing these concerns directly to the
Itteduring any upcoming hearings that might occur on their
PY14 budget. Any continued delay in the completion of this
project is unconscionable.

With best wishes,

JA/ddr

Enclosure

J 88 MANOR
United States Senator

.
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Honorable James Abdnor
U. S. Senate
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Sirs

February 4, 1983

AN UPDATE ON THE ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE'S INITIATIVE
FOR A NEW REPLACEMENT INS HOSPITAL

Of the many severe problem.* facing the Rosebud Sioux Tribe in
South Dakota, none is larger than the health of our people. A
health care crisis at Rosebud was'already identified ten years
ago as needing immediate attention. Untal quite recently, little
concrete progress has been made in the matter, and in fact, IHS
hospital services have dramatically decreased here while the
population has grown.

The current IHS Hospital at Rosebud was half condemned in 1978
for safety reasons and code violations, reducing the number of
beds from 48 to 29. The condemned portion was built in 1915, and
replacement of the hospital has long been high on the INS
priority list. A Master Plan Study for replacing the facility
was completed 10 years age, in 1973.

Finally, but still without a direct request from IHS, Congress
responded to the dramatic need by appropriating, 31,248,000 in FY
82 funds for the Plan and Design of a new replacement hospital.

.

One year ago, in February 1982, the Tribe testified on behalf of
'FY 83 funds for the Construction of the facility, and also
requested Congressional support for the release of the already
appropriated Plan and Design funds. c

Privately, the Tribe was assured by the INS that the Plan and
Design funds were to be /*Leased for use at the beginning of the
Third Quarter, that is, April 1, 1982.

Accordingly, the Tribe reinitiated inquiries about the funds at
he beginning of April, directing our question to the INS, OMB,
HISS and the House and senate subcommittee*. The range of
resepnsos varied from none at all, to those who were also being
kept in the dark, to purposefully confusing information, such as
that from OMB that they definitely were not withholding release

. of-the funds. We could uncover no accurate information as to
what the holdup was, who was responsible for it, or where the

814
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matter currently stood.

We *elated the help of the South Dakota Delegation as well as
other concerned Members of Congress, but they had no more luck
than the Tribe at clarifying the situation.

Finally, on April 22, the IHS confirmed a rumor that the funds
verb being considered for "reprogramming"'for other purposes, and
stated that a request to that effect had already been sent to the
appropriate Congressional subcommittees. It was stated that the
Ins still felt the funds should be used for a Rosebud Hospital
Pirn and Design as originally intended, but that the request
or ginated from "levels above IHS". They had not even been
ir:ormed of who was insisting on the reprogr9mming over their
h eds, but had the "impression" that,it was OMB.

. check with the House and locate Subcommittees reveaied that a
formal request had not been sent to them, though they were also
aware of the rumored plan. It appeared to some in Congress that
OMB was attempting to directly reassign the funds without.
approval by Congress, and oms was informed that such action was
not iegal. The term "reprogramming" gave way to attempts at
recission. At any rate, it was clear to the Tribe that we were
no longer suffering from delaying tactics, but from the far more
serious situation of attempts from outside Congress to undo the
appropriation.

Rather thaa.condemning the Administration for this action, the
Tribe chose to ailow a chance for.reconsideration. we felt that
they might not be fuily aware of the serious consequences for our
people, or gust bow many years the new faciiity had already been
delayed. We did not wish to risk their decision(' to be
uninformed. AcCordingly, we outlined the dire need for the long
postponed replacement hospital in letters to Richard Sohweiker,
Secretary of ms, to David Stockman, Director of OMB, and to
President Reagan. The letters were doted Hay 11, 1992, and a
response was requested from each. The Tribe did not receive the
courtesy of oven a brief reeponseeto any of those letters, and we
must assume they wore ignored.

The South Dakota Delegation and her Members of Congress
continued to be highly supportiV and finaily, in the last month
of FY 82, additional action by mese succeeded in salvaging
the original Plan and Design,. opriation.

While,we are exceedingly grateful for that, we regret the loss of
another full year before the half condemned hospital cane replaced.

Concurrent with the prolonged struggle outlined above, and still
continuing today, have been problems with excessive delays in the

a.
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normal consideration of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe's P4 93-03p
Contract Proposal for the Plan anOntesion of the facility.

The original,proposal was, submitted by the Tribe to the IHS on
April 8, 1982. In the 10 months snee, it has run the gamut of
the IHS from the lowest offices to the highest. we have just
been verbally notified by the IHS Headquarters staff that Or.
Rhoades, the Director of the IHS, has been able to sign his final
approval of the contract only last week.

The proposal was quite sound on its own merit as Originally
written. An indication of this fact is that despitecits close
scrutiny from numerous viewpoints, only a few minor changes have
been suggested throughout the whole process. .

Unfortunately, final approval by the IRS does not mean that work
on the Plan and Design may finally begin. How, the higher levels
of HMS with to begin their own review of the contract proposal.
Our experience has been that the proposal never moves from any
desk it reaches until sufficient external pressure forces it to.

Much lip service has been given to promoting ?abet Self-
Determination. and in particular, to expediting by all means.
possible Tribal 438" proposals. we have experienced the exact
opposite.

In the Tribe's favor is the fact that further places to review
the proposal are all but exhausted. We must surely receive an
answer soon. When we do, we will finally be able to use the
funds set aside by Congress for the Plan And Design which should
have been available for use October 1, 1981.

A. mentioned, we testified to Cong ess in February, 1982 on .

behalf of Construction funds for 83. unaware that we would face
this multitude of difficulties. e (10 not wish further
intentional or unintentional del ys to discourage COngress from
appropriating Construction funds for FY 84. Hopefully, this A.
summary will lend to your undemanding and prevent that.

Dealings concerning the new hospital have been shrouded in
secrecy, deception, and delay. At no time has this been
attributable to Members of congrese. Congressional intent bac
been clear, but thwarted at every turn.

The Rosebud Sioux people are faced with documented, exceptionally
,poor health, a half-condemned hospital, and very limited access
to care anywhere else. The promise of a new IBS hospital has
beep held out for more than 10 years now with no tangible results.

On behalf of current and future generations of Our people, we
i

4 '
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SMALL TRIMS ORGANIZATION of WESTERN 'WASHINGTON

February 23, 1983

P, 0, Sox 678/Seinnet, Washington 98390112616 593-2891

I

Honorable Mark Andrews, Cbkirman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
6317 Dlrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20519

Dear Senator Andrews:

The Small Tribes Organization of Western Washington (ATOM
is an inter-tribal consortium organized for tho purpose
of protecting the interests of its member tribes.

We are seventeen (17) tribes bound together, recognizing
the right to exist today Just as each of us have for
thousands of years. Although 9 are presently federally-
recognized, there are 8 that are not. Bach one of us is
small compared to the larger., more affluent tribes. Our
average population is 700 persons compared to 5,000 - 6,000
for the larger tribes.

Our membership has fared well, firs} under 0619, then ONAP,
and, up to the present, the Adminietration for Native
Americans (ANA). Five of our member tribes, formerly non-
recognized, have received federal recognition, through duo
process, since they have been members of STORM.

Mr. Chairman and 'embers of theCommittee, until the time
that each of these non-federally recognized tribes have
their day In court, and melt of them has OHIO opportunity
Lo fermally address the Federal Acknowledgment Process
team, we roquest of you, with all due respect, not to amend.
the law by placing ANA under the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

This ANA transfer...Is proposed without any tribai,consultation
or any form Of public hearings for those4lndian communities
affected by this move. STOWe has always maintained a strong
relationship with ANA. In most cases, the small ANA "mini-
grants" received by our 8 unrecognized member tribes constitute

L gl
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the majority of tribal funding. TO fund only federally-
------- recognised - tribes under BIA/ANA uld-severely hamper,the

abilities of our unrecognized tri s to exist as viable
eatitios.

If ANA is placed in the bands of the it will completely
disrupt the entire Indian community,a take away the only
fedoral agency that recognizes-the rig s of the unrecognized
trj.bes to exist.

'Other issues Committee members may wish t consider are

1. There is nd FY-43 budget authority that allows ANA funds
to effect the transfer into BIA. OHS an the White Rouse
should be required to stop allocation of Y FY -83 monies
to the transfer activity since it is sofas ntly an illegal
use of FY-83 ANA monies.

2. OMR must be pressed to release any transfer p ans, if such
a plan exists.

3. It is illegal to amend federal law through budi t appro-
priations and yet the Administration proposal wo ld do
this by restricting ANA eligibility far beyond wh t was
specified in Title VIII of the Economic Opportquit Act of
1984, as amended.

We request your consideration is maintaining the Administration
for Native Americans under the Department of Hhalth and Human
Sorvices, and for maintaining funding at least at the FY-83

.level of $20.3 million dollars.

Respectfully,

P6ca.dig,
Patrick 3..I. Clements
Executive Director

8.16
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Dear Congressman Andrews;

the membership of the United South and Eastern Tribes has a
great concern over the proposed fiscal year 1984 appropriations
request submitted to Congress by the President. They aremost
concerned, in particular, regarding the three or iercles
090ch fund program and projectioe the Reservations. 'se

agencies being the Indian Health Service. Bureau of Int,
Affairs and the Department or Housing and Urban Dome-imam.

the fiscal year 1984 appropriations request for the Indian
Health Service includes four major items of concern.16--
ZUmnunity Health RepPesentative Progrmi is slated for closeout
beginning le fiscal year 1984, unless appropriations amuse*
to continue this much needed program on the Reservations. The
CHR Program is an intrigal part in the overall Preventati4
Health Care Preemie on the Reservations in the Epst,
Preventative health care. elthoult seemingly not es cost
ofFICti Ire in appropriations as CaraatiSit atagrae S. has a more
positive tepees on themlevel and health status of Indian people

on the Reservations. Re can not conprehend the thiphing behind

the closure of an entire segment of the Preventative Health
Care Program on the Reservations in the East.

Another Woof great concern is theta* of an identified
contract support pool (indirect costl. In the INS budget
request. the quest for self sufficiency and self detemination
by the Tramsla the East includes contracting, at present Sop
over SOS of the health care being provided on the Reservation.
Mammy to this contracting is adequate administrative
support dollars that will build the Tribal goverment
iefra.skroctum on the Reservations, allowing them to continue
to provide health care for their people. We understand that

the decision to delete the.administrative cost support line
item and include those cost under hospital and clinic line t

"Because there Is strength In Unity"
O
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stets was eade in en effort to shroud these necessary cost within the budget.

Ile,ftel that abninistrative cost, especially in ligbt of the fact of the
increased contracting for health care in the East, is a recossery part of
doing business and should be Identified and supported within the INS budget
request.

We are concerned that once again, the Indian Health Service has refused to
include sanitation faeility.constructIon fends so necessary for proper

enviromental health conditions on the Reservations. lie bre aware of the
intent of the administration to include this as an eligible item to the .

proposed MOD Block Cram process, lie are Concerned that.once again.
sanitation facilities Cepstruction will nob. based on Peed, but will be
based on grantsoanship.

The last specific item of concern regarding INS budget. reduction of
Indian Wealth Service Wearer Scholarship Program for f scal-year 1944.

As Indian ocoble continue to assent Antral over their health systems, the
burden of training Indian people rest within the government. Self sufficiency
and self determination Ammer* words if people can not be talked to -

assent the positions necessary to provide sound health care.

One final issue that is not directly related to approOrlations, but needs to
be addressed to your committee, is the continueedevelopment of eligibility
criteria for health services without Tribal input. the Tribes 40 the East
strongly feel, that eligibility for services is a Tribal sovereignty issue,
and that Tribal governments have the legal and moral responsibility to
determine who. as a member of their Tribe. should receive services. The
issue of blood manure versis,TrIbal roles conflicts with the self
determination and trust responsibility rights of tribal governments. lie est

that a decision not Meade without the proper amount of time and Smut
necessary to study this issue closely. A hasty decision not will boo
drastic input on the health status of Indian people feria* the future.

The appropriations request for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. alio seemingly
sound in total, nos some specific aims whiCk we question. The appropriations
request for the Eastern Area budget again lacks an equitable base. The limber
of tribes served, and the population within the Eastern Area has increased
twofold in the past ten years. This is due to land elate settlements and the
Federal Acknowledgement Project within the Department of Interior. The
appropriation to the EMtern Area his not kept pace with the increase of
service population thereby causing an actual reduction of services available
from the existing base, We ask that your committee question the '

appropriations regarding the Eastern Area and assure those Tribes in the East
an equitable share of the resources available within the bureau.

82
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finally, we are concerned with the mechanism the Reparteent of-Rd hsihrirrd
Urban Revelment is choosimg to provide safe adddiEint housing on the
Reservations. we feel. that including lousing as an eligible activity under
the Community Cevelopeent Clock Grant Program will cause this progral to ,',co
housing on tho.Reservatioos based on grantsmanship rather than need, We feel
that placing housing in =petition with ether necessary fatalities

4construction oaths Reservations will, in the long run, cost the fiderel
Government end Tribes wore by reducing their inventory of safe and decent
basing for Indian people on the Reservations.

in smeary, we ask that your committee take a long hard look tithe
divropriations request for Indian Tribes and Reservation development. Let us
not be short sighted and eliminate present sound pogo's, thereby increasing
the need for revenues in the future. thank you.

Giver* ly,

SOfiel4/0;74:44".""--
iminard V. Darrow

Prisident

\
t
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIM NE INDIANS PROGRAM. IIILWAUKEB
PUBLIC SCII001.5, SUBMITTED BY PATRICIA AZZOLIMA, SECRETARY

.14 =Dun roam
ame lT, zult

ELLVAIMIR POILIC SC110013
es

AN mummy

11 MIMS Is s federally loaded program (ladle* notation Act, Title IV, Put A)
sarn& as epociaand culturally reletsd *Wools needs of 2,057 ltdisafrstudeste
is the NtImsehoo Public Schools. Ito 1962.03 Imam level of 9190.501 supposes
tea (10) Imams staff positions in the Ilitvaotss Palls Schools: 1 toogrem Coordlastot.
2 Proms focretary. 1 Cultural Baritone Instructor. 5 ledisn dtudoneAdvisere ea
2 Foss - school Aktdisstege. Slats its inesption is 1971-74 the plod:ma's impact in
helping tesquoltto oducatiosal clpottualtles for /pass child:um mood bas heft
positive and !substantial

1,80-$2 vs MASS stactsaci shat thit: -

2. 290 X4 Tail's students schooled to thole cultural heritsgs impaved their
surf -Ian ve by 222 on s pro-post beets.

2. 130 9,4 Indian studests helot average is reading schtememat'Increesed that
average medlar achievement scores by as imago of a +.6 stake Ural mot
a two.yeor period.

3. 39 out 59 or 661 of the 12A1 and 1992 las* graduating sailors obtained post-
secondary odocatteeel plscessat.

4. 202 Indian students with sweet schOol 'madams problem' (more thsa 30 days
Amor pet semester) in 1979 bas been reduced to 34 In 1982 (p 461 degas's).

5. the 9th Vlsough 12 grade

1
Issaua &cedar dropout attrition seta has Dan reduced

lice 10 to 34 Btu:lasts !tom 19194992 or drat .$9X la 1479 se 412 X* 1991.

6. the sunhat of Imam students in high sabot; carets specialty istostems has ta.

creased frog 10 is 1960 to 50 In 1962 (ltos 31 to 20Z *1 total bath school Indian
radars) se molt of NI INDIANS efforts to moles Indiesmsdesr school
asstimmeets probtoes osier Os school district's court-oristad deseire4srl00 Plea.

7, mist cearoulsted desegtogetlos pleas the VI WIDIAltepregtem hes resisted
patents of 88 Indian &Wears to secure setiefecterrichool sasigmsniss

9. 535 auto! 14514111106Z of tunas student School sdjustment problem rsfertsle
A have bola seccesililly remained for the 44044040d beoefit of the twits. .

otedosts lavoLved. .

. ,_,

Isectssion and elimination of Title Ill Indian educates: fuels all Notion* Wait
aid Chen elinleste =clod. level 'Von' to eqtalits sducardona opportuaittos for
American Indian dilates. es a rims when these Wong are just ads eoettoso
fruition. I

a
a

/
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PROPOSED YOWL EDUCATIONS. raocsAm
- 506ST/TETES rat= IV MAN EDUCATION AND
THE INDIAN SELP-DETENNINATIOC ACT (PUBLIC LAW 93-638)

Secretary ci Edutatian Tetra proposal to substitute Chapters 3 and 2 of the

Ed tonal Ceesolldstion Isprovement Act, Vocational and Adult Education, gilingnel

Mutation. ImPact Aid and all Student Aid pregrame for the Title IV Indian Educetion

Act ignores the feet that these programs Nos no hccountable lailrege with the Indian

Self-Determination Act toIneura the presence of Indian coepoteuce role models

wherevet Indian atlases, ere to be served. Without sn scounteble linkage to the Indian

Self-Determination Act through Coes:seafood legislation and Adel lll ye zulenakins

Secretary Estl's sod ultimately P lll Meagan's proposal to substitute thus Propane

lfor Title IV will -took is nothing mote than 414 autesatIC fasts ston, bank into the

Coot llll ily repudiated count. .esisilatios policies of cultural amnesia designed

to Iodise children's identity as Amtrican Indians and to comets them into

easily esp/olteble Erato robots. Is Ole context Preoldtat Meagan's Title TV Indies

iducatioe PT-83 budget rescission and his PT-EA cencelleticoo sigma/ bla intent to

coercive assislistion policies which IMAM Nducationt A Motional mat.
National Challanse (19t)) aummarisid si foilows;.

4
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FROM: Indian Education: A National Tragedy
A National Challenge

Stratttativ or liwrostrem. Femmes

I. Policy Failure

The dominant policy of the Federal Government towards the Amer.
icon Indian has been one of coercive assimilation. The polity has se-
suttcdin:

A. The destruction and disorganization of Indian communities and
individuals. -'

B. A desperately severe and selfperpetuating cycle of poverty for
most Indians.

C. The growth of a large, ineffective, and saperpetuating bureau*.
racy which retards the elimination of Indian poverty.

D. A waste of Federal appropriations.

II. National Attitudes

The coercive assimilation polity has had a strong negative influence
on national attitudes. It has resulted in:

A. A nation that is massively uninformed and misinformed about the
American Indian, and his past and present.

I Prejudice, racial intolerance, and discrimanation towards Indians
far more widespread and serious than generally recognized.

In. Education Failure

t.

. .
The coercive assimilation policy has hid disastrous elms on the edu-

cation of Indian children. It has resultedin:,
A. The classroom and the school becoming a kind of battleground

where the Indian c.iild attempts to protect his integrity and identify as
an individual by defeating the purpbses of the schofol.

R. Scbooh which fail to understand or *jape to, and in fact ofte.t
denigrate, cultural differences. ,.,

C. Schools which blame their own failures on the Indian student and
reinforce his defensiveness. r,

D. Schools which fail to recognize the importance and validity of

she Indian community. The community and child retaliate by treating
-he school as an alien institution. .

E. A dismal record of absenteeism, dropouts, negative self-image, low
achievement, and, ultimately, academic failure for many Indian children.

F. A perpetuation of the cycle of poverty which undermines the sue-
, vas of all other Federal programs.

' .
W. Causes of the Policy Failure

The coersive assimilation policy has two primary historical roots:
A. A continuous desire to exploit, and sepropriate, Indian land and

L..,
NACIE Concurs.

..
physical resources.

B. A sclkighteous ininicrancc of tribal communities and cultural
differences.

4' -1
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RECOMPATION

Since Secretary Balk's and Pses,dent -eagses,proposal to substitute other

educations: programs for Title IV makes ;4 provision to auppott the right

of Indian cititena to conttol the educational activities affecting their

children as 'pacified in the Indian Self - Determination Act, and, since

Title IV so proVides, Title IV should be retained over any alternate proposal

to the contrary to maintain this basic right of Indian cititens uhtth the

Indian Self-Determination Act recognitea and upholds. Furthermote it is

recommended that President Reagan's proposed $16 malice rescission for

tiscal year 1983 be denied ant that the appropriations for floc*/ year 1984

be set at or above the 1983 level. Furthet. it is recommended that Congress

move to reauthorize the Indian Education Act for another five (5) year period.

-00
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MAN SEll-DETTIMIOATIOS AMC lbOCATICH ASSISIAliCI ACT
MIMIC LW 93-630
(RELEVANT =nom)

AN ACT

Zo provide cads= leash yettIctimeten In ehe Coverasesc sad 44104st/sr of the
Indian people; co escsblish a program of 00000 tent* to upgrade Indies education;
co suppecc the riche of Indian cicircas to condo! their own cdtmscionsl activities.

coscussioNg rtmoms

Sec. I (a) The Cr g o altos careful soviet, of the Feder,* Covertness', blesocicta
e nd special legal telsclonship with, end scoulting 00000 osibilicice to. Asericsa
Indies people. finds thee--

(I) oho prolonged Federal &Eteocles of Indian esrvicc Programs has
served to record stales than enhance ehe ptogress of Isdisa people and
their communities by depriving Indies* of the full opportunity to develop
leadership skills motel to the teslitation o! self -governateat and
has denied co cite ladies people se, effeeelye voice in the planning sad
implemestetion of progress for the benefic of Indians which are responsive
co the true needs of Wien comavnicies; sod
(2) thy Indian people will never surrender chest dealt. to control attic
reletionehips boob among themselves end with non-Iodise govesrmencs.
orient:micas, end persons.

(") The Coots's* leacher finds shot --
(1) true, self -detessfastios In any society of people is dependent upon se,
cducesitnel .rotes. which *fit Inset, the develepsent of testified people
co fulfill meaningful lesdership roles;
(2) the Federal responsibility foe end essistemce to education of Indian
children has ace effected the desired level of educational achievement
Oe 04 00000 ehe diverse oppo o ties end possess' estisfseeioc which
calmer*** can and snould provide; sod
(3) pa I sad community control of the eduenflosal process is of
crucial hopottence co ohs Iodise people.

DECLARATION Of POLICY

Sec. 3 Oa The Congress heeeby teectintree the obligation of ehe Crated States to tespocd
to the strong cop 000000 a of the Indian people for alit -deterninscion by assuring scan=
Iodise percicipstion In :he dicection of oducseionsf as wall es other Federal services
co lodiso committee so as to solder such derviccs note tespossive to the needs sad

I

desires of those connualties.

unique and continuing relaticeshlp with sad respectability co the Indian people chrougb
(b) the Cepgsces deduce its commit:ens to the malamesettee of the Fedoset Covers:apes

cbe establish:toe et 4 meaningtul Indian self -detorsinstion policy which wilt permit an
orderly 00000 Won frees Tsderel domination of progress foe sad services to /adieus to
*fleetly* end nesniosful participation by the Indian people in the plannieg, cooduct. and

/ @dotal los of those progress sad services. .

(c) The Congress ageless, crate s =jos oitioaal goal of che Voiced Scares is co provide
the guantley end goalie, of educacionet services end oppoctonities vhteh will potpie
Indies childssa to coapece sad excel in ohs life Areas of their chotoo. sad to eehlev*
else mestere of self -decorminecion 00000000 1 to their 'octet and *cosmic well-befog.

N.

4
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utismioss

See. S. foe the purposes of this Att. the cora.=
(s) "Indian" mane ;moon rho la s amber of an iodise cribs;
(e) "Tribal organ Aloe mesne...eny legally established organisation of
lndians...shfch is demo fealty elettod by the @dale members of the 'Mien
cOanonitt to be served by such organizations end 'Mob Includes the whom
p ttttt ipstion of Ludlam in ell phste of its Activities. ,

SACS ASV LABOR SIMMS

See. 7 (b) Any contract. subcontract. grime, or ubgeane pursuant to this Ate....fot
the benefit of Indians. shell require thee to the greatest extent feasible--

-(1) preferences and opportunities foe tesiningend employment In
concoction with the minIni Ion of such consumes or'ssnes shall be
given to Talmo; and
(2) preference in the sacra of subcontracts and subgemme fa tonne/elms
lath the @Manistee tion of such concretes or grants shall be given to
Iadtsn orgsnitations end to Indian-mined &cocoa!' prises as defined
in section 3 of the Indian Financing Ace of 1474 (Often. 77).

82;
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WINNEBAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Rt). BOX KK

WINNEBAGO, NEBRASKA Sri

February 25, 1983

Honorable Hark Andrews, Chairperson
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
6317 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Andrews:

As elected members of theTitle IV Parent Committee of Winnebago and
parents of Indian children in the Winnebago Public School, we are writing to ,

you for these reason*: 1) to state our adamant opposition to President Reagan's
proposal to reduce Title 11! funding in FY 1933 and to "terminate" the program
in FY 1984; 2) to clarify for you and your colleagues that while,lndLan parental
involvement in the education process is increasing and the academic skills
of Indian chilren are improving, both of these developments are in their
initial stages reequiring an extension of Title 10 support services; 3) to
provide yuu and your fellow legistlatore with a small sampling of data, collected
for our Title IV program over the last three years, which substantiates the fact
that our program has' een vex, successful in meeting its objectives without
duplicating other services such as those provided by Chapter One and ,OM.

We respectfully request that you enter this enclosed material into the
record as testimony with the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs and
with the House and Senate Appropriations COmmittees which recently held
bearings on Indian Education Programs. On each of the enclosed items we
have provided a brief explanation of the item and what the data indicates about
our progtan. We ask, also, that you continue your commendable support of Indian
education by working to insure that Title IV is reauthorized and that Title /V.
funding is not futther reduced. We welcome any question you may have about oA
program, about our belief that its continued existence is crucial to our
studehts and Indian parents, or about the success we have had with our Title IV
activities. We also invite you to visit our project should you ever have
opportunity and inclination to do so.

e"

Nay Gegen,

Sincerely.

lenge?, Mem, r

ie Eagle, -Chairperson at Free, Secretary

Robert e 11 em
.14

Br
J9,1;111(
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